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ADVERTISEMENT. 

Mr. Swarnson’s contributions to the following pages have the letters Sw. subjoined, except 

in one or two instances, where they have been accidentally omitted. It is to be understood, 

however, that all the remarks on natural arrangement are his, and that the specific names 

and synonymes are given on his authority, having been either supplied or revised by him. 

In the descriptions, ‘ Werner's Nomenclature, by Syme,” has been adopted as the 

standard for the names of the colours, the specimens having been invariably compared with the 

coloured patterns previous to noting down the hue of the plumage. The measurements are 

in inches and lines, or twelfth parts of an inch. The total length of the bird is measured 

from the tip of the bill to the end of the tail, the neck being on the stretch. In the Fatco- 

nip& and Srrieip#, the length of the longest quill when plucked from the wing is given ; 

but this having been found inconvenient in practice, the length of the folded wing from the 

tip of the longest feather to the bend of the carpal joint is recorded in the descriptions of the 

succeeding families. The dimensions of the bill are generally taken both from the feathers 

of the forehead, following the curve of its ridge,—and from the rictus or angle of the mouth, 

in a straight line to the tip. The tail is measured from its extremity to the insertion of the 

quills in the coccyx; and in the length of the tarsus are included its articular cartilages ; 

that is, the points of the compasses were placed in the centres of the tarsal and metatarsal 

joints. The lengths of the toes are given separately from the nails. 



THESE LISTS ARE SUBJOINED, THAT THE ORNITHOLOGIST MAY KNOW WHERE TO FIND 

THE SPECIMENS DESCRIBED IN THE FOLLOWING PAGES. 

Presented to the Zoouoaicat Society by order of the Right Hon. the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 

Aquila chrysaéta. Halizeetus leucocephalus. Circus cyaneus. Strix cinerea. Bubo Virginianus. 
B. arcticus. Strix funerea. Strix Tengmalmi. Lanius borealis. L. excubitorides. Tyrannus intre- 

pidus. Tyrannula Saya. Tyr. pusilla. Tyr. Richardsonii. Cinclus Americana. Merula minor. 
M. Wilsonii. M. solitaria. Orpheus meruloides. O. rufus. . felivox. Sialia arctica. Sylvicola 
wstiva. S. maculosa. S. petechia. S, striata. Vermivora rubricapilla. V. peregrina. Setophaga 
Bonapartii.  Parus atricapillus. Seiurus aurocapillus. S. aquaticus. Anthus aquaticus. Vireo 
olivaceus. Bombycilla Americana. Alauda cornuta. Plectrophanes Lapponica. P. picta. Embe- 

riza pallida. Fringilla leucophrys. F. Pennsylvanica. F. iliaca. FF. hyemalis.  Pipilo arctica. 
Loxia leucoptera. Fringilla purpurea. Linaria tephrocotis. L. minor. Agelaius xanthocephalus. 
Scolecophagus ferrugineus. Garrulus brachyrhynchus. Picus tridactylus. P. arcticus. Troglodytes 
edon. Tr. hyemalis. Tr. palustris. Hirundo Americana. H. lunifrons. Tetrao obscurus. T. 
Canadensis. T. Franklinii. T. saliceti. T. rupestris. T. leucurus. T. phasianellus.  Strepsilas 
interpres. Grus Canadensis. Ardea lentiginosa. Numenius Hudsonius. N. borealis, Tringa 

Douglasii. T. alpina. T. Schinzii. Totanus semipalmatus. TT. vociferus. T. flavipes. T. Bar- 

tramius. TT. chloropygius. Limosa Hudsonica, Scolopax Novoboracensis. Sc. Drummondii. 
Rallus Carolinus. Fulica Americana. Phalaropus Wilsonii. Podiceps cornutus. Sterna nigra. 

Larus glaucus. L. zonorhynchus. L. brachyrhynchus. L. Franklinii. lL. Bonapartii. Lestris 
Richardsonii. Anas discors. Mareca Americana. Oidemia perspicillata. O. fusca. Fuligula Vallis- 
neria. F.ferina. F.rufitorques. F.rubida. Clangula Barrovii. Cl. histrionica. Hiarelda glacialis. 
Mergus cucullatus. Colymbus glacialis. C. septentrionalis. [In all 130 specimens.] 

Presented to the Museum of the University of Edinburgh. 

Accipiter palumbarius, male & fem. Buteo borealis. B. lagopus. Circus cyaneus, male, fem. & 
young. Strix otus. S. brachyota. S. cinerea. S, Virginiana. S. funerea. S.Tengmalmi. Tyrannus 
intrepidus. Tyrannula Saya. Cinclus Americanus. Merula migratoria. M. Wilsonii. Sylvicola macu- 
losa. Setophaga ruticilla. Parus atricapillus. Anthus aquaticus. Bombycilla garrula. B. Americana. 
Fringilla leucophrys. F. Pennsylvanica. F. graminea. Pipilo arctica. Dolichonyx oryzivorus. Age- 

laius phoeniceus, male & fem. A. xanthocephalus. Stumella Ludoviciana. Icterus Baltimore. Quis- 
calus versicolor, male & fem. Scolecophagus ferrugineus, male & fem. Corvus corone. C. pica. Picus 
pileatus. P. villosus, male & fem. PP. pubescens. P. varius. P. arcticus. P. tridactylus, male & 

fem. Colaptes auratus, male & fem. Caprimulgus Virginianus. Hirundo purpurea. Alcedo alcyon. 
Tetrao umbellus, male & fem. T. obscurus. T. Canadensis, male, fem., & young. T. saliceti, spring 

and wint. T. leucurus, summer and wint. T. phasianellus. Charadrius vociferus. C. pluvialis. 
Strepsilas interpres. Ardea lentiginosa. Tringa Douglasii. T. Schinzii. Totanus semipalmatus. 
T. vociferus. TT. flavipes. T. Bartramius. T.chloropygius. Limosafedoa. L.Hudsonica. Rallus 
Carolmus. Phalaropus Wilsonii. P. hyperboreus. Podiceps comutus. Sterna nigra. Larus 

zonorhynchus. L. Franklinii. L. Bonapartii. Anas clypeata, male & fem. A. strepera. A. crecca. 
A. discors, fem. & young. Mareca Americana. Oidemia perspicillata, male & young. O. fusca. 
Fuligula Vallisneria, male & fem. F. marila. F. rufitorques, male & fem. F. rubida. Clangula 
vulgaris, male & young. C. albeola, male & fem. Harelda glacialis, male & fem. Mergus merganser. 
M. cucullatus.—86 species, in addition to 40 specimens collected on the first Expedition, and also 
preserved in the Edinburgh Museum. 

Twelve specimens were likewise sent to the Plymouth Museum, pursuant to his Majesty's commands; 
and between 70 and 80 species have been presented to Mr. Swainson, by permission of the Right Hon. 
the Secretary of State for Colonial affairs*. 

* Mr. Swainson has deposited specimens from his own collection, of the true Vireo olivaceus and Tyrannula rapaz, 
in the British and the Edinburgh Museums. To the former he has also sent Vireo Bartramii. 
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INTRODUCTION 

TO THE 

SECOND VOLUME; 

Dr. RICHARDSON. 

ScieNcE is indebted to the exertions of the Hudson’s Bay Company 
for almost all that is-known of the Ornithology of the American Fur- 

countries ; under which term we comprehend generally the whole 

country north of the forty-eighth parallel of latitude. The French 

Canadians were the first, indeed, who penetrated into the regions 

beyond the Great Lakes in pursuit of peltry; but the few journals 

of their proceedings that have come down to us, though rich in per- 

sonal adventure, contribute nothing to Natural History, beyond 

incidental anecdotes of the animals that are objects of chase. In like 

manner, the earlier English navigators, who, in exploring Hudson’s 

Bay and the Arctic Seas, aided in laying the foundation of the naval’ 
glory of their country, limited their notes on Zoology to brief remarks 

on the animals used for food, but seldom or never gave descriptions 

sufficiently characteristic to identify the species. | 

The first collections of Hudson’s Bay birds of which I can find any 

record, are those formed by Mr. Alexander Light, who was sent out, 

ninety years ago, by the Hudson’s Bay Company, on account of his 

knowledge of Natural History; and by Mr. Isham, who, during a 
long residence, as Governor of various forts or trading-posts, employed 

his leisure hours in preparing the skins of beasts, birds, and fishes. 

These two gentlemen returning to England, about the year 1745, 

fortunately for the advancement of Ornithology, entrusted their 
b 
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specimens to Mr. George Edwards, who did them ample justice, in 

his splendid “ Natural History of Birds*,’ the most original and 
valuable work of the kind in the English language. In the first volume, 
he has figured and described with accuracy ten of Mr. Light’s birds, 
and in his third volume, which appeared in 1749, thirty-two of Mr. 

Isham’s are equally well illustrated f. 

In that year also, Ellis published his account of the voyage of the 

Dobbs and California, wherein he mentions some of the animals that 

came under his notice in the winter of 1747, which he passed in 

Hayes River; and a narrative of the proceedings of the same voyage, 

by Mr. Drage, Clerk of the California, is still more full on points 

relating to Natural History. During the next twenty years, no 

additional information was obtained of the Zoology of those parts; 

but Mr. William Wales having been sent to Hudson’s Bay, in 1768, 

to observe the transit of Venus, Mr. Graham, Governor of the Com- 

pany’s post at Severn River, embraced the opportunity afforded by 

his return to England, of transmitting a collection of quadrupeds, 

birds, and fishes to the Royal Society. These being described by 

John Reinhold Forster, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1772 §, 
excited the attention of the scientific world; and, by desire of the 

Royal Society, directions were given by the Governor and Committee 

of the Hudson’s Bay Company that objects of Natural History should 

be annually sent to England. Mr. Humphrey Martin, accord- 

ingly, sent home several hundred specimens of animals and _ plants, 

collected at Albany Fort, of which he was Governor; and Mr. Hut- 

chins, who succeeded him in that office, was still more industrious, 

* Edwards presented a copy of this work, coloured by his own hand, to the Royal Society; and 
another copy, which he sent to Linnzeus, returning to England again when Sir James Smith acquired 

the invaluable museum and library of that prince of naturalists, is now in the possession of the Lin- 

nean Society. The Linnean specific names are added to it in manuscript. 

t In four instances Edwards devotes separate plates to the males and females, which reduces the 

number of species of birds from Hudson’s Bay, introduced into his work, to thirty-eight. 

{ York Factory is situated on the alluvial point of land which separates this river from the more 

important stream of Nelson's River, and is the place where the principal part of the waders and 

water-fowl collected on Sir John Franklin’s first Expedition were procured. 
§ The species of birds enumerated by Forster are fifty-seven, of which twenty-two had been pre- 

viously made known by Edwards ; while sixteen, figured by the latter, do not enter Forster’s list. 
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not only in preparing many specimens, but in drawing up minute 

descriptions of all the quadrupeds and birds he could obtain, adding 

their native names, with notices of their nidification, food, and habits. 

His observations *, which, in fact, embrace almost all that has been 

recorded of the habits of the Hudson’s Bay birds up to the present 

time, being communicated to Latham and Pennant, are incorporated 

in the ‘‘ General Synopsis of Birds,’ and in ‘‘ Arctic Zoology.” 

Indeed, Pennant, in some instances, appears to have adopted Mr. 
Hutchins’s descriptions, though unaccompanied by specimens, pre- 

fixing the names of nearly-resembling European birds, which an 
actual comparison would have shown to have been quite distinct ; 
and in this way several species have been enumerated in systematic 

works as natives of Hudson’s Bay, which do not actually exist there. 
On the other hand, Mr. Hutchins has distinctly noticed a few species 

which have been but very lately admitted into the ornithological 

systems. 

Captain Cook’s third voyage, in 1777-8, contains some information 
respecting the animals of the north-west coasts of America and 

Behring’s Straits, but, unfortunately, no figures of the birds were 

published ; and the compendious notices which are contained in the 

works of Pennant and Latham, defective as they are in details of 

structure, are, in many instances, insufficient to enable us to identify 

the species, or to ascertain their proper situation in the system. The 

specimens themselves, collected on this and Cook’s other voyages, of 

unrivalled extent and interest, which ought to have been carefully 

preserved for reference in a national museum, have either gone to 

enrich foreign collections, or are entirely lost to science. 

Pennant’s “ Arctic Zoology,’ which appeared in 1785, contains the 

fullest account of the birds of Arctic America which has hitherto 

been published. It embraces the species introduced by Latham in 

his “ Synopsis,’’ which was then in course of publication ; but, in 

common with other ornithological works of that period, it includes 

many specific names, attached merely to a different state of plumage, 

* In one volume folio, in the Library of the Hudson’s Bay Company. 

b 2 
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resulting from age or sex. Exclusive of these nominal species, Pen- 
nant describes seventeen from the north-west coast and Behring’s 

Straits, collected on Captain Cook’s Expedition, and eighty-three 

from Hudson’s Bay, of which seventy-three had been previously 

made known by Edwards and Forster. Umfreville’s “ Account of 

Hudson’s Bay,’’ and Hearne’s “ Journey to the Coppermine River,” 

published in 1795, give some interesting details of the habits of the 

more common birds. 

There is no evidence in the Philosophical Transactions, of the orders 

of the Hudson’s Bay Company, 1 in 1772, above alluded to, having been 

beneficial to science through the chien of the Royal Society ; but 
their instructions served to acquaint the residents with the value set, in 

England, upon the natural productions of the northern regions; and 

collections, chiefly of birds, have continued to be transmitted annually 

to London up to the present time, as presents either to the Governor 

and Committee or to the personal friends of the parties. The former, 

besides forming a museum of the Hudson’s Bay productions, which is 

liberally open to the public, have presented numerous specimens to 

the British Museum and Zoological Society. Private museums have 

also been greatly enriched from these sources, among which that of 

Joseph Sabine, Esq., is particularly deserving of notice. This gentle- 

man has long studied the Ornithology of Hudson’s Bay, and it is to 

be regretted that he has hitherto laid before the public only a part of 

the extensive information he has acquired on the subject. His 

Appendix to the Narrative of Sir John Franklin’s first Journey shows 
how well he could have performed the task had he found leisure. He 

has lately transferred his rich museum to the Andersonian Institution 

of Glasgow. Mr. Leadbeater’s invaluable collection also contains an 

extensive suite of birds from Hudson’s Bay, some of which have been 

recently figured in the American Ornithology of the Prince of Musig- 

nano, and are among the most interesting novelties in that splendid 

work. 

The voyages of Vancouver, Portlock, Meares, and Langsdorff, to the 

north-west coast, added little to Ornithology; nor is there much cer- 
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tain information to be derived from the notices of Lewis and Clark of 
the birds they saw on the banks of the Columbia. They were unable 

to bring many specimens across the mountains, and their descriptions 

are in general too vague for scientific purposes, which is, perhaps, 
attributable to the untimely death of Governor Lewis previous to the 

publication of the work. 

All this, however, would have been compensated by the indefati- 

gable researches of Mr. David Douglas, which would have made the 

birds of the north-west coast equally familiar to Europeans with those 
of Hudson’s Bay, had not his extensive collections gone to decay, 

through the length of the voyage and other causes beyond his control. 

He is now a second time exploring that interesting country, and we 

look with much anxiety for the rich harvest he is sure to reap. 

Eschscholtz and Chamisso, the naturalists who accompanied Kot- 

zebue on his voyages to the Russian-American settlements and Beh- 

ring’s Straits, doubtless acquired a knowledge of the birds of the 

places they visited; but only some detached notices of their dis- 

coveries in Natural History have as yet reached this country. The 

more recent voyage of Captain Beechey has also been productive of 

much advantage to natural science; and I rejoice that Mr. Vigors 
has undertaken the task of bringing the ornithological discoveries 
before the public *. 

Almost the only information we have of the birds of the extreme 

northern coasts of America is contained in the Natural History 

Appendices to the voyages of Ross and Parry. Having had _ access 

to many of the specimens procured on these voyages, and preserved 

in the British and Edinburgh Museums, I have described them in 

the present work +. 

* JT should gladly have availed myself of the kindness of the Author, who entrusted me with the 

proof-sheets, to have rendered this work more complete, by giving a list of the species that frequent 

the north-west coast; but very few of the specimens brought home on that Expedition had notes 
attached to them to indicate their locality, so that the native places of many are uncertain. 

+ I embrace the opportunity here afforded of again returning my sincere thanks to Charles Kénig, 
John George Children, and John Gray, Esqrs., of the British Museum; to Robert Jameson, Esq., 

Regius Professor of Natural History in the University of Edinburgh ; and Nicholas Aylward Vigors, 

Esq., Secretary to the Zoological Society; for the great facilities they have invariably afforded me of 
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As the specimens obtained on Sir John Franklin’s two Expeditions 

furnish almost the whole of our authentic information of the Orzi- 

thology of the zntertor of the Fur-countries, it remains that I should 

add to the preceding brief notice of the sources of our knowledge of 

the feathered tribes that frequent the coast line of Arctic America 

a few remarks on the cercwmstances under which the collections were 

made. 'The reader will thus be better enabled to form some opinion 

on the proportion which the species described in this work bear to 
the whole that frequent the Fur-countries. 

In the first place, I have to state that, in neither Expedition, did 

Ornithology occupy much of our attention. The want of means of 

transport for bulky packages in the overland marches, and the difficulty 
of preserving from injury recent specimens of birds, on the numerous 

carrying places which occur on the canoe route, induced us to devote 

the whole of our spare time during the journey to Botany and Mine- 

ralogy. As the entire summer of each year was spent in travelling, 

we did not reach our-winter quarters until after almost all the migra- 

tory birds had retired to the southward. Nothing could, therefore, 

be done beyond securing examples of the few resident birds, until 

the following spring, when the interval of a month or six weeks, which 

occurred between the first melting of the snow and the commence- 

ment of the summer journey, was devoted almost exclusively to 

collecting birds. Many of the specimens were shot by the other officers, 

but they were all prepared by Mr. Drummond or myself. 
The collection made on the first Expedition was formed in the several 

springs of 1820, 21, and 22, on the Saskatchewan, at Fort Enterprise, 

and on Great Slave Lake respectively ; and in the autumn of 1822, at 

York Factory (lat. 57°), Hudson’s Bay. We arrived at the latter place 

on the 14th of July; and betwixt that date and our departure for 

England, in the beginning of September, we had an opportunity of 

consulting the museums under their charge, and the desire they have constantly manifested of fur- 
thering my researches by every means in their power. I am, likewise, under many obligations for 

similar kindnesses to the Governor, Deputy-Governor, and Committee of the Hudson’s Bay Com- 

pany, and to Mr. Smith, their Secretary ; and also to William Yarrell, Esq., and Mr. Leadbeater, 

for the liberal access they have given me to their collections. 
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obtaining a very considerable number of birds, chiefly waders, which 
assemble in flocks at the mouth of Hayes River, previous to taking 

their departure southwards on the setting in of the frost *. Mr. 

Sabine, who wrote the Zoological Appendix to the Narrative of that 

Expedition, notices seventy-one species of birds. Want of leisure, 

however, caused him to omit several of the waders, and a portion 

of the collection never reached him, being lost after its arrival in 

England. 

On the second Expedition specimens of birds were collected at 
Fort Franklin, on Great Bear Lake, in the spring of 1826, between 

the 8th of May and 14th of June, being the periods of the first 

arrival of the migratory birds and the commencement of our voyage 
to the coast ; and, in 1827, the months of April and May and one-half 

of June were devoted to the same purpose at Carlton and Cumberland 

House, on the banks of the Saskatchewan. Having the able assistance 

of Mr. Drummond in the latter period, ‘the bulk of the collection was 

then formed. Mr. Drummond also shot two or three species on the 

declivity of the Recky mountains that were not seen elsewhere ; and 

a very few were prepared in the course of our summer journeys. 

It is evident, from the short time allotted to the task, that we 

could hope to obtain only the more common birds. The Prince of 

Musignano enumerates a somewhat greater number of species in his 

Synopsis of American Birds, than those contained in Temminck’s 
Manual of European Ornithology; and as the country we traversed 

north of the Great Lakes exceeds in extent the whole of Europe lying 

higher than the forty-eighth degree of latitude, we shall not, perhaps, 

err greatly in ascribing to the Fur-countries as great a variety as 
Europe presents within the same parallels. 

The present work contains two hundred and forty species, and 

above twenty-seven in addition are described by Pennant and Vigors 

* This was the only autumn collection made on either Expedition, and we regret that we have not 

been able to avail ourselves of it, so much as we could have wished, in drawing up the present work. 

Exclusive of the specimens above alluded to as having been entirely lost, many were destroyed by 

moths in London ; and the only portion of the collection which I can now trace are forty specimens, 
which were presented to the Museum of the University of Edinburgh, and are still in good order. 
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as inhabitants of the north-west coast*, making in all two hundred and 

sixty-seven. Now, according to Temminck’s Manual, there are three 

hundred and twenty-six} birds which range in Europe to the north- 

ward of the forty-eighth parallel ; so that the number of species that 

remain to be detected in the Fur-countries will not, probably, much 

exceed sixty ; and we have some reasons, connected with the cireum- 

stances under which the collections were made for believing, that the 

majority of these will prove to belong to the families of Sylviade, 

Fringulide, and Charadriade. Several of the Procellarieé are also 

known to inhabit Hudson’s Bay and the Arctic Sea; but, from our 

want of means of identifying the species, they have been omitted. 

The same causes that tended to limit our means of collecting 

operated, together with my previous ignorance of Ornithology, to 

prevent my recording the habits of the species to the extent and with 

* List of species that frequent the north-west coast of America, from Pennant’s Arctic Zoology ; 

with references to those described in this work :— 
No. No. 

139 Steller’s Crow, Nootka Sound. (Garrulus Stelleri, 260 Cinereous Finch. 
Sw., p. 294, hujus operis.) 381 Black Snipe. (STELLER.) 

151 Unalaschka Oriole. 394 Gambet Sandpiper, lat. 693°. 

160 Red-headed Woodpecker. (Melanerpus erythroce- 397 Little ditto, Nootka Sound. 
phalus, p. 316.) 413 Tringa fulicaria. (Phalaropus fulicarius, p. 407.) 

168 Three-toed ditto, Morton Sound. (Picus (Apter- 415 Plain phalarope. (p. 408.) 

nius) ? p. 3ll? 313?) 430 Antient Auk. 

169 Belted Kingfisher. (Alcedo alcyon, p.339.) 432 Tufted ditto. (Mormon cirrhatus, Bon., Syn., No. 

177 Ruffed Honey-sucker, Nootka. (Trochilus (Selas- 378.) 

phorus) rufus, p. 324.) 431 Pigmy ditto, Behring’s Straits. 

186 Norton Sound Bustard. 433 Perroquet ditto, ) ditto. (Phaleris psitaccula, Bon., 

197 Varied Thrush. (Orpheus meruloides, Sw., p. 187.) 435 Dusky ditto, s Syn., No. 376.) 

202 Unalaschka Thrush. 434 Crested ditto, ditto. (Phaleris cristatella, Ip. p. 426.) 

207 Chatterer, lat. 64° 30'. (Bombycilla garrula, p. 237.) 486 Marbled Guillemot. (Uria marmorata, Ip. No.372.) 

229 Unalaschka Bunting. (Fringilla arctica, Vicors, 457 Ivory Gull, Behring’s Strats. 
Beechey’s Birds, p. 20 ?) 463 Fork-tail Petrel, ditto. 

230 Black-crowned ditto, Nootka Sound. 473 Bering Goose. (STELLER.) 
232 Unalaschka ditto (second species). 497 Western Duck. 
251 Ferruginous Finch, (a variety,) Unalaschka. 510 Gannet. 

256 Norton ditto. 534 Giant Petrel. 

The Prince of Musignano and Mr. Vigors give, in addition to the above, 

Charadrius pluvialis, Chamisso Island. (p. 369.) Larus Sabinii, Behr. Straits. (p. 428 ) 

Mormon glacialis, Behr. Straits. (Bon., Syn., No. 379.) Diomedea fuliginosa, Aleutian Islands. (Vic., Beechey’s 
Cerorhinca occidentalis, ditto. (Ip.) Birds, p. 89.) 

Lewis and Clark, and the authors we have mentioned in the text, indicate several others. 

+ The whole number of European birds described iu Temminck’s Manual is three hundred and eighty, 

of which two hundred and thirty-five are land-birds. Bonaparte’s Synopsis of the Birds of the United 

States contains three hundred and eighty-two species, of which two hundred and fifteen are land- 
birds ; and one hundred and sixty-seven belong to the orders of Grallatores and Natatores. 
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the accuracy required for the purposes of science. With the view of 
obviating this defect in some degree, and of rendering the work more 

popular, I began by introducing occasional extracts from the lively 
and accurate pen of Wilson. I soon found, however, that a continu- 

ance of this practice would have swelled the work to an undue size, 
and have left no room for Mr. Swainson’s important and interesting 

observations on natural arrangement. It was, therefore, laid aside ; 

and, at the suggestion of Mr. Swainson, the succeeding descriptions 

were much and advantageously compressed *. 

The discovery of the laws which regulate the distribution of the 
species over the face of the globe, being one of the most important ends 

of the publication of local Faune, the scanty contributions of facts that 

we have been enabled to make are thrown, for the greater facility of 
reference, into a tabular form. ‘The New World is peculiarly adapted 
for researches of this kind; its two extremities, and almost every 

intermediate zone, are accessible, and, it is to be hoped, will hereafter 

be minutely investigated for the purposes of natural science. When 

accurate lists of the resident birds in each region, and of the summer 

and winter visiters, are obtained, many highly interesting and unex- 

pected deductions will doubtless be made, and much theoretical 

reasoning exploded. The Prince of Musignano has performed a 

great service to science in furnishing such a list for the neighbour- 

hood of Philadelphia +, of which we have availed ourselves in the 

construction of the following table. Had it been in our power to 

have drawn up an equally complete list for the Fur-countries, the 

general movements of the feathered tribes through North America 
would have been rendered apparent. 

Birds are usually divided into migratory and resident, though com- 

paratively few in the Fur-countries are strictly entitled to the latter 

appellation. The Raven and Canadian and Short-billed Jays are, 

indeed, the only species which we recognized as being equally nume- 

* The announcement at this period of two editions of Wilson’s inimitable work, by different 
editors, at a price which will place them within the reach of every ornithologist, was a further induce- 
ment to us to abstain from borrowing from it. 

+ Specchio Comparativo delle Ornitologie di Roma e di Filadelfia, di C. L. Bonaparte, Principe 
di Musignano. Pisa. 1827. 

Cc 
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rous at their breeding-places in winter as in summer; and they pair 
and begin to lay eggs in the month of March,—nearly three months 

earlier than any other bird in those quarters. 

The distribution of the migratory and resident birds is evidently 

governed, as far as climate is concerned, by very different laws. The 
winter temperature, regulating the depth and duration of the snow 

and ice, and consequently the supply of vegetable productions, insects 
or fish at that season exerting a principal influence on the number 

of resident birds, whose distribution may be considered as bearing 

much analogy to that of quadrupeds. While the influx of migratory 

birds into the northern regions for the purpose of rearing their young 

is more connected with the high summer temperature of those paral- 
lels, the mean annual heat, which is very low, being no criterion as 

to the number or variety of summer visiters *. | 

* The following Table gives a view of the temperatures of various stations in North America, the 

extremes being forty-five degrees of latitude apart. Our limits do not admit of the Table being 
more extended, but the reader who wishes to enter fully into the subject, may consult Dr. Lovell’s 

valuable tables, appended to the Narrative of Long’s Expedition to St. Peter’s River, from which the 

temperatures for Fort St. Philip and Philadelphia have been extracted, and the Edinburgh Philoso- 

phical Journal for April, 1825, or the Appendices to Sir Edward Parry’s and Sir John Franklin’s 
several Narratives, which furnished the materials for the rest of the Table. It may be observed, that 

the mean annual temperature decreases as we advance northwards 13° F. for each degree of latitude, 

while the decrease of mean heat in July does not exceed 1°. The three last lines are omitted in this 

calculation, as the observations recorded in them were made among fields of ice, which reduce the 

summer temperature greatly below what it is even a few miles inland. The snow is perpetual in no 

part of the Fur Countries, except on the elevated peaks of the Rocky Mountains. 

Position. | Mean temperature of the Air. 

—{ = | Mav. | Min. 

Pl nae. |p ming. [ERM | cl Seamer Piece | aceasta ne 
Ave Wile eam Gi ian neous Rat yal 

ie ivi H Fahr. Fahr. Fahr. Fahr. Fahr. 

Fort St. Philip 29 29 | 89 21 [70.07 |+82.89 |+54.08 [481-53 | +92.0 
Philadelphia 3957| 75 9| .. [453.38 1-72.75 |129.77 |4+-75.32 | +87.0 
Penetanguishene 44 48} 80 40| 600 4-45.28 [4-69.91 |4+-22.68 [4-73.15 | +92.0 
Cumberland House 53 57 | 102 17 | 800 1432.01 +67.80 | —4.62 |+69.80 | +87.0 

Fort Chipewyan 58 43 | 111 18 | 500 § +30.00 |+62.41 | +3.67 |+63.42 | +97.0 

Fort Enterprise 64 0/113 6) 850 414.19 +51.71 |—23.03 |+53.20 | +-78.0 

Fort Franklin 65 12 | 132 13 | 230 1+17.50 |-+50.40 |—16.81 |4+52.10 | +80.0 
Winter Island 66 11 83 30 : +6.84 |435.00 |—24.96 |4+36.34 | +54.0 

Igloolik 69 19 | 82 30 +2.20 |+34.63 |—26.76 |1+40.04 | +50.0 

Melville Island 74 45] 111 0 ) —1.71 |436.44 |—33.02 |+42.41 | +60.0 
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The nature of the country, whether prairie or wooded, rocky and 
barren, or marshy, must also be taken into account in all speculations 

on the distribution of the feathered tribes. Several of the Grallatores, 

for instance, that feed by thrusting their bills into soft marshy soil, 

frequent the Saskatchewan prairies only in spring, and as soon as the 
warm and comparatively early summer renders the soil dry and unfit to 
yield them support, they retire to their breeding-quarters in the Arctic 

lands. There, the frozen sub-soil acted upon by the rays of a sun 

constantly above the horizon, keeps the surface wet and spongy 

during the two short summer months which suffice these birds for 
rearing their young. ‘This office performed, they depart to the south- 

ward, and halt in the autumn on the flat shores of Hudson’s Bay, 
which, owing to accumulations of ice drifted into the Bay from the 

northward, are kept in a low temperature all the summer, and are 
not thawed to the same extent with the more interior Arctic lands 

before the beginning of autumn. They quit these haunts on the 

setting in of the September frosts, and passing along the coasts of the 
United States, retire within the Tropics in the winter. 

Many species, which are purely summer visiters of the high lati- 

tudes, are resident within certain parallels of the United States, de- 

tachments advancing to the north in the spring for the purpose of 
rearing their young and retiring to the south of the resident stations 

in winter. It is obviously very difficult to ascertain whether the 

individuals of these species which breed in the higher latitudes are 

the same that retire farthest southwards in winter, those remaining 

in the intermediate districts in winter being the pairs which bred 

there, though from analogy we are led to think that such is the case. 

Of the strictly resident birds in Europe it is known that many (the 

House-Sparrow, for instance) shelter themselves in winter in their 

nests and summer haunts; and of the migratory ones, the same pair 

have been observed to build several successive seasons in the same 

spot. Some species seem to claim a right of property within a certain 
beat, chasing away with great pertinacity all the other birds that they 

can master. In the instance also of the Falconide and some other 
C2 
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tribes, which present a marked difference in the plumage of the old 

and young, we observe that the latter are expelled by their parents 

from the breeding-places, and appear both in summer and winter in 

districts which none of the old birds visit. From a consideration of 

these and similar facts, we are inclined to believe that, of the species 

which are found all the year within certain parallels, the younger 

individuals make the widest excursions in search of food or proper 

breeding places, and that, as their strength is matured by age, they 

fill up the casual vacancies which occur in the districts best adapted 

for their constant residence. 

A number of species, which rear two or more broods within the 

United States, raise only one in the Fur-countries, the shortness of 

the summer not admitting of their doing more. The Passenger 

Pigeons do not visit the Fur-countries, where they breed, until after 

they have reared a brood, and quitted the breeding-places in Ken- 

tucky. It is probable that some other birds also breed in succession 

in different districts; and it is even possible that a few of the Falco- 

nide and some species of certain families of Grallatores, after 

spending the short summer of a high northern latitude in rearing one 

family, may gain a similar climate in the southern hemisphere for 

the purpose of rearing another brood, passing, of course, nearly one 

half of the year in the transit to and from these breeding-places *. 

This hint is thrown out as simply conjectural; but, in the families 

to which I allude, seldom more than two young are produced at a 

* T have several times, when cruizing between Minorca and Sardinia, seen large flocks of Swal- 

lows, attended by great numbers of Hawks and a very small species of Owl, holding a direct course 

from the coast of Africa towards the Gulf of Lyons. From the direction of their flight, it did 
not appear that they could have rested on any part of the islands I have just mentioned; so that 
the traverse they attempted was full seven degrees of latitude. Both Swallows and birds of prey 

appeared much tired, and settled for several days on the masts and yards of all the ships of the fleet, 
from whence vast numbers were taken by the crews. Having no acquaintance whatever with Orni- 

thology at the time, I do not know the species of the small Owl, but I have a distinct recollection of 
its being no bigger than a Sparrow; and in this I can scarcely be mistaken, as I kept one for nearly 
a week before it made its escape. It was fed on Swallows, which it invariably strangled by grasping 
them by the neck with one foot. Ifa bird of this size can cross such an expanse of sea at one flight, 

the greatness of the distance to be traversed, according to the supposition in the text, does not seem 

to be of itself a sufficient reason for rejecting the hypothesis, particularly if the length of time occupied 
in the passage and the long halts at the various resting-places be considered. 
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time, which would seem scarcely sufficient to supply the waste by 

the numerous casualties which occur, unless more than one brood 
were raised in the year. Captain King found several northern birds 

in the Straits of Magellan. 

A large proportion of the migratory birds arrive in the higher lati- 

tudes in flocks, but disperse in pairs soon afterwards ; and some, as the 

Emberiza nivalis and Lapponica, which winter within the limits of 

the Fur-countries, assemble during that season in large flocks, but 

separate when they reach their breeding-places. Parus atricapillus 
and Linaria minor live in small families in the winter only; the 

Tetraonide form coveys of ten or twelve in summer and the middle 

of winter, but make their spring and autumn movements to and from 

their breeding-places in great assemblages. The Corvus corax con- 

gregates only in the pairing season, in the beginning of March, when 

as many as fifteen or twenty may be seen together for a few days, until 

each has chosen a mate. Many of the Sturnide, the Columba megra- 

tora, and Pelecanus onocrotalus fly in dense flocks all the summer. 

The Hirundinide and Laride breed in societies, and hunt for their 

food in numbers together; but they do not appear to move in con- 

certed flights, like the birds we have last mentioned. The Anatide, 

again, feed together, but generally make their nests in remote and 
solitary spots. 

The following Table requires no explanation. The fourth column is 
taken from the Prince of Musignano’s work above ailuded to (p. xvii.), 

and the fifth column is filled up on the authority of that naturalist, 

Wilson, Audubon, and some others. A partial analysis of this Table 

is given in the succeeding ones. 
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TABLE 

Extreme northern range. 
Species, numbered as in the Fauna. Distribution in the Fur-countries, 

Whether resident or migratory. 

No. VULTURID&, p. l. Lat. Ne 

1 Sarcoramphus Californianus . . | 49° West of Rocky Mountains : : . migr. 

2 Cathartesaura ss. : 2 54 Plains of Saskatch. and Columbia : mig. 

3 3 atratus 3 : . | 48 West of Rocky Mountains ‘ : . migr. 

FALCONIDE, p. 8. 

4 Aquila chrysaéta . : : 66 Onand near Rocky Mountains. : migr. 

5 »  (Halizeétus) leucocephala . | 62 Across the continent ; common : . mgr. 

6 4,  (Pandion) halieéta . : 60 East of Rocky Mountains : : migr. 

7 Falco peregrinus : “ . | 74 Across the continent . c . . migr. 

8 ,, Islandicus . : : 74 East of Rocky Mountains 6 : resid. 

9 ,,  sparverius : . . | 56 Acrossthecontinent . 3 F . mgr. 

10 +,,  columbarius ; . 66? East of Rocky Mountains . B : migr. 

11 +4, esalon . : A oa Ditto 5 . ‘ . mgr. 

12 Accipiter (Astur) palumbarius : 68 Across the continent; common ., A resid. 

13 3 4 Pennsylvanicus - | 49 Ditto rare O° : . mgr. 

14 Buteo vulgaris. : . 58 Ditto : c : . mig. 

154, borealis . . - e | Ge Ditto c : : . mgr. 

16 ,, lagopus . . : 68 East of Rocky Mountains . : : migr. 

17. ,, + (Circus) cyaneus : - | 68 Ditto (Young in high latitudes) . migr. 
STRIGIDH, p. 71. 

18 Strix otus . . : . 60 East of Rocky Mountains; interior : resid. 

19 4, brachyota 5 f . | 67 Across the continent . ) A . mgr. 

20 4, cinerea : : B 68 Ditto : ; resid. 

21 4, nebulosa 3 i - | 53 James's Bay 5 é : oo 

22 ,, (Bubo) Virginiana . x 68 Across the continent; common  . ; resid. 

BY «ie » aretica . : . | 53 Saskatchewan plains . : 7 . resid. 

24 ~«4, nyctea : : 5 75 Across the continent é A & resid. 

25 ,, funerea “ : - | 68 Ditto common : . resid. 

26 4, Tengmalmi . c : 60 East of Rocky Mountains ; common , resid. 

27 »,, -Acadica . : : - | 50 New Caledonia 2 : : . resid, 

. Laniap&, p. 105. 

28 Lanius borealis. : é 60. East of Rocky Mountains : partly resid. 

29 4,  excubitorides . 4 . | 54 Ditto : F ; . migr. 

30 » elegans : : 5 : F : b : —— 

31 Tyrannus intrepidus . i . | 57 East of Rocky Mountains i ; . mgr. 

52 borealis . : 53 Ditto A ; : migr. 

33 Tyrannula Saya 2 5 a | Ditto (Breeds on the Arkansas) migr. 

34 > pusilla : : 56 Ditto 9 d 0 migr. 

35 Py Richardsonii : . | 60 Interior districts ditto . : : . mgr. 

MERULID, p. 149. 

36 Cinclus Americanus ; . 50 Rocky Mountains; common , : mig. 

37 Merula migratoria c : . | 67 Across the continent . : : . migr. 

38  ,, minor c 5 : ‘54 East of Rocky Mountains . : 0 migr. 

39, Wilsonii : A . | 55 Ditto : ; : . mgr. 
40...) solitania a : ; 50 Ditto ; 5 migr. 



Species observed on the Saskatchewan, 
lat. 53° to 54° N., and from 600 to 1000 
miles distant from the sea-coast. 

No. 

2 In Summer only. Scarce 

4 Summer. Rare; accid. . 

5 Ditto Common . 

6 Ditto Rare 

7 Spr. and Aut. Of passage 

8 . é : 

9 Summer. Common 

10 Ditto Rare 

11 Ditto (Breeds.) Not com. 

Freq. in Sum. 12 All the year. 

13 ; A 6 

14 Summer. Not comm. 

15 Ditto Comm. 

16 Ditto do. 

17. Ditto Very comm. 

18 All the year. Comm. 

19 Summer. Very comm. 

20 All the year. Comm. 

21 Not seen by us 

22 All the year. Comm. 

23 Ditto Very rare 

24 Winter. Accid. 

25 All the year. ‘Comm. 

26 Ditto do. 

27 Not seen by us . 

28 All the year. 

29 Summer. Comm. 

30 . . 

31 Summer. Comm. 

32 Ditto One specim. 

33 Ditto do. 

34 Spring. Of passage 

35 Do. Of passage ? 

36 

37 Summer. Very comm. 

38 Summer? Breeds? 

39 Ditto 

400% 

Com. in Sum. 
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Species that frequent the vicinity 
of Philadelphia, lat. 40° N. 

(Bonaparte. ) 

In Summer. Comm. 

Ditto Accidental visiter . 

Very rare ; accid. visiter 

Resident. Comm. 

Summer. do. 5 b 

Winter. Accid. visiter 

Resid. Comm. : 

Pass. Spr. and Aut. Not uncom. 

Rare 

Comm. 

Resid. Very comm. 

Winter. Comm. a 

Do. Yng.very com. (Old accid.) 

Resid. Comm. : O 

Winter. Very comm. 

Resid. Comm. 

Do. Rare 

Winter. Accid. 

Do. do. 

Winter. Very rare 

Winter. Rare 

Summer. Very comm. 

Winter. Very comm.; a few res. 
, 

Summer. Not rare 

Ditto Comm. 

Winter-quarters of the Species, 

California 5 é 

Southern States, South Amer. 

Ditto ? ditto 

Southern States . 

Towards the Tropics 

Louisiana 

North of 54° ; 

West Indies, Mexico, S. Calif. 

Mexico . : O 

Fur-countries, North. States 

California, South. States 

South California 5 

United States, Mexico, Calif. 

Middle States. 5 

South. States 

Mid. and South. States, Calif. 

Fur-countries 

Fur-countries, Unit. St., Calif. 

Ditto 

Between 67° and 55° 

Fur-countries to Middle States 

Ditto Canada 

New Caledonia, North. States 

Fur-countr., Canada, Mid. St. 

Towards the Tropics 

Mexico . iB . 

Midd. and South. States, Calif. 

South. States 

Ditto : 

Ditto : 

XXIll 

111 

115 

144 

173 

176 

179 

182 

184 
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TABLE 

Extreme northern range. 
Species, numbered as in the Fauna. Distribution in the Fur-countries. 

Whether resident or migratory. 

No. MERULID&, continued. Lat. N. 

41 Orpheus meruloides 66° Great Bear Lake and North-west coast migr. 

42 s rufus 54 East of Rocky orang 5 migr. 

43 felivox 54 Ditto migr. 

SYLVIADA, p. 200. 

44 Erythaca (Sialia) arctica 65 East of Rocky Mountains migr 

45 ek ., Wilsonii 48 Ditto 6 . mgr. 

46 Sylvicola estiva 68 Across the continent migr. 

47 , maculosa 55 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

48 x petechia 55 Ditto migr. 

49 fe coronata 56 Across the continent . migr. 

50 re striata. , 54 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

51 es (Vermivora) rubricapilla 55 Ditto : mgr. 

52 ¥5 BS peregrina 55 Ditto mignr. 

53 Setophaga ruticilla 58 Ditto » mgr. 

54 _ Bonapartii x" A 55 Ditto migr. 

55 Parus atricapillus é 3 65 Across the continent resid 

56 Seiurus aurocapillus 55 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

57 »  aquaticus 60? Ditto migr. 

58 Anthus aquaticus . ; 60? Prairie district 0 migr 

AMPELID&, p. 232, 

59 Vireo olivaceus 55 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

60.555.) Bantvamiu 9 49 West of ditto mgr. 

61 Bombycilla garrula 67 Rocky Mountains and Gree Bear ace . mgr. 

62 cs Americana 56 Middle Prairie districts ‘ migr. 

FRINGILLIDA, p. 241 

63 Alauda calandra 58 Hudson's Bay : . mig. 

64 4, ~—- cornuta 69 East of Rocky Mountains; in flocks migr. 

65 Emberiza (Plectrophanes) Bete 75 Arctic coasts, in summer a 

66 Bs ns Lapponica 70 Ditto . 6 migr. 

67 my = picta By ; ; , migr. 

68 3 pallida 55 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

69 - Canadensis . : 60 Across the continent migr. 

70 Fringilla (Zonotrichia) graminea 57 Prairies E. of Rocky Mountains migr. 

7A ra 3 leucophrys 68 East of Rocky Mountains ; common migr. 

72 - BS Pennsylvanica 66 Ditto ditto migr. 

73 33 53 iliaca 68 Ditto migr. 

74 »  hyemalis : 57 Middle Prairie district migr. 

75 Pyrgita (Pipilo) arctica. . 55 Saskatchewan prairies . : migr. 

76 Pyrrhula (Corythus) enucleator 60 East of Rocky Mountains; scarce . resid 

77 Loxia leucoptera . c 68 Across the continent resid 

78 Fringilla purpurea 55 Ditto not common migr. 

79 Linaria (Leucosticte) eonmcotis 54 East of Rocky Mountains —— 

SO) INO Ga ‘ 68 Across the continent 6 resid, 

81 Carduelis Americana 60 Ditto migr. 
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I, (continued.) 

Species observed on the Saskatchewan, Species that frequent the vicinity Page 
lat. 58° to 54° N., and from 600 to 1000 of Philadelphia, lat, 40° N. Winter-quarters of the Species. of the 
miles distant from sea-coast. (Bonaparte. ) Fanna. 

: ; : . : 3 . | California. 187 

42 Summer f Allthe Summer. Comm. . South. States 189 

43 Ditto Ditto. do. - | Florida, New Orleans 192 

44 ( 0 O r setlies : 209 

Ale : .- | Allthe Summer. Comm. . South. States 210 

46 Summer. Very common Ditto. do. - | Towards the Tropics 211 

47 Ditto. Comm. - | Pass. Spr. and Aut. Rare Ditto ? 213 

4§ Ditto. Not comm. Summer. Extremely rare - | South. States 215 

49 Ditto. Not uncomm. Pass. Spr. and Aut. Very com. Ditto, Calif. 216 

50 Ditto. cC Do. Ditto. Notveryrare | Ditto? or towards the Tropics? | 218 

Sie itto: v- 5 Do. Spring. Very rare . Ditto? ditto ? 220 

52 Ditto. 5 F ; 5 : Towards the Tropics 221 

53 Ditto. Very comm. Summer. Comm. 0 West Indies y 223 

54 Ditto. 3 é Pass. Spr.and Aut. Not comm. | Towards the Tropics ? 225 

55 All the year. Verycomm. | Allthe year. Very comm. . Fur-countries, United States . | 226 

56 Summer. Not uncomm. Summer. Comm. é - | Mexico, West Indies 297 

57 Spring. Of passage . Pass. Spr.and Aut. Rather rare | Ditto : : 229 

58 Ditto. do. ? flocks | Winter. Notrare . 3 Middle and South. States 231 

59 Summer A : Spr., Summ., and Aut. Comm. | South. St.? Towards Tropics? | 233 

Ones. 3 5 5 California ? i ‘ 235 

61 Spr. and Aut. Of passage | . : 5 : Mexico ? or farther south ? 237 

62 Summer . 5 . | Summer. In flocks. Comm. South. St., Mexico, Cayenne 239 

63 : cS 5 ¢ . 244 

64 Spring. Of passage Winter. Very comm. ; : ; : 245 

65 Early in Spr., latein Aut. Do. Do. Rare . 5 - | South of 54° middle of Winter | 246 

66 Spr.and Aut. Ditto . Dorn 0s ditto 248 

67 Ditto. do. 2 250 

68 Summer. Comm. : 5 ; 6 4 ‘ 3 251 

69 Spr. and Aut. Of passage . | Winter. Comm. : - | United States, Calif. 252 

70 Summer. Comm. Resid. do. ; ° Middle and South. States 254 

71 Ditto. do. . - | Winter. Very rare . - | North. States : 255 

72 Ditto. do. . Resid. Comm. , j Middle and South. States 256 

73 Ditto. Arriyein flocks. | Winter. do. . c : Ditto ditto 9 257 

74 Ditto. Rare Do. Extremely comm. . Ditto ditto S. Calif. | 259 

75 Ditto. Notrare eae : ‘5 : 6 : é 5 260 

76 All the year. Scarce . Winter. Accid. visiter. : Fur-countries, United States . | 262 

77 Ditto. Do. Rare . i Ditto North. States 263 

78 Summer. Not comm. Do. Not very rare : South. States , - | 264 

79 One specimen : Ball aes : é ¥ ; 5 P . 265 

80 All the year. Abund. In large flocks, at uncert. periods | Fur-countries, Canada . | 267 

81 Summer. Comm. Almost resid. Very comm. - | Mexico . . 268 

d 



XXV1 INTRODUCTION. 

TABLE 

Extreme northern range. 
Species, numbered as in the Fauna. Distribution in the Fur-countries. 

Whether resident or migratory. 

No. FRINGILLIDA, continued. Lat. N. 

82 Coccothraustes vespertina : . | 56° Prairies E. of Rocky Mountains : . mgr. 
83 (Guiraca) Ludoviciana 55 Ditto ditto : 6 migr. 

84 Pyranga rubra : : - | 49 Ditto ditto 6 . mgr. 

STURNIDA, p. 275. 

85 Molothrus pecoris . : . 56 East of Rocky Mountains 6 é mgr. 
86 Dolichonyx oryzivorus : «| 54 Ditto . migr. 

87 Agelaius phoeniceus : : 57 Across the continent é : . migr. 

88 »,  xanthocephalus : - | 58 East of Rocky Mountains ; : . migr. 

89 Sturnella Ludoviciana 2 é 56 Across the continent in prairies. 3 migr. 

90 Icterus Baltimore é c . | 55 East of Rocky Mountains : : . migr. 

91 Quiscalus versicolor Z : 57 Ditto in large flocks . migr. 

92 Scolephagus ferrugineus : . | 68 Ditto generally spread . mgr. 

CorviD&, p. 288. 

93 Corvus corax é ; : 75 Across the continent; common . : resid. 

94 »»  corone é i . | 55 East of Rocky Mountains; in flocks . . migr. 

95 » pica : : ; 58 Interior districts both sides of Rocky Mountains resid. 

96 Garrulus cristatus : : . | 56 East of Rocky Mountains; common migr. 

97 fs Stelleri . : - 56 W. of Rocky Mountains & Saskatchewan teas migr. 

98 . Canadensis . i . | 65 Across the continent ; , . resid. 

99 oH brachyrhynchus ; 68 North of Great Slave Lake 4 : resid. 

Picip@, p. 298. 

100 Picus (Dryotomus) pileatus. . | 63 Across the continent . c : - resid. 

101 ,, (Dendrocopus) villosus 7 63 Ditto . ; : resid. 

02a pubescens «158 Ditto : : ‘ . resid. 

103°), ,; 3 varius : 61 East of Rocky Mountains 5 migr. 

104 -—,,_~—« (Apternus) tridactylus . | 68 Rocky Mountains and East districts c . resid. 

105, 3 arcticus ‘ 56 Ditto i ‘4 ; . resid. 

106 Colaptes auratus é : . | 61 East of Rocky Mountains i b . migr. 

107 AS Mexicanus : é 49 West of ditto A 4 A migr. 

108 Melanerpes erythrocephalus_ . . | 50 Prairies East and West of ditto : . mgr. 
CERTHIADZ, p. 316. 

109 Troglodytes don 5 c 57 East of Rocky Mountains; rare . : migr. 

110 hyemalis 4 . | 50 Ditto do. : . mgr. 

111 De palustris : . 55 Ditto do. . . migr. 
TROCHILIDE, Pp. 321. 

112 Trochilus colubris . : - | 57 East of Rocky Mountains ; rare : - migr. 

113 4 (Selasphorus) rufus d 61 West of ditto i : ; 2 migr. 

HIiIRuUNDINIDZ, p. 326. 

114 Hirundo bicolor : b - | 60 East of Rocky Mountains ‘ : - mgr. 

115 », Americana : . 68 Ditto : : ; migr. 

116 »,  lunifrons 4 4 - | 67 Ditto 5s ; . mgr. 

117 sn tiparia, |. i 2 68 Ditto ‘ 2 5 migr. 

118 » purpurea 5 : . | 67 Ditto i : . migr. 
Cypselus pelasgius* ¢ é 49 Ditto ; : 3 migr. 

* We did not observe this species, and it is not noticed in the text; but Mr. Say observed it at 



INTRODUCTION. XXVIl 

I. continued. 

Species observed on the Saskatchewan, Species that frequent the vicinity Page 
lat. 53° to 54° N., and from 600 to 1000 of Philadelphia, lat. 40° N. Winter-quarters of the Species, of the 
miles distant from the sea-coast. (Bonaparte.) Fauna. 

No. 

82 Latein Summ. Not com. | . , ; : ; ; ; 269 

83 Summer. Rare . Winter. Accid. visiter North., Mid., and West. States | 271 

84 } ; : Summer. Not very rare Gulf of Mexico? 273 

85 Summer. Not uncom. Summer. In flocks; common Southern States, Mexico 277 

86 Ditto. Comm. Pass. In large flocks. Spr. & Aut. | Table-land of Mexico (Sw.) 278 

87 Ditto. In large flocks. | Summer. In flocks Southern States, Mexico, Calif. | 280 

88. Ditto. ditto a , : Mexico, South America ? 281 

89 Ditto. Comm. Resid. Very comm. Mid. and South. States, Calif. | 282 

90 — Ditto. do. Summer. Comm. Within the Tropics ? 284 

91 Ditto. In flocks Ditto. In flocks Florida, Louis., Mexico 285 

92 Ditto. In pairs Ditto. do. South. States 286 

93 All the year. Comm. Resid. Rare Resid. Fur-countries & U.S. | 290 

94 Summer. In flocks . Do. Very comm. United States : 291 

95 All the year. Freq.inSum. A : Missouri, Fur-c., Columbia R. | 293 

96 Summer. Comm. Resid. Comm. Middle and South. States 293 

97 Ditto. do. North Calif. : 294 

98 Allthe year. do. Resid. Fur-countries, Canada | 295 

99, Do. North of Fur-countries | 296 

100 All the year. Rare Resid. Rare Resid. Fur-c., U. S., Mexico 304 

101 Ditto. Comm. Do. Comm. Do. do. do. do. Calif, | 305 

102. ~— Ditto. do. Do. Very comm. Do. do. do. 307 

103 Summer. Arr. in flocks . Do. Comm. United States 309 

104 All the year. Comm. 2 . Fur-countries 311 

Mar . . ; : é Ditto 313 

106 Summer. Comm.on plains | Resid. Very comm. United States 314 

107 : Mexico, Calif, 315 

108 3 Resid. Comm. South. States 316 

109 Summer. Rare Summer. Comm. West Indies ? : 316 

110 5 Winter. do. Middle and South. States 318 

111 Summer. Rare Summer. do. Florida, Louisiana 319 

112 Summer. Rare Summer. Comm. Mexico . . 323 

IVS <2 . Table-land of Mexico 324 

114 Summer. Comm. . Summer. Comm. Louisiana : $28 

115 Ditto. do. é Ditto. Very comm. Visits the Trops. mid. of Wint. | 329 

116 7 c 5 . ‘ ” F 331 

117 Summer. Comm Summer. Comm. Not in United States 333 

118 Ditto. do. Ditto. Very comm. South America, Brazil (Sw.) 335 

2 C Ditto. do. 

Pembina, on the Red River, on the boundary-line between the American and British Fur-countries. 

d 2 



XXVIII INTRODUCTION. 

TABLE 

Extreme northern range. 
Species, numbered as in the Fauna. Distribution in the Fur-countries. 

Whether resident or migratory. 

No. CAPRIMULGID&, p. 336. Lat. N. 

119 Caprimulgus vociferus . . | 48° East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

120 . (Chordeiles) Virginianus 68 Ditto common migr. 

HALcyonip&, p. 339. 

121 Alcedo aleyon 67 Across the continent ‘ - migr. 

TETRAONIDA, p. 341. 

122 Tetrao umbellus 56 East of Rocky Mountains resid. 

123 » obscurus 64 Rocky Mountains, 64° to 40° resid. 

124 ,, Canadensis 68 East of Rocky Mountains resid. 

125 »  Franklinii 58 Rocky Mountains - resid. 

126 ~=,,_~—« (Lagopus) mutus 70? Baffin’s Bay : —— 

127 y Ms saliceti 70 Across the continent . 5 — 

128 ap ‘D rupestris i 75 Ditto : 3 — 

29% Ts: 3 leucurus 64 Rocky Mountains, 64° to 54° resid. 

130 », (Centrocercus) urophasianus 48 West of Rocky Mountains resid. 

131 3 Ke phasianellus 61 Across the continent . 5 resid. 

CoLuMBID&, p. 363. 

132 Columba migratoria. 62 Across the continent migr. 

GRALLATORES, p. 366. 

133 Calidris arenaria 60 Hudson's Bay migr. 

134 Charadrius semipalmatus . 70 Across the continent migr. 
135 a vociferus 56 Ditto migr. 

136 és pluvialis 75 Ditto common migr. 

137 Vanellus melanogaster 70 Ditto : : . migr. 

138 Strepsilas interpres 75 Hudson’s Bay, Arctic Coasts, & Behring’s Straits migr. 

139 Grus Americana 6 68 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

140 +,, Canadensis . 68 Ditto ; 3 migr. 

141 Ardea Herodias 50 Red River plains migr. 

142 ~,, ~~ lentiginosa 58 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

143 Recurvirostra Americana 55 Interior Prairie district migr. 

144 Numenius longirostris 52 Across the continent migr. 

145 a Hudsonicus 60 Ditto migr. 

146 ar borealis 70 Ditto migr. 

147 Tringa Douglasii 60 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

148 ~,, himantopus 58 Ditto migr. 

149 4, semipalmata 60 Ditto é migr. 

150 ~,, ~+=—maritima 74 Ditto common migr. 

151 » alpina 75 Ditto do. migr. 

152 ,,  Schinzii 55 Ditto interior prairies mgr. 

153 >»  minuta 60 Ditto common : migr. 

154 ~—,,_~_— pusilla 68 Ditto do. . - migr. 

155 » cinerea 5 : 18 Ditto do. mgr. 

156 Totanus semipalmatus ; : 56 Ditto interior prairies migr. 

157 »  vociferus 6 60 Ditto common 4 migr. 

158 », flavipes 4 70 Ditto do. 4 - mgr. 



1. continued. 

Species observed on the Saskatchewan, 
lat. 53° to 54° N., and from 600 to 1000 
miles distant from the sea-coast. 

No. 

PES: : 

120 Summer. Comm. 

121 Summer. Comm. 

122 All the year. Very comm. 

123 Ditto Comm. 

124 Ditto do. . 

125 Ditto do. 

126 : ; : 
127 Winter only. Migr. 

128 

129 = 

130 é . . 

13] All the year. Very comm. 

132 Summer. In small flocks 

sd. 2 

134 Pass. Spring 

135 Summer. Comm. 

136 Pass. Spr.& Aut. Comm. 

137 Summer. Rare 

138 ; 

139 Summer. Comm. 

140 Ditto do. 

141 : é 

142 Summer. Comm. 

143 Ditto Verycom.on plns. 

144 : 

145 Pass. Spring 

146 Do. do. 

147 Summer. Not comm. 

148 

HA9G> . - 

150 Pass. Spring 

151 Do. do. 

152 Summer. Comm. 

Sse: C ‘ 

154 Pass. Spring. Comm. 

155 C E 

156 Summer. Comm. 

157 Ditto do. 

158 Ditto do. 

INTRODUCTION. 

- 

Species that frequent the vicinity 
of Philadelphia, lat. 40° N. 

Summer. 

Ditto 

Summer. 

(Bonaparte. ) 

Not rare 

Very comm. 

Very comm. 

Winter. Comm. 

Summer. Exceedingly numerous 

Sea beaches. Comm. 

Pass. Spr. and Aut. 

Nearly resid. Very comm. 

Winter. Not very rare . 

Most num. in Wint. Very comm. 

Pass. Spr.and Aut. Somewt. rare 

Accid. visiter 

Summer. 

Ditto 

Comm. 

Not rare 

Accid. visiter : 

Pass. Spr. and Aut. Comm. 

Do. do. 

Accid. visiter 

Comm. 

do. 

Pass. Autumn. Rare 

Do. Spr. and Aut. Comm. 

Pass. Spr. and Aut. Comm. 

Do. Aut. 

Dos = "doy Rares: 

Do. Spr. and Aut. 

Do. do. 

Do. do. 

Summer. Comm. 

Ditto do. 

Somewhat rare 

Comm. 

Somew. rare 

Comm. 

Winter-quarters of the Species, 

Not in United States 

Ditto 

S. St., Mex., Calif., with. Trops. 

From lat. 56° to Gulf of Mex. 

Rocky Mountains 

Fur-countries, North. States . 

Rocky Mountains 

8 
Fur-c., betw. 66° & 50°, woods 

Do. betw. 68° & 55°, 

Rocky Mountains 

do. 

California, Columbia River 

Fur-countries, North-west St. 

Kentucky, South. States 

United States 

South. States ? South Calif. . 

United States, Calif. 

8. St., within the Tropics 

South. and Mid. States 

S. St., or within the Tropics ? 

Do.? or towards the Tropics 

Do. Mexico 

Mid. and South. States 

South. States 

Within the Tropics 

South. States ? Towards Trops. 

Ditto, or farther south 

Within the Tropics, Brazil 

Towards the Tropics ? 

South. States 

Ditto 

S. St., and within the Tropics 

South. St., within the Trops. ? 

Ditto 

Ditto 

ditto 

ditto 

XX1X 

Page 
of the 
Fauna, 

351 

354 

358 

361 



XXX INTRODUCTION. 

TABLE 
a EE 

Extreme northern range. 
Species, numbered as in the Fauna, Distribution in the Fur-countries. 

Whether resident or migratory. 

No. GRALLATORES, continued. Lat. N. 

159 Totanus calidris : 7 . | 58° Hudson’s Bay. . : - * mages 

160 »  Bartramius : : 55 East of Rocky Mountains : f - migr. 

161 »,  ochropus : : - | 58 Hudson’s Bay. P : migr. 

162 »  cehloropygius é ¢ 68 East of Rocky Moustaing : 5 . mgr. 

163 Limosa fedoa . . - | 68 Ditto common . migr. 

164 »,  Hudsonica : - 68 Ditto : . migr. 

165 Scolopax Novoboracensis : mad) Ditto c migr. 

166 3 Drummondii : : 65 Rocky Mountains and aster diner . mgr. 

167 3 Wilsonii : : . | 55 Hudson's Bay. ‘ ; 4 migr. 

168 Rallus Novoboracensis. : 57 Ditto ¢ : ; - mgr. 

169 4,  Carolinus : ; . | 62 East of Rocky Monntaine : ; migr. 

170 Fulica Americana : : 55 Across the continent . : : . migr. 

171 Phalaropus Wilsonii . : . | 55 East of Rocky Mountains : he mgr. 

172 . hyperboreus. : 75 Ditto : 6 6 migr. 

173 . fulicarius . ; . | 75 Across the continent : Rat: . migr. 

NaraTores, p. 410. 

174 Podiceps cristatus ; : 68 East of Rocky Mountains ; ; migr. 

175 5 rubricollis . , . | 68 Ditto ‘ ‘ . migr. 

176 * cornutus : ; 68 Ditto ; : : migr. 

177 5 Carolinensis : a2, Ditto : ‘ - mgr. 

178 Sterna hirundo 5 5 57 Ditto common F migr. 

179 +~«4 aretica 3 3 calea: Ditto do. . . mgr. 

180) ;, nigra : : : 60 Ditto verycommon . migr. 

181 Larus glaucus i : I) 7/6) Ditto common : - mgr. 

182 ,, argentatoides : : 75 Ditto do. 6 migr. 

183 ,,  leucopterus ; F Paap Ditto do. é . mgr. 

184 ,, eburneus. : ; 75 Ditto local : . migri 

1853" ,;, .canus) | > : F a Al Ditto do. : : migr. 

186 ,,  zonorhynchus ; é 56 Ditto dos = ‘ . migr. 

187. 4, brachyrhynchus : . | 68 Ditto do. : ; migr. 

188 ,,  tridactylus ; F 74 Across the continent . : : - migr. 

189 ,, Franklinii ‘ " . | 56 East of Rocky Mountains : . migr. 

190 ,, Bonapartii : ; 70 Ditto frequent : - migr. 

191 ~,,. minutus j 2 65 Ditto rare 0 : mgr. 

192°) 5, Rossi i f : 82 Melville Peninsula; rare ; : .  migr. 

193. ,,. + ‘Sabinii . : . | 74 Across the continent ; . ; migr. 

194 Lestris pomarina . : : 75 Hudson’s Bay, Arctic Seas. - mgr. 

195 ,, parasitica : : - | 75 Arctic sea-coasts and Hudson's Bay, &e. : migr. 

196 ,,  Richardsonii é é 67 Barren districts ; common : ; migr. 

ANATIDA, p. 435. 

197 Anas clypeata : : . | 70 Across the continent ; numerous : - mgr. 

198 ,, (Chauliodus) strepera , 68 Kast of Rocky Mountains 3 : migr. 

199 ,, (Dafila) caudacuta 6 . | 70 Ditto very common - mgr. 

200 ,, (Boschas) domestica : 68 Across the continent : A : migr. 



No. 

159 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

I. continued. 

Species observed on the Saskatchewan, 
lat. 53° to 54° N., and from 600 to 1000 
miles distant from the sea-coast. 

Summer. Comm. 

Ditto Abundant . 

Pass. Spr. and Aut. 

Summer. Comm. 

Ditto do. 

Summer. Abundant . 

Ditto Very comm. 

Ditto Not rare 

Pass. Spring. Rare 

Do. do. do. 

Summer. Comm. 

Ditto - Not comm. 

Ditto Very comm. 

Ditto Rare 

Ditto Comm. 

Pass. Spring. Not com. 

Summer. Very comm. 

Pass, Spr. and Aut. Com. 

Summer. Abundant 

Pass. Spr. and Aut. Com. 

Summer. Comm. 

Ditto Abundant 

Ditto do. 

Pass. Spr. and Aut. Rare 

Pass. Spr. and Aut. Rare 

Pass. Spr. & Aut. Very ¢. 

Summer. Comm. 

Spr. and Aut. Not rare . 

Summer. Comm. 

INTRODUCTION. 

of Philadelphia, lat. 40° N. 
(Bonaparte. ) 

160 Summer. Com. on plains | Summer. Somewhat rare 

Pass. Spr. & Aut. Somewhat rare 

Winter . ditto 

Do. ? ditto ? 

Pass. Spr. and Aut. Comm. 

Winter. Very comm. 

Accid. visiter 

Summer and Aut. Abundant 

Comm. 

Accid. visiter 

Pass. Autumn. 

Winter. 

Winter. Accid. visiter 

Winter. Accid. visiter . 

Do. ditto 

Do. Young rather comm. 

Do. Principally young 

Summer. 

Pass. 

Comm. 

Winter. Not rare 

Comm. 

Winter. Accid. visiter 

Winter. Rather comm. 

Do. Rare . 

Do. Comm. 

Do. do. 

Species that frequent the vicinity 

(Breeds.) Comm. 

Autumn. Rather comm. 

Do. Comm., the young espec. 

Winter-quarters of the Species. 

Southern States, S. America 

United States 

South. St., or towards Tropics 

South. St., or towards Tropics 

South. States, S. America 

Within the Tropics ? 

Ditto 

South. States, Calif. 

Mexico, S. America 

United States, Calif. 

South. States 

Ditto 

Middle States 4 

Ditto South States 

Towards the Tropics 

Middle and South States 

Ditto ditto 

Middle and South. States 

Middle and North. States 

Ditto ditto 

Ditto 

United States 

United States 

South California 

South. States 

Middle States 

United States, Mexico 

Mexican Lakes (Sw.) 

Ditto 

M. & S. St., Columb. R., Calif. 

S. Amer. 

XXX1 
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XXXI1 INTRODUCTION. 

TABLE 

Extreme northern range. 
Species, numbered as in the Fauna. Distribution in the Fur-countries. 

Whether resident or migratory. 

No. ANATIDE, continued. TatiNe 

201 Anas (Boschas) crecca 70° Across the continent ; very abundant migr. 

202 ” ” discors 58 Ditto mgr. 

203 Mareca Americana 68 Ditto migr. 

204 Dendronessa sponsa 54 Ditto migr. 

205 Somateria spectabilis 75 On the east sea-coasts == 

206 ee mollissima 75 Ditto ; —— 

207 Oidemia perspicillata 72 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

208 FS fusca 72 Ditto migr. 

209 ee Americana 62 Hudson's Bay migr. 

210 Fuligula vallisneria 68 Across the continent migr. 

211 »  ferina 68 Ditto mgr. 

212 »  marila 68 Ditto 5 migr. 

213 3, ~—- rufitorques 68 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

214 =, ~— rubida 58 Ditto migr. 
215 Clangula vulgaris 68 Ditto migr. 

216 =, ~— Barrovii 57 Rocky Mountains migr. 
217, —g,_~—allbeola 68 Across the continent migr. 
218 a3 histrionica 68 Ditto F migr. 

219 Harelda glacialis 75 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

220 Mergus merganser 68 Across the continent migr. 

221 »  Serrator 68 Ditto migr. 
222 »  cucullatus 68 Ditto migr. 

223 Cygnus buccinator - 68 Ditto migr. 

224 =,  Bewickii 75 Ditto : migr. 

225 Anser albifrons 73 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 

226 ,, hyperboreus 73 Across the continent migr. 
227. +4, +Canadensis 70 Ditto : migr. 

228 =, _ bernicla 73 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 
229 ,, Hutchinsii : 69 Ditto migr. 

NATATORES, continued, p. 472. 

230 Pelecanus onocrotalus 61 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 
231 . (Carbo) dilophus 55 Ditto migr. 

232 Colymbus glacialis 70 Across the continent migr. 
233 %» arcticus 70 East of Rocky Mountains migr. 
234 septentrionalis 74 Across the continent migr. 

235 Uria troile 

236 ~=~,,. ~Brunnickii 

237 =, grylle 

238 4, alle 

61 Arctic Sea and Hudson's Bay 

75 ~~ Ditto ditto 

75 Ditto ditto 

75 Ditto ditto 



I. continued. 
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Species observed on the Saskatchewan, 
lat. 53° to 54° N., and from 60 to 1000 
miles distant from the sea-coast. 

No. 

201 

202 

203 

204 

205 

Summer. Abundant 

do. Comm. 

do. Rather comm. 

do. Rare 

Pass. Spr. & Aut. Note. 

do. do. Com. 

Summer. Comm. 

do. do. 

do. do. 

do. do. : 

do. Not uncomm. 

do. Very comm. 

Summer. Extremely com. 

do. Very rare 

Pass. Spr. & Aut. Abund. 

Summer. Comm. 

do. do. 

do. do. F 

Pass. Spr. & Aut. In flocks 

do. do. do. 

do. do. V. abun. 

do. do. do. 

Summer. Comm. 7 

Pass. Spr. & Aut. Accident. 

do. do. In flocks 

Summer. In flocks 

do. Not comm. 

do. Comm. 

do. Rare i 

do. Not uncomm. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Species that frequent the vicinity 
of Philadelphia, lat. 40° N., 

(Bonaparte. ) 

Winter. Very comm. 

Summer. Comm. 

Winter. do. 

Summer. do. 

Winter. Accid. visiter 

do. Abund. 

do. Rare 

Winter. Rather comm. 

do. Very comm. 

” tb) ° 

Pass. Spring. Not very rar 

-| Winter. Rather rare 

do. Frequent 

Winter. Very comm. 

Winter. Very comm. 

do. Notcomm. . 

do. Rare 

Winter. Accid. visiter 

do. do. 

do. Com. 

do. do. 

Accid. visiter 

Winter. Notrare . 

Winter. Young not rare 

Accid. visiter 

do. 

do. 6 

Winter. Rather rare 

Winter-quarters of the Species. 

M. and §. St., towards Tropics 

Mexican St., Columb. R.., Calif. 

Middle and S. St., West Indies 

S. States, Mexico ? do. 

At sea, Coast of Labrador 

do. do. N. St. 

Canada, United States 

Middle States 

Middle States, Columbia River 

do. do. 

do. do. 

South. States 

do. 

Middle and South. States 

United States, Mexico, Calif. 

Middle and N. States, Canada 

United States 

do. 

South. States 

do. 

Middle States 2 

Calif., a few on Columbia R. 

Mid. and S. St., 5 

United States 

Middle States 

South. States 

Middle States . 

United States . c 

Principally at sea in high lats. 

do. do. 

do. do. 

United States 

XXXIll 



XXXIV INTRODUCTION. 

Taste II. 

The following is a List of Birds which are found at all seasons of the year in some district 
or other of the Fur Countriks. 

Fatconip#. Falco islandicus, Accipiter (Astur) palumbarius. 

Srricipm. Strix otus, S. cinerea, S. nebulosa, S. (Bubo) Virginiana, S. (B.) arctica, 

S. nyctea, S. funerea, S. Tengmalmi, S. Acadica. 

Lanrap#. Lanius borealis, L. excubitorides, L. elegans. 

Sytviap&. Parus atricapillus. 

Frincittip®. Emberiza (Plectrophanes) nivalis, E. (P.) Tapponice, Pyrrhula (Corythus) 

enucleator, Loxia leucoptera, Linaria minor. 

Corvip#. Corvus corax, C. pica, Garrulus Canadensis, G. brachyrhynchus. 

Picipv#. Picus (Dryotomus) pileatus, P. (Dendrocopus) villosus, P. (D.) pubescens, P. 

(Apternius) tridactylus, P. (A.) arcticus. 

Terraonip&, Tetrao umbellus, T. obscurus, T. Canadensis, T. Franklinii, T. (Lagopus) 

saliceti T. (L.) rupestris, T. (L.) leucurus, T. (Centrocercus) urophasianus, T. (C.) 

In all 38. phasianellus. 

As some of these, however, entirely quit their breeding stations in the winter 

and go southwards, they ought to be considered as migratory, although their 

range is comparatively limited. Thus the Lagopt quit the barren grounds, where 
they breed and seek shelter during winter in the more southerly wooded dis- 

tricts. The Plectrophanes breed on the Arctic coasts, and winter in the southern 

parts of the Fur Countries, migrating through eighteen or twenty degrees of 

latitude. Many of the Sirigide, the Laniade, and Picide, retire from the sea- 

coast into the denser parts of the woods in winter, some individuals, however, 

remaining all the year in their breeding quarters. Numbers also of the Parus 

atricapillus and Linaria minor remain in the severest seasons in all parts of the 

Fur Countries ; but in some winters, at uncertain intervals, they appear in large 

flocks within the territory of the United States. Somateria mollissmma and S. 

spectabilis, and Uria Brunnichii, U. troile, and U. grylle, ought also to be 

reckoned among the birds that winter in high latitudes, as many remain all the 
winter wherever they can find open water, although they also visit the coasts 

of the United States in that season in smaller numbers. 
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Taste_e III. 

List of Species of which considerable numbers are resident all the year in the Fur Countrits, 

but of which detachments (mostly young birds?) visit the United States in winter. 

Fatconipz. Accipiter (Astur) palumbarius ? 

Srricip#. Strix funerea, St. nyctea. 

Lantap#. Lanius borealis. 

Frinerttipz. Emberiza (Plectrophanes) nivalis, E. (P.) Lapponica, Pyrrhula (Corythus) 

enucleator, Loxia leucoptera, Linaria minor (visits the United States in some winters only). 

Corvipz. Garrulus Canadensis. Corvus pica (Missouri in winter). 

Anatip£. Somateria mollissima.—This and the three following species keep the sea in the 

higher latitudes, a few individuals only resorting to the coasts of the United States. 

Axcap#. Uria troile, U. Brunnichii, U. grylle. In all 15. 

Tasie IV. 

List of Species which are RESIDENT ALL THE YEAR both in the Fur Countries and in 

PENNSYLVANIA. 

Stricipz. Strix otus, St. nebulosa? St. (Bubo) Virginiana. 

Syrtviap#. Parus atricapillus. 

Corvipz. Corvus Corax. 

Picipz. Picus (Dryotomus) pileatus, P. (Dendrocopus) villosus, P. (D.) pubescens. 8. 

TABLE V. 

List of Species which are RESIDENT ALL THE YEAR in PENNSYLVANIA, and visit the Fur 

CounTRIES in SUMMER ONLY. 

Fatconipz. Aquila (Halizétus) leucocephala, Falco sparverius, Accipiter Pennsylvanicus ? 

Buteo borealis. 

Merutipz. Merula migratoria. Only a few summer in Pennsylvania. 

Frineicuipz. Fringilla (Zonotrichia) graminea, F. (Z.) Pennsylvanica. 

Sturnipz. Sturnella Ludoviciana. 

Corvipz. Corvus corone, Garrulus cristatus. 

Picipz. Picus (Dendrocopus) varius, Colaptes auratus. Melanerpes erythrocephalus. 

Gratiatores. Charadrius vociferus (seen nearly the whole year near Philadelphia), Va- 

In all 15, nellus melanogaster. 

€ 2 
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Taste VI. 

List of Species which merely wintER in PENNSYLVANIA, and migrate in suMMER to rear 

their young in the Fur Countrigs. 

Fatconip&. Falco peregrinus, Buteo lagopus, Buteo (Circus) cyaneus (young only). 

Srrigipz. Strix brachyota. 

Merutip#. Merula migratoria. A few breed in Pennsylvania. 

Sytviap#. Anthus aquaticus. 

Frineituip#. Alauda cornuta, Emberiza Canadensis, Fringilla leucophrys, F. iliaca, F. 

hyemalis, F. purpurea, Coccothraustes Ludoviciana. 

Certuiap£. ‘Troglodytes hyemalis. 

Graczatores. Calidris arenaria, Charadrius vociferus, Ch. pluvialis, Vanellus melanogaster, 

(a few breed within the state,) Limosa fedoa, L. Hudsonica, Scolopax Wilsonii. 

Natarores. Podiceps cornutus, P. Carolinensis, Sterna arctica, St. nigra, Larus argenta- 

toides, L. leucopterus, L. canus, Anas clypeata, A. (Chauliodus) strepera, A. (Dafila) 

caudacuta, A. (Boschas) domestica, A. (B.) crecca, Mareca Americana, Oidemia per- 

spicillata, O. fusca, O. Americana, Fuligula vallisneria, F. ferina, F. marila, F. rubida, 

Clangula vulgaris, Cl. albeola, Harelda glacialis, Mergus merganser, M. serrator, Anser 

Canadensis, A. bernicla, Colymbus glacialis, C. septentrionalis, Uria alle. In all 52. 

Tasie VII. 

List of Species which summer (or breed) in the Fur Countries and in Pennsytvania, but 

WINTER farther to the sourawaRD. 

Vutturip#. Cathartes aura. 

Fatconip#, Aquila (Pandion) halizeta. 

Laniapz. Tyrannus intrepidus. 

Mervutips. Merula Wilsonii, M. solitaria, Orpheus rufus, O. felivox. 

Sytviap&. Erythaca (Sialia) Wilsonii, Sylvicola estiva, S. petechia, Setophaga ruticilla, 

Seiurus aurocapillus. ‘ 

AmpeE.ip#&. Vireo olivaceus, Bombycilla Americana. 

Frineittip#. Carduelis Americana (only a very short time absent from Pennsylvania), 

Pyranga rubra. 

Srurnip#. Molothrus pecoris, Agelaius phoeniceus, Icterus Baltimore, Quiscalus versicolor, 

Scolecophagus ferrugineus. 

Certniapa&. ‘Troglodytes edon, T. palustris. 

Trocuitip#z. Trochilus colubris. 

Hirunpinip#. Hirundo bicolor, H. Americana, H. riparia, H. purpurea, Cypselus pelasgius. 
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CapriImMuLeip&. Caprimulgus vociferus, C. (chordeiles) Virginiana. 

Hatcyontip#. Alcedo alcyon. 

Cotumsip#. Columba (Kctopistes) migratoria. 

Gratiatores. Ardea Herodias, A. lentiginosa, Totanus vociferus, T. flavipes, T. Bar- 

tramius, Rallus Carolinus. 

Natatores. Sterna hirundo, Anas discors, Dendronessa sponsa. In all 42. 

Tasie VIII. 

List of Species which winter to the soutHwarp, are birds of passage in the parallel of 

PHILADELPHIA in spring and autumn, and breed in suMMER in the Fur Countrigs. 

Fatconip#. Falco Columbarius. 

Sytviapz. Sylvicola maculosa, 8S. coronata, 8. striata, S. (Vermivora) rubricapilla, S. (V.) 

peregrina? Setophaga Bonapartii, Seiurus aquaticus. 

Ampetip£, Bombycilla garrula. 

Srurnipz. Dolichonyx oryzivorus. 

GrRatLaTorEs. Charadrius semipalmatus, Strepsilas interpres, Grus Americana, G. Canaden- 

sis, Recurvirostra Americana, Numenius longirostris, N. Hudsonicus, N. borealis ? Tringa 

Douglasii, Tr. himantopus, Tr. semipalmata, Tr. alpina, Tr. maritima ? Tr. Schinzii, Tr. 

minuta, Tr. pusilla, Tr. cinerea, Totanus semipalmatus, T. chloropygius, Scolopax Novo- 

boracensis, Rallus Novoboracensis, Fulica Americana, PhalaropusWilsonii, Ph. hyperboreus. 

Natatores. Fuligula rufitorques. In all 35. 

Note—To illustrate the distribution of the Northern American birds still farther, the two following tables compiled 
from the Prince of Musignano’s Specchio comparativo, &c., are subjoined. 

No. I.—List of the Species which migrate northwards, from or through Pennsylvania, in spring, and may therefore be 
considered as retiring to the Fur Countries to breed, although they did not come under our notice. 

Fatconip&. Falco Sancti Johannis, F. hyemalis. 

SyLvi1aD#. Sylvia Novoboracensis, S. palmarum, S. maritima, S. pardalina, S. mitrata, S. pensilis, S. virens, S. 

Blackburniz, S. icterocephala, S. castanea, S. Canadensis, S. autumnalis, S. sphagnosa, S. azurea, S. Wilsonii, 

S. vermivora, S. solitaria, S. chrysoptera, Parus bicolor, Regulus cristatus, R. calendula. 
FRINGILLID&. Fringilla pinus, Loxia curvirostra. 
GRaLLaToREs. Tringa pectoralis. 

Natatores. Rhincops nigra, Sterna minuta, Anas obscura, A. Labradora, Mergus albellus, Phalacrocorax carbo, 
Ph. graculus, Ph. cristatus, Mormon fratercula, Alca torda. In all 36. 

No. I1.—Species resident all the year in Pennsylvama, which were not seen by us in the Fur Countries. 

STRIGIDZ. Strix asio. 
SytviaD#. Sylvia trichas (absents itself a few days in the middle of winter). 

CertTuHiapz. Sitta Carolinensis. 
FRINGILLID&. Fringilla melodia, F. socialis, F. pusilla, F. caudacuta, F. maritima, F, Cardinalis. 
TETRAONID&. Perdix Virginiana. 
Pavonipz. Meleagris gallopavo (formerly, now extinct in that state). 

GRALLATORES. Hematopus ostralegus.——In all 12, 
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TasieE IX. 

List of Birds detected on the North Georgian Islands and adjoining Seas, lat, 73° to 75° N., 

on Sir Edward Parry’s first Voyage. 

Srricipz. Strix nyctea. 

Frineittipe. Emberiza nivalis. 

Corvip#. Corvus corax. 

Hirunpinip&. Species ignota. 

Caprimuteip&, Caprimulgus Americanus. 

Tetraonip&. Tetrao rupestris. 

Graxiatores. Calidris arenaria, Charadrius pluvialis, Ch, semipalmata, Strepsilas collaris, 

Tringa variabilis, Tr. cinerea, ‘Tr. maritima, Numenius borealis ? Phalaropus fulicarius. 

Naratores. Sterna arctica, Larus glaucus, L. argentatus, L. leucopterus, L. eburneus, L. 

tridactylus, L. Sabinii, Lestris pomarinus, L. parasitica, Procellaria glacialis, Uria 

Brunnichii, U. grylle, U. alle, Colymbus septentrionalis—(Anatipz.) Anas cygnus, 

A. bernicla, A. spectabilis, A. mollissima, A. glacialis. 34 in all. 

All these birds are migratory, arriving on Melville Island in May, and departing 

with their young broods in October. A sailor, who was walking in the month 

of February near the ships, saw what he described as a large white bird, flying 

near the ground. ‘“ If it were a bird,” says Captain Sabine, ‘* it was most 

probably a Strix nyctea ; but neither this nor any other individual was observed 

before or afterwards, until the general arrival in May; and as scarcely a day 

passed afterwards in which birds of this species were not seen, it seems reason- 

able to conclude that this solitary and somewhat uncertain instance does not 

justify an exception to the above general remark.” This table may be compared 
with the list of Greenland birds given below”. 

* List of Greenland Birds.—(Captain SaBINE.) 

Fatconip&. Falco albicilla, F. islandicus, F. peregrinus, F. tinnunculus. 

Stricip#. Strix nyctea, St. asio. 

Sytvrap#. Sylvia enanthe, Parus bicolor. 
FrINGILLID#. Enmberiza nivalis, Fringilla Lapponica, F. Linaria. 

Corvipz. Corvus corax. 
TETRAONID&. Tetrao lagopus. 

GRaLLATORES. Charadrius hiaticula, Ch. pluvialis, Ardea cinerea, Tringa cinerea, Tr. maritima, Tr. alpina, Tr. 
interpres, Scolopax gallinago, Sc. Lapponica, Phalaropus hyperboreus, Ph. platyrhynchus. 

Natatores. Sterna hirundo, Larus marinus, L. glaucus, L. argentatus, L. eburneus, L. tridactylus, L. Sabinii, 

Lestris parasiticus, Procellaria glacialis, Pr. puffinus, Alea impennis, A. torda, A. arctica, A. alle, Uria Brun- 

nichii, U. grylle, Colymbus glacialis, C.septentrionalis, Pelecanus carbo, P. graculus, P. Bassanus.—(ANATID#.) 

Mergus merganser, M. serrator, Anas anser, A. bernicla, A. spectabilis, A. mollissima, A. boschas, A. clangula, 
A. hyemalis, A. histrionica——In all 55 species. 
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TABLE X. 

Comparative View of the number of Species in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia, on the 

Banks of the Saskatchewan, in the 64th parallel, in the Arctic Islands, and in the Fur 

Countries in general. 

Fhilad.  ‘Saskateh. G4th perallel. chee ay ae 
Lat. 40°. Lat. 54°. Lat. 74° 

Resident, and of course breeding A 44 24 16 0 40 

Migratory, that summer or breed ; 60 117 87 34 198 

Ss that winter only : : 71 1 0 0 0 

- that pass in spring or autumn 59 37 10 0 0 

5 doubt if they breed or pass merely 0 8 0 0 0 

Accidental visiters : Fi dl 2 0 0 0 

281 189 113 34 238 

This summary shews, that the number of species which are known to rear 
their young on the banks of the Saskatchewan amount to 141, while there 
are only 104 species enumerated as breeding in the vicinity of Philadelphia, 

where ornithology has been so much more thoroughly investigated. It also 

appears that as great a variety of birds breed in the 64th parallel as in the 

40th. The number of species that arrive from the north merely to winter in 

Pennsylvania exceeds those that come from the south to breed there; while 

the birds that simply pass on their way to the north nearly equal the latter. The 
resident birds diminish gradually as the latitude increases. 

Tasie XI. 

List of Species common to the Old World and to the Fur Countries. 

Fatconip#, Aquila chrysaeta, A. (Haliaétus) leucocephala, A. (Pandion) halizéta, Falco 

peregrinus, F. islandicus, F. esalon, Accipiter (Astur) palumbarius, Buteo vulgaris, 

B. lagopus, B. (Circus) cyaneus. 

Stricipz. Strix otus, St. brachyota, St. nebulosa, St. nyctea, St. funerea, St. Tengmalmi. 

Sytviapz. Parus atricapillus, Anthus aquaticus. 

Ampetipz. Bombycilla garrula. 

Frineittipz. Alauda calandra? A. cornuta, Emberiza (Plectrophanes) nivalis, E, (Pl.) 

Lapponica, Pyrrhula (Corythus) enucleator, Linaria minor. 

Corvipz. Corvus corax, C. corone, C. pica. 
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Picipz. Picus (Apternius) tridactylus. 

Hirunpining. Hirundo riparia. 

Tetraontp#. ‘Tetrao (Lagopus) saliceti, T. (L.) rupestris. 32 land-birds. 

Gratiatores. Calidris arenaria, Charadrius pluvialis, Vanellus melanogaster, Strepsilas 

interpres, Tringa maritima, Tr. alpina, Tr. Schinzii, Tr. minuta, Tr. cinerea, Totanus 

semipalmatus, T. calidris, T. Bartramius, T. ochropus, T. macularius, Scolopax Novo- 

boracensis, Phalaropus hyperboreus, Ph. fulicarius. 

Naratrores. Podiceps cristatus, P. rubricollis, P. cornutus, Sterna hirundo? St. arctica, 

St. nigra, Larus glaucus, L. argentatoides, L. leucopterus, L. eburneus, L. canus, L. 

tridactylus, L. minutus, L. Rossii, L. Sabinii, Lestris pomarina, L. parasitica.— 

(Anatip#&.) Anas clypeata, A. (Chauliodus) strepera, A. (Dafila) acuta, A. (Boschas) 

domestica, A. (B.) crecca, Somateria mollissima, 8. spectabilis, Oidemia perspicillata, 

O. fusca, Fuligula ferina, F. marila, Clangula vulgaris, Harelda glacialis, Mergus mer- 

ganser, M. serrator, Cygnus Bewickii, Anser bernicla, A. albifrons, A. hyperborea.— 

Colymbus glacialis, C. arcticus, C. septentrionalis, Uria Brunnickii, U. troile, U. grylle, 

U. alle, Mormon arctica, Alca torda, Procellarize queedam ?——Upwards of 62 water- 

birds. 

The preceding tables have been constructed with the view of 
exhibiting the more remarkable facts connected with the distribution 

of the feathered tribes, which a residence in the Fur Countries enabled 

me to ascertain. Being acquainted, however, with the phenomena 

of that region only, and therefore qualified to take but a very partial 

view of the geographical distribution of animals, I have avoided offering 

any general remarks or conclusions, and beg to refer the reader to 

Mr. Swainson’s essay in the Encyclopedia of Geography, now in the 
press. He has, I understand, treated the subject, particularly as 

relating to American birds, in much detail; and from his very exten- 

sive knowledge of Ornithology, and the philosophic nature of his 

views, he brings powers to the task which few possesst—R. 

Melville Hospital, Chatham, 

July, 1831. 



INTRODUCTORY OBSERVATIONS 

ON THE 

NATUR A LS Y Shee 

BY 

WILLIAM SWAINSON, Esa. 

In estimating the progress of zoological science during the last ten 
years, it seems essential to view the subject under two heads: firstly, 

as regards a knowledge of individual structure ; and secondly, as 

regards the application of this knowledge to the illustration of general 

laws. 

To expatiate on the extent of the discoveries, or on the value of 

the physiological facts which have been brought to light during this 

period, would be altogether superfluous. ‘They are, indeed, so vast, 

and at the same time so diversified, that it is no longer in the power 

of an individual, absorbed in the study of a part, rightly to appreciate 

the full bearings of the whole. If, then, we are to measure the pro- 

gress of this science by the accession of new objects, or by our increased 

knowledge of structure, its advance has been almost immeasurable. 

Yet, while we may justly exult in these splendid accessions to our 

favourite science, we must still consider them but as materials for 

reaching “a higher state of knowledge: that, in short, which was 

long ago pronounced by Linnezus to be the “ ultimus finis” of the true 

Zoologist,—the discovery of the Natural System. However greatly 

the learned Swede may have erred in his efforts to attain this end ; 

however different are the opinions upon record regarding his zoological 
system, and of all others that have supplanted it; and however incon- 

sistent these latter appear with each other; still, among those whom 
f 
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the general voice has most honoured and respected, there is but one 
opinion on this Linnean axiom. Nearly every writer, in fact, who 

now aims at distinction by investigating natural affinities, prosecutes 
this “ grand, this ulterior object * ;” and it has justly been pronounced 

that a correct knowledge of the natural system is the “ primum and 
ultimum of true science +.” 

Now it is a fact no less remarkable than true, that while the import- 

ance of studying the general laws of creation becomes every day more 

apparent, and its necessity is more and more insisted upon, still that 

our knowledge of those laws during the last ten years has remained 

completely stationary. ‘To show upon what foundation this assertion 

rests, it will be necessary to make a slight digression. 
It was in the year 1819 that the attention of Zoologists was 

awakened by the appearance of the celebrated Hore Entomologice of 

the younger Macleay; and this was followed, two years afterwards, by 

the erudite Systema Mycologicum of Elias Fries, one of the greatest 

Botanists of Germany. The authority of the Systema Nature, so 

far as regards natural arrangement, had already been severely shaken 
by the Régne Animal of the great Cuvier,—not to mention in Orni- 

thology the writings of Le Vaillant. But the system of the great 
Swede was now to be annihilated. 7 

Differing in their details, and each unconscious of the other’s sen- 

timents, it is no less extraordinary than interesting to trace the perfect 

agreement of these eminent men on two great and primary principles : 

first, that the natural series of affinities throughout all the grand divi- 

sions of Nature is circular ; and secondly, that every minor division or 
group forms its own peculiar circle. 

In estimating the value of these theories, it may be said that the 

first is assumed ; since, until the whole of the animal or the vegetable 

kingdom has been analysed, the true course of affinity might be con- 

jectured, but could not be demonstrated. It is, however, an assump- 

tion fully warranted by the second conclusion: this latter resting 

entirely upon analysis, and therefore capable, in such groups as have 

* Annulosa Jav., Pref. xii. + Kirby, Intr. to Entom., p. 4, 547. 
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been so analysed, of mathematical demonstration. It would be pre- 

sumptuous in one, whose knowledge of Botany is very limited, to say 

how far Mr, Fries has succeeded in demonstrating his second propo- 

sition; but I may venture to express an opinion that, in the genera 

Phaneus and Scarabeus, Mr. Macleay has established it most com- 

pletely. 
The promulgation of a theory so novel, and so calculated to destroy 

all received opinions on natural arrangement, gave rise, as might be 

expected, to much difference of sentiment, particularly among the 

Naturalists of Britain. Nearly all those whose writings had placed 
them in the foremost ranks, and who had long viewed the systems 

of the day as mere helps to the memory, admitted, either wholly or 

in part, the correctness of Mr. Macleay’s views. Others, however, 

have rejected all such ideas on circular affinities or definite divisions ; 

but hitherto these objections have only been supported by partial 

or abstract reasoning. 
Twelve years have now elapsed since the publication of the Hore 

Entomologice. During this period, some of the most zealous disciples 

of its author have applied the theory of their master to various depart- 

ments of Zoology, with different degrees of success. A great insight 

has thus been gained into several natural groups ; and, in many cases, 

their systems have made a much more correct approximation to what 

we see in Nature, than did those of their predecessors. But, without 

detracting from the just merit of these attempts, we must not be blind 

to the fact, that they exhibit nothing more than the mere application 

of a theory; without bringing to light, or without even attempting the 

discovery, of a single new principle in natural arrangement. The 

track which had been marked out in the Hore Entomologice has in 
no one instance been intentionally deviated from ; and during this 

long period not the slightest discovery in the general laws of creation 
has been effected. 

I have thus shown in what respect the philosophy of Zoology has 

remained stationary ; but it might even be said to have retrograded. 
One of the great characteristics, apparent in every page of the Hore 

f2 
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Entomologice, is its tendency to raise Zoology to the rank of a demon- 
strative science. By proving that natural affinities were circular, it 
established at the same time the existence of definite groups ; from 
which, of course, if any part was taken away, and placed in another 

group, a violation of natural affinities would inevitably follow, and both 

groups be rendered artificial. Now this principle, as it appears to me, 

has been either completely overlooked or essentially violated by the 

disciples of this school. They express their opinion that a genus, 

which seems allied to two different families, “ may be placed in either, 
according to its external characters* ;’’ and if these two families are 

in juxtaposition, “ it is ¢mmaterial to which of them it may eventually 

be referred.’’ Now, if an arrangement be artificial, that is, framed 

merely to assist the memory, this mode of proceeding would be very 

well; but if such a principle be admitted in the theory of Mr. Mac- 

leay, it completely destroys all his idea of definite groups, and leaves 

every one to describe their circles at their own good will and pleasure. 
Again; another most important definition, contained in the same 

volume, relates to the nature and value of those groups which are 

there denominated genera, and which are shown to contain certain 

types of form, termed sub-genera. It is, moreover, proved that every 

zoological genus thus characterized returns into itself, and forms a 

circle. It matters not whether this definition of a zoological genus 

agrees with that which has been given to the word by logicians; yet 

one of the most zealous disciples of Mr. Macleay has rejected his 

application of this word, which is definite, and has advocated another, 

confessedly founded upon metaphysical reasoning} and mere opinion f. 

It is owing to these and to similar misconceptions, which the disciples 

of Mr. Macleay have fallen into, that the theory itself has been of 

late so severely attacked, and has even lost some of its supporters. 

Certain, however, it is, that these inconsistencies are nowhere to be 

found in the writings of this distinguished master. He has re- 
peatedly warned his disciples on the facility of making circles and 

quinary divisions, when unsupported by those tests which he has him- 

* Vigors, Zool. Journ., i., p. 397. Tt Zool. Journ., iii., p. 97. { Ibid., i., p. 341. 
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self applied to the only two groups he has thoroughly analysed ; 

namely, Scarabeus and Phaneus; while, so far from presuming that 

he has discovered the natural system, he states upon every occasion, 

most prominently and distinctly, that we have as yet obtained but a 

glimpse of that system; while, at the same time, he has pointed out 
the only path by which, as he truly conceives, it can be further deve- 
loped *. 

It will be readily perceived, from the tenor of these observations, 

that my own researches have led to the adoption of the two great 
principles of natural arrangement already adverted to. I speak of the 

circular theory alone, since MM. Macleay and Fries differ in the 

number of their divisions; Mr. Macleay’s being five, while Mr. 

Fries insists upon four}. Neither of these agree with the details now 

laid before the public. Fortunately, however, each party is desirous 
that his theory should be tried by one and the same test. We agree 
that no group, or division of a group, can be natural, if its affinities 

are not circular, or decidedly tending thereto: this must be the test 

of all. And here I may observe, that the opponents of Mr. Macleay 

have adopted a line of argument, which, in every other branch of 

science, is totally inadmissible. Instead of combatting his theory by 

general or abstract reasoning, or, what is even more inconclusive, by 

mere opinion, they should have either disproved the facts upon which 
it is founded, or have explained them in some other way, more calcu- 
lated to show the harmonious combinations of Nature. If this had 

been done, the foundation would have been sapped, and the theoretical 

superstructure destroyed. But the singularity of the controversy has 

been this, that the facts have been suffered to remain unquestioned, 

while the inferences have been vehemently denied; denied, also, 

without an attempt to substitute others in their place. It seems to 

* The only probability, I conceive, of our ever understanding the great scheme of the creation, 

must depend on studying the method in which the organs and properties of natural beings vary. All 
true knowledge of Natural History hinges on this,—‘‘ Ordinis hec virtus erit et venus.” —Hore Ent., 
p- 458. 

+ Mr. Macleay, with every appearance of reason, views this difference as rather nominal than 
real.—See Linn. Trans., xiv., p- 46. 
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have been forgotten by these gentlemen, that science is founded upon 

facts, and upon a cautious process of inductive and analogical reasoning 
drawn from those facts : it has nothing to do with speculative opinion 

or with metaphysical reasoning. ‘The full knowledge of the Natural 

System, or of the plan which OmnirotEeNce pursued in Creation, none 

but a madman or an enthusiast can ever hope to attain. But I have 

yet to learn why we are to withhold that title from a system which 
endeavours to reconcile all the appearances of Nature, and to explain 

some part of her laws. <A natural system in Botany is advocated and 

adopted as such, without any one venturing to question the correct- 

ness of the epithet ; but, in Zoology, it seems to be thought presump- 

tuous to talk of the Natural System; because, as it is urged, that 
system, in all its bearings, can never be understood. As well may we 
call the Solar System an artificial arrangement of the heavenly bodies. 

As well may we maintain there are no natural laws inChemistry, since all 

the properties of inorganic matter have not, nor ever will be, discovered. 

The structure and economy of an animal are as incontestable matters 

of fact as the presence of any substance in the mineral world, and both 

are equally legitimate instruments of reasoning. Until, therefore, we 

come to the determination of rejecting that which is known, from a 

consideration of that which is unknown, I must continue to esteem 

the Hore Entomologice as the first and the most comprehensive 

developement of the Natural System that has been given to the 

world. The theory which it explains may be in parts detective, and 

in others erroneous, but it has been pronounced by a most distin- 

guished Naturalist, who even suspects its entire accuracy, to be “ the 

most consistent of any yet advanced, since it reconciles facts, which, 

upon no other plan, can be reconciled*.” Now, unless these facts are 

fully and clearly explained by some other theory, and new harmonies 

of creation brought to light, all the general reasoning or metaphysical 
disputation that can be urged against it has, in my estimation, nothing 

to do with the question at issue. 
I have stated thus much, not from any desire to uphold such parts 

* Kirby, Introd. to Entom, iv., p. 359. 
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of the Hore Entomologice as are the result of synthetical investiga- 

tion, still less to maintain the theory of quinary divisions, which I now 

venture, in part, to dispute, but to express my deep sense of the pro- 

found sagacity of that mind which first demonstrated the existence of 

circular affinities, and first drew a just and philosophic distinction be- 
tween analogy and affinity. I have done this, because it seems to me 

that the reputation of this naturalist, like that of Linnzus, has suf- 

fered more from the zeal of his disciples than from the arguments of 

his opponents, and because I must ever feel grateful to one whose 

philosophic deductions first drew my attention to these inquiries. As 

for the rest, “ we may all possibly be wrong in part, or even in much 
of our respective details ; but however this may be, it is difficult not 

to believe that we are grasping at some great truth, which a short 
lapse of time will perhaps develope in all its beauty, and at length 

place in the possession of every observer of nature *,” 

Convinced that a zoological system which aimed at illustrating the 
general laws of creation was that only which deserved to be called 

Natural, it was in the year 1824 that I endeavoured to apply the 
circular and quinarian theory to a family group in Ornithology +, deter- 

mined on ascertaining how far it would illustrate certain affinities and 

analogies, which to me, at least, appeared unquestionable. I soon found, 

however, that although this theory would explain much that I desired, 

it would not explain all ; and the publication of a quinarian arrange- 
ment of this same family, nearly at the same time, but essentially 

different from my own {, showed me the necessity of looking much 

deeper into the subject. Convinced that truth, if it was to be dis- 

covered, would only result from minute and patient analysis, I entirely 

abandoned the synthetic method, as the rock upon which others were 

splitting; while the mutual dependence of one natural group upon 

another, led almost insensibly from the analysis of the Lanzade, to that 

of the vast order of Insrssores§, or perching birds. Eight years have 

* Macleay, Linn. Trans., xiv., p. 63. 
+ An Inquiry into the Natural Affinities of the Laniade, Zool. Journ., i., p. 289, Oct. 1824. 
t Linn. Trans., xiv., p. 436. 

§ I have adopted this name, because, upon the whole, it is the most expressive of any yet given to 
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now been devoted, almost unceasingly, to this investigation; and 

although I have found it impossible in every instance to enter into 
details, I now venture to lay the results before the world, considering 

that a more appropriate channel for such communication could not be 
chosen than this: being the first zoological work ever published under 
the immediate authority of the British Government. 

The object of the introductory observations to each family of the 

order InsgssorEs, is to demonstrate the following peculiarities in 

natural arrangement. ‘These I shall briefly state as propositions. 

1. Every natural series of beings, in its progress from a given point, either actually 

returns, or evinces a tendency to return, again to that point, thereby forming 

a Circle. 

2. The contents of such a Circle or Group are symbolically represented by the 

contents of all other Circles in the same class of animals ; this resemblance 

being strong or remote, in proportion to the proximity or the distance of the 

groups compared. 

3. The primary divisions of every natural Group, of whatsoever extent or value, 
are THREE, each of which forms its own Circle. 

1. Little need be said on the first proposition, since it is in com- 
plete accordance with the theory supported by MM. Macleay, Fries, 
Agardh, Oken, &c. I have merely modified it for the purpose of 

showing that, strictly speaking, every group is not a circle, since in 

many which, by the theory of representation, can be proved to be 
natural, the circle is incomplete, either by the extinction or by the 

non-discovery of certain types. The aberrant group of the class Aves, 
of the order Raptores, and of the family of Pzcide, are all striking 

examples of this truth. 

2. This, which may be termed the theory of representation, was 

this order. But it should not have been concealed that the merit of having first united the Passeres 

and the Pice belongs to M. Vieillot, and not to the writer in the Linnean Transactions. So far 
back as the year 1816, M. Vieillot named this order Sylvicole. See his Analyse Orn., p. 25. 
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first promulgated in the Hore Entomologice, where it has been exten- 

sively applied, and the author has shown its existence both in some 

of the highest and in one of the lowest groups of vertebrated animals : 

yet nowhere can I perceive that it has been declared—what I think 

it to be—the only certain test of a natural group. Circles may be, 
and have been, formed with such a deceitful appearance of following 

nature, that the most eminent and the most cautious have been led 

into a belief that they were strictly natural. Ifsucha group is thought 

to be complete or perfect, it is very well to say, put each of its divisions 

to the test of returning into itself *, and the fallacy will be discovered ; 

but among groups of a certain value, genera and sub-families more 

particularly, there is not one in three that can be so tested. This 

inability partly arises from our superficial acquaintance with forms, 

and partly, as we believe, from there being many real gaps in the 

chain of continuity. Without, therefore, some other test for a natural 

group, than the mere circumstance of its returning into itself, or even 

its simple parallelism with a contiguous group, I consider demonstra- 

tion not to have been attained. The theory of representation thus 

steps in, and at once dispels the illusion, or demonstrates the correct- 

ness of the series. In the sub-families of Myotherine and Pariane, I 

have endeavoured to exemplify this principle of the natural system 

in all its bearings. 

3. The results that have attended my analysis of every natural 
group hitherto investigated, lead me to differ in the onset from all 

who have adopted the quinarian system. And so far as regards the 

order of Insessores among birds, I have endeavoured to shew that 

the primary circles of each group are invariably Turee. These I 

have denominated—i. The typical ; u. The sub-typical ; and iii. The 

aberrant. Mr. Macleay, on the contrary, considers that every group 

is first resolvable into five minor groups, two of which he terms 
normal, and the other three aberrant. I know not why this talented 

writer should have chosen to have used this latter mode of division, 

which is dznary, and but ill calculated, as it appears to me, to express 

his own definition of a natural group. Neither he, nor M. Fries, 

* Mr. Macleay’s Letter to Dr. Fleming, p. 33. 

og 
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admit a group to be natural which does not form a circle more or less 
complete. How far the central group of M. Fries will agree with 

this definition, I am not botanist enough to determine; but the normal 

group of Mr. Macleay unquestionably does not, since he himself tells 
us that it forms not one circle but two*. The first division, therefore, 

of every group into two, although useful perhaps in some respects, is 

clearly artificial. 
The aberrant group, as being that which more immediately connects 

one circle to another, comprehends, from necessity, a greater variety 

of forms than are generally to be met with in the two others. The 
union of all these aberrant forms into a circle of their own, is a 

principle of natural arrangement which has hitherto been undisco- 

vered, and which has therefore claimed, in the following pages, most 

particular attention. This union, however, must be kept perfectly 
distinct from that property which was long ago suspected to exist in 

opposite points of a circle, and of which instances have been given f. 

These examples, illustrating Mr. Macleay’s meaning, appear to me, as 
they do to him, mere relations of analogy ; since, if the suspicion of 

their affinety had been just, we should have had a union of one typical 
and two aberrant groups; a mode of combination which, to me at 

least, Nature has in no instance exhibited. 

As to the relative rank of the three primary divisions, some differ- 
ence of opinion may arise; for the truth is, that the principles by 

which the value of zoological groups are regulated have not been 

sufficiently investigated. Two groups may be of equal rank, and still 
be vastly disproportionate in their contents. No one, for instance, 

would think of pronouncing the class of birds a superior group 

to that of quadrupeds, merely because the contents of the first, in 

comparison to the second, are as six to one. Number cannot decide 

the question; and therefore, as natural groups like these may be 

equivalent in rank without being so in extent, we are left no other 

* « M. Fries lays it down as a rule, that he admits no groups whatever to be natural unless they 
form circles more or less complete. Let us then apply this rule to what he terms his central group, 

and which he makes always to consist of two. Does this forma circle? Ifnot, the group cannot be 

natural according to his own definition.”—Macleay on certain general Laws, &c. Linn. Trans., xiv. 58. 

+ Hore Ent., ii., p. 349. 
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alternative than to consider the primary circles of every group as 

equal in rank and value. 

But I wish not to attach too much importance to a term, or, in 

drawing up these tables of affinities, to depart more than is necessary 
from the usual mode of exhibiting circular groups. I have, therefore, 

in every instance, detailed the subordinate divisions of the aberrant 

groups, although, without this explanation, such a plan might convey 
an erroneous impression of their relative value. 

I must now advert to another, and, in my estimation, an unques- 

tionable property of natural arrangement: this is, the direct union 

of typical groups, without the intervention of those which are aber- 

rant. A vague suspicion of something like this first occurred to me 
when studying the affinities of the Lanzade, in the year 1824*. This 

property, however, belongs but to very few groups, since it has only 

been detected in such as are pre-eminently abundant in species, and 

are not of a higher rank than families. Beyond such groups, the 

higher we ascend, the more dissimilar are the typical groups in ap- 

proximating circles; until, in looking to a diagram of the vertebrated 
animals, (such, for instance, as that in the Hore Ent., p. 318,) not only 

does all appearance of affinity between the external or typical divisions 

vanish, but it becomes even difficult, in some instances, to trace their 

analogy. These inferior typical groups, indeed, may be said to have 

three distinct relations of affinity: one to that which precedes it ; 

another to that by which it is followed; and a third which unites it 
to a group out of its own proper circle. The two first, on this account, 

may be termed znternal ; the latter, external. This, however, is a 

question so abstruse, and requires such nicety of investigation, that, for 

the present, I should rather, perhaps, put it as a query, than consider 

it as a demonstrated fact. At the same time, I must confess my utter 

inability to reconcile, by any other theory, the evident and universally 

acknowledged affinity between the Thamnophiline and the Myothe- 

rine ; between the Meruline and the Philomeline ; and more espe- 

cially between the typical Setophage and the typical Sylvicole. 

* Zool. Journ., i, p. 302. 

a2 
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Unless these affinities, which I have fully detailed, can be disproved 
or explained by some other mode of reasoning, it seems to me im- 
possible to arrive at any other conclusion *. 

Such are the principles of natural arrangement discoverable by 
analysis, which more or less pervade the entire order of Perching 

Birds. Aware that they are, in a great measure, opposed to every 

theory yet started upon the subject, I have been anxious to establish 

them by facts which are incontrovertible, and by arguments founded 

not merely upon structure, but upon every circumstance, even the 

most trivial, that is yet known of the economy of the birds themselves. 
It is with these facts, and with these inferences, that such naturalists 

as wish to establish other conclusions must deal. 

It cannot be too often repeated, that science has nothing to do with 

mere opinions, or with abstract reasoning. Authentic facts and just 
inferences, the former capable of being verified, and the latter founded 

exclusively upon analysis, and in unison with some general harmony 

of creation, are the only arguments which will possess any permanent 

influence. 

The truth or the fallacy of these opinions must therefore entirely 

repose upon the proofs here adduced ; for although similar results have 

attended the investigation of other departments of nature, these 

results have not yet been laid before the public in detail +, and conse- 

* Recent investigations in another department of Zoology, more abundant in forms and species 
than that of the class Aves, lead me strongly to suspect the existence of another property in natural 

groups, which at present I shall merely state as an hypothesis. It is the union of the most aberrant 

group in one circle, with the most aberrant in the next; so that in a diagram of the Order INsEssorgs, 
formed either on Mr. Macleay’s plan of five circles, or of mine upon three, one circle would unite all 

the Tenuirostral types, another the Fissirostral and Scansorial, and a third the typical and sub-typical. 

The whole would thus be represented by three great circles, one within the other, and this without 

the least derangement of the series here exhibited. It must, however, be premised, that this principle 

cannot be clearly traced in Ornithology, because the Tenuirostral or Grallatorial groups are remark- 

ably deficient in their numerical contents. In Entomology, the very reverse of this appears to be the 
case; and it is there, if my suspicions are well founded, that it may probably be detected. 

+ The essential characters of several of the groups in Conchology, slightly mentioned in the two 

volumes of ‘ Zoological Illustrations,’ new series, now in course of publication, depend upon the same 
laws. I may also be allowed to cite, in corroboration of the theory now advanced, “‘ The principles 

which appear to regulate the geographic distribution of man and of animals,” as detailed in the ‘ En- 
cyclopedia of Geography,’ p. 245-—-266, the proofs sheets of which are now before me. So far as 

concerns the variation of Man, I feel all the confidence that can result from being supported by such 

philosophers as Cuvier and BLuMEnBacu. On this point the theory is theirs, not mine. (July 1831.) 
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quently possess as yet no claim to corroborative evidence. Seeing, 

nevertheless, that the longest life is insufficient to analyse more than 
an insignificant portion of Nature’s works, and that centuries, probably, 

may elapse before the true arrangement of all known animals, by 

such a mode of investigation, can be detected, the mind may be allowed 

to take a wider range; and, presuming that a system regulating such 
an important and comprehensive class of the animal kingdom would 
necessarily pervade all nature, let us briefly consider the subject under 
this light, divested of metaphysical definitions. 

1. The true nature of Matter has never yet, and probably never will 

be, clearly understood. Philosophers, however, distinguish two divi- 
sions, to which they give the names of ponderable and zmponderable ; 
while electricity, which, from its peculiar phenomena, cannot be com- 
prised under either, is still conceived by some to form a third. 

2. As ponderosity is that quality of matter by which it is most dis- 
tinguished from Time and Space*, from Light and Heat, so we may 

esteem it the typical peculiarity of Matter. 

3. Ponderable matter, in common language, is termed a body, and 
of such bodies we know only of three sorts—i. Animals ; ii. Vegetables ; 

and iii. Minerals—the two first being organic, the latter inorganic. 

The general sense of mankind, from the earliest ages to the present 

time, has concurred in considering all the substances composing our 
globe as belonging to one or other of these three divisions or king- 
doms. ‘This conclusion, indeed, is so natural, and appears to me so 

just, that it seems almost needless to uphold its propriety. It has 

been insisted, however *, that the primary division of matter is into 

organic and inorganict. Now, to use this distinctiont in common 

% See Hore Ent., 179. + Hore Ent., p. 175. 

t ‘ Who does not see that I was here hinting at the quinary division of matter as much as if I 

had expressed it tabularly thus? 
MATTER. 

“ Normal Group, es Animals. 
Organic. 2. Vegetables. 

Sy *x* kK * 

Aberrant Group, {! x * x 
Inorganic. 5 ee 

—Macleay’s Letter to Dr. Fleming, p. 10. 
Mr. Macleay, however, upon a former occasion, observes, with more justice, *‘ We have two natural, 

but I fear somewhat arbitrary, divisions of matter into organic and inorganic. No person denies the 
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language is perfectly unobjectionable. But I must confess my ina- 
bility to discover upon what valid grounds it can be adopted in natural 

classification. The most extraordinary result of this division of mat- 

ter is the exclusion of the mineral kingdom; a kingdom, moreover, 
which has recently been so ably studied, that its circular affinities 
would appear to have been demonstrated*. It has been urged, indeed 

(Hore Ent., p. 175), as a reason for excluding mineralogy from the 

true department of natural history, that its laws depend upon che- 
mistry ; but I do not see the force of this objection, and I have already 

stated an objection to this binary division of a group, as being incon- 

sistent with the theory that all natwral groups are circular. 

4. In what way the mineral kingdom may be connected on one side 

to the vegetable, and on the other to the animal, has never been pre- 

cisely stated. Yet there are many circumstances, among which the 

microscopic observations of Robert Brown are not the least interesting, 
which shew, that this affinity is highly probable, while the union of 

the two great divisions of organised matter, strictly so termed, the 

animal and the vegetable, is incontestible. 

5. In the Vegetable, or subtypical kingdom, botanists have long ago 

distinguished three great divisions, namely Monocotyledones, Dicoty- 

ledones, and Acotyledones ; but the circular affinities of these groups 

have received no attention. 

6. In the Animal kingdom, which is unquestionably the typical 
perfection of matter, the penetration of that distinguished zoologist, 

whose name I have so often quoted, has detected an undeniable ten- 

dency to acircle. “ It must, however, be remembered, that M. Virey, 

one of the most eminent zoologists of France, assuming the nervous 

system for his basis, long since divided the animal kingdom, without 

assigning names to them, into three sub-kingdoms {,” while many 

existence of this division in nature, still less is the use of it to be despised. —Hore Ent. And again, 

‘ Matter, whether organised or in a brute state, whether animal, vegetable, or mineral, is very dittle if 

at all different in itself.’.—Hore Ent., p. 188. 
* «M. Ampére, as great a mathematician as chemist, has published a Classification Naturelle 

pour les corps simples, and proved that ‘‘ les corps sont tellement coordonnés l’un a l'autre, qu’ils ne 

forment non plus une série mais un cercle.”’ ’—Macleay’s Letter, p. 21. 
+ Kirby, Int. to Ent. iv. 362. I regret not being better acquainted with M. Virey’s theory. 

Mr. Kirby, whose words I quote, refers to ‘ N. Dict. d’Hist. Nat.,’ ii. p. 25. 
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reasons might be adduced in favour of the supposition, that the three 
aberrant divisions of Mr. Macleay (Acrita, Mollusca, and Radiata) 

unite and form a circle of their own. 
7. Limiting our attention to the sub-kingdom Vertebrata, who does 

not perceive that the fishes make as near an approach to the aquatic 

serpents as to the aquatic quadrupeds? or that the Reptilza (Macl.) do 
not evince a much greater tendency to unite with the fishes than with 
the birds? Between these last and the reptiles, the hiatus is not only 
wide, but vast. Yet the similarity which some of the water-serpents 
bear to the eel-like fishes is so strong, that a cursory observer would 

not detect the two classes. A single genus, in fact, would be sufficient 

to render the union perfect. 

8. Finally, looking to the aberrant group of the class Aves, it might 
be expected that I should shew in what manner they are united. I 

shall not, however, at present attempt to do this. Not only is it 

highly probable that several important forms among the Natatores 

are extinct or undiscovered*, but I consider the circular arrangement 
of the Rasores, as proposed in the Linnzan Transactions, to be com- 

pletely artificial. 

From these considerations it appears highly probable, that the same 

principles which regulate the natural arrangement of the Insessorial 
birds, are prevalent in all the higher groups of nature. 

9. The most comprehensive view which the human mind can ever 

obtain of that sublime Plan which has emanated from OmnieoTENce, 

must, in every branch of science, be partial and imperfect}. From 
such a Being nothing can emanate but what is replete with order and 

harmony, with design and instruction. Of this the holy records of His 
word assure us, and the works of His hand proclaim the solemn truth. 

“ The instruction of man,” says a learned and pious naturalist, “ was 
best secured by placing before him a book of emblems or symbols, in 

* Since the above was written, I find that two extraordinary genera, which seem to disturb all 
the systems, as partaking both of the nature of the Natatores and the Rasores, have been discovered 

in South America. They have been just described by my learned and estimable friends, MM. Isidore 
Geoff. Saint-Hilaire and Lesson, under the generic names of Attagis and Thinocorus. These forms 

I have not yet seen. 

+ See also Annul. Jav., Pref., xii. 
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which one thing might represent another. If he was informed by his 
Creator that the works of creation constituted such a book, by the 

right interpretation of which he might arrive at spiritual verities as 
well as natural knowledge, curiosity and the desire of information 

concerning these high and important subjects would stimulate him to 

the study of the mystic volume placed before him, in the progress of 

which he would doubtless be assisted by that pivine guidance which 

even now is with those who honestly seek the truth. Both divines 

and philosophers have embraced this opinion, which is built upon the 
word of Gop itself*.”’ 

10. All that we can know with certainty on the nature of this 

A.micuty Berna must be gathered from the inspired volume. We 

are there expressly told that the GopnEAp is THREE-FOLD, yet ONE 
AND UNDIVIDED. If to awaken, to strengthen, or to increase our faith 
in this high mystery, the Atmiacuty condescended to employ other 

means and other helps for our conviction, we can conceive no other so 

intelligible to human reason, as that this great truth should be pro- 
claimed by the wonders of creation. These instruments of “ spiritual 

verities,”? as they have prophetically been termed}, surround us on 

every side ;—they are within our grasp—they speak to our perceptions. 

Let us not then believe, that the power of discerning such spiritual 

truths by these their material symbols has been withheld from us, 

even in this our fallen state. Let us rather, with humble thank- 

fulness, adore that Gop, who, to increase our faith in his word, 

enables us to discern, however dimly, in earthly things, the shadows 
of such as are heavenly. Sw. 

Tittenhanger Green, St. Alban’s, 

July, 1831. 

* Kirby, Int. to Ent., iv. 402. 

t The most natural and consistent interpretation of 1 Cor. xiii. 12. BXeropev yap apt §v’ ecortpou 

ev aiveypart, is, that ‘‘ we see now as it were in a mirror the glory of God reflected enigmatically by 

the things that he has made.’”’—Kirby, Int. to Ent., p. 402, note. 
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BY 

Mr. SWAINSON. 

Tuar the principles of natural arrangement explained and developed 
in this volume may not be blended with extraneous topics, I shall now 

advert to such others as seem to require notice. 

In the first place, I feel that some apology is due both to His 

Majesty’s Government and to the Public at large, for the tardiness 
with which this Volume has followed the first. Whatever blame may 
be attached to this delay, must fall exclusively upon myself, as Dr. 

Richardson’s portion has long been prepared. But my desire repeat- 
edly to revise the groups, and submit their contents to many and 

diversified tests, not even alluded to in the subsequent details, has 

occupied no inconsiderable portion of two years; while impaired health, 
and the necessity of prosecuting literary engagements previously made, 

have all contributed to retard the publication. 
As I have found it necessary, in the body of the work, to intro- 

duce many new groups, and allude to others defined in the Appendix, 

it seems necessary to explain the views that have regulated this pro- 
ceeding. 

It has been urged, in defence of modern genera, that, even in a 

system confessedly artificial, they are of great use, both in assisting 

the discrimination of forms, and abridging the labour of the student 

in his search after species. Granted. But this principle, like every 

other, may be carried too far. The authors and advocates of artificial 

systems, having no definite or acknowledged rule to regulate their 

groups, are at full liberty to make as many genera or sub-genera as 

they please; and so long as these divisions are capable of clear and 
h 
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concise definition, they answer the ends proposed; namely, clearness 

of arrangement, brevity of description, and facility in finding species. 

But the human mind is ever prone to extremes, and the passion for 
dividing and subdividing, and giving names, may become as great an 

evil as that which led the followers of Linnzus to deprecate all divi- 
sion, and to view with abhorrence the slightest attempt to break up 

the old groups. Now the point at which these artificial genera and 
sub-genera should stop is, where they can be no longer defined with 
reference to the end proposed; that is, when their peculiarities are 

so slight that they cannot be pointed out in a clear and comprehensive 

manner. When, to make them intelligible, it becomes necessary to 

draw up long and perplexing characters, the very object of their 

makers is defeated. No clearness is gained, no facilities of research 

afforded ; the student is bewildered, and the experienced naturalist 

consumes more time in reading over and comparing these generic 

chapters, than would enable him to glance his eye over twenty good 

specific characters. The tedious and intolerable length of such defini- 
tions, it must be confessed, is inevitable; for their authors, not being 

acquainted with the principle of variation in their group, are obliged 

to specify all its characters ; whereas, if the group was a natural one, 
and its true distinctions had been studied, its essential characters, as 

we shall repeatedly exemplify, might be expressed in two or three 

lines. Fortunately, the only group in Ornithology which has appa- 
rently suffered from this evil is that of the Falconide. In Entomo- 
logy, however, its pernicious consequences are nowhere so conspicuous 

as in the recent works upon British Insects: where the generic 
characters, for the most part, are so complicated and prolix as to 

occupy half a page. 
To show that this passion for genus making among us has reached 

a point bordering upon the ridiculous, I need only state a fact, asserted 

by one who seems not to be conscious of following in the same track, 

“that the Musca putris of Linné has actually been converted into 

three species, belonging to two genera*.” 

* Stevens, Catalogue of British Insects, Pref., p. xiii. 
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If anything is calculated to invest Natural History with a repulsive 

aspect, and to hide all the enticing charms of the science, it is assur- 

edly this mode of encumbering it with learned names and _prolix defi- 
nitions. The only merits of artificial systems are in pointing out 
differences, and in abridging labour ; when they do this, they are not 

only useful, but, in our present state of knowledge, absolutely essential. 

To combine them, however, with the natural system, is as hopeless 

as it is impossible. Mr. Macleay, who in this department is a host, 

has justly said, “It is the evil of half-artificial systems, that while 

they are at utter variance with natural affinities, they do not even 

answer the humble purposes of a catalogue*.” 

But no such latitude of making groups is allowed to the follower 

of the natural system. His decisions are regulated by certain rule., 

to which, as he finds them capable of definition, he is compelled to 

adhere. If he understands his genus, he knows that that genus, 

theoretically speaking, contains certain types of form, or sub-genera, 

indicated by two or three nice but discriminating characters; and to 

these sub-genera he either gives patronymic names, as in the case of 

Scarabeus (Hore Ent., p. 497), or he designates them by numbers, 

as in Phaneus (1b., p. 124). If he adopts the former plan, he must, 
from necessity, considerably augment the nomenclature of the science ; 

but if, on the other hand, he chooses the latter, he must, to be con- 

sistent, reject all sub-generic names throughout Zoology. Now it so 

happens that many of these sub-genera have been named long ago, 

and. are so strikingly marked that zoologists have mistaken them for 

genera: hence, if the plan of naming them was suddenly relinquished, 

more confusion than perspicuity would ensue. We must, therefore, at 

least for the present, follow the first plan, since to retain a patronymic 

name to one of the types in a generic group, and withhold it from 

another, would introduce an inconsistency and confusion in nomen- 

clature perfectly intolerable. 

In designating the higher groups, I have not considered it expedient 
to invent names for the purpose of showing the equivalent value of 

* Annulosa Javanica, p. 36. 

h 2 
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the typical, the sub-typical, and the aberrant. 'The merit of first 
uniting the Rasores, the Grallatores, and the Natatores into the 

aberrant division of the class AVES, belongs to one no less ennobled 

by birth than by philosophic knowledge. To Cuarizs Lucien 
Bonaparte, Prince or Musianano, not only the eyes of America 
but of Europe may be turned, as to one who seems destined by 

Nature to confer imperishable benefits on this noble science. 

The family names, according to general custom, terminate in zde. 

No authority can be quoted for these names, since they have been 

used by many, in opposite senses, without having been defined *. 

The names of the sub-families terminate in 2n@, or occasionally in ane. 

In the progress of the work through the press, much new informa- 

tion has been acquired +, but I am happy to say without occasioning 

any other alteration in my views than such as regard the sub-genera 

of the genus Linaria, which seems to enter that of Coccothraustes by 

means of the Green Linnet (Loxia chloris, L.). Coccothraustes 

melanura, vespertina, &c., thus constitute the Fissirostral type of this 

sub-family, and preserve more closely its analogy to Bombycilla. 

The assistance I have received in this arduous undertaking has 

been so important that, notwithstanding the possession of one of the 

largest ornithological museums in Britain, I question much whether 

it could have been prosecuted without the united support of men of 

science, of learning, and of liberality. 

My first and greatest thanks are due to M. le Baron Cuvier, and 

to M. Grorrroy Saint-Hitarre, to whom the nature of my object 

in visiting the French Museum was made known, and from whom IT 

received facilities for studying, rarely granted either to foreigners or 

* On this point I shall, upon all occasions, act upon the following determination of the author of 

the ‘‘ Annulosa Javanica,” “ protesting” with him ‘“ against the slovenly mode lately adopted by some 

naturalists,” both in England and on the Continent, of publishing names without definitions—“ In 

these pages all names of mere catalogues, &c., shall be as much overlooked as if they never had existed.” 
Macleay, Ann. Jav., p. 10. 

+ The opinion expressed at p. 173, that our Cinclus Americanus was different from the 
Cinclus Pallasi, has been fully confirmed by a specimen of the latter bird sent from Nepaul, 

and now in the possession of Mr. Gould. It perfectly agrees with the description given by M. 
Temminck. 
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to natives. Nothing redounds more to the honour of scientific in- 
stitutions than to see them superintended by such men, not only 

great and illustrious by their own discoveries, but despising all those 
national or petty feelings of jealousy which influence narrow minds. 

To the politeness of M. Istpor—E Grorrroy Sarnt-Hiraire I have 
elsewhere alluded *. Nor must I omit, in this place, to assure my 

friend M. Lesson of the grateful recollections I shall ever entertain 
of his kindness, not only during my residence in Paris, but since my 
return. To him am [I indebted, among other interesting birds, for 

the Fissirostral type of the Motaczlline, which has fully confirmed all 

I ventured to express at pp. 203 and 230. 

Nor has our own Nationa Museum proved an unproductive field 

for research. Rich in the Ornithology of the Northern regions, it has 
furnished much valuable information, and the means of determining 

several new species. Whatever reasons there might have been for 

censuring the general management of this institution, they have, we 

believe, long ceased to exist. The magnificence of the new rooms 

devoted to Zoology; the sedulous care bestowed upon every donation ; 

ats ummediate accessrbility ; but, above all, the free and courteous man- 

ner in which its treasures are gratuitously opened to the public and 
to the man of science, demands the highest praise. Let but the 

Government second the zeal of its officers, and the public lend their 

aid by the contribution of specimens, and in a few years, the Britisu 
Museum will reflect honour upon a powerful and wealthy nation. 

To J. G. Cuitpren, Esq., as the Officer more particularly in charge 

of the Zoological subjects, my thanks are especially due, not merely 

for the courteous discharge of his official duty, but for all those 

prompt and nameless facilities which a scientific student stands so 

much in need of. 

In the Ornithological productions of our Eastern Empire, the 

Museum of the Honouraste East Inpia Company is without parallel. 

To this also I have had free and unrestrained access; and this gratifi- 

cation has been rendered doubly agreeable by the kindness and 

* Zoological Illustrations, new Series, vol. i. pl. 8. 
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liberality of Dr. Horsriztp, under whose able superintendence the 

whole is placed. 

I have great pleasure in offering my best thanks to the Council of 
the Linnazan Society, who, with their usual liberality and love for 

science, gave me free permission to make use of their noble collection 

of Australian Birds. Many errors in their descriptions * have been 
thus detected, and the geographic range of several groups, confounded 
with those of America, have been better ascertained. 

I feel bound also to return my acknowledgments to the Council of 

the Zoo.oaica Society for their well-intentioned permission to make 

use of their Museum in Bruton-street; although, from the peculiar 

wording of the order, and the subsequent prohibition by its officers of 

taking notes, this permission, for all effectual purposes, was rendered 

nugatory. The work, however, will not, I trust, suffer much from 

this. Dr. Richardson has had free access to the northern species ; 
and the Museum, rich only in the ornithology of Java and Sumatra, 
will bear no comparison, even in those productions, with the collections 

made by MM. Duvaucel and Diard, now in Paris; all of which, by the 

liberality of MM. Cuvier and Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, I have minutely 
examined. 

Sir W. Jarpine, Bart., and P. J. Sersy, Esq., the able authors of 

the “ Illustrations of Ornithology,’’ have both materially contributed 
to assist these researches, by transmitting to me, from time to time, 

all new or dubious forms which have come to their respective museums. 

When it is remembered that these gentlemen are themselves engaged 
in publishing ornithological novelties, such disinterestedness demands 

an especial and grateful acknowledgment. 

To that enterprising traveller and accomplished naturalist, WittiAm 
J. Burcuert, Esq., the public expression of my thanks cannot be here 
omitted. His vast collections, formed in the interior of Southern 

Africa, have been at all times open to me; and it was here that I 

became acquainted with the new Genus Cheetops, so peculiarly inte- 

resting as forming the Rasorial type of the Meruline, connecting that 

sub-family to the Crateropodine. 

* Linn. Trans., xv. 
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Many other individuals have contributed their assistance in various 
ways towards this attempt at illustrating the natural system. A 
further enumeration might be tedious, but I cannot pass over the 

liberality experienced from Sir James M‘Greeor in allowing numerous 

specimens from the Fort Pitt Museum at Chatham to be sent for 
examination.—The great instruction I have derived from a large col- 

lection of Mexican Birds in the possession of Joun Taytor, Esq., the 
well-known Secretary of the Geological Society—and an inspection of 

the noble collection of drawings made under the superintendence of 

GeneraL Harpwicke, during his Zoological researches in British 
‘India. 

It is almost unnecessary to add how much I am indebted to the 
invaluable works of Le Vaitutant, Witson, Azara, and Sonnini, 

since their names will so frequently occur in the following pages. 
These men studied nature, unshackled by system, and they have thus 

rendered their works imperishable. Of this school, it is deeply to be 

lamented that nearly the only living member is my friend Mr. Aupugon. 

I regret much that his instructive Ornithological Bwgraphy issued 

from the press nearly at the time this was terminated. It is replete 

with facts of the highest interest. From purely systematic writers, I 

have derived comparatively but little assistance. 

Such have been the ample materials which [ have now endeavoured 

to combine ; with what success it is not for me to judge. If such 

parts of the great scheme of Nature as are already known have been 

better illustrated, or one step has been made towards the further 

developement of her first principles, my chief object has been 

attained. Sw. 
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NORTHERN ZOOLOGY. 

PART II. 

ON BES. 

RAPTORES. 

VULTURIDA.—_VULTURES. 

fte| 1. Sarcorampuus CairorniAnus. (Vigors.) Californian Vulture. 

Genus. Sarcoramphus. DUMERIL. 

Vultur Californianus. Suaw. Naé. Mis., ix., pl. 301. 

Californian Vulture. Latu. Syn. Suppl, ii, p. 3. 
Vultur Californianus. IpEm. Jnd. Suppl., p 2. 

Buzzard. Lewis & Crank. Journ., &c.. iii, p. 48, No. 4. 

Cathartes Vulturinus. Trem. Pl. col. 31. 

Cathartes Californianus. Bonap. Syn., p. 22. 

Sarcoramphus Californianus. Vic. Zool. Journ., ii., p. 375. 

Vultur Californianus. Doucias. Zool. Journ., iv., January, 1829, p. 328. 

Tuts great Vulture is an inhabitant of the shores of the Pacific, and was first 

introduced to the notice of naturalists by Mr. Menzies, who brought a specimen 

from California, and deposited it in the British Museum. It has not been dis- 

covered to the eastward of the Rocky Mountains, and I can, consequently, make 

no addition to its history from personal observation ; but Mr. David Douglas has 

given an interesting account of the habits of the species in the Zoological Journal, 

from which the following notices are extracted. He represents it as a common 

bird in the woody districts of California, which he met with in the summer as 

far north as the forty-ninth degree of latitude ; but nowhere so abundantly as 

in the valley of the Columbia, between the Grand Rapids and the sea. ‘‘ They 

build,” he says, ‘‘ in the most secret and impenetrable parts of the pine forests, 

invariably selecting the loftiest trees that overhang the precipices on the deepest 
B 
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and least accessible parts of the mountain valleys. The nest is large, composed 

of strong thorny twigs and grass, in every way similar to the nests of the eagle 

tribe, but more slovenly constructed. The same pair resort for several years to 

the same nest, bestowing little trouble or attention in repairing it. They lay two 

nearly spherical jet-black eggs, about the size of those of a goose. They hatch 

generally about the first of June, and the period of incubation is twenty-nine or 

thirty-one days. The young are covered with thick whitish down, and are incapable 
of leaving the nest until the fifth or sixth week. Their food is carrion, or dead 

fish: in no instance will they attack any living animal, unless it be wounded and 

unable to walk. Their senses of smelling * and seeing are remarkably keen. In 

searching for prey, they soar to a great altitude, and on discovering a wounded 

deer, or other animal, they follow its track until it sinks, when they descend preci- 

pitately on their object. Although only one bird may be at first in possession of 

the carcass, few minutes elapse before the prey is surrounded by great numbers, 

and it is then devoured to a skeleton within an hour, even should it be one of the 

larger animals, a stag, for instance, or a horse. Their voracity is almost insa- 

tiable, and they are extremely ungenerous, suffering no other animal to approach 

them while feeding. After eating they become so sluggish and indolent, as to 

remain in the same place until urged by hunger to go in quest of another repast. 

At such times, they perch on decayed trees, with their heads so much retracted, 

as to be with difficulty observed through the long, loose, lanceolate feathers of the 

collar. The wings, at the same time, hang down over the feet. This position 

they invariably preserve in dewy mornings, or after rains. Except after eating, 

or while guarding their nest, they are so excessively wary, that the hunter can 

scarcely ever approach sufficiently near even for buck-shot to take effect on them, 

the fulness of the plumage affording them a double chance of escaping uninjured. 

Their flight is slow, steady, and particularly graceful, gliding along with scarcely 

any apparent motion of the wings, the tips of which are curved upwards in flying. 

They are seen in greatest numbers, and soar highest, before hurricanes or 

thunder-storms. Their quills are used by the hunters as tubes for tobacco-pipes.”’ 

DESCRIPTION 

Of male and female specimens shot by Mr. Douglas, in lat. 453° N., and now in the Museum of the Zoological Society. 

The sexes are alike in plumage, but the female is a size larger. 

Cotour of the plumage in general brownish-black. On the back and lesser wing-coverts 

the feathers have narrow margins of pale umber-brown. A white band crosses the wing on 

* Mr. Audubon, in a highly interesting paper published in the Edin. Ph. Journal, states, that the Vultures are 
entirely guided by sight, and not by smell, in the discovery of their food. 
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the tips of the greater coverts. The tail is black to the extremity. The feathers clothing the 

lower part of the neck, and those on the breast, have each a narrow, pale, shining streak 

along its shaft, which contributes to give them a more pointed appearance. There is a white 

longitudinal band on the flank, and a broader one, opposite to it, on the lining of the wing, 

that includes the whole of the greater inner coverts. Thighs black. Bill glossy yellow. 

«© Trides pale red, and the pupils light green.” A triangular space, between the nostrils and 

crown of the head, is rather thinly clothed with short black hairy feathers; and there are 

also a few feathers on the lores, but the rest of the head and neck is covered with smooth 

naked skin, which, on the former, ‘‘ has a deep orange colour, and on the latter a brownish- 

yellow, with bluish changeable tints.” Legs bluish-black. 

Form, &c.—The head is small, scarcely exceeding the neck in diameter. The Dill is three 

inches and a half long; the ridge of the upper mandible is straight, and is produced to its 

hooked tip, nearly in the same line with the flattish crown of the head ; its cutting margin is un- 

dulated, there being an obtuse lobe immediately anterior to the cere ; and another smaller one, 

but equally well marked, on the horny part of the mandible. The line of union of the point 

of the bill with the cere, is deeply indented, the former sending an angular process backwards 

towards each nostril. ‘The angle of the mouth does not extend quite so far back as the orbit. 

The nostrils, of an oblong-oval form, are longitudinal, with a slight degree of obliquity, and 

are situated rather nearer the ridge of the mandible than to its cutting margin. The auditory 

opening is semi-oval and naked. The feathers on the base of the neck have lengthened lan- 

ceolate tips, and those immediately adjoining the naked skin stand out, so as to form a kind of 

ruff, from which there is a gradual transition to the smooth-lying plumage of the breast. All 

these feathers have detached flexible barbs, their tips alone being more compact. The naked 

skin extends down to the crop on the forepart of the neck, but it is not so conspicuous below 

as in the Black Vulture (Cathartes atratus), being nearly concealed by the ruff just mentioned. 

The folded wings reach a little beyond the tail; the third quill feather is the longest. The tail 

is even, and consists of fourteen feathers, which are rounded at the ends. The tars? are naked, 

and are protected anteriorly by large oblong transverse scales, or scutelli. The toes are long and 

slender, and are scutellated above, nearly their whole length. The middle one is the longest, 

and it is connected to the lateral ones at the base by webs. The hind toe is short. The nails 

are short, and slightly curved. 

Dimensions, 

Copied from Mr. Douglas. 

Inches. Inches. 
Length A . ° : 6 56 Circumference of the neck . : 9 
Circumference of the body . a sa 40 Length of the body 3 ¢ 5 : 24 

Length of the beak . 0 . b 35 Extent between the tips of the wings, (9 ft. 8in.) 116 

Circumference of the head . . Sahl 9 Length of the tarsus. . 6 . 43 

Length of the neck . : : : 1] Of the tall’. ; : pete 15 

Dimensions 

Of the larger specimen when mounted. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of the tail 48 Length of the bill, following its curve from tip to 
» of the tail . . . 4 16 nostrils . 5 . ¢ 4 3 
5, of the bill from the angle of the mouth . 3 

B 2 
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[2.] 1. Carnartes Aura. (Illiger.) Turkey-Vulture. 

Genus. Cathartes. ILLicER. 

Turkey-Vulture, or Turkey-Buzzard. (Vudtur aura.) WIson, ix., p. 96, pl. 75, f. 1. 
Cathartes Aura. ILLicer. Prod., p 236. Bonar. Syn., p. 22. 

Wannah-keeoo (Bald-head). Cree Inpians. 

Wilson informs us, that in the northern and middle sections of the United 

States, the Turkey-Vultures are partially migratory, the greater part retiring south 

on the approach of cold weather ; but that considerable numbers remain all winter 

as far north as New Jersey. They breed, he says, in the month of May, among 

the secluded swamps of that State; the female laying two or four eggs of a 

soiled-white colour, splashed all over with chocolate mingled with blackish 

touches, particularly towards the great end. The place selected for the nest is 

generally the decayed stump of a tree; the male watches while the female sits ; 

and, if not disturbed, they will occupy the same breeding-place for several years. 

The young are clothed with a whitish down, and have the habit, when handled, 

of vomiting the offensive contents of their stomachs upon their incautious dis- 

turber. The Turkey-Vulture is said to be an occasional visitant of Nova Scotia, 

and Lewis and Clark observed it on the banks of the Columbia *. In the interior 

of the continent, however, its summer migrations reach a considerably higher 

latitude than they do either on the Atlantic or Pacific coasts, owing, probably, 

to the greater warmth of the summer in the inland districts more speedily pro- 

ducing the necessary putrefaction in the animal substances on which it feeds. 

Following the direction of the Prairie Lands lying on the eastern side of 

the Rocky Mountains, it reaches the banks of the Saskatchewan, in the fifty- 

third parallel of latitude, late in the month of June, after the arrival of most of 

* The following is an extract of a letter from Mr. David Douglas: — 
“ The Vultur Aura, or Common Turkey-Buzzard, is an exceedingly rare bird on the North-west coast of America. 

The few that I saw were on the low plains of the Multnomah, in the autumn and winter of 1826. Apparently it dis- 

pears at all other seasons ; and, consequently, can be regarded as merely a bird of passage in that country. Lewis 

and Clark more than once mention this bird in their narrative; but, great as their authority ought to be respecting 

this common bird of the United States, I am induced to think that they mistook the Vultur Atratus for it. as the latter 
is one of the most common birds west of the mountains. On the low marshy islands of the Columbia, a solitary Vultur 

Aura is sometimes seen shunning and shunned by all others of his kindred. The Black Vulture, though a smaller bird, 

is bolder, masters the Turkey-Buzzard, and drives him away from the carrion. These two birds are assuredly distinct 

species, not varieties, as some have supposed. In Upper Canada, near Sandwich and Lake St. Clair, in 1823, I saw vast 

numbers of the V. Aura, and had every opportunity of watching their habits, to say nothing of the evident differences 

in their size and colour, and their dissimilar modes of nesting.’ —D. D. 
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the other summer birds. In the southern districts, where the Turkey Vultures 

are permanent residents, they are gregarious, roost in flocks, and are often seen 

in companies, soaring to an immense height; but on the banks of the Saskat- 

chewan seldom more than one pair are seen at a time; and they were described to 

me as being in the habit of sailing along with great rapidity, in undulated lines, 

under the high banks of the river. I quitted that part of the country too early in 

the season to have an opportunity of seeing them; but the species has been 

identified by a specimen from thence preserved in the Museum of the Hudson’s 

Bay Company. 

The food of the Turkey Vulture is carrion, which it discovers from a great dis- 

tance; and, when it has an opportunity, it will gorge itself to such a degree, as 

to be incapable of rising. It seldom or never attacks living animals, and is highly 

beneficial to the districts it frequents, by removing putrid substances. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of the Specimen in the Hudson’s Bay Museum. 

Cotour, brownish-black, deepest on the neck, breast, belly, and between the scapularies. 

There are some purplish reflexions on the dorsal aspect, with a considerable degree of metallic 

lustre. The scapularies, secondaries, and greater and lesser wing-coverts, have paler margins. 

The quill feathers are brownish-black, with light umber-brown shafts ; underneath they are 

lead-coloured. The tail is blacker. The naked parts of the head and neck are reddish, the 

legs are flesh-coloured, and the claws have a dark horn-colour. 

Form, &c.—The bill measures, from the angle of the mouth, two inches and a quarter, 

and is moderately thick and straight from its base to beyond its middle. The upper man- 

dible is covered by cere for more than half its length, and its ridge is slightly arched ; its 

horny point, an inch long, swells out a little, and has a more decided curvature ; the cutting 

margin is undulated, the hook which terminates it is rather small. The under mandible has a 

deep spout-shaped cavity for the lodgment of its grooved tongue, and its tip is rounded. 

The nostrils, large, oval, naked, and pervious, are longitudinal, and placed nearer to the ridge 

of the mandible than to its cutting edge*. The wrinkled skin of the head and upper 

part of the neck is thinly clothed with short black hairs, mixed, on the upper aspect, with 

down of the same colour. The plumage of the lower part of the neck is full and compact, 

like that of the back, the feathers being rounded and closely tiled, not pointed and forming a 

ruff, as in the Californian Vulture; and the line of junction of the naked skin directly 

encircles the neck; while, in the Black Vulture, it descends obliquely in front. The crop is 

naked and wrinkled, but is concealed by the plumage of the neck swelling over it. 

The tips of the folded wings reach to the end of the tail; the third and fourth quill feathers 

are the longest; the second and fifth are half an inch shorter; and the first is shorter than 

* The Egyptian Vulture has a more slender bill, with an even cutting margin, and oblong transverse nostrils. The 

Black Vulture has a bill of an intermediate form, between that of the Turkey Vulture and Egyptian species, 
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the sixth, but considerably longer than the seventh. The inner webs of the first four quill 

feathers are narrowed or sinuated from near their middles; and the outer webs, from the 

second to the fifth inclusive, are also narrowed. ‘The tail is rounded, the exterior feathers 

being an inch and a half shorter than the middle ones. The tarsi are naked, strong, and not 

very long, and are covered with small rounded convex scales. The toes are long, particularly the 

middle one, which is covered above to the base by transverse shield-shaped scales; the first 

phalanx of the outer toe is reticulated; the lateral toes are nearly eyual to each other in 

length, and more than an inch shorter than the middle one, to the first phalanx of which 

they are connected by webs, the outer web being most conspicuous. The posterior toe is 

more slender and shorter than any of the anterior ones. The nails are moderately strong, 

short, and slightly curved. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the point of the bill to the end of to the tip of the bill, in a straight 

the tail : : : OL 0 line t 2 5 2 3 

5, Of the bill from the angle of the mouth 2 3 Length of the longest quill feather . - 17 0 

5, Of the bill, measured along its ridge 2 6 >> of the tarsus d 5 . 2 6 

>, of the horny tip of the bill 1 0 5, Of the middle toe and its claw . - 3 3 

5, of the long diameter of the nostrils . 0 6 5, Of the claw alone 0 9 

5, from the anterior margin of the orbit, 55 Of the hind-toe and claw A eel 2 

[3.] 2. CaruHartes atratus. (Nobis.) Black Vulture. 

Genus. Cathartes. ILLIGER. 

Black Vulture, or Carrion Crow (Vultur Atratus). Wu1soNn, ix., p. 104, pl. 75, fig. 2. 

Cathartes Iota*. Bonaparte, Syn. p. 22, sp. 5. 

L’Urubu. (Sub-genus, Les Percnoptéres.) Cuvier. Regn. An.,i., p. 317. 
Carrion Crow. UNITED STATES. 

I did not meet with this bird, nor have I seen specimens of it brought from 

the districts to which this work is confined ; but it is introduced here on the 

authority of Mr. David Douglas, who says,-—‘* Throughout the whole of the 

country that I visited to the west of the Rocky Mountains, the Black Vulture was, 

I might say, daily seen. In the upper countries around Spokan, Oakanagan, and 

on Lewis and Clark’s River, the plains of the Multnomah, and at Puget Sound, 

near camps or Indian villages, on the banks of rivers abounding with fish, or in 

* We have not considered it expedient to apply to this bird the specific name of Jota, given by Mollina to a Black 
Vulture of Chili. In the first place, there is no evidence to prove that it is the same as the Turkey-Buzzard of North 

America ; and secondly, it must be remembered that the work of this author was “ fait de mémoire en Italie, et fort 
suspect en plusieurs endroits.”” (Cuvier, Reg. An. iv., p. 143.) Sw. 
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places where deer are numerous, this bird is common *.” Mr. Ord informs us, 

that ‘‘ the Black Vultures are indolent, and may be observed in companies, loitering 

for hours together in one place. They do not associate with the Turkey Vultures, 

and are much darker in their plumage ; their mode of flight also varies from that 

of the latter.. The Black Vulture flaps its wings five or six times rapidly, then 

sails with them extended nearly horizontally ; the Turkey Buzzard seldom flaps 

its wings, and when sailing they form an angle, with the body upwards. The latter, 

though found in the vicinity of towns, rarely ventures within them, and then 

always appearing cautious of the near approach of any one. It is not so 

impatient of cold as the former, and is likewise less lazy. The Black Vulture on 

the ground hops along very awkwardly ; the Turkey Buzzard, though seemingly 

inactive, hops along with an even gait. The latter, unless pressed by hunger, 

will not eat of a carcass until it becomes putrid; the former is not so fastidious, 

but devours animal food without distinction.”—‘‘ The Black Vulture builds its 

nest in the large trees of low wet swamps, to which places they retire every 

evening to rest.” 

DESCRIPTION, 
From Wilson’s American Ornithology. 

** The Black Vulture is twenty-six inches in length, and four feet four inches in extent. 

The bill is two inches and a half long, of a dark horn-colour for near an inch; the re- 

mainder, the head, anda part of the neck, are covered with a black, wrinkled, caruncled 

skin, beset with short black hairs, and downy behind. Nostril an oblong slit. Irides reddish- 

hazel. The throat is dashed with yellow ochre. The general colour of the plumage is of a 

dull black, except the primaries, which are whitish on the inside, and have four of their 

broadened edges below of a drab, or dark cream colour, extending two inches, which is seen 

only when the wing is unfolded ; the shafts of the feathers white on both sides. The wings, 

when folded, are about the length of the tail, the fifth feather being the longest ; the secon- 

daries are two inches shorter than the tail, which is slightly forked, the exterior feathers three- 

quarters of an inch longer than the rest. The legs are limy, three inches and a half in 

length, and, with the feet, are thick and strong; the middle toe is four inches long, side toe 

two inches, and considerably webbed ; inner toe rather the shortest; claws strong, but not 

sharp, like those of the Falco genus; middle claw three-quarters of an inch long. The 

stomach is not lined with hair, as reported. When opened, this bird smells strongly of 

musk.”’ 

* See Note, p. 4. 
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FALCONIDAL.—FALCONS. 

In contemplating the diurnal birds of prey, arranged by Linnzeus under the 

genus Falco, we can be at no loss to discover the two typical forms in the Toothed- 

billed Falcons and the Sparrow-hawks. Their peculiarities did not escape the 

notice even of the earliest systematic writers, and the moderns have only confirmed 

the justness of the distinction. But, with regard to the remaining groups, much 

diversity of opinion still exists ; not, indeed, as regards the leading divisions, for 

here likewise the ancients had long ago anticipated our distinctions between the 

Eagles, Kites, and Buzzards. It is not, therefore, to these groups, taken per se, 

that any doubts can attach on their respective peculiarities, but rather as to 

their relative rank with those that are considered typical. These doubts can only 

be solved by analysis. Were our national or public museums sufficiently rich in 

species of this family, to allow of this being done, we might hope to gain just 

conceptions of nature; but such materials are not at present within the reach of 

our ornithologists. Indeed, so lamentably deficient are our sources of information 

on this head, ‘‘ that, of near three hundred described species, not a sixth part is 

to be consulted in the national repository. of this kingdom *.” In such a state 

of things, it is obvious that all attempts to characterize the minor types of 

form, or to detect the true series of natural affinities, must be viewed with great 

caution, and lie open to much objection, particularly when opposed to other 

opinions, founded upon an intimate acquaintance with forms, not in our museums. 

But if our ideas on the characters and value of the different groups, and on their 

natural combinations, are, from necessity, so imperfect, still more hazardous is it 

to attempt the location of species from the mere descriptions and figures to be 

found in books. We may, indeed, make some approximation to truth, by thus 

bringing together species which, in many cases, are obviously allied; but the 

situation of by far the greater portion must be problematical : and, unless we dis- 

tinctly state how far we have been guided by actual examination, and how far by 

mere supposition, the reader who wishes to know upon what points he may place 

reliance, and upon what he may safely doubt, is left completely in the dark. 

It is from an attentive consideration of these difficulties, that we have been 

* Zool. Journ., i., p. 3ll. 

a 
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induced to dissent from several modern writers in our opinions upon this family. 

That the various forms of which it is composed, exhibit, as a whole, a circular 

succession of affinities, has been sufficiently proved ; but the true series of the 

secondary groups, among themselves, has not yet been made out. The reason 

is obvious :—the British school of naturalists, as before stated, want the means, 

while those of the continent (possessing, in their superb museums, the greatest 

advantages) have not the inclination to undertake the enquiry. Yet our in- 

ability to state in what way the Falcons or Hawks form their own respective 

circles, cannot militate against the belief, that such is their true distribution. 

It remains, therefore, to be considered, whether there is presumptive evidence 

to believe that the three remaining divisions, namely, the Buzzards, Kites, 

and Eagles, form one circular group, independent of their affinity to the two 

former. The true Buzzards, of which the Vulgaris and the Lagopus may pro- 

bably be types, are slender, long-winged birds; the bill is small, short, and 

considerably curved: in this structure they agree with the true Falcons, yet 

they are well known to be distinguished from them, by wanting the toothed-bill, 

and by the shortness and graduated abbreviation of the exterior quill-feathers. 

Now, if Nature had proceeded in a simple course, from the ‘Buzzards to the 

Falcons, we should have bad birds uniting the distinctions of both, variously mo- 

dified. Both these groups being composed, in their typical examples, of slender 

long-winged birds, with short bills, any species exhibiting the reverse of such cha- 

racters, and intervening between the two forms, would certainly appear anomalous, 

on the supposition of a simple series of affinities being aimed at. Yet, that 

such birds are to be found, even among the few that we are subsequently to 

notice, is unquestionable. Let us, then, take the Buteo borealis, which, as being 

more allied to the Falcons than to the Kites, may be considered an intervening 

form between the Buteo vulgaris and Falco. We here see a large-sized, heavy 

bird, with shortened wings, not reaching to more than half the length of the tail ; 

while the elongated bill, unlike either that of Buteo or Falco, obviously assimi- 

lates to that lengthened form which belongs to the Eagles. Now, upon the sup- 

position that a bird so constructed is intended to fill up the interval between 
Buteo and Falco, and at the same time to unite the former with the Eagles, the 

singularity of its structure is no longer surprising: but if we consider it with a 

simple reference to the passage between Buteo and Falco, we are almost tempted 

to suspect that, in this instance, a real sa/tws has been made. While upon this 

subject, we may cite an acute observation made by Prince C. Buonaparte, that 

“the Borealis is almost as much an Astur of the first section, as a Buteo ;”’ a 

c 
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proof, at least, that its affinities to Astur and to the aberrant Kagles adjoining that 
group, have not escaped observation. Our idea, that the Buzzards are truly united 

to the Eagles, is-still further strengthened by the Buteo pterocles, Temm., of which 

a fine series of specimens, from Mexico, has been submitted to our inspection 

by John Taylor, Esq., F.R.S., &c. In this species, the wings, as in Butco, are 

remarkably long, but the bill is so considerably lengthened, that were we to judge 

alone from this member, we should have no scruple in placing the bird among 

the Aquile. On the other hand, it must be remembered, that as every group, 

from the highest to the lowest denomination, when perfect, contains a represen- 

tation of the othér four, united to a form peculiar to itself; so we might naturally 

expect that one division of the Buzzards would represent the true Eagles. To 

ascertain, therefore, whether the resemblances above stated are those of ana- 

logy, or of real affinity, recourse must be had to strict analysis. Now this, in 

our present state of knowledge, cannot be done, at least from the resources to be 

found in this country. We have thought it advisable to cite the above facts, 
drawn from the structure of the birds themselves, as likely to awaken the atten- 

tion of ornithologists to a further investigation of the subject ; they will, at least, 

show that our opinion on the unity of the three aberrant groups, is not entirely 

without foundation. 

In regard to the relative value of the whole group, we consider it equivalent 

to that of Vudtur or of Strix in its own order, and to the families composing the 

Rasores, Grallatores, and Natatores. We shall, therefore, in conformity with this 

impression, contemplate the five principal divisions as genera, arranging the sub- 

ordinate forms, which have been by some naturalists elevated to that rank, as 

sub-genera ;—an uniformity of nomenclature between groups of the same appa- 

rent rank will thus be preserved. But it is not this consideration alone which 

has influenced our decision. Diversified as are the forms among the Falconide, 

they are certainly not more so than what may be observed among the Trochilida. 

Both these families are so strongly marked, that the veriest tyro in the science 

can never mistake them; but the Falcons, from their imposing size, by which their 

peculiarities are rendered more apparent, have attracted more attention, and have 

been divided and subdivided, until one-half of the modern genera contain but a 

single species: while the Trochilide, exhibiting among themselves a much greater 

diversity of structure, have only lately been arranged under their primary groups *. 

If, then, we are to adopt, as genera, all the minor divisions that have been proposed 

* Zool. Journ., ili, p. 357. 
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among the Falconidw, we should proceed upon the same principle of nomen- 

clature with the Trochilidw ; and in place of limiting the generic distinctions 

of these latter birds to five, increase the number to twenty;five, as soon as 

the subordinate types have been detected. We believe that the warmest advo- 

cates for generic distinctions would protest against such a measure ; and we feel 

. assured that, by the great body of ornithologists, such an innovation would, on 

no account, be tolerated. It is unfortunate for those who, like ourselves, may be 

accused of proposing new genera, that in no one department in ornithology has this 

principle been pushed to such a point of refinement as among the Falconda ; 

and as very many forms, equally deserving generic appellations,.must be named 

and characterized, to render the nomenclature of this family consistent with the 

adoption of these genera, suspect that the reproach cast upon the modern school, 

of making every species a genus, would, in this instance at least, be not altogether 

unmerited. ? 

In considering the five forms of the Falconde as genera, rather than as sub- 

families, we by no means insinuate that the minor distinctions which have been 

dwelt upon by several able ornithologists who have investigated this family, are 

either trivial, or that they deserve not to be brought immediately before us. On 

the contrary, we should recommend to others the plan which we ourselves adopt,— 

the minute examination of every change of structure, and the assembling together, 

in minor groups, such species as agree in certain peculiarities. Nay, further, we 

should proceed, in certain cases, even to impose a name upon such groups. 

But, in a family already so crowded by generic names, we consider it essential to 

preserve a distinction between groups of unequal value ; and not to elevate sub- 

genera, or forms of transition, to a rank they do not hold. Milvago, Polyborus, 

Daptrius, and Ibycter, are unquestionably of the latter description, each con- 

fined but to one species. We have another of the same natural group in our own 

cabinet, equally deserving a patronymic name. By regarding these as genera, 

each is made equivalent, for instance, to the whole genus of typical Falcons ; 

whereas, by representing them as lesser variations, which in truth they are, the 

student immediately perceives that their station is subordinate. 
A further advantage is gained by this principle of nomenclature: we shall be 

unshackled in characterizing those minor forms or groups which yet remain to be 

designated ; while, by not bringing them forward to a prominent station in our 

arrangement, we shall assimilate our nomenclature more to the wishes and opinions 

of the majority of naturalists, without in the least sacrificing that minuteness and 

precision, which the student of nature can scarcely carry too far. Sw. 

C2 
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[4.] 1, Aquita CurysaEtos? The Golden Eagle. 

Genus. Aquila ANTIQUORUM. CUVIER. 

Golden Eagle. PENN. Arct. Zool., i., p. 225, No. 86. 

White Eagle. Ipem. i, p. 229, No. 90. 

Falco fulvus. Latru. Jnd.,i., p. 10, sp. 4. 

Falco candidus. IpEM. i., p. 14, sp. 17. ? variety. % 

The Calumet Eagle. Lewis & CLarxk. Journ., &c., iti., p. 55, No. 20. 

Ring-tail Eagle) Witson. Am. Orn. vii., p. 13, pl. 55, f. 1. Young. 
Falco fulvus. TEmMinck. i, p. 38. Buonar. Syn., p. 24. 

Live specimen in the Zoo1.oGicaL GarDENs brought from the Rocky Mountains. 
Eagle, No. 31. Hudson’s Bay Company's Museum. 

Keoo. Cree INDIANS. 

This powerful bird breeds in the recesses of the sub-alpine country which skirts 

the Rocky Mountains, and is seldom seen farther to the eastward. It is held by 

the aborigines of America, as it is by almost every other people, to be an emblem 
of might and courage ; and the young Indian warrior glories in his eagle plume 

as the most honourable ornament with which he can adorn himself. Its feathers 

are attached to the calumets, or smoking pipes, used by the Indians in the celebra- 

tion of their solemn festivals, which has obtained for it the name of the Calumet 

Eagle. Indeed, so highly are these ornaments prized, that a warrior will often 

exchange a valuable horse for the tail feathers of a single eagle *. The strength 

of vision of this bird must almost exceed conception, for it can discover its prey 

and pounce upon it from a height at which it is itself, with its expanded wings, 

scarcely visible to the human eye. When looking for its prey, it sails in large 

circles, with its tail spread out, but with little motion of its wings; and it often 

soars aloft in a spiral manner, its gyrations becoming gradually less and less per- 

ceptible, until it dwindles to a mere speck, and is at length entirely lost to the 

view. A story is current, on the plains of the Saskatchewan, of a half-breed 

Indian, who was vaunting his prowess before a band of his countrymen, and 

wishing to impress them with a belief of his supernatural powers. In the midst of 

his harangue an Eagle was observed suspended as it were in the air directly over 
his head, upon which, pointing aloft with his dagger, which glistened brightly in the 

sun, he called upon the royal bird to come down. To his own amazement, no less 

than to the consternation of the surrounding Indians, the Eagle seemed to obey 

* Lewis and Clark inform us that the Ricaras Indians have domesticated the Eagle, in many instances, for the pur- 

pose of procuring its plumage. 
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the charm, for instantly, shooting down with the velocity of an arrow, it impaled 

itself on the point of his weapon ! 

The Golden Eagle is said to build its nest on rocks or on very lofty trees, and 

to lay two, or more rarely three, eggs of a soiled-white colour. It preys chiefly 

on the young of the mountain sheep, fawns, hares, &c., and is scarcely ever 

observed to feed on carrion. The American Golden Eagle has seldom been sepa- 

rated by naturalists from the European one; but a nominal species has been 

assigned to both countries, under the name of the Ring-tail, which is, in fact, the 

young Golden Eagle, distinguished by the base of its tail being white until it 

reaches its third year. The Ring-tails, probably owing to their being less wary, 

are much oftener shot than the old birds, and I have not seen an American spe- 

cimen of the latter, although Prince C. Buonaparte mentions his having obtained 

one from the Rocky Mountains along with several Ring-tails. Pennant and 

Latham, on the authority of Mr. Hutchins, mention this bird as an inhabitant 

of Hudson’s Bay ; but it is a very rare and casual visitant of the districts that 

were frequented by the Hudson’s Bay fur-traders in Pennant’s time, and Mr. 

Hutchins’s manuscript Notices, to which I have had access, evidently refer to the 

F. leucocephalus. Even Pennant himself, who seems to have been Mr. Hutchins’s 

guide in applying the scientific names to the Hudson’s Bay birds, has figured a 

young Sea Eagle (F. aldicilla) for the Golden Eagle in his British Zoology. The 

White Eagle * mentioned by Du Pratz in the History of Louisiana was probably 

a variety of the Golden Eagle, corresponding to the White Eagle of the Swiss 

_ Alps noticed by Brisson. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, supposed to be under three years of age, shot by Mr. Drummond, in lat. 55°, on the eastern side of the 

Rocky Mountains, as it was in the act of pouncing upon a small dog. 

Cotour.—The head and neck are covered by slender pointed feathers, which are white at 

their bases, dusky-brown in their middles, and have yellowish-brown points. The general 

colour of the plumage on the dorsal aspect is dull liver-brown, without spots or shadings, except 

when some of the feathers are ruffled, and their white bases appear. The greater coverts and sca- 

pularies are of a more faded brown than the rest of the upper plumage, and the quill feathers 

are darker, approaching to blackish-brown. The base of the inner webs of the first six quill 

feathers are white ; and on the seventh, eighth, and ninth, the white extends to both webs. 

The wing underneath is hair-brown, with an imperfect white band on the bases of the sixth 

and subsequent quill feathers. The fail is white at the base, blackish-brown towards the end, 

and narrowly tipped with white. The brown occupies less space on the two middle feathers, 

not exceeding one-sixth of their length, and is sprinkled with white. The outer feathers are 

* Penn. Arct. Zool, ii., p.97. Falco candidus. Laru. Ind., i, p. 15. 

+ Falco albus. GMELIN. Syst., p.257. F.cygneus. Laru. Ind., i. p. 14. 
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brown for one-third of their length, and the others have an intermediate quantity. The brown 

does not join the white in an even line across the tail, as in Wilson’s figure, but runs into a 

peak along the shafts of the more exterior feathers; while in the central ones the reverse is 

the case, the white being prolonged, on the shaft, into the brown, There are some white 

feathers about the vent. Biull soiled bluish-grey. Cere yellow. Tris hair-brown. Feet 

yellowish. Claws black. 

Form, &c.—The bill, strong and much hooked at the point, is compressed, with its sides 

inclined so as to produce a narrow, but not acute, ridge. There is a very obtuse lobe on the 

cutting margin of the mandible, posterior to the commencement of the hook. The nostrils 

are small, of an oval form, and have a transverse direction. The space between the orbit and 

nostrils is covered with black hairs arranged in a radiated manner. The eyebrow is prominent 

and the crown of the head flattened. The wings are shorter than the tail. The fifth quill 

feather is the longest; the fourth nearly equals it; the third is equal to the sixth; the second 

is intermediate between the sixth and seventh ; and the first is a little longer than the eighth, 

but considerably shorter than the seventh.* The first six have their inner webs suddenly, and 

their outer webs, with the exception of the first, obliquely sinuated. In the first feather the sinu- 

ation commences near the base, but in each succeeding one it is nearer the point, being, in the 

fourth, about the middle, and in the sixth near the tip. The fadl is rounded. The tarsi are 

short and strong, and are closely covered to the root of the toes with short brownish-white fea- 

thers: the outer thigh feathers hang down to the soles of the feet. The toes are short, strong, 

and are protected above by three transverse large scales adjoining the claws, their bases being 

reticulated with small scales. The middle toe is the longest; the lateral ones are equal to 

each other and a little longer than the hind toe, which is the most robust. A short web con- 

nects the middle and outer toes. ‘The claws are strong, much curved, grooved beneath, and 

sharp-pointed: the middle one has a deep, sharp-edged furrow on its inner side. The hind 

claw and the inner one are much larger than the other two. 

Dimensions 

Of the specimen before it was set up. 

Inches. Lines, Inches. _ Lines. 

Length from point of the bill to the end of Length of the bill along the curve of its 
the tail . : d ¢ 42 0 ridge 7 . ° . . 2 3 

Extent between the tips of the wings - 66 0 op tarsus 4 0 

Length of the tail - : A . 39 middle toe 3 5 

% longest quill feather . 5 PPA 0 a hind claw 6 5 5 

cf) bill from the angle of the 39 ditto, followingits curvature 3 0 

Mouth . c c . e 2 8 5D middle claw ] 6 

The mature British F. chrysaétos has a dark blackish-brown tail and wings, 

blackish-brown back, clouded with brownish-black, and a paler and brighter brown 

head. JI have not seen an American one in this state. 

, 

* As might be expected in immature birds, differences in the relative lengths of the quill feathers are observable in 
the Ring tailed Eagles. In a specimen from the Rocky Mountains, in the Hudson’s Bay Museum, the fourth quill 
feather is the longest, and the third and fifth nearly equal it, the remainder having the proportions of those mentioned 

in the text. 
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[5.] 2. AeuILA (HALI£ZETUS) LEUCOCEPHALA. Bald Eagle. 

Genus. Aquila, ANTIQuoRUM. Swub-genus. Halietus. Savieny. 
White-tailed Eagle. (Aquila cauda-alba.) Epwarps, pl. 1. 
White-headed Eagle. Prnn.* -4rct. Zool., ii., p. 196, No. 89. Mature. 

Falco leucocephalus. Lara. Jnd.,i., p. 11, sp. 5. Mature. 

White-headed or Bald Eagle. (Falco leucocephalus.) Wu1soN, iv., p. 89, pl. 36. Adult. 

Sea Eagle. (Falco ossifragus.) IpEM, vii., p. 16, pl. 55, f. 2. Young. 

Falco leucocephalus. TEmM.,i., p. 25. Buonap. Syn., p. 26. 
Meekeeshew. (Name for the species.) Creer Inprans. 

Wapustiquan-Meekeeshew. (White-headed E.) IpEm. Mature bird. 

Appisk Meekeeshew. (Black-headed E.) Iprem. Immature. 

Meekeeseeseesh. IpEM. Yearling birds. 

Eagle, No. 23. Hupson’s Bay Museum. Old bird. 

Eagle, No. 29. Loco crrato. Young. 

This vigorous and rapacious bird is the earliest of the summer visitors to the 
fur countries, and the period of its arrival has given the name of Meekeeshew 

eepeeshim, or Kagle moon, to the month of March. Temminck assigns for its 

habitual residence the regions within the Arctic Circle, and Wilson observes that it 

is found at all seasons in the countries it inhabits. Both these assertions, however, 

require, I apprehend, to be taken with considerable latitude. We did not, on 

the late expeditions, meet with it to the north of the Great Slave Lake (latitude 

62° N.), although it is common, in the summer, in the country extending from 

thence to Lake Superior, and its breeding-places in thelatter district are nume- 

rous. But in the month of October, when the rivers from which it draws its 

principal supply of food are frozen over, it entirely quits the Hudson’s Bay lands ; 

and if after that period it is to be seen in the northern regions, it can only be 

on the sea-coast and for a limited time while the sea continues unfrozen. It 

resides all the year in the United States, frequenting their whole extent of sea- 
coast and the shores of the large lakes and rivers ; and it is known to breed as far 

south as Virginia, but its nests do not appear to be so common within any part 

of the United States as they are in the fur countries. 

The favourite food of this bird is fish, caught alive; but it preys also on birds 

and the smaller quadrupeds ; nor does it disdain at times to feed on carrion; and 
it has been known to attack a Vulture in the air, and, having caused it to disgorge 

* Pennant, in his account of the Black Eagle of America, does not appear to have clearly distinguished between the 
Golden and Bald Eagles, and it is probable that his Black-cheeked Eagle may be referred also to the Bald Eagle. But 
the task of clearing away the difficulties attending these and many other synonymes that have reference to this bird 

seems to be as profitless as it is hopeless, Latham mentions the same species under the names of F’. Americanus and 

mélaneétus. 
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the nauseous contents of its craw, to snatch them up before they could reach the 

ground*, Like many of the Vultures, it has the custom, after a full meal, of sitting 

on its perch with its wings drooping down past its feet; and it often keeps its 

wings half open, with its breast turned to the breeze, as if to cool its skin heated 

by an abundant and stimulating repast. It takes the scaly objects of its pursuit by 

pouncing on them with its claws; and for this purpose it haunts rapids and cas- 

cades, where the fish, in the efforts they make to ascend the stream in the spawning 

season, are more exposed to its attacks. Its superior strength also enables it to 

turn the industry of the Osprey to account, by robbing it of its prey. The assaults 

it makes on this active bird are described with peculiar animation and a strong 

feeling of the beauties of Nature in the following extract from Wilson :— 

** This distinguished bird, as he is the most beautiful of his tribe in this part of 

the world, and the adopted emblem of our country, is entitled to particular notice. 

He has long been known to naturalists, being common to both continents and 

occasionally met with from avery high northern latitude to the borders of the 

torrid zone. Formed by nature for braving the severest cold; feeding equally 

on the produce of the sea and of the land ; possessing powers of flight capable of 

outstripping even the tempests themselves ; unawed by any thing but man; and 

from the ethereal heights to which he soars looking abroad, at one glance, on an 

immeasurable expanse of forests, fields, lakes, and ocean, deep below him, he 

appears indifferent to the little localities of change of seasons, as in a few minutes 

he can pass from summer to winter, from the lower to the higher regions of the 

atmosphere, the abode of eternal cold, and from thence descend at will to the 

torrid or the arctic regions of the earth. He is, therefore, found at all seasons in 

the countries he inhabits, but prefers such places as have been mentioned above, 

from the great partiality he has for fish. In procuring these he displays in a 

singular manner the genius and energy of his character, which is fierce, contem- 

plative, daring, and tyrannical,—attributes not exerted but on particular occasions, 

but, when put forth, overpowering all opposition. Elevated on the high dead limb 

of some gigantic tree, that commands a wide view of the neighbouring shore and 

ocean, he seems calmly to contemplate the motions of the various feathered tribes 

that pursue their busy avocations below: the snow-white Gulls, slowly winnowing 

the air; the busy Tring@, coursing along the sands ; trains of Ducks, streaming 

over the surface ; silent and watchful Cranes, intent and wading ; clamorous 

Crows, and all the winged multitudes that subsist by the bounty of this vast liquid 
magazine of nature. 

* WILSON, iv., p. 89. 
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‘High over all these hovers one whose action instantly arrests all his attention. 

By his wide curvature of wing, and sudden suspension in the air, he knows 
him to be the Fish-hawk, settling over some devoted victim of the deep. His eye 

kindles at the sight, and balancing himself, with half-opened wings, on the 

branch, he watches the result. Down, rapid as an arrow from heaven, descends 

the object of his attention; the roar of its wings, reaching the ear as it dis- 

appears in the deep, making the surges foam around! At this moment the 

eager looks of the Eagle are all ardour; and, levelling his neck for flight, he 

sees the Fish-hawk once more emerge, struggling with his prey, and mounting 

in the air with screams of exultation. These are the signal for our hero, who, 

launching into the air, instantly gives chase, and soon gains on the Fish-hawk ; 

each exerts his utmost to mount above the other, displaying in these rencontres 

the most sublime aérial evolutions. The unencumbered Eagle rapidly advances, 
and is just on the point of reaching his opponent, when, with a sudden scream, 
probably of despair and honest execration, the latter drops his fish; the Hagle, 

poising himself for a moment, as if to take a more certain aim, descends like a 

whirlwind, snatches it in his grasp ere it reaches the water, and bears his ill-gotten 
booty silently away to the woods.” 

This vivid and highly poetical passage may be contrasted with the prosaic, 
though didactic notice of the same bird, by a great political sage. 

** For my own part,” says Franklin, “ I wish the Bald Eagle had not been 

chosen as the representative of our country; he is a bird of a bad moral character ; 

he does not get his living honestly: you may have seen him perched on some dead 

tree, where, too lazy to fish for himself, he watches the labour of the Fishing- 

hawk ; and when that diligent bird has at length taken a fish, and is bearing it to 
his nest for the support of his mate and young ones, the Bald Eagle pursues him, 

and takes it from him. With all this injustice, he is never in good case, but, 

like those among men who live by sharping and robbing, he is generally poor, 

and often very lousy. Besides, he is a rank coward; the little King-bird, not 

bigger than a Sparrow, attacks him boldly, and drives him out of the district. 

He is, therefore, by no meansa proper emblem for the brave and honest Cincinnati 

of America, who have driven all the King-birds from our country ; though exactly 

fit for that order of knights whom the French call Chevaliers @ Industrie. 1am, 

on this account, not displeased that the figure is not known as the Bald Eagle, 

but looks more like a Turkey.” 
The White-headed Eagle builds a rude nest of sticks, coarsely lined with hay, 

on the ledge of some inaccessible rock, generally overhanging a rapid, or on the 

D 
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borders of a lake ; or, in districts which do not afford a suitable cliff, it selects for 

the purpose a lofty, and for the most part a solitary tree. It lays one or two white 

eggs, and the male, according to the Indians, takes its turn with the female in 

the work of incubation. When the young ones are hatched, the industry with 

which the parents provide them with food is often attested by the air being tainted, 
to a considerable distance from the nest, by the smell of the fish that they are 

unable to consume. The period of incubation is over by the middle of May ; but 

the young require the aid of their parents in procuring food until the month of 

September. 

The Bald Eagle resembles the Golden Eagle in the form of its wings, that are 

obliquely truncated at the tips, the first feather being short, and the succeeding ones 

gradually increasing in length to the fourth or fifth, which are the longest; the 

remainder diminish successively, but less rapidly than the first ones increase. The 

wings are otherwise large and powerful, and their rounded form, though it may 

impair the rapidity of flight in a horizontal line, fits them better for soaring 

aloft in the atmosphere than the acutely-pointed wings of the true Falcons. The 

great size of the Eagles seems to render it necessary for them to watch their 

prey from a height at which they appear to be a mere speck when viewed from 

below, and they are accordingly endowed with an extraordinary acuteness 

of vision. So great is the similarity of the Bald Eagle to the Golden Eagle 

in certain states of plumage, that naturalists of no mean fame, as well as less 

instructed observers, have often mistaken the one for the other. The par- 

tially naked tarsi, however, of the Bald Eagle, with the sub-versatile outer toe 

entirely separated from the middle one, form ready marks of distinction, connected 

with its habit of seeking its prey in the waters ; and there is also some difference 

in the form of their bills, that of the Bald Eagle being more rounded on its ridge, 

with its sides less inclined to each other. It is more difficult to find characters 

that will serve to distinguish this species from the nearly allied one of the Cinereous 

Eagle, or A. albicilla, of Europe. The pure white head and tail of the A. leuco- 

cephala are sufficient to characterize the old bird ; but its young are so like those 

of the A. albicilla, that Temminck considers the only marked difference to be in 

the greater length of the tail of the former. On comparing the forms of the bills 

of living birds of each species, I could observe the margin of the upper mandible 

of the young A. leucocephala to be more nearly straight, there being only one very 

obtuse lobe adjoining to the hooked point, whilst in A. aldicilla the margin was 
rendered more undulated by the presence of a second lobe posterior to the prin- 

cipal one. ‘These differences were, however, very slight even in the birds that 
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were compared, and may not be perceptible in all the individuals of the two 

species. The mature Bald Eagle is rather a smaller bird, and has in proportion 

a smaller head, than the Cinereous Eagle ; its lores are more feathered ; and it 

has a feeble cheeping cry like a hawk, different from the more decided scream of 
the latter Eagle. Temminck informs us that the Cinereous Eagle is proper to 

Europe, while the White-headed Eagle is common to the northern hemispheres 

of both the Old and New Worlds, although it occurs more abundantly in the latter. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a mature bird, killed at Hudson’s Bay. 

Cotour of the head, greater part of the neck, and of the tail, including its upper and under 

coverts and the vent feathers, pure white. The back, wing coverts, breast, belly, and thighs, 

are brownish-black, the margins of the feathers being paler, approaching to a soiled wood- 

brown tint. The quill feathers are brownish-black, with paler shafts. Bill straw-yellow. 

Cere greenish-yellow. Jrides wine-yellow. Tarsi yellow. Claws blackish-brown. 

Form, &c.—Bill three and a half inches long, and very strong, with a convex ridge curved 

in a regular arc from the cere to the tip. There is a very obtuse and slightly-prominent lobe 

on the cutting margin of the upper mandible, immediately beyond which the point of the bill 

droops abruptly to form its hook. The upper surface of the cere is flattened. The lores are 

clothed with short white hairs and feathers that project over the nostrils. The nostrils are 

large, oblong, with one softer margin, which moves as the bird respires ; and they have an 

obliquely transverse direction. The eyebrow projects considerably, and the eye is turned 

obliquely forwards. The feathers on the head are triangular, and towards the base of the neck 

they become long and pointed. The tips of the folded wings reach to the middle of the tail. 

The quill feathers are acute: the fourth is the longest, the third nearly equals it ; the fifth is 

about a quarter of an inch, and the second is more than an inch shorter than the fourth; the 

sixth is an inch shorter than the second, or an inch and three-quarters shorter than the fifth ; 

while the first is three inches and a half shorter than the second, and just exceeds the seventh, 

which is two inches and a half shorter than the sixth. The outer webs of these feathers, 

from the second to the sixth inclusive, are strongly sinuated; and the inner webs, from the first 

to the fifth inclusive, are still more deeply and abruptly emarginated. The fail is rounded. 

The tarsi are feathered for more than half their length ; their naked part is covered with small, 

rounded, convex scales at the base and behind, and is protected anteriorly next the feathers 

by five large transverse scales. The hind toe is short and strong, and is armed with a larger 

nail than the others. The inner fore toe is a little longer than the hind one, its claw being, 

however, somewhat smaller; the middle toe is considerably longer, but it is at the same 

time more slender and has a much smaller nail. The outer toe, though a little longer than 

the inner one, is the most slender and has the smallest nail of all. There are eight or ten large 

transverse shield-like scales on the middle toe, four on the hind and inner fore ones, and five 

on the outer one: all their bases are reticulated. The claws are strong, much curved, and 

acute; and the middle one has a sharp-edged groove on its inner side. 

D2 
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Dimensions. 

Inches. _ Lines. Inches. _ Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the cere on the ridge of the bill 0 8 
the tail G 0 4 : : 38 0 Distance between the eye and the nostril 1 9 

>, of the tail 0 . : - 14 0 Length of the tarsus D : : 3 3 
5, of the longest quill feather 5 22 0 of) hind claw in a straight line . 1 6 

5, Of the bill, measured on itsridge . 3 6 Ke ditto, following its curvature 2 3 

of 95 from the angle of the or middle toe 3 0 

mouth 2 é : A : 3 6 on claw 1 3 

A young bird, measuring also thirty-eight inches in length, had a black bill, and 

plumage mostly of a dull-brown, variegated with paler brown and some white. 

Its tail was blackish-brown, slightly mottled with white. It is said that these 

birds do not attain their perfect plumage, with a white head and tail, until they 

reach their fourth year. 

[6.] 3. AauILA (PaNnpion) Hatie#eta. The Osprey. 

Genus. Aquila. ANTIQUORUM. Sub-genus. Pandion. Savieny. 

Osprey, var. A. Carolina. Laru. Syn., i., p. 46, sp. 26. Ipem. Suppl. p. 13. 
Osprey. PENN. <Arct. Zool., ii, p. 199, No. 91. SELBy. Brit. Orn., i., p. 12, pl. 4. 

Falco Halievétus y Laru. Ind.,i., p. 18, sp. 30. 
Aquila Halieétus. MryEr. Tasch., i., p. 25. 

Fish-hawk, or Osprey. (Falco Halietus.) Wu.son. v., p. 1, pl. 37. 
Falco Halietus. Buonap. Syn., p. 26, No. 8. 

Common Brown Fishing-eagle. Hupson’s Bay RESIDENTS. 

Eethin-neesew. Cree INDIANS. 

This active and industrious fisher is well known in the fur countries as a fre- 
quenter of rapids and cascades during the summer season, particularly in rocky 

districts, in whose clear waters it can more readily discern its prey. It arrives 

in the months of March or April, and immediately commences building a new 

nest or re-occupies its old one, which is almost invariably on a tree, and is com- 

posed of long sticks, heaped on each other, and intermixed with large tufts of grass, 

roots, and other wrack, collected from the shores of the lakes. The choice that 

it makes of a breeding-place shows that it is not a distrustful bird, for it often 
places its nest near frequented paths and on a tree of very easy ascent. Wilson 

remarks that the purple grakles are permitted by this bird to build their nests 

amongst the interstices of the sticks of which its own is framed, where they hatch 

their young and live together in harmony. The same observation has been made 
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in the interior of the fur countries. ‘The Osprey lays two or three eggs of a pale 
cream-yellow colour, stained with blotches and spots of dull orange-brown. The 

young are hatched early in June, are upwards of two months old before they can 

fly, and are fed by the parent birds even after they quit the nest. Both young 

and old retire to the south in October. I did not ascertain the exact northern 

limits of the range of this species; but during our coasting voyage along the 

shores of the Arctic Sea we did not observe any kind-of Eagle, and Hearne says 

that none of them breed in the barren grounds north of Churchill. It seems less 

capable of bearing cold than the Bald Eagle, as it quits the United States on the 

approach of winter. Pennant informs us that it is very frequent in Kamtschatka, 
and it is probably equally so on the Pacific coast of North America, thus extending 

its range from the coast of Labrador quite across the continent. 

It lives almost exclusively on fish, which it takes alive, being very rarely 

observed to attack birds or quadrupeds, or to feed on carrion ; Wilson remarks, 

that it never even picks up a fish which it happens to drop either on land or water. 

When looking out for its prey, it sails with great ease and elegance, in undulating 

and curved lines, at a considerable altitude above the water, from whence it preci- 

pitates itself upon its quarry and bears it off in its claws; or it not unfrequently, 

on the fish moving to too great a depth, stops suddenly in its descent, and hovers 

for a few seconds in the air, like a kite or a kestril, suspending itself in the same 

spot by a quick flapping of its wings; it then makes a second and, in general, 

unerring dart upon its prey, or regains the former altitude by an elegant spiral 

flight. It seizes the fish with its claws, sometimes scarcely appearing to dip its 

feet in the water, and at other times plunging entirely under the surface with force 

sufficient to throw up a considerable spray *. It emerges again, however, so 

speedily as to render it evident that it does not attack fish swimming at any great 

depth. 
The versatility of the outer toe of the Osprey, the strength, curvature, and 

sharpness of its claws, and the roughness of the soles of its feet, are peculiarities 

of structure adapted to the better securing its slippery prey; and the shortness 

of its thigh feathers, unusual in the falcon tribe, is also evidently connected with its 

fishing habits. So firm is its hold, that it is said not unfrequently to perish by 

having the imprudence to fix its talons in a fish of such a size and strength as to 
be capable of dragging it suddenly under water. The superior strength of the 

* Pennant informs us that its violent descent is compared by the Italians to the fall of lead into the water ; hence 
they bestow on it the appellation of Auguista piwmbina (leaden Eagle). ‘* We never heard this name used, during six 

years’ residence in Italy, and the words are not Italian.” Sw. 
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Sea Eagle enables it to profit by the greater industry of the Osprey (in the same 
way that the Boatswain (Lestris parasiticus) obtains its food from the Gulls), by 

pursuing it when heavily laden with a fish until it drops it, and then snatching up 

the prize before it reaches the water. In revenge, the Ospreys occasionally unite 

to drive the Eagle away from their haunts. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male. 

Cotour.—The general colour on the dorsal aspect is liver-brown, the edges of the feathers 

being somewhat paler. The long and pointed feathers on the crown and hind head are white, 

with brown central spots. A dark-brown stripe includes the orbit and runs along the side of 

the neck to the shoulder, The quill feathers are brownish-black exteriorly, their inner vanes 

being whitish, barred with brown. The tail is dusky hair-brown, crossed by eight bars of dark 

liver-brown, the inner vanes of the feathers being barred alternately with dusky-brown and 

soiled brownish-white. The under surface of the body is white. Bill bluish-black. Cere 

bluish. vis orange-coloured. Feet pale-blue. 

Form, &c.—Bill short and strong; the cutting margin of the upper mandible is straight 

to its hooked tip, with the exception of a slight angular projection near the corner of the 

mouth and an obscure lobe about its middle. The nostrils, oblong-oval, extend, with a slight 

degree of obliquity, nearly the whole length of the cere. The feathers of the forehead project 

so as almost to conceal the cere above, and the lores are covered by dark hairs and feathers, 

The wings, when folded, pass the tail about aninch. The second quill feather is the longest, 

the third is scarcely shorter, the fourth is half an inch shorter, and the first is an inch and a 

half shorter than the fourth, or about half an inch longer than the fifth *. All their inner webs 

are narrower towards their points, but the sinuations are abrupt and distinct only in the first 

three : the second, third, and fourth have their outer webs also sinuated. The fail is slightly 

rounded. The ¢arsi, which are strong and about two inches long, are feathered on the anterior 

surface only to the extent of half an inch below the joint: elsewhere they are covered by small 

rounded, subangular, tiled scales, of which the anterior ones are rather the largest. The toes 

are separated to their bases, and are, with their claws, nearly equal to each other in size, and 

shorter than the tarsi. The fore toes are protected above by three large transverse scales 

adjoining to the claws, succeeded by one or two pairs of smaller scales. Four large scales 

cover near the whole of the hind toe. All the claws are rounded beneath, the middle one 

alone having a nearly obsolete groove on its inner side; they are black, tapering, sharp- 

pointed, and much curved. The soles and under surface of the toes are rough, like small- 

grained shagreen +. 

* In a fine adult specimen before us, just received from New Jersey, the third quill is a quarter of an inch longer 
than the second, the fourth one inch shorter than the third; but the first and fifth are precisely of the above propor- 

tions. Sw. 
+ Each scale, in fact, is a small prickle, terminating in an acute point, perceptible to the naked eye, but very re- 

markable when viewed under a common lens ; they then present a miniature resemblance to the thorny processes on 
the backs of Skates and similarly formed fish. Sw. 
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DIMENSIONS. 

Inches. _ Lines, Inches. Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the longest quill feather . ~ 17 0 
the tail . Q 5 5 : 24 0 » Of the tarsus . : ° . 2 0 

>, of the bill from the angle of the 5, of the middle toe ¢ : ol 6 

mouth : . . . 3 1 6 55 Of each of the claws in a straight 
3, of the bill measured along the curve m line : . 0 . 5 1 0 

ofitsridge . 5 ; A 4 2 0 >, Of ditto, following their curvature 1 7 

The old female is about two inches longer than the male, has less white on the 

head, and some brown spots on the breast. 

An immature bird differed from the preceding in all the wing coverts being 

tipped with rusty-white, in the feathers of the top of the head having large oblong 
brown marks in their centres, in the breast being spotted with brown rhomboidal 

marks, and in there being some brown spots on the flanks. 

[7.] 1. Fatco perecrinus. (Linn.) Peregrine Falcon. 

Genus. Falco. Linn. AucTorum. 
Spotted Hawk. (Falco maculatus.) EDwanrps, i., pl.3. Male, from Hudson’s Bay. 
Black Hawk. (Falco niger.) IpeEm, i. pl.4. Female, from Hudson’s Straits. 
Peregrine Falcon. Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 202, No. 97. 

Falco Peregrinus. Latu. Jnd.,i., p. 38, sp. 72. 

Great-footed Hawk. (Falco Peregrinus.) Orp. Wialson’s Orn., ix., p. 120, pl. 76. Female. 

Falco Peregrinus. SELBY. Brit. Orn.,i., p. 37, pl.15. RicHarps. App. Parry’s Sec. Voy., 
p. 342, No.1. Buonap. Syn., p. 27, No. 9. 

Apeeste-keoo. (Litile Eagle.) CREE INDIANS. 

This bold and active bird is a typical species of the “ True Falcons,”’ or, as 

they have been termed on account of their docility, the ‘“ Noble Birds of Prey.” 

They are characterised by a short, strong bill, which is curved from the base, and 

is armed on each side, near the point, with an acute tooth, that fits a notch in the 

lower mandible. The cere is very short, and the nostrils are small circular open- 
ings, with a slender round pillar in the centre. Their wings are long and pointed, 

the first and third quill feathers nearly equalling the second, which is the longest 
of all. Baron Cuvier ascribes to this form of the wings the difficulty which the 

Falcons experience in ascending vertically, and the consequent necessity they are 

under of making a very oblique ascent in calm weather, or of flying against the 

wind when they wish to rise in the atmosphere during a breeze. On the other 
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hand, their length of wing fits them for a continuous flight, and enables them, 

when they have attained the weather gage, to shoot down on their prey with an 

almost unerring aim and the rapidity of lightning. Their tarsi are of medium 

length and are strong; and their toes, which are comparatively long, though 

sufficiently robust, are strengthened by a short membrane, which connects the first 

phalanges of the anterior ones, and is most conspicuous between the two outer 

ones. ‘the claws are strong, sharp, and curved, and are well adapted to the mode 

in which these birds kill their prey, which is by a stroke of the foot. There are 

some prominent tubercles on the under surface of the toes, probably intended to 

act as cushions in preserving the toes in the proper degree of curvature when in 

the act of giving the stroke. 

The European Peregrine Falcon, or, as it is termed provincially in England, the 

‘“* Duck-hawk,” ‘‘ Haggard,” or ‘‘ Blue-backed Falcon,” was held in high esteem as 

long as the art of falconry was cultivated, the female being most prized and em- 

ployed against larger birds ; while the male, from its being one-third smaller, was 

denominated a ‘‘tiercelet’’ or “ tercel,’ and flown only at partridges and small 

game. The Peregrine is distinguished by ornithologists from the allied species, 

by the length of its wings, which, when folded, are as long as the tail; by its having 

the middle toe as long as the tarsus; and by its having a large black mark or 

whisker descending from under the eye, for an inch or more, along the side of 

the throat. In the young Peregrine this mark is less distinct, being made up 

of a number of spots; but it becomes darker and more conspicuous as the bird 

advances in age: whereas, in the closely resembling species, the Lanner, the 

whisker is narrow in the young bird, and vanishes entirely in the old one. It is 

only the first quill feather of the Peregrine that is strongly notched, near the point 

of the inner web. The European Hobby (fF. sub-duteo) is an almost exact minia- 

ture resemblance of the Peregrine, which has not hitherto been found in America. 

The Peregrine being a rare bird in the wooded districts of the fur countries where 

the trading-posts are established, I did not procure a specimen on the late Expe- 

ditions ; but I have frequently seen it whilst on the march across the barren 

grounds. Of the two specimens figured by Edwards, one was from Hudson’s 

Bay, and the other was caught off the entrance of Hudson’s Straits. Captain 

Parry likewise brought home several male and female specimens from the coast of 

Melville Peninsula, some of which are preserved in the British Museum. It isa 

summer visitor of the northern parts of America, and frequents the coast of Hudson’s 
Bay and the Arctic Sea, with the barren grounds, but is very seldom seen in the 

interior. It preys habitually on the Long-tailed Ducks (Anas glacialis), which 
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breed in great numbers in the Arctic regions, arriving in June and departing in 

September. Captain Parry observed it, in his second voyage, following flocks of 

the Snow Bunting on the coast of Greenland, near Cape Farewell. It frequents 

the shores of New Jersey and Pennsylvania in the winter, and is celebrated there 

for the havoc it makes among the water-fowl. Mr. Ord states that the Ducks, 

which are struck by it, are lacerated from the neck to the rump : it gives the blow 

in passing, and returns to pick up its bird. Captain King appears to have found 

it at Port Famine, in the Straits of Magellan; so that it probably varies its 

hunting-ground with the season, from one extremity of the continent of America 

to the other. From the resemblance which the Peregrine has in voice and man- 

ners to the Ring-tailed Eagle (/ chrysacétos), the Cree Indians distinguish it 

by the epithet of Apeeste-kwoo, or Little Eagle. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of an old male, from Melville Peninsula, lat. 68° N. 

Cotour of the head and shoulders blackish-brown, without spots. The wing coverts and 

scapularies are also blackish-brown, but there are two or three narrower bars of hair-brown 

on each feather. The quill feathers are blackish, with faded tips; their inner webs are 

marked with about twelve transverse oval brownish-white spots; and on their under surfaces 

there are many alternate bars of white and slate-colour, the former being the broadest. The 

tail coverts are lead-grey, crossed by arrow-pointed, or heart-shaped marks of blackish-brown. 

The tail is barred alternately with blackish-brown and slate-colour, the subterminal band of 

the former being much broader than any of the others; the bars are very distinct on its 

under surface, where they are hair-brown and white. Under surface. The black whisker is 

large and well defined. The throat and upper parts of the breast are white, without spots; the 

rest of the under parts are white, with large longitudinal blackish-brown spots on the flanks, 

and small transverse ones on the belly. ‘The under tail coverts are crossed by distant narrow 

bars, and the thigh feathers are more closely barred. Bill greenish-blue. Cere and naked 

skin round the eye gamboge-yellow. Tris yellow. Legs yellow. Claws black. 

Form, &c.—Bill short and strong ; upper mandible much curved, and armed with an acute 

tooth ; lower mandible truncated at the tip, with a deep notch for the reception of the upper 

tooth. Nostrils round, with a central point. Space between the eye and bill covered with 

hair-like feathers. Eyebrow projecting; pupil large. When the wings are folded, their tips 

cross each other over the end of the tail. The second quill feather is the longest; the first is a 

quarter of an inch, and the third an inch shorter than the second ; the fourth is nearly an inch 

shorter than the third; and the fifth and sixth are widely apart from each other, and from 

the fourth. The inner web of the first is strongly sinuated ; the webs of the second and third 

are narrower towards their points, but present no abrupt sinuation: ‘“ Exterior edge of the 

tip of the secondaries scolloped.” (Wilson.) Tail very slightly rounded. The ¢arsus, an inch 

and three-quarters long, is feathered half an inch below the joint anteriorly ; the remainder, 

E 
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and the bases of the toes, are reticulated. Part of the first phalanges, and all the other joints 

of the toes, are scutellated above. The middle foe is the longest; the lateral toes are next to 

it in length; and the hind toe is the shortest, but has the largest claw. The middle and outer 

toes are connected by a short membrane. The claws are strong, sharp, and much curved. 

DIMENSIONS 

Of the male. 

Inches. _— Lines, Inches. _— Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end Length of the bill from the anterior margin 

of the tail ‘ Fi és : A 14 0 of the orbit to its tip F 6 6 1 3 

» Of the bill, measured on the ridge 1 0 5, Of the tarsus 1 9 

* a from the angle of the 5, of the middle toe 2 2 
mouth é 3 . 4 é 1 13 5, of the middle claw 0 9 

An old female, from the same locality, has the dorsal aspect more dull, and a buff-coloured 

breast, with some central dark streaks on the feathers. It is larger than the male. 

Dimensions 

Of the female. 

Length (total). : . . ss 0 Length of the middle toe ‘ : 5 ® 2 
» Of the tarsus . . é : 2 4 5 ofthe middle claw . : : 0 7 

An immature bird, also from the same locality, has the feathers on the dorsal aspect nar- 

rowly bordered with a dull rust-colour, which, on the head, prevails over the blackish-brown. 

The ¢ail is of a deep hair-brown, and is tipped with white, the outer webs being marked with 

seven round spots, and the inner ones with as many bars of a pale reddish-brown colour: 

there are no spots on the exterior web of the outer feather. The inner coverts of the wings, and 

under surface of the tail, are transversely barred with buff-colour, The whole ventral aspect 

is white, with a large oblong liver-brown mark in the centre of each feather. There are fewer 

spots on the throat, and more on the flanks, than elsewhere; but they are nearly of equal size 

on these parts and on the belly and thighs. 

Dimensions 

OF the young bird. 

Length (total) ; é : ; - 17 6 Length of the middle toe : : 5 2 
» Of the tarsus . . - a 1 9 —) ow 5, of the middle claw 
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[8.] 2. Fatco Isuanpicus. (Latham.) The Jerfalcon. 

Genus. Falco. Linn. AuctTorum. 
Ash-coloured Buzzard. (Buteo cinereus.) Epwanrps, pl. 53. Young, from Hudson’s Bay. 

Falco fuscus. Fapricitus. Faun. Grenl., p. 56. Young. 

Falco sacer. Forster. Phil. Trans., 1xii., p. 383 and 423. Young, from Hudson’s Bay. 

Collared Falcon. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 222, sp. G. Mature. 

Gyrfalcon. IpEM, ii, p. 221, sp.F. Immature. Brit. Zool., t. xix. 

Iceland Falcon. Ipem. Aret. Zool., ii., p.216, sp. D. Immature. 

Sacre Falcon. IpEM, ii., p. 202, sp. 96. Immature. 

Dusky Falcon. IprEm, ii., p. 220. E. Immature. 
Falco Islandicus. Latu. Jnd., p. 32, sp. 39. Mature. 
Falco rusticolus. IpDEM, p. 28, sp. 60. Mature. 

Falco Gyrfalco. InEM, p. 32, sp. 68. Immature. 

Falco sacer. IpEM, p. 34, sp. 75. Immature. 

Falco lagopus 6. IpxEmM, p. 19, sp. 326. Yearling. 

Falco obscurus. IpEM, p.44, sp. 105. Immature. 

Falco Islandicus. TEMMINCK,i., p.17. Sapine, Lin. Tr., xil., p. 528. 

Hierofalco candicans. CuviEr, Reg. An., i., p. 323. 

Falco Islandicus. SELBY. Brit. Orn., i., p. 35, pl. 14. 

Peepooneeshew, (Winter bird.) CrEE INDIANS. 

This very handsome Falcon differs from the Peregrine, in having a longer 

tail, shorter and stronger tarsi and toes, and somewhat less pointed wings ; but it 
is in all respects a true Falcon, and one of the most courageous, though Baron 

Cuvier has considered it as the typical species of his sub-genus Hierofalco. The 

want of a tooth on the upper mandible, which he gives as the principal character 

of the sub-genus, seems to be merely an occasional variety ; for many specimens, 

both European and North American, are preserved in the Hudson’s Bay, British, 

and other Museums in London, which have as large and acute a tooth as the Pere- 
grine, although it is generally a little nearer the point of the bill than in the latter 

bird. Indeed, the bill of the Jerfalcon differs from that of the Peregrine, not in the 
want of a tooth, but in the presence of a perceptible obtuse lobe near the middle 

of the mandible ; whilst in the Peregrine there is only a very slight indication of 

such alobe. ‘There is a solitary specimen of a Jerfalcon in the British Museum, 

whose bill is destitute of a tooth, agreeing perfectly with Buffon’s figure and 

Cuvier’s description ; but, in all other respects, that specimen has the same form 

and stature as those whose bills are toothed. 
The Jerfalcon is a constant resident in the Hudson’s Bay territories, where it is 

known by the name of the “ Speckled Partridge Hawk,” or by that of the 
“Winterer.” It is not enumerated by Wilson or Buonaparte amongst the birds 

of the United States, and I am unable to state the exact southern limit of its 
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range, though I have ascertained that it is occasionally seen as far south as lati- 

tude 52°. It is found northward to the coast of the Arctic Sea, and probably in 

the most northern Georgian Islands; it is a well-known inhabitant of Iceland, 

and was observed by Captain Sabine on the west coast of Greenland, as high as 

latitude 74°. It is likewise an inhabitant of the north of Europe. 

We saw it often during our journeys over the “ Barren Grounds,” where its 

habitual prey is the Ptarmigan, but where it also destroys Plover, Ducks, and 

Geese. In the middle of June, 1821, a pair of these birds attacked me as I was 

climbing in the vicinity of their nest, which was built on a lofty precipice on the 

borders of Point Lake, in latitude 654°. They flew in circles, uttering loud and 

harsh screams, and alternately stooping with such velocity, that their motion 

through the air produced a loud rushing noise; they struck their claws within an 

inch or two of my head. I endeavoured, by keeping the barrel of my gun close 

to my cheek, and suddenly elevating its muzzle when they were in the act of 

striking, to ascertain whether they had the power of instantaneously changing the 

direction of their rapid course, and found that they invariably rose above the 

obstacle with the quickness of thought, showing equal acuteness of vision and 

power of motion. Although their flight was much more rapid, they bore consi- 

derable resemblance to the Snowy Owl. At the period at which I saw them, the 

ground was still partially clothed with snow, and the lakes covered with ice; but 

the Jerfalcon, like the Strix nyctea of the same districts, is well calculated, from the 

whiteness of its plumage, for traversing a snowy waste, without alarming the birds 

on which it preys. As the Ptarmigan partially migrate southwards in the winter, 

some of the Jerfalcons follow them; but, from the young birds being much more 

common, about latitude 57°, than the mature ones, the latter probably keep nearer 

to their breeding-places in the more northern, rocky, barren ground districts all the 

year. When the Jerfalcon pounces down upon a flock of Ptarmigan, the latter 

endeavour to save themselves by diving instantly into the loose snow, and making 

their way beneath it to a considerable distance. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a mature bird (supposed to be a male) from Hudson’s Bay, in Mr. Leadbeater’s collection. 

Cotour.—White, with some clove-brown spots on the dorsal aspect. The head is entirely 

white, and the neck is nearly so, there being only a few central brown marks on the feathers 

of the nape. On the back the clove-brown forms a pyriform blotch on each feather, 

and on the rump it is confined to a narrow streak along the shaft. The spots are smaller on 

the lesser wing-coverts ; and on the greater coverts, secondaries, and scapularies, the brown 
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is disposed in bars, which do not reach the margins of the feathers. The primaries are 

white, their shafts, and one or two inches of their ends only, being blackish-brown ; they 

are narrowly edged at the tips with white. The tail feathers and their coverts are entirely 

white. The whole under surface of the bird is pure white, except the ends of the quill 

feathers, which are hair-brown. The Jill is pale greenish-gray, becoming darker at the tip. 

Cere and lores wax-yellow. Legs yellow. 

Form, &c.—Bill short, strong, and much curved. The upper mandible has a rather 

narrow ridge; its cutting margin is undulated, having an acute tooth near its point, and an 

obtuse lobe posterior to it. The under mandible is truncated at the tip, and deeply notched 

on its cutting margin, for the reception of the upper tooth. The nostrils are round, with a 

central pillar. The cere and lores are mostly covered with small white hairs and feathers, 

arranged in a radiated manner. The wings are shorter than the tail; the second quill 

feather is the longest; the third is a quarter of an inch, and the first half an inch shorter 

than the second ; the fourth is half an inch shorter than the first, and more than an inch 

shorter than the second; the remainder diminish in succession an inch each. The first 

and second have their inner webs sinuated, and the outer webs of the second and third are 

also sinuated. The éail is nearly square. The tips of the thigh feathers reach to the roots 

of the toes. The ¢arsus, rather more than two inches and a quarter long, is feathered for an 

inch and three quarters ; its lower part being reticulated with crowded scales. The toes have 

their first phalanges reticulated, and the others protected above by large transverse scales. 

There is a short web between the outer and middle toes. The hind toe is shorter than the 

others, and is armed with the longest nail; the inner toe and nail are next in size: the 

outer toe is rather longer and more slender than the inner one, and has the smallest nail of 

all; the middle toe is half an inch longer than these; its nail being a little bigger than the 

outer one. All the nails are strong, sharp, much curved, and grooved beneath. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches, Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill from the angle of the mouth 1 6 

the tail 2 C . 24 0 >, Of the tarsus é 9 Sih 4 

55 of the tail F c 5) HO 0 5, of the middle toe BG, a4 0 
5 ofthe longest quill feather . . 16 0 » of the middle claw 3 5 @ 9 
>> of the bill, measured along its ridge . 1 3 

The young Jerfalcons show little white on their plumage, being mostly of a dull 
brown colour above. As they grow older, the white margins encroach on the 

brown, which becomes merely a central blotch, indented on each side by the white ; 

while in aged birds the plumage is mostly pure white, varied only by a few nar- 

row transverse brown bars on the upper parts. Specimens are occasionally 

procured totally white ; but whether they ought to be considered as birds in the 

most perfect state of plumage, or merely as varieties, I have not been able to 

ascertain. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of an immature bird from Hudson’s Bay, now in the British Museum. 

Coxour of the head white, with longitudinal brown streaks. The feathers on the dorsal 

aspect of the body have hair-brown centres, with white borders, and also an oval spot on each 

web indented into the brown. The tail feathers have brown shafts; in the two outer feathers 

the brewn encroaches on the webs, and in the two middle ones there are also six or seven 

irregular brown blotches. The breast and belly have elliptical brown marks in the centres of 

the feathers. In other respects, and in the acute tooth on the upper mandible, the spe- 

cimen resembles the mature one above described. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length (total) 4 5 4 3°22 6 Length of the largest quill feather . 4 0 

>, Of the tail ° . A gh te 0 5, of the tarsus . . . 2 4 

The Falco sacer of Forster, sent from Hudson’s Bay, and described in the 

Philosophical Transactions, is a sti] younger bird than the preceding, probably a 

yearling. 

Its upper plumage was dark brown, with pale reddish-brown margins and spots on the 

webs, which did not reach the shafts. The quill feathers were brownish-black, with white 

tips and edges, round rust-coloured spots on the outer webs, and transverse bars of the same 

colour on the inner webs. The tail was dark brown, with a white tip, and crossed by about 

The head and whole under surface were white, with longitudinal brown twelve white bands. 

Its length was 22 inches; its extent 36 inches, marks. Cere and feet bluish. Iris yellow. 

and its weight 23 Ibs. 

The description of Edwards’s Ash-colowred Buzzard corresponds nearly with Forster’s, 

but the colouring of his figure is indifferent.—R. 

The remarkable variation in the form of the bill, before alluded to, deserves 

attention ; since naturalists have given no elucidation of a fact so curious. It has, 

indeed, been surmised, that two species may possibly exist in our museums under 

this name; but on this point we can offer no opinion. Several instances, how- 

ever, might be named, where the variation in the bills of individuals (unquestion- 

ably of the same species) is fully as great as in the present instance. ‘This fact 

may be accounted for in two ways; first, from the effect of age, the young not 

having the full development of that structure which is typical of the adult; thus, 

in the youngest specimen of the American Harrier, subsequently described, the 

cutting margin of the upper mandible is straight, while in the older specimens this 

margin is strongly sinuated. Secondly, by that wonderful regularity in the progres- 

sion of natural affinities, which is not only apparent in species, but even in the mode 

of variation of those species. Sometimes these resemblances indicate analogies, 
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sometimes affinities ; but as the fact has hitherto not been clearly observed, so the 

principle of this variation remains to be discovered. It is generally seen in aberrant 

groups ; although not unfrequently, as in this instance, in such as are strictly typical. 

To cite another instance, we may remark, that in the superb collection of Indian birds 

at the Royal Museum of Paris, are several skins of Timalia pileata, Horsf., from 

Sumatra and Java; of which some have the bill perfectly entire, some slightly, and 

others distinctly notched ; all, apparently, being old birds, full plumaged, and not 

differing in the slightest degree in other respects. It will subsequently be seen 

that this species stands in a group where the bill is ether notched or entire *.—Sw. 

[9] 3. Fatco sparverius. (Linn.) Little Rusty-crowned Faicon. 

Genus. Falco. Linn. AuCTORUM. 
Little Falcon. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii. p. 211, No. 110. 

Falco sparverius. Latu. Jnd., i., p. 42, sp. 99. 

American Sparrow-hawk. (F. sparverius.) Watson, ii., p. 117, pl. 16) f.1. Female; and iv., p. 
57, pl. 32, f. 2. Male. 

Falco sparverius. Buonap. Syn., p. 27, No. 10. Wicors. Zool. Journ., No. xi., pp. 425, 435. 
Peepeekeeshees. CREE INDIANS. 

Puate xxiv. Mate. 

Prince Charles Buonaparte has separated the small American Falcons from the 

larger kinds, characterising the group by wings shorter than the tail, and scu- 

tellated tarsi. The latter character is only partially correct ; for, in F. sparverlus, 

there are but three s/ield-formed transverse scales on the tarsus adjoining to the 

toes, the rest of it being covered anteriorly by two rows of scales in alternate order, 

forming a near approach to reticulation. In F. esalon the tarsus is still more reti- 
culated, but it also is furnished with three shield-formed scales on its lower extre- 

mity. The group, however, seems to be a natural one, the birds composing it 

differing somewhat in their manners from the larger Falcons, and having analogies 

in their habits with the Shrikes. The three small American Falcons that came 

under our notice agree in having long tails, and in the first quill feather being a 
little shorter than the fourth, or, at most, only equal to it,—both being consider- 

ably shorter than the second, which, again, scarcely exceeds the third one. The 

rapidity with which the quill feathers decrease in length after the fourth, still ren- 

ders the wings pointed, yet not so much so as in the two larger species which we 

* The whole of the groups in this family require a thorough revision, not in the library, but in the museum; and 
until this is done, it is impossible to make full use of the distinction pointed out by Baron Cuvier, or to understand its 

bearings.—Sw. 
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have described. The F. sparverius, though a smaller bird, may be considered as 

representing the F. tinnunculus of Kurope in form. We met with no small 

Falcons, in the northern parts of America, having long wings, like the Hobby and 

some other European species. 

The Falco sparverius is a common bird in America, and its manners are well 

known. Indeed, few Falcons are more likely to attract attention, for it is not only 

a bold and familiar species, but both male and female are very beautiful birds. 

Wilson informs us that it is a constant resident in almost every part of the United 

States, particularly north of Maryland. It breeds in considerable numbers on the 

banks of the Saskatchewan, in the neighbourhood of Carlton House, arriving there 

in the month of April, laying its eggs about the middle of May, and retiring 

southward on the approach of winter. I am unable to say how far it extends its 

migrations ; but I do not believe it to be a very northern species, as it was not 

observed, on the route of the Expeditions, beyond the fifty-fourth degree of latitude. 

It also frequents the warmer parts of America, having been perceived in Cuba by 

Mr. W. M‘Leay ; and it is likewise an inhabitant of South America *, Captain King 

having found it at Port Famine in the Straits of Magellant. Wilson has de- 

scribed its manners with his wonted accuracy, and I cannot do greater justice to 

the reader than by transcribing his remarks. 

‘Tt flies rather irregularly, occasionally suspending itself in the air, hovering 

over a particular spot for a minute or two, and then shooting off in another direc- 

tion. It perches on the top of a dead tree, or pole, in the middle of a field or 

meadow, and, as it alights, shuts its long wings so suddenly, that they seem 

instantly to disappear. It sits here in an almost perpendicular position, sometimes 

for an hour at a time, frequently jerking its tail, and reconnoitring the ground 

below in every direction, for mice, lizards, &c. It approaches the farm-house, 
particularly in the morning, skulking about the farm-yard, for mice or young 

chickens, and frequently plunges into a thicket after small birds, as if by random ; 

but always with a particular, and generally a fatal, aim.” 

In the vicinity of Carlton House, where the plains are beautifully ornamented by 

numerous small clamps of aspens, that give a rich picturesque effect to the land- 

scape, which I have never seen equalled even in an English park, this small Falcon 

was frequently discovered perched on the most lofty tree of a clump, sitting with 

his eye apparently closed, but, nevertheless, sufficiently awake to what was passing 

around it, as it would occasionally evince by suddenly pouncing upon any small 

* The specimens we procured during our researches in Brazil are entirely destitute of the rufous spot on the crown ; 

but those from Mexico perfectly agree with the skins brought home by Dr. Richardson—Sw. 

+ Vide Zool. Jour., No. xi., pp. 425, 435. 
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bird that happened to come within its reach. It is the least shy of any of the Ame- 

rican hawks, and when on its perch will suffer the fowler to advance to the foot of 

the tree, provided he has the precaution to make a slow and devious approach. 
He is not, however, unnoticed; for the bird shows, by the motion of its head, 

that it is carefully watching his manceuvres; yet, unless he walks directly to- 

wards it, itis not readily alarmed. When at rest, its wings are closely applied 

to the sides, with their tips lying over the tail about one-third from its end, and 

the tail itself, being closely shut up, looks long and narrow. If its suspicions 

be excited, it raises and depresses its head quickly two or three times, and 

spreads its tail, but does not open its wings until the instant it takes flight. 

The individuals shot at Carlton had mice or small birds in their stomachs. Wilson 

enumerates, also, snakes, lizards, and grasshoppers, as part of its food. It is said 

to make its nest in a hollow tree, and to lay four or five eggs, which are of a light 
brownish-yellow colour, spotted with a darker tint *. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, in full plumage, killed in the vicinity of Carlton House, lat. 53°, May, 1827. 

Cotour.—The crown of the head is occupied by a circular patch of deep orange-brown, 

which is enclosed by a coronet of clear blackish-grey. Beneath this there are seven conspi- 

cuous black marks ; one situated on the nape of the neck, and blending with the grey coronet, 

and three on each side of the head below the level of the eye: the two anterior of these marks 

form together almost two-thirds of a circle, which includes the white cheek; and the third 

and smaller one, situated farther back, is surrounded by a pale-brown tint. There is a narrow 

white line between the forehead and the base of the bill, and another over the eye. 

The dorsal aspect of the neck, the back, and the scapularies, are of a clear-brown colour, 

considerably paler than the crown of the head; and on the tips of the scapularies and between 

the shoulders there are a few oval spots and transverse bars of black. The rump and tail 

coverts are of a brighter and purer orange-brown than the crown of the head, and, like the 

neck, are unspotted. The ¢ail feathers are precisely of the same colour with their coverts ; 

but a subterminal band of black crosses both webs, and they are narrowly tipped with white: 

the exterior feather has a white outer web, with an undulated black line along its shaft; 

and there is a narrower interrupted black bar behind the subterminal one on the other fea- 

thers. The lesser wing coverts and the secondary coverts are pure bluish-grey, regularly 

marked with round spots about the size of peas. The bastard wing and the primary coverts 

are marked alternately with black and bluish-grey. The quill feathers are brownish-black, with 

black shafts, and on their inner webs there are from five to eight semi-oval white marks, regu- 

larly alternating with narrower processes of the black. A square black patch is formed by 

the bases of the outer webs of the secondaries being of that hue: their tips are bluish-grey 

* WILSON, ii. p. 118. 
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clouded with black, and their inner webs are barred with white like the primaries. The ter- 

tiaries are bluish-grey, with some black. Under surface. The throat, posterior part of the 

belly, under tail coverts, and thigh feathers, are pure white, without spots. The breast has a 

brown tinge. The flanks and sides of the breast are marked prettily with roundish and heart- 

shaped black spots. The linings of the wings and under surface of the quill feathers are white, 

the former spotted with black and the latter barred with lead-grey. The tail is pale-buff 

colour beneath, with dark marks corresponding to those on the upper surface. Bill bluish- 

grey, with a blackish tip; lower mandible horn-coloured at the base. Cere yellow. Iris 

dark-brown. Legs yellow. Claws black. 

Form, &c.—The bill is short, strong, convex on its sides, much curved, and very acute. 

Just anterior to the nostrils there is a slight undulation of the cutting margin of the upper 

mandible ; and half way between that and the tip there is an acute tooth, which fits into a 

notch in the lower mandible: the latter is strong and truncated at the tip. The cere is very 

short, and the nostrils are circular, with a central column. The wings are much pointed, 

the primaries greatly exceeding the secondaries in length. In some specimens the second, in 

others the third, quill feather is the longest; the first is three-quarters of an inch shorter than 

these, and in most specimens is perceptibly shorter than the fourth ; the remaining feathers 

are each in succession half an inch shorter. The second and third have their outer webs 

sinuated ; and the inner webs of the first and second are also sinuated. All these sinuations 

are shallow and oblique, though that on the inner web of the second feather is less so than the 

others. The tail is moderately rounded, the outer feathers being half an inch shorter than 

the central ones. The tarsus is pretty strong, considering the size of the bird. It is covered 

with short white feathers, on its anterior surface only, for nearly half an inch below the joint ; 

the remainder of it is protected anteriorly by a double row of scales larger than those behind, 

and by a single row of three large transverse oval ones immediately adjoining the articulation 

of the middle toe. The middle toe is about two-thirds of the length of the tarsus ; the others 

are about a quarter of an inch shorter than the middle one. Under each joint there is a con- 

spicuous round cushion, covered with warty integument, like the rest of the under surface of 

the foot. The claws are much curved, and are grooved underneath with acute edges. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inches. Lines. Inches, _ Lines, 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end Length of the bill from the angle ofthemouth 0 83 

of the tail ° , ° . - il 6 >» oOfthetarsus . - . ° 1 5 

55 of the tail : A : : 5 6 5, Of the middle toe . : - O ll 

», Of the longest quill feathers . - 6 6 » Ofitsclaw . : C 0 4 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a mature female, killed May, 1827, at Carlton House. 

Cotour of the head nearly the same as in the male, the seven black marks being equally 

conspicuous ; the rust-coloured mark on the crown, however, and its surrounding coronet, 

are varied by the shafts of the feathers being blackish. The whole dorsal aspect is reddish- 

brown, duller than the corresponding parts of the male, and regularly crossed by brownish- 
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black bars, several on each feather. There are twelve black bars on the middle tail feathers, 

and nine on the outer ones ; and the outer webs of the latter are nearly white. The flag 

feathers are coloured externally, as in the male ; but the white marks on their inner webs are 

deeply tinged with brown. The throat, posterior part of the belly, and under tail coverts, are 

white, as in the male; the breast, fore part of the belly, and the flanks, are soiled-white, 

marked longitudinally with oblong yellowish-brown spots. On the linings of the wings the 

yellowish-brown is the ground colour, and is spotted with white. The under surfaces of 

the quill and tail feathers are slightly tinged with buff-colour, and are crossed by brownish- 

grey bars. 

The total length of the specimen is one foot ; that of the tarsus one inch and a half: the 

other dimensions correspond with those of the male, the female of this species scarcely 

exceeding the other sex in size. 

A young male had nearly the plumage of the female, differing only in the black 

bars on the wings being more distinct, those on the tail narrower, and in the 

upper tail coverts being brownish-red, without spots. 

In a young female the tips of the flag feathers were margined with white and 

the whole abdomen was marked with yellowish-brown spots. 

[10. ] 4, Fatco cotumsarius. (Linn.) Pigeon-Hawk. 

Genus. Falco. Linn. AucTORUM. 
Falco columbarius. Forster. Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 382, No. 1. 

Pigeon-Hawk. PrEnn. Aret. Zool., ii., p. 222, No. 111. 

Falco columbarius. Latru. JInd., i., p. 44, sp. 106. 
Pigeon-Hawk. (F. columbarius.) Wutson, ii. p. 107, pl. 15, f. 3. Male. 

Falco columbarius. Bonap. Syn., p. 38, No. 11. 

Pepecooseesh. CREE INDIANS. 

This fierce little Falcon makes it appearance on the coast of Hudson’s Bay in 

May, and, having reared its young, retires to a warmer climate in September. It 

is not uncommon about York Factory, in latitude 57°, and probably wanders 
much farther north. Early in the spring of 1825, I observed a small Hawk 

on the north shore of Great Bear Lake, in latitude 66°, which, if not of this 

species, belongs to a still smaller one, that is hitherto undescribed as a North 

American bird. It had taken possession of a tree, and was so unwilling to go away, 

that, when I threw stones at it, it merely made two or three circles round my head, 

with much clamour, and returned to its former perch. The want of a gun at the 

time prevented me from procuring the specimen. 
F 2 
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Wilson observes, that the Pigeon-Hawk is generally migratory in the northern 
and middle parts of the United States, arriving in Pennsylvania early in the 

spring, extending its migrations to Hudson’s Bay, and, after building and rearing 

its young, retiring to the south early in November. Mr. Hutchins, in his Notes 

on the Hudson’s Bay Birds, informs us, that this species “ makes its nest on 
the rocks and in hollow trees, of sticks and grass, lined with feathers, laying from 

two to four white eggs, thinly marked with red spots. The young fly in August. 

It preys on small birds, which it seizes with dexterity, screaming loudly at the 
onset ; and when it is disturbed, it will fly round and round, making a continued 
noise.” 

DESCRIPTION 
Of an individual killed at York Factory on the 4th September, 1822, supposed to be a male. 

Cotour of the head brownish-black, with reddish-brown margins to the feathers. The 

whole dorsal aspect is deep broccoli-brown, slightly varied by dark chestnut-brown edgings to 

the feathers, which are scarcely noticed at first sight, and are most perceptible on the lesser 

wing coverts. The tail coverts have paler margins, approaching to wood-brown. The tail is 

black, crossed by four yellowish-grey bars, tinged here and there with brown, and tipped with 

the same. The inner webs of the bastard wing and quill feathers are marked by five or six 

large oval spots of yellowish-grey, more or less tinged with brown. Under surface. The 

cheeks, a streak above the eyes, the throat, breast, belly, and thighs, have a dull ochre- 

yellow, or yellowish-brown colour, spotted and streaked with brownish-black. The latter 

colour forms a large oval mark in the centre of each feather on the breast; but on the belly 

and thighs it is confined to a streak along the mid-rib. The linings of the wings are ochre- 

yellow, spotted with black ; the under surfaces of the quill and tail feathers are deep clove- 

brown, crossed by rows of oblong, wine-yellow spots. Bill yellowish-grey at the base, bluish- 

black at the tip. Cere wax-yellow: inside of the mouth bluish; margins of the eyelids yellow. 

Legs yellow. 

Form, &c.—Bill shaped like that of the preceding species. The tips of the folded wings 

reach within an inch of the end of the tail, the scapularies are short, and the secondaries and 

tertiaries reach to the tips of the tail coverts. The third quill feather is the longest, the second 

is almost as long, and the others in succession are considerably shorter. The tarsi are fea- 

thered anteriorly for a short way below the joint. The toes are long, with rounded cushions 

beneath the joints, and sharp curved nails. When the leg is stretched out, the tip of the middle 

claw reaches to the point of the folded wing. 

Dimensions. 
Inches. Lines, 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of the tail oA 0 
> Of thetail . ° ° . ° ’ 5 6 

Extent between the tips of the wings. A , + 22 0 

The specimen from which the above description was taken was not brought 

home, having been accidentally destroyed. The description accords nearly with 

Pennant’s, quoted above. 
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[11.] 5. Fatco #saton. (Temminck.) The Merlin. 

Genus. Falco. Linn. Avuctorum. 

Dubious Falcon. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 213, No. 112? 

Falco esalon. TEMM.,i. p.27. SELBy. Brit. Orn., i., p. 45, pl. 18. 

Puate xxv. FEemate. 

This bird is known to the native inhabitants of the fur-countries by the same 
name with the two preceding ones; and we suspect that its similarity, in certain 
states of plumage, to the Pigeon-Hawk, has caused them to be confounded even 
by systematic writers. Hence we have been unable to quote with confidence any 

figures or descriptions of American specimens ; and the same cause renders it 

difficult to ascertain the extent of its migrations on that continent. A single pair 

were seen in the neighbourhood of Carlton House, in May, 1827, and the female 

was shot. In the oviduct there were several full-sized white eggs, clouded at one 

end with a few bronze-coloured spots. Another specimen, probably also a female, 

was killed at the Sault St. Marie, between Lakes Huron and Superior, but it could 

not be preserved. It is a larger bird, and has longer toes, than the Falco spar- 

vertus.—R. 

The specimen killed at Carlton House is, beyond doubt, an old female Merlin, 

just beginning to have its new feathers, several of which, darker and more cine- 

reous, are to be seen on the sides near the hind part of the neck.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of an old female, killed on the plains of the Saskatchewan, 14th May, 1827, while flying in company with the male. 

Coxovr of the dorsal aspect dull, dusky yellowish-brown, varied by spots and short trans- 

verse bars of dull wood-brown. On the crown of the head the feathers have a central streak 

of blackish-brown, gradually fading into liver-brown towards the margins, which are rust- 

coloured, but are much worn off. On the upper part of the neck the plumage is lighter, and 

the white bases of the feathers appear. On the back, and on the wing and tail coverts, the 

wood-brown forms one or two pairs of roundish, ill-defined spots on each feather: on the 

scapularies it exists in the form of transverse bars, interrupted at the shafts. The quill feathers 

have from five to seven pairs of wood-brown spots, those on the outer webs being small, irre- 

gular, and situated close to the shafts. The ground colour of the fail is paler and duller than 

that of the back, except at its end, where it approaches to liver-brown. It is narrowly tipped 
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with soiled-white, and is crossed by five narrow bars of the same colour, of which the sub- 

terminal one is the most perfect. Under surface. ‘The throat is white. The cheeks, sides 

of the neck, and breast, are brownish-white, streaked longitudinally with dark liver-brown. 

The belly and thighs are white, with yellowish-brown streaks on the shafts. The flanks and 

wing linings are yellowish-brown, with oval white marks, The quill feathers are barred alter- 

nately on the inside with broccoli-brown and wine-yellow. The under tail coverts are white, 

and the under surface of the tail is slate-coloured, crossed by white bars. Bill bluish-black. 

Claws black. é 

Form.—Shape of the bill much like that of F. sparverius. The cutting margin of the 

upper mandible has a strong tooth near its tip, and is somewhat sinuated farther back. Lores 

covered with white hair-like feathers, disposed in a stelliform manner. ‘The tips of the folded 

wings reach within two inches of the end of the tail. The scapularies are short. The ter- 

tiaries, or the posterior secondaries, are longer than the six preceding ones, and are equal to 

the seventh or eighth primary. The wings have a pointed form: the second and third quill 

feathers are the longest; the first is about half an inch shorter than these, and is scarcely equal 

to the fourth; the succeeding ones, to the eleventh, are successively shorter by half an inch 

each. The outer webs of the second and third are rather suddenly narrowed near their tips, 

and the inner webs of the first and second are more decidedly sinuated. The tail is‘square. 

The outside thigh feathers reach only half way down the tarsus. The tarsus is covered 

anteriorly with feathers for nearly half an inch below the joint: it is protected at its base by 

four transverse shield-shaped scales, and is reticulated elsewhere. The toes are long and 

slender, particularly the middle one, and there is a roundish pad under each joint. The hind 

toe is the shortest, but has the longest claw ; the inner fore toe comes next to it in length 

and in the size of its claw. The bases of the middle and outer toes are connected by a 

short web. 

Dimensions 

Of the female. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill along its ridge 9 

the tail . 2 3 : ala 0 >> Of the tarsus 0 1 5 
5, of the tail c : . 6 0 55 of the middle toe 1 5 

5, of the longest quill feather c 7 6 >, of its claw 0 6 

5, of the bill, from the angle of the >, Of the hind toe 0 6 
mouth . . - 3 ° 0 9 55 of its claw 0 64 

I have had no opportunity of taking a description of an American male 
specimen. 
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[12.] 1. AccipireR (AsTuR) PALUMBARIUS. The Goshawh. 

Genus. Accipiter. ANTI@. Sub-genus, Astur. BECHSTEIN. 
Goshawk. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 204, No. 99. Young male. 

Gentil Falcon. IpEM, ii., p. 203, No. 98? American female. 

Falco palumbarius. LatH. IJnd.,i., p.29, sp.65. Male. 
Falco gentilis. IpEM, i., p. 29, sp. 66?* Female or young. 

Ash-coloured or Black-capped Hawk. (/’. atricapillus.) Wauutson, vi., p. 80, pl. 52, f. 3. 

Falco palumbarius. SaBine. Frankl. Journ. p.670. Bonar. Syn., p. 28, No. 12. 

Prats xxvi. Mate. 

The Hawks are allied to the true Falcons by their habits of taking their prey on 

the wing, feeding on warm-blooded animals, and rejecting carrion ; but differ 

from them in attacking their prey sideways, or obliquely, and near the earth, 

instead of soaring aloft and pouncing down upon it. They are characterized by 
the shortness of their wings, which reach no further than two-thirds down the tail. 

Their bills are curved from the base, but, being less convex on the sides, are not 

so strong nor so compact as those of the true Falcons ; and they have a larger 
cere, and nostrils of a different form. They likewise want the notch on the lower 

mandible, and the corresponding tooth on the upper one; having, in place of 

the latter, an obtuse lobe, or festoon of the margin, situated farther back than 

the tooth usually is. 

The Goshawk of the Old World was held in great esteem while falconry con- 

tinued to be cultivated, and was flown at crows, geese, pheasants, and partridges. 

Colonel Thornton thus describes its mode of attack :—‘‘ The Goshawk flies at the 

bolt, the female being excellent for hares, rabbits, herons, and wild ducks, and 

the tercel for game. It takes its prey near the ground (for it cannot mount), and 

has great speed for a short distance. If its game take refuge, there it waits 
patiently on a tree or a stone, until the game, pressed by hunger, is induced to 

move ; and as the Hawk is capable of greater abstinence, it generally succeeds in 

taking it.” ‘ I flew a Goshawk,” says the Colonel, ‘‘ at a Pheasant, which got 

into cover, and we lost the Hawk; at ten next morning the falconer found her, 
and just as he had lifted her, the Pheasant ran, and rose +.” 

* The Prince of Musignano observes, that the Falco gentilis of Linneus, though by most authors considered to be 

the young of the Goshawk, corresponds also with his F'. Cooperii in description, that bird having similar plumage to 
the young Goshawk. 

+ Montacu, Orn. Dict., Suppl., Art. Hawk-Gos., 
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The American Goshawk was considered by Pennant and Latham to be of the 

same species with the European one; the former author merely remarking, that 

the American individuals that he had seen were of an unusually large size. 

Wilson, who had never seen an Kuropean Goshawk, described an old male that 

was shot near Philadelphia under the name of the ‘“ Black-cap Hawk, or Falco 

atricapillus ;” observing, however, that his specimen corresponded so nearly with 

Bewick’s description and figure of the Goshawk, that he had little doubt of their 

being identical. The Prince of Musignano has reunited the Black-cap Hawk with 

the Falco palumbarius; but Baron Cuvier, while he considers the latter as a 

typical specimen of his sub-genus Les autowrs, refers the American bird to another 

sub-genus, Hierofalco. There is, indeed, much resemblance between the females 

and young of the Goshawk and Jerfalcon; and those who overlook the dif- 

ferences in the scales of their tarsi and the relative lengths of their quill feathers, 

might easily confound the one with the other. That this has been done occasion- 

ally is very likely ; and Cuvier may possibly be right in referring the F. gyrfalco 

of Gmelin to the F. palumbarius, although we have followed the majority of sys- 
tematic writers in considering it to be the young of the F’. islandicus.—R. 

We associate this bird with the sub-genus or section of Astur- for although 

its approximation to the Buteo borealis is very decided, we shall not disturb the 

present situations of these two birds, remote as they now are in our systems, until 

the whole family undergoes a more accurate investigation. The bill, possessing 

all the characters seen in B. borealis, is yet somewhat shorter, but the upper 

mandible is less sinuated. These two species further agree in the length and 

general construction of their feet, excepting that in the Accipiter palumbarius the 
anterior scales partake of the smooth character more peculiar to the typical 

Hawks. The toes, also, are rather longer, the claws somewhat more curved, and 

the middle and outer toes are proportionably smaller than in B. borealis. It may 
further be remarked, that the anterior transverse scales of the toes are more 
numerous in this bird. The hind and inner claws are nearly of the same size, and 

very strong. The wings short, and not adapted for strong flight.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of an old male (No. 1), shot in company with the female at the nest, on the plains of the Saskatchewan, May 8, 1827. 

Cotour.—The upper aspect of the head, the nape of the neck, cheeks, and sides of the 

throat, are black, with the white bases of the feathers partially appearing. A white stripe, with 

black shafts and mottlings, commences at the base of the bill, and, passing over the orbit, 

widens as it proceeds backwards to the side of the neck. The dorsal aspect of the neck, 

the back, the tail coverts, lesser wing coverts, and greater part of the secondaries, are bluish- 
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grey, without markings, the margins of the feathers being in some places merely a shade darker. 

The inner webs of the secondaries are yellowish-grey, with a little white mottling towards their 

bases. The primaries and their coverts have an umber-brown tinge, which, on the outer 

webs, yields a greyish reflexion, but towards the ends of the inner webs is nearly pure: a few 

bars are faintly indicated by lighter shadings, and there are some white markings towards their 

bases. The fail is clove-brown, deepening gradually towards its tip into blackish-brown, with 

two very obscure bars of the latter colour farther back; it is edged at the tip with soiled- 

white, and the inner webs are of a paler brown. The whole ventral aspect (including the 

thigh feathers and wing linings) has nearly an uniform appearance, being closely covered with 

short zig-zag lines of blackish-grey on a white ground. The long lateral under-tail coverts 

are white, without markings ; but there are some greyish lines on the shorter central ones. 

The under surfaces of the quill feathers are clouded and mottled with brownish-white ; and the 

tail beneath is slate-coloured, with brown shadings. 

Form, &c.—Bill rather strong, curved from the base, but more compressed than the bills 

of the true Falcons, which proceeds from the greater flatness of its sides, for the ridge is rather 

obtusely rounded. Cutting margin of the upper mandible furnished with an obtuse lobe, the 

centre of which is under the anterior margin of the nostrils. Under mandible strong, and 

much rounded at the end. Cere moderately long, extending, on the ridge, to about one- 

fourth the length of the bill. Nostrils large, broadly oval, or nearly round, opening rather 

obliquely forwards. ores clothed with short white feathers, on which black hairs are dis- 

posed in a stelliform manner, their ends curving upwards over the nostrils. The plumage on 

the dorsal aspect of the neck and between the shoulders is particularly full and close. The 

tips of the folded wings fall five or six inches short of the end of the tail, scarcely passing the 

longest tail coverts, The fourth quill feather is the longest; the fifth is two lines, the third a 

quarter of an inch, and the sixth an inch shorter ; the second is intermediate between the 

sixth and seventh, which are an inch apart; and the first and eighth are about equal, and 

half an inch shorter than the seventh, or four inches shorter than the fourth. The outer webs 

of the second to the sixth inclusive, and the inner webs of the first to the fifth, are sinuated. 

The tail is rounded, the exterior feathers being three-quarters of an inch shorter than the 

middle ones. The thigh feathers are long. The tarsi are robust, clothed with mottled-grey 

feathers nearly half way down, and their lower portion protected by eleven transverse shield- 

shaped scales both anteriorly and posteriorly, all the scales being thin and smooth, but parti- 

cularly the posterior ones, which causes them to appear as if united into one large scale. The 

toes are moderately strong, the middle one being more than half an inch longer than the 

others, which are nearly equal among themselves: there is a short web between the middle 

and outer ones. The hind toe is the most robust. The greater part of the outer toe, and 

the first phalanx of each of the others, are reticulated with small roundish scales both on their 

upper and under surfaces. The claws are very strong, much curved, acute, and grooved 

beneath ; the hind one and inner fore one being much longer than the other two: the middle 

one has an acute inner edge. 

G 
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Dimensions 

Of male No. 1. 

Inches. _ Lines. Inches. _ Lines, 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill along its ridge 3 

the tail 6 3 6 4 24 0 >» of the tarsus . ° 5 6 2 9 

5, Of the tail 9 2 ° - 10 0 >, Of the middle toe C : lk 9 

5, of the longest quill feather i 12 6 5, Of the middle claw 5 . 1 0 

5 of the bill, from the angle of the 5, Of the hind claw, following its curve 1 6 

mouth . ' : 9 A 1 6 

Another specimen (No. 3), which was killed in the woody country three or four 

degrees of latitude farther north than the preceding, may possibly be a female, in 

very perfect plumage, as it is of a much larger size. It strongly resembles the 

male above described, the colour of the dorsal aspect being merely less bright, 

the (four) blackish-brown bars across the tail more distinct,—the subterminal one 

being the broadest. The dark streaks on the under plumage are also a little 
broader and more general, and the grey zig-zag lines are darker and more nume- 

rous. The distal half of the first phalanx of the middle toe is covered above with 

broad transverse scales, instead of being reticulated as in male No. 1; in this 

respect agreeing with the female, No. 2, described below, though not with an- 

other and very similar specimen of unascertained sex, No. 4. 

Dimensions 

Of No, 3, sex not ascertained. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. _—_ Lines. 
Length (total) ° A : 4 . 28 0 Length of the tarsus ° ° . - 3 0 

5, of the tail 5 9 : sig pul 6 >, of the middle toe . : 2, 0 

5, of the longest quill feather . . 14 0 5, of the hind claw 3 6 a 8 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female (No. 2), killed at her nest, in company with No. 1 male. 

Cotour.—The prevailing hue of the dorsal aspect is dark liver-brown, relieved in some 

places by white, in others by pale wood-brown. On the head and back of the neck the liver- 

brown occupies the centres of the feathers, almost confined to the shaft at the base, but 

spreading out broadly at the tip: the wood-brown forms the margin, and the white a broad 

semi-elliptical lateral mark on each web. On the back the dark-brown, narrowly edged with 

white at the tip, is alone visible; but the feathers are dark-grey at the base, and are crossed 

in their middles by a concealed brownish-white bar. On the rump and lesser wing coverts 

the white is mostly replaced by wood-brown. ‘The quill feathers and their immediate coverts 

present alternate bars of lighter and darker shades of liver-brown, with a few mottled white 

and brown spots on the outer webs and some larger ones on the inner webs partially occu- 

pying the place of the paler brown bars. The tail coverts are barred alternately with liver- 

brown and white, tinged and mottled with brown. The tail is crossed by five blackish-brown 

bars, separated by broccoli-brown spaces of greater breadth. These bars are bounded by 
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narrow interrupted white lines, and, on the outer feathers, the broccoli-brown is replaced by 

white mottled with brown. The ground colour of the under surface is white. The cheeks 

are streaked with liver-brown. On the neck and breast the brown marks have an oblong 

shape, and on the belly they are oval. The upper surface of the middle foe is scutellated 

from the middle of the first phalanx to the claw, and reticulated at the base. The tail is 

considerably rounded, its outer feathers being an inch and a half shorter than the middle 

ones. Some of the quill feathers in this specimen had moulted recently before it was killed. 

DIMENSIONS 

Of the female, No. 2. 

Inches. _ Lines. Inches. Lives. 

Length (total) < c ° ° - 28 0 Length of the tarsus. : c . 3 2 
>, of the tail c : 5 er 0 >, ofthe middle toe . - 1 11 

>> of the longest quill feather . . 13 6 5, of its claw 6 . 5 ~ 1 0 

No. 4 is a specimen which was killed near Jasper’s house, on the Rocky Moun- 
tains. Its sex was not ascertained, but its plumage is very similar to that of the 
preceding, though in a more perfect state. The tail is still more rounded, but 
the feathers composing it are individually more acute and have a white tip half an 

inch broad. The basal half of the middle toe is also more reticulated than that of 

No. 2, resembling in that respect male No. 1. The total length of this specimen 
is 29 inches. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen killed at York Factory, Aug. 14, 1822, supposed to be a young bird of that season. From the recent 
specimen *. 

Cotour.—General tints of the dorsal aspect blackish-brown and ferruginous. On the head 

the former colour forms an elliptical spot in the centre of each feather; on the wings and 

scapularies it occupies more space, the ferruginous tint being confined to a narrow border, 

and sometimes to an irregular streak across the feather. The quill feathers are liver-brown, 

slightly clouded with wood-brown. The tail is tipped with soiled-white, and has three or four 

broad, but distant, bars on a broccoli-brown ground. There is a slight intermixture of white 

on the tail coverts. The under surface of the neck and body and the linings of the wings are 

wood-brown, with elliptical black marks. Towards the vent the feathers are almost white, 

with black shafts. The under aspects of the quill and tail feathers are yellowish-grey, barred 

with brownish-black. Bill bluish-grey at the base, blackish at the tip: the cutting margin of 

the upper mandible slightly sinuated. Cere orange-coloured. Lyelid greyish. Iris sulphur- 

yellow. Turse yellow. Length, 24 inches; extent, 43; length of the tail, 12 inches. 

* This is the specimen noticed by Mr. Sabine in Franklin’s Journey. 
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[13.] 2. Accipirer PENNSYLVANICUS. (Swainson.) Slate-coloured Hawk. 

Genus. Accipiter. AnTie. Ray. 

Slate-coloured Hawk. (Falco Pennsylvanicus.) Wuson, vi. p. 13, pl. 46,f.1. Male. 

Autour 4 bec sinueux. TEmM. PV. col. 67. Female. ? 

Falco (Astur) velox. Bonar. Syn., p. 29, No. 14. 

Accipiter Fringilloides. Wicors. Zool. Journ., iii., p. 436, No. 11. ? 

Peepeequaisees. CREE INDIANs. (MOoNSONEES.) 

A specimen of this bird, killed in the vicinity of Moose Factory, and deposited 

by the Hudson’s Bay Company in the Zoological Museum, enables us to enume- 

rate it as an inhabitant of the fur countries, although it was not seen by any of the 
members of the Expedition in their several journeys. The admirable figure of 

Wilson is so perfectly characteristic of this Hawk, that we feel no doubt in consi- 

dering our specimen as truly belonging to the same species. Less certainty, how- 

ever, attends the synonyme here quoted of the Planches coloriées of M. Temminck ; 

for the figure is either remarkably inaccurate, or it represents a bird very different 

from the female of F’. Pennsylvanicus,—the tail being represented as distinctly 

rounded, whereas, in the species described by Wilson, the termination of all the 

feathers is perfectly even. The text, unfortunately, affords nothing to solve the 

question : should this be an error of the artist, the figure must be considered, not 

as ‘‘ le jeune de ’'année,’”’ as supposed by M. Temminck, but as a male of the 

second year, just assuming the adult plumage,—a fact sufficiently indicated by 

the figure, which represents some indistinct transverse bands on the breast. The 

females and males of the first year are marked with longitudinal stripes on all 

parts of the under plumage. Still greater doubts impede the right understanding 

of the Accipiter fringilloides of Mr. Vigors, whose description, minute in all that 

regards colour, is deficient in the three most material points which might have 

solved our difficulties ; namely, the form of the tail, the relative proportion of the 

quills, and the comparative sinuosity of the upper mandible. So far, however, as 

this account goes, it might lead to the suspicion of its having been taken from a 

young male A. Pennsylvanicus, the “ frontis plume brunnescentes fusco striate” 

being probably the indication of youth; while the measurements of the bill and 

tarsus sufficiently agree with those of our bird*. Yet the length of the wings, 

stated at only five inches, if not an error of the press or of transcription, consider- 

* It is very desirable that authors should adopt one uniform mode of measurement, or at least explain their methods 
more accurately, until some definite plan is adopted.—Sw. 

= ei 
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ably militates against this supposition. It is to be hoped that this respectable 

ormthologist will give an improved account of his A. fringilloides, that its true 

characters may be known. This is the more necessary from there being another 

Accipiter, inhabiting the extratropical latitudes of America, so completely resem- 

bling A. Pennsylvanicus in its immature plumage, or in the female dress, that the 

colours in both are precisely alike. It differs, however, from both Pennsylvanicus 

and fringilloides not only in being much larger, but in having the tail distinctly 

rounded, and the upper mandible of the bill much less festooned. We have 

hitherto seen only the female of this species; but the above characters may be 

advantageously employed to separate it from Pennsylvanicus*. It was sent from 

Real del Monte, and is now in the possession of our friend, Mr. Taylor. Inde- 

pendent of the above distinctions, it is important to notice, that the anterior scales 

on the tarsus of Pennsylvanicus are entire, being, apparently, formed externally of 

one entire piece ; whereas, in Mexicanus, the transverse divisions are distinctly 

visible. The. particular structure of these parts in fringillotdes has not been 
mentioned.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen killed near Moose Factory, lat. 51°. 

Cotour of the upper plumage blackish-grey, brightening towards the rump into bluish-grey ; 

all the shafts being black. There are several concealed large white spots on the scapularies. 

The bastard wings, primary coverts, and five first quill feathers, have a dull umber-brown 

colour, as if much worn: the succeeding five (new ones) have a shining blackish-brown tint, 

and the secondaries are nearly of the colour of the rest of the superior plumage. Deeper 

shades of colour form some obscure bars on the quill feathers, and there are six or seven large 

white marks on their inner webs. The tail has also a worn appearance, and it is crossed by 

several alternate bars of umber and wood-brown, and is tipped with white. The shafts of 

the flag and tail feathers are brown. Under surface. Throat white, with black shafts. 

Breast, belly, flanks, and thighs wood-brown, broadly barred with white. The linings of the 

wings are brownish-white, with transverse peaked brown spots. ‘The bars on the under sur- 

face of the quill and tail feathers are very distinct. The under tail coverts are white. Bill 

and claws blackish. Legs yellow. 

Form, &c.—Bill curved from the base, compressed, with a very distinct obtuse lobe on 

* Accrprrer Mexicanus. (Swainson.) 

Sp. Cu.—Larger than A. Pennsylvanicus. Tail rounded, bill less sinuated. Length of the wing when closed, nine 
inches and a quarter. Inhabits Real del Monte, Mexico. The validity of this specific distinction must, nevertheless, 
depend upon an accurate examination of the F. velox of Wilson, to whose description the Mexican bird closely approxi- 

mates. The size of velox appears smaller, being stated at thirteen inches, and the tail is ‘* nearly even.’”’ Our bird is 
full seventeen inches, and the tail much rounded, the four outer feathers being graduated, and the outermost nearly 

three-quarters of an inch shorter than the middle feathers. We have not yet personally examined a specimen of veloa, 

which Prince C. Bonaparte considers the female of Wilson’s Pennsylvanicus ; this supposition, however, is clearly 
erroneous.—Sw. 
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the cutting margin under the nostrils. Nostrils oval, longitudinal. Wings falling three 

inches short of the end of the tail. The fourth wing feather is the longest: the first is shorter 

than the secondaries *; the third to the sixth inclusive have their exterior webs deeply and 

abruptly sinuated ; and the second to the fifth inclusive have their inner webs sinuated. The 

tail is long and emarginated at the end. Tarsi long and slender, feathered about half an 

inch below the joint, and covered elsewhere before and behind with large obliquely transverse 

scales, whose separations are scarcely visible. The middle toe is long and slender, being more 

than twice the length of the hind one or inner fore one: a web, extending half the length of 

its first phalanx, connects it to the outer toe. The claws are much curved, compressed, and 

very acute ; the hind one and inner fore one are the largest. 

Dim ensrons. 

Inches. _— Lines, Inches, Lines, 
Length from the point of the bill to the end Length of the bill measured gait the ridge 0 

of the tail 2 C 6 3 8} 0 >> of the tarsus . 1 10 

5, of the tail 5 é mn 6 5, of the middle toe I 3 
55 Of the longest quill Roxie 6 6 3 5 Of its claw C . 0 4 

5, Of the bill, from the angle of the >, ofthe hind toe . 3 6 0 6 

mouth : 2 : 6 4 0 7 55. Of its claw : F ‘ ' 0 6 

—R. 
DESCRIPTION 

Of a female bird, sent from Real del Monte, and now in the collection of John Taylor, Esq., F.R.S., G.S., &c. 

Bill, feet, and claws, as in the male. 

Corour.—The general aspect of the upper plumage is grey-brown, the feathers on the 

back and wing coverts being slightly margined with pale ferruginous: those on the head and 

neck are white at the base and on their sides; while those on the crown are nearly black, 

with pale ferruginous sides. The ground colour of all the under plumage is white, each fea- 

ther having a very lengthened and contracted tear-shaped spot down the middle: sides of the 

head, or ear feathers, striped in the same manner. Throat nearly white. Thighs white, 

each feather marked by a central transverse band, and a tear-shaped spot near the tip. The 

longest of the upper tail coverts white, each feather having two blackish-brown bands. The 

tail itself is grey, with four brown bands,—the whole of the feathers being precisely of an 

equal length. Wings reaching to one-third the length of the tail. Lesser quills greyish, 

banded with four somewhat Junulated blackish bands; inner margins white ; greater quills 

with six bands. The fourth and fifth quills equal and longest ; the second and seventh nearly 

equal. Tail and quill feathers beneath white, banded with three or four black bars. 

DIMENSIONS. 

Inches, 
Length from the bill to the tail, about ; B 5S 

, of the bill from the angle of the mouth m the tip of tte anes mandible * . ¢ 

Extreme length of the wings when closed : ° . 4 q : 63 
35 tail from the root of the fexhers to ihe Oh 2 : . 6 

BS tarsus from the upper base of the hallux to the end of the bone . 13 
from the lower base of the hallux to the middle of the tarsal joint 25 39 99 

Sia 

* The wing of the specimen being ina state of moult, the relative eit of all the quill feathers cannot be 

ascertained, 
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[14.] 1. Butreo vutearis. Common Buzzard. 

GENus. Buteo. BECHSTEIN. 

Plain Falcon. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 207, No. 103.2? Young female ? 

Falco obsoletus. Latu. Jnd., i., p. 28, sp. 61.? 

Prate xxvit. Mate. 

The Common Buzzard arriving in the fur countries in the middle of April, very 
soon afterwards begins to build its nest, and, having reared its young, departs 

about the end of September. It haunts the low alluvial points of land which 
stretch out under the high banks of a river, and may be observed sitting for a 
long time motionless on the bough of a tree, watching patiently for some small 

quadruped, bird, or reptile to pass within its reach. As soon as it espies its prey, 

it glides silently into the air, and, sweeping easily but rapidly down, seizes it in 

its claws. When disturbed, it makes a short circuit, and soon settles on another 

perch. One of our specimens had two middle-sized toads in ils crop. It builds its 

nest on a tree, of short sticks, lining it sparingly with deer’s hair. The eggs, 
from three to five in number, are equal in size to those of the domestic fowl, and 

have a greenish-white colour, with a few large dark-brown blotches at the thick 

end. The Common Buzzard is not mentioned by Wilson or Bonaparte as a North 

American bird. It was seen by the Expedition as far north as the fifty-seventh 

parallel of latitude, and it most probably has a still higher range. Pennant * 

states it to be an inhabitant of New York, Newfoundland, and Hudson’s Bay ; 
but as he refers to the Ash-coloured Buzzard of Edwards as a representation of 

his bird, it is probable that he had not seen an American specimen of the Common 

Buzzard. The toothed bill, round nostrils, tarsi half reticulated half feathered, 

general appearance, and the circumstance of its preying on the Willow Grouse, 

all point out Edwards’s bird to be the Folco Islandicus, under which we have 

quoted it—R. 

The minor groups referred by ornithologists to this division of the family, have 
not hitherto been investigated; it would, therefore, be hazardous to offer any 

decisive opinion as to the type. In the subject of this article, the most common 

* Arct. Zool., ii., p. 207, No. 103. 
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example, the smallness of the head and bill is very remarkable ; the sinuosity of 

the cutting margin of the upper mandible is rather more developed in the male 

than in the female; the second quill feather is slightly longer than the fifth, the 

third is equal to the fourth, or even exceeds it, and the first is intermediate in 

length between the seventh and eighth; the third and fourth are conspicuously 

longer than the rest ;—a structure of wing which adapts this bird for more rapid 

flight than either the Buteo borealis or Astur palumbarius.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, shot, on the 17th of June, at the nest, which contained three eggs. Plains of the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour of the dorsal aspect between clove and blackish browns, the margins of the feathers 

being paler. The head and posterior part of the back are darker, while on the rest of the 

upper plumage the borders of the feathers fade gradually into soiled yellowish-brown. The 

quill feathers and longest scapularies have a shining blackish-brown colour; there are some 

obscure bars on the former, produced by a slight deepening of the colour, and at the 

base of the inner webs of the first and second quill feathers, these bars are slightly mottled 

with white. The secondaries and a few of the adjoining primaries are very narrowly tipped 

with brownish white. The tail is deep clove-brown, darkening towards its end into blackish- 

brown, and having a very narrow soiled tip. On a close inspection, it is seen to be crossed 

by about seven bars of a deeper shade, the terminal one an inch broad, the others much 

narrower. Under surface. The cheeks are pure clove-brown ; the throat is white; the sides 

of the neck, its fore part next the breast, and the upper part of the latter, are dull broccoli- 

brown, with a slight intermixture of yellowish-brown. The belly and thighs are pale yellowish- 

brown, indistinctly barred with white. The vent feathers and under tail coverts are soiled 

white. The flanks are yellowish-brown, with some patches of clove-brown. The linings of 

the wings are brownish-white, with a few dispersed specks of yellowish-brown; and the greater 

interior coverts are barred with dark-brown. The under surfaces of the quill feathers are 

blackish-grey, deepening at their tips into blackish-brown, and barred towards the base of 

their inner webs with yellowish-grey. The tail beneath is very pale ash-grey, crossed by 

seven bars of clove-brown. Bill bluish-black. Cere and legs yellowish. Claws black. 

Form, &c.—Head round, with a very convex crown. Bill broad at the base, flatly convex 

above, and much compressed towards the tip, which forms a rather slender acute hook. The 

curve of the ridge of the bill is elliptical. The cutting margin of the upper mandible is sinu- 

ated, and the lobe is rendered more distinct by a shallow and wide furrow on the side of the 

bill immediately anterior to it. The lower mandible is rounded, or very obliquely truncated, 

at the end. The nostrils are roundish, approaching to pear-shaped, with the narrow corner 

turned forwards and upwards. The cere covers a large portion of the bill, and is quite naked 

and exposed on its ridge, the feathers of the forehead lying smoothly back and receding from 

it: on the sides it is partially hidden by the black hairs which spring from the lores. Wings. 

The third quill feather is the longest, the fourth is nearly a quarter of an inch, and the second 
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an inch and a quarter shorter; the fifth is just perceptibly shorter than the second; the sixth 

to the tenth diminish an inch each in succession ; and the first just exceeds the eighth. The 

inner webs of the first three are strongly sinuated, and the outer webs of the second, third, 

and fourth, more obliquely sinuated. The éail is very square, the two centre feathers being 

rather the shortest. The outer thigh feathers reach half way down the tarsus. The farsi are 

short and strong, covered anteriorly with feathers for about an inch below the joint, naked 

their whole length posteriorly. They are protected before by about eleven large transverse 

shield-shaped scales, and there are about as many equally large behind, their sides being 

reticulated with small scales. The toes are short, the middle and outer one connected by a 

short membrane. The outer toe is a little longer than the inner one, the middle one is fully 

a quarter of an inch longer than the outer one, and the hind one is the shortest. There are 

four shield-shaped scales on the hind toe, four or five on the inner one, five or six on the 

outer one, and about twelve on the middle one; but there are some slight variations in different 

specimens. 

Dimensions 

Of a male. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill, measured along its ridge 1 4 

the tail : . RY 5, of the cere on the ridge 4 0. @ 6 

5 Of the tail ° 6 3 6 >, Of the tarsus 0 2 6 

5 of the longest quill endne 5 lb) 0 55 of the middle toe 9 1 9 
>, of the bill from the angle of the 5 of its claw : ‘ : ; 0 9 

mouth . : 1 6 5, Of the hind toe 0 9 
>> from the anterior eize of the Brie > of its claw 0 11 

to the tip of the bill : - cS 1 6 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed at the nest, near Carlton, May 22, 1827. 

Cotour of the dorsal aspect almost precisely the same as that of the male; but the feathers 

are more downy, and the blackish bars on the tail are more distinct. The throat is 

sparingly streaked with brown; the breast is darker than that of the male; the belly has less 

of the bright yellowish-brown, and is studded with short bars of blackish-brown : the flanks 

are also strongly barred with the latter colour, and the yellowish-brown of the thigh feathers 

is darker than in the male. The cere and legs have a bluish livid colour. The tarsi are 

thicker than in the male. The third and fourth quill feathers are of equal length, the relative 

proportions of the others being the same as in the male. 

Dimensions 

Of the female. 

Inches, Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of - Length of the tarsus 5 : ° . 3 

the tail . ‘ é c a AH 0 5, of the middle toe . - d 1 ll 

5 of the tail 2 ‘ - 10 0 55 of its claw : 6 3 - O 9 

» of the longest quill feather ceelG 6 
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[15.] 2. Butreo poreauis. Red-tailed Buzzard. 

Genus. Buteo. Ray. 

American Buzzard. Latru. Syn.,i., p.50, sp. 31. Mature. 

Red-tailed Falcon. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 205, No. 100. Mature. 

Leverian Falcon. IpEM, ii, p. 206, No. 101.2? Fide Bonap. 

Falco borealis. Laru. Jnd., i., p. 25, sp. 50. 

Falco leverianus. IprEM, i., p. 18, sp. 31. Fide Bonap. 

Red-tailed Hawk. (Falco borealis.) Wuuson, vi., p. 75, pl. 52, f. 2, misprinted for f. 1. Mature male. 

American Buzzard, or White-breasted Hawk. (Falco leverianus.) IpEm, vi. p. 78, pl. 52, f. 1, misprinted 

for f.2. Fide Bonap. 

Falco borealis. Sasine. Frankl. Journ., p.670. Bonar. Syn., p. 32, No. 20. 

The Red-tailed Buzzard is rather common in the fur-countries, which it visits in 

the summer. It winters in Pennsylvania, and, according to Wilson, even breeds 

within the limits of the United States. Specimens were shot by the members of 

the Expedition on the Rocky Mountains, the plains of the Saskatchewan, and at 

York Factory, between the fifty-third and fifty-seventh parallels of latitude *. It 

preys on small quadrupeds, birds, and frogs. In the spring of the year, when 

the small Marmots, that inhabit the plains of the Saskatchewan, leave their bur- 

rows in quest of a mate, and, in the ardour of the pursuit, have laid aside their 

usual wariness, they often fall a prey to this Buzzard, which, sweeping along near 

the ground, with scarcely any change in the rapidity or direction of its flight, 

singles out one of these little animals, and, striking its claws into its neck, carries 

it off to the distance of several hundred yards, alights on the ground, and tears it 

to pieces.—R. 

The bill of the Red-tailed Buzzard is proportionally shorter and higher than 

that of the common Buzzard, with the cere confined to a smaller portion of its 

base : the sinuosity of the upper mandible is also much greater. In all these 

characters there is a close resemblance to the Goshawk, whose bill is not so 

strongly sinuated as this is; it is, nevertheless, shorter, and consequently stronger, 
than that of the present bird +.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed 16th May, 1827, at Carlton House, lat. 53°. 

Cotour of the dorsal aspect intermediate between deep clove-brown and liver-brown. On 

* Mr. Taylor has also received five adult specimens from the Table Land of Mexico, procured, near Real del Monte, 
by the late Mr. Morgan.—Sw. 

+ In Audubon’s plate of the male and female F'alco borealis, the former has a strongly and sharply sinuated upper 
mandible, whilst in the latter the cutting margin is nearly straight.—R. 
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the head this colour is unmixed, a little white appearing only at the base of the bill. On the 

neck it is relieved by some of the feathers being edged with paler yellowish-brown. The 
back, again, has a darker tint, approaching more nearly to liver-brown, and is unspotted. On 

the rump there are a few bars and edgings of yellowish-brown. The primaries, their coverts, 

and the secondaries, are of the prevailing tint, crossed by bars of dark liver-brown, the ter- 

minal bar being by much the broadest. The secondaries and some of the adjoining primaries 

are narrowly tipped with white, and both these classes of feathers have their inner webs to- 

wards the quills barred with white and brown. Some of the longest tail coverts are white, 

clouded by yellowish-brown and crossed by narrow bars of liver-brown. The fail is brownish- 

orange, tipped with soiled white, with a subterminal bar of blackish-brown: there are also 

traces of thirteen other brown bars. Under surface. The cheeks and neck beneath are 

coloured as on the dorsal aspect; the breast is white, with brown shafts; and the belly and 

flanks blackish-brown, with white blotches and cross bars. The vent and under tail coverts 

are white. The thigh feathers are soiled yellowish-white, with narrow faint cross bars of 

brown. The linings of the wings are white, with some yellowish-brown markings ; and there 

is a large patch of blackish-brown adjoining to the upper edge of the wing. The greater inner 

coverts are barred with brown. The inner surfaces of the quill feathers are blackish-brown 

towards the tips and pearl-grey towards the quills, mottled with brown and crossed by narrow 

bars of the same. The tail is slightly tinged with buff-orange beneath, and is crossed by very 

faint bars of blackish-grey. Bill bluish-black. Legs bluish. 

Form, &c.—The head is rather large. The bill is wide at the base and compressed ante- 

rior to the cere, with a roundish ridge and a strong hooked tip: the curve of the ridge is ellip- 

tical, but it is not so much depressed at the base as that of the common Buzzard. The 

cutting edge of the upper mandible has a very distinct obtuse lobe: the lower mandible is 

obliquely truncated at the tip. The nostrils are oval, nearly longitudinal, and partly concealed 

by hairs. The lores are densely covered with short white hair-like feathers, upon which long 

black hairs are arranged in a stelliform manner. The eyebrow projects as in the Eagles. 

Wings. The fourth quill feather is the longest; the third and fifth are only a line or two 

shorter; the second and sixth are half an inch shorter than these three ; the seventh is more 

than an inch shorter than the sixth ; and the eighth is equal to the first and about an inch 

shorter than the seventh. The outer webs of the second, third, fourth, and fifth are chamfered 

away towards their tips, and in the three latter very suddenly : the web of the sixth is narrowed 

so gradually as not to produce a sinuation. The first to the fourth inclusive have their inner 

webs strongly sinuated, and the fifth has a very oblique sinuation. The tarsi are strong, feathered 

about two inches below the joint anteriorly, and protected beneath by seven large transverse 

scales: naked their whole length posteriorly, with thirteen large scales. The hind ¢oe is the 

shortest, the outer one is nearly as long as the inner one, and the middle one is four or five 

lines longer than these: the latter is connected to the outer one by a short web. There are 

six or seven scutelli on the middle toe, and four on each of the others. 

H 2 
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Dimensions 

Of the female. 

Inches. _ Lines. Inches. _ Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill from the angle of the 

the tail . . 3 0 f 25 0 mouth 3 . c : 4 1 9 
>, Of the tail q A : - 10 0 5, of the tarsus . : e 3 3 

5, of the longest quill feather - 16 0 5, of the middle toe : C o il 10 
5, of the bill measured along its ridge 1 6 

[16.] 3. Burro Lacopus. Rough-legged Falcon. 

Genus. Buteo. Ray. 
Rough-legged Falcon. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p.200, No. 92. Old female. 
Chocolate-coloured Falcon. Ipem, ii., p. 201, No. 94, pl. 200, f. 2.? * 
Placentia Falcon. Latu. Syn. Suppl., p.19, sp. 57. Old bird, autumn. IpEM, Syn., i., p. 76, sp. 57.? 

Falco lagopus. Latu. Jnd.,i., p. 19, sp. 33. 
Falco Sclavonicus. IpEM, i., p. 26, sp. 54. 

Falco spadiceus. IpEM, i., p. 27, sp. 57, excl. syn. Phil. Trans. 

Buse gantée. Vatiy. Ois. d’Afr., i., pl. 18. 

Rough-legged Falcon. (Falco lagopus.) Wutson, iv., p. 59, pl. 33, f. 1. 

Falco lagopus. TEmm., i. p.65. Bonap. Syn., p. 32, No. 18. 

Pcare xxviit. 

A specimen of this bird, in most perfect plumage, was killed in the month of 

September, by Mr. Drummond, on the Smoking River, one of the upper branches 

of the Peace River. It arrives in the fur-countries in April or May, and, having 
reared its young, retires southwards early in October. It winters on the banks of 

the Delaware and Schuylkill, returning to the north again in the spring. It is by 

no means an uncommon bird in the districts through which the Expedition tra- 

velled, but, being very shy, only one specimen was procured. A pair were seen 

at their nest, built of sticks, on a lofty tree standing on a low, moist, alluvial point 

* Although the Chocolate Falcon of PENNANT must belong either to this species or to that of F. Sancti-Johannis, 

yet the Chocolate Falcon of ForstTER, with whom the name originated, is evidently a different species, perhaps the 
young of F'. cyaneus. This author does not describe his specimen, but merely says that it is smaller than the Moor 

Buzzard, which it much resembles. Had this bird been the F’. /agopus, he could scarcely have overlooked the feathered 

legs. The Bay Falcon, var. A.. LatHam (Syn., i. p. 54, No. 34), is merely a reference of Forster’s bird to the 

Moor Buzzard. The description of the Placentia Falcon of the same author (Syn., i., p. 76, sp. 57) was taken from 
a drawing, and will apply either to F. lagopus or F. Sancti-Johannis ; but the Placentia Falcon, described in his 

Supplement (p. 19, sp. 57), is undoubtedly F. /agopus, and agrees in every particular with the one we have described 

in the text. 
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of land, almost encircled by a bend of the Saskatchewan. They sailed round the 
spot in a wide circle, occasionally settling on the top of a tree, but were too wary 

to allow us to come within gunshot ; so that, after spending much time in vain, 
we were fain to relinquish the chase. _ In the softness and fulness of its plumage, 

its feathered legs, and habits, this bird bears some resemblance to the Owls. It 

flies slowly, sits for a long time on the bough of a tree, watching for mice, frogs, 

&c., and is often seen skimming over swampy pieces of ground, and hunting for 

its prey by the subdued daylight, which illuminates even the midnight hours in the 

high parallels of latitude. Wilson observes that, in Pennsylvania, it is in the 
habit of coursing over the meadows long after the sun has set. It is fitted for 

this nocturnal chase by the softness of its plumage, which contributes to render its 

flight noiseless, like that of an Owl.—R. . 

The small bill of the B. lagopus, with scarcely an indication of the festoon or 

sinus, and its long and attenuated wings, may be thought to place it as a typical 

example of this division; but the foregoing observation renders the accuracy of 

this supposition very questionable.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen in very perfect plumage, killed near the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, lat. 55°, Sept. 1826, 

supposed to be a male. 

Cotour.—The head and adjoining part of the neck are pale wood-brown approaching to 

white, streaked longitudinally with liver-brown. The remainder of the neck, the back, scapu- 

laries, and lesser wing coverts, are liver-brown, each feather bordered laterally, but not at 

the end, with reddish-orange or bright rust-colour. These edgings are darker and very nar- 

row on the rump ; but they are broad on the tail coverts, which are also tipped with white. 

The outer webs of the bastard wing, greater coverts, and secondaries, are liver-brown ; their 

inner webs are mostly white, barred next the shafts with brown. The ends of the primaries 

are blackish-brown, with a greyish tinge on the outer webs; the inner webs next the quills are 

pure white, with some slight brown markings along the shaft. The tail is brownish-white on 

the basal half, and blackish-brown on the remainder, with a narrow tip of soiled white. The 

feathers have a ferruginous border posteriorly; and there is much white on their inner webs. 

Under surface. The throat and under aspect of the neck are coloured like the upper surface, 

but the brown streaks are narrower. The breast is wood-brown, with liver-brown shafts. The 

belly and flanks are dark umber-brown, which, towards the vent, is mixed with ferruginous ; 

and in the outer thigh feathers these two colours are equal in quantity, the dark one being con- 

fined to the centres of the feathers. The under tail coverts are white, tinged with brown. The 

under surface of the tail is yellowish-white on the basal, and slate-grey on the distal half. The 

linings of the wings are mostly wood-brown: there is a large blackish-brown patch near the 

outer edge of the wing; and the under primary coverts are blackish-grey. The inner surfaces 

of the quill feathers are pure white at the base and shining blackish-brown towards their tips. 
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The short feathers covering the thighs and legs are pale wood-brown, with small longitudinal 

marks. 

Form, &c.—Bill much curved, the arc less elliptical than that of the two preceding species. 

It is considerably compressed, but has a rather obtuse, rounded ridge. The cutting edge of 

the upper mandible is very slightly undulated, and the hooked point is rather short, though 

strong. The gape is wide, the angle of the mouth extending under the orbit. The cere is 

short when compared with that of the two preceding species, and it is partly concealed by 

the swelling out of the feathers of the forehead. Nostrils large and roundish. ores fur- 

nished with black hairs, which are disposed in a stelliform manner over a dense covering of 

white feathers. Hyebrows projecting. The plumage of the head is very compact, without 

any indication of the ruff or facial circle, which exists in the following species. Wings falling 

an inch short of the end of the tail. The third quill feather is the longest ; the fourth is 

scarcely perceptibly shorter ; the fifth is a quarter of an inch shorter; the second is rather. 

more than an inch and a quarter shorter than the third; the sixth is an inch shorter than the 

second, or more than two inches shorter than the fifth; the seventh is an inch and a half 

shorter than the sixth ; and the three following ones diminish half an inch each in succession. 

The outer webs of the third, fourth, and fifth, are rather suddenly chamfered away: that of 

the second is also narrowed, but so near the quills as to be scarcely evident. The inner webs 

of the first to the fourth inclusive are strongly sinuated. The outer margins of the quill fea- 

thers are close and even, not with the tips of the barbs reverted, as in the first wing feathers 

of the Owls ; their inner margins, however, approach to those of the latter genus, in being 

thinner and more detached than those of the other Buzzards or Harriers described in this 

work. ‘The tail is moderately rounded. The scapularies are rather long, and the belly is 

clothed with unusually thick and long plumage: the under tail coverts are particularly downy. 

The outer thigh feathers reach nearly to the feet. The ¢arst are thickly clothed with short 

feathers, which project over the roots of the toes. The foes are short and strong. The middle 

one is the third of an inch longer than the others; the remaining three differ little from each 

other in length, but the hind one is the most robust and has the longest claw. The basal 

halves of the toes are covered with small irregularly hexagonal scales; the outer halves are 

covered by shield-shaped transverse scales—five on the middle toe, four on the lateral ones, 

and three on the hind one. The claws are black, not much curved, sharp, and grooved 

beneath: the outer edge of the middle one is sharp. 

Divensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill measured along its ridge 1] 2 

the tail ° s 3 . 5 23 6 > of the bill from the angle of the mouth 1 7 

55 of the tail . a : 6 8) 6 > oOfthetarsus . 6 0 a. 4 7 

>, of the longest quill feather ald, 6 5, of the middle toe 6 5 ¢ Wl 3 
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[17.] 4. Burgeo (Circus) cyaneus? var.? Americanus. American Hen- 

Harrier. 

Genus. Buteo. Ray. Sub-genus. Circus. ANTIQ. 

The Ring-tailed Hawk. (Pygargus accipiter, Canadensis.) Epwanrps, pl. 107. Female from Hudson’s Bay. 

Falco spadiceus. Forst. Phil. Trans., \xii., p. 383, No.2.? Yearling from Hudson’s Bay. 

Moor Buzzard, var. A. Bay Falcon. Latu. Syn.,i., p.54, No. 34.2 Forster’s specimen. 

Moor Buzzard, var. B. White-rumped Bay F. IpEm, i. p.54, No. 34. Young; described from a drawing 
made at Hudson’s Bay. 

Hudson’s Bay Ring-tail. IpEM, p. 91, sp. 76. 

Ring-tail. Penn. <Arct. Zool., ii. p. 209, sp. 106. From Hudson’s Bay. 
Falco cyaneus, var. 8. Latu., Ind., p. 40, sp. 94. 

Marsh Hawk. (Falco uliginosus.) Wuison, vi., p. 67, pl. 51, f.1. Young. Pennsylvania. 

Falco uliginosus. SaBinE. Frankl. Journ., p. 671. Young female. Hudson’s Bay. 

Falco cyaneus. Bonap. Orn., ii., p. 30, pl. 12. Adult male. 

Annooch-kee-nepeek-queshew. (Snake Hunter.) Creer Inpians. 

Poate xxix. Mats. 

This bird takes its prey from the ground, hunts long and diligently for it 

on the wing, and quarters the district regularly, so as to survey every spot, 

wheeling backwards and forwards in easy, graceful circles, with little seeming 

effort or flapping of the wings. It is wary, but not timid,—avoiding the sports- 

man, but not easily driven away from its hunting-grounds. It is a common species 

on the plains of the Saskatchewan, seldom less than five or six being in sight at a 

time, each keeping to a particular beat until it has completely examined it. Their 

flight was in general low ; but although Mr. Drummond and I watched them for 

hours at a time, and lay as still on the grass as possible, they invariably rose out 
of gunshot as they passed over our heads, and the specimens were procured only 

by lying in ambush near the nest. Notwithstanding they appeared to be almost 

constantly on the wing, we seldom saw them carry anything away; and they 

seemed on the whole to be less successful hunters than the little Falco sparverius, 

or the lazy Buzzards, that sat watching for their prey on the bough ofa tree. A 

small green snake is very plentiful in that quarter, and forms a considerable por- 

tion of the food of this bird,—whence its Cree name of the ‘‘ Snake Hunter.” 

The nests that we observed were built on the ground, by the sides of small lakes, 

of moss, grass, feathers, and hair, and contained from three to five eggs, of a 

smaller size than those of the domestic fowl, but similar in shape, and having a 

bluish-white colour, without spots. The eggs measured an inch and three-quarters 
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in length, and were an inch across where widest. The natives informed us that these 

birds build indifferently on the ground or in low bushes. They reach the fur- 

countries in the latter end of April, and depart about the end of September. They 

are common in the United States, and are said by the Prince of Musignano to be 

found in all the varieties of plumage in Florida, but that in the northern States 

the young only are known. We saw only mature birds on the plains of the Sas- 

katchewan, and none but the young (or what are considered as such) on the shores 

of Great Bear Lake. It is possible, that the old and the immature birds may 

keep apart in winter as well as summer, and migrate, on the change of seasons, 

through the same number of degrees of latitude. I could not ascertain whether 

the species breeds so far north as Bear Lake. 

The identity of the American Hen-Harrier with the European one has not been 

satisfactorily proved. The very dissimilar plumage of the males and females, and 

the changes they undergo from age, render the investigation difficult. The sexes 

of the European bird were long considered to be distinct species, the male being 

termed F. cyaneus, or Hen-Harrier, and the female F. pygargus, or Ring-tail. 

This mistake was rectified by Montagu, in a paper published in the Linnean 
Transactions ; and he at the same time established another species (F. cineraceus), 

which had been previously confounded with the F'. cyaneus. The young birds, 

being more easily procured, were until lately the only American specimens sub- 

mitted to naturalists, and were considered to be a peculiar species to which the 

name of Marsh Hawk * (F’. wliginosus) was applied. The matter is not yet cleared 

of doubt; and it is possible, even admitting the identity of the F. wliginosus and 

F. cyaneus, that the F. cineraceus, or another species, may exist in North America, 

individuals of which, being confounded with the Marsh Hawk, may have been the 

origin of various discrepancies in the descriptions given by authors. 

Hight specimens were brought home by the last Expedition. Five of these 

(three males and two females) were killed in the fifty-third parallel of latitude 

early in the breeding-season, and are undoubtedly all of one species; that fact 

being clearly ascertained by one of the pairs having been killed at their nest, 

which contained three eggs. They correspond with the sexes of the F. cyaneus 

of Europe in mature plumage, though they are not, perhaps, very old birds. 

The other three specimens were procured at Great Bear Lake, in latitude 

* The Marsh Hawk (Accipiter paludarius) of Epwarps, pl. 291, is engraved and described from a drawing made 

by Mr. William Bartram. It has stout reticulated farsi, and is otherwise so dissimilar to our bird, that it cannot be 

quoted as a synonyme. Pennant and Latham take their descriptions from Edwards. Wilson describes the young of 

our bird under the name of Marsh Hawk, but intimates that he has little doubt of its being the same with the Euro; 

pean Hen-Harrier. The Prince of Musignano considers them to be identical. 
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65°, where none of the mature birds were seen. They differ widely in appearance 

from the five old birds. 
For the advantage of reference in the subjoined remarks, the specimens are 

numbered in the following list :— 

1. A mature male, killed at the nest, near Carlton, May 19. This specimen 

much resembles the figure in Bonap., Orn., ii., p. 30, pl. 12. 

2. The female companion to the above. The oviduct contained two full-sized 

eggs, and there were three in the nest. 

3. A mature male, killed at Carlton, in May. 

4. A mature female, killed at Carlton, in June. 

5. A mature male, killed at Cumberland House, lat. 54°, in May. 

6, 7. Young males, killed at Bear Lake, in May, soon after the first arrival 

of the migratory birds, and therefore at least ten months old. 
8. Young bird, supposed to be a female, killed, in September, at the same 

place. This may be a yearling. 

These eight specimens being submitted to Mr. Yarrell’s inspection, he pronounced 

them to be examples of F’. cyaneus in various stages. A specimen of a young 
bird was also obtained, on the first Expedition, at York Factory, and is noticed 

by Mr. Sabine, in the Appendix to the Narrative of the Expedition, under the 

name of Falco uliginosus.—R. 

The relative proportions of the quill feathers, by which our accurate countryman, 
Montagu, detected the difference between the European Czrcus cyaneus and cine- 

raceus, is, perhaps, one of the best distinctions characterizing these species. It 

still, however, remains to be ascertained whether all those Harriers found in Asia, 

Africa, America, and Australia, agreeing with cyaneus in the structure of their 

wings, are to be considered the same species; or, rather, may we not suspect 

that a more intimate knowledge of the birds from such distant localities will ac- 

quaint us with specific distinctions? ‘The relative lengths of the quill feathers 

exercise, as is well known, a powerful influence on the mode and velocity of 

flight, and has been successfully employed to designate natural groups. But in 

species standing at the confines of their type, this character, in common with all 

others, must be looked upon cautiously, even when employed as a specific distinc- 
tion. Now, the typical structure of the wing in the present group must unques- 

tionably be that most prevalent among the species. It must, however, be remem- 

bered, that even this character is subject to variation, according to the age and 

perhaps the locality of the bird, and that it must not be insisted upon with too 

much rigour. , I 
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A finely-plumaged male bird of Falco cyaneus (L’Oiseau St. Martin), in the 
Paris Museum, had the proportions of the quills as follows: first equal to the 

seventh ; the second half an inch shorter than the fifth ; the third a slight degree 

shorter than the fourth ; which was the longest of all. The under plumage was pure 

white, the tail hardly rounded, and the two middle feathers slightly shorter than 

the rest. The two most adult of our male specimens (Nos. 1 and 3) very closely 
agree in these dimensions, except, indeed, that the difference between the third 

and fourth quill feathers is not very apparent ; but we cannot, on this account 

alone, consider them identical, for precisely the same characters are equally appa- 

rent in the Circus histrionicus of Quoy and Gaimard (Busard bariole, Mus. Par.), 

a bird somewhat smaller, and barred beneath with rufous, but in general dispo- 

sition of colours, and length of wings and tail, closely resembling C. cyaneus. 

On the supposition that the whole of our specimens belong to one species, 
(a fact, however, which cannot be proved,) we shall now give the relative lengths of 

the quill feathers in what appears a young male (No. 7). First quill feather inter- 

mediate in length between the sixth and seventh ; second equal to the fifth ; third 

equal to the fourth, which are the longest. It thus appears that even in characters 

‘upon which we may generally place some reliance, individuals of the same species 

will materially differ. European specimens in the French Museum of Circus 

cyaneus exhibit the third and fourth quills equal ; and this is also apparent in some 
of those collected in America. We must, however, notice a specimen which pre- 

sents a considerable deviation from the rest; it is a Bear Lake specimen (No. 8), 

killed in the autumn, and exhibits a general resemblance to the other two procured 

there, but the colours of its plumage, deep liver-brown above and rust-coloured 

below, are considerably darker. Its sex was not ascertained, but it was probably 

a female, the other two being males ; and it may have been a yearling bird, not 

above three months old, while the others, having been killed in May, must have 

been birds at least as old as the preceding season. In it the second quill feather 

is a very little shorter than the fifth, and an inch and three-quarters longer than 

the sixth: the relative lengths of the other feathers correspond with No. 7, above 
mentioned. No great stress can be laid on the difference exhibited by this speci- 

men in the clearness and brightness of its colours, for this is generally a mere 

indication of youth. In most of the Falconid@ that are variegated, either with 

brown or rufous, the colours are most intense in youth, and gradually become paler 

or disappear with advanced age ; but the total absence of the festoon or obsolete 

tooth, in the upper mandible of this bird, is somewhat remarkable. We know 

not of any instance that would lead us to believe this deficiency to be the mere 

ee 
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effect of age, and it seems extraordinary that a structure so apparently essential 
should not be developed at the time nature intends the bird should seek its own 

sustenance. It has, indeed, been observed that the bill of the Falco Islandicus is 

sometimes destitute of a notch; and although we have attempted to account 
for this variation, still it is by no means certain that this may not indicate a 

difference of species. That there is some ground for this supposition, it may 

be as well to mention that, although the difference between C. cyaneus and cine- 

raceus may be very well drawn from the structure of the wings, yet that a more 

important distinction between them has been overlooked. In cyaneus, the festoon 
of the upper mandible is fully developed, and distinctly apparent, during every age 

of the bird, whether male or female ; while in C. cineraceus this festoon is abso- 

lutely wanting in every specimen we have examined, in all of which the commissure 
of the bill perfectly resembles that of the bird before us (No. 8). Nevertheless, 

from the following differences in the structure of their respective wings, we do not 
feel justified in considering them as of the same species :— 

Falco cineraceus, a perfect adult bird, in the Bird No. 8, above mentioned. 

Paris Museum (Busard Montagu). 

First quill feather, equal to the sixth ; First, intermediate between the sixth and 

seventh ; 

Second, in the least degree longer than the Second, half an inch shorter than the fifth ; 

fourth ; 

Third, the longest ; Third and fourth, equal and longest ; 

Fifth, intermediate in length between the first Fifth, a very little longer than the second. 

and second. 

To illustrate further the variation in the wings of the young and adult birds of 
this group, the following measurements were taken from a male bird of the first year 
(avant la premiere mue), belonging to C. cineraceus, and now in the Paris Museum. 

First quill feather intermediate between the sixth and seventh; second equal to 
the fifth; third shorter than the fourth, which is the longest. The colours of this 

specimen assimilate very closely to our bird (No. 8), and tend to show that the 

latter is a bird of the first year. Like ours, it is almost entirely of a bright rufous 

beneath, without any other indications of those stripes, which are afterwards appa- 

rent, than a dark line down the shaft of each feather. 

Adult specimens of cineraceus, brought from India by M. Sonnerat, exhibit the 
following variations: Male. First quill much shorter than the sixth, but inter- 

mediate between the sixth and seventh ; second rather shorter than the fourth ; 

third the longest ; fourth longer than the second. Female. First quill feather 
12 
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equal to the sixth; second equal to the fourth. Upon the whole it appears that 

specific distinctions among these birds, when drawn from the proportions of all the 

quill feathers, unsupported by other considerations, are liable to much objection, 

since we see that these characters vary in birds obviously of the same species, 

while others, perfectly distinct, agree in this particular. The Egyptian Circus 

gallinarius of Savigny (which, by a note of M. Temminck’s, attached to the speci- 

mens in the Paris Museum, he seems to confound with the European species) has, 

nevertheless, all the indications of being distinct : the membrane between the toes 

is particularly small. There is a black variety of C. cineraceus (a specimen of 

which was shot near Chartres by M. Marchand, and is described in the Bull. des 

Sciences, iii., pl. 12, f. 1.), which must not, however, be confounded with another 

species, from Southern Africa, having the plumage black and the tail barred with 
white. 

We have considered it better to offer these general observations to the reader, 

rather than to hazard any direct opinion on the birds before us. The whole of 

the Harriers appear very imperfectly known ; and nothing short of an actual ac- 

quaintance with the birds in a state of nature, or a perfect series of specimens of 

different ages, will solve the doubts that now impede their clear investigation. —Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of (No. 3.) a mature male, killed on the plains of the Saskatchewan, May 17, 1827. 

Cotour of the dorsal aspect of the head, neck, and lesser wing coverts, bluish-grey, with 

darker shafts. ‘The back, scapularies, and tertiaries, have a deeper hue, verging to greyish or 

broccoli brown. There is a patch on the nape of the neck composed of feathers having white 

bases, brown centres, and ferruginous borders, all of which colours are partially seen. The 

quill feathers and greater coverts are blackish-brown towards their points, bluish-grey towards 

the base of the exterior webs, and white, barred or spotted with brown, on the interior ones. 

Some of the primaries and secondaries are tipped with white. The tail coverts are pure white, 

forming a bar across the base of the tail an inch and a half wide. The two middle tail feathers 

are bluish-grey, tinged with brown, bordered at the tip with soiled white, and crossed by five 

blackish-brown bars, of which the terminal one is half an inch broad; the others are very 

narrow and faint. The outer tail feather is brownish-grey exteriorly and at the tip, and its inner 

web is white, with five narrow brown bars. The other feathers exhibit more grey and less white 

the nearer they are to the middle of the tail, and have the brown bars extending to both webs. 

Under surface-——The cheeks and auriculars are ash-grey, with a paler border to the 

orbit. The short feathers composing the semicircle behind the auriculars are tipped with the 

colour of the crown of the head; but they have dark shafts and some pale yellowish-brown 

mottlings towards their bases, which partially appear: in their texture they contrast strongly 

with the more wiry auriculars. The under surface of the neck is slate-grey. The breast is 
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| white, with a small rhomboidal cinereous mark in the centre of each feather. The belly and 

thighs are white, with some minute scattered grey specks. The vent feathers are spotless ; 

but the under tail coverts have arrow-headed spots larger than those on the belly. The tail 

beneath is pale ash-grey with a slight tinge of buff, and is less distinctly barred than its upper 

surface. The linings of the wings are pure white, with the exception of two or three brownish- 

grey bars on the secondary coverts. 

Form, &c.—The Dill is small, much compressed, with a narrow ridge and a rather small 

hook. The curve of the ridge is flatly elliptical until near the point, when it terminates in the 

small arc of a circle. The cutting margin of the upper mandible is distinctly lobed. The cere 

covers more than one-third of the ridge of the bill, and, in conjunction with the lores, is 

clothed laterally with a short down, over which there is a layer of stiff, bristly black hairs, 

disposed in a stelliform manner, their ends curving up and meeting with their fellows on the 

ridge of the bill, so as to conceal the nostrils. The nostrils are broadly oval and longitudinal. 

The lower mandible is rounded at the end. The folded wings are rather more than two inches 

short of the end of the tail. The fourth quill feather is the longest ; the third is scarcely a 

line shorter ; the fifth is about half an inch shorter than the fourth ; the second a quarter of 

an inch shorter than the fifth; the sixth two inches shorter than the latter ; and the first is a 

little longer than the seventh, which is more than an inch shorter than the sixth: the three 

following ones diminish successively half an inch each. The webs of the primaries are com- 

paratively narrow at their points, and they are not so broad near the quills as those of the 

Buzzards, described in the preceding pages, nor so abruptly sinuated on their inner webs. The 

second to the fifth inclusive have distinct sinuations on their outer webs ; and the first to the 

fourth inclusive are obliquely sinuated on their inner ones. The tail is long and slightly 

rounded, the outer feathers being scarcely half an inch shorter than the middle ones. The 

webs of the plumage covering the belly are much more decomposed than in the typical Buz- 

zards. The thighs and tarsi are long and slender. The outer thigh feathers reach about half 

way down the tarsus, and the latter is clothed anteriorly with short feathers for nearly three- 

quarters of an inch. The rest of the tarsus is covered before and behind with large transverse 

scales, and it is very little increased in thickness at its junction with the toes. The foes are 

slender and moderately long: the middle one is the longest ; the outer one is longer than the 

inner one; and the hind one is the shortest, being only about half as long as the middle one. 

There is a web between the bases of the middle and outer toes. The claws are very acute, 

and are grooved beneath: the hind one is the longest and the outer one the smallest, but 

there is no marked disproportion amongst them. The middle one has a sharp inner margin. 

Dimensions 

Of the male No. 3. 

Inches. _—Lines, Inches. _ Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end Length of the bill along its ridge 0 

of the tail : C C < - 20 9 » of the tarsus . 2 10 

> of thetail . . . oO Soy 3 55 of the middle toe 6 ait | 3 
55 of the longest quill feather 5 38) 0 5 of itsclaw, inastraight line . 0 7 

0 9 » of the bill from the angle of the >», Ofthehindclaw  ,, 

mouth . ; c c 5 1 3 
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No. 5, a male, killed at Cumberland House in the same month, corresponds 

exactly with the preceding in colour of the plumage, form of the bill, the relative 

lengths of the quill feathers, &c., except that the inner wing coverts are totally 

white, without bars, and the spots on the under surface of the body are much 

smaller. 

No. 1, a male, killed at Carlton a fortnight earlier than Nos. 3 and 5, differs 
from them in having central yellowish-brown oval marks on the breast feathers, 

some pretty large brown bars on the flanks and under tail coverts, many arrow- 

shaped spots on the thighs, and dark cinereous heart-shaped marks on the linings 
of the wings. The upper plumage had a browner tinge, and the tail is darker, 

with five more complete blackish-brown bars. The lobe of the upper mandible is 

equally distinct as in the other two specimens, and, with the very slight exception 

of the first quill feather being merely equal to the seventh, instead of exceeding it, 
the wings have a similar structure. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of (No. 2.) a female, in full plumage, killed at the nest, May 14, 1827. 

Cotour of the whole dorsal aspect liver-brown; the feathers of the crown of the head, 

upper part of the neck, and lesser wing coverts, together with some of the scapularies, are 

edged with pale yellowish-brown. There are also some narrow chestnut-brown edges on the 

rump feathers; but the rest of the upper plumage, including the quill feathers and greater 

coverts, are unmixed liver-brown: the tips of the secondaries and primary coverts are edged 

with soiled white. The tail coverts are white. The ¢ail is crossed by six bars of liver-brown, 

of which the subterminal one is the broadest : its tip is soiled white. On the four middle 

feathers the bars are separated by a paler colour, approaching to clove-brown ; on the more 

exterior feathers the spaces between the bars on the inner webs are pale yellowish-brown. 

Under surface. The cheeks are more ferruginous than the crown of the head, and the fea- 

thers of the facial semicircle are mostly edged with brownish-white. The under surface of the 

neck is liver-brown, with white and yellowish-brown edgings. The belly, under tail coverts, 

and posterior part of the wing linings, are pale yellowish-brown, with conspicuous chestnut- 

coloured elliptical spots. The remainder of the linings of the wings are faint straw-yellow, 

blotched with dark clove-brown. The under surfaces of the quill and tail feathers are barred 

with clove-brown, the intermediate spaces being yellowish-white, gradually changing to 

brownish-grey. 

Form.—The lobe on the cutting margin of the upper mandible is well marked. The third 

quill feather is equal to the fourth; the fifth is half an inch shorter; the second is an inch 

shorter than the third; the sixth is two inches and a half shorter than the fifth; and the 

first and seventh are an inch shorter than the sixth. The toes are scutellated above to their 

bases, and the inner edge of the middle claw is very acute, the groove producing it being very 

distinct. 
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Dimensions 

Of the female No. 2. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill along the tase . 5 13 

the tail : Q : - 22 6 >, of the tarsus . . G 3 4 

>, Of the tail : - 10 3 >, Of the middle toe : 6 q il 6 

5, of the longest quill featlers op uel 6 

Another female (No. 4), killed on the plains of the Saskatchewan in the 
beginning of June, corresponded in every point with the preceding. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of (No. 6.) a young male (supposed to be of the preceding season), killed at Great Bear Lake, lat. 65°, May 31, 1826. 

Cotour of the dorsal aspect liver-brown. The feathers of the head are narrowly edged with 

deep orange-brown, and there is a whitish border to the orbit, most conspicuous behind. The 

facial circles meet on the nape of the neck, and the feathers composing them have liver-brown 

centres and tips, lateral margins of pale wood-brown, and white bases. The feathers of the 

neck have mostly yellowish-brown edges. The back is of an uniform liver-brown, with a pale 

yellowish-brown spot on one or two of the scapularies. The lesser wing coverts have mar- 

ginal ferruginous blotches, and the greater coverts and secondaries are narrowly tipped with 

white. The primaries are crossed by from seven to nine liver-brown bars, the intermediate 

spaces towards the tips being merely a lighter shade of the same colour, but towards the bases 

of the inner webs being white or pale wood-brown. The white tail coverts form a narrow bar 

across the base of the tail. The tail is crossed by five bars of liver-brown, the terminal one 

being the broadest, the intermediate spaces, which equal the bars in breadth, are hair-brown on 

the two middle feathers, and pale ferruginous on the others ; and all the feathers are narrowly 

edged on their tips with white. The wnder surface of the neck is ferruginous, with tapering 

longitudinal streaks of liver-brown ; the breast is paler, and the streaks are confined to the 

shafts. The flanks are dark orange-brown, with paler edgings. The posterior part of the 

belly and vent are very pale ferruginous, without spots ; and the under tail coverts and thighs 

have a deeper ferruginous tint, also without spots, The under surface of the tail is very pale 

buff, with liver-brown bars. The linings of the wings have a slight ferruginous tinge, with 

dark-brown blotches. The inner surfaces of all the quill feathers are white, slightly tinged in 

a few places with brown, crossed by narrow clove-brown bars, and becoming entirely brown 

at their tips. 

Form, &c.—The lobe of the upper mandible is not quite so distinct as in the older speci- 

mens described above. The third quill feather equals the fourth; the second and fifth are 

an inch shorter ; the sixth is two inches shorter than the fifth; and the first is about a quarter 

of an inch shorter than the sixth, and as much longer than the seventh. The tarsi corre- 

spond with those of the older birds, even to the number of scutelli (fifteen before and nineteen 

behind, besides a reticulated portion adjoining to the upper joint behind). 
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Dimensions 

Of the young bird No. 6. 

Inches. Lines, 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of the tail 

5, of the tarsus c : . 6 ° ¢ 3 0 

>, Of the middle toe . 3 : " ° Peale | 3 

No. 7, another young male, killed a few days earlier at the same place, scarcely 
differs a shade in the colour of its plumage, and corresponds minutely with the 

preceding in form. The plumage of both is considerably worn. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of (No. 8.) a yearling female 2 killed, in the end of September, at Great Bear Lake, a few days before the departure of 
all the migratory Falcons to the southward. 

Corour of the dorsal aspect considerably deeper than in the preceding young male, being 

intermediate between umber and blackish browns, and it has a strong bronze reflection. The 

narrow edgings of the feathers of the crown, and the broader ones of the neck and wing 

coverts, are deep shining orange-brown. The quill feathers and their coverts are blackish- 

brown ; the upper halves of their inner webs are white and wood-brown, with three cross bars 

of dark-brown. The tail coverts are white, edged with pale yellowish-brown. The two middle 

tail feathers have five brownish-black bars, alternating with clove-brown. On the other tail 

feathers the bars are separated by reddish-orange spaces. The under plumage presents gene- 

rally a deeper orange-coloured brown than the young male above described. 

Form, &c.—The bill differs from all the other seven specimens in its cutting margin being 

almost straight, with scarcely an indication of the lobe. The tail is more rounded, from the 

perfect state of the individual feathers. The tarsus has fourteen scutelli anteriorly; but its 

upper half posteriorly is reticulated by smaller scales. The third quill feather is the longest ; 

the fourth is scarcely perceptibly shorter; the second and fifth are about an inch shorter; the 

sixth is two inches shorter than the fifth; and the first is exactly intermediate between the 

sixth and seventh. The whole plumage is in high order; all the feathers rounded at the tips 

and soft on the edges. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. 
Length7from the tip of the bill to the end of the tail e 20 

>, Of the tarsus : ° 7 ° ° ° 3 2 

>, Of the middle toe . . S ° ° 5 il 4 

On Sir John Franklin’s first Expedition I killed a specimen on the shores of 
Hudson’s Bay (lat. 57°), on the 23rd of August, which very nearly resembles the 
preceding, but, being less spotted, is probably an older female. It corresponds 

exactly with Wilson’s figure of the female Marsh Hawk (F’. uliginosus), to which 

Mr. Sabine referred it. This gentleman makes the following observations upon 
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it: “* On comparison of the specimen of the Marsh Hawk with that of the Ring- 

tail now before us, the differences are strikingly obvious. The ferruginous colour 

of the under parts of the Marsh Hawk bring it nearer to some states of the Ash- 

coloured Falcon of Montagu ; but in this case also the different colour of the male 

forms an obstacle to their identity *.”” I subjoin a brief description of that speci- 

men, taken when it was recently killed. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a young female, killed at York Factory, August 23, 1821. 

Cotour of the bill bluish-black; cere and tarsi bright-yellow. Plumage of the head 

and neck brownish-black, with ferruginous edgings, which are broader on the under sur- 

face of the neck and narrower on the crown. ‘The back, scapularies, and wings, are very 

dark liver-brown, the lesser coverts being edged with ferruginous. The inner vanes of the 

quill feathers are broadly barred with buff-orange. The tail coverts are white. The two 

middle tail feathers are coloured, like the back, with obscure bars; the others are barred 

alternately with that colour and ferruginous, and they are all tipped with a soiled brownish- 

white. The whole ventral aspect of the body, the linings of the wings, the under tail coverts, 

and the thigh feathers, are of an uniform -unspotted ferruginous colour. The inner surfaces 

of the quill feathers are tinged with buff-yellow, and crossed by irregular bars of blackish- 

brown and lead-grey. 

Form.—Cutting margin of the upper mandible slightly lobed. The fourth quill feather is 

the longest. The tail is long and rather square. When the gullet is distended, a large naked 

space appears on each side of the neck, as in the Owls. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of the tail (before it was skinned) 19 6 
Extent from the tip of one wing to the tip of the other . ; : - 36 0 
Length of the tail : : - . . 6 . é Pe 

=i tarsus ¢ : . . . ° ° 5 : 3 

From the shortness of the descriptions given by the older writers of their species, 

and their neglect of attention to structure, it has now become almost impossible to 
ascertain what were the birds they alluded to; and we have, therefore, confined 

ourselves entirely, in our account of the Falconde, to those of which we have 

actually seen specimens from the fur-countries. The Prince of Musignano, the 
latest writer on American ornithology, enumerates seventeen species of this family 

in his Synopsis of the Birds of the United States, published in 1826 ; to which he 

has added an eighteenth in his Continuation of Wilson’s Ornithology. Of these, 

eleven are described in this work as natives of the fur-countries, together with 

* When this passage was written, Mr. Sabine was not‘aware that the mature male of a bluish-grey colour had been 
seen in America, and therefore concluded that the Marsh Hawk was a species peculiar to that continent. 

K 
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three others, which do not enter into his list; viz. Falco Islandicus, F. asalon, 

and Buteo vulgaris ; making in all fourteen northern species. Of the remaining 

seven * of his list, four +, being inhabitants of the warmer parts only of the United 

States, do not require any notice from us ; but the other three (Accipiter Cooperit, 

Buteo Sancti Johannis, and Buteo hyemalis) are said to be northern birds, although 
we were not fortunate enough to procure specimens of them. We shall, on this 
account, content ourselves with merely giving the short characters assigned to them 
by the writer just mentioned. 

“ Accipiter Cooperiit. Upper plumage chocolate-brown, margined with rufous ; 

tail ashy-brown, with four black bands ; flag feathers crossed by five or six blackish 

bands ; under plumage whitish, with a dusky medial stripe. Cere greenish-yellow; 

irides and feet bright-yellow. Young male? Winters in New Jersey.” 

““ Buteo Sancti Johannis, black; white round the eye; tail rounded, with narrow 

bands of pure white, and tipped with dull-white. Young, varied with white, brown, 
and ferruginous. Winters in Pennsylvania. Rare.”’ 

“* Buteo hyemalis. No collar round the face ; wings, when closed, reaching but 

little beyond the middle of the tail. Common in Pennsylvania all the winter.” 

Pennant, in his Arctic Zoology, enumerates twenty-nine Falconde as inha- 
bitants of North America :— 

No. 86. Sea Eagle. No. 102. Red-shouldered F. 

87. Black Eagle. H.B. 103. Buzzard F. 

88. Black-cheeked Eagle. 104. Plain F. 

90. White Eagle. 105. Marsh F. 

91. Osprey. 106. Ring-tail F. HB. 

92. Rough-legged Falcon. 107. Winter F. 

93. St. John’s F. H.B. 108. Swallow-tailed F. 

94. Chocolate-coloured F. H.B. 109. Buzzardet. 

95. Newfoundland F. 110. Little F. 

96. Sacre F. H.B. 111. Pigeon F. HB. 

97. Peregrine F. H.B. 112. Dubious F. 

98. Gentil F. 113. Dusky F. 

99. Goshawk. Suppl. Streaked F. H.B. 

100. Red-tailed F. 

101. Leverian F. 

» Golden Eagle. 

Those with the letters H.B. affixed are expressly stated to be inhabitants of Hudson’s Bay. 

* Audubon has published a figure of Astur Stanleii, which is rather a small species, but the letter-press of his work 
not being yet before the public, we do not know its range or its characters. 

+ Falco plumbeus, F. melanopterus, F. furcatus, and F. Pennsylvanicus. 
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The following list, extracted from Laruam’s Index Ornithologicus, contains the 
species said by that author to be inhabitants of North America :— 

Sp. 3. Falco melaneétus. Sp. 61. Falco obsoletus. 

4, ,,  fulvus. 65. ,, palumbarius. 

5. ,,  leucocephalus. 66.4; . gentilis- 

7. 4,  ossifragus. 69. ,,  Islandicus. 

8. ,,  leucogaster. 72. 4, peregrinus. 

12. ,,  Americanus. 74.  ,, Sancti Johannis. 

Wie = candidus: 7). 5, _-sacer. 

30. ,,  halizétus. 76. ,, Nove terre. 

31. ,,  Leverianus. 78. 4,  hyemalis. 

33. ,, lagopus. 94. ,,  cyaneus, 6. 

Ale se turcatus: 95. ,,  uliginosus. 

47. ,,  buteo, var. 6. 99. ,, — sparverius. 

48. ,,  variegatus. 1035) j0)..tuscus: 

AG aa borealis: 104. ,,  dubius. 

Sv. ,,  spadiceus: 105. ,,  obscurus. 

58. ,,  lineatus. 106. = ,,  columbarius. 

oo, 3,  rusticolus: Suppl. ,, hyemalis, var. 

Tue subjoined wood-cuts are intended to illustrate the forms of the bills in 

some of the genera of the Falconide. 

FALCO ASALON. 

The bill of the Merlin, here represented, is short, strong, wide at the base, and gradually 

becoming more and more compressed towards its tip, which forms an acute hook, that curves 

down over the end of the lower mandible. The curve of the ridge from the cere to the tip 

is about the quadrant of a circle, having nearly the third of an inch radius. The ridge of the 

K 2 
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cere is scarcely a continuation of the same arc, being more depressed ; but it is too short to 

give a decidedly elliptical form to the curve of the bill. There is a conspicuous angular tooth 

on the cutting margin of the mandible near the tip, and posterior to it the margin is slightly 

waved, This peculiarity, seen in no other genus, constitutes the typical perfection of the whole 

family. The nostrils, small and perfectly round, open directly inwards, and have a central 

column. The anterior margin of the cere runs backwards on the side of the bill, towards the 

angle of the mouth, considerably past the nostrils, before it approaches the cutting margin 

of the mandible. The short hairlike feathers which clothe it laterally do not conceal the 

nostrils. 

ACCIPITER (ASTUR) PALUMBARIUS. 

The bill of the Goshawk is more compressed and flatter on the sides than that of the Merlin 

or true Falcons. The curve of its ridge, from the cere to the tip, is somewhat less than a 

quadrant of a circle of three-quarters of an inch radius. The length of the cere is proportion- 

ably greater than in the Merlin, and it is not so much arched ; in consequence of which, the 

whole ridge has a more elliptical curve. The cutting margin of the mandible has an obtuse 

lobe opposite the nostrils, but wants the acute tooth of the true Falcons, near the point of the 

bill. The lower mandible has entire margins, and is rounded at its tip—not truncated, as in 

the Falcons. The nostrils are large, nearly round, have no central column, open obliquely 

forwards close to the margin of the cere, and are mostly covered by the wiry feathers of the 

cere. 
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BUTEO VULGARIS. 

SE 

In the Common Buzzard the bill has a more lengthened form and is equally compressed 

towards its tip, as in the Goshawk ; but it is more swelled out at the base, where it is covered 

by cere. It is weaker; the depth from the ridge to the cutting margin at the nostrils being 

considerably less than in the latter bird ; in consequence of which, the hooked point is longer. 

There is a conspicuous obtuse lobe on the cutting margin anterior to the nostrils. The lower 

mandible is worn on its margin opposite this lobe, and is obliquely truncated at its end. The 

nostrils, smaller and with more membranous margins than in the Goshawk, open obliquely 

downwards, and have no central pillar. The anterior margin of the cere runs down to the 

margin of the mandible opposite the nostrils. 

BUTEO LAGOPUS. 

J 
PE 
——— 

SSS S22 

The curve of the ridge of the bill of the Rough-legged Falcon is equal to that of the Gos- 

hawk, and its cere is still shorter; but the depth of the upper mandible at the nostrils is con- 

siderably less, and it is destitute of a marginal lobe ; the rictus being almost quite straight from 

the angle of the mouth to the sudden curve of the hooked tip. The nostrils are large, roundish, 

and open obliquely forwards close to the margin of the cere. They are partially covered by 

black hairs, proceeding from among the close white down which clothes the space between the 

orbit and nostrils. The crown of the head is more convex than that of the Goshawk or 

Common Buzzard. 
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BUTEO (CIRCUS) CYANEUS.* 

Specimen No.2. Female. (Vide p. 62.) 

In this mature female Hen-Harrier the bill is more compressed and flattened on the sides, 

particularly posteriorly, than in any of those figured above, although its ridge is proportionably 

more rounded. The cere covers a greater portion of the ridge than in the preceding; but its 

anterior margin curves back beneath the nostrils, and runs nearly to the angle of the mouth, 

before it is lost on the cutting margin of the mandible. The depth of the upper mandible at 

the nostrils is about equal to that of the Common Buzzard ; and there is a small, but distinct 

lobe on the margin of the mandible a little anterior to the nostrils. The nostrils, oval and 

longitudinal, open obliquely forwards, extend close to the margin of the cere, and are nearly 

concealed by the black hairs which spring from the lores. ‘The lower mandible is rounded at 

its tip, and its margins are more incurved than in the preceding Falcons. 

BUTEO (CIRCUS) CYANEUS. 

Specimen No. 8. Young female. (Vide p. 64.) 

SSS — 
OSS 
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The bill of this specimen is destitute of a lobe on the cutting margin of the upper mandible. 

(Vide pp. 58 and 59.) 

* Since the preceding pages were sent to the press, I have had an opportunity, through the kindness of Mr. Yarrell, 
of comparing the eggs of the English Hen-Harrier with those taken from the nest of the Harrier on the plains of the 
Saskatchewan, as mentioned in p. 55. The latter, which measure exactly 1'81 inch. in length, are two-tenths of an 
inch longer than the English ones. 
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STRIGIDA.—OWLS. 

Ir our imperfect knowledge of the groups among the Falconide debars us from 
the power of discriminating the genera from the sub-genera, and even prevents us 

from understanding the properties of the primary groups, still more deficient are 

we in those data upon which, as we conceive, an insight into the natural arrange- 

ment of the Strigide may be acquired. Asa whole, they present an assemblage 

of birds as united among themselves as they are distinct from all others. There is, 

we believe, no one species yet discovered which even a common observer would 

not immediately pronounce to be an Owl, or would be in danger of confounding 

either with a Hawk or Goatsucker, the only two groups to which the Strigidze are 
related in immediate affinity. Yet, although this relationship is too obvious to be 

doubted, it must be confessed that a considerable hiatus intervenes between both. 

Whether these will be lessened by future discoveries, or whether the Owls, like 
the Parrots, are in some degree an isolated group, whose aberrant forms no longer 

exist, are points which may always remain in obscurity. 

To state our objections against the attempts that have been made to arrange 

the modern genera of Strigidze in a circular series, without at the same time offer- 

ing a disposition more agreeable to nature, would be useless. It is obvious 

that, until the first principles of their affinities have been studied, we shall be 

building without a foundation. The extraordinary development and construc- 

tion of the ear, by which the Owls are so strikingly distinguished from all other 

birds, is clearly that feature to which we should first direct our attention ; and a 

correct knowledge of this organ, in its variations of structure through the sub- 

ordinate groups, should precede all attempts at general combination. How much 

this has been neglected is well known. ‘‘ We cannot sufficiently regret,”’ observes 
the able continuator of Wilson, “ that authors should be so unanimous in 
neglecting this important character of the ears in Owls.” (Bon., Syn., p. 436.) 

With this acknowledged fact before us, with the insignificant number of species 
for consultation to be found in our museums, and with the artificial combinations 

that have resulted from relying upon books and prints, rather than upon personal 
observation, we consider all attempts to combine the modern groups among the 
Strigidz into a circular series, as somewhat speculative, and certainly not war- 

ranted by any evidence that has yet been brought forward on the subject.—Sw. 
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[18.] 1. Srrix otrus. (Linn.) Long-eared Owl. 

Genus. Strix. Linn. Sub-genus. Asio. ANTIQ. 
Long-eared Owl. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 229, sp. 115. 

Strix otus. Laru. Jnd., i., p. 58. 
Long-eared Owl. (Strix otus.) Wutson. Orn., vi., p. 73, pl. 51, f. 3. 

Strix otus. TEmmM., i, p. 102. SExLBy. Brit. Orn., 8vo., p.52. Bonar. Syn., p. 37, No. 28. 

CuvirER, Reg. An., Second edit., i., p. 341. 

Ammisk-oho. (Beaver-Owl.) Cree Inpians. 

This bird, whichis an inhabitant of both hemispheres, has been found in America 

as far north as latitude 60°, and probably exists as high as the forests extend. 

It is plentiful in the woods skirting the plains of the Saskatchewan, frequents the 

coast of Hudson’s Bay only in the summer, and retires into the interior in the 

winter. It resides all the year in the United States, and perhaps is not a rare 

bird in any part of North America ; but, as it comes seldom abroad in the day, 

fewer specimens are obtained of it than of the other Owls. It preys chiefly on 

quadrupeds of the genus arvicola, and in summer destroys many beetles. It lays 

three or four roundish white eggs, sometimes on the ground, at other times in the 

deserted nests of other birds in low bushes. Mr. Hutchins says it lays in April, 

and that the young fly in May. The Indians brought me a specimen, killed at 

the nest, which was in a bush, and contained one egg, in May; and Mr. Drum- 

mond found a nest on the ground, in the same neighbourhood, containing three 

egos, on the 5th of July, and killed both the birds. Wilson says that the young 

are greyish-white until nearly full grown, and roost during the day close together 

on the limb of a tree, amid the thickest of the foliage. On comparing the above- 

mentioned eggs with those of the English Long-eared Owl, the American ones 

proved to be smaller, measuring only an inch and a half in Jength and 1°27 inch. 

in breadth ; while the English ones measured 1°8 inch. in length, and 1°54 in 

breadth. The form and colour were the same in both. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Carlton House, 5th July, 1827. 

Cotour.—Bill and claws bluish-black. Jrides reddish-orange. The wiry feathers at the base 

of the bill, forming part of the facial circle, are greyish-white, with black shafts and tips; the pos- 

terior broader half of the circle covering the operculum of the concha is dull yellowish-brown, 
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margined or bounded posteriorly with blackish-brown : the interior of the circle, forming the 

immediate border of the orbit, is blackish, The belt of velvety feathers on the posterior border 

of the concha, and which meets with its fellow on the throat, is dark umber-brown, finely 

mottled with white. The egrets are liver-brown, the interior margins of the feathers mottled 

with white. On the dorsal aspect the ground colour is dark liver-brown; which on the 

forehead and crown is finely speckled with white; on the neck the dark-brown occupies the 

centre of each feather, and the margins are pale yellowish-brown, with indented white spots, 

that are finely dotted with dark-brown, The back, scapularies, tertiaries, and greater part 

of the lesser wing coverts, have the brown ground crossed by bars of white, which again 

include indented bars of brown, the resulting general effect being a fine mottling. A band 

passes along the upper margin of the wing, on which there are no white spots ; but the dark- 

brown is sparingly dotted with yellowish-brown. The quill feathers are liver-brown, crossed 

by seven bands of yellowish-brown, more or less mottled with white. The fail is crossed by 

about eight pale yellowish-brown or whitish bars, finely mixed with dark-brown, and alternating 

with as many liver-brown bars. 

Under surface.—On the neck and breast the feathers are liver-brown in their centres and 

white or yellowish-brown on their margins, producing an assemblage of large spots. On the 

belly they are white, crossed by narrow distinct liver-brown bars. The plumage of the 

whole ventral aspect, as well as of the dorsal, is yellowish-brown at the base, which partially. 

shows. The linings of the wings are white, tinged with yellowish-brown and marked with 

some dark-brown blotches. The insides of the primaries are clove-brown, with large buff- 

coloured bases and blotches opposite to the pale bars on the exterior surfaces, The under 

surface of the tail is buff-coloured towards the base and greyish towards the ‘point, and is 

crossed by eight or nine narrow brown bars. The long outer thigh feathers are deep yellowish- 

brown, with a few liver-brown bars on their tips. The legs and feet are unspotted yellowish- 

brown. 

Form, &c.—The Dill, having a flat elliptical curvature, is covered with cere on the ridge 

about half its length. Nostrils oval, oblique. Facial circle moderately large. Concha extending 

from above the posterior angle of the orbit to behind the limb of the lower jaw, being about an 

inch and a quarter long, with a moderately broad operculum of corresponding length. Egrets 

an inch and a half long, very conspicuous, composed of six or more feathers. Folded wings 

very little shorter than the tail. The second quill feather is the longest, the third is scarcely 

shorter; the first rather exceeds the fourth, and both are an inch shorter than the second ; 

the remaining ones diminish each in succession from three-quarters to half an inch. The 

inner web of the first primary is strongly sinuated near the point, and the outer web of the 

second is more obliquely narrowed higher up. The outer web of the first and that of the 

second below the sinuation have the points of the barbs strongly reverted : this is not the case 

with the third, as itisin Strix Virginiana. Tail very slightly rounded, the outer feathers being 

only a quarter of an inch shorter than the central ones. Tarsi closely covered with mode- 

rately long feathers ; and the upper surface of the toes clothed by shorter feathers, which do 

L 
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not reach beyond the roots of the nails, where two or three scales are exposed. The middle 

nail is the longest, the first nearly equals it; both are grooved beneath, and the former has a 

sharp inner edge. The hind and outer nails are rounded beneath: none of them are much 

curved. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end Length of the bill from the angle of the mouth 

of the tail ° 3 3 C els 0 in a straight line 1 3 

5, of the tail : A 2 : 6 6 >> of the tarsus 1 4 

5, of the longest quill feather . Balt 0 5, of the middle toe 1 2 

» ofthe billontheridge . 4 1 3 » of the middle nail 0 9 

The female, which was killed in company with the above, was scarcely of larger 

dimensions, and differed only slightly in the parts tinged with yellowish-brown, 

having a more intense colour. The facial circle was rather browner. Another 
female, killed six weeks earlier in the season, was precisely similar. 

The setaceous feathers at the base of the bill are represented as very few in this cut of the head of the Long eared Owl, 

in order to exhibit the cere and nostrils, and a correct outline of the bill. 
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[19.] 2. Srrix BracHyoTa. (Latham.) Shoré-cared Owl. 

Genus. Strix. Linn. Sudb-genus. Asio. ANTIQ. 

Strix brachyotos. ForstEr. Phil. Trans., |xii., p. 384, No. 2. 

Short-eared Owl. Latu. Syn.,i., p. 124, sp.9. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 229, sp. 116. 
Witson, iv., p. 64, pl. 33, f.3. Male. 

Strix brachyotos. TEmm., i, p. 93. Sersy. Brit. Orn., 8vo., p. 54. Bonar. Syn, 
p. 37, No. 29. 

Tho-thos-cau-sew. CREE Inp1Ians. (Hutchins.) 

This Owl is common to both continents, and is very generally diffused in the 

temperate and colder regions. It is a summer visitor to the fur-countries, arriving 
as soon as the snow disappears, and departing again in September. We observed 

it as far north as latitude 67°; and a female, killed at Fort Franklin on the 20th 

of May, contained several pretty large eggs nearly ready for exclusion. It is found 

in the winter as far south as Pennsylvania; in summer is by no means rare in the 

fur-countries, and, as it hunts frequently for its prey in the daytime, is often seen. 

Its principal haunts are dense thickets of young pine-trees, or dark and entangled 

willow clumps, where it sits on a low branch, watching assiduously for mice. When 

disturbed, it flies low for a short distance, and then hides itself in the heart of a 

bush, from whence it is not easily driven. Its nest, formed of withered grass and 

moss, is placed on a dry spot of ground; and, according to Mr. Hutchins, it lays 

ten or twelve small, round, white eggs. ‘This is a very unusual number for a bird 

of prey to lay; but a fact, mentioned by Bewick, that twenty-eight individuals of 

this species have been counted together in a turnip-field, seems to be equally extra- 

ordinary. Perhaps it migrates partially in Europe as well as in America, and 
assembles in flocks previous to leaving its breeding-places.—R. 

If we are to consider, with M. Savigny, the S. flammea as the type of this 

family, we observe in the present species a much closer approximation to that form 

than to the typical Horned Owls. This is exhibited in the prolongation and slight 

curvature of the bill, in the size and direction of the nasal aperture, and in the 

more lengthened tarsi, but much more in the full facial disk, and the very great 

size of the operculated ears. The toes are but thinly feathered; and these feathers, 

assuming more the appearance of hairs, do not cover the base of the claws. The 
wings are ample, and extend to the end of the tail. The first quill is nearly as 
long as the third, and this alone is deeply emarginate on its inner web close to 

L2 
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the tip, as in the typical Falcons; the second quill is the longest, and is the only 

one slightly emarginate on its outer web. All these characters belong likewise 

to the Long-eared Owl, the only apparent variation being in the second and 

longest quill feather, which in the latter bird has a deep notch near its tip.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed at Fort Franklin, 20th May, 1826. Eggs fully formed were contained in the oviduct. 

Cotour of the facial circle at the base of the bill white, with a slight intermixture of black 

hairs; posteriorly it is dark blackish-brown close to the orbit, then yellowish-brown mixed with 

white, and lastly the tips of the soft velvety feathers behind the auditory opening exhibit a 

spotted mixture of dark umber and bright yellowish-brown, which colours extend across the 

throat immediately behind the lower jaw. The egrets are coloured like the adjoining plumage, 

and, being short, are scarcely visible. The plumage on the dorsal aspect is variegated by 

liver-brown and light yellowish-brown, the latter colour occupying the margins of the feathers. 

The primaries have a clear wood-brown colour, approaching to buff, crossed by two irregular 

bars of liver-brown, and also tipped for two inches with the same colour. The outer webs of 

the secondaries are liver-brown, crossed by five mottled bars of wood-brown ; their inner webs 

are of the latter colour, indented with processes of liver-brown proceeding from the shafts. 

The tail is crossed by six wood-brown bars, alternating with five liver-brown ones, its tip 

being of the former colour. 

Under surface of the neck coloured like the back, but the paler margins of the feathers 

are broader. The long feathers covering the sides of the belly are yellowish-brown, with 

narrow streaks of liver-brown on their shafts. The vent feathers, under tail coverts, and 

feathers of the thighs and feet, are yellowish-brown, without spots. The under surface of the 

tail is buff-coloured, with five narrow broccoli-brown bars. The linings of the wings are 

yellowish-brown, with blotches of dark-brown. Bill and claws black. Ivides bright gamboge- 

yellow. 

Form.—Bill elliptically curved from its base, the part covered with cere somewhat inflated; 

its point compressed with a very obtuse ridge. Nostrils oval, oblique. Facial circle of wiry 

feathers complete, but not large. Concha forming a semicircle, with a rather narrow operculum 

of corresponding length. ‘Tips of the folded wings falling about an inch and a half short 

of the end of the tail. The second primary is the longest; the third is a quarter of an inch, 

and the first half an inch shorter; the others diminish in succession about three-quarters of an 

inch each. The whole of the outer barbs of the first primary and those at the tip of the second 

have their points reverted. The outer web of the second primary and inner one of the first 

are sinuated. The feet are covered to the claws with short feathers. The claws taper con- 

siderably and are very sharp ; the middle one is the longest, the inner one is next to it in size, 

and the hind one is the smallest ; the latter and the outer one are rounded beneath, the two 

others are grooved, and the middle one has a very sharp inner edge. 
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Div ensions. 

Inches. _—_ Lines. he: Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the cere on its ridge ° po 8 

the tail : - : F cee aly 0 >, ofthe tarsus . 6 F 4 1 6 

5> of the tail ; C 2 sO 6 5, of the middle toe . C G03! 4 

55 of the longest quill feather 5 al 6 >, of its claw : 0 q 6 0 11 

of the bill measured on itsridge . 1 4 

Another specimen, of the same size with the preceding, has more of the 
yellowish-brown colour in its plumage, and a bill two lines shorter, with a more 

tumid cere. A third, also of equal size, has a bill of an intermediate form between 

these two. 

[20. ] 3. STRIX CINEREA. (Gmelin.) Great Cinereous Owl. 

GeENus. Strix. Linn. 

Cinereous Owl. LatH. Syn.,i., p. 134, sp. 19. 

Sooty Owl. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 232, No. 120. 

Strix cinerea. GmEtIN. Syst. i, p. 291. Laru. Ind., i, p. 58, sp. 22. 
Strix fuliginosa. Suaw. Gen. Zool., i., p. 244. 

Strix cinerea. VIEILLOT. Enc. Méth., iii., 1289, No.43. IprM, Nouv, Dict., vii., p. 23. 

Atheeneetoo omeesew. (Real or Indian Owl.) CreE Inpians. 

PLATE XXxXI. 

This imposing bird, the largest of the North American Owls, was first described 

by Latham from a Hudson’s Bay specimen, deposited in the British Museum ; 

and some particulars respecting its habits, communicated to Pennant by Mr. 

Hutchins, were published in Arctic Zoology. It is by no means a rare bird in 

the fur-countries, being an inhabitant of all the woody districts lying between Lake 

Superior and latitudes 67° or 68°, and between Hudson’s Bay and the Pacific. 

It is common on the borders of Great Bear Lake; and there and in the higher 
parallels of latitude it must pursue its prey, during the summer months, by day- 
light. It keeps, however, within the woods, and does not frequent the barren 

grounds, like the Snowy Owl, nor is it so often met with in broad daylight as the 
Hawk-Owl, but hunts principally when the sun is low ; indeed, it is only at such 
times, when the recesses of the woods are deeply shadowed, that the American 

hare and the murine animals, on which the Cinereous Owl chiefly preys, come forth 
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to feed. On the 23rd of May, I discovered a nest of this Owl, built on the 

top of a lofty balsam-poplar, of sticks, and lined with feathers. It contained 

three young, which were covered with a whitish down. We got them by 
felling the tree, which was remarkably thick; and whilst this operation was 

going on, the two parent birds flew in circles round the objects of their cares, 
keeping, however, so high in the air as to be out of gunshot: they did not appear 

to be dazzled by the light. The young ones were kept alive for two months, when 

they made their escape. They had the habit, common also to other Owls, of 

throwing themselves back, and making a loud snapping’ noise with their bills, 

when any one entered the room in which they were kept.—R. 

This bird has the posterior half of its bill covered with cere, rounded or swelled 

out on the sides, and very slightly arched on the ridge ; the curved point mode- 

rately compressed, much resembling that of Strix brachyota. Its auditory concha 

is much larger than that of S. (Budo) Virginana, but very considerably less in 

proportion than that of Strix brachyota, though the operculum is larger than in 

this bird.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, in very perfect plumage, killed at Great Bear Lake, in lat. 65°, supposed to be a male. 

Cotour of the Dill yellow. - Irides bright gamboge-yellow. That part of the facial disk 

which is next the bill is composed of hair-like feathers, which are black at the base, and white, 

with black shafts, upwards: the posterior part of the disk consists of feathers, having short, 

distinct, wiry-looking barbs of a greyish-white colour, tinged in some places with brown, and 

crossed by black bars, which form six concentric rings round the orbit. Posterior to the disk 

there is a semicircle of shining yellowish-brown, barred with blackish-brown, and edged on each 

side of the throat with white, having a satiny lustre. This semicircle forms the posterior border 

of the auricular concha, but extends beyond it. The whole dorsal aspect is of a dark-brown 

colour, irregularly barred and mixed with greyish-white, inferior to the brown in quantity, the 

markings somewhat resembling in form those of Strix Virginiana. The spurious wing feathers 

are clove-brown, with some slight white mottlings on their exterior webs; and the primary 

coverts have the same colour, crossed by three lighter bars. The primaries are also clove- 

brown, and are crossed by from six to eight bars, of which the five next the quills are greyish- 

white, mixed in a mottled manner with an equal quantity of brown ; the other bars next the 

tips are merely a shade lighter than the intervening spaces. The seconduries and tertiaries 

are barred like the bases of the primaries. The ¢ail is clove-brown, crossed by eight or nine 

bars, which are each formed of two white lines, edged and separated by brown ; the last bar 

occupies the tip of the tail. The ventral aspect is clove-brown, with short transverse bars of 

white, that do not reach the shafts of the feathers. The feet are greyish-white, finely barred 

with brown. 

Form, &c.—Head large. Bill broad above, tumid on the sides, and scarcely arched as 
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far as the cere extends, which is half its length; from the cere to the tip it is curved and 

somewhat compressed. The cutting margin of the upper mandible is not sinuated. The 

lower mandible is truncated at the tip, and is obtusely notched on the side near the tip. 

The nostrils are pretty large and nearly round. The cere is covered on the sides with 

hair-like feathers, which curve upwards and conceal the nostrils. The eyes are small, con- 

sidering the great size of the bird. The facial disk is large. The concha is also large, 

of a transversely oval form, and is capable of being closed by the large flap or opercu- 

lum which forms the posterior part of the facial disk. The margin of this operculum 

is formed of a dense row of short brown feathers, having flattened quills. The posterior 

border of the concha is clothed with feathers, having dense webs, soft and velvety to the touch. 

All these are covered by the margin of the orbital disk when the ear is closed. A row of 

brown feathers, with white or yellowish-brown tips, mixed with dark-brown, marks the auri- 

cular ring, which, except on the forehead, completely encircles the face. The longest feathers 

of this ring are those at the base of the lower mandible. The wings, when folded, reach within 

four inches of the end of the tail, or as far as the points of the claws when the legs are stretched 

out. The fourth quill feather equals the fifth, and is longer than the others ; the third is a 

quarter of an inch, and the sixth half an inch, shorter than these ; the second is upwards of 

an inch shorter than the third; the seventh is two inches shorter than the sixth, and the 

following ones diminish each in succession about three-quarters of an inch, The first is inter- 

mediate in length between the ninth and tenth. The two first have the tips of the barbs of 

their outer webs conspicuously recurved and separated; and the second to the fifth inclusive 

have their outer webs sinuated towards their points. The five first have their inner webs also 

sinuated, and the sixth is narrowed towards the point, but not so abruptly as to produce a 

distinct sinuation. The tail is wedge-shaped, consisting of twelve feathers, of which the outer 

ones are more than two inches shorter than the middle ones: it is very concave below. The 

legs are short and strong. The toes are naked beneath, but are clothed above with feathers, 

which extend beyond the roots of the nails, There are only two scales at the root of each 

nail. The claws are long, slender, tapering, very acute, and not much curved ; the middle 

one is grooved beneath, has a sharp outer edge, and a very sharp inner one, The inner claw 

has one edge partially acute; but the hind and outer claws are nearly as much rounded be- 

neath as those of the Osprey. The inner claw is the longest, the posterior and middle ones 

are a little smaller, and the outer versatile one is the smallest of all. 

Dimensions. 

Iuches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the point of the bill to the end Length of the inner fore claw c 

of the tail - ‘ é 2 = ol 0 >> of the bill, measured on the ridge . 1 10 

5, of the tail : A : 5 lp 0 5, Of the bill from the angle of the 
5, of the longest quill feather on 1S 0 mouth . : > a : : 1 9 

>, Of the tarsus 2 C c 5 4 0 5, Of the cere, measured on the ridge. 0 10 

» ofthe middletoe . 6 c 1 0 5, of the diameter of the nostrils. 0 3 

Several other specimens were brought home, some of which differ in size from 
the preceding ; but there is no variation in the colours or distribution of the mark- 
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ings of any note. They differ from each other, however, in the relative lengths 

of the quill feathers. 
No. 2, of the same dimensions with the preceding (No. 1), and, therefore, most 

probably of the same sex, has the third quill feather equal to the sixth, and the 
second to the seventh, the fourth and fifth being the longest, as above. 

No. 3, twenty-six inches long, had the quill feathers of the same relative lengths 

with No. 1. 

No. 4, also twenty-six inches long, corresponded in the quill feathers with No. 2. 

No. 5, which was the largest, being twenty-seven inches long, had the fourth 
quill feather two lines shorter than the fifth, the third perceptibly shorter than the 

sixth, and the second an inch and a half shorter than the third. In all the speci- 

mens the first quill feather was a little shorter than the ninth, and between four 
and four inches and a half shorter than the fourth or fifth. 

The ear and operculum of the Great Cinereous Owl, showing the roots or quills only of the feathers. One of the 
ruff feathers of its natural size. The bill of the same, with merely a few of the basal feathers, that the form of the 
nostrils may be seen. 
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[21.] 4. Strix NEBULOSA. (Forster.) Barred Owl. 

Genus. Strix. Linn. Sub-genus. Ulula. Cuvirr. 
Strix nebulosa, and Grey Owl. Forst. Phil. Trans., lxii., pp. 386,424. GMELIN. Syst. 

Barred Owl. Latu. Syn., i, p. 133, sp.18. Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 234, sp. 122. 

Strix nebulosa. Latru. IJnd., i, p. 58. 

Barred Owl. Witson. Orn., iv., p. 61, pl. 33, f. 2. 

Strix nebulosa. TEm™M. i. p. 88. Bonar. Syn., p. 38, sp. 30. 

This Owl, which is also a native of Northern Europe, was first described by 

Dr. Forster, from a Hudson’s Bay specimen sent to the Royal Society by Mr. 

Graham. It is probably an inhabitant of the southern districts of the fur-countries 
only, as we had not the fortune to meet with a specimen to the northward ; nor 

is it mentioned by Mr. Hutchins in his remarks on the birds frequenting the country 

at the mouth of Nelson river. Wilson says it is one of the most common Owls 
in the United States. He informs us that it is very frequently observed flying 

during the day, and that it certainly sees more distinctly at that time than many 

others of the same genus. It lays four or five nearly globular white eggs, in a 

nest built in a tree, of sticks intermixed with dry grass and leaves, and lined with 

smaller twigs. It preys on mice, young rabbits, and grouse ; and, according to 

the same author, both male and female, which differ remarkably in size, scream 

during the day like a Hawk. Not having seen an American specimen, the 
following description is borrowed from Wilson. 

DESCRIPTION, 

Extracted from Wilson’s Ornithology. 

“The male Barred Owl measures sixteen inches and a half in length, and thirty-eight inches 

in extent. Upper parts a pale brown, marked with transverse spots of white. Wings barred 

with alternate bands of pale-brown and darker. Head smooth, very large, mottled with 

transverse touches of dark-brown, pale-brown, and white. Eyes large, deep-blue *, the pupil 

not perceivable. Face, or radiated circle of the eyes, grey, surrounded by an outline of brown 

and white dots. ill yellow, tinged with green; breast barred transversely with rows of brown 

and white; belly streaked longitudinally with long stripes of brown on a yellowish ground ; 

vent plain yellowish-white ; thighs and feathered legs the same, slightly pointed with brown ; 

toes nearly covered with plumage ; claws dark horn-colour, very sharp. Tazl rounded, and 

* Trides brown. —Temminck. 
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remarkably concave below, barred with six broad bars of brown and as many narrow ones of 

white. The back and shoulders have a cast of chestnut. At each internal angle of the eye 

is a broad black spot. The plumage of the radiated circle round the eye ends in long black 

hairs, and the bill is encompassed by others of a longer and more bristly kind; these probably 

serve to guard the eye when any danger approaches it, in sweeping hastily through the woods ; 

and those usually found on Fly-catchers may have the same intention to fulfil; for on the 

slightest touch of the point of any of these hairs, the nictitant membrane was instantly thrown 

over the eye. 

‘The female is twenty-two inches long and four feet in extent ; the chief difference of colour 

consists in her wings being broadly spotted with white, the shoulder being a plain chocolate- 

brown. The tail extends considerably beyond the tips of the wings. The bill is much longer, 

and of a more golden yellow. Iris of the eye the same as that of the male.” 

In addition to Wilson’s very excellent description, I may remark, that the toes 

are only half covered with feathers, there being seven transverse scales visible 

next the claws. The fifth quill feather is the longest *, the fourth equals the 

sixth, the third equals the seventh, the second equals the eighth, and the first is 

shorter than the ninth, but longer than the tenth. The tail is tipped with white. 

? 

[22.] 5. Srrix (Buso) Virerntana. (Gmelin.) Virginian Horned Owl. 

Genus. Strix. Linn. Sub-genus. Bubo. Cuvier. 

The Great Horned Owl. (Otus Americanus.) Epwarps, pl. 60. 

Horned Owl. Exxis. Huds. Bay, p. 40, t. 2. 

Duc de Virginie. Burr. Planch. Enl., 207, f. 1. 

Virginian Eagle-Owl. Latu. Syn., i., p. 119, sp.2. IpbEM. Suppl. p. 40. 

Eagle-Owl. Penn. Arct. Zool., ii, p. 228, No. 114. (The author deeming it to be 

a variety of the Eagle-Owl of Brit. Zool.) 
Strix Virginiana. Laru. Ind., i., p. 52, sp.2. ViErLuor. Ois. de ’Am., i, pl. 19. 

Great Horned Owl. (Strix Virginiana.) WusoNn, Vi., p. 52, pl. 50, f. 1. 
Strix Virginiana. Vreitiot. Enc. Méth., 1282. Bonar. Syn., p.37, No. 27. 
Netowky-omeesew. CreE Inprans. (Mr. Hutchins.) 
Otowuck-oho. Crees of the Plains of the Saskatchewan. 

This large night-bird is peculiar to America, and most probably inhabits that 

continent from one end to the other; Cuvier being of opinion that the Strix 

Magellanica of the Planches Enluminées (585) differs from it merely in having 

* In a specimen in the British Museum. Forster, in his original description, says, ‘‘ Remex sextus reliquis longior, 

apice magis nigricans ; primus vero reliquis primoribus brevior. Remiges reliqui pallidiores obscurius fasciati.”” 
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browner tints of colour: neither is it uncommon on the Table Land of Mexico. 

Specimens that were sent to John Taylor, Esq., F'.R.S., from the vicinity of Real 

del Monte, have been compared, by Mr. Swainson, with those procured in the 

northern regions. They presented no other difference than what might be ex- 

pected in regard to the colour of individuals from localities so widely different. 

In those from Mexico the rufous tints of the plumage were more general and much 

brighter *. The Virginian Horned Owl is found in almost every quarter of the 

United States, and occurs in all parts of the fur-countries where the timber is 

of alarge size. Its loud and full nocturnal cry, issuing from the gloomy recesses 

of the forest, bears some resemblance to the human voice uttered in a hollow 

sepulchral tone, and has been frequently productive of alarm to the traveller, of 
which an instance occurred within my own knowledge. A party of Scottish High- 

landers, in the service of the Hudson’s Bay Company, happened, in a winter 
journey, to encamp after nightfall in a dense clump of trees, whose dark tops 

and lofty stems, the growth of centuries, gave a solemnity to the scene that 

strongly tended to excite the superstitious feelings of the Highlanders. The 

effect was heightened by the discovery of a tomb, which, with a natural taste often 

exhibited by the Indians, had been placed in this secluded spot. Our travellers 

having finished their supper, were trimming: their fire preparatory to retiring to 

rest, when the slow and dismal notes of the Horned Owl fell on the ear with a 

startling nearness. None of them being acquainted with the sound, they at once 

concluded that so unearthly a voice must be the moaning of the spirit of the 
departed, whose repose they supposed they had disturbed, by inadvertently making 

a fire of some of the wood of which his tomb had been constructed. They 

passed a tedious night of fear, and with the first dawn of day hastily quitted the 
ill-omened spot. 

The Virginian Horned Owl preys on the American hare, Hudson’s Bay squirrel, 

mice, wood-grouse, &c. It builds its nest of sticks on the top of a lofty tree, 

hatches in March, and its young, two or three in number, are generally fully 

fledged in June. Its eggs are white.—R. 
In the size and structure of the ears, in the imperfect facial disk, in the short- 

ness of the tarsi, and in the relative proportions of the claws, there is a close 

resemblance between this bird and Strix nyctea. The first quill feather is shorter 

than the fifth, but is nearer to it than to the sixth in length; the second and fourth 

* Lewis and Clark state, that they saw the “‘ Large Hooting Owl,” to the westward of the Rocky Mountains, only 

on the Kooskooskee ; and that it was of the same size and form with the Ow] of the United States, though its colours, 
particularly the reddish-brown, seemed deeper and brighter. 

M 2 
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are equal, and very little shorter than the third, which is the longest. This struc- 

ture must be productive of a weaker flight than that of the Short or Long-eared 
Owls (Strix otus and brachyota).—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen killed at Fort Chepewyan. 

Cotour.—Bill and claws pale bluish-black. vides bright-yellow. Facial circle of a deep 

black immediately round the orbit ; composed of white, mixed with black bristly feathers at 

the base of the bill, and posteriorly of yellowish-brown wiry feathers, tipped with black, and 

having black shafts. The black tips form a conspicuous border to the facial circle posteriorly ; 

but the small feathers behind the auditory opening differ little in colour and appearance from 

the adjoining plumage of the neck. Egrets composed of ten or twelve dark-brown feathers, 

spotted at the base of their outer webs and along their whole inner ones with yellowish- 

brown. Forehead and crown dark blackish-brown, finely mottled with greyish-white, and 

partially exhibiting the yellowish-brown base of the plumage. The whole dorsal plumage 

is yellowish-brown for more than half the length of each feather from its base, and dark 

liver-brown upwards, finely barred and indented with undulated white lines. More of 

the yellowish-brown is visible on the neck and between the shoulders than elsewhere. The 

primaries present six or seven bars of dark umber or liver brown, alternating with six bars, 

which on the outer webs are brownish-white, finely speckled with dark-brown, and on the 

inner webs are of a bright buff-colour, sparingly speckled with the dark-brown near the shafts. 

The tips of the feathers have the same mottled appearance with the paler bars of the outer 

webs. The secondaries and tail feathers are similarly marked to the primaries, but show 

more white on their outer webs. There are six liver-brown bars on the fail, the last of 

which is nearly an inch from its end. 

Under surface.—Chin white, succeeded by a belt, extending from ear to ear, of liver-brown 

feathers, having pale yellowish-brown margins. Behind the belt there is a gorget-shaped 

mark of pure white. The rest of the lower surface of the body is crossed by very regular 

transverse bars of white, alternating with bars of equal breadth (three lines) of liver-brown, 

shaded with chocolate-brown. The yellowish-brown base of the plumage is likewise partially 

visible ; there is a white mesial line on the breast, and, when the long feathers covering the 

abdomen are turned aside, a good deal of white appears about the vent. The outside thigh 

feathers are yellowish-brown, with distant cross bars of liver-brown; and the legs and feet are 

brownish-white, with brown spots. The linings of the wings are white, with bars of liver- 

brown, margined by yellowish-brown. The insides of the primaries are bright-buff, crossed 

by broad bars of clove-brown. On the under surface of the secondaries the clove-brown bars 

are much narrower. The under tail coverts are whitish, with distant bars of liver-brown. The 

under surface of the tail has a slight tinge of buff-colour, and is crossed by mottled bars of 

clove-brown. 

Form, &c.—Head of moderate size. Bill very strong, curved from the base with an obtuse 

ridge ; its cutting margin very obtusely lobed in the middle. Cere moderately long. Nostrils 
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broadly oval. Facial circle incomplete above the eye. Auditory opening only three-quarters 

of an inch long, oval, without an operculum. Scapularies rather long. Tertiaries long, 

falling only about an inch short of the tip of the wing. The wings, when folded, fall four inches 

short of the end of the tail. The wing feathers have broad webs. The third quill feather is 

the longest ; the second and fourth are scarcely perceptibly shorter; the fifth is three-quarters 

of an inch, and the first an inch and a quarter shorter; the sixth and following ones diminish 

in length from three-quarters to half an inch in succession. The inner webs of the first and 

second are strongly sinuated, and that of the third less so; the outer webs of the second, third, 

and fourth, are distinctly undulated or obliquely sinuated. ‘he margins of the outer one, and 

that of the second and third below their sinuations, have the points of the barbs strongly reverted. 

The feathers of the tail have broad webs. The tail is slightly rounded, the exterior feathers 

being less than three-quarters of an inch shorter than the middle ones. Feet clothed to the 

nails, at the root of which two large scales become visible when the feathers are turned aside. 

Middle and fore claws of the same length, both grooved beneath, and the former having an 

acute inner edge. Claws reaching within less than two inches of the end of the tail. The 

hind and outer one are smaller, and are slightly grooved at the base beneath.. The middle 

and outer toe are connected at the base by a very short, thick web. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the tail Q 6 0 j 

the tail ‘ : 0 : - 26 0 55 of the longest quill feather ao dle 0 
>> of the bill, measured along its ridge 2 0 >> of the tarsus : : 5 1 3 

a oF from the angle of the 5, Of the middletoe . 5 : 1 9 
mouth tothe tip. : § : 1 8 5, Of the middle nail . : Ae | 3 

3> Of the cere on its ridge : - 0 9 

Another specimen, killed by Mr. Drummond on the Rocky Mountains, mea- 

sures two inches less in length, and differs generally from the preceding in being 

of a darker hue above, with finer and Jess copious white mottling. The yellowish- 
brown colour of the base of the plumage is also less bright, and the facial circle 

is of a more sombre hue. Its bill, also, is more compressed. 
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[23.] 6. Srrix (Buso) Arctica. (Swainson.) Arctic or White Horned Oul. 

Genus. Strix. Linn. Swb-genus. Bubo. Cuvier. 

Sp.Cu. Srrrx (Bubo) arctica, alba super hic illic brunnescens lineis crebris transversis mgrescentibus undulata, 

subter candida: jugulo abdomine tectricibus alarum internis pedibusque intactis; gutture pectore hypochondriusque 

Sasciatis. 

Sp. Cu. Arctic or WHITE HorNED Ow1, white, tinged here and there on the dorsal aspect with brown, and 

marked with crowded transverse blackish-brown bars and lines ; under plumage having a brilliant white ground colour, 

unspotted on the fore part of the neck, belly, under wing coverts, and feet ; banded on the throat, breast, and flanks. 

Poate xXxxil. 

This very beautiful Owl appears to be rare, only one specimen having been 

seen by the members of the Expedition. It was observed flying at mid-day in 

the immediate vicinity of Carlton House, and was brought down with an arrow 

by an Indian boy. I obtained no information respecting its habits. 

The only species mentioned by systematic writers that resembles this bird is 

the Strix Scandiaca, which Linnzeus, according to Pennant, described solely from 

a painting of Rudbeck’s. The same author mentions, however, that its existence 

was confirmed by Mr. Tonning, of Drontheim ; yet Temminck considers it to have 

been merely a young Snowy Owl, on which two fictitious egrets had been placed. 

The discovery of our species renders the existence of the Scandinavian Eared Owl 

more probable ; but the descriptions handed down to us of the latter are so imper- 

fect, that it can be considered only in the light of a nominal species until specimens 

of it are obtained. Wilson mentions a “ White Owl,” supposed to be a va- 

riety of Strix Virgimana, as having been seen in the United States; but, no 

details being given, it cannot now be ascertained whether it was our bird or 

not *.—R. 

In this remarkable species the facial disk is very imperfect; the ears small and 

without an operculum, as in Strix Virginiana ; the ear feathers ample; but the 

disk even smaller than in the last-mentioned bird, and the tarsi somewhat longer. 

The toes are similarly connected. The tail is of moderate length, and considerably 

rounded. The bill is strong, and rather short.—Sw. 

* The Wapacuthu Owl of Pennant and Latham, a Hudson’s Bay bird, resembles our White Horned Owl consider- 

ably in the colours of its plumage, but differs essentially in the want of egrets, which in our bird are long and highly 

developed. Neither Pennant nor Latham appear to have seen the Wapacuthu, their descriptions corresponding word 

for word with Mr. Hutchins’s manuscript notes. The Indian word Wapacuthu means ‘‘ White Owl,’”’ and is applied 

also to the Striv nyctea, although the common term for the latter is Wapo-ohoo. Mr. Hutchins says the Wapacuthu 
is an inhabitant of the woods, makes its nest in the moss on dry ground, and lays from five to ten white eggs in May. 
The young fly in June, and are entirely white for some time afterwards. The Wapacuthu preys on mice and small 
birds, which it generally kills for itself. The Expedition did not pass near Severn River, where Mr. Hutchins resided. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen killed in May, 1827, at Carlton House. 

Cotour of the bill and claws bluish-black. rides yellow. The face is white, bounded 

posteriorly by blackish-brown, succeeded by white, which two latter colours are continued in 

a mixed band across the throat. grets coloured at the base like the adjoining plumage, the 

longer feathers tipped with blackish-brown, their inner webs white, varied with wood-brown. 

The whole dorsal aspect is marked with undulated lines or fine bars of dark umber-brown, 

alternating with white; the markings bearing some resemblance to those of the Virginian Owl, 

but being much more lively and handsome. On the greater wing coverts, on the inner half of 

the scapularies, and also partially on the neck and lesser wing coverts, the white is tinged or 

replaced by pale wood-brown. The primaries and secondaries are wood-brown, with a con- 

siderable portion of white along the margins of their inner webs. They are crossed by from 

five to six distant umber-brown bars on both webs, the intervening spaces being finely speckled 

with the same. Near the tips of the primaries the fine sprinkling of the dark colour nearly ob- 

scures the wood-brown. On the tertiaries the wood-brown is mostly replaced by white. The 

tail feathers are white, deeply tinged on their inner webs by wood-brown, and crossed by six 

bars of umber-brown about halfas broad as the intervening spaces : their tips are white. 

Under surface.—Chin white. Throat crossed by the band above mentioned, behind which 

there is a large space of pure snow-white, that is bounded on the breast by blotches of liver- 

brown situated on the tips of the feathers. The belly and long plumage of the flanks are 

white, crossed by narrow, regular bars of dark-brown. The vent feathers, under tail coverts, 

thighs, and feet, are pure white. The linings of the wings are also white, with the exception 

of a brown spot on the tips of the greater interior coverts. 

Form, &c.—Bill strong, curved from the base, moderately compressed towards the tip, 

with a very obtuse ridge. Nostrils large, roundish, covered by the wiry feathers proceeding 

from the base of the bill. Facial disk small, incomplete above the orbit. Auditory concha 

oval, without an operculum. Opening of the auditory canal small. Egrets more than two 

inches long, each composed of six or seven feathers, and situated behind the upper end of the 

black band bounding the face. The folded wings fall about three inches and a half short of 

the end of the tail. The webs of the quill feathers are very broad, and the wing is very con- 

cave beneath. The second and third quill feathers are the longest; the fourth is about two 

lines shorter ; the first and fifth are an inch shorter ; the others to the tenth diminish each in 

succession about half an inch. The inner webs of the three first, and the outer ones of the 

second and third, are sinuated. The points of the whole of the outer barbs of the first, and of 

the barbs near the points of the second and third, are strongly recurved. The tertiaries are 

very long, their tips passing that of the sixth primary. The tail is rounded, the outer feathers 

being an inch shorter than the central ones. The plumage of the sides of the belly is long, 

and hangs down over the thighs. The thigh feathers are very downy, but are not long. The 

vent feathers and under tail coverts are also very downy. ‘The tarsi are rather long, and the 

toes are moderately long ; they are clothed to the roots of the nails by a close coat of hairy 

feathers. Two transverse scales are partially visible at the root of each claw. The claws are 
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strong, moderately long, sharp, and very much curved: the posterior one is rounded beneath; 

the outer versatile one is slightly flattened beneath, and the other two are grooved, the middle 

one having a sharp inner edge. The inner toe is the longest, and the next to it in length is 

the middle one ; the other two are considerably smaller. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines, ; Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the tail : 6 

the tail 6 : 3 : 8 23 6 », Of the longest quill feather . . 12 0 

> Of the bill onits ridge . . pil 9 » of the tarsus . . : : 2 3 
5, of the cere : 3 ‘ 5 0 9 >, of the middle toe 1 6 + 

>, Of the bill, from the angle of the >, Of its claw 1 3 

mouth . : A : i 5 1 9 

[24.] 7. Strix nycrea. (Linn.) Great Snowy Owl. 

Genus. Strix. Linn. Sub-genus. Surnia. DUMERIL. 

The Great White Owl. (Aluco albus diurnus.) Epwarps, pl. 61. 
Strix nyctea. Forster. Phil. Trans., |xii., p. 385. A totally white specimen. 

Snowy Owl. Latu. Syn., i., p. 132, sp.17. Suppil.,i., p. 45,sp.17. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 233, No. 121. 
Strix nyctea. Latu. JIJnd., i., p. 57, sp. 20. 

Ermine Owl. IpEmM. Syn., Second Suppl., p. 60, sp. 7. 

Strix candida. Latru. Ind., Suppl., p. xiv., sp. 3. 

Snow Owl. (Strix nyctea.) Wutson, iv., p. 53, pl. 32, f.1. Male. 

Strix nyctea. Trmm., i., p. 82. Sapine. Parry’s First Voy. Suppl., p. exciii., No.1. RicHarps., Append. 
Parry’s Second Voy., p. 342. Bonap., Syn., p. 36, No. 24. Sextsy. Brit. Orn., 8vo., p. 58. 

Wapow-keethoo or Wapohoo. CREE InDIans. Ookpeéguak. Esquimaux. 

This highly beautiful and powerful bird is common in the more northern parts of 

both hemispheres, frequenting in summer the most remote arctic lands that have 

been visited, but retiring, with the Ptarmigan, on which it preys, to more sheltered 

districts in the winter. Even in the latter season, however, it is frequently seen 

within the confines of the Arctic Circle ; though it is not very uncommon at the 

same period in Canada and the northern parts of the United States ; and now and 

then it has been known to wander as far south as Florida. In Europe it frequents 

the Feroe and Shetland Islands, and is occasionally killed, even in summer, on 

the moors of the Orkneys. According to Temminck, it sometimes visits the north 

of Germany, and is casually seen in Holland. It hunts in the day; and, indeed, 

unless it could do so, it would be unfit to pass the summer within the Arctic Circle. 
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When I have seen it on the barren grounds it was generally squatting on 

the earth, and, if put up, it alighted again after a short flight ; but was 

always so wary as to be approached with great difficulty. In the woody districts 

it shows less caution, and, according to Hearne, has been known to watch the 

Grouse-shooters a whole day, for the purpose of sharing in the spoil. On such 

occasions it perches on a high tree, and, when a bird is shot, skims down and 

carries it off before the sportsman can get near it. It preys on lemmings, 

hares, and birds, particularly the Willow-grouse and Ptarmigan. Mr. Hutchins 

says that it eats carrion; and Wilson informs us that it is a dexterous fisher, 

grasping its finny prey with an instantaneous stroke of the foot, as it sails along 

near the surface of the water, or sits on a stone in a shallow stream. I have seen 

it pursue the American hare on the wing, making repeated strokes at the animal 

with its foot; but on that occasion, through the intervention of an Indian, it was 

driven from its quarry. It makes its nest on the ground, and lays three or four 

white eggs, of which two only are in general hatched. In winter, when this Owl 

is fat, the Indians and white residents in the fur-countries esteem it to be good 

eating. Its flesh is delicately white. There is a live specimen, from Hudson’s 
Bay, at present in the gardens of the Zoological Society. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of an individual killed at Bear Lake, lat. 65°, May, 1826. 

Cotour white ; marked on the dorsal aspect with umber-brown spots. There are no spots 

on the face or forehead ; those on the crown of the head are small, irregular in shape, and 

situated near the tips of the feathers. The nape of the neck is unspotted ; but farther back, 

near the shoulders, the plumage is brownish at the base, and one or two narrow bars of dull- 

brown cross each feather near its tip. There are similar bars on the fore part of the back, 

the scapularies, and the lesser wing coverts. The rump and the tail coverts are almost totally 

white. The ¢azl is marked near its end by three very imperfect bars, consisting of transverse 

oblong spots, which do not reach either the margins or shafts of the feathers: the outer tail 

feather on each side is unspotted. The brewn spots on the primaries and their coverts are 

brighter and rather larger than elsewhere, and have mostly a roundish shape. They consti- 

tute, on the former, six or seven interrupted bars. The spots on the secondaries are small, 

and confined to the exterior webs. The plumage on the ventral aspect and insides of the 

wings is white, with the exception of about four broccoli-brown bars near the ends of the 

primaries, and two or three very imperfect bars of the same colour on the under surface of 

the tail. The bill and claws are bluish-black ; the irides Dutch-orange. 

Form, &c.—Head small. Bill curved from the base, compressed towards the point, sides 

moderately conyex, and the ridge rounded ; cutting margin nearly even ; gape wide. Cere 

rather short. Nostrils large, oval, approaching to round, situated obliquely at the anterior 

N 
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margin of the cere. Facial circle of wiry feathers small and very incomplete, being visible only 

at the base of the bill and beneath the orbit. ‘The eyebrow projects as in the Falcons, and is 

clothed with plumage similar to that on the crown of the head. The bristly feathers at the 

base of the bill project forwards and cover the nostrils. Tips of the folded wings about an 

inch and a half shorter than the tail. The third quill feather is the longest ; the fourth is 

three lines, and the second four or five lines, shorter than the third* ; the fifth is an inch and 

a quarter shorter than the fourth; the first is an inch and a half shorter than the second, or 

about a quarter of an inch shorter than the fifth; the others diminish successively about an inch 

each ; the second, third, and fourth have their outer webs abruptly narrowed, or notched ; and 

the first to the fourth inclusive have also very deep and abrupt notches on their inner webs. 

The barbs of the outer web of the first feather have their points reverted and open {+ : this is 

also the case, though in a less remarkable degree, on the outer margins of the narrowed part 

of the three succeeding feathers. The under tail coverts are nearly as long as the tail, and 

have pretty strong shafts, with very downy webs at their bases. The ¢éail is rather short 

and rounded, its exterior feathers being nearly an inch shorter than the middle ones. The 

claws, when the leg is stretched out, reach within three inches and a half of the end of the 

tail. The thigh feathers reach to the feet. The tarsi are short, The feet and toes are 

covered with long white hairlike feathers, which partly conceal the claws: by turning these 

hairs aside, two scales may be seen at the base of each claw above. The feathers on the back 

part of the tarsus are particularly long and somewhat downy. The inner claw and the middle 

one are equal in size, both are grooved beneath, and the latter has a very sharp interior edge. 

The two others are rounded beneath and are smaller, particularly the hind one, which is the 

shortest of all. All the claws are much curved and very sharp. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill in a straight line from the 

the tail . ; 3 5 ° « 2 6 corner of the mouth 8 ° . 2 0 

>> of the tail b A 5 6 6 >> of the tarsus 4 6 o (ll 6 

>, of the longest quill feather -., 16 0 5, ofthe middle toe’ . 5 0 2 0 

» Of the bill, measured along its ridge 1 9 5, Of its claw, following its curvature 1 6 

>, Of the cere onitsridge . : 0 9 5, Of the fore claw in a straight line 1 3 

Temminck remarks, that the younger the individuals are, the more is their 

plumage spotted and barred ; and that the very old birds are pure white, without 

* There is some variation in the lengths of the quill feathers in different specimens. The second, third, and fourth 

are obviously longer than the others in all, the second and fourth being nearly equal. The first quill feather is some- 
times longer than the fifth. 

+ The different formation of the exterior lamin of the quill feathers, in Falcons and Owls, does not appear to have 

excited that attention which the subject deserves. In Falco sparverius, and probably in all the kindred species, the 

external lamine of the quills are concave, with a semi-central shaft, analogous to the quill itself. The outer vane is 

formed of still more minute lamine; but the inner vane, which is by far the broadest, is perfectly entire, and of a 

horny texture, being concave beneath: it thus reposes, with great compactness, upon the next lamina of the quill. In 

the Owl this structure is beautifully modified to admit a free passage for the air, by which the flight of these birds is 

noiseless. The horny vane above mentioned is no longer entire, but is split into minute laminz along its entire length ; 
the end, instead of reposing on the next, is recurved outwards, thus giving the appearance of a dentated margin.—Sw. 
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any brown spot. These white individuals are, in Wilson’s opinion, always males ; 
but, judging from the size of some white specimens I have seen, I should think 
he is mistaken. 

A specimen from Hudson’s Bay, preserved in the British Museum, is entirely 

white, with the exception of a brown spot near the tip of the first quill feather and 

two on the second feather. The length of the specimen is twenty-six inches. 

Another specimen, killed on the eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains, and 

from its size supposed to be a female, has the plumage on the dorsal aspect more 
generally spotted and barred, and also many bars on the long feathers that cover 

each side of the abdomen. The throat, vent feathers, under tail coverts, and 

linings of the wings, are, however, pure white. In this, the second and fourth 

quill feathers are equal to each other and two lines shorter than the third ; 

the first and fifth are also equal to each other, and about an inch and a half 

shorter than the third. 

Dimensions 

Of a Rocky Mountain specimen. 

Inches, _— Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of the tail 

a Olthes tails. 6 5 z 5 5 . 10 0 

55 of the longest quill feather ; ¢ 6 - 16 6 

1, Ear of the Snowy Owl, 2. Bill, partly divested of the frontal feathers, to show the nostrils. 

3. Profile of the head. 
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[25.] 8. Srrix FUNEREA. (Lath.) American Hawk Owl. 

Genus. Strix. Linn. Sub-genus. Surnia. DumMeERIL. 

The Little Hawk Owl. (Ulula Accipetri afinis.) Epwanps, pl. 62. 
Strix funerea. Forster. Phil. Trans., |xii., p. 385. 

Canada Owl. Latu. Syn., i., p. 142, sp. 29. Ipem. Suppl., i., p. 47. 
Hawk Owl. PENN. Arct. Zool., xi., p. 234, sp. 123. 

Strix funerea. Latru. Jnd., i., p. 62, sp. 35. 

Hawk Owl. (Striz Hudsonia.) Wuson, Vi., p. 64, pl. 50, f. 6. 

Strix funerea. TeEmmM., i., p. 86. SaBinE. Frankl. Journ, p.671. Bonap. Syn., p. 35, sp. 23. 
Paypaw thee-cawsew, or Cobadecootch. CrerE Inpians. 

Theechazza. Copper Inp1ANs and CHEPEWYANS. 

Ood no heoot. EsquiMAUx. 

This small Owl, which inhabits the Arctic Circle in both continents, belongs to 

a natural group, that have small heads destitute of tufts, small and imperfect 

facial disks, auditory openings neither operculated nor much exceeding those of 

other birds in size, and considerable analogy in their habits to the diurnal birds 

of prey. It remains all the winter in high northern latitudes, and is rarely seen 

so far south as Pennsylvania, and then only in severe winters. Wilson saw only 

two specimens in the United States. It is a common species throughout the fur- 

countries from Hudson’s Bay to the Pacific, and is more frequently killed than any 

other by the hunters, which may be partly attributed to its boldness and its habit 

of flying about by day. In the summer season it feeds principally on mice and 

insects ; but in the snow-clad regions, which it frequents in the winter, neither of 
these are to be procured, and it then preys mostly on Ptarmigan. It is a con- 

stant attendant on the flocks of Ptarmigan in their spring migrations to the north- 

ward. It builds its nest on a tree, of sticks, grass, and feathers, and lays two 

white eggs. When the hunters are shooting Grouse, this bird is occasionally 

attracted by the report of the gun, and is often bold enough, on a bird being 

killed, to pounce down upon it, though it may be unable from its size to carry it 

off. It is also known to hover round the fires made by the natives at night. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen killed at Cumberland House, lat. 54°, May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Bill pale-yellow or whitish. The wiry feathers forming the imperfect facial 

circle are intermixed with many black hairs at the inner corner of the eye, are greyish-white 

behind and beneath the eye, and are bounded posteriorly by a line of deep black. The whole 
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upper surface of the head and nape of the neck is brownish-black, regularly and closely studded 

with round white spots, generally three or five on each feather, of which one occupies the tip, 

and the others are in pairs, separated by the brown shaft. On the posterior part of the neck 

the white spots are larger, and on each side of it there is an irregular longitudinal brownish- 

black band. The rest of the plumage on the dorsal aspect has a deep liver-brown ground 

colour, variously spotted with white. On the space between the shoulders, the adjoining parts 

of the scapularies, and greater and lesser wing coverts, the white spots are few. On the quill 

feathers the white is disposed in from three to six semi-oval marks on the margins of both webs, 

those on the inner webs being the largest. These spots are very conspicuous on the second- 

aries ; but on the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth primaries, they are wanting on the outer 

webs, their site being merely indicated by a fainter shade of the brown. On the posterior 

part of the back and tail coverts the white is arranged in transverse bars, and predominates 

over the brown. The fail is liver-brown, tipped with white, and is crossed by seven distant 

narrow, somewhat crescentic white bars, 

Under surface.—The long feathers on the sides of the abdomen and thighs, under tail co- 

verts, and linings of the wings, are white, very regularly and perfectly barred transversely with 

chestnut-brown bands more than half the breadth of the intervening spaces. The bars on the 

breast and under surface of the neck are narrower. ‘The vent feathers are soiled-white, and 

are crossed by some faint brown bars. The under surfaces of the quill and tail feathers are 

clove-brown, with white spots and bars corresponding to those on the exterior surfaces. 

Form, &c.—Bill nearly concealed by bristly feathers, short, curved from the base, with 

an obtuse ridge and a very short cere; cutting margin slightly undulated. Lower mandible 

notched on the side near the point and truncated at the end. Nostrils small, rounded. Head 

round, of moderate size. Facial circle small, and incomplete above. Scapulary feathers 

short. Folded wings falling three inches and a half short of the end of the tail. The 

third quill feather is the longest, the fourth is scarcely shorter, the second is half an inch 

shorter, and the fifth three-quarters of an inch shorter thansthe third or fourth ; the following 

ones are each in succession an inch shorter: the first is a little shorter than the fifth, or about 

two inches shorter than the third. The inner webs of the first four, and the outer webs of the 

second, third, and fourth, are sinuated. The outer margin of the first primary only has its 

barbs slightly recurved. Tail long, cuneiform, the outer feathers being an inch and a half 

shorter than the middle ones. Tarsi and toes short. Inner and middle claws nearly equal 

to each other, both grooved beneath, and the middle one having a sharp inner edge. The 

posterior and outer ones smaller, and rounded beneath. Claws partially concealed by the 

feathers covering the toes. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. _— Lines, Inches. _ Lines, 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end Length of the middle toe 9 

of the tail c < C J as 0 5, of its claw 6 ; 3 C 0 9 

>» of thetail . : 8 0 5, of the bill along its ridge a il 0 
>, of the longest quill feather 9 0 ,, of the bill from the angle of the 

> of the tarsus 1 0 mouth . of 3 a8 ° o 5 i 0 
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Nine other specimens, killed at Bear Lake, Slave Lake, York Factory, and on 
the Rocky Mountains, presented no other difference than the white spots, in some 
of them, being fewer on the neck, between the shoulders, and on the scapularies. 

Their length varied from 164 to 174 inches ; but the sexes were not specified. 

Head of the Hawk Owl. Bill, showing the nostrils. Ear. 

[26.] 9. Strix Tencmatmi. (Linn.) Tengmalm’s Owl. 

Genus. Strix. Linn. Sub-genus. Noctua. Cuvier. 
“ Strix dasypus. BrcusTErn and Meyer.” (Temminck.) 
Strix passerina. Forster. Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 385, No. 7. 

New species of Owl. Penn. <Arct. Zool., ii. Suppl., p. 60. 

Strix Tengmalmi. TEmmincx,i. p.94. VrEILLoT. Ency. Méth., iii., 1288. IpEm. Gal. 
des Ois., pl. 23. 

Cheepai-peethees, or Cheepomeséés. (Death-bird.) CrEE INDIANS. 

Shipomosish. Hutcuins. MS., et apud Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 236. 

PLATE XXXII. 

This species resembles Strix funerea, Virginiana, &c., in its short and fea- 

thered tarsi; while the size and structure of its ears point out its affinity to 

those groups which are strictly nocturnal. The bill is short and much curved, 
the nostrils very convex, and their apertures oval. The wings are considerably 
rounded.—Sw. 

The completely nocturnal habits of this Owl is a proof of the justness of the 
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above remark on its affinity. When it accidentally wanders abroad in the day, 

it is so much dazzled by the light of the sun as to become stupid, and it may then 

be easily caught by the hand. Its cry in the night is a single melancholy note, 

repeated at intervals of a minute or two ; and it is one of the superstitious prac- 
tices of the Indians to whistle when they hear it. If the bird is silent when thus 

challenged, the speedy death of the inquirer is augured; hence its Cree appella- 
tion of Death-bird. Mr. Hutchins informs us that it builds a nest of grass half 

way up a pine-tree, and lays two eggs in the month of May. It feeds on 

mice and beetles. I cannot state the extent of its range, but believe that it in- 

habits all the woody country from Great Slave Lake to the United States. On the 
banks of the Saskatchewan it is so common that its voice is heard almost every 

night by the traveller wherever he selects his bivouack. The Countess of 

Dalhousie sent a fine specimen from Canada to the Edinburgh Museum.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen killed at Carlton House, in the end of May. 

Cotovur.—Bill whitish on the ridge and at the tip ; dark-coloured on the sides. Facial 

circle blackish immediately round the orbit and at the base of the bill; the rest of it white, 

with an intermixture of black shafts and barbs towards its posterior margin. The belt of 

velvety feathers on the posterior border of the concha is blackish-brown, with a few white 

spots: there is a greater intermixture of white where the band unites with its fellow under the 

throat. The ground colour of the whole dorsal aspect is an uniform tint of liver-brown. On 

the forehead this is thickly dotted with round white spots, one only, in general, on each feather 

near its tip; but, in a few, there is an indication of a pair of spots lower down *. The spots 

on the occiput are more distant, and they are considerably larger on the back of the neck 

and between the shoulders, each spot occupying the middle of a feather, and not extending 

either to the tip or lateral margins. There are only two or three of these spots on the back; but 

there are a good many on the scapularies, particularly on their inner webs, where they resemble 

those on the neck in size and number. ‘There are a few distant round spots, of the size of a 

pea, on the lesser wing coverts. The primary coverts are unspotted, unless on their inner 

webs. The primaries have four or five semi-orbicular spots on the margin of their outer 

webs, and as many oblong larger spots extending to near the margins of their inner ones. 

The outer spots of the two first primaries are nearly obsolete. The secondaries have only two 

spots on their outer webs, but generally about five on their inner ones. The fail,. of similar 

colour to the rest of the dorsal surface, is crossed by five narrow interrupted white bands. The 

white spots forming these bands do not reach the shafts of any of the feathers, and the last 

band is a quarter of an inch distant from the end of the tail. 

* This distinguishes it from Striz Acadica, in which the white forms linear streaks along the shafts of the feathers 
of the head; and it is on account of this mark that we have referred the Strix passerina of Forster to the S. Teng- 

malmi. Linneus, in Fauna Suecica, terms our Striz Tengmalmi, Strix funerea. 
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The plumage on the under surface of the body presents a mixture of white and liver-brown, 

in nearly equal quantities, disposed in large and not very well defined spots, the white occu- 

pying the lateral margins of the feathers. The base of the plumage, both above and below, 

is blackish-grey. The linings of the wings are white, with some blotches of clove-brown; and 

the insides of the quill and tail feathers are clove-brown, with white spots corresponding to 

those on their exterior surfaces. The feathers clothing the legs and feet are soiled yellowish- 

white, with some obscure brown markings. 

Form, &c.—Head large. Bill small, almost concealed by the facial circles, curved from 

the base, compressed, with an obtuse ridge. Cere short, rounded above, and tumid on the 

sides. Nostrils small, transverse, oval. Facial circle complete. Concha forming almost a 

semicircle, with a long narrow operculum. ‘There is a fulness of the plumage on the usual 

site of the egrets. The plumage in general is unusually soft, the barbs of the feathers being 

very slender and open. The scapularies are short; but the secondaries and tertiaries are 

long, the latter falling only an inch short of the tips of the wings when folded. The tips of 

the wings themselves are an inch and a quarter shorter than the tail. The third quill feather 

is the longest, and the fourth very nearly equals it; the second and fifth are equal to each 

other, and a quarter of an inch shorter than the third ; the sixth and following ones become 

each in succession four or five lines shorter; the first equals the seventh. The inner webs of 

the first and second primaries are sinuated, and the outer web of the second is undulated or 

very obliquely sinuated *, The points of the outer barbs of the first primary, of those of the 

second for half its length, and of those near the point of the third, are reverted. ‘The tail is 

slightly rounded, the middle feather exceeding the exterior one by about a quarter of an inch. 

Feet, when stretched out, reaching within an inch and a half of the end of the tail. Tarsi 

and toes short, clothed by long hairy feathers to the roots of the nails, where one scale only 

becomes visible on putting the feathers aside. Nails of moderate size; inner and middle one 

of equal length, both grooved, and the latter with a sharp inner edge ; the other two smaller, 

and rounded beneath. 

Diwensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines, 
Length from the point of the bill to the end Length of the bill, measured along the ridge 0 9 

of the tail, measuring over the crown . ll 6 >, of the tarsus 4 0 é . O 103 

> of thetail . 2 c . 5 0 >, Of the middle toe . ° . 0 7 

>> of the longest quill feather - 6 6 5, Of the middle claw c ¢ . O 6 

Three other specimens have precisely the same dimensions and markings on the 

plumage. Two of them were killed near the sources of the Peace River, in the 

Rocky Mountains. 

* This is the general form. In one specimen the sinuation is rather abrupt, and deeper. 
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[27.] 10. Srrix Acapica. (Latham, Gmelin.) American Sparrow Ovl. 

Genus. Strix. Linn. Sub-genus. Noctua. Cuvier. 

Acadian Owl. Latu. Syn., i., p. 149, sp. 38, pl. 5., f. 2. 

Strix Acadica, GmuEet. Syst., i., p. 296, No. 43. 

Strix Acadiensis. Laru. Jnd.,i., p. 65, sp. 44. 

Little Owl. (Strix passerina.) Wutson, iv., p. 66, pl. 34, f. 2. 
Strix Acadica. Bonap. Syn., p. 38, sp. 31. 

Sp. Cu. S. (Noctua) Acapica, magnitudine Turdi Canori, remigibus primoribus maculis albis ter quaterve fasciatis : 

secundaris extus immaculatis, cauda interrupté bi-fasciata. 

Sp. Cu. AMERICAN Sparrow Owl, the size of the Common Thrush, primaries crossed by three or four bands of 
white spots ; outer webs of the secondaries unspotted ; two interrupted bands on the tail. 

There can be no doubt that this is the species so admirably described and figured 
by Wilson ; and there are circumstances which appear to corroborate the correct- 
ness of the Prince of Musignano, in referring the Strix passerina of Wilson to the 

Acadica of Gmelin, or rather of Dr. Latham, its original describer. The size 

mentioned by both these writers is nearly the same. The two white bands on the 
tail are not, indeed, particularly mentioned by the latter, who merely designates 

them as “a few white spots;’’ but his figure, faulty as it is, represents these 
white spots as forming two bands. M. Temminck’s description of the European 

Owl, erroneously considered the Strix Acadica of Gmelin, is only applicable to our 

bird in its size ; the colours of the tail and of the flanks appear quite different. 

The only other northern species, liable to be mistaken for our bird, is the Strix 
passerina of 'Temminck, which he describes as being of the same size as Strix 

Tengmalm. Now, as our Strix Acadica is much smaller, it cannot be the same 

with any of the three small Owls described in that author’s Manuel. The Little 

Owl of Pennant is so slightly mentioned, that it is impossible to ascertain what 

particular bird the author had in view. It appears highly probable that he consi- 
dered the t 2 American species, with another found in Sweden, to be mere varie- 
ties, as he states the length to vary from eight to seven inches.—Sw. 

This Owl was not noticed on the route of the Expedition, but specimens were 

sent from New Caledonia, by Mr. Archibald M‘Donald. Wilson observes that 

it “is a general and constant inhabitant of the middle States, but is found most 

numerous in the neighbourhood of the seashore, and among woods and pine- 

swamps. It rarely comes abroad during the day, but, if driven from its retreat, flies 
O 
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a short way, and again takes shelter from the light. At the approach of twilight 
it is all life and activity, being a noted and dexterous mouse-catcher. It builds 
its nest generally in pines, half way up the tree, and lays two eggs, which, like 

those of the rest of its genus, are white. The melancholy and gloomy umbrage 
of those solitary evergreens forms its favorite haunts, where it sits dozing and 

slumbering all day, lulled by the roar of the neighbouring ocean.”’ 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen killed on Thompson’s River, New Caledonia, to the westward of the Rocky Mountains. 

Cotour.—Bill black. Facial circle of a soiled-white colour, mixed with black immediately 

round the orbit, and with yellowish-brown posteriorly. Ground colour of the plumage on 

the dorsal aspect liver-brown, The velvety feathers behind the facial circle differ from those 

of Strix Tengmalmi in not presenting a deeper tint of brown than the rest of the plumage, 

and in being much more generally speckled with white. The feathers of the head are also of 

a lighter brown than in that species, and have only a narrow white streak along the shaft, 

instead of round white spots. On the dorsal aspect of the neck most of the feathers have a 

large spot of white in their middles, as in Strix Tengmalmi. The back, tail coverts, and more 

interior scapularies, are unspotted ; but there are some white blotches on the exterior scapu- 

laries. Above the primary coverts the wing has a narrow white margin; and there are four or 

five white spots on the outer margins of the secondary coverts, forming an oblique interrupted 

band. There are likewise three or four white spots on the outer margins of the primaries, 

and a white posterior border to the tertiaries ; but the tips of all the quill feathers and the rest 

of the wing are brown. There are, indeed, three or four oval white marks on the inner webs 

of the quill feathers, but none of them show unless the feathers be separated. The tail is 

liver-brown, very narrowly tipped with soiled-white, and crossed by two narrow interrupted 

white bars, more than half an inch apart. There is a third less perfect bar, which is concealed 

by the tail coverts. 

The under surface of the body is white, intermixed with chestnut-brown blotches, which 

occupy the middles of the feathers. The linings of the wings are white, tinged more or less 

with chestnut-brown ; and the inner surfaces of the quill feathers and tail are broccoli-brown, 

with white spots corresponding to those of the exterior surfaces. Thighs and feet clothed 

with yellowish-brown feathers. 

Form, &c.—Head large. Bill rather less curved than that of Strix Tengmalmi. Shape 

of the cere and nostrils the same as in that species. Facial circle complete. Concha more 

than an inch long, with a moderately broad operculum. Wings nearly as long as the tail, 

and of precisely the same form with those of Striz Tengmalmi. Tail short, nearly square, © 

the outer feathers on each side being only a little shorter than the others, which are even. 

When the legs are stretched out, the claws reach the end of the tail. Yarst rather longer 

than those of Strix Tengmalmi. Toes feathered to the nails, only one scale being visible. 

Inner nail rather longer than the middle one. The outer and the hind nail are smaller, and 

are rounded beneath. 
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Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines, 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill . : . : 0 9 
the tail, measuring over thecrown . 10 0 55 of the tarsus 0 ll 

55 of the tail : . ; a 8 0 5, of the middle toe 5 0 9 

5, of the longest quill feather 5 5 4 >> Of the middle claw . A C 0 7 

Another specimen, killed at the same place, was of precisely the same dimen- 

sions. The sexes of neither were noted. 

Three Owls are mentioned by the Prince of Musignano as inhabitants of the 

United States, which did not come under notice in our journeys through the fur- 

countries, and perhaps do not extend so far north. 
1. Strix cunicularia, which inhabits the burrows of the prairie-marmots, on the 

plains of the Missouri. The only part of the fur-countries in which this Owl is 

likely to occur, are the plains of the Saskatchewan, which resemble the prairies of 

the Missouri. Specimens in Mr. Taylor’s possession, sent from Real del Monte, 

and examined by Mr. Swainson, prove this species to be an inhabitant of the 

Table Land of Mexico. 

2. Strix asio is said to retire northwards from the United States in the summer. 

3. Strix flammea, which, being common to both hemispheres, might be expected 
to be found in the more northern districts of both. We did not hear of it, how- 

ever, in the fur-countries. 

It is more than probable that several Owls, not known as inhabitants of Ame- 
rica, may hereafter be detected in the fur-countries, as our means of procuring 

these unwonted birds of night were not ample. The Wapacuthu Owl of Pennant 
and Latham, mentioned in the note to page 86 of this work, seems to be a good 
species ; but we are unable to assign it a place in the system without further 
details *.—R. 

* The following is Mr. Hutchins’s account of this species :— 
“ The SpoTTED Ow1 (Wapacuthu) weighs five pounds, and is two feet long and four broad ; the irides bright- 

yellow ; bill and talons shining-black and much curved, the former covered with bristly hairs projecting from the base 5 

space between the eyes, the cheeks, and throat, white; on the top of the head and on each side of the concha the 

extreme parts of the feathers are dusky-black ; concha dirty-white; scapularies, with the lesser and greater coverts 
of the wings, white, elegantly barred with reddish dusky spots pointing downwards; the quill feathers and tail are 
irregularly barred and spotted with pale-red and black; back and coverts of the tail white, with a few dusky spots; 

under coverts and vent feathers white; the breast and belly dirty-white, crossed with an infinite number of narrow 
reddish bars ; the legs are feathered to the toes ; the latter covered with hairs, like that of the bill, but not so strong. 

This bird is an inhabitant of the woods, makes a nest in the moss on dry ground, lays from five to ten white eggs in 
May, and the young fly in June, and are entirely white for some time after. They feed on mice and small birds, 
which they generally kill themselves.”—Hut cuins, MS., p. 99. 

O 2 
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INSESSORES, or PERCHING BIRDS. 

Tue inequality between natural groups, occupying a corresponding or analogous 

station in their own circles, is nowhere more apparent than on looking to the 
Insessorial birds,—the typical order of this great division of vertebrated ani- 

mals. The Vertebrata will not bear the least comparison, in point of numbers, 

with the Annulosa; the proportion of the former to the latter being, in all pro- 

bability, not more than 1 to 15; yet no one would think of denying to these divi- 

sions an equal value in the scale of creation, merely because their contents are so 

strikingly disproportionate. This inequality, moreover, is observable in another 

way. It may generally be remarked, on comparing the typical with the sub- 

typical groups, that the contents of the latter are the most numerous. But 

sometimes this proportion is reversed, and the typical circle exhibits a greater 

diversity of forms than are to be met with in all the other groups put together. 
The order of Insessores is of this description. It comprehends such a vast 

assemblage of species, arranging themselves under subordinate tribes, so distinct 

in themselves, that it becomes extremely difficult to select characters sufficiently 

comprehensive to define the order. This difficulty, indeed, is so great, that some 

naturalists have contented themselves with assigning negative rather than positive 

distinctions to this order. For if we rest on their inhabiting the land rather than 

the water, by what reason can we exclude the Gallinaceous tribes, and even many 

of the Grallatores, whose chief haunts are upon dry moors and commons? The 

Cinclus, again, is amphibious. If we characterize the Insessores as exclusively 

perching birds, the term, rigidly understood, is equally objectionable ; for several 

families live entirely upon the ground; while others, among the wading and 

swimming orders, habitually repose upon trees. These, and a thousand similar 

difficulties, have ever embarrassed the speculations of those naturalists who seek for 

absolute and unexceptionable distinctions in nature; where, in truth, as they do 

not exist, so they have never been found. Without, therefore, dwelling further 
upon such exceptions to the prominent features which characterize the order 

before us, we may state that it is distinguished,— 
First, by the feet being of that construction most adapted for perching or grasp- 
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ing ; the hallux or hind toe being always present, and articulated on the same plane 
with the fore toes. 

Secondly, by the absence of that strongly-defined tooth, which gives to the 

rapacious birds the exclusive power of tearing or dividing their food, previous to 
swallowing it. 

Thirdly, by the presence, in the typical groups, of a small notch in one or 

both mandibles, enabling the bird to hold, but not divide, its food, which is 

swallowed almost universally in an entire state. 

The two first distinctions are much more positive and universal than the last ; 
but the whole will sufficiently detach the Perchers from all other birds. 

The primary divisions of this order are so obvious, that the most inexperienced 

student cannot fail to perceive them. The Dentirostres, Conrrostres, ScaN- 

sores, TENUIROSTRES, and FissirosTRES, are So many prominent groups, which 

have been long recognised in the celebrated Prodromus of Itticer, the Régne 

Animal of Cuvier, and sufficiently so in other works; they have been accordingly 

cited, with justice, to illustrate the circular nature of the Insessores. So far 

as regards the admission of these groups, nothing more need be said, since 

they have been universally adopted. This unanimity, however, among orni- 
thologists merely extends to the typical forms ; all agree, for instance, in classing 
the Woodpeckers and Parrots as climbing birds. But because the scansorial 

structure is exhibited under a different form in the Grimpereaux of M. Cuvier, we 

find these birds occupying a station in the Régne Animal with the TenuirostREs. 

Even this latter tribe, by some writers, is made to embrace every bird suspected 

of having a filamentous tongue, however strongly it may be allied, in all other 

parts of its organization, with groups far differently situated. When, therefore, 
it is said that the five sub-orders or tribes above named have been universally 

admitted, it must be at the same time remembered that no two writers have yet 

agreed on their definite nature. Hence it becomes advisable, before we proceed 

further, to attempt their true definition. 
We have already stated an opinion, that the Insessorial order first resolves 

itself into three circular groups; by which disposition the Scansores, the Tenui- 

rostres, and the Fissirostres, are united into one; and that the two others, namely, 

the Conirostres and the Dentirostres, constitute the typical and the subtypical 

circles. Their prominent distinctions may be thus stated :— . 
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INSESSORKES. ~ 

1. Bill more or less conic, strong, slightly emar- 

Typical group. | ginate; feet robust, formed both for perching ConiRostRes. 

and walking, or leaping: omnivorous. 

2, Bill not conic, of a weaker structure, but 

Subtypical rp more deeply emarginate; feet more slender; DENTIROSTRES. 

the mouth armed with bristles. 
By : SCANSORES. 

Aberrant group. Bill entire ; feet generally imperfect, VELy, hi 2 | ee 

short, and not adapted for walking. pi eae 

It may be further remarked, that the first and second groups are more perfectly 
constructed than the third; and that while the Conirostres are most conspicuous for 

their bulk, the Dentirostres, in proportion to their size, evince the greatest strength 

and courage. But distinctions, built only upon such considerations, are so vague 

as obviously to be of little value. 

The decided analogy which Nature has preserved between the above groups of 

the Insessores, and those into which she first resolves the whole feathered creation, 

has recently been pointed out by Mr. Mac Leay with his usual acumen. 

In an inquiry like the present it is, perhaps, of little importance at what point 
we begin our investigation. Yet, as it has been customary with the majority of 

ornithologists to commence with the Shrikes, immediately after treating on the 

rapacious birds, to which, indeed, they bear the strongest analogy, we shall follow 

the same plan, and commence, with M. Cuvier, by placing that family at the head 

of his 

DENTIROSTRES. 

The most prominent distinction of this tribe, as already intimated, is the strong 

emargination of one or of both mandibles. This notch is perfectly analogous to 

the tooth or festoon in the birds of prey ; but, from its comparatively slight deve- 

lopment, it merely enables the bird to take a firm grasp of its food, without the 
power (except in one family) of tearing or dividing it in pieces. The Raptorial 

birds exclusively employ their talons in seizing their quarry ; with these weapons 

they transfix their victim, or strike it with such force as frequently to cause instant 
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death : the bill is reserved, as a knife, to separate the parts. But, among the 
Dentirostres, this process is partially reversed: the bill, and not the feet, is the 

instrument of capture; and that the struggles of its prey may not injure the 

face of the bird, this organ is either much lengthened, or the base is so defended 

from the possibility of mischief, by rigid feathers or stiff bristles directed forwards, 

that the face becomes secure from all injury. The cere, so general among the 

Raptores, is entirely wanting. The feet are less perfectly constructed than those 

of the Conirostres, as the middle and exterior toes are frequently connected ; but 

in such birds the tarsi are sufficiently elevated to remove them from the Fissirostral 

order ; although, from want of due attention to this circumstance, the genus 

Todus of Linnzeus has been lately transferred from the Dentirostres to the latter 

tribe. 

Agreeing, therefore, in these general characteristics, we find the groups of 
this tribe are naturally distributed in the three following circles :— 

DENTIROSTRES. 

1. Bill abruptly bent, “strong, and deeply emar- 

Typical group. ginate; claws much curved and very acute: LANIADA. 

carnivorous or insectivorous. 

2 Bill moderate, compressed, gradually bent ; 

Subtypical rep the notch less developed: insectivorous or MEeERuLIDA. 

frugivorous. 

3. Bill weaker; the base generally broad; the ) Syzviapaz. 

Aberrant rr feet either very slender, or short and | dersuos 

feeble. Topipa. 

The difficulty of framing characters for a group so diversified as the last, is suffi- 

ciently obvious to every naturalist acquainted with their economy ; and it had been 

better, perhaps, to have assigned to each of the three, by which it is composed, 
a distinct character. But as this will be done in the sequel, we have considered 

it more expedient to preserve, even in this slight sketch of the tribe, an indi- 

cation of those primary groups into which we shall hereafter show it is first 

resolved. 

In entering more into the details of the above families, it will be my object to 

demonstrate, that the whole constitute a circular group. That the Laniade are so 

intimately connected with the Merulidew, that the two families have been blended 

together by no less authorities than MM. Cuvier and Temminck ; that the aberrant 
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forms of the Merulidw, as Timalia and Megalurus, have been considered true 

Sylviade, either by MM. Temminck, Horsfield, or Vigors ; that one of the prin- 

cipal genera among the Sylviad@ has been mistaken by the latter gentleman for 

a group belonging to the Ampelide ; and, finally, that the Todid@ are so closely 

united with the Tyrant Shrikes, by means of such genera as Fluvicola and Nen- 

getus, that not only Linnzus, but every subsequent writer of his school, has placed 
the latter with the genus Lanius. 

These families, uniting at their extremities, present, in their typical structure 
and organization, the following indisputable analogies to the five leading tribes 

of Insessorial birds :-— 

Analogies. 
Tribes. Families. 

Bill furnished with a strong tooth; claws, 

DENTIROSTRES. slender, strong, very acute: carnivorous or ¢ Laniade. 

insectivorous. 

Bill more lengthened, arched from the base; 

ConiRostTREs. | feet robust, adapted either for walking) 4 Merulide. 

perching, or climbing: omnivorous. 

Notch of the bill either wanting or very slightly 

ScCANSORES. developed. Climb among trees to seek their ¢ Sylviade. 

food. Insectivorous. 

Tenurrostres. Feet very short. Nectarivorous or frugivorous. | Ampelide. 

Rictus wide or bristled ; feed upon the wing ; : 
FisstROSTRES. seas 53 Todide. 

feet very weak. Insectivorous. 

It may be further remarked, that the most perfectly organized birds are among 

the Merulidze and the Conirostres; that the faculty of climbing and searching the 
most intricate ramifications of trees for their food is confined, among the Denti- 

rostres, to the Sylviadz, where there is a general tendency to the scansorial 
structure, even in the most typical groups; so close, indeed, is the analogy 

between these birds and the slender-billed creepers, that this relation has been 

mistaken by all naturalists for one of absolute affinity. The parallel between 

the two next groups at first sight is less apparent, but it is no less curious and 

beautiful : both derive their sustenance almost entirely from the vegetable king- 

dom ; but the Tenuirostres feed chiefly from flowers, while the Ampelidae are sup- 

ported by fruits. Lastly, the Todide agree with the Fissirostres in the feeble 
organization of their feet; the breadth and depression of their bill; and, more 
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especially, in that particular habit of seizing their food, which consists alone of 

insects, during flight. 

The above results will, however, be rendered more intelligible by a closer 
analysis of the families themselves; for which purpose we shall commence with the 

LANIADA, 

as being the typical group first on the list of M. Cuvier’s Dentirostres. We 

commenced a partial investigation of this family several years ago, and dwelt, 

at some length, upon those forms which appeared to enter within three of the 

principal groups ; namely, the Lanianw, the Thamnophiline, and the Edoliane. 

Ignorant of the views which another gentleman had taken of these birds, and 

whose paper had been previously read before the Linnean Society, we were some- 

what surprised at being told that our observations, if founded in nature, were 

calculated to overthrow the whole series of affinities therein stated; while, if 

incorrect, we should be exposing the fallacy of that system we had adopted. By 

the subsequent appearance of the paper in question, we immediately perceived our 

own views were not in unison with those of the writer. Yet, as we had conducted 

our investigation by analysis, so we could not be fully persuaded that the results 

were false, without giving to the subject a much closer investigation than it had 

yet received. In such researches, merely to oppose synthesis to synthesis would 
have been very little to the purpose; because, by such a principle of combination, 

the most remote families may be made to appear conterminous, and we might 

have, as an anonymous writer somewhat ludicrously contends for, “ as many natural 

methods as there are organs.’’ With the hope, therefore, of discovering the true 

series among the Laniadz, we were compelled to have recourse again to ana- 

lysis, and to extend this mode of investigation to every group of the entire order 

of Insessores. If, then, after five years devoted to this research, we finally retain 

our first impressions, we feel that neither time nor mature consideration have been 

spared to arrive at truth: the only object we have been desirous of attaining. That 

perfection of knowledge which time alone unfolds, will probably dispel many doubts 

and difficulties which are not yet solved or surmounted; or may, possibly, place 

the very facts upon which our present views are founded, in a new and unexpected 

light. But, until that period arrives, we feel persuaded that nothing yet known 

militates, in an essential degree, against the general opinions on natural arrange- 

ment that we have adopted. In the progress of this work, we shall endeavour to 

demonstrate the correctness of these views by a series of facts, as new as they are 

extraordinary, and by submitting them to tests which have never yet been so 

rigorously applied to any system. 
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The great point, therefore, which is at issue, and upon which the natural arrange- 
ment of the entire order of Insessores absolutely depends, is this: Are the Edo- 

lianee or the Thamnophilinz one of the typical groups in the family of Laniadze ? 
It has been perfectly demonstrated by Mr. Mac Leay (and we might give 

numerous examples from the animal kingdom in corroboration of the fact), that the 

two typical groups of every circle bear a close and intimate analogy, no less 
than a direct affinity, to each other; and that, when such groups are perfect, that 
is, when the five leading forms in each have been detected, this relation of 

analogy will be fully apparent between each. This, in truth, is perhaps the best, 

as it certainly is one of the most severe tests, by which any supposed series of 

natural relations can be tried. For although the naturalist, by the synthetic me- 

thod, is perpetually in danger of confounding analogy with affinity ; of taking that 

to be a form of transition, which subsequently proves to be one of representation ; 

yet the strongest prejudice in favour of any preconceived notion can never so far 
blind his judgment as to produce a double series of groups, having direct analo- 

gies one to the other, and at the same time a positive affinity. Had the labours of 

the profound observer who first detected this property of natural groups achieved 

nothing more than this discovery, he would have deserved the lasting gratitude 
of all succeeding naturalists. 

Now if the five types of form among the Lanianz and the Edolianz, or be- 

tween the Lanianz and the Thamnophilinz, had been detected, the question might 
at once be set at rest ; but, unfortunately, thisis not the case ; and we must there- 

fore inquire what characters of structure, or what peculiarities of habit, are shared 

in common between a Lanius, a Thamnophilus, and an Edolius. The respective 

peculiarities of each we shall now draw up in opposite columns, for the sake of 
greater perspicuity. 

Lantus, Linn. 

Bill hard, universally short, 

entirely compressed, the cul- 

men arched from the base ; 

the upper mandible furnished 

with a distinct and prominent 

tooth; the lower mandible 

thick and ascending. 

THaMNopuiLus, Vieil. 

EXTERNAL ORGANIZATION. 

Bill hard, more lengthened, 

but entirely compressed, the 

culmen curved only at the 

end; the upper mandible fur- 

nished with a distinct and 

sometimes prominent tooth, 

but smaller than that of La- 

nius ; lower mandible thick 

and ascending. 

Epo.ius, Cuv. 

Bill not strong, generally 

short, but sometimes length- 

ened, compressed only on its 

side, the base broad, culmen 

arched from the base ; upper 

mandible notched, but desti- 

tute of any tooth; lower man- 

dible weak, straight, not as- 

cending. 

4 



Lanius, Linn. 

Feet strong; the tars? con- 

siderably longer than the hind 

toe. 

Wings rounded, of mode- 

rate length. 

and Food. 

insectivorous. 

Carnivorous 

Solitary, or living only in 

pairs. 

Waich for their prey from a 

fixed station. 

Seize their food with their 

claws *, and devour it at lei- 

sure when at rest. 

Prey upon small birds, in- 

sects, and less organized ani- 

mals. 

LANIADA. 

TuHamnopuitus, Vieil. 

EXTERNAL ORGANIZATION, 

Feet strong; the tarsi con- 

siderably longer than the hind 

toe; the two outer toes fre- 

quently connected at their 

base. 

Wings rounded, shorter and 

more feeble than those of La- 

nius. 

HABITS. 

Food. Carnivorous and 

insectivorous. 

Solitary, or living only in 

pairs. 

Search for their prey in 

foliage. 

Seize their prey (in all pro- 

bability) with their bill. 

Prowl in thickets after the 

eggs and young of other birds, 

and attack such as are weak 

or sickly, as well as insects 

and less organized animals. 
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Epotius, Cuv. 

Feet slender, short; the 

tarsi scarcely longer than the 

hind toe. 

Wings lengthened, but the 

three first quills graduated. 

Food. Insectivorous. 

Social, congregating in 

large flocks. 

Search for their food during 
flight. 

Seize their food with their 

bill. 

Prey entirely upon bees and 

small winged insects. 

Now if Lanius be a typical group, we can be at no loss to discover which of 

these is most related to it by affinity ; more particularly as in the two other divi- 
sions, namely, the Ceblepyrine and the Tyrannine, the feet are equally short 
with those of the Edolianze. But although, from our present imperfect knowledge 
of these birds, we are still ignorant of the five leading forms, or rather genera, in 
each of the sub-families of Lanianee, Thamnophiline, and Edoliane, still we may 
compare the contents of the whole family with that of the Merulide. For as 
both are unquestionably the typical groups of the Dentirostres, their sub-families, 

* This we have, in one instance, personally witnessed; and the fact is also confirmed by the observations of our 
friend Mr. Audubon. 

P 2 
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if arranged in their true series of affinity, should intimately correspond in their 
parallel relations of analogy ; and such appears to be actually the case in nature, 

as will be subsequently shown. In the meantime, the following table will suffi- 

ciently exhibit the typical characters of the leading divisions of the 

LANIAD. 

E 

Typical group. 
Sub-families. : WS es Typical Genera. 

Bill short ; a projecting tooth in the upper j ; 
Lanius, Linn. LanIAN&. ; 

mandible ; claws acute. 

2. 

Subtypical group. 

Bill lengthened; the tooth less prominent; | Thamnophilus, 
THAMNOPHILINE. : Me 

tarsi moderately long ; claws more obtuse. Vieil. 

3. 

EpDoLiana#. Aberrant group. Ocypterus, Cuv.? 

CEBLEPYRINE. Bill moderate ; tooth obsolete ; tarsi short. Ceblepyrus, Cuv. 

TYRANNINE. | Tyrannus, Bris. 

Every one, who has given the least attention to natural affinities, must be fully 

aware how intimately the above genera are connected among themselves ; and that 

even Linnzus long ago arranged the greatest proportion of the species then known 
under his genus Lamus. It will subsequently appear that there is good reason to 

believe the whole form a circular group ; but on this point positive evidence is 

still wanting. Certain it is, that every ornithologist has assimilated the American 

Tyrants to the true Shrikes ; and we know, from personal observation, that this 

affinity is carried still closer, by several species of the former possessing the carni- 

vorous habits of the latter, by feeding upon reptiles, and even fish. Still there is 

no group or species yet discovered which partakes so much of both as to induce 

us to exclaim, “ The circle is closed!”’ The Aiatus is still, in our opinion, suffi- 

ciently great to admit of at least two intermediate forms. Whether these exist in 

the unknown regions of South America, Africa, or Madagascar, where nature has 

been lavish of these birds, must be a matter of conjecture ; but we feel it is for the 

true interests of science that its votaries should dwell upon all such difficulties, 

although, in the present case, it may militate against the above disposition of the 

groups. 
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The genera and sub-genera among the 

LANIAN/E 

are few, although the typical group, to which belong the birds hereafter described, 

contains many species of great uniformity in structure and economy : their habits 

are too well known to require elucidation. The Falcunculus frontalis*, a bird of 

New Holland, evidently departs from the type both in organization and habits. 

This species, according to Lewin, ‘ frequents thick bushes, and is very active in 

tearing off the bark of trees and shrubs in search of insects, particularly hard- 

coated beetles} ;’’ an economy which is accompanied by a corresponding pecu- 

liarity in the structure of the feet. Tropical America produces another modification 

of form in the genus (?) Cyclaris, where the bill, although rather more lengthened, 

assimilates to that of Falcunculus; but the wings, feet, and tail assume the 

weakness of construction so conspicuous in the next sub-family; of its economy 

we are in total ignorance, but its whole structure is evidently against the idea of 

its possessing the bold and daring habits of the typical Shrikes. In Southern 

Africa there is another form, still farther removed from the typical Shrikes, and 

which we have distinguished by the name of Nilaus- it is the Lanius capensts of 
Linnean writers, and evidently unites the characters both of this sub-family and 

the next: the bill, as in the preceding forms, is arched from the base, and its tooth 

is well developed ; but, instead of being short and thick, it is slender and much 
lengthened ; while the tail is short, weak, and perfectly even; the back and rump 

feathers are thick and soft ; but the feet and claws are those of Lanius. Among 

the rich zoological collections made by our friend Mr. Burchell, is a form be- 

longing to this division, which has not yet been made known. We must notice 

another, too remarkable to be confounded with either of the preceding: the Lanius 

leucogrammicus of Professor Reinwardt t. The general conformation of this bird 

* We have very little doubt, when this family is better known, that this group will be found to represent the Scan- 

sores in its own circle. Naturalists have passed over in silence the remarkable structure of the feet: the hind toe, as 

in all scansorial birds, is so much lengthened as to be fully equal to the middle toe. 
+ Lewtn’s Birds of New South Wales, pl. 26. 
+ We shall give to this, and to all other groups or forms considered of sufficient importance to be kept in view, a 

character and a name, to be employed hereafter as a generic, sub-generic, or sectional distinction, according to the 

value they may respectively assume when the natural arrangement of the group to which they may belong has been 

made out by analysis. In calling the attention of ornithologists to these minor variations in structure, we formerly 

thought it sufficient to designate the group merely by citing the name of the principal species, or by detailing its pro- 
tminent characteristics, without laying ourselves open to the imputation of framing more new names than were abso- 

lutely essential. But our delicacy in this instance has been superfluous : not only have these groups been since elevated 
to the rank of genera, but no notice has been taken of our previous observations on them. As instances of this, we 
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unquestionably associates it with Lantus, although the tarsi are somewhat shorter, 
and the claws not of that fine and acute make, which would lead us to believe 
they were used to secure the prey of the bird. The tail is long, considerably 

graduated, and narrow ; in all which it assimilates to Lanius corvinus. But the bill 

is the great characteristic of this bird: it preserves, indeed, something of the 

general form of Lanius, being short ; but it is withal so slender, that it can only 
be compared to the outer half of the bill of a stout Thrush. Now, if any Shrike 
can be supposed to represent the Tenuirostres in its own circle, we should cer- 

tainly suspect this to be the form under which such an analogy would appear. 
However this may be, it is not only far removed from the typical species, but 

exhibits no medium of communication between Lanius and Thamnophilus. 
These are all the modifications of form, sufficiently important to be noticed, 

which we have yet detected in this group; from which it appears that their circular 

succession remains for future discovery. Much information is also to be supplied 

before any decisive opinion can be formed on the value of these distinctions ; and 

still more impossible is it to separate, at present, the genera from the sub-genera. 

may cite the recently-named genus Monarcha, the characters of which were published in 1822 (Zoological Illustra- 

tions, O.S., pl. 147.); the genus named Collurisoma, first pointed out by us in 18253; and the genus, since called 
Tropidorhynchus, which we had previously named in the Zool. Journal, and, but for these anticipations, should have 
characterized in the same work. See Zool. Journal, i. 480. 
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[28. | 1. Lantus BoREALIS. (Vieillot.) Greater Northern Shrike. 

Famity. Laniade. Sub-family. Laniane. Swainson. 
Lanius excubitor. Forster. Phil. Trans., Ixii., p. 386, No. 9. 

Lanius borealis. WiEmitot. Ois.del’Am., i., p. 80, pl. 50. Female. 

Great American Shrike. (Lanius excubitor.) WHu.son, i., p. 75, pl. 5,f.i. Male. 
SaBtnE. Frankl. Journ., p. 674. 

No. 39, Hupson’s Bay Museum. Male. 

Wawpow-whiske janneesh, or Meesheh wappisk kXchawn. CREE InDIANs. 

Pruate xxx. FEMALE. 

This is by no means an uncommon bird in the woody districts of the fur- 

countries, up to the sixtieth parallel of latitude, if not still farther north. It is most 

frequent on the banks of the Saskatchewan, where it is usually seen on the borders 

of the plains, or in the vicinity of a small lake, perched on the summit of a tree. 
Its general resemblance to the Corvus Canadensis has obtained for it its Indian 

appellation of “ White-whiskey john;” but, unlike that bird, it chooses the 

loftiest look-out it can find, instead of hopping about among the lower branches 

of atree. It is very wary, flying off when one approaches nearly within gunshot, 

but settling again on an equally exposed perch after a short flight. In this way 
it may be pursued two or three times round any small piece of water, until, instead 

of growing more shy, it becomes less so, and allows the fowler to come too near 

for its safety. Its voice is a loud and rather harsh scream. It feeds on insects 

and small birds, which it retains with its foot while it plucks them in pieces with 

its bill. Birds of this genus have the habit of spitting insects on a thorn, as a 

butcher would skewer a piece of meat, whence their appellation of “ Butcher- 

birds ;”’ but no instance of this fell under my notice. Individuals killed at 

Carlton House early in May had their crops filled with the fragments of grass- 

hoppers. It remains all the winter in the fur-countries, but is much more frequently 

seen in summer. Its nest is built in the fork of a tree, of dry grass and lichens, 

neatly intertwined and lined with feathers. The eggs, five or six in number, are 

of a pale bluish-grey, spotted at the large end irregularly with dark yellowish- 
brown. Like the other species of this genus and of Tyrannus, this Shrike attacks the 

Eagles, Crows, and other large birds, when they approach its haunts, and, by its 

fierceness and perseverance, drives them away.—R. 
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We believe the species, of which the female is figured, to be that described by 
Wilson under the name of Lanius excubitor ; the more so, as his account of the 

female perfectly agrees with our bird. It had long been imagined that this was 
identical with the European species ; but it appears, from a passage in the Nouveau 

Dict. d’ Hist. Nat., that this belief has been abandoned. Nevertheless, it is desirable 

first to state the distinctions between two male specimens of L. borealis and one of 

L. excubitor, killed during the last year in Hertfordshire, near Tittenhanger Green. 

In the general disposition and in the tint of their colours, no difference worthy of 

remark is apparent. In the British specimen, the white upon the upper tail coverts 

and scapulars is much more obscure ; but the colours of the wings and tail are 

precisely alike. The true distinction seems to be, that dorealis is obviously a 
larger bird, not in regard to its total length or to its size after preservation (for 

both these depend in a very great degree upon the mode of preparing the skins), 

but in the relative length of the bill : that of borealis measures, from the angle of 
the mouth to the extreme tip, lio inch ; that of excubitor lio inch. In dorealis, the 

second quill is clearly shorter than the sixth; the third is slightly shorter than the 

fourth, and obviously longer than the fifth,—the fourth thus becoming the longest. 

This disposition is observed in both sexes *. Now, in excuditor, the proportions 

are different : in two specimens now before us, the third and fourth are of equal 

length and are the longest, while the second is precisely as long as the sixth f. 
We may, therefore, consider that the specific distinctions of the two are satisfac- 

torily established. 

Let us now inquire whether the Lanius septentrionalis of Gmelin, as some writers 

have supposed, be intended for our American Jorealis. Gmelin confessedly copies 
his account from Latham, applying the above name to the “ Northern Shrike” 

of the Synopsis. This bird is stated to have “ the bill not much bent ; the plu- 

mage brown above ; belly and vent inclining to brown ; the four middle feathers 

plain drown ; the webs of the rest white at the tip; legs short.” Scarcely one of 

these characters can be applied to either sex of our species; while the length of 

the tail, which is stated to be “two inches,” is not only inapplicable to this, but 

to every other Shrike yet discovered in North America. The same account is 

repeated nearly verbatim in the General History of Birds, ii., p.95. The descrip- 

tion of the Northern Shrike, given by Vieillot, is manifestly a mere translation from 

Latham. Pennant has obviously confounded the European and the American 

* We adopt, of course, the usual mode of considering the spurious quill as the first. 

+ We cannot reconcile these measurements and proportions with those given by Prince C. Bonaparte as distinctive 
of the two species —Syn., p. 72. 

Peon 
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species in his description of the ‘‘ Great Shrike,” in Arctic Zoology ; his account, 

therefore, cannot be cited with confidence, either for one species or the other. 

We must now compare our specimens with the Lanius borealis of M. Vieillot, 

whose description is so applicable to the female of our bird, and to the female 

of Wilson’s excuditor, that we feel no doubt of the identity of all three. But it 

may well be inquired, why this author, who appears to have been in America, and 

to have seen the dorealis in its native regions, should have omitted all mention of 

the male bird ?—presuming that Wilson is correct in describing the male as dif- 

fering so much in colour from the female. Now the only solution we can give to 

this question is, by referring the reader to our remarks upon Lanius ardosiaceus, 

and in being compelled to add, that this writer’s statements, upon similar matters 

of fact, have been frequently called in question, or positively denied, by the 

American ornithologists. i 
From the foregoing statements we feel justified in concluding—First, that the 

accounts of the Northern Shrike of Latham (Syn.,i., p. 165, Gen. Hist., i., p. 95), 

and of Gmelin, Shaw, and Vieillot, are undeserving citation, as being totally 

inapplicable to any known American bird, and as having, in all probability, ori- 

ginated in a description, hasty and imperfect in itself, or drawn up from a young 

or mutilated Shrike of an unknown species.—Secondly, that the male of borealis 

has been mistaken by Pennant and Latham for the European excubitor ; and that 

the female appears to have been unknown to either.—Thirdly, that the female of 

borealis, although stated by M. Vieillot to be exactly like the male, is in reality 

very different ; this writer, as we shall subsequently show, having confounded the 

true male with his L. ardosiaceus.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a female, killed at Carlton House, June, 1827. 

Cotour of the upper aspect of the head, neck, back, scapularies, and part of the lesser 

wing coverts, intermediate between yellowish-brown and yellowish-grey*. Tail coverts whitish, 

with a slight tinge of ash-grey, and some very obscure cross lines. The secondary coverts 

and the adjoining row of lesser coverts are pitch-black, the latter being narrowly edged with 

the general colour of the back. The primary coverts, primaries, and secondaries, are dark 

liver-brown. The third primary and following ones to the tenth inclusive have a white space 

next the quills, which is slightly mottled with brown, and is mostly concealed by the coverts. 

The second primary is slightly bordered with greyish-white at the same place, and the seventh 

and following primaries, and all the secondaries, are narrowly edged at their tips with soiled 

white. The tail is pitch-black, with a white border; its two central feathers are entirely 

* i, @., Yellowish-brown, with much bluish-grey shining through it. 
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black, the adjoining ones are very slightly tipped with white ; the others have wider white 

tips in proportion as they are more exterior, and the outer one on each side has only a part 

of its inner web next the quill black. The bristles at the angle of the mouth and round 

the nostrils are blackish-brown, and the lores are a little dusky ; but there is a narrow whitish 

frontlet. A dull umber-brown band commences at the nostrils, and, passing backwards so as 

to include the eye, terminates on the side of the neck. 

Under surface-——The cheeks, throat, breast, and belly, are ash-grey, crossed by semi- 

circular lines of clove-brown, generally two on each feather. The vent feathers and under 

tail coverts are soiled white, a few of the longer of the latter being obscurely barred on their 

ends. Both mandibles are pale horn-colour at the base, gradually becoming bluish-black to- 

wards the tips. Legs pitch-black. 

Form, &c.—Bill much compressed, with a strong and abrupt tooth near its hooked point. 

There are six strong bristles at the corner of the mouth, and the oval, longitudinal nostrils 

are concealed by short bristly hairs. The wings are moderately long, reaching within an inch 

and three-quarters of the end of the tail. The fourth primary is the longest; the third is half 

a line shorter ; the fifth is a line shorter than the fourth ; the sixth is about five lines shorter 

than the fifth ; the second is two lines shorter than the sixth*, or half an inch shorter than 

the third ; while the first is shorter even than the secondaries, and is an inch and a quarter 

shorter than the second primary. The ¢ail is cuneiform, the exterior feathers being nine 

lines shorter than the middle ones. Hind toe robust and a little longer than the lateral 

ones. Claws much compressed. 

DIMENSIONS 

Of the female. 

Inches. _—_ Lines. Inches, _— Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill, from the angle of the 

the tail S f <j : Son eh 1) mouth : 5 4 il 1 

>> of the tail : a . Oo 0 >, Of the tarsus 1 1 

5, Of the longest quill feather 7 4 6 >, of the middle toe 0 8 

5, Of the bill measured along its ridge 0 9 > of its claw 0 3h 

A specimen, to every appearance a male, killed at Penetanguishene, on Lake 

Huron, corresponds with Wilson’s figure above quoted, except that the frontlet 

is whitish in our bird, instead of black as in the figure. It differs from the female 

described above in the general colour of the dorsal aspect, which is pearl-grey, 

with a slight tinge of yellowish-grey, approaching very nearly to the colour of the 

European L. excudiior and to the subject of the following article. The frontlet is 
whitish, and the lateral mark on the head is pitch-black, and extends farther back 

than in the female. The wing and tail feathers are of a deeper black, and the 

white speculum and tips of the secondaries are more conspicuous than in the 

* In the specimen preserved in the Hudson’s Bay Museum, the second quill feather is two lines longer than the 

sixth, but has the same relative length with regard to the other feathers. 
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female. The lower parts are of a lighter grey, and the bars which cross the breast 

and belly finer and much paler, becoming nearly obsolete towards the vent. The 

bill is darker. The specimen is injured, so that its length cannot be exactly ascer- 

tained, but it appears to be shorter than the female. The tail is certainly a quarter 

of an inch shorter; but the dimensions of the bill and tarsi correspond with that 

specimen. It differs from the bird described in the following article in its greater 

size, less cuneiform tail, white frontlet, paler bill, and barred breast ; but the 

general resemblance between the two is very great.—R. 

[29.]. 2. Lanius ExcUBITORIDEs. (Swainson.) American Grey Shrike. 

Famity. Laniade. Sub-family. Laniane. Swarnson. 

Cu. Sp. Lantus EXCUBITORIDEs pulchré plumbeus subter albus immaculatus, rostro lineaque frontal transversd et 

fascia capitis laterali nigris, alis brevibus, caudd gracili elongato-cuneata nigra albo lateraliter cincta. 

Sp.Cu. American Grey SHRIKE, deep pearl-grey ; beneath white, without markings; bill, the narrow frontal 
line, and a band passing over the eye and cheek, black; wings short; tail narrow, very a: black, 
with a white lateral border. 

PLATE XXxIV. 

This is a more southern bird than the preceding species. It does not advance 

farther north in the summer than the fifty-fourth degree of latitude ; and it attains 

that parallel only in the meridian of the warm and sandy plains of the Saskat- 

chewan, which enjoy an earlier spring and longer summer than the densely 

wooded country lying betwixt them and Hudson’s Bay. Its manners, as observed 

in the neighbourhood of Carlton House, were precisely similar to those of the pre- 

ceding species, feeding chiefly on the grasshoppers, which are exceedingly nume- 

~ rous in the plains. Mr. Drummond found its nest, in the beginning of June, in a 
bush of willows ; it was built of twigs of artemisie@ and dried grass, and lined with 

feathers. Its eggs, six in number, resembled those of the Magpie, being ofa 

very pale yellowish-grey colour, with many irregular and confluent spots of oil- 

green, interspersed with a few of smoke-grey.—R. 

The examination of this bird has been attended with no ordinary trouble. That 

a species, by no means rare in the northern parts of America, should now for the 

first time be considered new, may well excite both surprise and scepticism. But 

as our opinion is founded upon the statements of others, whose accuracy in the 

Q 2 
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narration of facts has never yet been questioned, we shall lay before the reader 
the arguments which have influenced our opinion in this matter. 

In the first place, it will be necessary to institute a rigorous comparison of our 

bird with the only. two American species described by modern ornithologists, and 

with which it may appear to agree: these are the Lanius Carolinensis of Wilson 

and the DL. ardosiaceus of Vieillot. The first of these is the L. Ludovictanus of 

Prince Charles Bonaparte. This bird, we are expressly told by Wilson, is much 

darker on the upper parts than the Great American Shrike (L. borealis, Nob.), 

and is decidedly smaller ; secondly, that it inhabits the warmer parts only of the 

United States, as the rice plantations of Carolina and Georgia. It is further 

obvious, that Wilson met with this species only while travelling through these 

southern provinces. He professes his ignorance of its nest and of its eggs: the 

former he describes partially from hearsay ; and the latter he “ he had no oppor- 

tunity of seeing.” It is, therefore, clear, that his Loggerhead Shrike must be 

unknown in all those northern States, towards Philadelphia, which he had so 

thoroughly explored, and where he principally resided. The additional informa- 

tion given by Prince C. Bonaparte upon Wilson’s Carolinensis, although short, is 

quite to the same purpose. He calls the plumage dars slate, while that of the borealis 

is termed light slate ; and the habitat is restricted to the ‘‘ southern States.” 

Both these writers, moreover, agree respecting the colours of the four middle tail 

feathers, which are totally black ; whereas they state that the dorealis has only the 

two middle tail feathers black, the two next being (as in our bird) tipped with 

white. Upon looking over the inimitable drawings of our friend M. Audubon, 

we were particularly struck with the very dark colour of his figures of the Logger- 

head Shrike (more resembling that of the African L. collaris than of the European 

excubitor), as being very different from a bird which we had long possessed under 

this name ; and upon our mentioning the circumstance, we were assured that the 

figures were exact representations of the bird, as killed and drawn by our friend 

in Louisiana. On the presumption that these testimonies can be relied upon as 

strictly correct, we consider that our species is distinct from the Carolinensis of 
Wilson and Audubon and from the Ludovicianus of Bonaparte. 

We now turn to the L. ardosiaceus of Vieillot. If this writer had described 

the male of borealis, or if he had not clearly expressed his belief that it was like 

the female, we should at once have concluded that his ardosiaceus was the same 

bird as Wilson’s Carolinensis ; but he has himself furnished us with proofs against 

this idea. In the very commencement of his description he convinces us that he 
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is about to describe the male of his own dorealis*. These are his words: “ Cet 

oiseau a plus de rapports avec la Pie-grieche grise (L. excubitor) que la précédente 

(L. borealis, fem.) ; il n’en différe que par une couleur plus foncée, et par son bec 

plus robuste.”’ Regarding the couleur plus foncée, the writer evidently had not 

our bird in view, but Wilson’s Carolinensis, many particulars of which he subse- 
quently blends into this very description ; while the only known American Shrike, 

which has the bill stouter than the European excuditor, is beyond all doubt the 

true male of his own Jorealis. In further proof that M. Vieillot has confounded 

both these species (dorealis, Nob., and Carolinensis, Wilson) under the name of 

ardosiaceus, it must be remarked that he states no limits to the range of this 

imaginary species. He says it is sometimes found with his borealis (which, in 

reference to the male borealis, is very natural), and that it extends to the southern 

provinces of Carolina, Florida, and Louisiana; thereby confounding Wilson’s 

with the northern bird. Upon these grounds do we consider the ardosiaceus as 

an imaginary species, and to which, consequently, we cannot assimilate our 
present bird. 

But may not this be the excuditor of Wilson; as it agrees with the light colour 
of the plumage and the two entirely black tail feathers mentioned by that writer ? 

True: but the size is much smaller; and the bill, instead of being light blue, is 

very deep glossy black. We have, moreover, already stated our reasons for con- 

sidering Wilson’s excubitor to be the true male of Vieillot’s dorealis. Lastly, as 

this bird so closely resembles the European excuditor in size and colour, what are 

their respective distinctions? These we shall now state :— 

LANIUS EXCUBITORIDES, LANIUS EXCUBITOR, 

IN TWO SPECIMENS. IN TWO SPECIMENS. 

Size of the different members somewhat Bill bluish-black (horn colour in the dead 

smaller. Bill, from the base to the tip of both bird) only on the outer half; the base of both 

mandibles, very dark bluish-black. mandibles, but particularly of the under one, 

pale flesh-colour (yellowish white in the dead 

bird). , 
Frontal feathers covering the nostrils, Frontal feathers cinereous. 

crossed by a narrow band of deep-black. 

Black stripe on the side of the head, en- Upper margin of the eyelid nearly white. 

circling the upper margin of the eyelid. 

* The figures in this work are too inaccurate to claim authority on questions of nice discrimination. Our copy, 

moreover, is uncoloured.—Sw. 
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LANIUS EXCUBITORIDES. 

Exterior lateral scales of the tarsus divided 

into several pieces, exclusive of those towards 

the base of the claws. 

Extreme length of the wing, when closed, 

38 inches. 

Proportionate length of the primaries the 

same in both. 

Tail considerably graduated, the outer fea- 

ther being 1-'5 shorter than the middle ones. 

NORTHERN ZOOLOGY. 

LANIUS EXCUBITOR. 

Exterior lateral scales of the tarsus entire, 

exclusive of those at the base. 

Extreme length of the wing, when closed, 

nearly 4-° inches. 

Tail less graduated, the outer feather being, 

in one specimen, only =, and, in the other, 

38, shorter than the middle ones. 

Upon these data we ground our opinion that this is not the excubitor of 

Europe. | 
It therefore now only remains to be considered whether, in this intricate in- 

quiry, we can derive any assistance from the writings of the last age. On this 

task we shall enter, not only from a wish of satisfying ourselves on this subject, 

but to exemplify, by one striking instance, the impossibility of adopting names or 

relying upon descriptions, published at a time when ornithology was in its 

infancy. The following details will further show that, so far from facilitating the 

researches of the moderns by reviving these dubious names and vague records, 

with the laudable intention of establishing the priority of nomenclature, we shall 

involve the whole in inextricable confusion; and, worse than this, we shall do 

signal injustice to those faithful and accurate ornithologists who, like Wilson, 

Bonaparte, and Say, have stamped their descriptions by a name, the right under- 

Such 

names, indeed, may be compared to good and lawful coin of the realm of science, 
which will bear analyzing ; while those of former compilers, when thoroughly 

assayed, are not unfrequently found alloyed by heterogeneous mixtures, which 

almost defy the power of the alchemist to part. 

The first systematic writer, in whose works we find the name of Lantus Ludovt- 

cianus, is Brisson, a naturalist whom no one of ancient or modern times has 

excelled in exact and faithful description : unfortunately, in this instance, there is 

nothing positive to assist our research, further than that his specimen came from 

Louisian:. We are, however, indirectly informed that its plumage is decidedly. 

darker than that of excuditor ; for the latter is described (vol. ii., p. 148) as “d'un 

fort jolt cendré clair,” but the former as merely “ cendré.” He further observes, 

standing of which is intelligible to every one who peruses their works. 
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that the two middle tail feathers only are black ; but we place no great reliance 

on this character either way, subject, as it frequently is, to the mere effects of age. 

So far, therefore, as the original description of Ludovicianus is concerned, we find 

no admixture or inconsistency ; it is made by an original writer, who describes 

only what he sees. We shall now show that upon this account, faultless as it is, 

all the subsequent errors have been engrafted. On the authority of Brisson, the 

L. Ludovicianus was included in the Systema Nature (Kd. xiii., Vimb. 1767) ; 

but, in the specific character, the tail is here first stated to be cinereous (p. 134), 

instead of partially black. In the Syn. of Birds (i., p. 162), we find Brisson’s 

account accurately abridged ; but, unfortunately, a reference is given to the Pl. 

Enl. 397, which represents a Thamnophilus, instead of a true Shrike. The error 

in the Systema Nature, and the false synonyme in the General Synopsis, are next 

adopted by Gmelin; and although we find the latter mistake rectified in the Index 
Ornithologicus, its author brings in a third species, the Black-crowned Shrike of 

Pennant, and frames his description so as to make it apply to both,—the “ pileus 
mger” belonging to Pennant’s bird; for Brisson distinctly states that, in his 

Ludovicianus, *‘ les parties supérieures de la téte, du col, le dos, §c., sont cendrées.” 

All these errors are transferred into the General History of Birds, with an opinion 

expressed, that the L. Ludovicianus, as there characterized, may be a variety of 

the same author’s L. nengeta (under which he comprises the ardosiaceus of Vieillot) 

or of the excubitor. 

Before proceeding further, let us remember that we first began to lose sight of 

the true L. Ludovicianus by an unlucky error in the Systema Nature ; that it 

became more obscure in Gmelin’s compilation ; and that it was finally lost in the 
Index Ornithologicus, the Ludovicianus of which work and of the General History 

is an imaginary bird. It shall now be shown that the L. nengeta of the same work, 

to which its author thinks his Ludovicianus may be referred, as ‘‘ varieties of each 

other,” is itself an imaginary species!—composed of three real birds of different 

Linnean genera, and also of a fourth, which we have already shown to be fictitious, 

namely, the ardosiaceus of Vieillot. Referring, therefore, to the synonymes at 

p- 80 of the work last mentioned, we need only observe that the Grey Pye of 

Brazil (Epw., pl. 318) is a modern Nengetus and a Linnean F'ly-catcher ; that 

the Cotinga cinerea of Brisson, as Le Vaillant remarked twenty years ago, is the 

young of Ampelis pompadoura, L.; and that the Grey Shrike of Pennant is either 

the L. excubitor or borealis, loosely assimilated by Pennant with the bird of 
Edwards. 
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We have now traced the scientific history of Brisson’s original Ludovicianus, 

through all its complex ramifications. The whole detail is a good example of 

the drudgery to which modern naturalists must be condemned, if they are com- 
pelled by the laws of nomenclature to pay that scrupulous attention to the names 

and works of authors, whose writings, useful and even valuable in their day, are 

now become almost unintelligible to modern science. If this principle is to be 

followed, the present race of naturalists will find full employment as commentators 

only upon the works of their predecessors ; books and synonymes, rather than 
nature, must be their sole study ; for the time that is consumed in unravelling one 

set of such errors will frequently be sufficient for describing ten new objects. We 

most fully coincide in the propriety, and even the common justice, of distinguishing 

every object in nature by the specific name imposed upon it by its first describer, 

provided it is not glaringly defective or otherwise erroneous ; but we must protest 

against reviving all those, the meanings of which are either imperfectly stated or 

are now unintelligible. By citing such accounts as authorities, when in point of 

fact they are none, we perpetuate error, and transmit to posterity the same entan- 

element of synonymes which we ourselves may have vainly tried to unravel. 

These sentiments, from particular circumstances, we feel obliged to express some- 

what strongly, yet without intending the least personal disrespect to some estimable 

naturalists, whom we could name, and whose labours in their generation have, no 

doubt, materially benefited science. They have, in fact, accelerated that important 

revolution in the modes of studying nature which are now prevalent, by proving 

that nothing short of actual observation and minute comparison can be depended 

upon.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen killed at Carlton House, June, 1827. 

Cotour of the head, back, and lesser wing coverts, deep pearl-grey * ; the exterior edges 

of the scapularies and tail coverts paler, approaching to greyish-white. A black band 

commences at the nostrils, unites with its fellow at the base of the upper mandible, 

and, becoming broader as it passes backwards, terminates obtusely on the side of the 

neck: it includes the whole of the upper and under eyelids, and separates the grey colour 

of the upper parts of the head from the white of the ventral aspect. The (ten) primaries 

and their coverts are umber-brown; all the former, except the first short or spurious 

one, have a white space next their quills half an inch in breadth; their tips are pale, as if 

worn, except the two next the secondaries, which are terminated by a white border, The 

e 

* Cendré bleuatre pur—Temminck, 
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secondaries and their coverts are blackish-brown, tipped with white. The tail is blackish- 

brown, with a broad white border; the two central feathers being entirely of the former colour; 

the adjoining one on each side of them having a minute white tip; and the outer one having 

the whole of its exterior web and two-thirds of its inner web white ; whilst the others have an 

intermediate quantity of white, according with their situation. The plumage of the whole 

ventral aspect is unspotted white, with a tinge of grey on the flanks, and of broccoli-brown on 

the linings of the wings. Bill greenish-black. Legs dark resinous-brown. 

Form, &c.—Bill rather shorter and broader at the base than that of Lanius borealis, but 

having a sharper ridge and a more slender acute point; tooth very acute. Under mandible 

more boat-shaped. The nostrils are concealed by black bristly hairs, which surround the base 

of the upper mandible; and there are about six longer bristles at the angle of the mouth. 

The wings are short, reaching within two inches and a quarter of the end of the tail. The 

third and fourth primaries are the longest, the fifth is about half a line shorter, the sixth is 

four lines shorter than the fifth, and the second is just perceptibly shorter than the sixth: the 

seventh and following ones diminish in succession about two lines each ; the first is scarcely 

half the length of the second, and is much shorter than any of the primaries or secondaries ; 

the third, fourth, and fifth, have their outer webs obliquely narrowed. ‘The fail is long and 

cuneiform, the exterior feathers being nearly an inch and a quarter shorter than the middle 

ones. The hind toe is more robust than the others, and is equal to the lateral ones in length. 

Divensions. 

Inches. _— Lines, Inches. _ Lines, 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill, measured along its ridge 0 7k 
the tail : 5 < : 5 9 6 >> of the tarsus é C o ol 0 

5s Of the tail A 4 0 5, of the middle toe 0 8 

-, of the longest quill feather 3 9 5, Of its claw : ° 0 3 
of the spurious or first primary . 1 4 55 of the hind toe 5 . 0 5 

0 34 >» of the bill from the angle of the : 5 of its claw 

mouth 5 - ~ : _ i) 
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[30. | 3. LANIUS ELEGANS. (Swainson.) White-winged Shrike. 

Famity. Laniade. Sub-family. Laniane. Swarinson. 

Cu. Sp. Lantus ELEGANS, pulchré plumbeus subtus candidus, frontula capiti concolori, speculo albo conspicuo, 
caudé gracili elongato-cuneata margine albo percincta, remige secunda sextam superanti; quarta longissima, 
tarsis rostrum longitudine superantibus. 

Se.Cu. WuitE-wincep Surike, clear bluish-grey, beneath unspotted white ; with a froatlet of the same colour 
with the head ; a broad white band across the wing; a slender and very cuneiform tail, entirely bordered 

with white; the second quill feather longer than the sixth, the fourth the longest; and tarsi exceeding the 
length of the bill, (measured from the angle of the mouth.) 

A specimen of this handsome Shrike exists in the British Museum, to which it 

was presented, together with other birds from the fur-countries, by the Hudson’s 

Bay Company. The particular district from whence it was brought, however, is 

not noted; and we have no account of its habits. It may be at once distinguished 

from the species mentioned in the preceding pages, by the much greater quantity 

of white on its wings and tail, its narrower tail feathers, longer tarsi, and less 

curved claws. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen in the British Museum. 

Cotour of the plumage on the dorsal aspect of the head and body clear bluish-grey ; the 

tail coverts being somewhat lighter, and the exterior margins of the scapularies nearly white. 

The lateral marks on the head, the wings with the exception of the white parts, and the 

middle of the tail, are pitch-black. The lateral mark is broader, particularly before the orbit, 

than in the two preceding species, and the frontlet is scarcely lighter than the crown of the 

head. There is a white band on the wings, an inch and a half broad, crossing the bases of all 

the primaries, from the second to the tenth inclusive. The secondaries are broadly tipped 

with white ; their exterior margins, and the whole of their interior webs (with the exception 

of a black patch near the tips of the first two), are also white. The first primary and the 

three tertiaries are black. The two central pairs of tail feathers are very slightly tipped with 

white ; the two next pairs have broad white tips ; and the two outer pairs have entirely white 

webs, the shafts alone being brownish. The whole under plumage, with the exception of the 

brownish tips of the quill feathers and the centre of the tail, is pure white. Bull and legs 

blackish ; the lower mandible not pale at the base, as in L. borealis. 

Form, &c.—Bill shorter than that of L. boreulis, and a little wider at the base; its curva- 

ture much the same, and the tooth equally large. The under mandible is shorter and more 
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boat-shaped. The wings are shorter than those of L. borealis, the first or spurious feather 

proportionably longer. The fourth quill feather is the longest, as in that species ; the third 

very nearly equals it; and the fifth is scarcely a line shorter. The second, however, is a 

little longer than the sixth; whereas in L. borealis it is a little shorter. The sinuations of 

the exterior webs of the third, fourth, and fifth are the same as in L. borealis. The tail is 

more cuneiform than in that species, and the feathers are individually considerably narrower. 

The exterior tail feather is an inch and a quarter shorter than the central pair, The inner toe 

is equal in length to the outer one ; and the claws are less curved than in the allied species. 

Div Ensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill along the curve of itsridge 0 8 

the tail z 5 i 5 9 9 » of the tarsus 1 DE 
5, of the tail : 4 5! 5 >, of the middle toe 0 8 

5, of the longest quill feather 6 4d 2 >> of its claw 0 3t 

;, of the bill from the angle of the 5, of the hind toe 0 5} 
mouth . 3 ; 5 0 11 s> of the hind claw 0 4 

The Lamus Nootka of Dr. Latham (Natka Shrike of Pennant), being found on 

the north-west coast of America, is entitled to appear in this work ; but nothing 

more is known of it than Pennant’s description ; nor are we certain as to its place 
in the system. 

The Prince of Musignano having laid some stress upon the relative lengths of 

the quill feathers as specific distinctions of the Lani, and the subject having 

been touched upon in page 112 of this work; we have drawn up the following 

table, embodying the information the Prince has given on this head in his 
Synopsis (p. 72), with that to be derived from the preceding account of the 
species inhabiting the fur-countries. 

TABLE OF THE RELATIVE LENGTHS OF THE QUILL FEATHERS. 

Species. Authority. Longest quill fr. Comp. length of 5th. Comp. length of 2nd. 

L. excubitor, Bonap.* Europ. sp. 3rd. 5th consid. shorter than 3rd. 2nd = 7th. 

55 excubitor, Swarns. Engl. sp. 3rd = 4th. . : : . 2nd = 6th. 

55 Septentrionalis, Bonar. ° - 4th. 5th = 3rd. 5 : 2nd = 7th. 

5, Ludovicianus, Bonar. , ° 3rd. : : A . 2nd = 6th. 

:, borealis, SwalINs. . - 4thit 5th a line shorter than 4th. 2nd two lines shorter than 6th. 

>, excubitorides, Swatns. . 0 3rd = 4th. 5th half a line shorter. 2nd nearly equal to the 6th. 

>, elegans, SwaINns. 5 ~ 4th.+ 5th a line shorter. A 2nd longer than the 6th. 

* The Prince of Musignano, considering the first quill feather as spurious, numbers the second as the first; but in 

this table we have altered his numeration to agree with our own. 
+ In these the third quill feather is intermediate in length between the fourth and fifth. 

R 2 
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THAMNOPHILIN A. 

We have already shown that in Nilaus, Sw., we have a form so nearly approaching 
to this sub-family, that we may fairly conclude on their approximation. The birds 

composing this division are typically known by a strong, but considerably more 

lengthened bill, bent only at the end, where the inflection is abrupt: the tooth, 

also, is much less developed, although in some species it is still very prominent. 

The feet are more robust; but the claws, no longer fine or attenuated, are now 

broad and thick : above all, the economy of these birds is totally different from 

that of the true Shrikes. They are described, both by Azara and Le Vaillant, as 
living and searching for their prey among thick foliage ; hence their familiar name 

of Bush Shrikes. Their wings for this purpose are but little used; and we 

accordingly find these members particularly short and feeble ; while the tail is 
somewhat lengthened, and more or less rounded. 

We consider the Geat longup of Le Vaillant * (G. Platylophus, Sw.,) as repre- 

senting that form in the circle of T’hamnophiline which conducts us to Malaconotus, 

Sw., the first typical genus at which we arrive. The plumage of these richly-coloured 
birds is generally vivid ; composed of yellow, green, or crimson, blended with black 

or green ; while some few are clothed in the more simple colours of the American 

type. Much difference is observed in the proportionate strength of their bills ; and, 

in some, the anterior toes are as much united as in the corresponding group of the 

Pitt, or Short-tailed Thrushes, which these birds obviously represent among the 

Shrikes. This variation in the structure of the feet takes place, however, in species 

so nearly related, that it affords no ground for generic distinction. To this group suc- 

ceeds the American genus Thamnophilus, Vieil., known at once by the rictus being 

invariably smooth ; the whole organization (excepting, perhaps, the bill) is also 

much weaker. It is among these we find that close approximation to the Myothere, 

or Ant Thrushes, to which we. have elsewhere alluded, and which is certainly so 

close, that we ourselves for a long time suspected it to be a circular relation of 

affinity. Whether such may not eventually prove to be the case, time alone can 
show ; but the following are our reasons for considering the groups as belonging 

to different families—observing, however, that their relation may be cited as 

* We cannot discover to what genus our nomenclators have consigned this bird. It is the Garrulus gallericulatus 

of the Ency. Méth.; but in the Paris Museum it is placed, with much more propriety, among the Malaconoti. There 
can be little doubt of its being the scansorial type of its own sub-family. 
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one of the most remarkable instances of collateral affinity that the whole circle of 

ornithology can produce. We must premise, that the apparent essential dis- 

tinction between the Ant-Thrushes (Myotherinw) and the Bush Shrikes (Thamno- 

philine) is this: that the former seek their food upon the ground, and are ambu- 

lating birds; while the latter confine themselves to bushes, and are arboreal. 

This difference in economy is consequently marked by a corresponding difference 

in the structure of the feet. Those of the Myotherine (including Drymophila, Sw.. 

and certain Urotomi, Sw.) have the tarsi much more elongated; the claws 

slender, and not fully curved ; and the lateral scales of the tarsi (excepting in one 

form, which cannot possibly be confounded with Thamnophilus) uniformly entire *. 

The American Thamnophiline, on the contrary, both in the typical group and 

in the sub-genus Formicivora, have the tarsi shorter, the claws thicker and more 

curved, and the lateral scales of the tarsi divided into numerous pieces. Near, 

therefore, as is the approximation between these two groups, we have chosen, for 

the present, to keep them distinct; but so far from wishing to bend Nature to our 

own views, we shall put the reader in possession of our own doubts on the subject. 

First, it may be said, that even admitting the distinctions of the tarsi, as above 

stated, to be invariable, still the argument simply amounts to this—that Nature 

has chosen to mark the real transition from the Thamnophiline to the Myotherine, 

in this manner; in proof of which, we have species of Formicivora with remarkably 

short tails, and with tarsi fully as long as in several Drymophile. Upon what 

grounds, therefore, are we to believe that a relation, to all appearance so perfect as 

that between Thamnophilus and Myothera, is to be called an analogy; when, had 

it been consistent with our views to include both in the same family, or to place 

them at the confines of two families, we should have been fully justified in calling 

the series a most perfect and unbroken line of affinity? Again; is it not a violation 

of Nature to include such small, weakly-constructed birds as Formicivora (some of 

which are scarcely larger than the Gold-crested Wren) in the same group with 
birds so large and powerful as the true Thamnophiline ? Thirdly, if this latter 

objection is overruled by the reply, that size cannot enter into generic characters, 

upon what principle is the little Pipra albifrons of the old authors separated from 

these latter birds (Formicivora), when it appears actually to form a passage to 

Prionops, Vieil., one of the groups of Bush Shrikes ? 

* We here allude only to such species as we have elsewhere described ; since no birds require more investigation 
than the small Myothere of modern ornithologists : they present some beautiful forms of analogy, representing every 

family in the circle of the Dentirostres: even the Australian genus, Malurus, has its counterpart among these pigmy 

Shrikes. An undescribed species now before us, is a perfect representation of Laniellus, Sw. 3 while others, by their 
depressed bill, typify the Todies and the Flycatchers. 
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These objections have had their due weight, and they suspended our judg- 
ment on this matter for some time. The first, indeed, is so strong, that if our 

views on the Insessores are correct, it can only be accounted for by that property 
which may belong to typical groups, adverted to in our introductory remarks; that 

is, of gradually approximating, in proportion as we contract our views, from order 

to family, from family to sub-family, and from sub-family to genus: so that, in 

cases where every conceivable intervening form is known, what was in larger 

groups but a relation of analogy, finally becomes one of absolute collateral 

affinity ; a relation, however, which by no means disturbs the true or direct affinity 
by which each of these groups revolve, and are united in their own proper circles. 

An instance of the same intimate relationship may be cited between the true 

Merule and the Nightingale-warblers (Philomeline), in the family of Sylviade ; two 

groups, whose juxta-position is precisely the same as Thamnophilus and Myothera, 

and which, in like manner, evince so close a resemblance, that the Sylvia 

turdoides of M. Temminck is described, in the first edition of that author’s valuable 

work on the Birds of Europe, as a true Turdus, under the name of Turdus arun- 

dinaceus ; in which genus it has also been placed by Dr. Latham and others. 

Here, then, is a case in point, where the analogy between the corresponding points 

of two family circles is so close, as to amount to what we should be justified in 

calling, under other circumstances, an absolute and direct affinity. That such, how- 

ever, is not the case in regard to the Sylvia turdoides, as connecting the Merulide 

with the Sy/viadw, will subsequently appear; and, in respect to the supposed 

affinity between the Pipra pileata and the sub-genus Prionops, the evidence to 
be adduced is much more in favour of their direct analogy. 

We shall close these remarks—already extended, perhaps, to too great a 

length—with a hope that they may awaken the attention of ornithologists to these 

singular relations between the Thamnophiline and the Myotherine ; not so much to 

elucidate the groups themselves, as to investigate whether the typical circles, in 

small assemblages of natural objects, do not insensibly acquire additional properties 

beyond those which are possessed by larger groups. The only writer in whose 

works we can trace any opinion on this intricate subject, or who appears to have 

given an intimation that analogies may blend into affinities, is our friend 

Mr. Haworth, who, in his new binary arrangement of the Macrurous Crustacea (Phil. 

Mag.), makes the following observation: “ The first articles of every dichotomy 

are often merely analogies ; but that these insensibly, as we go down the table, 

to arrive at the genera, lessen, and blend into the closest affinities.” Whether this 
passage, however, can be cited as strengthening our own suspicions, we cannot 
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well make out, as its author has not yet fully developed his views of natural 
arrangement. 

The other forms which appear to enter among the Thamnophiline are Colluri- 

cincla (H. and V.), Tephrodornis (Sw.)? and Prionops (Vieil.) Of the first we can 

say nothing, further than it appears to bear the same relation to Thamnophilus as 

Laniellus, Sw., does to Lanius. It is in Tephrodorms that we first detect an evident 

reduction in the length, size, and power of the tarsi. The wings, which have hitherto 
been remarkably short and feeble, are now more lengthened and obtusely pointed ; 

while the tail, firm and strong, is either perfectly square, or slightly emarginate. 

Besides these indications of a new set of characters, we perceive the frontal 

feathers somewhat lengthened, and reflected over the nostrils, and the base of the 

bill, which they protect and partially cover; the rictus, also, is very strongly 

bristled. All these characters deserve attention, not only as showing an affinity to 

Prionops, but as being the first development of that structure so fully exemplified 

in the Edoliane. 

Tephrodornis is still more interesting, as containing several small species, 

found in the Indian islands ; one of which we strongly suspect is the Muscicapa 

hirundinacea of Reinwaldt, which, but for its size, would unquestionably have 

been long ago referred to this family. The bill exhibits the same formation as 

that of Lanius virgatus, Tem., but on a very small scale, and has not the least de- 

pression, except at its base. This little bird is not much larger than the smallest 

Formicivora yet discovered ; but we are unacquainted with any form by which the 

two groups are connected. In Prionops, the feet are also weak, the tail nearly 

square, and the wings still more lengthened, broad, and ample. This curious 

bird is said to frequent the ground; and should it eventually prove an annectant 

form between this and the next sub-family, we have another proof of that remark- 
able partiality which Nature appears to evince, of making her transitions from 
one family to another by means of groups strictly terrestrial. 

The bill of Prionops is fully as slender as that of Colluricincla; while the simi- 

larity of this type to Platylophus in the structure of the feet, the rictus, the frontal 

feathers, &c., sufficiently indicates in what manner the aberrant forms of the 

Thamnophiline are united in a circle of their own. Whether we regard Tephro- 

dornis as the last genus in this division, or as the first in the next, its affinity to 

both is unquestionable, and we may therefore at once proceed to the sub-family, 
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EDOLIAN A. 

Characterized by a bill broad at the base, and compressed on the sides ; the rictus 

being, in most cases, defended by very stiff and lengthened bristles ; and the upper 

mandible no longer provided with that distinct tooth which belongs only to the 
two preceding divisions. The construction of the feet, likewise, deserves particular 

attention, as being formed upon a peculiar model. In every species yet disco- 

vered, these members are short, and the hind toe so much developed, as generally 

to exceed the length of the tarsus, and to be little shorter than the middle toe. 

This is very apparent in the genus Edolius, Cuv., and prevails, in a less degree, 

through the kindred genera Ocypterus, Cuv., and Analcipus, Sw. The wings, in all 
these groups, are much lengthened, particularly in Ocypterus, where they exhibit an 

hirundiform structure, the first quill being longest, and the rest graduated. So 
far, therefore, we see a conformation totally distinct from a Lanius or a Thamnoph- 

lus ; but the subordinate types of this division are very imperfectly known; nor 

can we pronounce, with any certainty, which may be the typical groups. The 

original Vanga of Buffon, together with some other very curious birds from 

Madagascar, where that species is also found, lead us to suspect the existence of a 

group closely related to Ocypterus, but whose typical characters we have not suf- 

ficiently ascertained *. Of the three genera above named, Ocypterus and Anal- 

cipus appear the most typical ; inasmuch as the bill, in certain species of Edolius, 

assumes much of that depressed form belonging to the Cedblepyring. The situa- 

tion of the Australian Vanga destructor, and its allies, is still more uncertain ; 

while Sparactus must now be forgotten: the specimen upon which this genus was 

founded having turned out, according to M. Cuvier, to be the fabrication of a 

dealer! The immediate passage from this division to the 

CEBLEPYRIN/A 

is unknown, as we consider our former suspicions on this union being effected 

by Muscicapa labrosa (Zool. Ill., pl. 175) not well founded; that bird being, 

in all probability, a true Ceblepyris, Cuv. 

The birds of this group are too remarkable in themselves to be easily mistaken. 

Retaining much of that general form of bill which belongs to Edolius, there 

* The Shrikes of Madagascar are so little known, as to be rarely, if ever, seen in museums ; and it unfortunately 
happens that, notwithstanding the greatest care, those few now in the Royal Museum at Paris are too much injured 

by time, to admit of accurate description.—Sw. 
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is, nevertheless, a greater depression, and consequently a greater weakness, 

exhibited in this member; the nostrils are equally concealed, but the frontal fea- 

thers, instead of being lengthened, and reflected forwards, are short and velvety ; 

while the rictus, no longer provided with stiff bristles, is merely furnished with 
short cetaceous feathers. Continuing this comparison to the tarsi and the wings, 

we find the first rather longer, and the hind toe shorter ; but the form of wing, 

and the arrangement of the quills, in Ceblepyrus and Edolius, are much alike. 

The most remarkable distinction, however, of this curious bird, is the spine-like 

rigidity of the rump feathers, which, when pressed against the hand, feel as if 

they were intermixed with prickles, an effect produced by the bending of the 

shafts *, one portion of which is very thick, while the other becomes suddenly very 

slender ; by pressure, the outer half is bent, and presents a sharp angle to the 

touch, which feels ize a spine. It is worthy of remark, that the Cuckoos, which, 

in the tribe of Scansores, occupy the same relative station as the Ceblepyrine do 

among the Shrikes, should also exhibit this singular structure. On the whole, 

distinct as this sub-family is from the last, yet there is such a decided and direct 

affinity between them, that we must altogether reject the idea of placing the two 

groups at opposite points in the circle of Laniade. 

No ornithologist has yet attempted to arrange this group, or to characterize 

the different modifications of form which it presents. We must, therefore, be 

content to notice those only which we have personally examined. Premising 

that all the species seem restricted to the hot latitudes of the Old World, and 

that they have received the name of Caterpillar-catchers from feeding principally, 
as Le Vaillant informs us, on such soft insects. 

We have already intimated that the true passage from the Edoliane to the 

Ceblepyrine may be yet undiscovered. If, however, we may consider the absence 

of spinous feathers in certain of the latter birds, together with an unusually com- 

pressed bill, as indications of such a transition, we shall find these characters in 

the genus Erucivora +, a group of small birds, hitherto found only in the Indian 

Islands. We are, nevertheless, inclined to believe that the true annectant type is 

at present unknown. From Erucivora to the typical genera Ceblepyris and Phe- 

nicornis, as now modified, the gradations are almost imperceptible ; the first seems 

* An error on this subject appears to have crept into the Régne Animal, where it is stated, vol.i., p. 363, that 

“ Les tiges sont un peu prolongées, roides et piquantes des plumes de leur croupion.”” We have never seen one species 
where the feathers are so constructed. 

+ We first detected this form among the stores of the Zoological Society ; but in conformity, as we were told, with 

the rules of the Society, we were prohibited from taking any notes. Fortunately, however, the liberality of MM. 
Cuvier and Geoffroy St. Hilaire enabled us to make full use of the specimens at the Garden of Plants, by which means 
we have here been enabled to define the group.—Sw. 

S) 
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to typify the plain-coloured, lineated Thamnophile, and the grey Ocypteri; 

while the latter are decked in the lively colours of the African Malaconoti and of 

the genus Analcipus. Close to Phenicornis may be placed Pliliogonys, as opening 

a passage to the next division, or as comprised within its limits. Oxynotus is 

another and a very peculiar type; to which we may liken Sphecotheres, from the 

structure of the bill, the wings, and the tarsi. But the want of the puffy, spinous 

tail feathers in this latter bird removes it, we think, from this family. M. Cuvier 

has arranged the larger species of Ceblepyrint under the generic name of Grau- 

calis ; but we have failed in discovering their supposed peculiarities. It is easy 

to perceive that, by the recent discovery of the Mexican genus Piilicgonys (Sw.), 

the transition from the Caterpillar-catchers to the sub-family 

TYRANNIN A 

is rendered apparent, particularly when we compare Ptiliogonys cinereus *, Sw., 

with the Muscicapa albicapilla of Vieillot, and some other obscurely-known species, 
wherein the head is crested, the nostrils nearly round, the rictus but slightly 

bearded, and the bill short, triangular, and rather compressed on the sides. 

We now fairly enter among the American Fly-catchers, of which the whole of 

this sub-family is entirely and exclusively composed. We have already done 

something towards the right understanding of the more typical species f ; but, as 
the entire group requires much elucidation, we shall now enumerate its distin- 

guishing characters, as opposed to the whole of the Fly-catchers belonging to the 

Old World. The feet of the Tyranninw, however diversified the species may be 
in size or in other points of structure, are always much stronger than those of the 
genuine Muscicapw, not as regards the length of the tarsi, for in both this part is 

invariably short, but in respect to the length and thickness of the toes and claws ; 

the latter, in particular, are large, gracile, and very acute, much resembling those 

of the true Shrikes. In the typical species (as T. intrepidus, crassirostris, cru- 

delis, &c.), the hind and the middle claw are nearly equal; but in the lesser 

species, or those most liable to be confounded with the Old World Muscicapee, 

(as Tyrannula Saya, nunciola, &c.,) the hind claw is by much the largest. A 

further distinction is afforded between these groups by the scutellation of the tarsi. 

The scales of the Tyrannine, as if intended to give greater strength and support 

to the muscles of the feet, wrap completely round the tarsi, and only meet at the 

* Zoological Ilustrations, Second Series, pl. 62. ¢ Journal of the Royal Institution. 
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back part; so that, in fact, the lateral scales so conspicuous in Muscicapa are 

entirely wanting among the Tyrant Fly-catchers. Then, as to the structure of 

those members employed in flight. The arrangement of the primary quills in this 

group is very peculiar: the wings are so far pointed, that the first and second 

quills are very little shorter than the third and fourth, which always exceed the 

others ; sometimes, indeed, (as in T. intrepidus, vociferans, and crudelis,) the 

wings are so admirably adapted for rapid flight, that the second quill is as long as 

any of the others, and the first very slightly shorter; while even among the 

smallest T'yrannul@ the first quill is invariably more than three-fourths the length 

of the longest. Now, upon looking to the Fly-catchers of the Old World, we 

see an arrangement strikingly different : the first quill is invariably spurious, that 

is, so short as to appear but half developed ; the second and third are progres- 

sively graduated ; and the full length of the wing is only attained by the fourth 

and fifth quills. Hence these members, however lengthened they may be in parti- 

cular species, assume a rounded form, and betray a decided inferiority in the 

power of flight to that which is possessed by the American Fly-catchers. Even 
in the well-known Muscicapa atricapilla of Southern Europe, whose wings are 

certainly longer and more pointed than any of its congeners, the first quill is very 

small. As connected also with the most important economy of those groups 

which feed upon the wing, and consequently depend for subsistence on their flight, 

the tail deserves great attention: and here, likewise, we may detect a strong 

characteristic of the Tyrannine, by which they are detached from all others of 
similar manners. There is a peculiar breadth in the caudal feathers of all the 

species, particularly towards their extremity ; and although this member is either 

forked, divaricated, or square, we have never met with one species wherein the 

tail is rounded*. Now, among the Old World Muscicape the very reverse of 
this structure is most prevalent: the tail, if not narrower, is scarcely ever divari- 

cated, never forked, and very rarely perfectly square at its extremity. Even in 

the Muscicapa (Seisura) volitans of New Holland, which bird has been expressly 

stated to have an even tail, we find this member, in three specimens now upon 
our table, decidedly rounded. There are, nevertheless, some few species of true 

Muscicape where the tail is really even; and such exceptions, however rare, 

render this distinction of less value than that furnished by the wings and tarsi. 

* The Rufous Tyrants, formerly referred by us to this sub-family, have a rounded tail; but we have since placed 

them with the Myotherine, under the generic name of Dasycephala. 

+ “ The genus Seisura is, however, sufficiently distinguished from Ripidura by the tail being even, not rounded, at 

the end.”’—Horsfield and Vigors, Linn. Trans., vol. xv., p. 250. 
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Lastly, the formation of the nostrils must not pass unobserved. One of the 

typical characters of the Tyrant Shrikes is to have the aperture perfectly round, 

or at least very nearly so; and it is only among some small species of Tyrannula 

that the membrane is so far developed as to reduce this opening to a more oval 

form: but in the Old World Muscicape the aperture is linear-oval, and in the 

typical species linear. 

No satisfactory results have attended our attempts to draw characters from the 
different modifications observed in the bills of these two races; and, indeed, when 

we see how completely this member differs in size, form, and thickness, in such 

birds as Tyrannus crassirostris and intrepidus, or again in Savanna and audaz, 

we are convinced how futile will be all such attempts at present. The truth 

appears to be, that almost every species, from our personal observations on these 

birds, seems attached to certain species or genera of insects, which may be consi- 

dered its peculiar food ; and these, varying in size and habits, are captured by 

bills of different modifications. The whole of Tropical America may be said to 

swarm with the Tyrannine ; so much so, that several individuals of three or four 

species may be seen on the surrounding trees at the same moment, watching for 

passing insects : each, however, looks out for its own peculiar prey, and does not 

interfere with such as appear destined by nature for its stronger or more feeble 

associates. It is only towards the termination of the rainy season, when myriads 

of the Termites and Formicw emerge from the earth in their winged state, that 

the whole family of Tyrants, of all sizes and species, commence a regular and 

simultaneous attack upon the thousands which then spring from the ground. 

On duly weighing the peculiar distinctions of the small American Tyrants, we 

feel justified in the suspicion that they do not belong to the same group as the 

genuine Musctcape ; while, on the other hand, these little birds are so blended 

with the more typical Tyrants, that they can scarcely be detached from them even 

asagenus. ‘This will be manifest to any one who examines Tyrannus calcaratus, 

ferox, and crintus*, or Tyrannula Saya, querula, barbirostris, musica, or nigrt- 

canst. The natural subdivisions of this group also require much investigation : 

we can, indeed, feel little doubt that the typical genus is Tyrannus, and that the 

T. crudelis* exhibits a greater perfection of structure than even the well-known 

American Kingbird (T. intrepidus). Neither is it difficult to perceive that nature, 

upon entering the group by means of Ptiliogonys, advances towards the Swallow- 

tailed Tyrants by two different routes; but one of these presents an hiatus, on its 

* Journal of the Royal Institution. + Philosoph. Magazine and Annals, June, 1827, p. 366. 
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touching the confines of the true Laniade, which cannot be satisfactorily filled up 
by any bird we know of. The only one which betrays a sufficient departure from 

its type to justify an opinion of its close relation to Lanius is the common Tyrannus 

sulphuratus, or Bentivi*, of Brazil. But the lengthened bill of this bird, viewed 

in its supposed connexion with Tyrannus and Lanius, appears perfectly anomalous ; 

for as this member in the Tyrannine is usually short, or at least moderate, and 

in Lanius is still shorter, so we should expect to find in a bird which really con- 

nected these groups, that the bill would have an intermediate length, or at least 

not be prolonged more than that of any one bird in the two sub-families. That 

the Bentivi, however, makes the nearest approach to Lanius of any bird yet disco- 

vered, is, we think, sufficiently evident ; not only from its greatly-compressed bill, 

but by feeding upon reptiles, and thus becoming partly carnivorous. We have 

more than once taken from the stomach of this species lizards in an entire state, 

sufficiently large to excite surprise how they could possibly have been swallowed 

by the bird. Azara likewise says, ‘‘ Les Bientiveos”’ (by which name this bird 

is also known in Brazil) “ s’approchent des animaux morts pour s’emparer des débris 

et des petits morceaux de chaii que laissent les Caracaras,” &c. This, indeed, we 

never witnessed, but we can well believe the fact ; not merely on the high authority 

of such an observer as Azara, but as being supported by a peculiar structure in 

the bird: its claws, unlike those of all other Tyrants, are but slightly curved; thus 

enabling the bird, when so engaged, to walk without difficulty upon the ground. 

The length of the bill is, then, the only peculiarity in the Bentivi, which appears 

anomalous; nor can it, we apprehend, be explained in any other way than by com- 

paring it with the bills of certain Madagascar Shrikes, closely related to Tephro- 

dornis, which group, be it remembered, stands on the confines of the Edoliane. 

In all these birds the prolongation of the bill, and its general form, are so much 

the same, that it is impossible to deny an apparent relationship between them ; 

nor do we hesitate in expressing our opinion, that the affinity which Saurophagus 

bears to Tephrodornis is to the full as great, if not greater, than that between 
Saurophagus and any form yet discovered among the Laniane. 

That the Bentwi of itself is sufficient to prove the union of the three aberrant 

groups of the Laniad@ must not, however, be inferred, any more than that it 

actually connects the Tyrannine with the Laniane ; but that it exhibits, both in 

* The striking dissimilarity between this bird and the true Tyrants induced us, some years ago, to detach it from 
that group as a sub-genus, under the name of Pitangus, associating with it the broad-billed Lanius pitangua of Linnzan 

authors. Much doubt, however, seems to hang over the true affinities of this latter bird ; and the above name, thus 

rendered doubly objectionable, we propose to amend by substituting that of Saurophagus. Another typical species has 
recently come into our possession.—Sw. 
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its structure and its manners, sufficient peculiarities to render both these affinities 

highly probable, appears to us, at least, unquestionable. Whether it is a general 

property in all aberrant groups to shew a greater tendency to unite themselves 

into a circle, than to pass bya simple series of progression into the typical groups, 

we will not now discuss ; but it certainly appears that the first of these tendencies 

is much more apparent than the last; or, at least, that it is to the full as strongly 

manifested, in all such groups as have been sufficiently analysed. 

In noticing the peculiar habits of Falcunculus, among the true Shrikes, we have 

expressed our suspicion that it may represent, in its own narrow circle, the tribe 

of Scansores. Now, it may be worth remarking, that did we feel justified in 

assigning to it this station, it would occupy that part of the circle of Laniane which 

touches the Tyranning ; and we might thus account for the Bentiv: and the Frontal 

Shrike, so brought into contact, being clothed in the same coloured plumage. 

But our belief, that the absolute union of the Edoliane with the Tyrannine will 

hereafter be discovered, is materially strengthened by the perfect similarity of 

manners between certain Hdoliane and the fork-tailed Tyrants of Paraguay ; and 

this affinity, even in external form, has been thought so strong, as to have satis- 

fied Mr. Vigors that the two divisions actually followed each other in a simple 

circle, without the intervention of the Cedlepyrine*. The following details, 

written by two eye-witnesses of the facts they describe, are so important to this 

question that we transcribe them verbatin. 

The manners of the African Drongos are thus described by M. Le Vaillant :— 
*‘ Elle fréquente les grandes foréts et vit en petites troupes ; elle fait sa prin- 

cipale nourriture d’abeilles qu’elle guette et qu’elle saisit a leur passage absolu- 

ment de la maniére que les gobe-mouches le pratiquent a |’égard des mouches 

et des insectes; mais c’est particuliérement le soir, aprés le coucher du soleil, et 

le matin avant son lever, qu’elle chasse de préférence ces industrieux insectes ; 

et pour cet effet le petites bandes se rangent le long du bois et s’y perchent sur un 

arbre isolé, mort ou ayant beaucoup de branches mortes, afin de mieux saisir le 

moment du départ ou de l’arrivée des abeilles lorsqu’elles sortent du bois pour aller 

recueiller sur les fleurs le miel et Ja cire, ou qu’elles reviennent chargées de butin. 

En voyant de loin ces oiseaux faire leur chasse et voltiger en désordre autour et 

* The argumentum ad verecundiam might here be employed with manifest advantage ; and this is, perhaps, on par- 
ticular occasions, the best line of reasoning that can be adopted. But as we desire more to elicit truth, than to support 

a theory, so we prefer that our views of natural affinities should entirely repose on the facts adduced in their support. 
Besides, it may be thought somewhat unfair to quote the authority of a naturalist on some occasions, and slight it 
altogether when his opinions happen to be against our own. 
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a une certaine distance d’un arbre, et revenir ensuite sur le méme arbre, on peut 

d’autant moins se figurer ce qui les excite a tant des mouvemens qu'il y en a 

quelquefois vingt, trente perchés sur cet arbre, les uns y revenant, les autres en 

partant tour-a-tour et incessamment ; ce qui forme une scéne trés animée et méme 

bruyante; car ils ont tous un cri quils répétent a chaque instant et qu’on ex- 

prime trés-bien par pia-griach, griach. Quon s'imagine voir une trentaine 

d’oiseaux voltigeant péle-méle autour d’un arbre et faisant tous les petits détours 

que nécessitent le vol rapide et les crochets des abeilles qui elles-mémes 

cherchent a eviter leur ennemi ; qu’on se représente quelques-uns de ces oiseaux 

manquant leur proie, se revirant aussitOt vers une autre abeille, faisant quelque- 

fois cing a six pirouettes de suite en cabriolant 4 droit, a gauche, et en haut, en 

bas, dans tous les sens enfin, et ne venant se reposer que lorsqu’ils ont hapé 

lV’abeille ou quwils se sont fatigués inutilement, on aura une idée assez exacte de 

tout le manége des Drongos. Ils se posent en lieux élevés et découverts pour 

épier les insectes ; ils se volent aussi au-dessus des eaux et des plaines pour faire 

leur petite chasse a la maniére des hirondelles ; et ils y choisissent pour se per- 

cher, de petites branches ou des joncs.”’ 

The economy of the Fork-tailed Tyrants (Milvulus, Sw.), as described in the 

following extract from Azara, is almost precisely similar. 

** Les Suiriris volent avec beaucoup d’aisance et ils aiment la compagnie de 

leurs semblables ; car, avant leur départ de Paraguay, on les voit réunis en 

troupes de cent et deux cens individus, dont quelques-uns se tiennent, vers le soir, 

perchés a la cime d’un arbre trés élevé et touffu, tandis que les autres volent 

autour en tourbillon confus, se jetant sur les insectes et s’exercant a cette chasse ; 

ils se posent ensuite sur l’arbre d’ou ceux qui y étaient placés partent, pour que 

la bande tournoyante soit toujours aussi nombreuse. Les mémes arbres sont des 

lieux de rendezvous, et ces oiseaux s’y rassemblent pendant plusieurs soirées 
entiéres, avant que de partir; a leur retour ils se montrent deux a deux, et quel- 
quefois en petites troupes, qui ne tardent pas a se diviser par paires.”’ 

The difficulty of detecting analogical relations between the higher and the 

lower groups of ornithology, seems to be increased in the same ratio as the 

groups to be compared differ in value from each other: and this must be obvious, 

when we consider that in proportion as we descend in the scale of groups, and 

limit our inquiries, so do we contract the field of comparison. ‘The reader, it is 

hoped, will bear this in remembrance, while studying the following— 
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ANALOGIES OF THE LANIADE. 

Typical Characters. 

DentirostrEs. Bill short, toothed ; seize their prey by the foot . . . Laniane. 

Conirostres . Bill lengthened, compressed ; feet strong, robust. . . Thamnophiline. 

Scansores . . Tarsishort; hind toe lengthened . . . . . . . Edoliane. 

Tenurrostres Bill weak; feed only on soft substances; rictus smooth . Ceblepyrine. 

Fisstrostres . Bill greatly depressed; nostrils round; feed uponthe wing Tyrannine. 

The skulking, thievish propensities of the Bush Shrikes and the Jays, in plun- 

dering the eggs and destroying the young of other birds, is thus explained by the 

relation of the Thamnophiline to the Conirostres. The great developement of the 

tail, in nearly all the true Edolinw, the boat-shaped form which it assumes in one 

species, the singular frontal crests of two others, and the pointed and metallic- 

coloured neck-feathers in several, are all characters which we see more developed 

among the Rasores, than in any other tribe or order of birds. The soft and ten- 

der food of the Caterpillar-catchers evinces that even the Tenuirostres may be 
represented by insectivorous Shrikes; the analogy between the Tyrannine and the 

Fissirostres, although sufficiently evident, is not, perhaps, at first sight, so striking. 

It may, on the other hand, be urged, that the Edolianw, by means of Ocypterus, 

bear a much closer resemblance to Hirundo among the Fissirostres, than to the 
Scansores; and this analogy appears so strong, that we were for a long time 

much perplexed by the apparent violation of Nature committed in the foregoing 

table. A little reflection, however, convinced us, that if analogies are really cor- 

rect between any two points in different circles, they must hold good between 

all the other points ; a test by which the above supposition, in its further details, 

gives the most contradictory results. Whether we compare the general habits, 

or the weakness of structure of the Tyrannine, coupled with the fact, that several 

of the smaller species have the two outer toes much united, we feel disposed to: 

consider these evidences as certainly in favour of this group being the true repre- 

sentation of the Fissirostres. 

A very singular and novel fact also, which we shall now make use of, is another 

argument strongly corroborating this analogy. ‘The following is an extract from 

our notes on the Zoology of Brazil :— 

“7th April, 1817. Sitting in the house this morning, I suddenly heard a 
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splash in the lake close to the window; on looking out, I saw a common Grey- 

breasted Tyrant *, perched upon a dead branch hanging over the water, pluming 
and drying itself. Intent upon watching this bird, I saw it, within a quarter of an 
hour, dive into the lake two successive times, after some small fish or aquatic 
insects, precisely like a Kingfisher: this action was done with amazing celerity, 
and it then took its former station to plume and dry its feathers.””—(Pernambuco.) 

This anecdote, so beautifully illustrating the analogy of the Tyrannine with the 

Fissirostres and the Natatores, we consider as conclusive on the subject. We 

shall have occasion, however, to illustrate this matter further, on reviewing the 

arrangement of the next family, 

[31.] ° 1. Tyrannus InTREPIDUS. (Vieillot.) King-bird. 

Sus-FramMILy. Tyrannine, Swatns. Genus. Tyrannus, Brisson. Swans. 
Tyrant Fly-catcher, PENN., Arct. Zool., ii., p. 384, No. 263. 

Lanius tyrannus, Latu. Jnd., i., p. 81, sp. 53. 
Tyrant Fly-catcher, or King-bird (Lanius tyrannus), WILSON, ii., p. 66, pl. 13, f. 1. 
Tyrannus pipiri, V1EILLOT, Ois. de l’Am., i., p. 73, pl. 44. 

Tyrannus intrepidus, Ip—Em, Enc. Méth., ii., p. 849. IDEM, Gal. des Ois., 214, but 

not the plate 133, which is a different species. 

Muscicapa tyrannus, Bonar. Syn., p. 66, sp. 76. 

M. Vieillot, in his Os. de l’Am., called this species Tyrannus pipirt, but 

has since judiciously abandoned a name so unmeaning, for the more appropriate 

one of intrepidus. It is not a little remarkable that this writer, who appears to 
describe the habits, &c., of this species from personal observation, should have 

given (Gal. des Ois. pl. 133), as the representation of the female, the figure of 
another species, which we have never seen, and certainly is not known to inhabit 

North America. We rather suspect, however, that the fault must lie with the 

draughtsman, who seems to have coloured this figure in such a manner as to 
produce a fictitious species—the rufous wings, tail, and olive back, representing 

the Tyrannus crinitus ; and the white under plumage and crest being those of 

intrepidus. No such species exists in the Paris museum, nor have we ever seen 

* Tyrannus crudelis, Swatns. Monog. 
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it in specimens or books ; but should it really exist in nature, it may deservedly 
bear the name of T’. Vierllotu.—Sw. 

The well known King-bird is common on the banks of the Saskatchewan, and 

ranges in summer to the fifty-seventh parallel of latitude, or beyond it. It arrives 

at Carlton-house early in May, and retires, after having reared its young, in the 

beginning of September, wintering to the southward even of Georgia. It is 

seen during summer in all parts of the United States, and breeds in Penn- 

sylvania, and most probably in all the intermediate districts to the middle of the 
fur countries. Its jealousy of the intrusion of other birds into its haunts in 

the breeding season, and the boldness and activity with which it attacks and 
drives off even the biggest and fiercest of the birds of prey, has been well described 

by Catesby, and other writers on American Natural History, but by none with the 

minuteness, truth, and poetical feeling of Wilson. It is of the King-bird that 

Mr. Drummond speaks in the following passage of a letter relating to the birds 

he noticed at Carlton-house :—‘‘ There is another small bird that deserves to be 

noticed for the courage with which it attacks all others that venture near its resi- 
dence: it is a species of Fly-catcher, about the size of a lark ; and the manner in 

which it assaults a large bird is truly amusing. It soars above its opponent, and 

then darting down on its back, applies its beak, with all the strength it possesses, 
to its head, sometimes remaining in this position for a minute or more, and then 
returns in triumph to its station on the top of some neighbouring bush or small 
tree, where it resumes the occupation of watching for flies*. During the whole 
of this attack it utters a shrill chattering note with great vehemence. 

‘“‘ The King-birds arrive in Pennsylvania about the twentieth of April, some- 

times in small bodies of five or six together, and are at first very silent, until they 

begin to pair and build their nest. This generally takes place about the first 

week in May. The nest is very often built in the orchard, on the horizontal 

branch of an apple-tree; frequently also, as Catesby observes, on a sassafras-tree, 

at no great height from the ground. The outside consists of small slender 

twigs, tops of withered flowers of the plant yarrow, and others, well wove together 

with tow and wool, and is made large, and remarkably firm and compact. It is 

usually lined with fine, dry, fibrous grass, and horsehair. The eggs are five, of a 

very pale cream-colour, or dull white, marked with a few large spots of deep 

purple, and other smaller ones of light brown, chiefly, though not altogether, 

towards the great end. They generally build twice in the season.”’ 

* Botanical Miscellany, by W. J. HOOKER, ii. p. 186. 
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“ The King-bird is altogether destitute of song, having only the shrill twitter 

above mentioned. His usual mode of flight is singular : the vibrations of his broad 
wings, as he moves slowly over the fields, resemble those of a hawk hovering and 
settling in the air to reconnoitre the ground below ; and the object of the King- 
bird is no doubt something similar ; viz., to look out for passing insects, either in 

the air, or among the flowers and blossoms below him. In fields of pasture, he 

often takes his stand, on the tops of the mullein and other rank weeds, near the 

cattle, and makes occasional sweeps after passing insects, particularly the large 

black gad-fly, so terrifying to horses and cattle. His eye moves restlessly around 

him, traces the flight of an insect for a moment or two, then that of a second, and 

even a third, until he perceives one to his liking, when, with a shrill sweep, he 
pursues, seizes it, and returns to the same spot to look out for more. This habit 

is so conspicuous when he is watching the bee-hive, that several intelligent farmers 
of my acquaintance are of opinion, that he picks out only the drones, and never 
injures the working bees. Be this as it may, he certainly gives a preference to 

one bee, and one species of insect, over another. He hovers over the river, 

sometimes fora considerable time, darting after insects that frequent such places, 
snatching them from the surface of the water, and diving about in the air like a 

swallow, for he possesses at will great power of wing. Numbers of them are 

frequently seen thus engaged for hours together, over the rivers Delaware and 

Schuylkill, in a calm day, particularly towards evening. He bathes himself by 
diving repeatedly into the water from the overhanging branches of some tree, 
where he sits to dry and dress his plumage *.”—(Wiztson, l. c.) The King-bird 
preys chiefly on winged insects, and feeds also on berries of various kinds.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Carlton-house, May, 1827. 

Cotour of the upper aspect of the head, when the plumage is smooth, shining velvet- 

black; but when the feathers are ruffled, a spot of bright orpiment-orange appears on the 

crown. The dorsal aspect, in general, is blackish-grey; the rump feathers and tail coverts 

being slightly edged with white. The tail is pitch-black, tipped with white a quarter of an 

inch broad. The quill feathers and greater coverts are hair-brown ; the secondaries edged 

and tipped with white. The under plumage is pure white, except the breast, which is tinged 

with ash-grey ; and the wing linings, which are pale greyish-brown. Bill, above and below, 

pitch-black. Legs bluish-black. 

* The whole of this passage is most important and interesting. It appears to me, however, much more probable, 

that this species, like the Tyrannus crudelis already noticed (p. 137), dives after small fish, or aquatic insects, and 
thus typifies the analogy of this family to the King-fishers among the Fissirostres, and to the Natatores—Sw. 

T 2 
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Form, &c.—Bill considerably depressed ; wide at the base, gradually narrowing to the tip. 

Upper mandible with convex sides, meeting in an obtuse ridge, the tip of which has a slight 

notch on each side, and curves down, so as to form a small hook ; there is a raised central 

line within. The lower mandible is flatly convex. Six strong bristles stand out above the 

angle of the mouth; and the nostrils, which are oval, are partly concealed by small bristles 

and the projecting feathers of the forehead. The tips of the wings reach within an inch and 

a quarter of the end of the tail. The second quill feather is the longest; the third is very 

nearly equal to it; the first is about two lines shorter than the second, and as much longer 

than the fourth; the fifth, sixth, and seventh diminish successively a quarter of an inch each; 

the tenth and the secondaries are about an inch and three-quarters shorter than the second ; 

the second, third, and fourth have their outer webs obliquely narrowed; and the first and 

second have their inner webs very deeply and abruptly notched close to their tips; the third 

is less deeply notched. The secondaries are somewhat truncated and scolloped at the ends, 

with a slight projection of their mid-ribs. The éail is long, and even at the end ; though, 

from the inner webs of its feathers being broader than the outer ones, and more sloped away 

at their ends, it appears slightly emarginated when fully spread. The hind toe is longer and 

stronger than the outer or inner one, and its claw is of equal size with that of the middle toe. 

Dimensions, 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines, 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill, measured along its ridge 0 8 
the tail : é 8 9 », of the bill from the angle of the mouth 1 1 

55 of the tail : ‘ 3 6 >, Of the tarsus , é - 0 94 

5, Of the longest quill feather . 4 0 >», Ofthe middle toe . ; : 0 6 

5, of the folded wing 4 10 5, Ofitsclaw . . : C . 0 3 

‘The dimensions were the same in a considerable number of specimens. 

The female has a narrow white tip to the tail, and a smaller orange-coloured 
spot on the crown. ‘This spot is altogether wanting in the young. 
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[32.] 2. TYRANNUS BOREALIS. (Swainson.) Northern Tyrant. 

Sus-Famity, Tyrannine. Swains. Genus, Tyrannus. Brisson. SwalIns. 

Cu. Sp. TYRANNUS BOREALIS, super xerampelinus : alis caudaque forficata obscurioribus, crista incwmbente conco- 
lori, mente ventre et tectricibus caude inferioribus pallidé flavescentibus, mandibuld inferiori pallescenti, 

tarsis brevibus. 

Sp.Cu. NortuEern Tyrant, above, dark greyish-brown ; wings and forked tail nearly blackish-brown ; no flame- 
coloured spot on the crown ; under plumage mostly greyish-yellow ; inferior mandible pale ; tarsi short. 

Piate xxxv. Tue Femate. 

Of this species, which is believed to be hitherto undescribed, only one specimen 

was procured. It was shot on the banks of the Saskatchewan as it was flying 

near the ground; but no information was obtained respecting its habits or nidifi- 
cation. Like the King-bird, it is found in the fur-countries only in summer. It is 
a considerably smaller species than the Tyrannus intrepidus, and may be at once 
distinguished from it by the forked tail not tipped with white, and much shorter 

tarsi, as well as by very evident differences in the colours of the plumage. Its 

bill is rather more depressed at the base, and its lower mandible is dissimilar in 

colour to the upper one, and is larger than that of T. intrepidus. The relative 

lengths of the quill feathers of the two species are also different ; the first of T. 

borealis being rather longer than the third, and the fourth being farther apart from 
the latter than in T. intrepidus. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed at Cumberland House, lat. 54°. 

Cotour of the head, back, and lesser wing and tail coverts dark hair-brown ; of the quill 

feathers and tail dark-umber or blackish-brown. The margins of the greater coverts are 

paler ; and the secondaries are slightly edged at the tip with soiled white. Under surface.— 

The throat, belly, and under tail coverts are very pale greyish-yellow. The flanks and wing 

linings are broccoli-brown, and the breast exhibits that colour, with a tinge of the yellowish 

hue of the belly. The bill is shining blackish-brown above, and dull brownish-yellow beneath, 

with an umber-coloured tip. 

Form, &c.—The shape of the bill is very nearly the same as that of the King-bird, and it 

is similarly furnished with bristles at the base. The tips of the folded wings are rather more 

than an inch shorter than the end of the tail. The second quill feather is the longest ; the first 
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is two lines, and the third two lines and a half shorter than the second; the fourth is four lines 

and a half shorter than the third; and the following ones decrease in succession a quarter 

of an inch each. The second and third have their outward webs obliquely, but distinctly 

sinuated ; and the inner webs of the three first are slightly narrowed towards their points. 

The tips of these three feathers are comparatively broad, as they want the deep and sudden 

sinuation so remarkable in the same feathers of the King-bird. The secondaries are very 

obtuse, but their ends are not scolloped or emarginated, as in the King-bird. The tail is 

forked, the central pair of feathers being more than a quarter of an inch shorter than the 

exterior ones. Tarst short. Nazls like those of T. intrepidus, the hind one rather larger 

than the middle one. 

Dimensions 

Of the female. 

Inches. _ Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill, from the angle of the 

the tail ; i : 8 0 mouth ; 5 . : - 0 11 

5, of the tail 9 : S83 0 5, of the tarsus 0 7 

> of the longest quill feather 3 8 5, Of the middle toe 0 6 
5, of the folded wing 3 5 4 4 5 Of its claw 0 3 

5» Of the bill, measured on its ridge 0 qk 

[33.] 1. Tyrannuta Saya. (Swainson.) Say’s Fly-catcher. 

Sus-Famiy, Tyrannine. Genus, Tyrannula. Swatns. Zool. Journ. 

Muscicapa Saya. Bonar. Syn., p. 67. No. 81. Orn., i., p. 20, pl. 2, f. 3. 

Tyrannula pallida*. Swains. Synop. Mex. in Phil. Mag., No. xv. 

Cu. Sp. Tyrannuta Saya, pallidé brunnescenti-grisea, abdomine crisso et tectricibus caude inferioribus ferrugineis, 

alis acutis: remigibus caryophillinis, caudé equal nigrescenti. 
Sp. Cu. Say’s Fry-carcuEr, pale brownish-grey ; belly, vent, and under tail coverts, ferruginous; wings pointed ; 

quill feathers brown ; tail even, blackish. 

Of the habits of this bird little is known. It was discovered by Mr. Titian 

Peale, on the Arkansaw River, within twenty miles of the Rocky Mountains, and 

first described and figured by the Prince of Musignano in the work above quoted. 

Mr. Peale informs us that its voice is somewhat different from the Peewee (Muscz- 

* We received a specimen of this bird from Mexico, and designated it by the name of Tyrannula pallida, before 
the first volume of Prince Charles Bonaparte’s American Birds had reached this country. But we feel pleasure in 
relinquishing our former specific name, and adopting that which commemorates the valuable services and diversified 

labours of one of the first zoologists in Americaa—Sw. 
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capa fusca), which bird it strongly resembles, and that its nest was built on a tree, 

and consisted of moss and clay, with a few interwoven blades of dried grass. Its 

young were ready to fly in July. One individual appeared at Carlton House on 
the 13th of May, when it settled on alow garden-fence, flitting from place to 

place when disturbed. It was not difficult of approach, and was immediately 

secured fora specimen. A female was killed afterwards. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Carlton House, May 13th, 1827. 

Cotour of the dorsal aspect greyish-brown, approaching to yellowish-grey * ; quill feathers 

clove-brown, with faded exterior margins; tail blackish-brown. Under surface-—The belly, 

vent, and under tail coverts have a deep buff-orange colour, approaching to ferruginous, 

which on the breast and throat gradually passes into yellowish-grey and smoke-grey. The 

linings of the wings have an ochrey tinge. The bill is blackish-brown, its under mandible 

being rather paler. Legs black. 

Form, &c.—Bill much smaller than that of Tyrannus intrepidus, but formed nearly upon 

the same model; its base, however, is not so broad in proportion, while its exterior half is 

somewhat depressed. Nostrils small, rounded, and partially concealed by bristles and feathers 

that project from the forehead. There are about five strong bristles at the angle of the mouth. 

The tips of the folded wings are half an inch shorter than the end of the tail. The quill fea- 

thers are rather narrow, but without any emargination of their inner webs. The first is of 

intermediate length between the fifth and sixth ; the second and third are equal, and longest ; 

the fourth is just perceptibly shorter. Tatil moderately long and perfectly square. Hallux 

one third shorter than the tarsi. The toe and claw of equal length; and the latter much 

_longer than the claw of the middle toe +. 

DIMENSIONS 

Of the specimen, ascertained when it was recently killed. 

Inches. Lines. Inches, Lines 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill, measured on its ridge 0 3 

the tail . : 8 0 5, of the tarsus ; 0 9F 

55 of the tail é 6 8 3 5, of the middle toe 0 6 
5, of the longest quill feather : 3 5 5, Of its claw 0 3 

>, of the folded wing 4 2 5, of the hind claw (1) 32 

>, of the bill from the angle of the sien 0 103 

A female, killed on the 19th of May, differs from the preceding merely in being 
about half an inch shorter, and in the quill and tail feathers being rather paler. 

* Cinnamon-brown.—BonaPaRTE. 
+ All the claws are peculiarly sharp and fully curved, ending in so fine a point, as to betray the habits of the bird to 

be strictly arborial. The scutellation of the tarsi is peculiar, and different from most other species. The hinder 
parts of the tarsi are protected by a row of small scales independent of those which wrap round the fore part, and which, 
in the generality of the Tyrannine, meet behind, without the intervention of any other scales.—Sw. 
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[34.] 2. TyRANNULA PUSILLA. (Swainson.) Little Tyrant Fly-catcher. 

Genus. Tyrarnnula. Swarnson. 

Cu. Sp. TyRaNNULA PUSILLA, super olivacea subler pallidior, fronte orbitisque canescentibus, alis sub-rotundatis = 

remige sextd primam et quartd secundam superanti, rostro brevi lato ; mandibuld inferiori pallidd. 

Sp.Cu. Lirrre Tyrant Fry-catcuenr, size small; plumage above olive, beneath paler ; orbits and front hoary ; 

wings somewhat rounded ; first quill shorter than the sixth, second shorter than the fourth; bill short, 
broad ; under mandible pale. 

We have already called the attention of ornithologists to the fact of there being, 

in America, four or five small Fly-catchers, clothed in precisely the same coloured 
plumage, but differing essentially in the size and form of their bills, wings, &e. 

Now, as the older ornithologists, deceived by this similarity of plumage, neglected 
to record those distinctions which really constituted the specific characters, it 

becomes utterly impossible either to make use of their names or their synonymes. 
The terms in which such birds as Musctcapa fusca, atra, phebe, carolinensis, virens, 

obscurus, acadica, &c., have been described, are nearly applicable to one and all 
of these species (if such they be), no less than to four or five more, from different 

parts of America, now in our museum. ‘The task of clearly ascertaining any one 

of these from books would, in short, be as hopeless as to attempt identifying the 
birds of Mexico or of Brazil by the obsolete descriptions of Hernandez or Mar- 

grave. For this reason, we consider it essential to the clear elucidation of these 
birds, that the above names be expunged from our systems, and that the three 

species so fully investigated and so accurately defined by Wilson should be conse- 

crated by the names imposed on them by that most accurate observer of nature. 

These are the M. rapax, querula, and nunciola of the American Ornithology ; and 

these names we shall hereafter quote, without any reference to the confusion and 
misapplication of them by other writers. 

The Tyrannula pusilla, in all probability, has been confounded with the querula 

of Wilson, to which, as it bears the closest resemblance, we shall now compare it. 

Its colours are the same; but it is a smaller bird, particularly in the bill, which is 

rather broader towards the middle, although formed nearly on the same model : 

the under mandible is also pale. The chief distinction, however, is in the wings: 
those of querula being lengthened and rather pointed, the first quill equal to the 

fifth, and the fourth shorter than the second ; whereas in pusilla the wings are 
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much shorter, and somewhat rounded, the first quill shorter than the sixth, and 

the fourth manifestly longer than the second. In the former, the second and 
third quills are longest; in the latter, the third and fourth. Before we had 

investigated the natural affinities of the Fly-catchers, we described this bird as 

possibly belonging to the genus Platyrhynchus. This, however, is not correct ; 

nor has it any real affinity to that group. A fine specimen, in our collection, 

from the shores of Mexico, agrees with that brought home by the Expedition. 

On comparing these with twelve examples of T. querula, of all ages, killed 

this year in the vicinity of Philadelphia, we find the superior length of the 

wings, in queruda, an invariable character; they measure, when closed, exactly 

three inches, the primaries being almost an inch longer than the secondaries. In 

pusilla the length is only 2% inch., and the primaries but 3° longer than the 

secondaries. The colour of the plumage in both is precisely similar.—Sw. 

Little is known respecting the habits of this bird. It was first seen by us at 

Carlton House, on the 19th of May, flitting about for a few days among low bushes 

on the banks of the river, after which it retired to the moist, shady woods lying 

farther north. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Carlton House, lat. 53° N., May, 1827. 

Cotovur of the head, neck, back, lesser wing and tail coverts intermediate between oil-green 

and hair-brown. There is a pale-whitish ring round the eye, which colour also encircles the 

front. The quill feathers, their greater coverts, a row of the lesser coverts, and the tail, are 

pale olive-brown ; the exterior margins and ends of the secondaries being whitish, and there 

being two narrow greyish-white bands across the wing, one on the tips of the greater secondary 

coverts, and one on the lower row of lesser coverts. The tail is entirely without spots, the 

exterior web of the outer feathers being merely a little paler. Under plumage.—The throat 

and breast are pale ash-grey ; the belly, under tail coverts, and linings of the wings pale svuI- 

phur-yellow, approaching to siskin-green. On the flanks the yellow is intermixed with dark- 

grey. The upper mandible is dark umber-brown, the under one yellowish-brown, with a 

resinous lustre. Legs blackish-brown. 

Form.—Bill considerably depressed, the sides somewhat convex, but meeting in an evident 

ridge. Its breadth at the base is about two-thirds of the length of its ridge. The rictus is 

strongly bristled. The nostrils are small, roundish, and nearly concealed. The wings, when 

folded, fall three-quarters of an inch short of the end of the tail, and reach to scarcely one-half 

its length. The third and fourth quill feathers are the longest ; the second nearly equals them ; 

the fifth is a line shorter ; and the sixth is two lines and a half shorter than the fourth; the 

first is intermediate between the sixth and seventh, and the others diminish in succession, so 

that the tenth and the secondaries are seven or eight lines shorter than the fourth. The ¢ail 

U 
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is very slightly emarginate; all the feathers being equal, except the central pair, which are 

not above a line shorter, Hind claw shorter and less curved than in 7. querula*, and but a 

little larger than the middle one, 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines, 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill, measured on the ridge . 0 45 

the tail . é A 6 0 d 5 0 >, Of the tarsus . ° 0 A 0 7 

5, of the tail . 5 0 se 0 5, of the middle toe 0 4 
5, of the longest quill feather : 2 0 >> of its claw ° 6 0 2 

> of the folded wing : « 2 43 » Of the hind toe . 0 0 2 

5, of the bill, from the angle of the » of the hind claw 0 . 0 Qt 

mouth . - . 0 : : 0 54 

[35.] 3. TyrannuLa Ricnarpsonir. (Swainson.) The Short-legged Pewtt. 

Genus. Tyrannula. Swarnson. 

Cu. Sp. Tyrannuta Ricwarpsonit, olivaceo-brunnescenti subtus pallidior, cristé densa incumbent, rostro nigro, 

remige secundaé quintam equanti, tertid et quartd quoque equalibus et reliquas superantibus, caudé leviter 
forficata, tarsis brevissimis. 

Sp.Cu. The SHort-LEGGED PEwit, olive-brown above, pale beneath; head with a thick incumbent crest ; bill 

black ; the second and fifth quills equal, the third and fourth equal and longest; tail slightly forked ; tarsi 
very short.—Sw. 

The possession of several specimens of the three small Tyrannule described by 

Wilson, viz.—rapax, querula, and nunciola, killed this spring in the vicinity of 
Philadelphia, induces us to believe that this species, as well as the last, are new 

additions to the American Fauna ; for such we must consider every bird whose 

specific distinctions have not been pointed out. The present species appears, from 

the skin, to be nearly of the same size as the nunciola of Wilson, which, in respect 

to colour, it so closely resembles, that it may possibly on that account have been 

* The following are the dimensions of a specimen of the Muscicapa querula, Wis. (Tyrannula Acadica, Swatns.) 
killed this season in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia :— 

Inches. _— Lines. 

Total length . 5 : : 5 3 
Length of the tail ; . 2 3 

5, of the longest quill feather 2 10 

5» of the bill on its ridge ; : : 0 53 
>, of the tarsus 0 vos 
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mistaken for the Pewee. A glance, however, at their bills at once shews a material 
difference: that of nwnciola being more elevated and compressed, the ridge on the 

upper mandible more distinct, and the sides less dilated ; while the feet in T. Richard- 

sonii are not only much smaller, but do not exceed in size or length those of Wilson’s 

querula. The incumbent crest on the head of our bird is particularly thick and 

lengthened, more so, indeed, than in any of its congeners; its upper plumage, when 

compared with nuwnciola, is more olive, the whitish margins of the lesser quills more 

obscure, and the under plumage of a more olive-whitish tint; the frontal setaceous 

feathers are also longer: but all these are secondary characters, which, had they not 

been supported by a difference of organization in the two species, would not have 

authorised their separation. We may, however, add, that the tail of Richardsonii 

is more forked. ‘The paler margin of the exterior tail feather is not a peculiar 

distinction of nwnciola, for it is found in this and several other of these obscure- 

coloured American Fly-catchers. In the arrangement of the quill feathers, how- 

ever, our bird exhibits another strong point of distinction: the third and fourth 

quills are equal and longest ; but in nunciola this character belongs to the second 

and third, the latter quill being alone the longest; in this the second and fifth 

quills are equal, in that the fifth is two-tenths of an inch shorter. Our Tyrannula 

barbirostris makes the nearest approach, in the peculiar tint of its upper plumage, 

and its thick incumbent crest, to this species, of any we are acquainted with ; 

but it is a very distinct bird. It is manifestly impossible to ascertain what are 

the species intended to be characterized by M. Vieillot under the names of 

M. fusca, Todus obscurus, M. acadica, and querula; they are obviously distinct, 

as Bonaparte observes, from such species as were known to Wilson, and had 

better be consigned to oblivion, unless they are re-described with greater accu- 

racy.—Sw. 

This new species was found in the neighbourhood of Cumberland House, fre- 

quenting moist, shady woods by the banks of rivers and lakes. It probably extends 

its summer range to the shores of Great Slave Lake ; but much more accurate 

observations than we had in our power to make are required to ascertain the exact 

zeographical limits of a bird so nearly resembling other species.—R. | 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Cumberland House, June, 1827. 

Cotour of the dorsal aspect hair-brown, very slightly tinged with olive-green, much darker 

on the head than elsewhere. Wings and fail liver-brown; the margins of the secondaries and 

their coverts, and the outer edges of the exterior tail feathers, paler, as if worn. The under 

U 2 
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plumage is of a pale colour intermediate between oil-green and wax-yellow, the under tail 

coverts approaching to ochre-yellow. Bill blackish-brown. Legs black. 

Form, &c.—Bill depressed, broad, its breadth at the forehead being rather more than half 

its length ; its sides are slightly convex, and meet in a straight ridge, which is terminated by 

a small hooked tip. The nostrils are partly concealed by feathers and bristles, and there are 

four or five stiff bristles projecting from the angles of the mouth. The tips of the wings, when 

folded, are more than an inch short of the end of the tail, and barely reach to half its length. 

The third and fourth quill feathers are the longest, the second and fifth are equal to each 

other, and slightly shorter than these; the sixth is a quarter of an inch shorter than the 

fourth, and the first is intermediate in length between the sixth and seventh. ‘The fail is 

distinctly forked, the exterior feather being a quarter of an inch longer than the middle ones. 

Diu ensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill, measured on its ridge . 0 

the tail 6 8 5, of the tarsus 5 4 : 0 7x 

5, of the tail 3 2 9 5, of the middle toe . 0 53 
5, of the longest quill feather 2 11 >, of its claw 4 : c 5 \@ 25 

5, of the folded wing a Seto 3 5, of the hind toe 0 3 

5, Of the bill from the angle of the 5, of the hind nail . 0 3 

mouth . 0 4 d é : 0 9 

* The following differences in the colour of the plumage, which were detected by comparing a fine specimen of 
Tyrannula nunciola, killed in Pennsylvania, and now in Mr, Swainson’s museum, with the new species, may be men- 

tioned in addition to the specific distinctions noticed in the preceding page. In 7. nunciola the upper aspect of the 

head is pitch-black; in 7. Richardsonii it is very dark greyish-brown, without any approach to black. The dorsal 
plumage in both presents tints of hair-brown, but in the former the colour isa little clearer. The quill and tail feathers 
are blackish-brown in 7. nunciola, and their shafts are black; in 7’. Richardsonii they are liver-brown, and the shafts 

are umber-brown. In 7. nunciola the tips of the greater coverts are pale yellowish-grey, and the secondaries and 

tertiaries are rather broadly edged exteriorly with white; these parts in 7’. Richardsonii appear merely of a paler 

brown, as if faded or worn. The under plumage in 7. nunciola is a clear primrose-yellow ; whereas in T. Richardsonii 

it is straw or ochre-yellow posteriorly, and on the throat and sides of the breast is intermixed with much brownish- 
grey. We may add also, with regard to structure, that the most decided difference appears in the greater stoutness of 

the legs and feet of 7’. nunciola. The middle scales of the tarsus wrap round it with some degree of obliquity, there 

being no smaller scales interposed at the suture behind, except near the joints; whereas in 7. Richardsoni the posterior 

part of the tarsus is covered, throughout its whole length by an intervening row of smaller scales, and the anterior 
scales are transverse, not oblique. 

Dimensions 

Of T. nunciola. 

Inches. _ Lines. Inches. _ Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end Length of the bill to the angle of the mouth 0 103 

of the tail : c 8 7 + of the tarsus 5 F 0 - 0 8 

55 of the tail 6 é : 3 0 5, of the middle toe 0 43 
5, of the longest quill feather 3 0 >, of the middle nail 0 i 

5, of the folded wing 3 4} 5, of the hind toe 0 3t 
> of the bill on its ridge . 0 7 5, Of the hind nail . 0 3 
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MERULIDA.— THRUSHES. 

Tue Thrushes, as we have already seen, constitute the second family of the Denti- 

rostres. When viewed in reference to that particular formation of the bill from 

which the name of this tribe has been derived, the Merulide@ are clearly inferior to 

the Laniadw. But if we regard the general perfection of their structure, we can 

be at no loss to discover in this family a decided superiority over the last. The 
feet are no longer so feebly or so partially constructed as to be specially adapted 

for any one purpose. In the true Shrikes and the Bush Shrikes, these members, 
although not of great strength, are nevertheless of a stronger make than in the 

aberrant group ; they are longer, more muscular, and apparently capable of much 

locomotion. ‘This is particularly seen among the latter, where a feebleness of 

wing betrays an incapacity for much flight. But neither in these typical groups, 

much less in the short-legged Edolianew, Ceblepyrine, or Tyrannine, do we find 

more than one or two solitary examples of walking birds ; indeed, the finely-acute 

and well-curved claws, which is one of the great characteristics of the Shrikes, 

evinces a natural disqualification for such an office. The above exceptions are the 

genera Prionops and Saurophagus. These occupy aberrant stations, and evince 

the partiality of nature for making her transitions through ambulatory birds, even 

in a family so truly arborial as the Laniade. 

But in the group we are now to investigate, the structure of the feet is alto- 

gether different. There is not only a considerable augmentation of muscular 

strength thrown into these members, but they are equally well adapted either for 

perching or walking, for constant use in moving among trees, or habitual exercise 

upon the ground. The Fieldfare, the Blackbird, and all the true Thrushes, are 

familiar examples of this typical perfection. Like the Corvine family, of which, 

in point of fact, they are the true representatives, these birds make their way 

upon the ground, in the air, or among trees, with equal facility. The Fieldfares 

and the Crows mutually assemble during the autumn in vast flocks, spread over our 

pastures, and traverse the ground in all directions, searching for nearly the same 

description of food. This perfection in the foot is more or less conspicuous 

throughout the whole of this family, and hence becomes one of its most typical 

characters. 
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In the form of the bill we likewise observe a superior adaptation for general 
purposes. The notch or emargination near the points of the mandibles is suffi- 

ciently strong to assist the Thrushes in gaining a firm hold of their food ; but as 

their nourishment consists, for the most part, of soft substances, it is not developed 

into that formidable tooth which is seen in the Shrikes; while the superior length 

of the bill enables these birds not only to capture food that is exposed, but also 

such as is wholly or in part concealed just below the surface of the earth. The 

Shrikes, by the aid of their formidable tooth, tear their food in pieces, like the 

rapacious birds ; while the Thrushes exhibit the last indication of such a habit, by 

beating their prey either upon the ground or upon a stone,—thus adopting the 

intermediate stage of preparation between devouring their animal nourishment by 

piecemeal, and swallowing it in an entire state. But the food of the Thrushes is 

not confined to insects: fruits of all kinds are equally acceptable ; and thus they 

again imitate the Conirostres in deriving support both from the animal and the 
vegetable world *. 

The third striking peculiarity which Nature has bestowed more particularly on 

the Thrushes is evinced in the sweetness, melody, and versatility of their voice, in 

which they may be said to surpass all other animals of the creation. The stillness 

of night, and perhaps more poetic associations, may give to the song of the Night- 

ingale a greater charm ; yet many will join us in awarding to the Song Thrush a 

higher meed of praise. Both these, however, must yield to the American Mocking- 

bird,—the Orpheus of the feathered race, to whose powers the poetic pen of a 

Wilson has done ample justice. Such are the most prominent characters of this 
family : its relations to the last remain to be stated. 

The Edoliane, or Drongo Shrikes, as formerly remarked, are conspicuous for a 

compressed bill, gradually arched from the base, where it is beset by rigid bristles 

of unusual length. The feet likewise are short ; while the tail, although greatly 

forked in the typical species, is much less so in others , as, for instance, in the 

Drongo Moustache of Le Vattiant (Ois. d’ Afr., iv., pl. 169), where the bristles 

* Mr. Selby, in his descriptive volume to the Illustrations of British Ornithology, gives the following interesting 

information on the food of the Song Thrush: ‘+ Insects and worms compose its food during summer, and the animal 

that inhabits the Helix nemoralis is also a favourite repast ; for this purpose it breaks the shell by repeated strokes upon 

a stone; and numerous remains of these shells may be seen around particular selected stones, generally on some pathway 

or bare spot of earth, where these birds and their congeners abound.” —i., p. 156. If simplicity of style, perspicuity of 

arrangement, intelligible nomenclature, and originality of information, are thought essential requisites to any work on 

British animals, Mr. Selby’s volumes will be the standard authorities in this department of our Fauna. The price 
of the octavo edition, which includes the whole of the letter-press, places this essential part of his noble work within 
reach of the most humble student.—Sw. 
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are remarkably long*. Now the affinity which these Thrush-billed Shrikes bear 

to the genus Trichophorus did not escape the observation of M. Temminck, who 
first defined the latter; and which group he accordingly places immediately pre- 

ceding Edolinus. The plumage, however, of the one being invariably black, and of 

the former as invariably green, the absolute connexion between the two could not 

be demonstrated until the discovery of some bird which united in itself a peculiar 

structure, joined to other characters belonging to both these forms. Such a bird we 

were fortunate in procuring from a most respectable dealer in Paris (M. Florence 

Prevost). The formation of its wing clearly points it out as a bird of the Old World, 

and it is labelled, “‘ Merle du Sénégal, non décrit.” Its bill approaches to 

Trichophorus, (which is nearly that of Edoliws upon a smaller scale,) and the 

whole plumage is entirely black. There is, however, a peculiarity in the tarsi 

which we cannot, at present, rightly comprehend, otherwise than by supposing that 

Nature passes from the Edoliane to the Thrushes by means of a terrestrial bird, 

in the same manner as she effects a junction between the T'yrannine and the true 
Fly-catchers, at the opposite passage out of the circle of the Laniadw. In the 

Merle de Sénégal, the tarsi, without being longer, are more slender than those of 

Edoiius or of Trichophorus, both of which, also, have the hind toe fully equal, or 

even longer than the middle toe; but, in our Merle, the middle toe, as in all birds 

which frequent the ground, is by far the longest; while the claws, in union 

with such a conformation, are rather slender and somewhat less curved. There 

is still, however, room for other intervening forms between Edolius and T'richo- 

phorus ; for we do not consider this bird as demonstrating their union, although 

we are fully persuaded that the true passage from the Shrikes to the Thrushes lies 

between these two genera. 
It will be the object of the following pages to demonstrate that the groups of 

the Merulide form three primary circles, composed of the following families} :— 

* It is, no doubt, to an error or a fancy of the ignorant bird-stuffer who set up the specimen from which this figure 
was taken, that the bristles are represented as standing erect like horns! The vagaries which these people, particu- 

larly those of England, indulge in, deserve severe reprehension. 

+ In the system of Mr. Vigors the circle of Merulide is thus marked out: Urotomus, Myothera, Pitta, Conopophaga, 

Cinclus, Chameza, Merula, Sphecotheres, Oriolus, Cossypha, Timalia, Petrocincla, 
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MERULIDZ. 

1. Bill gradually arched, slightly notched ; 

Typical group. wings adapted for perfect flight; tarsi Meruting.” 

moderate ; toes disunited. 

9 2. Bill abruptly bent, strongly notched ; wings 

Sub-typical group. short, feeble ; tarsi moderate; toes fre- { Myornerina. 

quently united at the base. 

3. Bill short, slightly notched or entire; wings ) Bracuypopina. 

Aberrant group. rounded ; tarsi short, or not adapted for OrIOLINA. 

walking. CRATEROPODINE. 

Our information on the natural economy of these groups is very defective, nor 

will the present state of knowledge admit of our illustrating the whole of their 

internal relations. We shall, therefore, briefly notice the leading peculiarities and 

minor divisions, without dwelling, more than the facts adduced may appear to 

justify, upon the natural series of the genera. We commence with the 

BRACHYPODIN A, 

or Short-legged Thrushes, as being that sub-family to which the Laniada@, by 
means of Trichophorus, are united. The peculiarities of these birds engaged our 

attention some years ago, and a more intimate acquaintance with the group has 

confirmed, to the fullest extent, the opinions we then held on their natural affini- 

ties. So closely are the genera Trichophorus and Brachypus united, that even in 

their typical examples they can only be distinguished by very accurate observers. 

This affinity, moreover, is confirmed in a very singular way. The intelligent orni- 

thologist who, with much judgment, first characterized the genus Trichophorus, 

observes that toutes sont des cotes occidentales d Afrique; and subsequent writers, 

adopting this belief, have never thought of examining into its correctness. The 

fact, however, appears to be, that typical examples of this genus occur in the 

Indian Isles, and have been described as Turdi by some authors, and by M. 

Temminck are comprised under his artificial genus Turdoides. Two Trichophori, 

one from Sumatra, the other (as labelled) from Java, are now before us; but to 

identify them with any of the described species of the Linnean genus T'urdus has 
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been a fruitless effort*. In the typical examples of Brachypus, which appear to 
be such birds as Brachypus dispar, &c., the colours are very bright, while the 

plumage of another imitates that of an Oriole; close to these we place the Pitta- 

coloured birds, forming the sub-genus Chloropsis. The Iéra of Dr. Horsfield, 

with the Importan of Le Vaill. (Ois. d’Af., pl. 106, f. ii.), and certain crested species 

from India, appears to complete the circle of the typical genus. The strait bill of 

Iéra prepares us for the genus Micropus, Sw. ; by which, through Phillastrephus, 

Sw., and Trichophorus, Tem., Nature seems to reach Icteria, Vieil. ; and thus to 

return to the typical genus Brachypus, Sw. 
Such is probably a rude outline of the natural series of this division, which 

appears confined, like the Edolianew, to the hot latitudes of the Old World. 

They have hitherto received so little attention, that the very existence of the group © 

has never yet been suspected. The inimitable tact, however, possessed by 

Le Vaillant in the perception of affinities, induced him to place together all the 

African species he was acquainted with ; and to his invaluable work on the birds 

of that continent we are indebted for some important information, which we shall 

allude to hereafter ; at present it will be sufficient to state, that these birds live 

only among trees ; that they are of social habits, evince a singular attachment to 

man, and are perpetually uttering a short, unvaried song. They apparently subsist 

entirely upon insects concealed among the branches. Without entering further into 

details, their whole conformation will be found in strict unison with these habits. 

That the short-legged Thrushes are immediately followed by the 

ORIOLINA, 

there can be little doubt ; for although the connection has never been perceived, 

and the passage is by no means indisputable, yet there are two remarkable birds, 

whose peculiar conformation exhibits a union of those prominent characters, which 

are alone found in these sub-families: nor do we believe that their station in 

Nature can be otherwise than as aberrant types of one or the other of these divi- 

sions. We allude to the Grive de la Guyanne of Buffon, and the Palm Thrush 

(Turdus palmarum) of authors}. The first has been placed, by some, with the 

Tanagers, and by others with the Thrushes ; but with very little attention to the 

affinities of either one or the other. Even the distinguishing characters of this 

bird have been so completely overlooked, that, but for a reference to the old 

* The Turdus gularis of Java (Linn. Trans., vol. xiii., p. 150) isa typical Trichophorus.—Sw. 

+ Le Palmiste de Cayenne, Pl. Enl. 539, f. i. 

x 
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name, it would be impossible to divine in what manner the genus Dulus could 
possibly differ from a dozen other genera *. The only specimen of this rare bird 

we have yet seen, is in the Royal Museum at Paris. In its wings, feet, and the 

shortness of the bill, it agrees with the preceding division ; but, like the Orioles, 

the rictus is perfectly smooth, the nostrils large, naked, oblique, and open, and 

the bill thick, much compressed, and strongly notched. ‘This singular bird is 

said to live in societies, to construct its nest with great skill, and to have no 

song’; in all which it resembles the birds of this division; while it seems to have 
borrowed the plumage of the female Orioles. 

The Palm Thrush makes a still nearer approach to the typical Orioles. This 

approximation is so strongly manifested by the lengthened form of the bill, and 

the perfect accordance of structure in the nostrils, feet, wings, and tail, that no 

intervening form becomes necessary to establish the affinity. The rictus, indeed, 

is bristled, while that of the Ortolus galbula is smooth; but between these inter- 

venes an undescribed Oriole from Sierra Leone, of which we possess two speci-: 

mens, wherein this part is thickly set with setaceous hairs ; the intermediate 

link is thus supplied. The Oriole Thrush f, like the true Orioles, is a restless, shy 

bird, constantly in motion among high and thick trees, without shewing a preference 

to any one sort. “ C'est un oiseau solitaire, quil est rare de rencontrer par couple ; 

mais tl est sans cesse en mouvement, volligeant de branche en branche, afin de 

guéter les insectes, dont u fait sa nourriture ordinaire.”—(Sonnim. Buff., x. 166.) 

Whether this bird, like the Oriole, builds a pendulous nest, has not been ascer- 

tained ; but the above passage perfectly coincides with our own observations on 

the habits of Oriolus galbula. 

The suspicions of Dr. Horsfield, on the possible affinity of his Irena puella 

with the Orioles, have been fully confirmed by our recent observations on this 

bird, which we were formerly compelled to speak of from the descriptions in 
books. Specimens of this elegant species we now possess ; they have completely 

annulled our former idea, borrowed from M. Temminck, that Irena had some con- 

nection either with Edoliws or Thamnophilus. The examination, also, of a most 

perfect and magnificent specimen of the Golden Bird of Paradise, now in the 

* EsciaveE, Dulus.—Bec nu a la base, un peu robuste, convex en dessus, comprimé latéralement ; mandibule supé- 

rieure un peu fléchie en arc, écanchrée vers le bout; l'inférieure droit. Esp. Tangara esclave. Buff. (Analyse d'une 

Nouv. Orn. élémentarre, 1816, (1815). This inability to define differences, of which the mind may, nevertheless, have 
a vague perception, is unpardonable in the maker of a system. 

+ We substitute this vernacular name for that of Palm Thrush, which M. Vieillot remarks is altogether inappli- 

cable, the bird never being seen in palms. These trees, in fact, from our own observation, afford no shelter or shade 

for such birds as prefer, like this, to live in ‘* broussailles touffues ;”’ and they are completely destitute of insects. 
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Paris Museum, proves this to be a typical Oriole, differing in no respect from the 

other species, except by the prolongation of the feathers on the back, and hinder 
parts of the neck. Still less do the short-legged Orioles of New Holland (Mimeta, 

Vig.) merit even a sectional distinction. The supposition that they were melipha- 

gous, and might, therefore, possibly form a good genus, has since proved falla- 

cious. We owe to the zealous labours of Sir W. Jardine, Bart., and Mr. Selby, 

the recent delineation of the tongue ; which, by a reference to our Italian draw- 

ings, we find exhibits a structure precisely similar to that of the European Oriole. 

But a discovery of much more importance is also due to the same able ornitholo- 

gists. This regards the superb Sericulus chrysocephalus, Sw., one of the most 

beautiful birds in creation: this was pronounced by a naturalist, who lived in its 

native country, to be a Honeysucker, and consequently furnished with a filament- 

ous tongue, similar to the other birds placed by him in the same group. The accu- 

racy of this statement we ventured to question* ; and we entered into many details 

on the structure of the feet of meliphagous birds in generalt. Whether these latter 

remarks really possessed the novelty we conceived they did, is a matter hardly 

worth inquiring about; but that our views on the natural station of Sericulus 

were founded on true principles of comparison, is now placed beyond all doubt: a 

specimen of this species having been received in spirits, by Sir William, from New 

Holland; who now informs us, that the tongue has not the slightest indication of 

the meliphagous structure ; that the bird is, in fact, an Oriole. 

The question, therefore, of Sericulus belonging to this group, is now set at 

rest. The genus stands as a very distinct and important type ; important, inas- 

much as it presents the first indication of the next sub-family. Hitherto we have 

treated of groups strictly arboreal, an economy, indeed, manifestly apparent from 

the universal shortness of the feet, joined to the strength, broadness, and great 

curvature of ihe claws; the latter peculiarities being very conspicuous, even in 

Iéra, Horsf., the only form which presents us with a greater elongation of the 

tarsi: but, in Sericulus, this imperfect development of foot is no longer apparent ; 

the tarsi are strong, and more elevated; and the toes are of that size and 

proportion always found in birds whose habits are both arboreal and terres- 

trial. With all these deviations from the typical structure of the Orioline, the 

# “* On the characters and natural affinities of some new birds from Australia.’’— Zool. Journal, i., p. 463—484. 

+ In reference, apparently, to these observations, it has been said that ‘* Mr. Lewin, in his Generic Description of 

Meliphaga, has strongly pointed out this character’’ (Linn. Trans., xiv., p. 467.) This may doubtless be true, if 

such a character as the following is sufficient to explain the peculiar structure of the feet of meliphagous birds, and 

their adaptation to the economy of the family. Lewin’s words are four, ‘¢ Toes formed for climbing.” (Burds of New 

Holland, pl.5.) Is not this phrase equally applicable to a Cuckow, a Parrot, a Woodpecker, or to a dozen other 
families ? 

X 2 
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strength of the hind toe (conspicuous in this and the preceding sub-families) is 
still preserved ; but the proportionate length of the middle toe is much increased. 

We are thus justified in believing that the natural group, which would next follow 
in affinity, must be one in which these members are greatly developed. A chasm, 

however, at present exists in our passage to the 

CRATEROPODIN &, 

or Long-legged Thrushes, which we shall neither disguise, nor attempt to smooth 

over. Certain it is, that the birds we are now to dwell upon are placed by all 

naturalists with the Thrushes ; that they exhibit peculiarities among themselves, 

which distinctly separate them as one of the leading divisions of the family ; and 

that however unprepared we may be to establish their direct union with the 

Orioline, still that their other affinities do not admit of our referring them to any 

other station. Many of the forms, indeed, have not escaped the nice discrimi- 

nation of modern ornithologists ; but as the existence of the group itself has never 

yet been even suspected, a few preliminary remarks on its typical distinctions 
appear necessary. 

The birds composing this sub-family are at once distinguished by the great 

strength of their legs ; these members being, in all their details, larger and more 

muscular than those of all other Thrushes. The claws, although strong, are 

slender, and but slightly curved; the wings, in comparison to the body, are very 

short, convex, and indicate great weakness of flight; the tail is lengthened, gene- 

rally broad, but sometimes narrow; and the whole plumage peculiarly lax and 

soft; the feathers of the head are frequently intermixed with setaceous hairs, and 

others, of a much more rigid texture, appear to defend the eyes ; the bill is variable 

in its length, and even in its general form, but, upon the whole, it may be cha- 

racterized as having a peculiar hard and horny appearance, the sides always very 

much compressed, the culmen elevated and arched, and the tip either entire, or 

but slightly notched ; the nostrils are protected by a hard convex membrane, 

similar to the gallinaceous tribe. In regard to size, it comprehends some of the 
smallest, and most of the largest, birds in the whole family, a circumstance of 

very easy explanation, when the true nature of the group is understood. Their 

habits and economy are singular. It appears that most of the typical species 

principally live in the vicinity of water, among reeds ; their notes are particularly 

loud, harsh, and grating ; and in these retreats they keep up a perpetual monoto- fo) r) 

nous babbling: some, however, possess much more harmony; but nearly all 
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appear to frequent only low trees or shrubs. Their geographic range is almost 
limited to the warm latitudes of the Old World. 

Birds answering to this description have been scattered in almost every group 

of the Insessores. It is therefore impossible, at present, to name the most typical 

genus. That to which we have given the name of Crateropus* appears to exhibit 

the above characters in great perfection, although the Gracula striata, of the 

Paris Museum, another very prominent type, may possibly hold this station : near 

to these we must place the genera Megalurus, Pomatorhinus, and Timalia, of 

Dr. Horsfield ; the Dastornis + and Phosphodes of Mr. Vigors; part of the 

Maluri of M. Temminck, together with the newly-characterized type, Donocobius, 

Swains.t, this latter being the only representation of the group in South America. 

Dissimilar as this sub-family undoubtedly is to the Orioles, there are not wanting 

forms in each, which, to us, evince a mutual approximation. Sericulus prepares 

us for the great change about to take place in the structure of the feet ; while we 

are in possession of a Long-legged Thrush, decidedly belonging to this sub- 

family, whose plumage, at least, immediately reminds us of the Orioles. Like 

those birds, also, the rictus is smooth, the nostrils completely naked, the bill 

lengthened, compressed, and slightly arched; and, like the Orioles (as it is said), 

we know that thzs bird fabricates a most beautiful, long, pendulous nest §. 

To pursue our observations on the minor forms of this sub-family, would be to 

theorize where we should analyze. It therefore only remains to show in what 
manner the aberrant circle is closed, by the union of this family with the Brachy- 

podine. For this purpose, let the ornithologist examine the Icterta polyglotta, or 

the Yellow-breasted Chat of Wilson: he will there see a bird possessing nearly 
all the typical characters of the Long-legged Thrushes ; their short, compressed, 

arched, and entire bill; their feeble rounded wings—their strong and lengthened 

tarsi—and their hairy crown. Let him read the extraordinary history, given by 

the American ornithologist, of this singular bird (vol. i., p. 90); let him then turn 

to the account of the African Brachypus, described by Le Vaillant, under the name 

of Le Brunoir, Ois. dAf., iil., p. 39, and he will be disposed to think that either 
description might be applied to one or both birds. 

But if we had entertained any latent doubts on this union, the recent proposal of 

* Zoological Illustrations. New Series, No. 17, pl. 80. 
+ This name, as already intimated by Mr. Gray, must be rejected; since the group had long before received the 

denomination of Sphenura from that learned zoologist and accomplished traveller, Professor Lichtenstein. 
+ Ib., N.S., No. 16, pl. 72. 
§ A fine specimen, both of the bird and its nest, formerly in Bullock’s Museum, is now in that of the Liverpool 

Institution. We have subsequently received two skins of this bird from Western Africa; and another, in the 
Fort Pitt Museum of Chatham, was brought from the coast of Gambia.—Sw. 
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the genus Ixos by M. Temminck, and its adoption by Mr. Vigors, would have 
dissipated every scruple. We feel gratified, indeed, that these intelligent orni- 

thologists have, unknowingly, admitted a peculiarity in natural arrangement, 

which, so far as this family, at least, is concerned, we might have felt it necessary 

to demonstrate, both by long quotations and much tedious detail. The genus 

Ixos, after long consideration on the part of its proposer, is at length made to 
embrace the greatest part of our Brachypodine, and nearly the whole of our 

Cratopodinw. The characters by which we here distinguish the two groups, 

namely, the different construction of their tarsi, having been either overlooked, or 

viewed as of little importance by these gentlemen *. ‘The truth, indeed, is, that 

this union is so close, and the links of connexion so perfect, that we are still 

undetermined whether to place Icteria among the Brachypodine, or at the utmost 

limits of the Cratopodinw. For reasons, however, too long, and perhaps too 

tedious to be given in this place, we adopt the first ; since we suspect the exist- 

ence of a form, among the Crateropodina, still more perfectly uniting the two sub- 

families. 

Upon a review, therefore, of the preceding observations on the three aberrant 

groups of the Merulidw, we consider that there is sufficient evidence to believe 
they follow each other in the series here stated, and that they constitute one pri- 
mary circle; at the same time, it must be remembered, that our knowledge 

on their internal arrangement is singularly imperfect ; so much so, that we cannot, 

as yet, separate the genera from the sub-genera, or even, in some instances, point 

out with precision the pre-eminent types. We must now return to the Brachy- 

podine ; and, bearing in remembrance their aberrant forms, let us see in what 

manner they are connected to the sub-typical circle of 

MYOTHERIN ZA, 

or Ant Thrushes. We have already seen that Trichophorus occupies an aberrant 

station in its own sub-family. There was an interesting lot of skins from Sierra 

Leone, almost entirely consisting of these birds, which were purchased by us at 

Bullock’s auction, and part of which we transferred to M. Temminck. Among’ 

those which remained was one bird, which had long stood in our collection as a 

Trichophorus ; its plumage is the same as the generality of the species ; bemg 

olive-green above, and yellowish beneath ; while the tail, like several Trichophort 

* This genus, after all, cannot be adopted ; at least, in any system professing to follow natural affinities ; for, inde- 

pendent of the above mixture, it embraces forms belonging to two other families, namely, the Laniad@ and the Sylviade. 
It is, in short, one of the most vague and artificial groups that can well be imagined.—Sw. 
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mentioned by M. Temminck, is strongly tinged with that rufous colour so common 
among the scansorial creepers. The bristles of the rictus are as fully developed 

as in the most typical Trichophort, but those on the neck are shorter ; the bill, 

equally compressed, is nevertheless much longer, and assumes the straighter 

form seen in Myothera, Ill. ; the tip being rather abruptly bent, and the gonys 

likewise ascends. The feet did not at first appear to offer any particular cha- 

racter, otherwise than in being of a pale colour, andrather lengthened ; but, upon 

carefully relaxing these parts in warm water, we were filled with delight at dis- 

covering they were completely syndactile ! the first and second joint of the outer 

toe being united to those of the middle toe. The form, which for near four years 

we had been searching for in other museums, was thus brought to light in our 

own; and the value of the discovery became at once apparent, by revealing a 

solitary but indisputable tink between the Brachypodine and the Myotherine. 

The first form which we meet with on entering this sub-family may, therefore, 

be expected to have a very close resemblance to that we have just described ; and 
we accordingly find, in the genus Dasycephala*, Swains., this affinity carried to a 

very great length. The type of this genus} has long been placed with the Tyrant 
Flycatchers, and its analogy to those birds is so strong, that we ourselves fell into 

the same mistake when, some years ago, we drew up a monograph of that 

group. The syndactile feet of the bird above described are still apparent in Dasy- 

cephala, although this structure is less developed in some species than in others; the 

nuchal hairs disappear, the bristles of the rictus are much shorter, but the whole 

fore-part of the head is defended by stiff, short, bristly feathers; the tarsi are 

much longer, and of a structure we should naturally expect to meet with, upon 

entering a group of ambulating birds. There must be some highly interesting 

point in the economy of Dasycephala, connected with the singular manner in 

which Nature has defended the front of the head (a prominent character in four 
species which we have seen), of which we are at present ignorant ; and, under this 

supposition, we are induced to place the Pipra albifrons of Linnzus, a form 

evidently belonging to the Myotherine, close to Dasycephala; the forepart of 

the head and throat are protected much in the same way ; not, indeed, by bristles, 

but by stiff feathers. A passage is thus opened to the genus Myothera, so direct 

* We leave this passage as it originally stood when sent to the printer; but we have since had the unexpected 
good fortune to meet with the scansorial type of the Brachypodine ; an African bird, uniting (in conjunction with 
that described above) Micropus and Tricophorus, in their own circle, and demonstrating the absolute passage to Dasy- 
cephala. To the liberality of our friends, Sir W. Jardine, Bart., and Mr. Selby, we are indebted for a knowledge of 
a second species, sent, with numerous other African birds, for our inspection and use. ‘This genus we have denomi- 

nated Phyllastrephus.—Sw. 

+ Muscicapa cinerea, Sp1x., Avium Sp. Nov., pl. 26, f. ii. 
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and natural, that no one will feel inclined to dispute the affinity. In addition to 

the subgenera formerly alluded to, as comprised under the general characters 

assigned by Illiger to the Ant Thrushes, we feel no hesitation in adding Brachy- 

pterix, Horsf., forming part of the Sylviadw of Mr. Vigors, but which, in truth, 
is, to all appearance, the oriental representative of our sub-genus Drymophila*. 

The surprising number and variety of these birds in the tropical regions of 

America, will render the discovery of their circular affinities, among themselves, 

by no means difficult to future ornithologists ; but, at present, we are neither 

acquainted with the true typical structure, nor with that by which Nature effects 
a union between Myothera and Pitta, a group which we place, without hesitation, 

in immediate conjunction with the American Ant Thrushes. The shrike-like bill 

of these latter birds, abruptly hooked, and often nearly toothed, is now exchanged 

for that form which belongs to the true Thrushes; this member being com- 

pressed, gradually curved nearly from the base, without either a sudden deflection 

at the end, or a notch, sufficiently deep, to produce a prominent tooth-shaped 

angle on the upper mandible. ‘The typical species are well known, as being some 

of the most beautiful birds of India; but there are others, recently arranged with 

little judgment or discrimination, in the same genus with Ptilonorhynchus of Kuhl, 

(under the intolerable name of Kitta), which appear to us so intimately connected 

with this group, as scarcely to merit a sub-generic distinction. The characters of the 
sub-genus Grallaria, Vieil., are built upon much better distinctions : in this South 

American bird we have the representation of the oriental Pitte in the New 
World: and another step is made towards the true Thrushes, by the plumage 

assuming’ their brown and spotted colouring. Intervening between these, however, 

we may place the sub-genus Chameza, Vig., having the scutellation of the tarsi of 

Pitta, with the spotted plumage of Grallaria; the lateral scales of this last being 

entire, like those of the Thrushes. 

There remains another form, belonging to Oriental India, which seems of pri- 

* Much confusion has lately been introduced in the application of this name (originally used by us to designate one 

of the minor groups of this genus), for which we are obliged to censure the authors of the Planches Coloriées. Indeed, 
it is really surprising to witness the little information which these gentlemen appear to possess on the state of orni- 

thological science in England, or with the great accession of new species which crowd the pages of our scientific publi- 

cations. Unacquainted even with the contents of the later volumes of the Linnean Society’s Transactions, these 

authors have recently affixed the generic name of Drymophila to the group of Flycatchers, there previously denominated 

Monarcha; while they seem perfectly unconscious that the former name (Drymophila) had already been employed, nearly 

six years ago, to designate one of the groups of American Ant Thrushes. Numerous other instances, particularly 
of Mexican birds, familiar to our cabinets by names and descriptions of several years standing, but which are now 

publishing by these gentlemen as new discoveries, attest the little acquaintance they have yet made with our scientific 
works, and strikingly illustrates the inextricable confusion which now reigns throughout every part of ornithological 
nomenclature.—Sw. 
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mary importance, as constituting the fourth type of this sub-family. We allude 

to the genus Myophonus of M. Temminck, supposed by that gentleman to consist 

of but one species, but to which his Pitta glawcina, Pl. Col., strictly belongs. 

We are further acquainted with two others, unquestionably appertaining to the 

same natural group. These birds, exhibiting many points of close affinity to 

Pitta, are at once distinguished by the more sudden inflection of their bill ; while 

they are still further separated from Myothera by a great dissimilarity of habit, 

and by the notch of both mandibles being nearly obsolete ; the relative size of 

this member, from which so many erroneous notions on natural groups have 

originated, is a circumstance of little or no importance; while the close resem- 

blance of the aberrant Myophoni to certain Rock Thrushes, appears to indicate 

the true passage from the Myotherine to the next sub-family. 

The last and the most extraordinary form, which we consider belongs to this 

division, is represented by Cinclus. This genus in all systems, whether confess- 

edly artificial, or professedly natural, stands, as it were, isolated. There cannot, 

however, be much doubt that it enters among the Myotherine - the question, 

therefore, is, whether Cinclus is sufficiently related to Myothera, to justify our 

viewing it, for the present, as one of the types of that genus; or whether its 

peculiarities are not sufficiently strong to induce the belief that it occupies a higher 

station ; in other words, may it not be one of the primary forms in this sub- 

family? Our present opinion is in favour of this latter view ; and although the 

affinity between Cinclus and Myophonus, on the one hand, and Dasycephala on 

the other, is by no means satisfactory, still it must be remembered that there is 

nothing, in the external anatomy of this genus, which at all militates against its 

holding this intermediate station. 

It isin some such manner as this, that we believe Nature has disposed the 

leading types of the Ant-Thrushes. From Dasycephala to Myophonus, through the 

genera Myothera and Pitta, we consider the chain of affinity as nearly perfect ; but 

indications only of such annectant forms as are to complete the circle, are as yet 

known. Much, therefore, remains for discovery. A sufficient number of genera and 

sub-genera have been proposed to make us acquainted with species. This, in short, 

is the only use of such divisions, when not viewed with reference to their actual 

affinities. The circular succession, and the subordinate types, both of Myothera 

and Pitta, more particularly calls for investigation; and their development is a fit 

subject for naturalists of the highest talent: let us hope this may be done; for 

upon it will depend much more accurate ideas on the true relations of Cinclus, 

than any which we now entertain. 
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The first group we are to notice in the sub-family of the 

MERULINA, 

or True Thrushes, is composed of such as frequent rocks, or stony ground; having 

rounded wings, lengthened tarsi, and feet more adapted for walking than for 

perching : such birds, in short, as appear to enter in the genus Petrocincla, Vig. 

Between these and the Song Thrushes the affinity is too marked, and too close, to 
require pointing out. The genus Meruwla comprehends the Blackbird, Throstle, 

and the whole of the European Thrushes ; and numerous species of this typical 

group are found in every temperate and tropical region, both of the Old and New 

World. The genus Orpheus, Sw., has a more limited range; no examples 

occur in Europe ; and such as exhibit the typical structure are all from America. 

If we regard the uncommon powers of song possessed by the Mocking-Birds, as 

sufficient to confer upon them the typical distinctions of this family, the genus 
Orpheus will hold that station. But if we consider that a more perfect organiza- 

tion for all other purposes, should guide us in this decision, then the title must be 

conferred upon Merula ; in either case the peculiarities of the two groups point 

them out as the leading types of the whole family. We have not yet satisfied 

ourselves on the precise nature of the two remaining types of this division, and 

shall therefore forbear hazarding any opinion. That the Meruline unite with 

the Long-legged Thrushes, we can, however, entertain no doubt. The Orpheus 

rufus of North America exhibits, like these latter birds, a perfectly entire bill, 

strong feet, short wings, and lengthened tail ; and when such an ornithologist as 

M. Temminck describes our Orpheus longirostris (which, in fact, is the Mocking- 
Bird of Mexico) as a decided Pomatorhinus, the absence of the intermediate forms 

will not, in our opinion, materially affect the accuracy of our arrangement. 

The appearances of Nature, nevertheless, are so deceptive, that the oldest and 

most experienced of her students are perpetually mistaking her relations ; and if 

we were to proceed only by the synthetic method, or even by simple analysis, 

we may be deceived into combinations the most artificial that can well be imagined. 

Hence it is fortunate that every arrangement, thought to be natural, peremptorily 

requires being brought to the test of analogical relations ; and these, as we before 

observed, are so many, and so severe, that if our interpretation of Nature will 

stand such trials, we may confidently hope that no very glaring error has been 

committed. For this purpose, let us first look to the five great orders of birds as 

the primary test by which we must try the 
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ANALOGIES OF THE MERULID. 

Orders. Analogies. Families. 

Insessores . Feet formed both for perching and walking: omnivorous ._ . Meruline. 

Rartores.  . Bill witha prominent tooth, & abruptly hooked: insectivorous . Myotherine. 

Naratores .Feet remarkably short . : ‘ : ‘ : . Brachypodine. 

Gratiatores. Wings long, pointed; tail short: feed on soft substances . . Orioline. 

Rasores ._ . Bill horny, hard, generally entire; feet very strong . . Crateropodine. 

The analogies in the two first columns are sufficiently evident: the third also 

is satisfactory ; the fourth is somewhat obscure; but the fifth is so particularly 

beautiful, that it deserves further illustration. The short convex wings; the 

broad, spreading tail; great difficulty in flight; a size superior to all others in 

their respective circles, are the typical distinctions of these two groups ; even the 
nostrils are formed upon the same principle ; the membrane, by which the aper- 

ture is defended, and which in other birds is soft and pliable, in these assumes 

the appearance of a hard scale, as if covered by a prolongation of the horny sub- 

stance of the beak. The loud, harsh, and disagreeable notes of both groups is 

another singular point of resemblance, which almost completes the picture. 

We next proceed to compare our groups with those of the tribes of Insessores. 

Conirostres . Wings lengthened; bill gradually arched, slightly notched. Meruline. 

Dentrrostres. Bill abruptly hooked, with a prominent tooth . . . . . Myotherine. 

Fisstrostres . Feet very short; rictus bristled: insectivorous. . .. . Brachypodine. 

TenurrostrEs. Feet short; rictus smooth: nectarivorous or frugivorous Orioline. 

ScansorEs . . Claws acute, formed for clinging to vegetables . . . .Crateropodine. 

The analogies of the Orioles, scarcely perceptible when viewed in direct reference 
to the Grallatores, now become more satisfactory. These birds, with the whole 

of the Tenuirostres, are remarkable for the soft and delicate nature of their food ; 

and both, in unison with such habits, have the rictus entirely smooth. The Tenu- 

rostres sip the nectar of flowers; the Orioline feed upon the fruits. The reader 

may have remarked, that some peculiar habits of the Crateropodine could not be 

explained by their analogy to the Rasores ; the latter living in plains, and seldom 
perching, whereas the former are scarcely ever seen upon the ground ;—but this 

is at once explained by their relation to the Scansores; both groups being, in 
different degrees, scansorial, and living on the upright stems of vegetables. 

¥ 2 
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We have before stated our conviction that the Merulid@ and the Laniade are 
the two typical groups of the Dentirostres. ‘To shew that there is good ground 
for this belief, we shall now state the general analogies between the leading 

groups of these families. 

Fam. LANIADA. Fam. MERULIDA. 

Laniane . . Bill gradually arched; wings pointed. . . .... . Meruline. 

ThamnopholineBill straight, abruptly hooked ; wings rounded. . . .Myotherine. 

Edoliane . . Feet short; hind toe lengthened . ........ Brachypodine. 

Ceblepyrine. .Rictus smooth ; rump feathers thick, spinous, or rigid. Orioline. 

Tyrannine . .Tail broad; rictus bristled: insectivorous. . . . . . Crateropodine. 

The last analogy is so obscure, that we for some time questioned the accuracy 

of the whole arrangement. Subsequently, however, we invariably observed, upon 

trying to discover the analogies between typical circles, that at such points as are 

most remote, the resemblances are also most remote. A moment’s reflection will 

shew that this cannot be otherwise. The Tyrannine, for instance, and the Crate- 

ropodine stand at the utmost limits of their own circles; and, necessarily par- 

taking of many of those characters which belong to groups beyond those circles, 

it is only surprising that nature preserves any resemblance between them. The 

analogy which the Orioles bear to the Caterpillar-catchers is not only strong, but 

particularly beautiful. In both groups the structure of the wing is the same; so 

also are the feathers on the rump; but those of Oriolus, and of Irena, Horsf., 

from being less strong, offer little or no resistance. These, in fact, are the only 

groups in their respective circles where the rictus is broad, wide, and smooth ; the 

one living chiefly upon soft caterpillars, the other upon soft fruits. ‘To dwell upon 

the resemblance of the Short-legged Thrushes to the Edoliane is needless, since 

they are united by absolute affinity; while the general analogies between the Bush 

Shrikes and Ant-Thrushes have already engaged our attention, and will presently 

be viewed more in detail. It only remains, therefore, to establish the analogy 

between the true Shrikes and the Merulina or typical Thrushes,—these groups 
standing opposite to each other in the foregoing table. As it is highly important 
to our present views that this relation should be established beyond all doubt, and 

by the unbiassed testimony of others, totally unconscious of the use that would 

subsequently be made of their observations, we have brought together the most 

striking peculiarities of two birds, which may be considered the types of their 

respective families ; namely, the Lanius Carolinensis of authors, and the common 
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Mock-bird of North America. 

differences. 

Lanivs CAROLINENSIS, Wilson. 

Bill arched from the base, shoré; rictus 

bearded. 

Colour above grey, beneath white; ears 

black; wings obliquely rounded, black,—the 

quills with a white band at their base; tail 

black, graduated, tipped with white. 

*¢ Makes its nest in a detached bush, in the 

manner of the Mocking-bird.” Wilson, iii., 

p. 07. 

** Feeds on crickets and grasshoppers.” 

p. 57. 

The Cinereous and Red-backed Shrikes 

imitate the notes of other birds. Lath., Gen. 

Eist., ii., p: 12. 

Shrikes and rapacious birds are well known 

to disgorge the undigested part of their food 

in round pellets. 

In Georgia, according to Mr. Abbot, the 

Carolina Shrike is known by the name of Big- 

headed Mocking-bird. Lath., Gen. Hist., ii., 

jialiGe 

The words in Italics alone denote their respective 

AMERICAN MockING-BIRD. 

Bill arched from the base, long; rictus 

bearded. 

Colour above grey, beneath white ; wings 

obliquely rounded: wings and tail of the same 

structure and colour as those of Lanius Caro- 

linensis. 

‘¢ Feeds on winged insects, fruits, and 

grasshoppers.” Wilson. 

Imitates the notes of other birds. 

Mr. Bartram writes, ‘“ I have observed that 

the Mocking-bird ejects from his stomach, 

through his mouth, the hard kernels of ber- 

ries, &c., retaining the pulpy part.”’ Wilson, 

il., p. 25. 

It seems impossible to conceive in what way this most extraordinary analogy 
can be rendered more complete. Here are typical examples of two groups— 

birds of the same size—clothed in nearly the same coloured plumage, seeking the 
same kind of nourishment, agreeing in the structure of their wings and tail, 

(almost in their feet,) building the same kind of nest, imitating the notes of other 

birds, ejecting their unserviceable food in the same manner, and, finally, called 

almost by the same name,—and yet totally distinct in real affinity! Well may 

we exclaim, “ Wonderful are thy works, O Lord! for they are full of wisdom.” 
If such astonishing relations become apparent on gaining the first imperfect 

glimpse of His system, how inconceivably sublime must be the whole, could the 

human mind ever attain unto such knowledge ! | 
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One simple fact we can add from our personal observation, which may not be 

here misplaced. Ofthe genus Orpheus, to which the Mock-bird of North America 

belongs, we discovered four species in Brazil. One of these (its name in the 
systems we really cannot make out) particularly struck us, at first sight, as being 

a Shrike ; like those birds, it sits on pales or stakes, watching for its prey, and 

darting upon such grasshoppers or other terrestrial insects as come sufficiently 

near it; it then returns to its former station. ‘These habits we have repeatedly 

witnessed in the common Lanius collurio. At that time we thought the former 

circumstance hardly worth noticing, and omitted to observe in what manner the 
bird devoured its food. 

We have before adverted to the singular property belonging to natural groups, 

of furnishing more than one set of general analogies. ‘To illustrate this position 

further, we shall now lay before the reader another view that may be taken of the 

Merulide, leaving it to his own judgment to decide which, as exhibiting the most 
perfect harmony, is entitled to the greatest degree of confidence. 

It may be remembered that we have contemplated the Drongo Shrikes as ana- 

logous to the Rasores, and consequently to the Scansores. Now as it is by this 

division that the Laniad@ are connected to the Merulide, by means of the Bra- 

chypodine, into which they insensibly blend,—is it not, it may be asked, contra- 
dictory to suppose that two sub-families so intimately united should represent two 

different orders? For it would seem to follow, that if the Edoliane are the true 

representations of the Scansores, then the group in the Merulid@ which most re- 

sembles them should bear the same relation. Both the Edoliane and the Brachy- 

podine have the feet remarkably short ; in both the rictus is furnished with strong 

bristles, and in both the hind toe, as in all scansorial birds, is particularly long. 

These characters, if they are of any value in shewing the true analogies of one 

group, must be equally so in another: hence it may be concluded, that the Brachy- 

podinew represent the Scansores, rather than the Fissirostres or the Natatores. It 

may be further urged, that however conclusive the analogy between the Cratero- 

podine and the Rasores may appear, still that there is one strong peculiarity in the 

habit of the former, which cannot be explained either by their supposed analogy 

to the Rasores, or to the Scansores ; this lies in the partiality evinced by all those 

species whose habits are known, of living in the vicinity of water. Now this can 

only be accounted for on the supposition that the Crateropodinew represent the 

Natatores. Presuming, therefore, on the strength of these two relations, we pro- 
ceed to arrange the analogies of the Merulide in the following manner :— 
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Raprores . . . . Denvrrostres . . . . Meruline. 

ENSESSORES <=. «. «CONDROSTRES(/31)).7 0 oy .lyothenne,. 

RRASORES ©.) . |) 4) SCANSORES!'.) 2) 2/04 U8) | Brachypodine. 

GRALLATORES. . . :LENUIROSTRES. . .  .~ -Onroline. 

NataTrores. . . . Fisstrostres . . . . Crateropodine. 

It will be immediately perceived that the Oriolinw alone preserve the same rela- 
tions in this and in the former table ; all the others being, as it were, reversed, 

although each column exhibits the same natural and circular series. The relations 

already stated, which may be supposed to exist between the groups placed in the 

three last lines, are here brought immediately under the eye » and, however strong 

they may appear in some points, they are decidedly weak in others. The Brachy- 
podine, for instance, by their very short feet and the great development of the 

hind toe, may be likened to the Scansores ; but we have failed in detecting any 

direct analogy they may have with the Rasores. The Crateropodine, again, appear 

to be the only division of the Merulide which habitually frequent watery places, 

and so far they may be likened to the natatorial order ; but to the Fissirostres 

they seem not to have the remotest analogy. Still more difficult is it to conceive 

how the true Thrushes can represent the Dentirostres and the Raptores, or what 

relation there is between the Myotherinw, the Conirostres, and the Insessores. 

While, therefore, we are disposed to reject this series of analogies, when viewed 

as a whole, as spurious, we yet feel persuaded there are certain analogical 

properties, belonging to all aberrant groups, of which we are as yet ignorant. 

Nor do we feel reluctant in confessing, that in our attempts to discover the extent 

of these properties, we have hitherto been completely baffled. 

Before closing this long and very imperfect exposition of this family, we feel 

desirous of stating our own doubts upon such points as require investigation. On 

the nature of the five sub-families there can be but little diversity of opinion, since 
we consider that the chain of connexion is sufficiently complete, and that the series 

has been severely tested. Between the Crateropoding and the Orioline there is 

certainly a hiatus ; yet not sufficiently wide, in our opinion, to render the circular 

disposition of the whole very questionable. On descending to the minor groups, 

however,—such, for instance, as the typical Meruline,—the circles of the sub- 

families have not been made out: some of the aberrant forms, it is true, may be 

detected; but in regard to others, we refrain even from offering a conjecture, 

since nothing is more easy than to describe circles upon paper, when the imagina- 

tion is excited and the judgment blinded by a favourite theory. 
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There are, moreover, certain types or genera, which we are even fearful of 

placing in this family; and others, whose natural affinities appear to us very 

doubtful. Among these may be named the Australian genus Sphecotheres, Vieil., 

which is probably an aberrant form of the Oriolinw, closely related to Dulus, 

since Acanthonotus, Sw., appears to be its prototype among the Cedlepyrine. 

In regard to the true affinities of Grallina, Vieil., and Cinclosoma, H. and V., we 
confess our ignorance, and it may even be questioned whether the first truly 

belongs to this family. 

ON THE CIRCULAR DISPOSITION OF THE MYOTHERINE. 

Tue existence of at least four species of Cinclus has naturally turned our attention 

to this most interesting group,—presenting the only exception to the terrestrial 

habits of the whole order of Perchers. We have already intimated, in treating of 

the Myotherine, the situation in nature which we believe is occupied by this genus ; 

and we have ventured so far as to name the leading forms by which the Myothe- 

rine describe their own circle. It will, therefore, be expected, before this view 

can be received with confidence, that we should demonstrate its correctness; or 

at least explain upon what grounds our judgment has been formed. This becomes 

the more necessary, as the question involves the correctness not merely of our 
views on the true situation of Cinclus, but the very foundation of our theory on 

the natural affinities of the entire order of Insessores. We have, upon every 
occasion, directly combated the opinion that the Bush Shrikes (Thamnophiline) 

constitute that aberrant group, by which the Shrikes are united to the Thrushes ; 

and we have already demonst¥ated the fallacy of such an arrangement. But there 

is still another test by which the question shall be tried. If an arrangement is 

natural, the subordinate groups in two contiguous circles, particularly tf those 

circles are typical, will perfectly correspond in their direct analogies ; and these 

must be proved, independent of all other analogies they may present to the orders, 

the tribes, the families, or, in fine, the sub-families of other birds. With the 

object, therefore, of ascertaining how far our disposition of the Myotherine may 

be conformable to nature, and whether the Thamnophiline are truly a typical 
group, we shall submit both to this additional test. In the first place, let us 

compare the Myotherine, as here distributed, with the orders of birds. 
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Orders. U bl aaa tee a ch Genera. 
acres Beet mandible abruptly hooke 7 ee furnished Mijathena. 

with a tooth more or less prominent. 

Bill in the typical groups gradually curved ; the emer UM 
Bill more or less entire; wings short, convex; feet | 

Rasores . 
very strong, formed for walking. 

Bill straight, or somewhat inclining upwards; 
GRALLATORES ; 

frontal feathers advancing very far. 

Naratores _ Feet syndactyle. Dasycephala. 

The two first, or the typical groups of these columns, require no illustration, 

since the characteristic form of their bills is sufficient to point out these analogies 

to every observer. The large dimensions of Myophonus metallicus, Tem. ; its 

very strong, though perfectly entire bill, short, convex wings, and robust, elevated 

tarsi; not to mention its rich metallic gloss, and the narrow, somewhat-pointed 

plumage on the head and neck ;—are so many points of analogy to the Gallina- 

ceous birds, as strong as can well be expected in a family so totally distinct in true 

affinity. The resemblance of the genus Cinclus to the wading birds has been too 

often noticed to require any comment; while Dasycephala, comprehending the 
Pipa albifrons of old authors, appears to typify the feeble-footed Natatores. 

We must next compare the Myotherine with the tribes of their own order. 

Tribes of Insessores. Genera. 

Denrtirostres . Bill abruptly hooked ‘ : 4 : . Myothera. 

Controstres . Bill conic, the notch more or less indistinct . ; . Pitta. 

Scansores . . Bill entire; shafts of the tail feathers ending in naked points . Myophonus. 

Tenuirostres . Bill slender, almost or perfectly entire * i : » Cinclus. 

Fisstrostres . Base of the bill considerably depressed . : . Dasycephala. 

Nothing need be said on the relations of the typical groups. Those, however, 

between Myophonus and the Scansores are particularly beautiful. No two tribes, 

to all appearance, can be more unlike each other than the gallinaceous and the 

climbing birds; yet here we have a form, unconnected by affinity with either, yet 

presenting three of their most prominent distinctions ; viz., the strong entire bill, 

and the robust walking feet of the Rasores, united to the aculeated tail of the 

Scansores. That Nature has extensively employed this latter character in avery re- 

* In our specimen of Cinclus aquaticus the bill is perfectly entire; but in Cinclus Americanus there is a small 
obsolete notch. 

Z 
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markable manner, to indicate the same analogies, we shall have frequent occasion to 

point out. It may be unnecessary, perhaps, to observe, that all ornithologists have 

overlooked this circumstance, did not the oversight illustrate the absolute neces- 

sity of the most minute examination of species, described and re-described in 

every system. The analogy of Cinclus to the Tenuwtrostres is sufficiently satisfac- 

tory; but that between Dasycephala and the Fissirostres is very striking ; both 

have the bill entire, or nearly so,—both have the rictus strongly bristled,—both 

have weak and syndactile feet: the aberrant forms among the Fissirostres have 

short rounded wings: Dasycephala, in its own group, is likewise aberrant, and 

possesses the same character. Finally, we may remark, that as the Tyrant 

Shrikes also represent the Fissirostres, so were we induced, some years ago, to 

place the American Dasycephale with the Tyrannine, without suspecting their 

relation to the Merulide. 

From the Insessorial tribes we now descend to the families of the Dentirostres, 

one of which is composed of the birds whose analogies we are now tracing. 

Families. Genera. 

Laniap& . . Bill abruptly hooked or bent : : : . Myothera. 

Merutipz__. Bill gradually bent : : : : . Pitta. 

SYLVIADE. . P ; 5 é : : . Myophonus. 

AmpeLip£ . Rictus smooth; feed only upon soft substances 5 . Cinclus. 

Topipz . . Bill lengthened, base depressed ; feet syndactile . . Dasycephala. 

That the Laniade are represented by Myothera must, at least, be admitted, since 

their absolute affinity has been insisted upon ; while Pitta possesses the true thrush- 

like bill of the typical Merulw. This is important, since it may establish the rank 

of the Myotherine as the second or sub-typical group of the whole family. What 

analogy exists between the Sylviad@ and Myophonus we know not, at present; 

but as the former unquestionably represents the Scansores, so we feel no hesitation 

in leaving a blank between these two points. The resemblance between Cinclus 

and the Ampelidw cannot be supposed very strong; yet that Dasycephala typifies 

the Flycatchers and Todies there can be no doubt, seeing that some writers have 
considered the relation as one of actual affinity. | 

We shall now illustrate the circle of the Myotherine, by comparing it with a 
group of its own rank or value. In our views of the analogies existing between 

the Thrushes and the Shrikes, we have placed the Myotherinw directly opposite 

to the Thamnophiline. Let us therefore inquire how far this arrangement is borne 

out by the contents of each. 
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Typical Genera. Typical Genera. 

Plumage bright; bill more or less gradually Pitta 

curved. Tanibie the Old World. 

Plumage dark, spotted or banded ; bill abruptly 

Malaconotus 

Myothera. 
hooked. Inhabits the New World. 

Bill lengthened; head defended by setaceous 

Thamnophilus. . 

| frontal feathers ; feet partly ae 
Prionops Dasycephala. 

y oe Cinclus. 

Bill lengthened, abruptly hooked; wings broad, 

Platylophus . . rounded; secondary quills and tail feathers + Myophonus. 

ending in fine points. 

This table may possibly appear very unsatisfactory to those who are accustomed 

to see ‘a place found for every thing,’ or who imagine it necessary that circles 

should be represented complete. It might, nevertheless, be reasonably supposed 

that Colurisoma would very well fill up the blank in our first column ; and, indeed, 

many apparently strong and cogent reasons might be urged on the probability of 

such being its natural station; but we rather choose, for the present, to confess our 

doubts on the subject. With regard to the Australian and Madagascarian Vange, 

there are so many important facts to be considered and discussed before their true 

situation in nature can be made out, that we even feel uncertain to what primary 

group among the Laniadw@ they truly belong; and these considerations have ren- 

dered us doubly fearful of violating nature, to give a fictitious perfection to this 
last table. 

The mistake we formerly committed, in common with all other ornithologists, 

of placing the Dasycephale with the Tyrant Flycatchers, led us to inquire in what 

way the strong resemblance between these two groups could be explained ; whe- 

ther, in short, the relation was one of affinity, or of very strong analogy. It thus 

became necessary to compare the sub-families of the Laniade with the genera of 

the Myotherine. The following is the result :— 

LanIADz. MyYorHeERIN«. 

Sub-families. Analogies. Genera. 

Lanianz : . Bill short, curved from the base . : ; . Pitta. 

TuamnopHiLinz . Bill long, curved only at the end . : : . Myothera. 

Gr cotier ve 4 Hind toe zat gavg lengthened ; tail ending in Myophanus. 

slender points; rictus strongly bristled. 

CEBLEPYRINE . Plumage particularly soft; rictus smooth . . Cinclus. 

Base of the bill depressed, the tip abruptly 
TYRANNINE . : j g Dasycephala. 

hooked ; rictus bristled. aa 

Z2 
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Here again, although these analogies are not only unquestionable, but particu- 

larly striking, we find that, to preserve one column perfect, we must partly reverse 

the other ; since Dasycephala, and not Myophonus, immediately follows Myothera. 

We may probably account for this in two ways; either it is the necessary result 

of comparing two such groups, like the present, of unequal value ; or from losing 

sight of the fact, that the three aberrant groups in each column form but one, 

which group then only becomes equal in value to the two typical ones. However 

this may be, the relations are too strong to make us suspect, for a moment, that 

they are not founded in nature. 

Upon the minor variations in form, or the sub-genera, we have not thought it 

expedient to dwell, since the state of ornithological science is not yet sufficiently 

advanced to sanction opinions on their value, or even on their true stations. 

Before we can form any correct judgment, for instance, on such subordinate 

groups as Drymophila, Fornicivora, or Chameza, all apparently entering in one 

or other of the typical genera, Myothera and Pitta, it will be necessary that these 

last-named groups are analyzed, and tested analogically. We have no doubt 

that Myothera contains representations of each of the five genera composing its 

own sub-family, since Myothera Colma, Ill., clearly typifies Cinclus ; and we have 
seen, in the French Museum, what appears to us the type of Dasycephala. Those 

species, again, having the feet partially syndactile, appear to represent the typical 

Pittw, wherein this structure is very prevalent. It will easily be seen, therefore, 

that any attempt to pursue this inquiry further than to the affinities of genera, 

would be premature, and would presuppose a state of knowledge which is much 

more likely to be developed in the next age than in this ; since naturalists have 

not yet agreed in their opinions on the primary divisions of organized matter. 

All we can hope to have achieved, is the determination of the leading groups 

of the Merulida@, the indication of the typical structure of each, and the mode by 

which the whole are connected. Our remarks, therefore, have merely opened a 

field for future research ; but it can only be explored in proportion to the slow 

development of knowledge ; and even then will require such an extensive 

acquaintance with forms, and with their minuter variations, as will render the 

task, at least for the present, almost hopeless.—Sw. 

* The beautiful Jrena, in like manner, may be supposed to represent Myophonus among the Orioline. 
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[36.] 1. Crnctus Americanus. (Swainson.) American Dipper. 

Sun-ramMity. Myotherine. Swarnson. Genus. Cinclus. BEcHSTEIN. 

Cinclus Mexicanus. Swarns. Syn., p. 367, No. 27. 

Pallas Dipper. (Cinclus Pallasii.) Bonar. Orn, iii., p. 1, pl. 16, f. i. 

Three specimens of this bird were procured by Mr. Drummond near the sources 

of the Athabasca River, on the eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains, between 

the 54th and 56th parallels of latitude. It was previously discovered by the late 

Mr. W. Bullock in Mexico; but I am not aware that it has as yet been detected in 

the intermediate country of the United States. Perhaps in its migrations it seldom 

wanders so far to the eastward as to come within the tracts frequented by the 

naturalists of the latter country. Several specimens, obtained in the same locality 

and at the same time with Mr. Drummond’s, came into Mr. Leadbeater’s hands 

through the Hudson’s Bay Company, one of which has been described and figured 

by the Prince of Musignano in his splendid American Ornithology. Mr. Drum- 

mond made no notes of the habits of this bird; but they are, most probably, very 

similar to those of the British species, which is termed provincially, ‘‘ Water- 

colly,’ ‘* Water-ouzel,” ‘* Dipper,’ or “‘ Water-crake.” This bird has the 

singular habit, for a species strictly terrestrial in its structure, of walking under 

the surface of the water on the bed of a stream, using its wings as well as its legs 

to urge itself along in quest of aquatic insects or the ova of fish. Montagu also 

states that it sings ina strong and elegant manner, with much variation in its 

notes, many of which are peculiar to itself, intermixed with a little of the piping 

of the Wood-lark.—R. 

It may possibly have originated in the brevity of our original notice of this 

species *, that Prince C. Bonaparte has been misled in believing it was the Cinclus 

Pallas of M. Temminck,—a supposed Asiatic bird, sent by Pallas from the 

Crimea, and described in the Manuel d’ Ornithologie, i., p. 177, in the following 

words: “ Cinclus Pallasti, formes de notre Cincle ; tout le plumage, sans exception, 

@une seule nuance brune, couleur de chocolat. D’un envoi fait par le Professeur 

* Cinelus Mezxicanus, cinereous-grey, head and chin brown: size of the European species.—NoB., in Phil. Mag., 
June, 1827. 
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Pallas pendant son sejour en Crimée, ce qui fait conyecturer que l’espéce habite ce 

pays.” Relying on the accuracy of this description, we find that in one bird the 

plumage is “ entirely of a chocolate-brown ;” while in the other the head and chin 

only are of this colour, all the remaining parts of the plumage, without exception, 

being cinereous-grey. The specimens sent us for examination by Dr. Richardson 

are evidently young birds ; the chocolate-colour of the head being but slightly indi- 
cated, and the bills not having acquired that deep black colour seen in the Mexican 
specimen: the whitish edges to the feathers is a further indication of youth. 

We have thought it advisable to alter our original specific name for this bird 

from Mexicanus to Americanus. Among some interesting skins from India, re- 

cently submitted to our inspection, with his usual liberality, by Dr. Horsfield, we 

detected another species of Cinclus, differing altogether from M. Temminck’s 

description of Pallasii, and to which the name of Astaticus may be thought appro- 

priate, since it is a young bird, and may possibly exhibit in adult age some slight 

variation in colour.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of an immature bird, killed on the eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains, lat. 55°. 

Cotour blackish-grey, with a bluish tinge on the dorsal aspect, and an approach to clove- 

brown on the throat and breast. The quill feathers and tail are clove-brown, and the second- 

aries are very slightly tipped with white. The plumage on the posterior part of the belly, the 

under tail coverts, and the linings of the wings, are tipped with greyish-white. The bill is 

pale horn-colour, the legs and feet flesh-coloured. 

Form, &c.—Bill straight ; its breadth and height at the base are nearly equal, but Lowa 

the point it is considerably compressed. The upper mandible has a moderately acute ridge, 

elevated between the nostrils, with a gradual inclination towards the point, which is formed 

by a rather sudden, though slight curve of the ridge only, and droops a very little. There 

is a scarcely perceptible notch on each side of the tip, which is somewhat obtuse. The under 

mandible is very little shorter. Nostrils longitudinal slits, situated at the lower margin of 

a depressed semi-oval membrane, partly clothed with feathers. Forehead narrow, sloping 

towards the bill. Wings concave, and, when folded, about an inch shorter than the tail. The 

first quill feather is very short, being only about three-quarters of an inch in length; the third 

is the longest, the second and fourth are almost as long, and the fifth is only a line shorter; 

the sixth is a quarter of an inch shorter than the fifth ; and the remainder diminish in suc- 

cession: the third, fourth, and fifth have their outer webs very obliquely sinuated. The tail 

is short, and slightly rounded. Tarsus entirely naked, somewhat longer than the middle toe 

and its claw. The first phalanx of the outer toe is closely connected to the base of the inner 
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one. The hind toe is but little shorter than the inner one, which again nearly equals the 

outer one. The middle one exceeds these two by the entire length of its last phalanx. The 

claws are short, much compressed, and but slightly curved; the hind one is larger than the 

middle one, which does not exceed the two lateral ones. 

DIMeEnsIons. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end Length of the bill on its ridge 0 74 
of the tail 3 : a 7 6 >, Of the tarsus ] 2 

5, of the tail a : aad 3 5, of the middle toe 0 10 

>, of the folded wing 2 3 6 5 of its claw 0 3 

;, of the bill from the Te of Ane 5, of the hind toe 0 54 

mouth . 2 1 0 > of its claw 1) 4 

One of the other specimens, which is of rather smaller dimensions and pro- 
bably a younger bird, differs in the wing coverts and most of the under plumage 
being slightly tipped with greyish-white. 

In Mr. Swainson’s Mexican specimen of the mature bird, the entire head and 

adjoining part of the neck above and below have a blackish-brown tint *, nearly 

the colour of the soot of pitch-coal. The quill feathers and tail exhibit a duller 
tint of the same colour, while the rest of the plumage above and below is blackish- 

grey. The margins of the interscapulary feathers are worn, but exhibit some 

slight remains of brown; and the ventral plumage is also slightly tinted with 

brown on the tips. A few of the vent feathers have pale-grey tips. The bill 

is black. The dimensions of the specimen are nearly the same as those given 
above.—R. 

* Fuligneus. 
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[37.] 1. MervLA MIGRATORIA. (Swainson.) Red-breasted Thrush. 

Genus, Merula. Ray. (Turdus, Liny.)* 

Turdus migratorius. Linn. Syst. Nat., i. p. 292, No. 6. 
Grive du Canada. Burron, Pl. Enl., 568, f. 1. 

Turdus migratorius. Forster. Phil. Trans., 1xii., p. 399, No. 21. 

Red-breasted Thrush. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 335, No. 196. 

'Turdus migratorius. Latu. Jnd.,i., p. 330, sp. 12. 

Red-breasted Thrush, Redbird or Blackbird. HEarne, Journ., p. 418. 

Turdus migratorius. W1E1LLot. Ois. del’ Ann., ii., pl. 60 (male), p. 5, pl. 61 (young). 

Turdus migratorius. (The Robin.) Wrson,i., p. 35, pl.2, £.2. SaBine, Frankl. 

Journ. p. 674. Bonar. Syn., p. 75, No. 97. 

Merula migratoria. Swains. Syn., p. 367, No. 28. 

Peepeechew. CRrEE INDIANS. 

None of the feathered tribe are better known in America than this, which, from 

its red breast and familiar habits, has obtained the name of the “ Robin.” It 

winters, in immense numbers, in the Atlantic States, from New Hampshire to the 

Gulf of Mexico, deserting at that season the tracts to the westward of the 

Alleghany range. Notwithstanding the havoc made in its flocks for the supply of 

the markets, it affects the neighbourhood of towns, and is observed to feed much 

on the fruit of the sour-gum (Nyssa sylvatica), and on poke-berries (Phylotacca 

decandra). Sometimes it disappears from a district for a week or two, and returns 

again in larger flocks than before. In March it begins to sing, and pairs early 

in April. Many pairs breed in the United States, but great numbers spread 

themselves over every part of the fur countries, extending almost to the northern 

extremity of the continent. Its nests were observed by the Expedition as high as 

the sixty-seventh parallel of latitude ; and, from the reports of various travellers, 

it is known to visit the north-west coast of America. It arrives in the Missouri 
(in lat. 414°), from the eastward, on the 11th of April; and, in the course of its 

northerly movement, reaches Severn River in Hudson’s Bay about a fortnight 

later. Its first appearance at Carlton House, lat. 53°, in the year 1827, was on 

the 22nd of April. In the same season it reached Fort Chepewyan, in latitude 
582°, on the 7th of May, and Fort Franklin, in lat. 65°, on the 20th of that month. 

Those that build their nests in the fifty-fourth parallel of latitude, begin to hatch 

* Tt is seldom that the great Swede can be accused of not having profited by the labours of his predecessors, or of 

neglecting their classic terms. In this instance, our veneration for the talents of our illustrious countryman Ray, 
induces us to adopt with pleasure the suggestion that has already been made, of distinguishing the true Thrushes (of 

which the Blackbird is probably the type) by the generic name of Merula—Sw. 
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in the end of May ; but, eleven degrees farther to the north, that event is deferred 

till the 11th of June. The snow even then partially covers the ground ; but there 

are, in those high latitudes, abundance of the berries of the Vaccinium uliginosum, 

and Vitis idea, Arbutus alpina, Empetrum nigrum, and of some other plants, which, 

after having been frozen up all the winter, are exposed, on the first melting 

of the snow, full of juice and in high flavour. Shortly afterwards, when the callow 

young require food, the parents obtain abundance of grubs. 

The Red-breasted Thrush builds its nest on the branch of a spruce-fir-tree, 

generally about five or six feet from the ground, taking no particular pains to 

conceal it, and frequently selecting a tree in the immediate vicinity of a house. 

Its nest is formed like that of the European Thrush, of grass and moss, neatly 

interwoven and lined with a compact coating of dung and clay. The male and 

female labour in concert in constructing it; and when the young are hatched, they 

jointly undertake the task of feeding them. The eggs, five in number, are about 

fourteen lines long, and have a bluish-green colour, like those of the common 

Thrush. ‘The male is one of the loudest and most assiduous of the songsters that 

frequent the fur countries, beginning his chaunt immediately on his arrival. His 

notes resemble those of the common Thrush, but are not so loud. Within the 

arctic circle the woods are silent in the bright light of noon-day, but towards mid- 

night, when the sun travels near the horizon, and the shades of the forest are 

lengthened, the concert commences, and continues till six or seven in the morn- 

ing. Even in these remote regions the mistake of those naturalists who have 

asserted that the feathered tribes of America are void of harmony might be fully — 

disproved. Indeed, the transition is so sudden from the perfect repose, the death- 

like silence of an arctic winter, to the animated bustle of summer; the trees 

spread their foliage with such magical rapidity, and every succeeding morning 

opens with such agreeable accessions of feathered songsters to swell the chorus— 

their plumage as gay and unimpaired as when they enlivened the deep-green 

forests of tropical climes, that the return of a northern spring excites in the 

mind a deep feeling of the beauties of the season, a sense of the bounty and 

providence of the Supreme Being, which is cheaply purchased by the tedium of 

nine months of winter. The most verdant lawns and cultivated glades of Europe, 

the most beautiful productions of art, fail in producing that exhilaration and 

joyous buoyancy of mind which we have experienced in treading the wilds of 

Arctic America, when their snowy covering has been just replaced by an infant 

but vigorous vegetation. It is impossible for the traveller to refrain, at such 

2A 
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moments, from joining his aspirations to the song which every creature around is — 
pouring forth to the great Creator. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male killed, May 26th, 1826, at Fort Franklin, Great Bear Lake. 

Cotour of the upper aspect and sides of the head brownish-black, gradually fading, on 

the back of the neck, to blackish-brown, and on the posterior part of the back and tail- 

coverts to smoke-grey ; the brownish feathers on the sides of the neck and between the 

shoulders are margined with the latter colour. The eye is encircled by an interrupted white 

border. The wings are blackish-brown, the exterior edges of the feathers faded and greyish ; 

the lowest row of lesser coverts is minutely tipt with wood-brown. The tail is brownish- 

black, the exterior feather having a large white spot on the extremity of its inner web, and 

the adjoining one a narrow white tip. Under surface-—The white chin is spotted with 

brownish-black, and a narrow belt of the same crosses the throat from cheek to cheek. The 

rest of the inferior surface as far as the vent, and also the under wing-coverts, are pure 

reddish-orange *. The vent feathers and under tail-coverts are white, the latter spotted 

with clove-brown. The insides of the quill feathers, and the under surface of the tail, are 

clove-brown. The bill is lemon-yellow, with a brownish tip. Legs pale umber-brown. The 

whole of the plumage appears worn on the edges in the spring, the season in which this 

specimen was procured. 

Form, &c.—Bill straight, weakened at the base by large depressions for the nostrils, 

between which the ridge is prominent, moderately compressed towards the point; ridge 

obtuse, its tip arched; cutting margin straight to the tip, which droops, and is strongly notched 

on each side. Nostrils small, oval, longitudinal ; there are some strong hairs at the angle of 

the mouth. Wings nearly two inches shorter than the tail. Quill feathers considerably 

narrowed at the point; the first or spurious quill is very short ; the third and fourth are the 

longest ; the fifth is a line or two shorter ; the second is intermediate between the fifth and 

sixth ; the outer webs of the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth are strongly sinuated. The tail is 

even, and rather long. Legs pale umber-brown. The tarsi are naked. The middle and 

exterior toes are united by the whole length of the first phalanx of the latter. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end Length of the bill from the angle of the mouth 1 1 
of the tail 6 & ¢ . * 10 6 » of the tarsus 6 a Ser ll 4 

5, Of thetail . . 0 Pen 2) 0 5 Of the middle toe 0 113 

5, of the longest quill feather 6 4 9 > Of its claw . 0 4 

>, Of the folded wing é , BG 6 » of the hind toe 0 9f 

>, Of the bill measured along the ridge 0 9 55 Of itsclaw . 0 43 

* Helvolus.—Intermediate between buff-orange and tile-red. 
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The female has more of the smoke-grey colour on the back ; the feathers on 

the head are also edged with that colour. There is more white on the throat, 

and all the orange-coloured feathers beneath are edged with white. Her dimen- 

sions are scarcely inferior to those of the male; some specimens of both sexes, 

however, measure, when recent, very little more than nine inches in length. 

The young bird differs in the dorsal plumage and wing coverts, having narrow 

brownish-white streaks on the shafts; in the shafts of the feathers of the head 

being also pale; in the rump and tail coverts being obscurely tipt with black ; in 
the chin being nearly unspotted white; and in the reddish-orange of the under 

surface being much paler, and marked with pretty large transverse black spots on 

the tips of the feathers. The bill is dark umber-brown, with the angles and bor- 

ders of the mouth orpiment-orange. 

[38.] 2. MeruLa minor. (Swainson.) Little Tawny Thrush. 

Genus, Merula. Ray. (Turdus. Linv.) 
The Little Thrush. (Turdus parvus.) Epwarps, pl. 296. 

Turdus iliacus Carolinensis. Brisson. Orn., ii., p. 212, omitting synonymes. 
Turdus minor. GmMeELIn. Syst.,i., p. 809, No. 321, omitting synonymes. 

Cu. Sp. MervuLa MINOR, spadicea subtus albescens, pectore dilute ferrugineo maculis xerampelinis, remigibus 3—4 
longissimis: remige secundd quintam superanti. 

Se.Cu. Lirrte Tawny Turvsu, ferruginous ; beneath whitish ; throat and breast ferruginous-white, with pale 

spots ; the second, third, and fourth quills longest, the second shorter than the fourth. 

I can add nothing to the little that is known of the history of this Thrush, ex- 

cept that it makes its appearance on the banks of the Saskatchewan in the month 

of May; but whether it breeds there, or proceeds farther north, I am unable to 
say. It frequents damp, shady woods, and appears to be a solitary, silent species. 

Mr. William Bartram, who sent Edwards the specimen which he has figured, 

says that it arrives in Pennsylvania in April, and continues there all the summer, 

employed in rearing its young. It is possible, however, that that naturalist 

may have ascribed to it the habits of some of the species which so nearly resemble 
it.—R. 

2A? 
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The great confusion in which the nomenclature of the small North American 

Thrushes has long remained, compels us again to make a digression on syno- 
nymes, and to occupy time and space which might be devoted to matters of more 

lasting interest. The Prince of Musignano, in his valuable “ Observations ” and 

“ Synopsis,” is of opinion that the Twrdus mustelinus of Wilson is a new species, 

first described in the American Ornithology, and that Wilson’s solitarius is the 

minor of Gmelin and Latham ; the first being described as ‘‘ tawny-brown”’ on 

the upper plumage, and the second as “ olive-brown, inclining to reddish on the 

tail.” —Syn., pp. 75, 76. 

In the first of these opinions we perfectly coincide ; the second requires some 

investigation ; we must, therefore, go back to original authorities. The first 

systematist in whose works we find the name of T’urdus minor is Gmelin ; for it is 

very remarkable, that although the valuable work of Edwards is frequently cited 

in the 1767 edition of the Systema Naturew, we can discover no reference to the 

“ Little Thrush” figured in the 296th plate of this author’s Gleanings. Gmelin, 

therefore, is the first who describes it in systematic language, and his words are 

these: “* T. spadiceus, subtus albus, pectore flavicante maculis atris vario :” and 

here, among other synonymes, we find for the first time a reference to the above 

plate. To this species, therefore, we shall confine our remarks, because the accu- 

racy of Edwards is perhaps greater than that of any naturalist of his day, and 

because he is the only one quoted by Gmelin, with the exception of Catesby, 

whose description is rendered more intelligible by a coloured plate. Edwards 

says of his bird, “The head, upper sides of the neck, back, wings, and tail, are 

all of a reddish-brown, or clay-colour, not at all varying in the shades of the fea- 
thers, as they do in our English Thrushes. The throat just beneath the bill is 

whitish, the breast yellowish, with dusky spots.” He then goes on to state, that 

this description by no means agrees with the slight account given by Catesby of 

another bird, called by the name of Little Thrush. Brisson comes next, and we 

never consult his valuable pages without deriving solid information. Of his 

Turdus iliacus Carolinensis he observes, that all the upper parts, wings, and tail, 

‘‘ sont d’un brun-roux. La gorge, la partie inférieure du col et la poitrine sont 

d@un roussatre, marqué de taches d’un brun-roux.”—Orn., ii., p. 214. This 

description was made from a bird sent from Canada, as that of Edwards was 

drawn up from a Philadelphian specimen. 

It thus appears that both these original writers describe one and the same spe- 
cies. Jt is also clear that Gmelin borrowed his specific character, not from 
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Catesby’s bird, but from that of Edwards, which is consequently his Turdus minor, 

a species well distinguished by its tawny, or reddish-brown plumage, in opposition 
to the “ olive-brown” of Wilson’s solitarius. We leave the other synonymes of 

Gmelin, and the whole of those quoted by Brisson, entirely out of the question. 

It is plain that Brisson had our bird only before him, which he describes with 

even greater precision than Edwards: the reddish breast is a nice, but a very 
masterly distinction. 

As to the ‘‘ Little Thrush”’ of Catesby, it appears totally impossible to identify 

it with any one species; since, besides those here described, we know of two 

others, each of which might pass for the bird he may have intended to comme- 
morate. The same observation is applicable to the smaller American Thrushes, 

mentioned in “‘ Arctic Zoology,’ ‘* Synopsis of Birds,” &c. The Turdus 

minor of M. Vieillot (Ois. de ’Am., ii., p. 7) is an imaginary species, confessedly 

compounded not only of the fuscus and minor of Gmelin, but of the West 
India and the Carolina species; neither is it possible to ascertain which of 

these is intended to be represented on the plate. The Turdus mustelinus of 

this author is supposed to be the melodus of Wilson, although this has been 

questioned. 

It is somewhat surprising, that the species whose external characters we have 
now illustrated, should have escaped the observation of late American naturalists. 

We have long had in our museum a very fine plumaged specimen, sent to us 

from Georgia. It perfectly agrees, in every material point, with that here de- 

scribed ; but the peculiar rufous, or rather ferruginous tinge, which uniformly 

pervades the whole of the upper plumage, is much clearer and more intense in the 

Georgian specimen than in the northern.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Carlton House, May 29th, 1827. 

Cotour of the whole dorsal aspect yellowish-brown, slightly inclining to orange-brown. 

The inner vanes of the quill and tail feathers are liver-brown. Under surface-——The chin is 

white; the cheeks, throat, and upper part of the breast have a faint tinge of wood-brown, and 

are marked with numerous roundish, not very well defined spots of hair-brown. These spots 

also extend, but more faintly, to the lower part of the breast, which is whitish. The sides of 

the breast, flanks, and linings of the wings are smoke-grey, the belly and under tail coverts 

white. The insides of the quill and tail feathers are pale broccoli-brown. The bil is blackish- 

brown above, pale horn-colour beneath. Legs very pale-brown. 
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Form, &c,—Bill depressed at the base, its breadth there considerably exceeding its height. 

Its length from the forehead is more than twice its width at the nostrils. There is an elevated 

ridge between the nostrils. The angles of the mouth are furnished with strong bristles, as in 

the other Thrushes we have to describe. The wings, when folded, are about an inch and a 

half shorter than the tail. The first or spurious quill feather is very narrow, and barely ex- 

ceeds half an inch in length; the second is shorter than the third or fourth, but much longer 

than the fifth : the third is the longest. The outer webs of the third and fourth are obliquely 

sinuated near their tips. The tatl is even, the two central feathers being a very little shorter 

than the rest *. The hind toe is more robust than the others, and has the longest claw; it 

is equal to the inner one in length: the outer toe is a little longer. The latter is united, a 

little beyond its first joint, to the base of the middle toe. The hind claw is more curved 

than the others. 

DiMensions 

Of the male. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. _ Lines, 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill, measured along the ridge 0 7k 

the tail . : . é : 5 q 6 5, of the tarsus é ‘ C el 3 

5, of the tail ; és . 5 8 0 5, of the middle toe 0 9 

5, of the folded wing - : 4 0 > of its claw 0 3 

5, of the bill, from the angle of the >> of the hind toe 0 5 
mouth . 5 A 3 : é 0 11 >, of its claw é 4 C 0 31 

[39.] 3. Meruta Witsonit. (Bonaparte.) Wilson's Thrush. 

Genus, Merula. Ray. (Turdus. Lryn.) 
Tawny Thrush. (Turdus mustelinus.) Wuson }, v., p. 98, pl. 43, f. ili. 
Turdus Wilsonii. Bonar. Syn., p. 75, No. 100. Odserv., p. 34, No. 73. 

Cu. Sep. Mervuta Witsontt, olivaceo-brunnescens subtus albescens, gutture pectoreque maculis fuligneis interstinctis, 

remigibus 2—3—4 longissimis ; remige secundd quartam equanti. 

Sv. Cu. Wrtson’s Turvusu, obscure olive-brown ; beneath whitish; throat and breast marked with dusky spots ; 
the second, third, and fourth quill feathers the longest, the second equal to the fourth. 

This Thrush arrives on the banks of the Saskatchewan in May, and, during 

summer, haunts the alder thickets and dense willow groves that skirt the 

* In a specimen in Mr. Swainson’s museum the two outer tail feathers are slightly shorter than the others, and its 
closed wing is also two lines shorter than the one described above. 

+ This Thrush was first described by Wilson; but the name of Mustelinus, which he gave it, was preoccupied. Vide 

Bonap., Observ., Trans. Phil. Soc. Phil., iv., p. 34, No. 73. 
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marshes. It, doubtless, breeds there ; but I had not an opportunity of seeing its 

nest *, nor can I speak of the extent of its range to the northward. Wilson 

states that it makes its appearance in Pennsylvania, from the south, regularly 

about the beginning of May, stays a week or two, and passes on to the north and 

to the high mountainous districts to breed. It has no song, he says, but a sharp 
chuck.—R. 

We have compared the northern specimens with no less than five others, killed 

last year in New Jersey, and now in our museum. It is with peculiar satisfaction 

that, after much trouble, we find our own observations confirm, in their full extent, 

the judicious remarks made upon this species by the Prince of Musignano ; and 

gladly do we follow him in commemorating it by the name of the great American 

ornithologist. True it is, that, by the strict rules of priority, we may not perhaps 

be justified in so doing ; this species having received, in a popular compilation, 

another name. But not even the laws of nomenclature, as the late venerated Sir 

James Smith has expressed, must upon every occasion impose shackles upon 

superior minds. Few ornithologists will be disposed to withhold from the memory 
of Wilson the only honour it is now in their power to give.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, killed at Carlton House, lat. 53°, May, 1827. 

Cotour of the whole dorsal aspect an uniform deep hair-brown, inclining slightly to oil- 

green. The cheeks and the spaces between the eyes and nostrils are pale yellowish-brown, 

obscurely spotted with hair-brown. The under plumage is mostly white, tinged on the sides 

of the throat with yellowish-brown, and faintly clouded and blotched on the flanks with hair- 

brown. The throat and breast are marked with broad, triangular, blackish-brown spots on the 

tips of the feathers. Bill dark umber-brown, pale at the base of the lower mandible. Legs 

pale yellowish-brown. 

Form, &c.—Bill shorter than that of M. minor, less compressed, and having a less distinct 

ridge. The tip droops a little in both, and has a small notch on each side. The wings, when 

folded, are an inch shorter than the tail. The third quill feather is the longest, the second 

and fourth are scarcely a line shorter, and are equal to each other ; the tenth is fourteen lines 

shorter than the third, and the first is about three-quarters of an inch long. The outer webs 

of the third and fourth are distinctly sinuated ; that of the fifth is even. The tail is very 

slightly emarginated ; the central pair of feathers being, however, in our specimens, a little 

longer than the adjoining ones. The tarsi are longer than those of M. silens, equal to those 

of M. solitaria, and shorter than those of M. minor. 

* Mr, Yarrell has received eggs from America, which he is assured are those of this bird. They have a deep bluish- 
green colour, without spots, and are an inch in length.—R. 
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Dimensions. 

Inches. _ Lines, Inches. _ Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill on its ridge . - 0 7 
the tail & 2 , 0 ° 7 6 5, of the tarsus A ° at 1 

55 Of the tail 0 . C a 4 9 5, ofthe middle toe . . 3 0 7k 
5, of the folded wing 9 . Ale) 103 55 of the middle nail . . - O 23 
5, of the bill from the angle of th », of the hind toe . ° . 0 43 

mouth " . : 3 6 0 8 >> of the hind nail . 5 . - O 3 

[40. ] 4. MERULA soLiTaRIA. (Swainson.) Hermit Thrush. 

Genus, Merula. Ray. (Turdus. Lryvy.) 
Hermit Thrush. (Turdus solitarius*) Wutson, v., p. 99, pl. 43, f. ii. 

Turdus minor, Bonar. Syn., p. 75, No.100. Observ., p. 40, No. 72. 

Cu.Sp. MERvLA sotrTartia, fuscescenti-ferrugined subtus albescens, gutture pectoreque maculis nigris notatis, 

remigum marginibus et caudd cum tectricibus ejus superioribus rufescentibus, remigibus 3—4—5 longissimis ; 

remige secunda sextaque equalibus, unguibus parum curvatis. 

Sr.Cu. Hermit Turusu, dark ferruginous-brown, beneath whitish ; throat and breast marked with black spots ; 

margins of the quills, the tail, and its upper coverts, tinged with rufous; the third, fourth, and fifth quills 
the longest, the second and sixth nearly equal ; claws slightly curved. 

According to Wilson, this bird inhabits the southern parts of the United States 
the whole year, frequenting the deepest and gloomiest recesses of the cane and 

myrtle swamps. It is rarely seen in Pennsylvania, unless for a few weeks in the 
spring and late in the fall, and in both seasons it is mute, having only, in the 

spring, an occasional squeak, like that of a young stray chicken. One specimen 

* Having stated the reasons which induce us to consider the Twrdus solitarius of Wilson as a distinct species from 

the Turdus minor of Gmelin, it remains to be considered whether the original name, imposed on the former by its 

first describer, can be retained with propriety. Nomenclators have applied this specific appellation to three different 

birds. 1. The Turdus solitarius of Latham is stated by M. Temminck to be the young of the European cyanus; an 

opinion confirmed by our own observations, noted more than twenty years ago, during a residence in Sicily, where 

these birds, from the mountainous nature of the island, are particularly common. This name, therefore, sinks into a 
synonyme. 2. The Turdus solitarius of Montagu (Supp. Orn. Dict.) is now well known to be the young of the 

common Starling in its first year’s plumage, and consequently has been expunged from our systems. 3. The Turdus 

solitarius of Mr. Stevens. This is first stated (Gen. ‘Zool., x., p. 303) to be the same as the 7. solitarius of Dr. Latham, 

—a nominal species, already disposed of ; but in a subsequent volume, printed in 1827, this name seems transferred 

to the cyanus of M. Temminck. Wilson wrote in 1812. Amidst this confusion, one point, however, is clearly 

established ; and it is this, that if the name of solitarius is to be retained in our systems to any species of Thrush, it 

can only be given, with strict propriety, to the bird so designated by Wilson. It is upon these grounds that we have 

thought it right to preserve the original name.—Sw. 
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was procured by us in the spring on the north side of Lake Huron; but it was 
not seen by the Expedition in any other quarter; it may, nevertheless, be a 

visitor to the more northern regions, as it might have been readily overlooked, 

owing to its great similarity to some of the other small Thrushes. Wilson found 

numbers breeding, in May, in the Chactaw nation. He describes a nest which 
he discovered on the 12th of that month, as being attached to the upper part 

of the body of the horizontal branch ofa tree. It was constructed with great 

neatness, without mud or plaster ; the outside composed of coarse rooty grass, 

intermixed with horsehair; and the lining of a fine green-coloured grass, perfectly 

dry and laid circularly. The eggs were four, of a pale greenish-blue, marked 

with specks and blotches of olive, particularly at the great end. The food of the 

Hermit Thrush consists chiefly of berries, that occur in a perpetual succession in 
the low southern swamps which it frequents.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Penetanguishene, on the north shore of Lake Huron. 

Cotour of the dorsal aspect yellowish-brown, approaching, on the exterior webs of the 

quill feathers, the tail coverts, and tail, to dull reddish-orange: this latter tint is deepest on 

the tail coverts. The inner webs of the quill feathers are pale clove-brown. The auriculars 

have a dull hair-brown colour. The chin is grey'sh-white ; the under surface of the neck 

and the breast are white, slightly tinged with wood-brown ; and there is a pretty large trian- 

gular mark of blackish-brown on the tip of each feather. The middle of the belly and vent 

feathers have a very pale french-grey colour, approaching to white; and the sides of the 

breast and flanks have a pure hair-brown tint. The inner wing coverts have a pale tinge of 

wood-brown, and the insides of the quill feathers are clove-brown; their inner margins 

towards their bases being pale buff-orange*. The bill is dark umber-brown above, the under 

mandible ye: wish, becoming dark-brown at the tip. Legs clay-coloured. 

Form, &c.—Bill shorter than that of M. minor, and a little narrower at the base ; longer 

than that of M. Wilsonii; and of the same length with M. silens, but broader. The notch 

on each side of the tip is small, but distinct. The folded wings are an inch shorter than the 

tail, The first quill feather is less than an inch in length; the fourth is the longest, the third 

is scarcely perceptibly shorter, the fifth is not a line shorter, and the second, which is two 

lines shorter, is a little longer than the sixth: the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth are sinuated 

exteriorly, the last-mentioned one very obliquely. Tail slightly emarginated, the central 

feathers being about two lines shorter than the exterior ones. Tarsi, like those of the pre- 

* In Merula minor and M. Wilsonii, this part is white, or yellowish-white, without any approach to buff. In M 
silens, it is cream-yellow.—R. 

2B 
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ceding and following species, covered before and behind with a scale, in which no divisions 

can be perceived. Hind toe and inner one equal in length. Nails much compressed, 

slightly curved ; the hind one the largest. 

Divensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines, 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill on the ridge o 0 

the tail : : ; : é 6 9 > Of the tarsus . A : 4 1 14 

,, of the tail é a 5 Tesi2, 9 >, of the middle toe : ; 0 G 

,, of the folded wing . 3 63 5, of its claw 5 P 0 12 

,, of the bill, from the angle of the 5, Of the hindtoe . : 0 44 

mouth . 7 5 é . - 0 10 > Ofitsclaw . ; 5 2 0 22 

That the history of the small North American Thrushes may be rendered as complete as possible, we here subjoin a 
detailed description of the Merula silens, particularly as it seems intermediate between M. solitaria and M. Wilsonii, 

having the rufous tail of the first, and the greyish olive-brown upper plumage of the second. 

Meruta stLens. (Swainson.) Silent Thrush. 

Merula silens. Swatns. Syn. Mex. Birds, No. 31. 

Cu. Sp. MERULA SILENS, olivaceo-brunnescens subtus albescens, gutture pectoreque maculis fuligneis notatis, caudé 

tectricibusque ejus sub-rufescentibus, marginibus remigum pallentibus ; remige sexta secundam sub-equanti, 

unguibus curvatis. 

Sp. Cu. Sitent Turusu, greyish-olive, beneath whitish ; throat and breast marked with dusky spots; tail and 

upper coverts tinged with rufous ; edges of the quills pale, the second and sixth nearly equal; claws fully 

curved. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen in Mr. Swainson’s museum, killed five leagues to the west of Mexico. 

Cotour of the upper plumage hair-brown, inclining to oil-green,—a rather paler and greyer tint than that of M. 
Wilson. The exterior edges of the quill feathers are pale, approaching to yellowish-grey. The tail and its upper 
coverts present a nearly uniform tint of yellowish-brown, verging towards orange-brown or ferruginous: this colour is 

very nearly the same with that of the dorsal plumage of MM. minor, and is less deeply ferruginous than the tail coverts 

of M. solitaria. The under plumage is whitish, with a slight tinge of brown on the sides of the throat, and a deeper 
tint of yellowish-grey on the sides of the breast, flanks, and inner wing coverts. The throat and breast are marked 
with triangular spots of clove-brown, like those of M. Wilson. The interior borders of the quill feathers, particularly 
towards their bases, are cream-yellow, having less colour than those of M. solitaria, but more than the same parts of 

the other small Thrushes noticed in this work. Bz// dark-brown, lower mandible pale posteriorly. Eyes brown. 

Form, &c.— Bill more slender than that of the other small Thrushes described in the text. The folded wings are 

an inch shorter than the tail. The second quill feather is a quarter of an inch shorter than the fourth, which is the 
longest, the third and fifth very nearly equal the latter, and the sixth is only a little shorter than the second: the 

outer webs of the second, third, and fourth are distinctly sinuated ; that of the fifth is very obliquely narrowed. The 
tail is more distinctly emarginated than that of any of the other Thrushes with which we have compared it above : 
the central feathers are upwards of two lines shorter than the exterior ones. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches, _ Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill on the ridge 0 7 
the tail . : 9 : 0 0 q 0 55 of the tarsus 4 , 1 02 

>, of the tail é ; 3 3 3 5 of the middle toe : A ft) 8% 

5, of the folded wing . 3 9 >, Of the middle claw . 0 3 

» of the bill from the ara of ‘he >, Of the hind toe S 4 A 0 5 

mouth . : c . . : 0 94 >, of the hind claw ° 6 > 33 
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[41.] 1. ORPHEUS MERULOIDES. (Swainson.) Thrush-like Mock-bird. 

Genus, Orpheus. Swatns. 

Spotted Thrush. Latu. Syn. iii., p. 27, sp. 13. 

Varied Thrush. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii. p. 337, pl. 15. 

Turdus nevius. Lats. Ind., i., p. 331, sp. 13. ? 

Cu. Sp. ORPHEUS MERULOIDES, nigrescenti-plumbeus subtus ad rostrum usque helvolus, fascia pectoris nigra incom- 

pleta, remigibus extus maculatis tectricibusque helvolo bi-faseiatis. 

Sp.Cu. Turusu-LikE Mocx-zirp, blackish-grey, beneath almost entirely reddish-orange, with the exception of an 
imperfect black belt across the breast; wings crossed with two reddish-orange bands, and the quill feathers 

blotched exteriorly with the same. 

PLatE XXXVIII. 

The structure of this bird appears intermediate between Merula and Orpheus. 

To the first it assimilates by the comparative straightness of its bill, the length of 
its wings, and the size, length, and scutellation of its tarsi. On the other hand, 

it exhibits unequivocal indications of those characters by which Orpheus is so 

decidedly separated from the true Thrushes ; the notch of the upper mandible is 
nearly obsolete; the wings, although long, are slightly rounded ; and the tail is 

not only rounded and more lengthened, but the lateral feathers are marked with 

those conspicuous white tips, which so strongly characterize the Mocking-birds. 
It is unfortunate that, in the only specimen procured, the tail feathers, upon an 

accurate inspection, appear in a state of moulting ; and thus neither their true 

length, nor, perhaps, their true form, are developed. We remark, for instance, 

that the two middle feathers, as in some of the typical Merula, are shorter than the 
rest ; but these, we apprehend, are feathers not yet fully developed. This opinion 

is,in a great measure, confirmed by the figure of Pennant, where the tail is repre- 

sented as rounded, and fully as long as the wings, a structure which precisely 

agrees with the American Mocking-bird, the type of the genus Orpheus. We 
have, nevertheless, preferred representing upon our plate a correct figure of the 

specimen in question, rather than to supply its supposed deficiencies from any 
other source than nature. We have in vain looked for a second specimen, both in 

the London and Parisian collections. In placing this bird with its true congeners, 

we have ventured to bestow upon it a specific name, which will express what 

appears to us its real affinities. —Sw. 
1) 2) 
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This bird was discovered at Nootka Sound, in Captain Cook’s third voyage, 
and male and female specimens, in the possession of Sir Joseph Banks, were 

described by Latham: Pennant has also described and figured the same male. 
The specimen represented in this work was procured at Fort Franklin, lat. 654°, 

in the spring of 1826. We did not hear its song, nor acquire any informa- 

tion respecting its habits, except that it built its nest in a bush, similar to 

that of the Merula migratoria. It was not seen by us on the banks of the 

Saskatchewan ; and, as it has not appeared in the lists of the birds of the United 

States, it most probably does not go far to the eastward of the Rocky Moun- 

tains in its migrations north and south. It may, perhaps, be more common to the 

westward of that ridge.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen killed at Fort Franklin, lat. 654°, in May, 1826. 

Cotour of the dorsal aspect blackish-grey ; the head, sides of the neck, and an imperfect 

belt across the breast, are pitch-black. The blackish auricular feathers are encircled by a 

narrow stripe of reddish-orange, which commences on the posterior part of the upper eyelid. 

The tail is greyish-black, the inner webs of its feathers being blackish-brown ; there is a large 

white spot on the tip of the inner web of the outer feather, and brownish-white spots on the tips 

of all the other feathers, the spots being less, however, the nearer they are to the middle of the 

tail, and the central feathers having merely a minute brownish speck on their tips. The quill 

feathers, greater coverts, and the adjoining row of lesser coverts, are liver-brown ; two rather 

broad bands of pale reddish-orange cross the wings on the tips of the two last-mentioned sets 

of feathers. There is also a conspicuous patch of the same colour on the primaries, near 

their quills, and a smaller one about half way to their tips. The primary coverts and their 

secondaries are likewise edged with the orange, but more narrowly, The tertiaries are slightly 

tipped with white. 

Under surface-—The chin, throat, and belly are reddish-orange ; the vent feathers white, 

and the under tail coverts are blackish-grey, edged with orange, and largely tipped with white. 

The flanks and axillary feathers are bluish-grey. ‘The wing-linings are white and lead-grey, 

slightly marked with orange; and the insides of the quill feathers are lead-grey, with a 

broad whitish band on their bases, and on the tips of the greater inner coverts. The bill is 

black, pale-yellow at the base of the under mandible. Legs flesh-coloured. 

Form.—Bill straight, compressed, more slender than that of Merula migratoria, but other- 

wise bearing a strong general resemblance to it. Cutting margin of the upper mandible 

slightly and gradually curved towards its point, without a notch. ictus bristled. The 

wings fall an inch and a half short of the end of the tail; they approach those of Merula 

migratoria in form, being much longer and more pointed than those of Orpheus felivox. 
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The first (or spurious quill feather) is very short (three-quarters of an inch) ; the fourth is 

the longest; the third and fifth nearly equal it; the second is about five lines shorter than 

the fourth; and the sixth about as much shorter than the second; the fifth and sixth are wide 

apart (three-quarters of an inch); the following ones diminish in succession about a quarter 

of an inch each; the outer webs of the third, fourth, and fifth are pretty strongly notched. 

The tail appears to be slightly rounded, the outer feathers being a line or two shorter than the 

others ; the two central ones are a quarter of an inch shorter, but they appear to be not yet 

fully grown. Tarsus considerably longer than the middle claw ; hind toe shortest and most 

robust; inner toe a little shorter than the outer one; the base of the latter is very shortly 

connected with the middle one. 

Dimenstons. 

Inches. _—_ Lines. Inches. Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the tarsus ; : 1 3 
the tail : : 9 9 5, of the middle toe ‘ . 0 103 

55 of the tail : 4 C 3 6 5, of its claw 0 4 
> ofthe folded wing . : 3 4 11 5, Of the hind toe . 0 6 
>> of the bill measured along its ridge 0 10 >» Ofitsclaw . < r 0 4} 
>> of the bill from the angle of the mouth 1 13 

[42.] 2. ORPHEUS RUFUS. (Swainson.) Fox-coloured Mock-bird. 

Genus, Orpheus. Swarnson. Zool. Journ., iii., p. 167. 

Fox-coloured Thrush. CatresBy. Carol., i., p. 28. 

Ferruginous Thrush. PrnNn. Arct. Zool. ii., p. 335. 

Turdus rufus. Latu. Ind., i., p. 338, sp. 44. 
Ferruginous Thrush (Turdus rufus.) Wu1son, ii., p. 83, and pl. 14, f. 1, (Brown Thrush.) 
Turdus rufus. ViEIL., Ois. de l’Am., ii., pl. 59, p. 54. Bonar. Syn., p- 75, No. 93. 

This well-known songster has obtained a variety of local names, such as 
the “Ground Mocking-bird,” ‘‘ French Mocking-bird,” “ Brown Thrush,” and 
“ Thrasher,” in the United States. It was seen by the Expedition only at Carlton 
House ; and as it does not enter into Mr. Hutchins’ pretty full list of the birds of 
Hudson’s Bay, it is probable that it does not extend its range beyond the fifty- 
fourth parallel of latitude. It winters in the southern parts of the United States, 
arrives in Pennsylvania about the middle of April, and breeds throughout the 
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country, extending from thence to the Saskatchewan. It quits the fur-countries, 

with the other migratory birds, early in September, and by the middle of that 

month it also departs from Pennsylvania. It does not derive its name of Mocking- 

bird from: any habit it has of mimicking the voices of other birds, but, as Wilson 

thinks, from the resemblance its notes have to those of the Tuwrdus polyglottos, or 

real Mocking-bird. Its song, though inferior to that of the bird just mentioned, 
is remarkably loud, clear, and various, bearing considerable resemblance to that 

of the European Thrush (Turdus musicus). Its food consists of grubs, beetles, 

caterpillars, grains, cherries, and berries of various kinds. It frequents low 

thickets, and builds its nest, near the ground, of sticks, lined with dry leaves, and 

a layer of fine fibrous roots. It lays five eggs, which, according to Wilson, are of 

a bluish-white colour, speckled with reddish-brown. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed at Carlton House, 5th July, 1827. 

Cotour of the whole dorsal aspect, including wings and tail, orange-coloured-brown ; this 

colour is a little greyer on the forehead, but does not vary a single shade elsewhere. Two 

narrow reddish-white bands, bordered above with umber-brown, cross the wings on the tips 

of the greater coverts, and the adjoining row of the lesser coverts. The inner webs of the 

quill feathers have an umber tint. On the sides of the neck and inferior surface of the body, 

the colour is soiled brownish-white, interspersed pretty thickly, on the sides of the neck, 

breast, shoulders, and flanks, and more sparingly on the belly, with triangular liver-brown 

spots on the ends of the feathers. The inner wing coverts are pale wood-brown, almost 

unspotted, and the insides of the quill feathers and tail beneath have a handsome tint, 

intermediate between flesh-red and ochre-yellow. ill blackish-brown; the base of the under 

mandible yellowish. Legs wax-yellow. rides king’s yellow. 

Form, &c.—Bill longer, but stronger, and not so much compressed as that of the Merula 

migratoria ; cutting margin of the upper mandible curving regularly, but gently, from near 

its middle, without a notch at the tip. There are three or four pretty strong hairs at the base 

of the upper mandible. Wings short and rounded, being three inches and a half shorter than 

the tail. First quill feather (spurious) not above half the length of the fourth and fifth, which 

are the longest ; third and sixth very little shorter than these; seventh about two lines shorter 

than the sixth ; and the eighth and ninth diminish about as much; the second is equal to the 

ninth, and only six or seven lines shorter than the fourth and fifth. Their outer webs, from 

the third to the seventh inclusive, are sinuated, the latter, however, only very obliquely. The 

tail is long and cuneiform, the outer feathers being more than an inch shorter than the 

middle ones. 
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DIMEnsIoNns 

of the female. 

Inches. _—_ Lines. Inches. Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the tarsus . : . oi 3 

the tail . : : 3 : - 12 0 >, Of the middle toe 2 3 0 103 

> Of the tail 2 » Q 2 5 0 5, Of its claw . . 2 . - O 4 

5, of the folded wing : : g (dl 1k 3, Of the hind toe 0 6 
», of the bill along the ridge . ¢ 1 1 » of its claw. 0 6 

5» Of the bill from the angle of the mouth 1 4 

The male is said to have a brighter orange tint on its plumage, broader white 

bands on the wing, and larger liver-coloured spots on the breast.—R. 

The strong analogy which this and certain other species of Orpheus from South 

America, bear to such forms as Pomatorhinus, in the next sub-family of Thrushes 

(Cratopodine), is clearly indicated by the integrity of the bill, the upper mandible 
being entirely destitute of a notch: this relation of analogy has consequently been 

mistaken for one of affinity. Our Orpheus longirostris*, which is a true Mocking- 

bird, in its surprising versatility of voice and powers of song, has lately been de- 

scribed, by the authors of the Planches Coloriées, as a new species, and referred to 
the genus Pomatorhinus! Nothing is more satisfactory than to have our views thus 
unintentionally confirmed, by those who are avowedly hostile to the very principles 
upon which they are founded. ‘The greater curvature of the bill in Orpheus longi- 
rostris, is the only deviation it exhibits from the structure of O. rufus ; the wings, 

tail, feet, tarsi, scutellation, rictus, nostrils, every other part, in short, is pre- 

cisely the same. This supposed Pomatorhinus, moreover, is the Mocking-bird of 

Mexico; and, as the late Mr. Bullock, jun., informed us, is universally kept in 

cages, and highly valued for the sweetness and extraordinary variety of its notes. 

The genus Orpheus, like that of Merula, contains two most natural divisions ; 

one having the throat and breast variegated by spots; the other destitute of these 

markings ; the former, in the present group, is exemplified in O. rufus, while the 

latter, which is the pre-eminent typical form, is seen in O. polyglottos and longt- 

rostris. We do not consider the present bird as aberrant, otherwise than as 

representing Merula in its own genus, in the same way as Orpheus meruloides, to all 

appearance, typifies the Red-tailed Rock Thrushes (Petrocincla, Vig.), a group 

which we are disposed to consider as the Rasorial type of the family: again, we 

find this type represented, in the genus Orpheus, by the African White-crowned 

Thrushes with red tails; and all these are indisputable types of the Redstart 

* Synopsis of the Birds of Mexico. Phil. Mag., June, 1827, No. 32, p. 368. 
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Warblers (Phenicura, Sw.) Nothing can be more beautiful or wonderful than 

the manner in which Nature preserves her relations, amid the most astonishing 
variety, and the most extraordinary combinations.—S. 

(41.] 3. ORPHEUS FELIVOX. (Swainson.) The Cat-bird. 

GENvs, Orpheus? Swainson. (Zool. Journ, iii., 167.) 

Muscicapa Carolinensis. L1nwn., i., 328, No. 18. 

Cat Fly-catcher.. PENN. <Arct. Zool., ii., p. 388, No. 272. 

Muscicapa Carolinensis. Laru. Jnd., ii. p. 483, sp. 64. 

Turdus felivox. Vir1LLoT. Ois. del’ Am., ii., pl. 67, p. 10. 

Cat-bird (Turdus lividus). Wuson, ii., p. 91, pl. 14, f. 3. 

Turdus felivox. Bownap. Syn., p. 75, No. 95. 

The Cat-bird, so named from the strong resemblance which its voice bears to 
the plaintive mewing ofa kitten, is common throughout the United States in sum- 
mer, but does not appear to wander very far north. We did not observe it higher 

than the fifty-fourth parallel of latitude ; and, as it is a very familiar bird, it is not 

probable that more than stray individuals could have visited the districts through 

which we travelled, without having attracted our notice. It winters on the con- 

fines of the Gulf of Mexico, arrives in Georgia towards the end of February, in the 

second week of April reaches Pennsylvania, and in the beginning of May it is 
seen in New England. It does not reach the banks of the Saskatchewan until 

the end of May, later than most of the other summer visitors. Wilson informs 

us, on the authority of the first settlers in the Genesee country, that the Cat-bird, 

in its migrations, keeps pace with the progress of agriculture, and that they had 

been several years in their new settlements before he made his appearance 

amongst them. The want of cultivation may probably be the barrier to his 

migrations northwards, and not the severity of the season ; for the summer in the 

fur-countries is fine and warm. ‘The country is more open about Carlton House, 
and cultivation is carried to a greater extent there than in any other part north of 

Lake Superior which we visited, and there only did we see the Cat-bird. We 
should expect to find it, however, in still greater numbers at the colony of 
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Osnaboyna, on the Red River, where the ground is now cultivated by several hun- 

dred settlers ; and it would be highly interesting were any resident there to note 

the arrival of birds known to have a predilection for the vicinity of man, and pre- 

viously strangers in that quarter. 

The Cat-bird builds its nest in a bush or low thicket, forming the outside with 

small twigs, grass, and dry leaves, and lining it with black fibrous roots. The 

eggs are a little more than an inch long, and have a peculiar deep tint, intermediate 

between bluish-green and verdigris-green. In Pennsylvania two or three broods 
are raised in a season. Wilson, with his usual felicity, has drawn a vivid picture 

of the anxiety which this bird displays for the safety of its young. Its distress, 

when it supposes them to be in danger, is evinced by the most expressive gestures 

and loud cries. The same author tells us, that the male is one of the earliest 

of the Pennsylvanian songsters, beginning generally before the break of day, and 

hovering from bush to bush with great sprightliness, when there is scarcely light 

to distinguish him. His notes are more remarkable for singularity than for 

melody, and consist of short imitations of other birds and other sounds; but, his 

pipe being deficient in clearness and strength of tone, his imitations fail where 

these are requisite. He feeds principally on fruits.—R. 

We place this species in the present genus, under the belief that it is an aber- 

rant example ; but its precise relations still require much study. We are ata 

loss to know why it should have the curious distinctions of bright rufous under 

tail coverts, an unspotted plumage, and a black head. It may, however, be 

remarked, that as the genus Orpheus, beyond all question, is one of the pre- 

eminent types of the whole family, so it is natural to expect it would contain repre- 

sentations of every other division or sub-family, even in the narrow confines of its 

own generic circle. That this suspicion has some foundation, we may observe, 

that our Orpheus longirostris typifies one of the sub-families ; and we suspect that 

O. felivox represents the Brachypodine ; for it is only in that group we find birds 

which are particularly marked by the bright colours of their under tail coverts. 

Many of these species, like the Cat-bird, throw themselves into the most violent 

and unusual agitations; their plumage, also, is never spotted. We have, 

moreover, in our Museum, a Brachypus, from Sumatra, apparently undescribed, 

which, with the exception of the rufous feathers, is clothed in the same coloured 

plumage as O. felivox, the whole bird being slate-grey, with the crown and tail 

black.—Sw. 

2c 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed at Carlton House, in July 1827. 

Cotour of the whole upper plumage blackish-grey, except the head and tail, which 

are pitch-black, and the inner webs of the quill feathers, which are blackish-brown. The 

cheeks, and the whole under surface of the body, with the wing linings, are deep bluish-grey; 

the under tail coverts brownish-red. ‘The insides of the quill feathers are clove-brown, 

and the tail beneath is blackish-brown. The bill pitch-black, and the legs very dark 

umber-brown. 

Form.—JBill compressed towards the point, with a rather acute ridge; cutting mar- 

gin of the lower mandible slightly curved towards the point, and minutely notched on 

each side of its tip; there are some strong hairs at the angle of the mouth. The wings are 

short and round, being more than two inches shorter than the tail; the fifth quill feather is 

the longest; the fourth nearly equals it; the third and sixth are rather more than a line 

shorter; the seventh is a quarter of an inch shorter than the sixth ; and the succeeding ones 

become gradually shorter, the tenth being nearly an inch shorter than the fifth; the second 

is equal to the eighth; and the first (or spurious feather) is scarcely half the length of the 

second, and more than an inch and a half shorter than the fifth. The outer webs, from the 

third to the sixth inclusive, are sinuated; the two last very obliquely. The tail is much 

rounded, the exterior feathers being ten lines shorter than the middle ones. The plumage of 

the body and head has the barbs very much detached. 

The male differs very little from the female in the colours of its plumage ; but in the young 

the red tint of the under tail coverts is scarcely discernible. 

DIMENSIONS. 

Inches. _ Lines. Inches. Lines. 
Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the tarsi 1 1 

the tail . é 9 2 5, of the middle toe 0 10 
> Of thetail . 4 0 >, Of its claw 0 34 

5, of the folded wing : 3 4 >, Of the hind toe 0 43 
> of the bill along its ridge 0 » Of the hind claw 0 4 

» of the bill from the angle of the mouth 0 Pa 
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FURTHER REMARKS ON THE ANALOGIES OF THE MERULID. 

So many important and interesting considerations crowded upon our attention 

while investigating the natural affinities of this family, that, in our desire not to 

be diffuse, we have unintentionally omitted one of the most curious set of analogies 

belonging to the Merulidw, and therefore too important to be passed over in 
silence. All systematists who have mentioned the Brachypus (Chloropsis) * 

Malabaricus, (Jardine and Selby,) or the Verdin icterocéphale of M. Temminck, 

describe it as having a filamentous tongue, and as sucking the nectar of flowers. 

This consideration, no doubt, influenced the intelligent authors of the I/ustrations 

of Ornithology to refer this very beautiful group (which they have the undoubted 

merit of first characterising) to the Meliphagide. 

Now even supposing that the Chloropsides (the true representatives of the Pitta, 

among the Meruwlide,) are really nectarivorous, it by no means follows that their 

actual affinities lie among the Meliphagide ; since groups which represent any 

given order or tribe in their own circle, invariably present us with some one or 

more characters indicative of such analogies; in many instances, indeed, these 

analogies are so strong, that the best zoologists have been deceived into the belief 
that they were real affinities. Nothing, perhaps, will illustrate this peculiarity 

better than a comparison of the Merulide with the tribe of Tenuirostres. 

Sub-families of Families of 

MERULID. ANALOGIES. TENUIROSTRES. ¢ 

The most typical in their respective circles: ] Trocuttipe. 

wings, in the one (typically), strong and 

Myotherine. pointed, in the other feeble and rounded. 

Meruline. 

CINNYRIDZ, 

Feet short, strong; hind toe much lengthened ; 
Brachypodina | wine anditailounted: MELiIPHacIp&. 

* This is another striking instance of the defective information on systematic ornithology under which the authors 
of the Planches Coloriées appear to labour. In a recent number of their work we find this group given as new to 

science ; whereas it had been named and characterised “‘ at least four years before.”—See Jardine and Selby’s I/lustra- 

tions of Ornithology, parts i. and vi. 

+ In merely intimating our idea, upon a former occasion (Zool. Journ., i., 479), on the circular affinities of this tribe, 
we looked to the Nectarinide of Illiger as the subtypical group. Analysis has fully confirmed this view ; but as the 
typical genus is Cinnyris, we now apply that name to the whole. There will be no danger of confounding the Cinny- 
vide of Mr. Vigors with ours: the contents of the two groups are almost totally different. 

2C 2 
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Bill stronger ; frontal feathers soft and generally 

velvet-like ; rictus smooth; feet short, robust ; 
Ole: P : 

Cia ne | hind toe and tarsus of nearly equal length ; ean 

tail short : frugivorous. 

Bill greatly compressed, hard, both mandibles 

Crateropodine. generally curved; tail lengthened, broad, } Promeropip#. 

graduated. 

The results of this comparison will explain many facts of the highest import- 

ance ; since, if the analogies are trwe, we shall have no further doubts entertained 

about the situation of the Paradise-birds,—merely because our previous views on 

their true affinities * did not coincide with an arrangement founded, as we are 

told, upon facts. But let us look to these facts more closely. No two groups, 

in the whole circle of Insessores, can be much more unlike than these; we are 

only surprised, therefore, that their typical divisions possess any one character in 

common. The true Thrushes (Merula) agree, however, with the Humming-birds 

in taking both animal and vegetable food: we have repeatedly taken from the 

stomach of the latter, small dipterous insects, captured by these little birds in the 

flowers whose juices they also suck. The wings of both groups correspond in 

being long and pointed; whereas those of Cimmyris and Pilta are much shorter 

and considerably rounded: this analogy is even apparent in the disposition of 

their colours. The beautiful Pitta cyanura, Vieil., for instance, finds its repre- 

sentative in the Cinnyris Senegalensts. Both are lineated on all their under parts 

with narrow lines of brilliant violet. But these analogies, after all, are very faint, 

and are merely touched upon to shew that the typical groups (generally more 

distant from each other than are the aberrant) do not absolutely disagree. 

On proceeding to the next point of comparison,—that between the Brachypo- 

ding and the Meliphagidw,—the value of this table begins to be apparent, since 

we immediately perceive the true relation between Chloropsis and the Australian 

Honey-suckers to be one of analogy, and not of affinity. Yet setting aside this 

table, and merely looking to the immediate affinities of Chloropsis in its own circle, 

we see that the Honey-suckers could not be introduced among the Brachypodine 

without the greatest possible violation of nature; while, on the other hand, 

Chloropsis would appear equally excluded from the Meliphagide, whose circular 

* See Zool. Journ.,i., p. 4793; and Linn. Trans., vol. xiv., p. 465, note. 
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succession of types has been represented as complete*: what degree of confidence 

may be attached to this latter arrangement we shall not now stop to inquire. 
That the Paradise-birds represent the Orioles might be inferred from the fact, 

that Linnzeus and many other writers have actually placed the Paradise Oriole in 

the genus Paradisea, under the name of Paradisea aurea. But we have much 

better evidence for this analogy. M. Lesson, one of the most enterprising 

voyagers and the most zealous naturalists of France, has the enviable honour of 

being the only scientific ornithologist who has contemplated these magnificent 

birds in a state of nature. His testimony, uninfluenced by theory, is consequently 
of the first importance. He distinctly informs us, in his valuable little Manuel 

d Ornithologie, i., p. 887, that the true Paradise-birds derive their chief, if not 

their only subsistence from soft fruits ¢ ; thus preserving their direct analogy not 

only to the Oriolinw, but to the Ampelidw, the Musophagide, the Ceblepyrine, 

the Icterine, and other analogical types of the Tenuwirostres. 

Let us now look to the Crateropodinw with reference to the Promeropide. 

In both these groups the bill is peculiarly hard, slender, and unusually com- 

pressed ; both have tails longer, softer, and more cuneated than any other birds 

in their respective circles; and both appear to frequent humid and watery situa- 
tions{. So perfect, in short, is this analogy, that our friend Sir W. Jardine, Bart., 

is in possession of an African bird, belonging to the Crateropodine, which might 

be very easily taken for a Promerops ; and it is still a matter of doubt to which of 

these groups the rare Upupa Capensis, Pl. Kal. 697, (a bird we have not yet seen) 
may truly belong. 

* « The group we have selected as representing the Meliphaga of Lewin and authors is the only assemblage of these 

birds of which we can speak with any satisfaction to ourselves. They exhibit five prominent modifications of form, 

according to the variation chiefly of the characters of the bill and tail.’—The Meliphaga fulvifrons “ is placed at that 

extreme of the section which joins the first subdivision, and completes the circular succession of the whole group.’— 
Linn. Trans., vol. xv., pp. 313, 318. 

+ “Il aime a se tenir sur les arbres de teck,—et dont le. petit fruit forme sa nourriture. Il ne se perche communément 

que sur le sommet des plus grande arbres. Lorsqu’il en descend, c’est pour manger les fruits de quelques arbres 

moyens.”’ ‘* Pour chasser les Oiseaux de Paradis, les voyageurs doivent se rappeler qu'il est nécessaire de partir dés 
le matin du navire, d’arriver au pied del’arbre de teck, ou du figuier, que ces oiseaux recherchent a cause de leur 

fruit.” p.390. ‘+ Le Paradisier petit émeraude,” continues M. Lesson, “‘ mange sans doute de plusieurs substances 

dans son état de liberté:’’ but what these may be, besides fruits, he does not appear to have discovered, since he only 

vouches, in short, for that particular fact which we are now applying. ‘‘ Je puis affirmer,’ continues M. Lesson, 
“ qwil vit de grains de teck, et Pun fruit nommé anuhou, de saveur fade et mucilagineuse, de la grosseur d'une petite 

Sigue & Europe, et qui appartient a un arbre du genre Ficus.”—Manuel d’ Orn., p. 390. 
As the Tenuirostres will not again be mentioned, we take this opportunity of correcting our views on the situation 

of the magnificent Ptiloris Paradiseus, Sw., suspected by us to be an aberrant form of the Meliphagide: it more 

properly represents the Scansorial type of the Paradiseade.—Sw. 

t See Burchell’s Travels, i., p.326; ii., p. 346. 
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The real affinities, therefore, of Chloropsis thus appear to lie with the Brachy- 

podine ; and should these birds really possess a suctorial tongue, the analogy 

is only rendered more beautiful. That this kind of tongue also should disappear 

in the Paradiseade, the most aberrant group of the Tenwirostres, is what we should 

naturally expect, as in perfect unison with those principles of variation observed 
throughout every group in Ornithology. 

We must now glance at these two important, but very unequal divisions, under 

other points of view. First, their resemblance illustrates the following idea, ex- 

pressed by Mr. Mac Leay :—‘‘ We are struck with the analogy which opposite 

points of the same circle bear to one another,—an analogy sometimes so strong, 

that it has been mistaken for a relation of affinity ; and indeed I am still unable to 

state whether this be not the fact, and that the opposite points of the curve, if I 

may so express myself, do not meet each other.”—“ It will be sufficient to state, 

however, that as this peculiarity of natural distribution was detected by analysis, 

and the use to be made of it was visible among the Petalocera ; so the discovery of 

it served to prevent my falling into several mistakes, which I could not otherwise 

have avoided, in deciding between relations of analogy and affinity as they exist 

in the more general groups.”—Hore Eniom., p. 319. In this passage we trace 

an indistinct perception of other properties of natural groups than those which 

this talented writer had discovered and explained. 

Now this strong resemblance between opposite points of a circle is universal, 

but of two very different natures. In the present case it is clearly analogical, for 

not only are the two groups vastly unequal, but the Dentirostres (which includes 

the Brachypodine) is a typical tribe, while that of the Tenwirostres is the most 
aberrant. But if we take the opposite points of the order Insessores, on the other 
sides of the curve, we have the Fisstrostres and the Scansores; and this resem- 

blance we consider as one of absolute affinity: both these tribes, in fact, are 

aberrant, and of equal rank, and both, in our opinion, by being actually united, 

divide the Insessores into three great primary circles. 
Lastly, a few words may be added on the analogies of the Brachypodine and 

the Crateropodine, which, as we have already shewn, appear to be twofold. 

Viewing the aberrant groups of the Merulide and of the Tenuwirostres, with refer- 

ence to the aberrant tribes of the Insessores, we find they represent each other in 

this manner 
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MERULID&. TENUIROSTRES. INSESSORES. 

Brachypodine....... MELIPHAGIDE....... SCANSORES. 

Orioline se. * “iy eee te AAR ADISEAD ZS §) aban panoge: TENUIROSTRES. 

Crateropodine ...... PRoMEROPIDE ....... FISSIROSTRES. 

The largest birds in creation, as the Ostrich and the Cassowary, belong to the 

Rasores, which order, among the perching tribes, is represented by the Scansores : 

yet, if the situation of the Struthionda, as it has been stated, is aberrant in its 

own order, it will then be that particular family which is analogous to the Fisst- 

rostres*. Hence we may account for the Crateropodine and the Promeropide 

being the largest birds of their respective groups, since both in like manner 

represent the Fisstrostres. Now this is almost placed beyond doubt; for the 

Promeropide pass into the Fissirostres; while the Meliphagide, being at the 

opposite curve of the Tenuirostral circle, should consequently represent the 
Scansores. This they accordingly do, by the great length of their hind toe, and 

by actually passing into that tribe. Even this, EN, will not destroy the 

obvious analogy which the Crateropodine also bear to the Rasores, and conse- 

quently to the Scansores: but this double resemblance will rather convince us 

that the doctrine of analogy, as yet, has been most imperfectly developed. 

* The Hornbills among the Conirostres, the Toucans in the tribe of Scansores, and the Saxicoline or Stone-chats 

in the family of Sylviade, comprehend in like manner the largest birds in their respective circles: and all these groups 

are analogous to the Fissirostres. This very remarkable property in natural arrangement is not, however, universal. 
The greatest birds in the tribe of Dentirostres are found among the Ampelide, which family represents the Tenui- 

rostres. So also in the family of Laniade, where Ceblepyrine, having the same relation, exceed in size all other 
Shrikes.— Sw. 
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SYLVIADA. 

The preceding digressions on the natural arrangement of those two important 
families, the Lamade and the Merulide, have occupied so much space, that our 

observations on the remaining groups of the Insessores must be restricted to 

results, leaving the facts upon which they repose to be stated on some future occa- 

sion. In treating of the Sylviadw, we more particularly regret this necessity for 

abridgment. No group in the whole circle of Ornithology, as confessed by all 

writers, is in such a chaotic state of confusion ; yet no group throughout nature 

that has yet been analyzed, offers a more perfect demonstration of the trinary sys- 

tem of distribution than his. This subject, as assuming such an important aspect, 

will be more fully discussed in another work*, now nearly ready for the press. 

The Sylviadw, or Warblers, may be also termed Amputatine Fiycatcuers ; 

since, when viewed collectively, they are only separated from the Muscicapine by 

a different mode of feeding, indicated by the superior length and structure of their 

feet: these members, in the Sylviade, are adapted for constant locomotion, either 

among branches, or upon the ground ; whereas, in the true Flycatchers, the feet 

are short, small, and feeble, corresponding to the sedentary habits of those birds. 

Comparing the Warblers, on the other hand, with the Thrushes, we see that the 

best distinction between the two groups lies in the very character which assimilates 

the Sylviade to the Flycatchers, namely, the basal depression of the bill. We 

allude, of course, to typical examples; since all these distinctions are softened 

down, in proportion as the three groups approximate. 

A careful analysis of this family will show it is composed of three primary 

circles, each returning into itself. One of these embraces the three aberrant sub- 

families, the two others constituting the typical and the sub-typical sub-fami- 

lies, as follows :— 

SYLVIADA. 

1. f Bill very slender, suddenly compressed be- Coren 

Typical group. \ — yond the base ; stature very small. 

2. Bill stronger, gradually compressed beyond pete 

Sub-typical group. the base ; stature more robust. ‘ 

Feet more especially adapted for one parti- ) SaxicoLina. 

Aberrant group. cular purpose, either for walking, run- ¢ Moracitiina. 

ning, or climbing. PaRIANa&, 

* An Encyclopedia of Zoology, one thick octavo volume, with numerous wood-cuts. 
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In offering the foregoing characters as distinctions of the three primary divisions, 

the ornithologist will bear in mind the difficulty of defining differences between 

groups so closely united by imperceptible gradations in their aberrant forms. It 

may, however, be observed, that the true Sy/viad@ are the most perfectly organized, 

since they not only search for their food, like the Nightingales (Philomeline ), 

among boughs and trees,—catch insects upon the wing, like Flycatchers, but 

are frequently seen on the ground, upon which they move with perfect facility *. 

From the subtypical group the fly-catching habits seem to be withheld; and, on 

proceeding to the aberrant group, we find a still further diminution in the powers 
of locomotion ; they are less varied, but more concentrated. The Sazicoline 

walk, but do not explore trees, or habitually catch insects on the wing from a 

fixed station. The Motacillinw rarely perch, and never climb, yet they run with 

amazing celerity. The Parianw, again, are excluded from the ground, and from 

capturing winged insects, yet they excel all others of their family in climbing 

among branches. The genus Sylvicola, Sw., standing intermediate between the 

true Titmice and the typical Sylviane, present us, of course, with a union of both 
habits. All these modes of progression are distinctly indicated by a corresponding 

variation in the structure of the feet. 

We shall shortly notice the principal forms which enter into these groups. 

The first, or typical circle, is marked by the following genera:—Sylvia, L. ; 

Malurus, Vieil.; Prinea, Horsf.; Hyliota, Sw.; and Culicivora, Sw. The 

second, or sub-typical, is indicated by Synallaxis? Vieil.; Curruca, Bech. ; 

Philomela, Antiq. ; Phenicura, Sw.; and Thamnobia, Sw.; but the affinities of 

this latter group are by no means certain. In regard to the third, or aberrant 

division, the ornithologist will immediately perceive the union of the Sazicoline 

with the Pariane, by looking to the following birds, having before him our well- 

known Robin, as one of the first links in the chain :—Petroica multicolor, Sw. + 
P. Latham, Sw.{ Setophaga (Erythrosoma) picta§, Sw. S. (E.) miniata, 
Sw. ||, and Setophaga ruticilla, Sw. 

From the three primary divisions thus indicated, we proceed to the sub- 
families, in which we have a perfect representation of the five principal groups 
of the Merulide. We shall, however, get a more accurate notion of the whole 
family, by comparing it with the tribes of the Insessores. 

*« This fact, in reference to the Sylvia hippolais, we have had frequent opportunities of observing in our own 
garden, where the species is very common.—Sw. 
+ Zoological Illustrations, second series, pl. 36. t Muscicapa Lathami, Vig., Lin. Trans., vol. xv., p. 205. 
§ Zool. Ill., second series, pl. 2. || Synop. of Mexican Birds, No. 18. 

2D 
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Tribes of Sub-families of 
INSESSORES. Analogies. SYLVIADA. Typical Genera. 

Bill much compressed; feet adapted both 

CoNnIROSTRES . for walking and perching; wings ¢ Sylviane. Sylvia. 
lengthened. 

Bill stronger, notch more distant; wings 

DENTIROSTRES . more rounded; claws larger, very ¢ Philomeline. Philomela. 
acute. 

Fisstrostres . Bill depressed, bristled at the base. Sazicoline. Saxicola. 

Tenurrostres. Bill very slender; rictus smooth. Motacilline. Motacilla. 

Bill entire, or nearly so; hind toe 
SCANSORES Pariane. Parus. 

lengthened. 

On duly investigating this table, the ornithologist will detect many relations 
of peculiar interest, which we cannot at present dwell upon. The two first, 

indeed, are so faint, in comparison with the three last, that we do not feel per- 

fectly sure whether—having now traversed over one half of the Dentirostral 

circle,—the analogies of the typical groups are not reversed; in other words, 

whether the Philomeline do not represent the Conirostres through the medium of 

the Meruline ; and the Sylviane the Dentirostres through the medium of the 

Myctherine ; but this will not in the least affect the progression of the affinities 
as here exhibited. 

It will be sufficient, for our present purpose, to intimate the probable situation 

of such species as are subsequently described. It is singular that in the sub- 
family of 

SAXICOLINA, 

only one form has hitherto been discovered in the whole extent of America ; this 

is typically represented by the well-known “‘ Blue bird” of Wilson, the Stalia 

Wilsonit of our Mexican Synopsis. Another species, our Sialia Mexicana*, is 

found on the table land of Mexico; and a third, still more distinct, was first dis- 

covered in these expeditions. ‘The intimate connexion between this group and 

our European Robin, must be so evident to all who have perused the pages of 
Wilson, that we are justified in viewing it as a sub-genus, or the American type 

of Erythaca, Sw.; the Australian form is given in Petroica, Sw.; the African 

* Stata Mexicana, Sw.—Size of S. arctica; upper plumage bright purple-blue, chin and throat the same ; across 
the breast a rufous band, which colour is continued on the sides and flanks ; middle of the body, vent, and under tail 

covers light-blue, inclining to white. Total length 63, wings 43, tarsi 3, tail 3inches. Inhabits Mexico. In Mr. 

Taylor’s collection. 
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is probably the Muscicapa stellata, Vieil.; and the Muscicapa longipes of M. 
Lesson, seems to be the Oceanic form. The genus, thus indicated, stands aber- 

rant in its own sub-family, and appears to be the Fisstrostral type of the Sazico- 

line. But as the sub-genera require much more study than we have yet had the 

means of bestowing upon them, we rather wish the above series to be looked on 

as questionable, or at least as unsupported by analogical demonstration. 

Of the next aberrant division, comprising the 

MOTACILLINA, 

or Wagtails, America is equally destitute ; while the group itself is so deficient in 

species, that its internal affinities are very obscure. The situation of Anthus, 

indeed, is perfectly evident ; it is the Tenuirostral type, and leads immediately to 

Alauda ; but that of Setwrus is particularly perplexing: it may, in fact, be ques- 

tioned, whether its precise situation is not on the confines of the nevt, rather than 

of this sub-family. Be this as it may, the affinity of the two divisions is rendered 

unquestionable, by comparing the short-clawed Anthi with Seiurus aquaticus, and 

Seiurus aurocapillus with Accentor. ‘The fissirostral type of the Motacidline, 

hitherto undiscovered, will clear up much of this uncertainty. 

The next and last aberrant division, comprising the 

PARIAN A, 

is one of most peculiar interest, not only to the American ornithologist, as con- 

taining nearly all the beautiful little warblers of that continent, but to the more 

philosophic investigator of the natural system. This division, in fact, is the most 

numerous, and consequently the most varied of the whole family; it accordingly 

offers the best field for the investigation of those principles of natural arrangement 

upon which our peculiar views are founded. Its internal arrangement may be 
thus stated :— 

; ‘ Genera. Analogies. 

f | Bill short, strong, conic, entire .  Parus. CoNIROSTRES. 
Typical group. 

a Bill more lengthened, and slender, 

SER ical ron sub-conic, entire, or obsoletely ¢ Sylvicola. DenrirostrEs. 

IP Lh notched. 

re Feet more especially adapted either Setophaga. FissrrostREs. 

Aberrant group. for perching, walking, or climbing ; ¢ Trichas. TENUIROSTRES. 

bill various. Accentor. SCANSORES. 

2D2 
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Here again we have the aberrant groups united by such birds as Setophaga 
rubra, Sw.”, where the form of the bill is completely that of an Accentor, joined 
to the remarkable and otherwise inexplicable character of a strongly-bristled 
rictus. . The analogies of the whole group are highly interesting, both in references ~~ 
to the external anatomy, and to the habits and economy of the living birds. 

Contracting the sphere of our inquiries, we shall select, for further analysis, ~ 
the genus 

SYLVICOLA, Sw., 

as a group which more particularly regards the Warblers of North America.” 
Here again we find three divisions, typically distinguished by the following pecu- 
liarities :—- 

Sub-genera. 
1. 

: Bill entire, acute, pointed, sub-conic : Vermivora, Sw. 
Typical group. 

2. 
ids iar NN Bill obsoletely notched, slightly bent —. Sylvicola, Sw. 

; Dumecola, Sw. 
3. Hind toe much stronger, and more length- 

Aberrant group ened; bill various Zosenops Seas 
‘ : Mniotilta, Vieil. 

The paucity of species in the two extreme aberrant types, viz., Dumecola and 

Mniotilta, prevents us, at present, from knowing in what way they may be united. 

We shall therefore state the affinities and analogies of the whole group more in 
detail. The typical distinctions of the entire genus 

SYLVICOLA 

consists in the bill being lengthened-conic, either entire, or slightly notched re- 

motely from the tip of the upper mandible, which is scarcely deflexed; wings 

pointed, the first quill nearly as long as the second. 

The circular union of these groups must be explained more fully in another 

place ; for the present it is sufficient to state, that Wilson, more than twenty years 

ago, clearly pointed out in what manner the worm-eating Warblers (Vermivora) 

differed from the true Sylvicole, with which, nevertheless, all subsequent writers 

have continued to blend them. As yet we have actually seen but one species of 

Dumecola, although we strongly suspect the Musicapa diops, Pl. Col. 144, f. 1, is 

* Synop. of Mexican Birds, No. 19. 

+ These birds have recently, indeed, been erroneously placed with the sub-genus Dacnis, belonging to the Cinny- 

ride. This resemblance between the two groups is certainly strong, but it is only analogical—Sw. 
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another, connecting this form with Zosterops. The affinity of these white-ringed 

Warblers to the Sylvicole, we pointed out in characterizing the latter group*. 

Finally, the Mniotilta pinus, Sw., or Pine Warbler of Wilson, so completely re- 

sembles the Vermivora solitaria, Sw., that several authors have actually mistaken 

the one species for the other f. 

Let us now look to the analogies of this singular group. 

Conrrostres . Bill lengthened, conic, entire; rictus nearly smooth . . Vermivora. 

DentirostEs . Bill notched, somewhat remotely from the tip; rictus bristled . Sylvicola. 

Fissirostres . Bill depressed; feet weak . ; 4 : . Dumecola. 

Tenurrostres . Bill subulate towards the end ; rictus smooth ‘ . Zosterops. 

Scansores . . Feet scansorial ; hind toe and claw much lengthened . . Mniotilta. 

In these five types of form, being the first assemblages of species—in other 
words, the lowest denomination of groups in nature,—we have a typical repre- 

sentation of every division in the whole class of AVES. It was no doubt the very 

conic and sharp-pointed bills of the Vermivore which induced M. Cuvier to think 

they connected the Warblers with the Conirostres, by means of Icterus. The 

remote notch and the bristled rictus are both characters common to a Shrike and a 

Sylvicola ; and that the type of this form should have been ranked by Linnzeus as 

a Parus, is immediately understood by that genus representing Sylvicola in its own 

circle. Dumecola ruficauda, Sw., would pass for a Flycatcher, if its feet and 

wings were not examined. ‘The analogy between Zosterops and the Tenuirostres 

is so perfect and beautiful, as to have deceived such accurate observers as MM. 

Cuvier, Vieillot, Temminck, and Lesson. The Dicewm choronotos, or Grimpereau 

de FIle de Bourbon, Pl. Enl. 681, 2, of these eminent naturalists, is, in fact, a true 

Zosterops, and probably the type of the group. Sylvia Javanica is a second, and 

several others have been also placed in the genus Dicewm. In characterizing the 

sub-genus Oxyglossus (not being aware it had previously received the name of 

Mniotilta), we ourselves fell into the error of referring it to the scansorial creepers. 

In this we were principally influenced by the example of M. Cuvier, who ranks 

the Mniotilta varia as a Nectarima. ‘These relations, however, as well as every 

other cited, while they establish the correctness of the above table of representa- 

tives in the fullest manner, are nothing more than so many instances of analogy. 

* Zool. Journ., iii., p. 169. + See Bonaparte’s Observ. on Wilson's Nomenclature ; article Sylvia solitaria. 
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We have already, while discussing the relations of the Thamnophiline with the 

Myotherine, adverted to that singular property, belonging to typical groups in 

contiguous circles, of uniting by collateral affinity, without destroying those 

circular affinities by which their own respective circles are described. We have 

had proofs of this change of analogies into affinities in the families of Laniade and 

Merulide ; and we see it, if possible, more strongly exemplified in the group now 

under consideration. The genus Sylvicola describes its own circle by the types 

here enumerated, without the intervention of Setophaga, which is the next group, 

and of equal rank. Yet the typical Sylvicole are so beautifully connected to the 

typical Setophage, without the intervention of the aberrant forms in either group, 

that it is impossible to imagine a single deficiency in the links which connect them. 

We call the attention of ornithologists to this most remarkable fact, which may be 

gathered from the invaluable pages of Wilson, detailing their manners, and by a 

minute examination of the birds which we shall subsequently notice. The genus 

SETOPHAGA, Sw., 

as being almost exclusively a North American group, may be here slightly men- 

tioned. As this is the Fissirostral type of the Partane, we can feel no surprise at 

its having been blended with the genuine Fly-catchers, from which it can only be 

distinguished by the different structure of its wings and feet: it is represented, 

among’ the genuine Muscicapine, by the sub-genus Rhipidura, H. and V. The 

species yet discovered are not many, and these differ in so remarkable a manner, 

that the principle of their variation can never be explained or rightly understood, 

without reference to the numerous affinities which this group is evidently intended 

to reconcile. On one side it is to connect Sylvicola with Trichas, on another it 

is to unite the Pariane with the Sylviane, and ona third it passes into Petroica ; 

and thus effects the union of the Partane and the Sazicoline. It should likewise 

contain species which would shew an approximation to Accentor, and thus indicate 

the union of the three aberrant genera of its own sub-family. Now all these 

complicated relations may be traced in the species we already know; and yet 

there is one form,—the aberrant type leading to the sub-genus Dumicola,—which 
is yet undiscovered ; and this, theoretically, might be supposed to be the very 

one which was most essential to establish the affinity of the two genera. 

We must pass over the three remaining groups of this sub-family, namely, 

Trichas, Accentor, and Parus, and close our remarks with a few cursory observa- 

tions on the 
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SYLVIANA, 

or typical sub-family, whose circular affinities are explained by the following 
2 enera:— 

Genera. 

1. Bill compressed, rather lengthened and straight, : 
‘ Sylvia, Auct. 

Typical group. notched ; legs moderate. 
x 

2. 
ry 

Sub-ty pical hts Bill shorter, more curved, nearly entire; legs long. Malurus. Vieil.* 

Prinea, Horsf. 

Bill variously shaped ; hind toe stronger. Hyliota? Sw. 

Culicivora, Sw. 

o 

Aberrant group. 

The passage from Setophaga to the typical Gold-crested Warblers is marked 
by the genus Culicivora, where one half of the bill is depressed, and the other 

compressed; a singular union of the characters respectively belonging to each. 

We were long in doubt as to the mode in which the aberrant circle was closed, 

until our friend Dr. Horsfield very recently communicated to us a new species of 

Prinea from India, having the depressed Fly-catcher-like bill of the American 

Culicwvor@, with the.rictus strongly bristled! On the situation of these two 

genera, indeed, there can be no doubt,—the one representing the Scansores, the 

other the Fissirostres; but of Hyliota we know only two species; and until 

the circular affinities of the genera immediately conterminous have been made out, 

we look on this point of the series as by no means perfect. 
The only material point which will detain us, as connected with the affinities of 

this division, regards the genus Troglodytes. Modern naturalists generally con- 

sider these as Scansorial birds: not, indeed, from a partial consideration of the 

solitary example found in Europe, but from looking to the general affinities and 

habits of the whole group. The correctness of this opinion has more recently 

been denied, upon the ground that the tongue of the Carolina Wren is like that of 

a Certhia ; while the tongue of the winter Wren places it with the Sylviade. 

Now, admitting this to be true; admitting also that the Kuropean Troglodytes 

does not use its tongue to seize its insect food, what does the whole amount to ? 

* The beautiful development of tail, seen in this group, might lead us to suspect it to be the Rasorial type of the 
Sylviane ; and as its contents have not yet been analyzed, there may still be room for doubt. On the other hand, it 
must be premised, that the genera, thus arranged, accurately represent the sub-families of the Merulide,—a fact 

which may be gathered by comparing this table with those at page 152. We can form no well-grounded opinion on 

the precise station of the beautiful little Emu bird of Australia: its situation, either with Malurus or Prinea, depends 

entirely on the analysis of these two groups.—Sw. 
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—an affinity or an analogy? Simply, as we conceive, the latter. The analogy 

between Sylvia and Troglodytes, indeed, is very strong, but not more so than that 

between Chloropsis and Meliphaga, already illustrated. We see no reason, there- 

fore, to believe that part of the Wrens belong to the Scansores and part to the 

Sylviade ; still less for supposing that the two groups, by these birds, are brought 

together, and consequently meet *. The most unanswerable proof, however, which 

can be brought forward against this idea (resting, indeed, upon partial reasoning 

only), is derived from comparing the analogies of the following groups :— 

Families of Genera of 

SCANSORES. ANALOGIES. SYLVIANE. 

Picto# . . . . Typical in their respective circles; tail feathers pointed . . Sylvia. 

Pstrracip# . . Bill shorter, curved from the base . ; : . Malurus. 

Rameuastip# . Representing the Fissirostres in their respective circles .  . Culicivora. 

Cucutipz.. . . Wings long, pointed : : ‘ : . Myliota? 

CertHiapE& © . Hind toe lengthened ; bill compressed, entire; rictus smooth . Prinea. 

Troglodytes (as forming a part of the Certhiada@) is thus represented by Prinea 

and Orthotomus, Horsf. ; and this analogy at once accounts for these three forms 

having been supposed to enter among the Scansorial creepers. In drawing up 

this table, we again see the groups in the Sylviade@ partially transposed, since 

Sylvia, and not Malurus, unites to Culicivora: yet we cannot discover that this 

originates in any defect in this view of their real affinities. On comparing 

this group, however, with the Merulidw, we find that Prinea obviously repre- 

sents the Crateropodine, and Culicivora the Brachypodine, both of which, as we 

have already seen, possess double analogies to the Insessorial orders of Scansores 

and Fisstrostres. 

On the last sub-family of the 

PHILOMELIN A, 

typically represented by the true Nightingale, we must not dwell, since there 

does not appear to be one species found in Northern America. 

* *¢ We may observe these two groups to be placed in opposite stations in the general circle of affinity, and may add 
this instance to many others, where groups similarly circumstanced are found to meet.” —Linn, Trans., xiv., p. 441. 
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[44.] 1. Eryruaca (Sravia) arctica. (Swainson.) The Arctic Blue-bird. 

Genus, Erythaca. Swub-genus, Sialia, Swanson. 

Cu. Sp. Eryraaca (Stata) arcrica, cyanea, subtus azurea, crisso versus albescens. 

Sp.Cu. Tue Arctic BLuE-BrirD, ultramarine-blue above, greenish-blue beneath, whitish on the posterior part of 

the belly and under tail coverts. 

PLATE XXXIX. 

The only specimen that we procured of this beautiful bird was shot at Fort 
Franklin, in July, 1825. It is merely a summer visitor to the fur-countries ; and 

we obtained no information respecting its habits. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen killed at Great Bear Lake, lat. 644°, July, 1825. 

Cotovr of the dorsal aspect ultramarine-blue ; the webs of the tertiaries and the tips and 

inner margins of the quill and tail feathers dull umber-brown ; the base of the plumage 

blackish-grey. Under surface. The cheeks, throat, breast, and insides of the wings greenish- 

blue, fading, on the abdomer. to greyish-blue. Vent feathers and under tail coverts white. 

Tail beneath and insides of the quill feathers clove-brown, with a strong tinge of blue. 

Bill and feet pitch-black. 

Form, in general, that of H. Wilsonii ; but the bil is considerably narrower at the base, and 

proportionably longer, straighter, more faintly notched, and less bent at the tip of the upper 

mandible: its breadth is equal to its depth. Wings three-quarters of an inch shorter than the 

tail. ‘The second quill feather is the longest; the first and third are equal, and about a line 

shorter *; the tenth is an inch and a half shorter than the second. Tail forked or deeply 

emarginated, the central feathers being more than half an inch shorter than the exterior ones. 

Legs and feet similarly formed with those of EL. Wilsoniz. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill on its ridge . 0 6 

the tail . s 3 5 7 9 5, Of the tarsus 0 10 

> of the tail 2 9 5, Of the middle toe 0 7s 
> of the folded wing : 5 4 4 5, of the middle nail 0 2 

> of the bill, from the angle of the >, of the hind toe 6 4 

mouth : 0 8 » of the hind nail 0 3 

* The relative lengths of the quill feathers are the same with those of a young specimen of E. Wilsonii, described 
in the following page. 
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[45.] 2. Eryrwaca (S1AL1A) Witsonit. (Swainson.) Common Blue-bird. 

Genus, Erythaca. Swb-genus, Sialia, Swainson. 

The Blue Redbreast (Rubecula dorso ceruleo). EpwarDs, pl. 24. 

Motacilla Sialis. Linn. 

The Blue-backed Redbreast. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 298, No. 281. 

The Blue-bird. Wutson, i., p. 56, pl. 3, f.5. Male. 

Oenanthe sialis. VIEILLOT. 

Saxicola sialis. Bonar. Syn., p. 89, No. 143. 

Sialia Wilsonii. Swartns. Zool. Journ., iii., p. 173. 

This richly-coloured bird, which has all the familiarity of the English Redbreast, 

without its pugnacious disposition, is a great favourite in America, where it is 

customary to fix up boxes in the farm-yards and gardens for its accommodation. 

A few individuals winter in the southern States, and some remain in the western 

territories all the year, imas high a latitude as 413°; but greater numbers seek 

a southern retreat in winter. Should the weather in February be open, the Blue- 

bird is occasionally seen in Pennsylvania ; but it is not until the middle of March 

that he is observed, with his mate, reconnoitring the condition of his old breeding- 

places. He is found in the summer throughout North America to the eastward, 

and perhaps to the westward, of the Rocky Mountains, up to the forty-eighth 

parallel of latitude, beyond which he was not seen by the Expedition. On the 

approach of winter he moves to the southward, but does not entirely leave Penn- 

sylvania till the middle or end of November. He feeds in summer on coleop- 

terous insects, spiders, &c., and in the autumn on berries of various kinds. His 

song is an agreeable warble, which at the close of the season changes to a 

single plaintive note. The nest is built in the hole of a tree, or in a box erected 

on purpose. The female lays five or six eggs, of a bluish-green colour, and 

brings forth two or three broods in a season, the male assisting her in rearing the 

young. The eggs measure 123 of an inch in length. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, procured at Penetanguishene. 

Co our of the whole upper plumage intermediate between azure and china-blue (a consi- 

derably darker hue than that of Sialia arctica). Shafts of the quills and tail dull umber- 

brown. Under surface-—Throat, neck, breast, and flanks bright orange-brown. Belly and 

vent white. Tail beneath flax-flower blue. Bull and legs pitch-black. 
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Form, &c.—Typical. Wings pointed. First quill longest, second and third scarcely 

shorter, fourth about two lines shorter; secondaries truncated and notched at the end. Tail 

slightly forked, the middle feathers being more than a quarter of an inch shorter than the 

outer ones. Tarsus protected by a single entire scale, having a longitudinal fold on each 

side ; the tarsal joint covered anteriorly by three transverse scales. The lateral toes are equal 

to each other and considerably shorter than the middle one. The outer nail is the smallest. 

The hind toe is the shortest, but most robust, and it has the largest claw. 

DIM EnsI0ns. 

- Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the middletoe  . d : 0 z 
the tail 2 5 . 3 ; a 6 >, Of its claw 0 2 

; of the tail 0 6 es o 8 5, of the hind toe 5 ) 4 

5, of the longest quill feather 3 6 5, of its claw ; : 4 : 0 3 

,, of the tarsus 3 : C 0 10 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a young bird, in Mr. Swainson’s collection, killed near Philadelphia. 

Cotour of the upper aspect of the head dark broccoli-brown. The back of the neck, 

scapularies, interscapularies, and lesser wing coverts present the same colour, the tips having a 

darker tint, with a greyish-white oval mark on each shaft; back and rump lavender-purple. 

A dark-blue feather among the scapularies, and another on the rump, shew that the specimen 

was assuming its perfect plumage when killed. The exterior webs of the quill and tail fea- 

thers have a brilliant china-blue colour, approaching to ultramarine, their tips blackish. 

Under plumage pale ash-grey, edged on the throat, breast, and flanks with yellowish-brown. 

The brown borders are broadest on the sides of the neck. 

(46. | 1. SYLVvIcoLA #£sTIVA. (Swainson.) Citron Warbler. 

SUB-FAMILY, Pariane. Swatnson. Genus, Sylvicola. Sw. 
Le Figner de Canada, Brisson. Orn., iii., p. 492, No. 21, pl. 26, f. 3. 
Le Figuer dela Caroline. Burron. Pl. Enl. 58,f.1. Female. 

Le Figuer de Canada. IpEmM, 58, f.2. Male. 
Yellow-poll Warbler. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 402, No. 292. Male. 

Olive Warbler. IneEm, p. 409, No. 307. Female. 
Blue-eyed Yellow Warbler (Sylvia citrinella). WutsoN, ii., p. 111, pl. 15, f. 6. 
Sylvia estiva. SapinE. F'ranklin’s Journ., p. 674; Bonar. Syn., p.83, No. 122. 

Oosowow-peetheesees (Small Yellow-bird). Cree INDIANS. 

This species is known throughout the whole of the fur-countries, as far north 
as the woods extend, or to the sixty-eighth parallel of latitude; and being a 

2E2 
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familiar and shewy little bird, has attracted the attention of the natives to such a 

degree as to have obtained a specific appellation,—a distinction which is seldom 

conferred by them on birds of so small a size. It winters towards the tropics, 

and arrives in Pennsylvania about the beginning of May, where some pairs remain 

to breed, while others advance to the north as fast as the progress of summer 

prepares the country for their reception. It reaches the banks of the Sas- 

katchewan about the third week in May, and the borders of Great Bear Lake, 

in the sixty-fifth parallel, in the beginning of June, soon after the snow has 

disappeared, but before the rivers break up. It retreats, with its young brood, 
from the fur-countries in the beginning of September, and from Pennsylvania by 

the middle of that month. It is commonly seen in the low thickets which spring 

up where the trees have been cut down in the neighbourhood of the fur posts, 

and is very active, flying continually from bush to bush, and destroying great 

numbers of the caterpillars which harbour on willows. Its notes are soft and 

pleasing, though without compass or variety. It builds its nest near the ground, 

in a bush or in the fork of a low tree, of grass, very compactly woven, and 

lined with hair and down. Its eggs, five in number, are of a greenish-white 

colour, with crowded blotches of dark umber-brown at the thick end, mixed with 

a few subdued spots of purplish-grey. The length of an egg is 175 inch. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the banks of the Saskatchewan, May 25, 1827. 

Cotour of the dorsal aspect intermediate between sulphur-yellow and olive-green. Quill 

feathers and greater coverts umber-brown, edged with sulphur-yellow. The outer vanes of 

the tail feathers and the tips of their inner vanes brown, the rest of the inner vanes gam- 

boge-yellow, except those of the middle pair of feathers, which are almost entirely brown. 

Under surface-——The forehead, whole under plumage, and inner wing coverts, rich king’s- 

yellow, approaching to saffron. Breast and belly streaked longitudinally with brownish- 

orange. Legs yellowish-brown. 

Form, &c., need not be detailed, as it is typical. 

The female (killed on the 7th of June) has more of the olive tint on the dorsal aspect, 

very little of the bright-yellow on the forehead, and the colour of the under plumage is 

pure king’s-yellow, without orange streaks. A young bird, from Pennsylvania, in Mr, 

Swainson’s museum, agrees in colour with the female, except that it is a little paler 

beneath. 
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Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inches. _—_ Lines, Inches. _ Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill on its ridge - . 0 42 

the tail : : : : a ae! 9 » ofthetarsus  . : 0 0 9 

5, of the tail : < c 5 al 9 >, ofthe middle toe . c : 0 54 

>> of the folded wing 5 c 5 8 6 5, of the middle claw 3 , - O 2 

5, of the bill from the angle of the 5, of the hind toe : ° 0 34 

mouth 5 . : . : 0 6 5, Of the hind claw of ° - O 23 

[47.) 2. Sytvicota macuLosa. (Swainson.) Yellow-rump Warbler. 

SuB-FaMILY, Pariane. Genus, Sylvicola. Swatnson. 

Yellow-rumped Fly-catcher (Muscicapa wropygio luteo). Epwarps, pl. 255. 
Ficedula Pennsylvanica, nevia. Brisson. Orn., iii., p. 502. 
Yellow-rump Warbler. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 400, No. 288. 
Sylvia maculosa. Latu. Jnd., ii., p. 536, sp. 108. Bonar. Syn., p. 78, No. 106.* 

Sylvia magnolia. Wutsow, iii., pl. 23, f. 2. 

PLATE XL. 

Although rare in the United States, this is a common bird on the banks of the 
Saskatchewan: it is as familiar as the S. wstiva, which it resembles closely 

in manners, but is gifted with more varied and agreeable notes. It was often 

seen by us in the thickets of young spruce-trees and willows, flitting near the 
ground from one branch to another. It feeds on winged insects. The spe- 

cimens seen by Wilson were constantly among the higher branches, and were 

very active and restless. It is one of the most beautiful of all the American 

Warblers. 

* On consulting the above synonymes, it evidently appears that Brisson, Pennant, and Latham have copied their 

account of this species from that first given by our countryman Edwards. Besides the internal evidence which these 
descriptions afford of such being the case, the fact is corroborated by a singular circumstance : all these writers describe 

the back as of an olive-colour. Such was the specimen described by Edwards, and which was doubtless a female or 
young male. This account of an immature specimen seems to have deceived Wilson. The great similarity between 

the young bird of his Sylvia coronata and the Vellow-rumped Fly-catcher of EKdwards—both having the back olive- 
green,—\ed him to think they were the same. The passage in Edwards runs thus: ‘‘ The tail feathers, except the 
two middlemost, which are black, have the middle parts of their inner webs white, their tips and bottoms being black.’’ 

Now this is a strong and peculiar character in Wilson’s bird; for although nearly all the Sylvicole have the two or 

three outer feathers on each side marked with white, the S. magnolia of Wilson is the only one we are acquainted with 
where this colour extends through the middle of al/ the lateral feathers. —Sw. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Cumberland House, lat. 54°, May 26, 1827. 

Cotour.—Upper aspect of the head and nape pearl-grey ; back (the anterior part), pitch- 

black ; centres of the posterior feathers the same, their margins greenish-yellow. Rump 

crossed by a broad band of gamboge-yellow ; tail coverts pitch-black; lesser wing coverts and 

scapularies black, the former broadly bordered with pearl-grey, the latter with pearl-grey and 

yellow ; quills and primary coverts blackish-brown, their outer webs narrowly edged with 

grey; the tertiaries and greater secondary coverts broadly edged with white, and the adjoining 

row of lesser coverts tipped with the same, forming together a large white patch, streaked 

or spotted with black. adl black; inner webs of all the lateral feathers (midway) white 

for half an inch; the exterior webs slightly bordered with grey. Under surface.—A narrow 

velvet-black streak runs round the base of the upper mandible, and, passing backwards, 

includes the lores, eyelids, and cheeks: this is separated from the grey of the crown by a 

narrow white line above the orbit. Throat and belly bright gamboge-yellow, with black spots 

on the breast and flanks, and crowded into a band across the base of the neck. Inner wing 

coverts and under tail coverts white. Bill and legs dark umber-brown. 

Form, &c.—Wings shorter, with webs proportionably broader than those of S. coronata ; 

the first quill is half a line shorter than the second, third, and fourth. Tail rather long, 

and moderately rounded, the exterior feathers being about a line shorter than the others. 

In some specimens, the central pair are a little shorter than the adjoining ones. 

Our specimens, three in number, agree exactly with each other in size and plumage; but 

the sex of one only, which was a male, is known. The dress of the female has not been 

ascertained. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inches. Lines, Inches. Lines, 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end Length of the tarsus 0 8 
of the tail : : 5 0 5 of the middle toe 0 5 

>> of the tail . : 2 2 > Of its claw . 0 2 

5, of the folded wing ¢ ee 5 » of the hind toe 0 3 

,, of the bill on its ridge : ; 0 4 5 Ofitsclaw . 0 23 

,», Of the bill from the angle of the mouth 0 53 
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[48.] 3. SyLvicoLa PETECHIA. (Swainson.) Yellow Red-poll Warbler. 

SuB-FAMILY, Pariane. GENUS, Sylvicola, Swarnson. 

Yellow Red-poll (Avicula lutea, vertice rubro). Epwarbs, pl. 256. 

Red-head Warbler. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 401, No. 289. 

Sylvia petechia. Latu. Ind., ii., p. 535, sp. 103. 

Yellow Red-poll Warbler (Sylvia petechia). Wuuson, iv., p. 19, pl. 28, f.4. Male.* 
Sylvia petechia. Bonap. Syn., p. 83, No. 123. 

PLATE XLI. 

I shot a single specimen of this bird on the swampy banks of the Saskat- 
chewan, at Cumberland House, in a shady thicket of willows, alders, and ash- 

leaved maples. It seemed to be a shy, solitary, and silent bird; but I saw only 

one individual; and although I know that it quits that country on the approach 

of winter, I cannot state the date of its arrival and departure, nor the extent of 

its range to the northward. If the identity of our bird with Wilson’s be allowed, 

it may be stated, from that author, that it visits Pennsylvania early in April, and 

departs in September. It is supposed to winter in the southern states, as several 

were shot in Georgia late in February. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Cumberland House, lat. 54°, May 26, 1827. (Sex not ascertained.) 

Cotovur of the dorsal aspect between hair-brown and liver-brown, shaded on the rump with 

greenish-yellow. Between the eyes a large patch of orange-brown. A short mesial streak 

of yellow divides the forehead ; a broader yellow line extends from the nostrils over the eye 

tothe ear. Quill feathers pale on their margins, as if worn: two exterior tail feathers tipped 

with white on their mner webs. Under surface-—Throat, vent feathers, and under tail 

coverts gamboge-yellow, the former obscurely spotted with brown. Belly and breast faded 

greyish-yellow, with umber-brown streaks on the shafts. There is a slight yellowish tinge on 

the interior wing-coverts, and the insides of the quill feathers are pale clove-brown. Biil 

and feet umber-brown. 

* The general resemblance of our specimen to the Sylvia petechia of Wilson induces us to refer it to that 

species, although there are sufficient differences to throw a doubt on their identity. Wilson’s description, which 

follows, may be compared with that of our bird. ‘* Length five inches, extent eight; line over the eye and whole 

lower parts, rich-yellow; breast streaked with dull-red; upper part of the head reddish-chestnut, which it loses in 

winter ; back yellow-olive, streaked with dusky; rump and tail coverts greenish-yellow; wings deep blackish-brown, 

exteriorly edged with olive ; tail slightly forked, and of the same colour as the wings. The female wants the red cap, 

and the yellow of the lower parts is less brilliant : the streaks of red on the head are also fewer and less distinct.” —Sw. 
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Form, &c., typical ; but the bill rather more elevated and less wide than that of S. estiva. 
Tail, in our specimen, much worn, and appearing slightly notched. 

Dimensions. 

Inches. Lines. 

Length from the tip of the bill to the end of Length of the bill, measured along the sige i “on 
the tail . : ° . . 6 5 0 >> Of the tarsus 0 9 

>, of the tail . 4 , ay yal 10 5, of the middle toe 0 53 

5, ofthe folded wing . 6 5 2 43 > Of its claw 0 2 

5, of the bill, from the angle of the >, of the hind toe 0 3 
mouth . ay Cie ° : . 0 63 >, of its claw 0 2} 

[49.] 4. SyLvico~a coronata. (Swainson.) Golden-crowned Warbler. 

Sus-raMI.y, Pariane. GENus, Sylvicola, Swarnson. 
Golden-crowned Fly-catcher (Muscicapa aureo vertice). EDWwarDs, pl. 298. 
Golden-crowned Warbler. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 403, No. 294. Adult male ; summer. 

Dusky Warbler. IpeEm, ii, p.410, No. 309. Autumnal. 

Grasset Warbler. Ipem, ii., p. 411, No. 314. Autumnal. 
Belted Warbler. IprEm, ii., p. 408, No. 306. Adult male; summer. 

Sylvia coronata. Laru. Jnd., ii., p. 538, sp.115. Adult male; summer. 
Sylviaumbria. Ipem, ii., p.518, sp.34. Adult; autumn. 
Sylvia pinguis. IprEM, ii, p. 543, sp. 132. Adult; autumnal. 

Sylvia cincta. IpxEm, ii., p. 539, sp. 116. Adult male ; summer. 

Yellow-rump Warbler (Sylvia coronata). Wuuson, ii., p. 138, pl. 17, f.4. Summer male. IpEM, v., 

p- 121, pl. 45, f. 3. Winter plumage. 
Sylvia coronata. Bonar. Syn., p. 78, No. 104. 

This bird arrives on the banks of the Saskatchewan about the middle of May, 

and continues there the whole summer, frequenting willow thickets and the 

borders of streams and lakes, where the Myrica gale grows in abundance. It 

seemed to be a shy, distrustful bird, at that season at least, affecting the darkest 

places, and concealing itself with great dexterity when pursued. It departs in 

September. I did not discover its nest, nor could I ascertain the extent of its 

range to the northward. Wilson informs us that it reaches Pennsylvania from 

the north early in October, in its olive dress, and frequents the cedar-trees 

(Juniperus Virgimana), devouring the berries with great avidity. After remaining 
in that district for three or four months, it retires to spend the winter in Virginia 

and the southern States, where it feeds much on the berries of the Myrica 

cerifera. He found it in the southern parts of Georgia as late as the middle of 

4% 
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March, at which time it had partly assumed its slate-coloured dress, and was 

informed that its change of colour was completed before it began its journey to 

the north, in the beginning of April. About the twentieth of that month it 

reappears in Pennsylvania, and remains for eight or ten days pursuing flies, 

when it passes on to its breeding quarters in the north. Within the United 

States this bird associates in considerable numbers ; but in the fur-countries it 

is seen only in pairs. 
DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Cumberland House, 28th May, 1827*. 

Cotour.—Dorsal aspect of the head, neck, back, tail coverts, and lesser wing coverts 

bluish-grey, with a pitch-black oblong stripe in the middle of each feather, small towards 

the head and large on the back. An oval patch of bright gamboge on the crown; a 

broad band of the same colour on the rump, and another on each side of the breast. Sides 

of the head and ears pitch-black. A narrow white line from the nostrils over the eye, with 

a smaller one beneath. Quills, greater coverts, and tail blackish-brown. Greater and 

lesser coverts each tipped with a narrow greyish-white band; quills narrowly edged with 

the same; tail feathers of a deeper tint than the quills, broadly margined with bluish-grey ; 

the three exterior ones largely blotched with white near the tips of their inner webs. Under 

surface.—Chin and upper part of the throat white. The lower part of the neck, breast, and 

fore part of the belly and flanks pitch-black, with a few white edgings: middle of the breast 

and all the posterior parts pure white. Bull and legs blackish-brown. 

Form.—Bill much shorter than that of S. estiva, the bristles more like those of Setophaga 

cucullata, Sw., and reaching to one half the length of the bill; but it is less wide posteriorly, 

and has a less acute ridge than that of the Sylvia maculosa. Wings an inch shorter than the 

tail. The second and third quill feathers are the longest, the first is shorter than the fourth, 

and this again is a line shorter than the third. The secondaries are truncated, and have an 

obtuse notch at the end of their shafts. The tail is strongly emarginated in the middle, and 

also slightly rounded, the third feather being the longest, the outer one half a line shorter, 

and the middle pair about a line shorter: the ends of all these feathers are pointed. In 

a very fine adult specimen, in Mr. Swainson’s museum, the two outer pairs of tail feathers 

are the longest. 
4 Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin, Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length total . : - 6 0 Length of bill above . - 0 42 Length of middle claw S00 
> of tail a dae PS 5 Oftarsus . - 0 8 » of hind toe ae OLs eS 
5, of folded wing -2 103 5, of middle toe . - 0 5 » of hind claw . . 0 22 
»  ofbillfromrictus 0 7 

—R. 

* Although the sex of this specimen was not ascertained, it agrees with Wilson’s account of the male bird. The 
plumage of the female, he says, is less vivid—R. 

2F 
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In this elegant and interesting bird we have a still further deviation from 
the typical species; and Nature has obviously begun the passage by which she 
unites, by collateral affinity, the circle of the Sylvicole with that of the Seto- 

phage. The shorter bill of S. coronata, the brevity of the first quill feather, 

the length of the bristles round the mouth, are all indications of an approach to 

the structure of the fly-catching Sctophagw. Accordingly we find that Wilson 

makes the following remark: “ Although the bill of this species obliges me 

to arrange this bird with the Warblers (Sylvicola, Sw.), yet in his food and 

all his motions he ts decidedly a Fly-catcher (Setophaga, Sw.).” As the Sylvicole 

represent in their own circle the Gold-crested Warblers of Europe,—the two 
genera in point of fact being parallel,—we accordingly see a striking analogy 

between them: in both groups, and in no others of the family, do we find birds 

with a bright golden crown.—Sw. 

[50. | 5. SYLVICOLA sTRIATA. (Swainson.) Black-poll Warbler. 

Sun-ramiLy, Pariane. Genus, Sylvicola, Swarnson. 

Black-poll Warbler. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 401, No. 290. 

Sylvia striata. Lara. Ind., iv., p. 527, sp. 67. 

Black-poll Warbler (Sylvia striata). Wrison, iv., p. 40, pl. 30, f.3. Male; very exact. 
IpEM, vi., p. 101,f.4. Femaie. 

Sylvia striata. Bonap. Syn., p. 81, No. 115. 

Our specimen of this bird was killed by an Indian in the neighbourhood 

of Cumberland House, in the latter end of May. He found it in a shady wood, 
flying about among the upper branches of the trees: its stomach was filled 

with musquitoes. It arrives in Pennsylvania about the 20th of April, and most 

probably reaches the fur-countries about the middle of May, along with its 

allied species ; but I am unable to throw any light on the extent of its range 

to the north. Most of the small birds quit those quarters in the end of August 

or beginning of September. It was seen by Mr. Say at Engineer cantonment 

on the 26th of April. In the vicinity of New York, during the spring, it is one 
of the most common birds.—R. 

The greater depression of the bill renders this the first aberrant species in 
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the advance that Nature makes towards the genus Setophaga; since, in the 

shortness of the bristles round the mouth, the length of the bill and of the first 

quill feather, we have all the typical characters of Sylvicola. We find, accord- 
ingly, that Wilson, who looks more to its manners than to its structure, notices 

this affinity in much more qualified terms than when he speaks of S. coronata. 

“ This bird,” he remarks, “‘ may be considered as occupying an intermediate 

station between the Fly-catchers (Setophaga, Sw.) and the Warblers (Sylvicola, 

Sw.), having the manners of the former, and the bill, partially, of the latter.” 

—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Cumberland House, 25th May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Upper aspect of the head velvet-black: a broad stripe of white from the lower 

mandible covers the ears. Dorsal aspect of the neck, body, and tail coverts, bluish-grey, 

with broad central stripes of pitch-black. The greater and lesser wing coverts and tertiaries 

blackish-brown, the two former tipped with white, the latter edged with the same. Primaries 

dark clove-brown, narrowly margined with pale, dull, greenish-yellow. Tail feathers blackish- 

brown, the two exterior pairs with a large white spot near the tip of their inner webs: 

those adjoining with a very narrow white border at the same place. The under plumage is 

white ; but the sides of the chin, throat, breast, and body are thickly spotted with deep- 

black. Bull brownish-black above, pale yellowish-brown below. Legs yellowish. 

Foru.—Bill somewhat shorter, yet wider at the base and with a more acute ridge than 

that of the Sylvicola coronata, and straighter than that of the Sylvicolu maculosa : the basal 

bristles do not exceed the length of the nostrils. Wings, when folded, more than an inch 

short of the end of the tail. First quill feather the longest, second and third nearly a line 

shorter in succession. All the tail feathers are of equal length; but from their inner webs 

being rounded off at the tip, the tail appears emarginated. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, from Mr. Swainson’s museum. 

Cotour.—Dorsal aspect of the head, neck, scapulars, and interscapulars, oil-green, with 

narrow blackish-brown central stripes; the posterior part of the back and shorter tail coverts 

inclining to grey, the stripes less frequent. Quills and tail coloured nearly as in the male, 

the bands on the wings, &c., being pale primrose-yellow, instead of white. The wnder plumage 

pale buff-yellow, whiter down the middle; sides of the neck, breast, and flanks spotted with 

black. A yellow streak passes from the nostrils over the eyes. Length 5 inches ; of the tail, 

22 inches ; of the folded wing, 23 inches ; and of the tarsus, 3 inch. 

A young male, also in Mr. Swainson’s collection, differs from the female only in the upper 

2b 2 
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plumage having broader central black stripes, and in the under plumage having merely some 

faint touches of yellow, being for the most part greyish-white, with more numerous and dis- 

tinct black spots on the sides of the neck and breast. Its dimensions correspond with those 

of the female. 
Dimensions 

Of the male. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total. c - 6 O Length of bill above . - 0 5 Lengthofclaw . « 70e [ 2 
5, Of tail a a4 3 > Oftarsus . oe 10) 9 5», Ofhindtoe . - 0 3 

» of folded wing - 3. 40 5, of middle toe . -O 52 5 of claw 7 AO) EO 
» of billfromrictus 0 62 

[51.] 6. SyLvIcoLA (VERMIVORA) RUBRICAPILLA. (Swainson.) 

Nashville Worm-eater. 

GENUS, Sylvicola. Sub-genus, Vermivora, Swarnson. 

Nashville Warbler (Sylvia ruficapilla). W1.soN, iii., p. 120, pl. 27, f. 3. 

Sylvia rubricapilla. IpEmM. Bonar. Syn., p. 87, No. 140. Obs., p. 107. 

Pruate xcu. Upper FIGURE. 

A single individual of this species was killed in the woods at Cumberland 
House, on the 15th of May, as it was hopping about among the branches of 

a tree, and emitting a creaking noise, something like the whetting of a saw, 
similar to that which has obtained for the Tomtit, in Scotland, the local name of 

“* Stone-cherker.”” Wilson saw only three individuals in Tennessee ; but the 

Prince of Musignano states that it occasionally visits Pennsylvania in the 
spring*. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed at Cumberland House on the 15th May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Dorsal aspect greenish-yellow, deepest on the tail coverts: bases of the crown 

feathers tinged with orpiment-orange, which is not seen when they lie smooth: barbs of 

the dorsal plumage much detached, permitting the blackish-grey bases to shine through. 

Quill and tail feathers hair-brown, edged with greenish-yellow: exterior margin of the 

first quill and tips of some of the secondaries very slightly edged with white ; interior webs 

* This specimen seems more intensely coloured than that described by Wilson. The yellow on the under parts, 
although pure, is not vivid, and the sides of the breast, body, and flanks are greenish. The rufous colour of the head 
is only seen when the feathers are raised, as their tips are glossed with cinereous-grey. The tail, although divaricating, 
can scarcely be termed forked, as the length of the middle feathers is equal to that of the others. The first quill fea- 

ther is very slightly shorter than the second, and the bill is perfectly straight and acutely conic.—Sw. 
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of two or three of the outer tail feathers whitish near their ends. Under plumage sulphur- 

yellow, changing to primrose on the abdomen, and pure gamboge-yellow on the under tail 

coverts: inner wing coverts yellow. Bull and legs pale umber-brown. 

Form.—Bill perfectly awl-shaped, both mandibles tapering equally ; commissure very 

slightly arched. Wings: the second, third, and fourth quill feathers scarcely differing in 

length. Tail even. Length of the hind toe equal to that of the inner one ; its claw equal in 

length, but stronger and more curved than that of the middle one. 

Dimensions. 

Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length total . A) 0 Length of bill on itsridge 0 42 Length of middle nail 5M. 2 
5, of tail - 6 2 3 >> of tarsus : - 0 73 5, of hind toe . 5 6 24 

3, of folded wing ee 5 > Ofmiddletoe . 0 4$ > Of nail . 5 . 0 2 

» of bill from rictus 0 52 

[52.] 7. Syivicota (VERMIVORA) PEREGRINA. (Swainson.) Tennessee 

Worm-eater. 

GeENvs, Sylvicola. Sub-genus, Vermivora, SwAINSON. 

Tennessee Warbler (Sylvia peregrina). WHuLsON, iii., p. 83, pl. 25, f. 2. 
Sylvia peregrina. Bonar. Syn., p. 87, No. 140. 

Prate xt. UNpdER FIGURE. 

One specimen only was procured at Cumberland House, on the banks of the 

Saskatchewan, in the latter end of May. It was seen in a dense thicket of 

small trees, flying about among the lower branches; and as it was pursued 
some time without being driven away from the place, it is probable that it had 

a nest and mate in the neighbourhood. Nothing was ascertained respecting its 
habits. —R. 

In some points of colour our specimen differs from that described by Wilson. 
Both the series of wing coverts, and not the lesser only, are coloured like the 
back. The lesser quills are also edged with rich yellow-olive; but the greater 

are bordered by a clear pearly-white,—not, as in Wilson’s bird, ‘‘ edged broadly 

with yellow-olive.” Not only the upper surface of the head, but that of the neck 
also, is cinereous, without any mixture of olive. These differences, however, may 

possibly originate in age. The Sylvia bicolor of Viritxot (pl. 90 dzs) is a totally 

distinct species from this, and is the only one of this group yet discovered in 

Brazil. M. Vieillot, perhaps by mistake, says it inhabits North America: inde- 
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pendent of colour, it has a much more lengthened bill. In all the essential 

characters our bird is a true Vermivora; but the bill, when examined under a 

lens, exhibits a slight notch, somewhat removed from the tip of the upper 

mandible ; a character never seen in the typical Vermivorw, but developed in 

Zosterops, the tenuirostral type of the genus. The Zosterops Javanica (Sylvia 

Javanica, Horsf.) so closely resembles Wilson’s bird in plumage, that they might, 

on a cursory examination, be thought the sexes of one species. Their colours 
differ only on the breast and belly, S. peregrina having these parts nearly white, 

while in Zosterops Javanica they are olive-yellow: their bills, of course, are 
differently formed.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, killed at Cumberland House, lat. 54°, May 28, 1827. 

Cotour.—Upper surface of the head and neck blackish-grey, crown darker. The whole 

of the back, wing and tail coverts, margins of the secondaries, tertiaries, posterior primaries 

and tail feathers greenish-yellow, deepest on the rump and tail coverts. Quills and pri- 

mary coverts clove-brown ; the first five or six primaries edged exteriorly with pearl-grey. 

Middle tail feathers glossed with greenish-yellow, the others edged with the same ; the th ree 

outer pairs have a white spot on the ends of their inner webs, the spot being largest on the 

exterior feather and very small on the third one. Under surface.—A streak, from the nos- 

trils over the eye, the ears, and chin pale yellowish-grey ; throat, vent, under tail coverts, 

axillary feathers, and inner wing coverts, all white, the latter tinged near the borders of 

the wing with yellow ; breast, belly, and flanks tinged with oil-green. Bull dusky ; rictus and 

base of the lower mandible paler. Legs pale. 

Form, &c.—Bill very like that of Vermivora rubricapilla, with the exception of the obso- 

lete notches alluded to above, and in being rather stouter. The wings differ in the three 

first feathers being equal and longest, while the fourth is nearly two lines shorter: in Verm. 

rubricapilla the first is shorter than the fourth. The fail is slightly emarginated ; the feathers, 

except the central pair, are strongly truncated on their inner webs, as in S, rubricapilla. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length total . 4 4 7 Length of billfrom rictus 0 6 Length of middle nail . 0 2 
By) sof; tail 3 ep 9 55 Of tarsus . - 0 8 5, oOfhindtoe . - 0 23 

5, of folded wing a4 6 > oOfmiddle toe . 0 5 5, of hind claw 0) 2 

» of billonthe ridge 0 42 
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[53.] 1. SETOPHAGA RUTICILLA. (Swainson.) Yellow-tailed Gnat-catcher. 

SuB-FAMILY, Pariane, Swans. Genus, Setophaga, Swains. Zool. Journ., No. 9, Dec., 1827, p. 360. 

Small American Redstart (Ruticilla minor Americana). EpwarDs, pl. 80, ann. 1747. Male. 

Yellow-tailed Fly-catcher (Muscicapa cauda lutea). IpEm, pl. 257, ann. 1757. Female. 
Muscicapa ruticilla. Linn. 

Black-headed Warbler. Latu. Syn., iv., p. 427, sp.18. Female. 
Yellow-tail Warbler. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 406, No. 301. Female. 
Black-headed Warbler. InpeEM, ii., p. 398, No. 282. Male. 
American Redstart (Muscicapa ruticilla). Wu1son, i., p. 103, pl. 6, f.6. Male. IpEm, v., p. 119, 

pl. 45, f.2. Young. 

This beautiful little bird, the typical species of Mr. Swainson’s genus Setophaga, 
is said to winter in the West Indies, and is found generally throughout North 

America in summer up to the fifty-eighth parallel of latitude. Late in April it 

appears in Pennsylvania, and on the Missouri, according to Mr. Say, by the 

28th of that month. May is far advanced before it arrives on the banks of the 

Saskatchewan ; and it quits both the fur-countries and the United States in the 

beginning of September. It frequents moist, shady places in the Hudson’s Bay 

lands, flitting about among the moss-grown and twisted stems of the tall willows 

which skirt every marsh in those quarters. Like the Pine-creeper, as described 
by Wilson, it shuns the observation of the passers-by, by running round to the 

opposite side of a branch ; but the red of the inside of the wings readily betrays 

it as it flies through these gloomy shades in pursuit of musquitoes and other 

winged insects. It has a single acute, but very agreeable note.—R. 

The foregoing particulars on the economy of Wilson’s American Redstart, 

joined to the interesting memoirs given in the American Ornithology, illustrates 

most fully and most completely the station which this elegant bird holds in the 

scale of created beings. In the first place, it is an ambulatory Fly-catcher, that 

is, pursuing insects from one station to another ; and is therefore essentially dis- 

tinct from the true Fly-catchers, which sit still and watch for their prey.“ It is 

almost perpetually in motion, and will pursue a party of retreating flies from the 

tops of the tallest trees to the ground.’’—Am. Orn., p. 103. Secondly, although 

a true Setophaga, it should nevertheless bear a very close resemblance to the 

Sylvicole, as united to them by close affinity ; and we consequently find Wilson 

observing, that “ Several of our most respectable ornithologists have classed 

this bird with the Warblers.” Thirdly, it sometimes “ traverses the branches of 

trees lengthways,” and at others hides itself, as Dr. Richardson observes, lke 

a creeper: both of which habits should belong to a group which passes into 

Accentor, by means cf Seiurus aurocapillus, since the latter bird has the first of 
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these habits, while Accentor has the second. Fourthly, it is frequently “flirting 
its expanded tail from side to side ;” thus preserving its analogy to the Fan- 

tailed Warblers of Australia, which Setophaga, in fact, represents.  Fifthly, 

marshy and watery places are its favourite haunts: this we should naturally 

expect in any group which typifies the Natatores, or aquatic order, and the 
Fisstrostres in its own circle. Lastly, this curious bird, in the disposition of its 
colours so much resembles the Redstart of Europe (Phenicura, Sw.), that it is 

called in America by that name! Now it may be demonstrated, by an analysis 

of the sub-family Philomelinw, Sw., that Setophaga actually represents Phenicura. 

We know not in what manner to expound these relations, so wonderfully minute, 
and yet so beautifully exact, but by supposing that, in this group at least, the 

true plan of Creative Wispom has been discovered. To frame a system such 

as this, which explains affinities the most varied, and analogies almost intermin- 
able, surpasses the utmost pitch of human ingenuity.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed at Cumberland House, May 20. 

Cotour.—Head, neck, back, throat, and breast shining black, very slightly glossed with 

blue; wings and tail reddish-black. A band across the quills; the inner wing coverts, 

sides of the breast, and middles of the tail feathers, rich and vivid orpiment-orange, except 

the central pair of the latter, which are wholly black. The black on the breast descends and 

forms a curve on each side of the orange patch, leaving the middle nearly white. Belly, 

flanks, and under tail coverts white. Bill pitch-black. Legs light-brown. 

Form, typical. Bill entirely depressed, with an acute ridge; the vibrisse more than 

half its length. First and fourth quills equal, and very little shorter than the second and 

third. Tail lengthened, rounded ; the feathers rather broad, their tips suddenly terminating 

in a small acute point. 

A young male, (which, according to Wilson’s observations, must be nearly a year old,) 

killed at Cumberland House on the 5th of June, 1830, has the dorsal aspect liver-brown ; 

the head greyish; and those parts of the breast, wings, and tail which are orange in the 

adult, tinged with pale lemon-yellow. Under parts greyish-white; the bill and legs dark 

umber-brown. Dimensions as in the adult. Wilson informs vs that the female has the same 

colours with the young male, but wants the yellow band on the wing. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 
Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . C oO, 2 Length of bill above . . 0 $4  Lengthofmiddleclaw , O 2 
» of tail s4, 12 4h > Oftarsus . a MD 8 > of hind toe 0 3 
>> of folded wing 5 WA 73 5, of middle toe. - 0 43 5 Of its claw . 0 22 

>, Of billfromrictus 0 64 
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(54.] 2. SeropHaca Bonapartiu. (Swainson.) Bonaparte’s Gnat-catcher. 

SuB-FAMILY, Pariane. Swans. Genus, Setophaga. SwaIns. 

Muscicapa Canadensis. Witsow, iii., p. 100, pl. 26, f. 2 ? ? 

Sylvia Pardalina. Bonar. Syn. p. 79? ? 

Muscicapa Bonapartii. AupuBon*, Birds of America. 

Pruate xtviz. Mate. 

A single specimen of this bird was killed, in June, at Cumberland House. It 
was observed, in a dense alder thicket, perched on a branch near the ground, and 

uttering three or four loud, but very sweet notes. On our approach it retreated 

from place to place of the thicket with much quickness, and we had some diffi- 
culty in getting near enough to secure it as a specimen. From the time of year 
in which it was seen, we have no doubt of its breeding in that quarter.—R. 

This interesting species demonstrates, in the most beautiful and unquestionable 
manner, the lateral junction of the two groups Setophaga and Sylvicola, Its con- 

nexion to the latter is so close, that the Prince of Musignano regards it as a 

Warbler (Sylvicola, Sw.) ; while Wilson, adopting the opinion of all preceding 

writers, considers it a Muscicapa (Setophaga, Sw.), since, as he observes, ‘‘ it has 

much of the Fly-catcher in its manners.” Of the Setophaga nutrata, which the 

Prince places immediately after this in his suite of species, Wilson thus writes :— 

“¢ Why this bird should have been arranged with the Warblers (Sylvicola) is to me 
unaccountable, as few of the Muscicape (Setophagw) are more strongly marked. 
It is perpetually in pursuit of winged insects.” Here, then, the series is com- 

pleted, even by the species noticed in the foregoing pages ; and this collateral 

affinity is established both by the progressive and almost imperceptible change of 

one form to the other, and by the nice and discriminating observations of one of 

the most veracious writers on Ornithology that has ever existed.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Cumberland House, lat. 54°, June 6, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head, neck, body, and lesser wing coverts, blackish-grey, glossed on the inter- 

scapulary space with mountain-green: black central spots on the head feathers, crowded and 

* But for the opinion of our friend Mr. Audubon, who assures us this is his new species of Muscicapa, dedicated by 

him to the Prince of Musignano, we should have had no hesitation in considering it as the Muscicapa Canadensis of 

Wilson; and even the high estimation in which we hold the practical knowledge of our friend, fails to remove our 
suspicion on this head. We can perceive no character, either in the figure or the description of Wilson, which does 
not accord with our bird. The specific name must, therefore, rest on Mr. Audubon’s authority ; while, as regards the 

generic, we consider the whole structure of the bird as obviously intermediate between the Sylvicole and the typical 

Setophage, although much more closely allied to the latter than to the former—Sw. 

2G 
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mixed with yellow on the frontlet. A black line, from the base of the lower mandible, passes 

over the under-eyelid to the shoulders. Quills and tail clove-brown, the inner margins of the 

former pale. The chin and whole under plumage pure and bright gamboge-yellow, a broad 

belt of triangular black spots crossing the upper part of the breast; under tail coverts 

whitish ; the inner wing coverts pale ash-grey. Bill dark umber-brown above, pale yellowish- 

brown at the base below. Orbits yellow. Legs yellowish-brown. 

Form.—Bill depressed, with an acute ridge; its tip notched and inflexed, vibriss@ half 

the length of the bill. Second and third quills the longest ; the first two lines shorter. Tail 

long, rounded, and yet notched at the end, the feathers being rather acute. Tarsus long, 

slender, and naked; lateral toes equal, scarcely longer than the hind toe, and considerably 

shorter than the middle one. 

Dimensions 

OF the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . : - 4 10 Length of bill from rictus . 0 6; Length of middlenail . 0 13 
; 5 of tail a 2 5, of tarsus. eat dO, 9 5, Ofhindtoe . - 0 3 

5, of folded wing APR 6 5 of middle toe - 0 5 5, Of hind nail > 2 
5, of bill above 0 43 

[55.] 1. Parus arricaPiLyus. (Linn.) Black-cap Titmouse. 

SuB-FaMILY, Pariane, Swains. Genus, Parus, Linn. Typical Pari, Swatns. 
Parus atricapillus. Liny.,i., p. 341, sp. 6. Brisson. Orn., iii., p. 553, pl. 29, f. i. 

Mésange a téte noire de Canada. Burron. 
Black-capt Titmouse (Parus atricapillus). Wuson, i., p. 134, pl. 8, f. 4. 

Parus atricapillus. Bonap. Syn., p. 100, No. 157. 

Peecheh-keesk&shees. CREE INDIANS. Mésange. Canapian VoYAGEURS. 

This bird inhabits the whole width of the American continent from latitude 

65° to the southern districts of the United States throughout the year. Its 

loose plumage, like that of the Canadian Jay, is well qualified for its protec- 
tion in the severe arctic winters. It is so extremely similar to the European 

Parus palustris that some ornithologists have classed it as the same; the two 

species, however, appear to us sufficiently distinct. It is one of the most 

common birds in the fur-countries, a small family inhabiting almost every 

thicket. 
DESCRIPTION 

Of the male, killed at Carlton House in April, 1827. 

Cotour.—Upper aspect of the head, the nape, chin, and throat velvet-black. A white line 

from the nostrils through the eye, spreads out on the side of the neck. Back lead-coloured, 
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glossed with yellowish-grey; quill and tail feathers blackish-grey, edged with greyish-white. 

Under plumage brownish-white, deepening in some specimens to yellowish-grey. Bill pitch- 

black. Legs bluish. 

Form.—Bill, nostrils, &c., typical. Fifth quill feather longest, but scarcely exceeding 

the fourth and sixth, and only two lines longer than the third and seventh ; eighth two lines 

shorter than the seventh; ninth about as much shorter than the eighth, and equal to or a 

little exceeding the second; first less than half the length of the second. Tail long, rounded. 

Tarsi considerably longer than the middle toe. ‘Two lateral toes adherent to the middle one 

by their first phalanges ; third one most robust and furnished with the longest claw. 

DIMENSIONS. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . . - 5 6 Length of bill on its ridge . 0 5 Lengthofmiddleclaw . 0 13 
sa Ouitall 5 5 Bo Wd PP OLtarsusm nO iz >» Ofhindtoe . . 0 3 

>, of folded wing 2 8 + of middle toe . . 0 43 > of hind claw 4a WW 2 

[56.] 1. SriuRus AUROCAPILLUs. (Swainson.) Golden-crowned Accentor. 

GENUS, Seéiurus. SwaINnson. 

The Golden-crowned Thrush. EpwarpDs, pl.252. Prnn. Arct. Zool. ii., p. 339. 

Golden-crowned Thrush ( Turdus awrocapilla). Wuitson, ii., p. 88, pl. 14, f. 2. 

Turdus coronatus. ViEIL., Ois. del’ Am., ii., pl. 64, p. 8. 

Sylvia aurocapilla. Bonar. Syn., p. 77, No. 102. 

This very pretty bird breeds on the banks of the Saskatchewan, and per- 

haps in still higher latitudes, and also as far south as Pennsylvania. It 
reaches the latter State in April, and departs late in September, after having 

reared two broods. Mr. Say mentions that it arrives on the upper branches of the 

Missouri on the 26th of April, and it makes its appearance in the fur-countries 
ten or twelve days afterwards. It winters within the tropics, the specimen from 

which Edwards’s figure was drawn having been taken off St. Domingo on the 
lst of November, 1751. Bartram and Wilson inform us that it builds its nest 

in the woods among the fallen leaves, choosing a declivity with a southern aspect. 

The nest is sunk below the surface, built of grass, arched over and lined with 

hair, a small hole only being left for an entrance. The eggs are four or five, 

of a white colour, sprinkled all over, but chiefly towards the large end, with spots 

of yellowish-brown, intermixed with a few larger ones of subdued purplish-grey. 
2G 2 
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They are 1,%, inch in length. Wilson is mistaken in saying that this species has 
no song; for the male serenades his mate in the breeding season with a loud, 

clear, and remarkably pleasing ditty, sitting on the lower branches of an alder or 

willow tree in the vicinity of the nest.—R. 

The mode of constructing its nest, analogous to that of the Wrens and other 

Scansorial types, is at once explained by the analogy of this group to the genus 

Troglodytes and the tribe of Scansores, both of which, in conjunction with Accentor, 

it represents in the circle of Partane. We see this bird again represented in the 

most remarkable manner by the Oxyrhynchus cristatus, Sw., (since altered, for 

what reason we know not, to Flammiceps,) which occupies a perfectly analogous 
station in the family of Picidw. If the colours of the crown of S. aurocapillus 
were more vivid, one description of plumage might serve for both birds. How 

superficially do we study Nature !—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed at Cumberland House, June 1, 1827. 

Cotour.—Dorsal aspect between dark hair-brown and oil-green*: crown brownish- 

orange, bounded on each side by a line of black spots. Under plumage white, thickly marked 

on the breast and flanks with pitch-black, triangular, thrush-like spots ; axillary feathers and 

inner wing coverts pale primrose-yellow. Bill umber-brown above: the whole lower man- 

dible pale. Legs pale. 

Form.—Typical. The bill is stouter than that of S. aquaticus, and does not taper so 

suddenly : the lower mandible in particular is more robust. Vibriss@ on the rictus, and chin 

short. Wings an inch shorter than the tail; second quill the longest, but scarcely ex- 

ceeding the first and third. Tail slightly emarginated, its feathers acutely pointed. Tarsus 

much longer than the middle toe; covered with a single or entire scale as in S. aquaticus : 

lateral toes equal, and longer than the hind toe: claws small. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length total . . - 5 9 Length of billabove . . 0 6 Length of middle nail - 0 13 
» of tail Shae, 3 55 of tarsus’) | 0 9 5, of hind toe o © 3 
5, of folded wing ~ 2 11 5, of middle toe . -0 6 > of hind claw . - 0 24 

5, of billfrom rictus. 0 7 

—R. 
* Rich yellow-olive-—WuLson. 
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[57.] 2. Seiurus aquaticus. (Swainson.) Aquatic Accentor. 

GENUs, Seiurus. SwAINSON. 

La fauvette tachetée de la Louisiane. Burron. Pl. Eni. 752, f.1? 
New York Warbler. PENN. <Arct. Zool. ii., p. 308, No. ? ? 

Sylvia Noveboracensis. Latu. Ind., ii. p.518, sp. 33 ? ? 
Turdus aquaticus. WHuLsoN, iii., p. 66, pl. 23, f. 5. 

Seiurus tenuirostris. Swarins. Syn. No. 36. 

Sylvia Noveboracensis, Bonar. Syn., p. 77, No. 103? 

PLATE XLIII. 

On first receiving this species from Mexico, we thought it distinct from the 

Turdus aquaticus of the American Ornithology, as Wilson particularly says “ that 

the bill is formed almost exactly like that of the Golden-crowned Thrush,” without 

adding that it is much more gracile. A comparison, however, of the Mexican 

with the Arctic specimens proves they are of one species,—the aquaticus of 
Wilson probably. Whether the Turdus motacila of Vieillot be also the same, 

is another question, and admits of considerable doubt. Again, Wilson alludes 

to what he calls a variety of his Turdus aquaticus, which inhabits the mountain- 
streams of Tennessee, where it is “ pretty numerous, and particularly distin- 

guished by the legs being of a bright-yellow colour.” He adds, “in other 

respects it differs not from aquaticus, whose legs are flesh-coloured.” The colour 

of these members cannot be traced in the dried skin, and therefore this distinction 

is of little use in our present difficulty. These particulars, given by Wilson, and 

the difference in the bill before alluded to, give rise to strong suspicion that there 

are two species confounded under this head, while the other may possibly be our 

bird, or the T’. motacilla of Vieillot. The latter, in fact, seems to differ in several 

respects from both. Whether these variations really exist in nature or arise from 

inaccurate description we know not; the point merits attention from the American 

ornithologists. Innumerable instances might be mentioned, in addition to those 

exemplified in this work, of species clothed nearly in the same coloured plumage, 

which are absolutely and essentially distinct. We may further remark, that 

Wilson says the lower parts are white, tinged with yellow-ochre; whereas, in our 

specimen, the tint is of a pale and clear straw-colour*. On mature consideration, 

* As it is totally impossible to say what is the Sylvia Noveboracensis of the old writers, a bird, according to Pen- 

nant, found in the hedges of New York, we have retained the expressive name of Wilson, whose description of 
aquaticus is certainly more applicable to our bird than to any other we have yet seen. Should this, however, eventu- 

ally prove distinct, it can then preserve the name of tenuirostris, by which we formerly distinguished it.—Sw. 
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we are more disposed to view this bird and Setwrus awrocapillus as entering in 

the circle of Accentor, than to place them within the confines of the Motacilline. 

If this eventually proves to be their real station in nature, Setwrus becomes, of 

course, a sub-genus. Do they, in fact, possess the same analogical relations ? 
We suspect not.—Sw. ‘ 

This bird was seen only at Carlton House, where it frequented the moist and 

thickly-wooded points of the river. It arrived in May, and disappeared after a 
few days, probably going farther north to breed. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Carlton House, lat. 53°, May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Whole upper plumage a remarkably uniform and very deep hair-brown. Eye- 

stripe, chin, and whole under surface very pale primrose-yellow ; throat, breast, and flanks 

marked at the tips with wedge-shaped spots of the colour of the upper plumage. Inner 

wing coverts yellowish-grey, spotted with brown near the edges of the wing. Bill dark 

umber-brown above, paler beneath. Legs brownish. 

Form, &c.—Bill rather wider than high at the base ; upper mandible somewhat suddenly 

narrowed in the middle; tip slender and minutely notched. Three first quills equal, the 

rest diminish in succession, the greatest interval occurring between the fourth and fifth. Tail 

square, or very slightly rounded; its feathers obliquely truncated on their inner webs, which 

are broader than those of S. aurocapillus. Tarsus slender and considerably longer than 

the middle toe: first phalanx of the outer toe adherent to the middle one: lateral toes nearly 

equal. Nails very small: they are more curved, and the hind one is longer than in S. auro- 

capillus ; but the structure of the feet is otherwise alike in both. 

DiMeEnstrons. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin.” 

Length total -5 9 Length of billfrom rictus 0 8 Length of nail . é oO 7 
> of tail 2 55 of tarsus . - 0 103 > of hind toe. 2 0 33 

5, of folded wing a3 0 > of middle toe 0 63 >, Of hind nail . . 0 23 

of bill above . Al) 5 
33 
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(58. | 1. AnTHUs aquaticus. (Bechstein.) Reddish-brown Titlark. 

Sus-FAMILY, Motacilline. Swatnson. Genus, Anthus. BECHSTEIN. 

The Little Lark from Pennsylvania (Alauda Pennsylvanica). EpDwarps, pl. 297.* 

Red Lark. Preny. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 393, No. 279? 

Brown Lark (Alauda rufa). Wutson, V., p. 89, pl. 42, f. 4. 

Anthus spinoletta. Bonar. Syn., p. 90, No. 144. 

PLATE XLIV. 

This bird was observed in small flocks on the plains of the Saskatchewan, 
in the spring of 1827, feeding on the larvee of small insects, particularly of a 

species of ant, whose habitations are constructed with small twigs and loose 

straws. It most probably goes further north to breed. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, killed at Carlton House, 14th May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Dorsal aspect hair-brown ; most of the feathers darker in the centre. Wings 

and tail liver-brown ; the quills narrowly, and the tertiaries and coverts broadly, edged with 

pale brownish-white. The outer tail feather white+, except at the base of its inner web; 

the adjoining one also white exteriorly and at its tip. Under surface.—Chin and line over 

the eye brownish-white. Neck and body wood-brown, inclining a little to ochraceous, 

with some small liver-brown spots on the breast and flanks. Inner wing coverts cinereous, 

with small brown spots. Bill and legs black. 

Form, &c.—Typical. Wings. First quill feather the longest ; second, third, and fourth 

becoming in succession just perceptibly shorter; the fifth half an inch shorter than the 

fourth ; the second, third, and fourth sinuated exteriorly, and the tips of the secondaries 

truncated and emarginated. Tertiaries long; one of them only a line or two shorter than 

the fourth quill feather. Tail lengthened and emarginated: the middle pair of feathers 

nearly a quarter of an inch shorter than the others. Tarsus much longer than the middle 

toe. Toes slender ; hind toe a little shorter than the inner, which nearly equals the outer 

one: the middle toe does not exceed these above a line and a half. Nails slender, subulate, 

acute, and but slightly curved ; the hinder much the longest. 

Duenstons. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Tnch. Lin. 

Length total. . 5 Uf 0 Length of bill to rictus - 0 73 Length of middle toe . . 0 6 
> of tail 2° 9 5, of bill above 5 OB > ofmiddle nail . 0 3 
> of wing 2 , BS 4 >, Of tarsus ; -—9 10 >, Ofhindnail . - 0 44 

* The Little Pennsylvanian Lark of Edwards is probably a variety of ours, in which ‘the outer, feathers on each 

side of the tail are white, and the two next to them have white tips. The under side, from bill to tail, is of a light 

reddish-brown, with dusky spots.” In our bird, these spots are confined to the breast and flanks. His figure is poor. 

That of Wilson is well drawn, but so inaccurately coloured, that, but for the description, we should have supposed it 

represented another species.—Sw. 

+ The extent of the oblique brown mark on the inner web of the outer tail feather varies in different specimens. 
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AMPELIDA..—FRUIT-EATERS. 

In the group of Ampelidw there are fewer species than in any one family of the 
Dentirostres, and consequently the investigation of their affinities is attended 

with unusual difficulty*. It is, therefore, with considerable doubts on the true 

nature of the aberrant divisions, that we offer the following table as exhibiting 

some approximation to the truth. 

AMPELID-. 

; Sub-families. 

2 Mouth excessively wide ; feet short, strong ; toes ; 
Tui Ampeline. 
ypical group. nearly free. 

2 
Sub-typical group. Mouth smaller; feet longer, weaker; syndactyle. Piprine. 

Wings short, rounded; rictus bristled ; feet strong; 

3 toes nearly free. 
| Levotrichane. 

Aberrant group. * % * rs 2 

Wings very long, pointed; toes free; rictus smooth. | Bombycilline. 

The typical distinctions of the whole group appear to consist in the shortness of 
the bill and the excessive width of the mouth, by which latter structure these birds 

can swallow large berries, and even truits of a moderate size, in an entire state. 

They never alight upon the ground, but are continually moving about the 

branches of trees: the feet are consequently very short, the soles broad, and the 

toes more or less united at the base. The rictal bristles, which protect the mouth 

of all insectivorous groups, in this are totally wanting; except in such forms as 

lead off to the Warblers on one side, and to the Fly-catchers on the other. With 

very few exceptions, the whole family is confined to the New World. 

The two typical groups, as usual, contain by far the largest proportion of the 

genera; and hence it is that, from having analysed their contents, we can venture 

* It has been ludicrously enough imagined, that the fewer are the forms which enter into a group, the more easily 

can they be arranged according to @ natural system; just, perhaps, “as a chain is more connected in proportion to the 

number of links that are wanting! ’’—See Mr. W. S. Mac Leay’s Examination of Mr. Bicheno’s Paper on Systems 
and Methods, in Zool. Journ., No. xvi., p. 413, &c.—Sw. 
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to pronounce one of them, at least, to be perfect. At present we must confine 
ourselves to a few remarks on the aberrant forms. 

The genus Procnias of Count Hoffmanseck is evidently placed beyond the circle 
of the true Ampeline, typically represented by the genera Cashmorhynchus of 

M. Temminck, and the restricted genus Ampelis of Linneeus. | Unlike all the 

other forms, its wings are very long and formed for rapid flight. The same 

character belongs to the Brazilian genus Phidalura, and is equally conspicuous 

in the European Chatterers (Bombycilla). ‘These are the only three genera we 

have yet ventured to place within this subdivision. The fourth is still more 

obscure, and would seem to be represented by the Lanius arcuatus of the 

Paris Museum; a bird with the plumage of Phzbalura and the bill of Vireo. 

To this latter group the Australian genus Pachycephala, Sw., appears, to us, to 

be unquestionably related; while the Parus indicus, now characterized as the 

genus Letothriz, Sw., makes the nearest approach, of any bird yet discovered, 

to Pachycephala on one side, and to the Pariane on the other. The latter 

affinity, indeed, is so strong as recently to have led M. Temminck into the belief 
that it actually belonged to the old genus: a glance, however, at its structure 

would have shewn how totally it differed. Although we feel some confidence in 

the situation here assigned to Leiothrix, we are totally unprepared at present 

to state the extent of this division; neither is it at all clear whether Vireo and 

Pachycephala form a part of this, or constitute the remnants of another sub-family. 

The mode in which the three aberrant groups may possibly be united cannot, of 
course, be even conjectured.—Sw. 

[59.] 1. VirEO oLivAceus. (Bonaparte.) Red-eyed Greenlet. 

Genvs, Vireo. ViEILLOT. 

Red-eyed Fly-catcher (Muscicapa olivacea). WHutson, ii., p. 55, pl. 12, f. 3. 

Muscicapa altiloqua. Virrz. Ois. de l’Am. Lep., i., pl. 38, p. 67. 

Vireo olivaceus. Bonar. Syn., p. 71, No. 91. 

Cu. Sp. VIREO OLIVACEUS, supra flavescenti-viridis; subtus albescens, vertice et lineis inter oculos et rostrum 
plumbeis, lined superciliosé albescenti, alis elongatis, remige prima quartam equanti. 

Sp.Cu. Rep-EYED Fiy-caTcuER, yellowish-green, beneath whitish ; crown and a line between the bill and eye 
blackish-grey ; eye-stripe white ; wings long; the first and fourth quill feathers equal. 

We have frequently remarked the disposition of Nature to disguise species, 

essentially distinct, in the same coloured plumage ; and this is sometimes done so 

2H 
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completely, that the differences, although conspicuous in their modes of life, are 
only evinced, in external structure, by modifications so nice and delicate as fre- 

quently to elude detection. ‘We have seen this fact exemplified among the olive- 
coloured Fly-catchers, and we shall now explain similar differences in the present 

group. It may be remarked’ that Wilson, in his account of Sylvia olivacea, 

alludes to another and a rather smaller species, which is frequently found in its 

company. “ Its eyes are hazel, its back more cinereous* than that of the other, 
and it has a single light streak over the eye. The notes of this bird are somewhat 

plaintive, but warbled out with great sweetness, and form a striking contrast to 
those of the Red-eyed Fly-catcher (M. olivacea).’’ Pennant’s account of the Red- 
eyed Fly-catcher + does not agree with any known species. It has a general 

likeness to all, without shewing a particular application to any one. It includes, 
in short, the whole of these long-billed species under the same name.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed on the 2nd of June, 1827, at Cumberland House, lat. 54°. 

Cotour.—Upper part of the head, and a streak from the angle of the mouth to the ears, 

blackish-grey : above this streak a larger greyish-white one passes over the eye, its upper 

border formed by a narrow, but conspicuous line of black. The whole dorsal plumage, 

with the neck, the tertiaries, and the wing coverts, oil-green. Quills and tail feathers dark 

clove-brown, margined with yellowish-green. The under plumage delicately white, very 

slightly tinged with grey; the flanks, inner wing coverts, and under tail coverts pale primrose- 

yellow. Bill blackish-brown above, pale beneath. Legs blue-grey. 

Form, &c.— Bill straight, lengthened, the tip abruptly bent and conspicuously notched. 

Lower mandible with the gonys ascending; the sides of both compressed, and the whole 

appearance resembling that of a Myothera, Ill. Nostrils roundish, basal: a few short, 

curved, and very weak bristles at the rictus. Wings lengthened, pointed, half an inch 

shorter than the tail. Second and third quill feathers equal and longest; first and fourth 

also nearly equal, and about a line and a half shorter than these. Secondaries truncated 

at the end, but not emarginate. Tail even, but appears slightly emarginated from the inner 

webs of the feathers being obliquely truncated: the tips pointed. Tarsus, with the anterior 

scales, transversely divided: lateral scales entire. The three anterior foes all more or less 

connected at their base; the inner one shortest. Nails much curved and compressed ; the 

hinder one strongest. 7 

* If this distinction is intended for the Sylvia melodia of Wilson, which we have not seen, it may be correct ; 

but it is altogether inapplicable to our Vireo Bartramit, which is rather more green on the back than Vireo olivaceus. 
—Sw. 

¢ Arctic Zoology, iii., p. 79. 
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Div ensions 

Of the female. 
; Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . c 5 9 Length of bill above . . 0 54 Length of middle nail - 0 2 

> of tail 2 3 >> Of tarsus . aU 9 5, of hind toe. - O 4 

> of wing . -3 2 5, of middle toe. - 0 5 > Ofhindnail . m0 24 

>> Of bill to rictus . 0 8 

== 

| 60. | 2. Vireo Bartramit. (Swainson.) Bartram’s Greenlet. 

Genus, Vireo. VIEILLOT. 

Cu. Sp. Vrreo Bartramit, colore Vireonis olivacei sed clariori, statura minori, alis brevioribus magisque rotun- 
datis ; remige prima sextam equanti: remigibus tertis et quartis longissimis. 

Sp.Cu. Barrram’s Fry-caTcuER, plumage of DV. olivaceus, but brighter; stature smaller; wings shorter, more 

rounded ; the first and sixth quills nearly equal, the third and fourth longest. 

To this species, which does not appear to have been distinctly defined, or 

recorded as a native of the United States, we have affixed the name of one 

whose love of science, no less than his devotion to the study of Nature, will 

long render his memory dear to the admirers of Wilson. There are four 

described species which come so near to this, that we shall briefly state in what 

they appear to differ. 

1. The Muscicapa melodia of Wilson, or Vireo gilva of Bonaparte, if correctly described, 

must be distinct: it has the head “ only inclining a little to ash,” and has no black 

line bordering the crown. Prince Charles Bonaparte expressly says, the bill is ‘« short,” 
b in opposition to that of Olivaceus, which he terms “ long.” The colours are ‘“‘ much 

d less vivid and striking than those of Olivaceus:’” in ours they are the same, or rather 

more bright. Again, the same observing ornithologist remarks, that the longer and more 

robust bill of Olivaceus distinguishes it from Gilvus: but the bill of our species is of 

the same size and length as that of the former. 

2H 2 
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2. The Muscicapa altiloqua of Vieillot, which may either be, as Bonaparte observes, the 

V. olivacea, or the species here denominated longirostris. 

3. The Sylvia gilva of Vieillot, which is probably the melodia of Wilson above noticed: the 

description is too loose and unsatisfactory to be applied to our bird.* 

4. The Vireo virescens of the same author, which may be this species, or another, much 

smaller, of which a wing only was brought home by the Expeditions. 

It is the misfortune of those who aim at accuracy, that they are either obliged 

to give new names to species which they cannot find perfectly described, but 

which, in fact, may not be new,—or they must assimilate their species to some 

other, which eventually turns out to be totally distinct. Of two evils, we rather 

choose to risk the former, since a striking instance of the latter is given in this 

very group: the West Indian bird being perfectly different from that of North 

America, with which, as it now appears, all writers have confounded it. 

A specimen of this species was procured, by Mr. David Douglas, on the banks 

of the Colombia. It appears to have been a young bird, and is somewhat injured 

by insects ; but we have attentively compared it with two other specimens {, one 

from Brazil, the other from South Carolina, and all three agree in that particular 

structure of the wing which is nearly the sole external distinction it possesses. 

The essential differences, in short, between the two species in their outward 

form is confined to the structure of their wings and to their respective sizes. 

Olwaceus is larger, and has the first quill feather invariably much longer than 

the fifth, a character which is conspicuous in seventeen specimens now before us. 
Bartrami is much smaller, the colours rather brighter, the wings considerably 

shorter and more rounded, and the first quill always shorter than the fifth. The 

former seems confined to North America, the latter extends to Brazil. The com- 

parative size of the bills in both is the same, but the length is variable. 

The following measurements will shew the differences of size between the 

species more clearly. 
Vireo olivaceus, V. Bartramii, yng. V. Bartramii, adult, 

Inches. Inches. Inches- 

Total length nee F : 55; 46. is 

ae of the bill from the front & 4 2, 

a of the wings i 33; one ais 

ox of the tarsus . 5 $5 hardly 7 

—Sw. 

¥ ‘ Cette espéce a le bec et les pieds bruns; la téte, le dessus du cou, ef du corps gris: cette teinte est Jégérement 

nuancée de verdatre sur le dos. Longueur totale quatre pouces, neuf lignes.’’—Ois. de [’ Am. Lep,,i., p. 65. 
+ In Mr. Swainson’s museum. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of an adult, shot by Mr. Swainson in Brazil, lat. 12° S. 

Size somewhat larger than the Wood-wren. Plumage precisely the same as that of Vireo 

olivaceus ; but the olive-green on the upper parts brighter, and the yellow tint on the vent, 

under tail coverts, and under wing coverts, stronger. The stripe of white over the eye 

equally broad, clear, and margined above by a similar black line—Sw. 

Vireo Lonerrostris. (Swainson.) Long-billed Greenlet. 

Genus, Vireo. VIEILLOT. 

Olive-coloured Fly-catcher (Muscicapa sub-fusco-viridis sive olivace: coloris). EDWARDS, pl. 253, p. 93. 

Cu. Sp. ViREO LonerRostTRIs, colore Vireonis olivacei, lined gulam cingente nigra, rostro elongato, alis brevibus 
mediam caude haud attingentibus, remige quarta primam superanti. 

Sp. Cu. Plumage of V. olivaceus ; chin margined by a black line; bill lengthened ; wings short, not reaching to half 
the length of the tail; the first quill feather shorter than the fourth. 

It is probable that the true Vzreo olivaceus does not occur in the West Indies, and that the bird known there by the 
name of Whip-Tom- Kelly (supposed by Wilson, from the similarity of its notes, to be the same with V. olivaceus,) is 
in reality different. We have never seen a specimen of the true olivaceus from those islands ; but, wnder that name, 

we have received, both from Jamaica and St. Vincent’s, a third, which we shall here describe, to complete the illustra- 

tion of the two preceding. We strongly suspect that this is the identical species first made known by our accurate 
countryman Edwards, whose figure has been quoted by all writers for the olivaceus of North America. The specimen 

which Edwards examined had been preserved in spirits, and the colours of the plumage must consequently have been 

obscured : hence his description, in this respect, is somewhat defective ; but it is worthy of remark, that the blackish 

line on the side of the chin, although not mentioned in the description, is perfectly indicated in the plate; while the 

length of the bill and the shortness of the wings are so completely characteristic of our bird, that we have no doubt of 

its being the same. Edwards expressly mentions, that he received his specimen from Dr. Browne, who brought it 
from Jamaica, where it is known, says the Doctor, by the name of Whip-Tom-Kelly ; ‘‘ it has not many notes, but 
they are loud and sweet.”—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Size and general plumage similar to Vireo virescens and olivaceus, except in the colours being somewhat duller than 

those of the last: it is essentially distinguished by a narrow line of dusky-black, which margins each side of the chin: 
the bill is proportionably lengthened, and the wings so short as hardly to exceed the length of the upper tail covers. 
Total length, 53 inch. ; bill from the front, ~§ inch; wings, 275 inch.; and tarsi, 7; inch. 

—Sw. 

[61. | 1, BompyciLLa GARRULA. (Bonap.) European Chatterer. 

SuB-FAMILY, Bombycilline. Swarns. Genus, Bombycilla. Brisson. 
Bombycilla Bohemica. Briss. Orn., ii., p. 333. 
Ampelis garrulus. GmEL. Syst., i., p. 838, sp. 1. 

Waxen Chatterer. Laru. Syn., iii., p. 91, sp. 1. 

Grand Jaseur (Bombycivora garrula), TEMM., i, p. 124. 

Bombycilla garrula (Bohemian Wax-wing.) Bonar. Orn., pl. 16, f. 2. 

This elegant bird has only lately been detected in America, having been dis- 

covered, in the spring of 1826, near the sources of the Athabasca, or Elk river, 
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by Mr. Drummond, and by myself the same season at Great Bear Lake, in 

latitude 65°. Specimens, procured at the former place, and transmitted to 
England by the servants of the Hudson’s Bay Company, were communicated, 

by Mr. Leadbeater, to the Prince of Musignano, who has introduced the species 

into his great work on the birds of the United States. In its autumn migration 

southwards this bird must cross the territory of the United States, if it does not 

actually winter within it; but Ihave not heard of its having been hitherto seen 

in America to the southward of the fifty-fifth parallel of latitude. The moun- 

tainous nature of the country skirting the Northern Pacific Ocean being con- 

genial to the habits of this species, it is probably more generally diffused in 
New Caledonia and the Russian American territories, than to the eastward of 

the Rocky Mountain chain. It appears in flocks at Great Bear Lake * about 

the 24th of May, when the spring thaw has exposed the berries of the alpine 
arbutus, marsh vaccinium, &c., that have been frozen and covered during winter. 

It stays only for a few days, and none of the Indians of that quarter with whom 

I conversed haa seen its nests; but I have reason to believe that it retires in 

the breeding season to the rugged and secluded mountain-limestone districts, 

in the sixty-seventh and sixty-eighth parallels, when it feeds on the fruit of the 
ommon juniper, which abounds in these places. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Great Bear Lake on the 24th May, 1826. 

Cotour.—The plumage very delicate, the barbs long, slender, and detached, but lying 

smoothly so as to form a dense covering. The colour is pure bluish-grey on the tail 

coverts and posterior part of the back, but elsewhere, both on the ventral and dorsal aspects 

and on the crest, it is yellowish-grey, deepening on the head and neck into a pleasing brownish- 

grey. Front and under tail coverts bright reddish-orange :{ chin and a band on each side 

of the head deep velvet-black. Primary coverts and quill feathers brownish-black, with a 

conspicuous band on the tips of the former: the first primary and the tertiaries unspotted ; 

the remaining quills with each a linear spot on the tip of its outer web, which is of a pale 

king’s-yellow on four or five of the primaries, and white on the rest and on the secondaries. 

Six or seven of the secondaries, and occasionally the longest tertiary, have their shafts ter- 

minating in a curious, small, oblong, flat, cartilaginous process, of a bright carmine-red 

* I observed a large flock, consisting of at least three or four hundred individuals, on the banks of the Saskatchewan, 
at Carlton House, early in May, 1827. They alighted in a grove of poplars, settling all on one or two trees, and making 

a loud twittering noise. They stayed only about an hour in the morning, and were too shy to allow me to approach 
within gunshot. 

+ The exact colour meant is buff, mixed with tile-red and chestnut-brown, and answering nearly to the helvolus of 
authors, ‘ 
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colour, and having the appearance and lustre of sealing-wax. Tail coloured like the quills, 

tipped with a band of king’s-yellow half an inch wide. Bill and legs black. Irides dark-red. 

Form, &c.—Bill typical. The first and second primaries are subequal and longest. The 

tail is nearly even, and the coverts reach nearly to the end. Tarsi remarkably short, feathered 

below the knee. Lateral toes unequal. 

A female, killed at the same time, differs in having the marks on the tips of the primaries 

untinged with yellow; the cartilaginous prolongations fewer; a narrower yellow tip to the tail, 

and a smaller and less intense black mark on the chin. 

DiMEnsIoNs 

Of the male. The female. Ofthe male, The female. 
Inch. Line. Inch, Line. Inch. Line. Inch. Line, 

Length total . SEO 8 6 Length of middle toe . . 6 0 8 
ecottail 4 e eae 9 Zid. 5, of middle nail - 0 3k 0 31 

> of wing 2 ° 4 74 4 83 5,  Ofinner toe . 0 43 0 424 

5, of bill on its ridge Ole O 0 53 55 Of inner nail 210) +42 OZ 

s5 of bill to rictus 0 103 0 10 5, of hind toe 0 4 0 4 
+)  oftarsus . . : 0). 10 0 9 3.) of hind:nail |. 3 .3 33 0 3h 

[ 62. ] 2. Bompycitta Americana. The Cedar-bird. 

Genus, Bombycilla. Brisson. 
Bombycilla Carolinensis. Brtss., ii., p. 337, 1. IpEM, 8vo., i., p. 251. 
Chatterer of Carolina. Epwarps, pl. 242. 

Cedar-bird (Ampelis Americana). WutsoNn, i., p. 107, pl. 7, f. 1. 

Bombycilla Carolinensis. Bonar. Syn., p. 59, sp. 68. 

Recollect. Canapran VoyaGERs. 

This species was considered by Linnzeus, Latham, and others, to be a mere 

variety of the preceding one, from which, however, it is perfectly distinct. It is a 

more southern bird, not having been observed hitherto, I believe, to the north- 

ward of the fifty-fourth parallel of latitude. It inhabits the United States the 

whole year, being more common in the northern and middle States in summer, 

and frequenting the southern States in the winter season. Wilson informs us 

that it forms compact flocks, containing from twenty to fifty individuals, which 

usually alight on the same tree. It feeds on berries of all kinds, and is very fond 

of the fruit of the sour-gum and red-cedar. The young are fed at first on insects 

and their larvee, but, as they advance in growth, on berries of various kinds. 

The female, if disturbed, darts from the nest in silence to a considerable distance ; 

no notes of wailing or lamentation are heard from either parent; and the season 
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of love, which makes almost every other small bird musical, has no such effect 

on them ; for they continue at that interesting period silent as before*. Mr. 
Drummond saw several small flocks on the south branch of the Saskatchewan, 

on the 27th of June, and obtained some specimens. It likewise frequents the 

northern shores of Lakes Huron and Superior in the summer. Cook, and other 

voyagers, report it to exist on the north-west coast of America; but they might 
easily mistake the preceding species for this one. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the south branch of the Saskatchewan, lat. 523°, June 27, 1827. 

Smaller than B. garrula, and without any white on the wings. Quill feathers blackish- 

grey: the head, neck, and breast clear yellowish-brown; the belly gamboge-yellow ; 

and the under tail coverts nearly white,—in the European species they are orange-brown. 

Seven or eight of the secondaries are tipped with carmine-red cartilaginous processes. The 

black marks at the base of the bill and on the side of the head resemble those of the other 

species, and are faintly bordered with white; but the chin has very little black. Quill fea- 

thers formed as in B. garrula; but the bill is rather shorter and broader. 

A female, procured by Mr. Drummond, wanted entirely the waxen appendages to the 

secondaries. Wilson observes that the young birds do not receive them until the second 

autumn. He further remarks, that the chief difference of the female plumage is its duller 

tints, the narrowness of the yellow bar on the tail, and the inferior appearance on the crest. 

A young bird, in Mr. Swainson’s collection, has the upper plumage of the head and body 

of a hair-brown colour, paler on the neck and rump. The wings and tail as in the mature 

bird, except that the former want the waxen appendages. The black frontal mark is nar- 

rower, and there is no black on the chin. The under plumage is mostly hair-brown, edged 

with yellowish-grey, the belly and vent being straw-yellow. 

Dimensions. 

Of themale. The female. Of the male. The female. 
Inch, Line. Inch. Line. Inch. Line. Inch. Line. 

Length total 7 6 Les Length of middle toe 2 - O FR 0 

33, Of tail aati Oto » of middle nail . O 2b 0 2} 
> of wing 6 c 3 68 3 68 »  Ofinner toe . 0 4 0 4 

,, of billontheridge . -0 5 0 5 » of inner nail 0 4 0 i 
., of billfrom rictus . 0 8 0 8 » of hind toe 0 3 0 3h 

+ of tarsus . #10) 58 0 7% » of hind nail 0 3 0 3 

* Wixson, l.c. 
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CONIROSTRES. 

Tue lesser Tyrant Fly-catchers of the New World appear stationed, in the great 

scheme of Nature, either at the utmost limits of the Laniade, or in that part 

of the circle of Todide which forms a connecting passage between the two. If 

these views be correct, it follows that no typical forms of the Muscicapide (or 

rather Todide*) have yet been discovered in America. We pass, therefore, to 

the Conrrostres, the typical tribe of the perching order. This, in comparison 

with the DentirostREs, is a most imperfect group; not only are the variations 

fewer, and the sub-families more unequal in their contents, but several forms are 

wanting. Hence it is that wide intervals between groups, yet evincing an 

unguestionable tendency to unite, frequently occur. And while these gaps in the 

chain of continuity offer the best facilities to the makers of artificial methods, 

they oppose obstacles of the greatest difficulty to the investigators of the natural 
system. In these cases the study of analogies becomes of the first importance ; 

since, however we may insist on degrees of affinity, they can never be admitted 

as correct, until established by such analogical tests as we have applied to the 

groups investigated in the preceding pages. On the other hand, as the Aiat? in 

the Conirostral circle are nearly confined to two only of the aberrant divisions, 

we have little doubt on the correctness of the following table, as explaining 

the circular succession of the families. 

Bill strong, the upper mandible curved, obsoletely 
1; 

notched ; nostrils concealed; wings lengthened, Corvipz&. 
Typical group. 

rounded ; tarsi elevated. | 

Bill more lengthened, sub-conic, upper mandible 

nearly straight, not thicker than the under, 
9 

Bs STURNIDE. 

ened, pointed ; tarsi shorter. 

Bill short, very strong, and perfectly conic. FRINGILLIDA. 

Bill short, strong, the under mandible weak, the | 

Aberrant group. | margins serrated ; feet various. 

Bili ~-ormous, greatly compressed ; feet syndactyle. 

Sub-typical ia generally entire; nostrils naked ; wings length- 

Ei. 
| MusopuaGip&@. 

Bucerip2. 

* We are more than usually emba:.. 1 in proposing a name for this group; having ascertained, by analysis, that 

the Todus viridis is a sub-generic Fissirostral type among the broad-billed Fly-catchers, strictly so termed. System- 
atists, however, have lately detached this bird as a distinct genus, while the typical form of the whole family, to which 
the name of Todus has been correctly applied by the old writers, is now known as the genus Eurylaimus. This confu- 
sion, unintentional on all sides, is the inevitable consequence of giving names to forms, before their affinities have 

been thoroughly investigated. In this dilemma, we know not how to proceed : if we restore the appellation of Todus 

to Eurylaimus, we must give a new name to the Todus viridis ; while, if this be not done, the denomination of the 
sub-families is incorrect: upon the whole, we have preferred the latter, as less liable to disturb the received nomen- 

21 
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The three subordinate divisions of the aberrant group contain, as usual, genera 

of much apparent dissimilarity ; they may, however, be defined as birds having 
the bill much thicker and more powerful than those of the typical groups, while 
their general structure is weaker and more imperfect. This inferiority is evinced, 

among the Fringillide, by their diminutive size; in the Musophagida, by the feet 

being adapted only for frequenting trees, and in the restriction of their food to vege- 

tables; while in the bulky Hornbills (Buceride) the tarsi are unusually short and 

the toes nearly syndactyle. None of these imperfections are observed among the 

Corvide and the Sturnide. We therefore agree with Mr. Vigors in considering 

that these families represent the perfection of the ornithologic structure*. 
The precise manner in which the aberrant circle is closed, by the union of the 

Fringillide and the Buceridw, cannot at present be explained; their absolute 

affinity, however, has been already acknowledged, and their union insisted uponf. 

As to the Musophagidw, comprising the genera Musophaga, Corythaix, Colius, 

and Phytotoma, any ornithologist, who actually examines these birds, must be 

convinced that they offer so many steps of gradation between the Buceride and 

the Fringillide, yet too distinct to be comprehended under either of those families. 

We must pass over the analogical relations of the Conirostral group, and 

merely confine ourselves to a few remarks upon the 

FRINGILLIDA, 

as being that family which offers the greater number of species brought home by 

the Expeditions. The primary divisions of this group, which is certainly the 

most extensive in the whole circle of Ornithology, may be thus stated :— 

1. Typical group. 
Tribes of INSESSORES. Sub-families. 

Bill thick, very conic, and entire, the margin of 
CoNnIROSTRES. | . fi 

the upper mandible sinuated. 
Coccothraustine. 

2. Sub-typical group. 

Bill with the culmen bent, the upper mandible 
DENTIROSTRES. 

notched. 
} Tanagrine. 

clature of well-known species. In one of the modern systems, the 7’. viridis is placed between the Goatsuckers and the 
Kingfishers,—and this situation is called natural !—Sw. 

€ A well-known zoologist, whose opinions in general carry much weight, considers that this perfection lies among 
the Scansores, and that the Psittacide are the typical group of the ornithological circle. We can only say that this 
idea, which seems merely founded upon theory, receives no confirmation from analysis. Were it correct, it would not 
only annul everything here written, but completely demolish that very system upon which the author has bestowed 
such unqualified praise as to pronounce, that ‘* Birds now form the only class in Zoology which has been arranged 

according to the variation in structure.”—Linn, Trans., xvi., p. 6. 
+ Linn. Trans.,, xiv., p. 450. 
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3. Aberrant group. 

J RETRO Bill conic, nearly entire, the under mandible me Hes 

NUS ES generally smaller than the upper one. Fat i 
ScANSORES. Pyrrhuline. 

The latter division, from the great diversity of its contents, cannot be defined 
by characters applicable to all; yet that it constitutes a circular group we can 

have little doubt; since the close affinity between Pipilo and our Emberiza cris- 

tata* indicates that by such forms the Fringillinew and the Pyrrhuline are brought 

together. The Sparrows, the Buntlings, and all the plain-coloured Finches of 

northern latitudes are thus detached from all others, and associated among the 

true Fringilline,—proving that even colour is one of the leading distinctions 
in the system of Nature. 

The circular affinities of the Fringillide will, however, be better understood 

by the following sketch. On quitting the Sylviadw, by means of the Lark- 

Warblers (Anthus), we at once enter among the true Larks. From this group 

Nature departs by two routes; one lies through the Buntling-Larks (Plectro- 

phanes), the Buntlings (Emberiza), the terrestrial Finches (Fringilla), the Spar- 

rows (Pyrgita), and the Ground-Buntlings (Pipilo) ; by this latter group she 

enters among the Tanagers, and so reaches the typical form of Coccothraustes 

by the intermediate genera of Tiaris, Sw., and Ploceus, Cuv. ‘The second, or 
right-hand route, passes through the genera Myrafra, Horsf., Megalotis, Sw., 

Crithagra, Sw., and Pyrrhula. Between the Bullfinches, generally so termed, 

and Coccothraustes, are the Linnets (Linaria); and we again reach the typical 

structure by means of such forms as Guiraca, Sw., and two others, not yet defined. 

We may premise, that this sketch, meagre as our space compels us to make it, 
is the result of severe analysis. 

The typical sub-families, we may venture to pronounce, are perfect ; that is, 

every genus, and nearly every sub-genus, is known or has been defined. But the 

three aberrant divisions, namely, the F'ringilline, the Alaudinw, and the Pyrrhu- 

lin, require much more study than they have yet received ; we therefore refrain 

from hazarding any opinion upon the value of their subordinate groups, further 

than to annul several of the genera and sub-genera proposed by others, as well 

* Zool. Illustrations, iii., pl. 148, note. This remarkable bird, which we now find is unquestionably a native of 
Brazil, was first described by us under the above name. M. Temminck, as usual, gave it another, and M. Vieillot a 
third. The figures given by these writers, however beautiful as pictures, are most defective: the bill is represented 
as perfectly conic, whereas the upper mandible is considerably arched, and its whole form is more like that of a Bull- 

finch, a Pipilo, or a Guiraca.—See our remarks in Appendix to Griffith’s Cuvier, Aves, part ix., p. 687.—Sw. 

Di 
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as by ourselves. We do this with some confidence; since it has, we trust, 

been demonstrated, that such divisions are no longer arbitrary. Unless they 
find their representatives in other groups, no genus or sub-genus can now, in short, 
be natural. By this test, the group here denominated Zonotrichia must eventually 

be tried; since, to use an expressive phrase, its precise station in Nature has not 

been worked out. Still more obscurity hangs over the Linnet-like birds, com- 

prising, among others, the American Fringilla purpurea of Wilson and the 
Pyrrhula frontalis of Prince C. Bonaparte : these we refer, conditionally, to the 

Pyrrhuline. Yet, on the other hand, we feel by no means sure that they are not 

aberrant forms in the genus Linaria, among the Coccothraustine. 
The geographic distribution of the Fringilline, or Sparrow-like Finches, is not 

so general as might be inferred from the number of the species. They abound in 

cold and temperate climates ; but are so thinly scattered in tropical regions, that 

we know but of two species from South America, and not one from the Indian 

Islands or Australia. The genus Emderiza, however, occurs both in Northern 

and Southern Africa nearly under its typical form.—Sw. 

[ 63. | 1. ALAUDA CALANDRA. (Linn.) The Calendre Lark. 

SuB-FAMILY, Alaudine, Swans. Genus, Alauda, Linn. 

The Calandra. EpwarpDs, pl. 268. 
Calandra Lark. PENN. <Arct. Zool., ii., p. 393, No. 280. 

This Lark was first described as American by Edwards, on the authority of a 
dealer in birds; but no subsequent author mentions having seen specimens from 

that continent. There is an individual, however, from the fur-countries, in the 

British Museum, presented by the Hudson’s Bay Company, which differs from 

an European example solely in its bill and tarsi being rather shorter. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen from Hudson’s Bay. 

Cotour, &c.—Upper plumage liver-brown, with pale margins; throat, belly, inner borders 

of the tertiaries, exterior tail feathers, and the ends of the adjoining pair, white ; the other 

tail feathers, except the middle pair, slightly tipped with the same; flanks and breast pale- 

brown, the latter spotted with umber; a dark-brown collar on the anterior base of the neck, 

and two umber-brown marks on the side of the neck, separated by white. Bull greyish, 

tipped with brown : it is strong, somewhat compressed, and very slightly curved. The hind 

claw is long and straight. 
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Dimensions. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length total . ° nied 6 Lengthofbillfrom rictus 0 11 Lengthofmiddleclaw . 0 4k 
> Of tail . Ss 3 0 55 Of tarsus : 1 2 5 oOfhindtoe . - 0 44 

> of wing . 5 2 > ofmiddle toe . 0 84 5, Ofitsclaw . 0 9 

of bill above - O 9 19 

[64. | 2. ALAUDA corNUTA. (Wilson.) Horned or Shore-Lark. 

Sus-FaMI Ly, Alaudine, Swatns. Genus, Alauda, Linn. 
Alauda alpestris. ForstEer, Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 398, No. 20. 

Shore Lark. PENN. Arcé. Zool., ii., p. 392, No. 278. 

Alauda alpestris. Latu. Jnd., ii., p. 498, sp. 21. 
Shore Lark. Wutsov, i. p. 85, pl. 5, f. 4. 

Alauda cornuta. IDEM, p. 87. 
Alauda alpestris (Shore Lark). RicHarps. App. Parry’s Second Voyage, p. 343, No. 4. 

Bonar. Syn., p. 102, No. 158. 

Alauda cornuta. Swains. Syn., p. 434, No. 45. 

Ootay-tapaysew. CREE InD1IANs.* 

This very handsome Lark arrives in the fur-countries along with the Lapland 
Buntling, with which it associates, and, being a shyer bird, is the sentinel, and 
alarms the flock on the approach of danger. It retires to the marshy and 

woody eastern districts to breed, extending its range to the shores of the Arctic 

Sea. Mr. Hutchins states, that “its nest is placed on the ground, and that it 
lays four or five white eggs, spotted with black. It chirps as it flutters in the 

air, but has no note whilst on the ground or in flying from place to place.” 

On the advance of winter, it retreats to the southward, and is common in the 

United States throughout that season, frequenting sandy plains and open downs. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed at Carlton House, 14th May, 1827. 

Cotour.— Upper surface of the head and neck, lesser wing and tail coverts, and central 

pair of tail featherst, purplish-brown or vinacious; the rest of the tail pitch-black, the outer 

feather bordered and narrowly tipped with white: quills and greater coverts liver-brown, 

edged with white. Frontlet, chin, and a broad eye-stripe, which dilates on the ears and side 

of the neck, yellowish-white. Forehead, nasal feathers, under eyelid, cheeks, throat, and 

upper part of the breast, velvet-black ; the black of the forehead prolonged, over the eyes, 

into horns capable of erection, like the egrets of an owl. Some vinacious blotches under 

the wing ; the rest of the under plumage greyish-white: inner wing coverts pure white. Bull 

bluish-black, pale at the base beneath. Legs blackish-brown. 

* The Cree name of Chee-chup-peesew, ascribed to this bird by Forster, is, according to Hutchins, the proper appel- 

lation of the Plectrophanes Lapponica. 

+ Called, by Forster, two long coverts. 
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Form typical. Tarsus longer than the middle toe and its claw. The toes are all free. 

The hind claw is nearly straight, tapering, and acute, and is more than half the length of the 

tarsus. : 

Another male specimen, from Hudson’s Bay, in Mr. Swainson’s collection, differs in the 

white marks about the head being replaced by primrose-yellow, and in that on the frontle 

being much broader. This is, probably, the full autumnal plumage. 

A female, killed on Lake Superior, wants the black horned mark, and also the vinacious 

tint of the head, neck, and shoulders of the male, these parts being coloured like the back. 

The eye-stripe and under surface of the head are lemon-yellow ; and there is a narrow 

black band, fringed with yellow, on the upper part of the breast. The rest of the plumage 

nearly as in the male: her dimensions a little smaller. 

DIMENSIONS 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . . ed 6 Length of bill above . - O 6 Length of middle toe 0 6 

Se Ofstall 2 10 > of billfromrictus 0 8 » ofitsnail . 0 4 

>, of folded wing 4 5 >> Of tarsus ; - O 103 >, of hind toe 0 4 

> Of its nail . 0 6 

(65.] 1. Emperiza (PLECTROPHANES) NivaLis. (Meyer.) The Snow- 
Buntling. 

Sus-ramiLy, Alaudine, Swains.? Genus, Emberiza, Linn. Sub-genus, Plectrophanes, Mryenr. 
Emberiza nivalis. Linn. Forster, Phil. Trans., |xii., p. 403, No. 25. 

Mountain Bunting. Penn. Brit. Zool.,i., p. 279, No. 123. Autumn plumage. 

Tawny Bunting. IprEm, i., p. 278, No.121.. Autumn plumage. 

Snow Bunting. IpEm, i., p. 279, No. 122. Winter plumage. IpEm, Arct. Zool., ii., p. 355, No, 222. 

Snow Bunting (Zmberiza nivalis). Wuson, iii., p 36, pl. 21, f.2. Winter. — 

Emberiza nivalis. Ricuarps. App. Parry’s Sec. Voy., p. 343, No.5. Bonar. Syn., p. 103, No. 159. 

Sheegun-peetheesees. CREE InpDiANs. Koppenno-acci-o0. EsQuiMaux. 

This neat and elegant native of the colder regions of both hemispheres breeds 
in the northernmost of the American islands, and on all the shores of the conti- 

nent, from Chesterfield Inlet to Behring’s Straits. The most southerly of its 

breeding stations in the New World that has been recorded, is Southampton 
Island, in the sixty-second parallel, where Captain Lyons found a nest placed in 
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the bosom of the corpse of an Esquimaux child. Its nest is composed of dry 

grass, neatly lined with deer’s hair and a few feathers, and is generally fixed in 

the crevice of a rock or in a loose pile of timber or stones. The eggs are 

greenish-white, with a circle of irregular umber-brown spots round the thick end, 

and numerous blotches of subdued lavender-purple. On the 22nd July, 1826, 

in removing some drift timber lying on the beach of Cape Parry, we discovered 

a nest on the ground, containing four young Snow-birds. Care was taken not to 

injure them ; and while we were seated at breakfast, at the distance of only two or 

three feet, the parent birds made frequent visits to their offspring, at first timidly, 

but at length with the greatest confidence, and every time bringing grubs in 
their bills. The Snow-Buntling does not hasten to the south on the approach 

of winter with the same speed as the other summer birds; but lingers about 

the Forts and open places, picking up grass-seeds, until the snow becomes 
deep ; and it is only during the months of December and January that it retires 

to the southward of the Saskatchewan. It usually reaches that river again 

about the middle of February ; two months afterwards it attains the sixty-fifth 

parallel of latitude, and in the beginning of May it is found on the coast of the 

Polar Sea. At this period it feeds upon the buds of the Saxifraga oppositi- 
folia, one of the most early of the arctic plants ; during the winter its crop is 

generally filled with grass-seeds. In the month of October, Wilson found a 
large flock running over a bed of water-plants, and feeding, not only on their 

seeds, but on the shelly mollusca which adhered to the leaves ; and he observes 

that the long hind claws of these birds afford them much support when so 
engaged. The young are fed with insects. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Carlton House, March 30, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head, neck, rump, wing coverts, spurious wings, basal half of the primaries, all 

the secondaries, and the whole under plumage pure white: hind head slightly tinged with 

wood-brown. Back, scapulars, two large coverts of the spurious wings, outer halves of 

seven primaries, the tertiaries and largest tail covers black, bordered with white, more or less 

tinged with brown. The three outer pairs of tail feathers white, with a terminal exterior 

line of black; the rest black, with white borders, Bill yellow, tipped with brown. Legs 

pitch-black. ‘ 

Form.—Bill typical. Palate very convex throughout, with a narrow groove betwixt it 

and the cutting margins for the reception of the edges of the lower mandible. The two lateral 

ridges so conspicuous on the palate of E. Lupponica, are merely indicated by faint lines. 

Wings very long and pointed ; first feather the longest; lesser quills much truncated, and 
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notched in the middle. Tail strongly notched, although the exterior feathers are only a 

quarter of an inch longer than the middle ones. Hind claw considerably longer and rather 

straighter than the anterior nails, which are small and thick at the base, but somewhat 

abruptly pointed : lateral toes equal. 

Other males, killed at the same time, differ in the proportion of white upon their quills and 

in the brown tints on the head and rump. The female is more strongly tinged with brown, 

but does not materially differ. In the month of May, the loose margins of the plumage 

having dropped off, both sexes are almost totally black above and pure white below; but 

early in winter, when every feather is entire, the prevailing tint above is yellowish-brown, 

the black parts shewing faintly through. The throat and breast are tinged with brown, 

deepest in the female, and encircling the neck. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total Ag 6 Length of bill from rictus . 0 55 Length of middle nail - 0 4 
peeeOntall 3 0 > Of tarsus . aK) 5, of hind toe. 2 80 3% 

» of folded wing 4 4 » Of middle toe . - 0 7 >» Ofitsclaw . - 0 5 
5, of bill above 0 5 

(66. | 2. Emperiza (PLecrropHaAnes) Lapponica. (Selby.) Lapland 

Buntling. 

Genus, Emberiza, Linn. Sub-genus, Plectrophanes, MEYER. 

Fringilla Lapponica. Linn. Syst.,i.,p.317. Forst. Phil. Trans., |xii., p. 404, No. 12.* 
Lapland Finch. PENN. Aret. Zool., ii., p.337, No. 259. 

Emberiza calcarata. TEMM.,i., p. 322. Ricuarps. App. Parry’s Second Voyage, p. 345. 

‘¢ Plectrophanes calcarata. Meyer, Tash, iii., p. 176, sp. 11.” 

Plectrophanes Lapponica. SELBY, Linn. Trans., xv., p. 156, pl. 1. Young. 

Lapland Longspur (Emberiza Lapponica). Bonar. Orn.,i., p. 53, pl. 13,f.1,male; pl. , f. 2, female. 

Chee-chupeeshew. CreEe Inprans. (Hutchins.) Kernee-ook-taraiah. EsQuiMaux. 

PLATE XLVIII. 

This handsome bird is common to the northern regions of both continents. 

According to Forster, it winters on the coast of Hudson’s Bay, arriving at Severn 

river in November, and departing on the approach of spring for the north. 

During its stay it feeds on grass-seeds, and, Hearne says, also on the buds 

of the Pinus microcarpat. Some stragglers are occasionally seen, as the 

* Forster states his specimen to have been only five inches long, but says it corresponded exactly with Linneus’s 
description of the species in Fauna Suecica. 

+ This Larch is named “ Juniper” by the English residents at Hudson’s Bay, who term the Common Juniper, which 
is also abundant there, the “ Crow-berry.” The Prince of Musignano mentions, that the Lapland Buntlings haunt 

the “ Cedar-trees” at Severn river, and feed on their berries. This is a mistake, evidently originating in Hearne’s 

notice of the buds of the “ Juniper.’ The Juniperus Virginianus, on the berries of which many birds delight to feed, 
does not grow within several degrees of latitude of Hudson’s Bay; and even the more northerly Thuya occidentalis 
does not ascend higher than the fifty-fourth parallel, which is two degrees short of Severn river. 
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Prince of Musignano informs us, in the northern parts of the United States. I 

never met this species in the interior of the fur-countries during winter, and I 

suspect that its principal retreats in that season are on the borders of Lakes 
Huron and Superior, and in the country extending to the westward on the same 

parallel. In the year 1827 it appeared on the plains at Carlton House, about 

the middle of May, in very large flocks, amongst which were many Shore-larks 
(Alauda alpestris) and a few individuals of E. picta. During their stay of ten or 

twelve days they frequented open spots, where recent fires had destroyed the 

grass. They came to Cumberland House a few days later in the same season, 

and there kept constantly in the furrows of a newly-ploughed field. In the 

preceding year they were seen, though in smaller flocks, in the vicinity of Fort 

Franklin (lat. 653°) in the beginning of May ; and the crops of those that were 

then killed were filled with the seeds of the arbutus alpina. They breed in the 

moist meadows on the shores of the Arctic Sea. The nest, placed on a small 

hillock, among moss and stones, is composed externally of the dry stems of 

grass, interwoven to a considerable thickness, and lined very neatly and com- 

pactly with deer’s hair. The eggs, usually seven, are pale ochre-yellow, spotted 
with brown. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed, May 20, 1826, at Fort Franklin. 

Cotour.—Head, chin, throat, and upper part of the breast velvet-black, margined with 

white from the ears. A broad stripe of reddish-white from the upper eyelid of each side 

joins the white bordering the ears; and there are the rudiments of another in the middle 

of the bright-chestnut nape. Rest of the upper plumage pale reddish-brown, each feather 

striped in the middle with blackish. Coverts with two obsolete white bands; primaries 

hair-brown, their exterior edges whitish. The belly and under tail coverts dusky white, 

sides of the breast and flanks spotted with black. bull bright lemon-yellow, tipped with 

black. Legs pitch-black. 

Form typical. There is a roundish knob on the posterior part of the palate, ending 

forwards in a narrow mesial ridge: the lateral ridges are more elevated, and form furrows 

with the cutting margins for the reception of the edges of the lower mandible. 

Males, killed at the same period, vary; some having the black of the head quite pure, 

while in others it is spotted with white, and the white eye-stripe is continued to the bill. Ina 

few, there is a white line down the middle of the hind head. 

The female differs in having the chin greyish, the black plumage of the head and breast 

edged with pale-brown and grey, and the chestnut feathers of the nape fringed with white. 

The white stripes are duller. 

2K 
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After the auéumn moult the male resembles the female. The darker hue of the breeding 
dress is produced by the pale margins of the plumage dropping off. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . é - 6 8 Length of billfrom rictus 0 64 Length of middle nail -O 2 
> of tail cs - 2 9 55 Of tarsus ; - 0 10 95 Of hind toe. - 0 45 

5, of folded wing ae 9 55 Of middle toe ao 7 5 Ofitsnail . - 0 5 

5 Of bill above . - O 6 

Several males, killed at Carlton, were about half an inch shorter than the preceding. 

[67.] 3. EmBerizA (PLECTROPHANES) picTA. (Swainson.) Painted 

Buntling. 

Genus, Emberiza, Linn. Sub-genus, Plectrophanes, MEYER. 

Cu. Sp. Emperiza (Plectrophanes) picta, capite nigro, lined superciliari et macula nuche auricularibusque et 

tectricibus alarum intermedius albis, corpore subtus et torque ochreis. 

Sp. Cu. Parntep BunTurne, head black ; a line passing over the eye, a small spot on the nape, another on the 

ears, and a large patch on the wing, white ; collar and the whole under plumage brownish buff- yellow. 

PLATE XLIX. 

This species was observed associating with the Lapland Buntlings on the 

banks of the Saskatchewan, but no information was received respecting its 
breeding quarters. Only one specimen was obtained. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, killed at Carlton House, April, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head and sides velvet-black, with vestiges of a brownish-white fringe, indi- 

cating the autumnal plumage. Three distinct stripes of pure white on the sides of the head, 

one bordering the chin, another on the ear, and a third above the eye: a less distinct 

spot on the middle of the nape. The neck above wood-brown; the dorsal plumage and 

lowest rows of wing coverts blackish-brown, broadly edged with light greyish-brown: the 
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intermediate coverts pure white, and the upper ones entirely black. The quills and tail 

brownish-black, with narrow white edges: the two outer pairs of tail feathers white, with their 

outer tips and inner edges brown. Under plumage entirely of a colour intermediate between 

wood-brown and buff-orange. Inner wing coverts white. Bill blackish-brown, pale at the 

base beneath. Legs brown. 

Form typical, but the bill is more acuminated than that of E'mb. nivalis and Lapponica: 

the lower mandible is narrower than the upper one. Palate similar to that of E. Lapponica, 

with a wider central ridge, and a more distinct rounded tubercle posteriorly. Quills, tail, and 

feet as in Lapponica. The tail exceeds the wings an inch. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . : . 6 3 Length of bill above - O 53 Length of middle toe 0 64 
53> of tail 2 6 >, of bill from rictus . 0 63 » of middleclaw . 0 23 

5, of folded wing 3 6 >> Oftarsus . & WW ID 5, Of hind claw . 0 53 

[68.] 4. EMBERIZA PALLIDA. (Swainson.) Clay-coloured Buntling. 

Genus, Emberiza, Linn. 

Cu. Sp. EmBeERIzA PALLIDA, luteo-fusca striis nigrescentibus ; subtus intacta alba, capite stris maculosis tribus 

pallidis et duobus nigrescentibus notato, awricularibus fuscescentibus. 

Sp.Cu. Cxiay-coLourRED BunTLIN6, clay-coloured brown, striped with blackish; beneath white, unspotted; 
head with three pale and two blackish macular stripes ; ears brownish. 

This Buntling, which is even smaller than the Emberiza pusilla of the United 

States, visits the Saskatchewan in considerable numbers. It frequents the farm- 

yard at Carlton-house, and is as familiar and confident as the common House 

Sparrow of England.—R. 
Neither Wilson nor Bonaparte notice this species. It has much of the habit 

of E. pusilla, which differs, however, very essentially in its more robust and 

cinnamon-coloured bill, in the chestnut-brown colour of the crown and back, 

in the bluish-grey tint of the space round the orbit, and in the want of the 

blackish brown streaks on the head, The tarsi of pusilla are rather longer, 

and the tail is shorter by nearly a quarter of an inch, yet its wing is rather 

longer.*—Sw. 

* From socialis our species differs in wanting the bright rufous crown, and in having the ear feathers brown, mar- 
gined above and below with a darker edge, instead of pure cinereous or lead-colour, without any border. The feet are 
also generally longer; the tail likewise is longer; but in other respects the proportions are equal. From palustris 

and melodia it is still further removed by a much smaller bill and less robust feet —Sw. 

2K 2 
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DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen (sex not ascertained), killed May 14, 1827. 

Corour.—General cast of the ground of the upper plumage light clay-colour, or yellowish- 

brown, which edges all the feathers of the wings and tail, and becomes French-grey towards 

the nape ; the middle of each feather having a dark blackish-brown stripe down the middle, 

most conspicuous on those of the back: these spots are crowded into two stripes on the 

head, between which is a paler line ; over each eye is another, much more conspicuous, and 

whiter. Ears yellowish-brown, with a darker edging, and bordered below with a stripe 

whiter than the throat. Lesser or smallest wing covers without spots; the row adjoining the 

greater covers black, with whitish tips ; the rest of the covers and quills edged with the same. 

Under plumage white, tinged very slightly with grey, and, on the breast and flanks, with clay- 

colour. Bill and legs yellowish, the ridge and tip of the former umber-brown. 

Form, nearly typical, taking the Emberiza scheniclus as one of the best examples of the 

group. Bill of the same size, but rather more conic than that of EL. pusilla, and the notch, 

in both, can scarcely be distinguished; the upper mandible is nearly as thick as the under, 

and the margins much inflexed. In the structure and proportion of its wings, feet, and tail 

it perfectly resembles E'mb. schaniclus.*—Sw. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . a a, ff 9 Length of bill above . - 0 4 Length of middle toe. 0 6 
>> of tail . A 4 8 > of billtorictus . 0 5 > Of its nail . 0 2 

» of wing ° a2 6 >> of tarsus c - 0 rE 3 >, of hind toe 0 3 

> Ofits nail . 5. YW 23 

(69. | 5. EmpertzA CaNnapEnsis. (Swainson.) Tree-Buntling. 

GxENus, Emberiza, Linn. 

Mountain Sparrow (Hen). Epwarps, pl. 269; lower figure. 
Fringilla montana}. ForsveEr, Phil. Trans., \xii., p. 405, No. 29. 
Tree Sparrow. Penn. Arct. Zool. ii., p. 373, No. 246. Wu son, ii., p. 123, pl. 16, f. 3. 

Fringilla Canadensis. Bonar. Syn., p. 109, N. 175. 

The Tree-Buntling arrives, in small flocks, on the banks of the Saskatchewan 

* The Fringilla socialis is also an Emberiza, although, perhaps, the most aberrant species in America. The F. 
melodia of Wilson seems to connect this group with Zonotrichia. The African Emberize differ only from the Ame- 

rican in the length of their tertiary quills, thus leading to the true Larks.—Sw. 
+ The error of confounding this species with the Fringilla montana, L., of Britain, originated in one of the very 

few mistakes of Edwards. This error was adopted by Dr. Latham, who, nevertheless, describes our present bird a 

second time under the name of ‘ Mountain Sparrow,” (Gen. Syn., iii., p. 265,) copying his description and name of 

Canadensis from Brisson. Pennant, and subsequently Wilson, rectified this error; yet, notwithstanding all this, Dr. 
Latham not only continues to confound both these species in his General History, but, by a most strange and unac- 

countable mistake, leaves out his Mountain Sparrow; thus actually destroying the only distinct record in his work of 
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in the third week in April, and, after a short halt, proceeds farther north to 

breed. It winters in the United States. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed at Penetanguishene, on Lake Huron. 

Cotour.—Head above, bright chestnut-brown ; ear feathers margined superiorly by a stripe 

of the same ; a white superciliary line from the bill to the hind head. Upper surface and 

sides of the neck bluish-grey. Back, wing coverts, and secondaries blackish-brown, lightly 

bordered with chestnut-brown. Tips of the greater coverts, lower row of lesser coverts, 

and the outer edges of the tertiaries, white, forming two bands. Primaries, their coverts, 

and the tail feathers clove-brown, edged with white, particularly the outer pair of the latter. 

Tail coverts yellowish-grey. Cheeks and the whole under plumage ash-coloured, tinged 

with yellowish-brown on the flanks. There is also a dark, blackish spot in the middle of 

the breast. Bill dark-brown, paler beneath. Legs brown. 

Form slightly aberrant. Bill small: a small knob on the posterior part of the palate. 

Third quill the longest, second and fourth nearly equal to it, first a little shorter than the 

fifth: secondaries truncated and notched. Tail divaricated, the feathers being nearly 

equal, except the middle pair, which are two lines shorter. The hind nail is nearly twice 

the length of the middle one. 

Another specimen, probably a female, killed, on the 27th of April, at Carlton, differs in 

the chestnut-coloured feathers of the head being slightly fringed with white, and in the upper 

plumage in general shewing less of the chestnut. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . - - 6 3 Length of bill above . - 0 43 Length of middletoe . 0 63 
>> Of tail ; 6 o£ 6 > of billtorictus . 0 5 59) Ofsttsiclawar ts . 0 24 

5 of wing - 58 0 55 Of tarsus a . 0 94 5, Of hind claw 5 © 4 

—R. 

The form and general structure of the bill, the great inflection of the man- 

dibles, and, above all, the emarginate tail and lengthened hind claw, render 

this species a decided Emberiza,—although the nearly-equal size of the man- 

dibles points it out as slightly aberrant in its own group.—Sw. 

our present species! It might have been found as a distinct species in the Synopsis ; but, as such, in the History it 
disappears. Such synonymes cannot, of course, be cited. Dr. Latham having thus expunged the name of Fringilla 
Canadensis, his authority can no longer be cited for its correct meaning.—Sw. 
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[70.] 1. Frincitta (ZonoTricHIA) GRAMINEA. (Swainson.)  Bay- 
winged Finch. 

SuB-FAMILY, Fringilline, Swatns. Genus, Fringilla, Linn. Sub-genus, Zonotrichia, Swatns. 
Grass Finch. Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 375, sp. 253. 

Bay-winged Bunting (Emberiza graminea). Wutson, iv., p. 5), pl. 31, f. 5. 
Fringilia graminea. Bonar. Syn., p. 108, No. 170. 

The colours of this bird are well adapted for concealment in the short withered 

grass of the Saskatchewan prairies, which it frequents. It arrives early in May, 
and departs, to winter in the southern States, in September. It breeds as low 

down as Pennsylvania, and was not seen by us beyond the fifty-seventh parallel. 

Its food is chiefly grass-seeds, and its nest is placed on the ground. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed, May 14, 1827, at Carlton House. 

Corour.—All the upper parts dull, pale greyish-brown, and dark liver-brown, the latter 

forming a stripe down the shaft of each feather. Ear feathers tinged with pale chestnut. 

An ill-defined whitish collar crosses the nape. Lesser wing coverts ferruginous, with dark 

central streaks. Quills and tail liver-brown, with narrow paler edgings; those of the primaries 

nearly white. The exterior tail feather is almost totally white, and the next is partly so at 

its end. Under plumage and inner wing coverts white, marked, on the shoulders, breast, 

and flanks, with stripes of dark-brown. Bill dark liver-brown above, and yellowish beneath. 

Legs flesh-coloured. 

Form typical. The first, second, and third primaries nearly equal; the fourth half a line, 

and the fifth a line shorter. The secondaries truncated and notched at the end; the tertiaries 

long and rather pointed. The ¢ail is somewhat notched, though the lateral feathers are 

slightly graduated. The lateral toes are equal, and nearly as long as the hind toe: the hind 

claw is longer than the middle one. 

The female is smaller, but otherwise like the male. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . ° e 6 9 Length of billabove . a) 53 Length of middle claw - O 3 
» of tail é “19 S92 9 57) Of tarsus) 7s - O 10 5, Of hind toe - 0 4 

5, of folded wing 3 3 5, of middle toe . - 0 5 > Ofitsclaw . . 0 4 

of bill from rictus . 0 6 ” 
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[71.] 2. Frine1tia (ZonorricuiaA) LEucoPHRYS. (Swainson.) White- 

crowned Finch. 

Genus, Fringilla, Linn. Swb-genus, Zonotrichia, Swarns. 

Emberiza leucophrys (White-crowned Bunting). Forster, Phil. Trans., 1xii., p. 403, 

No. 26; and p. 426, exact description. 

White-crowned Bunting. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii, p. 355, No. 221, pl. xvi., No. 221; 
lowest figure. Wutson, iv., p. 49, pl. 31, f. 4. 

Fringilla leucophrys. Bonar. Syn., p. 107, No. 167. 

Cussawbawtawseesh. CREE INDIANS. 

This species bears a great resemblance to the White-throated Finch, and is 

scarcely distinguished from it by the residents at Hudson’s Bay. It is, however, 
a more northern bird, and extends its summer visits to the extremity of the 
continent. It breeds in all parts of the fur-countries, arriving in the middle of 

May, and departing early in September to the northern parts of the United 
States, where it winters. A few appear in Pennsylvania in severe seasons only. 

It makes short flights, and is much on the ground, feeding on grass-seeds and 
grubs. The male sings, from a low perch, a short, clear, and pleasant song. 

The nest is built on the ground, of grass, lined with hair ; and the eggs, gene- 
rally five, are celandine-green, marbled thickly with chocolate-red, particularly 

at the great end. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Fort Franklin, lat. 653°, May 30, 1827. 

Cotour.— Upper part of the head marked by three stripes of white, separated by two of 

deep black. The middle of the back and the wing coverts very dark reddish-brown, forming 

stripes, with narrow, pale brownish-grey margins. The posterior part of the back with the 

tail coverts hair-brown, and totally unspotted. Quill and tail feathers liver-brown, with pale 

edgings: the greater primaries edged with dull white, the secondaries with chestnut-brown. 

Two white bands on the tips of the wing coverts. Chin and belly white; throat and breast 

French-grey ; flanks and under tail coverts brownish-grey. Bill reddish-orange, tipped above 

with brown. Legs pale-brown. 

Form.—Bill a little smaller and more acute than that of F. Pennsylvanica. Wings 

moderate, two inches shorter than the tail. Third quill the longest, barely exceeding the 

second and fourth, and two lines longer than the first and fifth. Tail nearly even. Feet 

like those of F. Pennsylvanica ; outer and inner toe nearly equal, the middle toe lengthened. 

The female is coloured like the male. 
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Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length total . 2 5 0 Length of bill above . - 0 42 Length of middle claw - 0 23 
>, of tail Be 1 > Of tarsus . eaOn ar UL >, of hind toe « 0 4 

5, of folded wing 3 1 », of middle toe . - 0 qt >» Ofitsclaw . -O 33 
> of bill from rictus 0 53 

[72.] 3. Frineinta (Zonorricuia) PENNsyLvANica. (Swainson.) The 

White-throated Finch. 

Genus, Fringilla, Linn. Sub-genus, Zonotrichia, Swatns. 

White-throated Sparrow (Passer gutture albo). Epwarps, pl. 304. 
Le Moineau de Pennsylvanie. Briss. Orn. Append., p. 97. 
White-throated Finch. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 373, No. 248. 

White-throated Sparrow (Fringilla albicollis). Wuts. iii., p. 51, pl. 5, f. 2. 
Fringiila Pennsylvanica. Bonar. Syn., p. 108, No. 269. 

Ooche-chimmenaw-kawmawkaw-seesh. CREE INDIANS. 

This handsome species winters in the southern parts of the United States, 

frequenting in flocks the borders of swampy thickets, and feeding on seeds. 

It departs for the north about the 20th of April, reaches the Saskatchewan in 

the middle of May, and spreads throughout the fur-countries, up to the sixty-sixth 

parallel, to breed. I found a female sitting on seven eggs, on the 4th of June, 

at Cumberland House. The nest, placed under a fallen tree, was built of grass, 

lined with deer’s hair and a few feathers. Another, found at Great Bear Lake, 

was lined with the seta of Bryuwm uliginosum. The eggs were very pale 

mountain-green, thickly marbled with reddish-brown. When the female was 

disturbed, she made her escape by running silently off in a crouching manner, 

like a Lark. The male has a clear song of two or three very distinct notes, 
but without variety. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Cumberland House, June 1, 1827. 

Cotour.—Crown of the head blackish-brown, with a central white line. A broad super- 

ciliary streak is lemon-yellow from the nostrils to the eye, and white posteriorly. ‘The nape 
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is slightly mottled with brownish-white. The feathers of the upper part of the neck, and middle 

of the back, and the scapulars, have dark liver-brown centres, which gradually pass first into 

chestnut-brown, and then into pale wood-brown margins, the chestnut-brown predominating. 

The rump and tail coverts are broccoli-brown, without edgings. Wing coverts liver-brown, 

margined with grey, the two lower rows tipped with two white bands. Primaries clove- 

brown, edged with grey ; secondaries and tail feathers liver-brown. Under surface.—Chin, 

middle of the belly, and vent white; throat and breast ash-grey; flanks and inner wing coverts 

brownish-grey. Bill dark horn-colour. Legs flesh-coloured. . 

Form.—/Vings an inch and a half shorter than the tail; fourth quill the longest, but 

scarcely passing the third and fifth; eighth equal to the first, which is five lines shorter than 

the fourth. Tail rather long, and rounded at the end. Hind nail very little longer than 

the middle one. 

The female resembles the male in plumage. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length, total . . . 6 6 Length of bill above . 0 6 Lengthofmiddleclaw . 0O 22 
3 of tail 5) 8} 0 55 Of tarsus . - OO 104 » ofhindtoe . - 0 4 

», of folded wing a 9 5» of middle toe. 0 73 >» Ofitsclaw . a @ | 8 
> of billfromrictus 0 63 

[73.] 4. Frineruua (Zonorricuia?) 11aca. (Swains.) Fox-coloured Finch. 

Sup-FramiLy, Fringilline, Swains. Genus, Fringilla, Linn. Sub-genus, Zonotrichia ? Sw. 

Fringilla iliaca. Merrenm, Ic. Av., p. 37, t. 10. 

Rusty Bunting. PENN. <Arct. Zool., ii., p. 364, No. 231 ? 

Ferruginous Finch. IpEM, p. 375, No. 251? magnitudine descrepat. 
Fox-coloured Sparrow (Fring. rufa et ferruginea). Wu son, iii., p. 53, pl. 22, f. 4. 

Fringilla iliaca. Bonar. Syn., p. 112, No. 185. 

This handsome species breeds in the woody districts of the fur-countries, up to 
the sixty-eighth parallel of latitude. It constructs its nest in a low bush, of dry 

grass, hair, and feathers; laying five eggs, of a pale mountain-green tint, marbled 
with irregular brown spots. The male, perched near his mate, sings cheerfully and 

2L 
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pleasantly. It winters in the United States, arriving in Pennsylvania towards the 

end of October, in flocks of ten or twelve, which frequent low, sheltered thickets, 

and are almost continually scraping the ground among the fallen leaves*.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a female, killed at Great Bear Lake, lat. 652°, June 7, 1826. 

Cotour.—Head and neck smoke-grey. ‘Tips of most of the feathers, particularly on the 

back, chestnut-brown, which becomes bright-ferruginous on the rump, tail, and exterior 

portion of all the wing feathers. Wing coverts tipped with brownish-white, forming two 

narrow bars: inner web of the quills umber-brown. Orbits white, mottled with brown. 

Ground colour of the under plumage, ears, sides of the neck, and middle of the throat, 

thickly varied with triangular spots of bright chestnut, leaving the middle of the throat almost 

white: flanks spotted in the same way; but the chestnut is duller, and inclined to black. 

Middle of the belly and under tail coverts white. Bill umber-yellow, dark above. Legs 

yellowish. 

Form, aberrant. Bill+ thicker at the base and much more perfectly conic than that of 

F. Pennsylvanica : the length of both is the same ; but, in this, the notch is not perceptible. 

In the construction of the wing and the tail, these two birds agree ; but, in this, the tail is 

shorter and not so much rounded: the legs also are much stouter, in which, and in the 

greater development and size of the lateral toes and claws, this species much more resem- 

bles Pipilo. The hind toe and claw is not much longer than that of Pennsylvanica, to 

which form, upon the whole, our present bird makes the nearest approach. The first and 

fifth quills are equal, the intermediate ones are the longest, and nearly.all of equal length. 

Tail very slightly rounded.—Sw. 
Duovenstons. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length,total . 3 -7 6 Length of bill above . - 0 5 Length of middletoe . 0 9 
a Ob, tail : a 9 5» Of billtorictus . 0O 7 5, of its nail , . 0 3 

, of folded wing 58} es 5 of tarsus ¢ 07 5, of hind nail +. Oia: 

* The Jaboteur of Le Vaillant (Ois.d’Af., p. 112, £. 1), belonging to the genus Phyllastrephus, Sw., is a most 

remarkable representation of this bird. We feel fully persuaded it is a Rasorial type of form ; but of what genus we 
are at present ignorant.—Sw. 

+ The bill, in size and shape, perfectly resembles that of Fringitta grammica, Bon.; but the cutting margin is 

nearly straight, not, as in that, obviously sinuated: the feet also are more robust. Both may possibly be aberrant 
forms of this group.—Sw. ; 
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[74. | 5. FRINGILLA HYEMALIS. (Linn.) Black Finch. 

Genus, Fringilla, Linn. Sub-genus, ? 

Fringilla hyemalis. Linn. Sysé., edit. 10, ann. 1757 ; nec tamen Gmelin, nec Lath. 

Fringilla Hudsonias. Forster, Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 406, No. 30; and p. 428, No. 5. 

Black Bunting. Latu. Syn., ii, p. 166,sp.4. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 359, No. 225. 
Snow-bird (Fringilla nivalis). Wutson, ii., p. 129, pl. 16, f. 6. 

Fringilla hyemalis.s Bonar. Syn., p. 109, No. 173. 
Pawkaw-choweeseesh. CREE INDIANS. 

This is a very common and familiar bird in the United States, approaching 
the towns and farm-yards in the winter ; but retiring to the high ranges of the 

Alleghanies and the Rocky Mountains in the breeding season. It is merely a 

summer resident of the fur-countries, and is not common, nor was it seen by us 

beyond the fifty-seventh parallel. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, killed at Penetanguishene, on Lake Huron. 

Cotour.—Head, throat, breast, flanks, inner wing coverts, and dorsal plumage greyish- 

black, paler towards the rump. Quills clove-brown, edged with grey. Central tail feathers 

brownish-black; the three outer pairs white, the third tipped outwardly and striped at the 

base with brown. Belly and under tail coverts white. Bill and legs pale flesh-colour. 

Form.—Bill rather small; upper mandible slightly notched; the margins much inflexed. 

First quill three-tenths of an inch shorter than the three following ones: the third and fourth 

equal and longest. Jazl emarginate a quarter of an inch deep*. Tarsus and middle toe 

equal, the latter being much developed: inner toe shorter than the outer one. All the claws 

fine, slender, and but slightly curved. 

Din ensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . C 5 GF 4 Length of bill above . --0 5 Length of middle toe . - 0 7 
>> of tail ; 5° 9 > of billtorictus . 0 52 > Of its nail . - O 3 

3 of folded wing o & 13 >> Of tarsus A .- 0 10 » ofhindnail . .0 A 

* In my specimen, the tail is also emarginate; but the two exterior pairs of feathers are rounded, the outer pair 

being shorter than the next, which are again shorter than the third pair—Sw. 
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[75.] 1. Pyroerra (Prpi1Lo) arctica. (Swainson.) Arctic Ground-Finch. 

. SuB-FAMILyY, Fringilline, Sw. Genus, Pyrgita, ANT1Q. Sub-genus, Pipilo, VrEILu. 

Cu. Sp. PrriLo arctica, super nigrescens, capite collo pectoreque nigris (in femina ferrugineis), dorso scapularibus 

tectricibusque albo fasciatis, remige primo et octavo subequalibus. 

Sp.Cu. Arcric Grounp-Fincn, with the head, neck, and upper plumage blackish (in the female ferruginous- 

brown) ; back, scapulars, and wing covers striped with white ; first and eighth quill feathers nearly equal. 

Pruate wr. Mare. Prate cir. Femace. 

Of this sub-genus, which was supposed to consist but of one example, we have 

now characterised no less than five additional species, four of which are typical. 

The group appears confined to America, and seems to be the Rasorial type 

of the true Sparrows (Pyrgita): if so, it will consequently touch the circle of the 

Tanagrine at that point which brings Pipilo into junction with such a form as 

is seen in M. Vieillot’s figure of the Fringilla Xena of Linnzust{, a rare and most 

interesting bird. ‘The northern species comes so very close to the Mexican Pipilo 

maculata, Swains., fully described and figured in the Illustrations of Ornithology, 

that we might, at first sight, be tempted to think they were the same. A more 

rigid comparison, however, will detect the following distinctions :— 

PIPILO ARCTICA*. PIPILO MACULATA. 

Wings with the first quill intermediate be- Wings shorter, more rounded ; the first quill 

tween the seventh and eighth. The second much shorter than any of the primary or 

and sixth equal; the third, fourth, and secondary quills. The second and seventh 

fifth longest. equal; the third and fifth equal; the fourth 

. longest. 
Greater quills exceeding the lesser in length Greater quills only four-tenths longer than 

six-tenths of an inch. the lesser quills. . 

Tarsi one inch. f Tarsi one inch, one-tenth. 

Hind toe shorter than the claw. Hind toe and claw equal, or the latter some- 

what longer. 

By this comparison it appears that, in Pipilo maculata, the wings are more 

* Two of the specimens exhibit not the least deviation from these characters; the third, which is a smaller, and, in 

all probability, a younger bird, slightly varies in the quills. We have already shewn, in our notes upon the young 

Hen-Harriers, that the quill feathers do not gain their true proportions until a perfect adult age.—Sw. 

+ A specimen was once in the Zoological Society’s museum (see Zool. Journ., iii., p. 441), and might have furnished 

materials for solving one of the most difficult problems in Ornithology ; but we are informed that it is no longer in 
existence. We know not of a single example in England, nor is there one in the Paris Museum. Until the structure 

of this bird is explained, some little doubt may still hang over the precise situation of Pipilo. A seventh species has 

just come into our possession from Brazil, and an eighth from Mexico.—Sw. 
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feebly constructed ; but that this is compensated by an additional strength being 
given to the feet, which in their whole structure are obviously more robust ; 

while the greater development of the hinder toe and its claw gives to maculata 

a more typical perfection than is seen in arctica. In regard to colour, the whole 
upper plumage of maculata is strongly tinged with olive, but which, in the male 

of arctica, is grey*.—Sw. 
This handsome Ground-Finch was observed only on the plains of the Saskat- 

chewan, where it no doubt breeds, as one specimen was killed late in July. It 

arrives in the end of May, and frequents shady and moist clumps of wood, being 

generally seen on the ground. Its habits, as far as they were observed, cor- 

respond with those of the Towhe Bunting, which it much resembles in external 

appearance. It feeds on grubs, and is a solitary and retired, but not a distrustful 

bird. 
DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Carlton House, Ist July, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head, neck above and below, scapulars, interscapulars, all the wing coverts, 

and tail, pitch-black; some of the breast feathers fringed with white. A pure white stripe, 

half the breadth of the web, on the outer edge of each of the scapulars and interscapulars, 

and the greater and lesser coverts tipped with the samej. The three exterior pairs of tail 

feathers tipped internally with an oval patch of white, the-outer pair also edged with white. 

Quills hair-brown, the second to the fourth inclusive partially edged with an oblique white 

line, the rest narrowly edged with light French-grey. Middle of the breast and belly pure 

white; sides, flanks, and under tail coverts deep and bright ferruginous. Inner wing coverts 

greyish-white. Bull pitch-black. Legs pale-brown. 

Forw, strictly typical. 

The female, killed on the 29th of May, has the parts which are black in the male ferru- 

ginous, except the tail, which is blackish-brown. The upper plumage also exhibits an 

obscure, but decided olive tinge, particularly on the back and edges of the feathers of 

the wings. Another female, killed on the Ist of July, differs merely in the crown being 

glossed with yellowish-brown and the tail with umber. The pure white markings in both 

® On comparing our male bird with five specimens of the same sex of Pipilo erythropthalma, killed this year, near 
New York, the following differences, independent of plumage, characterise the present species. The bill is smaller, 

and the culmen less arched, giving to this a more conic appearance; the claws are more gracile, somewhat longer, and 
obviously less curved; the tarsi are less robust, and one-tenth of an inch shorter. The first quill feather is mani- 

festly longer, and this exercises a material difference on the general formation of the wing ; so that, in Arctica, the 
first and eighth quill feathers are nearly equal in length ; whereas, in P. erythropthalma, the first quill feather is 

scarcely equal to several of the secondaries. This latter character alone is sufficient to demonstrate their specific 
difference.—Sw. 
+ In P. maculata the upper part of the neck, and particularly the back, is saturated with olive-brown, the black 

being confined to a line on the inner side of the white stripes above mentioned. The stripes themselves and the tips 

of the covers are delicately tinged half way with ferruginous. The posterior quills are edged with obscure olive. The 
sides and under plumage as in P. arctica.—Sw. 
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agree with those of the male, without being tinged, as in P. maculata, with ferruginous- 

brown. 
Dimensions. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ; . 8 9 Length of bill from rictus . 0 8 Length of middle nail - 0 4 
> of tail oy a 0 > Of tarsus . an all 1 5, of hind toe 5 Ww 5 

5, of folded wing AAG: 6 5 of middle toe . - 0 9 >» Ofitsnail . e 6 

5, of bill above 0 63 

[76.] 1. Pyrrauxta (CorytTuus) ENucLEATOR. (Cuvier.) Pine Bullfinch. 

SuB-FaMILy, Pyrrhuline, Swarns. Genus, Pyrrhula, Aucr. Sub-genus, (?) Corythus, CUVIER. 
The Greatest Bullfinch. Epwarps, pl. 123, young male; pl. 124, female. 
Loxia enucleator. Forster, Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 402, No. 24. 

Pine Grosbeak. PENN. Aret. Zool., ii., p. 348, No. 209. Wuts.,i., p. 80, pl. 5, f. 2. 

Pyrrhula enucleator. TEmm. i., p.333. SaBine, Frankl. Journ., p.675. Bonar. Syn., 

p. 115, No. 193. 
Wuskuneethow. Creer INDIANS. 

Puate wit. FEMALE. 

The Pine Bullfinch, the largest species of its family yet discovered, inhabits 

the northern parts of both continents ; but, as it leads a quiet, retired life in the 
gloomiest recesses of the pine-forests, it is seldom seen. It was not observed 

by the Expedition higher than the sixtieth parallel. Pennant states it to be 
merely a summer visitor of Hudson’s Bay ; but this is a mistake, for Mr. Drage, 

Clerk of the California, observed it at York Fort on the 25th of January, 1747; 

and Mr. Isham also informed Edwards that it continues there all the winter. 

It builds its nest on the lower branches of a tree, and feeds chiefly upon the seeds 

of the white-spruce.—R. 
DESCRIPTION 

Of a maile, killed on the Saskatchewan in winter. 

Cotour.—General tint of the head, neck, and body, red, the base of the plumage bluish- 

grey, each feather above marked near the tip with a darker spot, which is abruptly bordered 

with light and dull crimson, rather brighter on the rump and upper tail covers. General 

colour of the wings and tail dark cinereous or grey-brown: wing covers forming two white 

bands ; tertials edged with white ; lesser covers and edges of the quills strongly tinged with 

crimson ; tail feathers the same. Under plumage more red than the upper; except the 

middle of the body, belly, vent, and under tail covers, which are bluish-grey. Bill blackish- 

brown, beneath paler. Legs black. 

Form.—tThe bill is strong, and as thick at the base as the head. The upper mandible is 
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entire, and much curved just at the tip; its breadth is equal to its depth; the commissure 

slightly arched. Lower mandible shorter, and also very thick. Nostrils thickly covered by 

incumbent hairs. Wings rather pointed, yet not long, as, when folded, they are nearly three 

inches shorter than the tail. The first quill is slightly shorter than the second, which hardly 

exceeds the third. Tail broad and forked, the depth of the fork being four lines. Tarsi 

strong, but very short for the size of the body. Middle toe much developed, and greatly 

longer than the hind toe, which again is shorter than the tarsus: inner toe rather shorter 

than the outer. Claws narrow, attenuated, not much curved, and acute.—Sw. 

A female, killed in winter at the same place, has the head, ears, rump, and tips of the back 

and neck feathers honey-yellow ; the rest of the plumage bluish-grey. The wings and tail are 

like those of the young male, except that the margins, which are crimson in the latter, are 

honey-yellow in the female, and the white bands are not so broad. The under plumage is 

ash-grey, glossed with honey-yellow. The old male is said to have the head, neck, and 

under plumage orange. 
Duensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . c a 3 Length of bill to rictus m0) 8} Length of middle nail 0 33 
som Outall. 9 q ts 3 oo) Olatarsusias. 5 al 0 > of hind toe. a ot) 6 

> ofwing . Pa 8 5, of middle toe o © 84 » Ofitsnail . - 0 43 
> of bill above .-0 62 

p27.) 1. Loxia LeEucopTERA. (Gmelin.) White-winged Crossdill. 

SuB-FAMILY, Pyrrhuline, Swains. Genus, Loxia, Briss. Linn. 

White-winged Crossbill. Dixon, Voy. to the N. W. of Amer. p. 356. Latu. Syn., 
ii., p. 108, sp. 2. 

Crossbill Grosbeak. Prnn, Aret. Zool., ii., p. 347, No. 208. 
Loxia leucoptera. GMEL. Syst.i., p. 844. 

Loxia falcirostra. Latu. Jnd.,i., p. 371, sp. 2. 

White-winged Crossbill (Curvirostra leucoptera). WHLS., iv., pl. 31, £. 3. Young male. 
Loxia leucoptera. Bonar. Syn., p. 117, No. 195. 

Pemmoo-koo-che-shees (Crooked-beak). CRreE INDIANS. 

This Crossbill inhabits the dense white-spruce forests of the fur-countries, 

feeding principally on the seeds of the cones. It ranges through the whole 

breadth of the continent, and probably up to the sixty-eighth parallel, where the 

woods terminate, though it was not observed by us higher than the sixty-second. 

It is mostly seen on the upper branches of the trees, and, when wounded, clings 

so fast, that it will remain suspended after death. In September it collects in 

small flocks, which fly from tree to tree making a chattering noise; and in 

the depth of winter it retires from the coast to the thick woods of the interior. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of a young male after the first moult. 

Cotour.—Head, neck, back, rump, breast, and belly aurora-red, with dark chocolate- 

red and liver-brown central marks, less visible on the under plumage. Region of the bill 

wood-brown. Upper tail coverts pitch-black, tipped with greyish-white borders. Vent and 

under tail coverts brownish-white, with pointed black centres: flanks blackish-grey, glossed 

with yellowish-brown. Wings and tail brownish-black, the former crossed by two broad 

white bars. Bill dark horn-colour. 

Form, typical. Wings long, pointed, the first quill being the longest ; lesser quills trun- 

cated, and deeply notched at the end. Tail rather short, deeply emarginate. Feet strong ; 

tarsi very short, exceeded by the length of the hind toe and claw, which are much developed: 

lateral toes nearly equal. All the claws strong, attenuated, sharp, and fully curved. 

As the bird acquires its mature plumage, the red parts change to greenish-yellow, the rump 

assuming a purer yellow. The female and young, before their first moult, are greenish, with 

yellowish rumps; their bellies whitish, streaked with blackish-brown*. 

Diuensions 

Of the young bird. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . 6 3 Length of bill to rictus - 0 34 Length of middle nail a @) 5 
ese ota tall 2 5p POLstarsusians <a 40 74 5, Of hind toe 0 O 32 

55 of wing - 3 6 5 Of middle toe. - 0 5 » Ofitsnail . - 0 ot 

5, of bill above 0 7 

[78.] 1. FrRiInGILLA PURPUREA. (Wilson?) Crested Purple Finch. 

Genus, Fringilla, Linn. 

Purple Finch. Wits.i., p. 119, pl. 7, f.4? 

Fringilla purpurea. Bonar. Syn., p. 114, No. 191 ? 

We feel almost persuaded that there are two distinct species of these 
“« Purple Finches,” which not only Wilson, but all the modern ornithologists of 

America have confounded under the same name. We have before us a female 

specimen of one of these, which is not only smaller in all its proportions than 

that brought home by the Expeditions, but has a bill more resembling that of 

* The Lovia curvirostra, Bonap. (L. Americana, Wils.), did not come under our notice, though Forster describes 
a specimen from Hudson’s Bay under this name. We have not enumerated it as an inhabitant of the fur-countries, 
fearing that Forster might have agreed with Pennant in considering the white-winged species to be merely a variety 
of the European curvirostra—R. 
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the Pine Grosbeak: the culmen is curved towards the end; whereas in the Arctic 

specimen the bill is shorter and almost perfectly conic. Does this result from 

age? We think not. The future examination of more specimens may decide 
the point. As for the Pyrrhula frontalis, Bon., the sexes of which are now 

before us, it is not only clearly distinct from either, but belongs, in all probability, 

to a different group.—Sw. 
This bird was seen by us on the banks of the Saskatchewan only, where it 

feeds on willow-buds. It is a summer visitor, arriving in the month of May.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed at Carlton House, May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head, rump, throat, and sides of the breast and belly crimson, inclining to lake; 

back, scapulars, wing coverts, and longer tail coverts the same, mixed with grey, and striped 

in the centres with dark chocolate. Lores and region of the bill greyish-brown. Quills and 

tail clove-brown, edged with crimson. Belly and under tail coverts ash-grey. Bill pale 

horn-colour. Legs brown. 

Form.—Biil thick, short, conical, acute ; sides of both its mandibles swollen ; margin of 

the upper mandible sinuated, its tip perfectly entire. Under mandible strong, equal to or 

slightly exceeding the upper one. Nostrils small, concealed. Crown feathers narrow, 

capable of erection. Wings. Four first quills nearly equal, the third being the longest ; 
fifth almost half an inch shorter. Tail deeply forked. Tarsi stout, and shorter than the 

middle toe. Claws much compressed: hind one longest, and fully curved. 

Dimensions 

Of a male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin Inch. Lin, 

Length, total . : - 6 3 Length of bill to rictus - 0 63 Length of middle claw 0 2% 
> «oof tail ° 0 # 5 5, of tarsus . + O 83 5, Of hind toe q 4} 

> of wing 5 oi 5 5, of middle toe . 0 4 >, Of its claw 0 22 
5, of bill above 0 54 

[79.] 1. Linaria (LevcosticTe) TEPHROCOTIS. (Swainson.) Grey-crowned 
Linnet. 

SuB-FAMILY, Coccothraustine, Swarns. Genus, Linaria, AucT. Sub-genus, Leucosticte, Sw. 

Cu.Sp. Linyaria (Leucosticte) TEPHROCOTIS, castanea, vertice nigrescenti, occipite cinereo-albescenti, tectricibus 
alarum mnoribus tectricibusque caud@e et hypochondriis aperbus roseis. 

Sp.Cu. GrEY-CROWNED Fivncg, chestnut-brown ; crown blackish; hind head greyish-white; lesser wing covers, 

tail covers, and flanks, tipped with rosy-red. 

PLATE L. 

This new and striking species, of which only a single specimen was obtained, 

2M 
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is obviously an aberrant form in the genus Linaria; but as we know not, at 

present, the remaining types, its more immediate affinities must remain unex- 

plained. The vertical breadth of the bill and the arched commissure bring it 

into comparison with the Bullfinches.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed on the Saskatchewan, May, 1827. 

Cotowr.—General aspect above and beneath of a peculiar dark chestnut-brown or deep 

umber-colour, a little lighter on the belly, and darkest on the chin, neck, and ears. Forehead 

brownish-black, gradually changing into shining ash-grey, almost white on the hind head. 

The nasal feathers whitish and very glossy. General colour of the wing feathers, tail, and 

its covers, clove-brown ; lesser wing covers broadly edged with bright peach-blossom red, 

changing its tints in different lights: the greater are more slightly edged with red; and the 

quills and tail have only narrow pale margins. Rump, and more particularly the upper 

tail covers broadly tipped with rose-red ; flanks and under tail covers the same, but much 

paler. 

Form.— Bill very conic, thick, strong, broad, entire ; the margins of both mandibles much 

inflexed, and the commissure, as in the Bullfinches, slightly arched, without any abrupt 

angle at the base. Nostrils concealed by imcumbent feathers; and there is another tuft at 

the angle of the mouth, defending the sides. Wings very long and pointed, the three first 

quills nearly equal, the rest rapidly diminishing in succession: lesser quills truncate and 

emarginate. Tail moderate, deeply forked. Tarst much longer than in the typical Linarie, 

and obviously formed more for walking: they appear about one-third longer than the hind 

toe. Anterior toes fully developed; the middle much longer than the hinder one; the lateral 

ones nearly equal: the tarsi longer than the middle toe and claw. The three anterior toes 

all slightly, but unequally connected. _ Claws slender, acute, not much curved ; hinder one 

the longest.—Sw. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . ° 6 9 Length of bill from rictus . 0 63 Length of middle nail oY 23 
Se OLstall 5 a 8 > Oftarsus . - O 9 5, of hind toe a 0 44 

5, Of folded wing 4 0 5, of middle toe . . 0 6 » oOfitsnail . a0) 3 
of bill above 0 6 99 
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(80. ] 2. Linaria minor. (Ray.) Lesser Redpoll. 
SuB-FaMILy, Coccothraustine, Swatns. Genus, Linaria, AUCTOR. 

Linaria rubra minor. Rar, Syn. p. 91, A. 9. 
Fringilla Linaria. Forster, Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 405, No. 28. 
Lesser Redpoll. Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 379, No. 262. 
Arctic Finch. IprEm, p. 379, A. Young. 

Lesser Redpoll (Fringilla Linaria). Wut1sown, iv., p. 42, pl. 30, f. 4, male; and ix., p. 126. 
Fringilla Linaria. SELBy, Brit. Orn., 8vo., p.279. Bonar. Syn., p. 112, No. 184. 

Tecurmaseesh. CREE INDIANS. 

This neat and hardy little bird is one of the few permanent residents in the 

fur-countries, where it may be seen in the coldest weather, on the banks of lakes 
and rivers, hopping among the reeds and carices, or clinging to their stalks. 

Although numerous throughout the year, even in the most northern districts, a 

partial migration takes place, as large flocks visit Pennsylvania for a month or 

two in severe winters.—R. 

The instructive and highly-interesting account of this bird, given by our friend 

Mr. Selby in the text to his Illustrations of British Ornithology, first awakened 

our suspicions on the true station of the Linnets; and these have been confirmed 

by a minute inspection of all the British species, which, with his accustomed 

liberality, Mr. Selby has sent for our examination. As the Scansorial type of the 

Coccothraustine, or, more properly, of the typical Finches, this genus should have 

many of the habits of the Parianw, which Mr. Selby’s testimony fully substantiates. 

Its connexion to Carduelis, the Tenuirostral type, is quite obvious ; while its 

affinity to the Pyrrhuline, by means of the two preceding species, at once shews 
its aberrant situation. We suspect that both our Linaria tephrocotis and Wilson’s 

Fringilla purpurea are subordinate forms, or sub-genera of Linaria; but this 

cannot be ascertained without a more perfect knowledge, by analysis, of the 

neighbouring groups than we have yet acquired.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed, May 20, 1826, at Fort Franklin, lat. 654°. 

Cotour.—Frontal band, chin, and line before the eyes, dark liver-brown or blackish; crown 

blood-red ; sides of the chin, the throat, breast, flanks, and rump, carmine-red, mingled with 

much white. General upper plumage light yellowish-grey, darkly streaked with blackish- 

brown ; wings and tail feathers the same, edged with white. Wing covers with two narrow 

bars of dull white: belly white. Bill yellowish, darker above. Legs.black. 

Form, typical. Bill perfectly entire, the tip very acute, the commissure straight. Nos- 

trils concealed by incumbent feathers. Wings long, pointed: first, second, and third quills 

nearly of equal length. Tail acutely forked ; depth of the fork half an inch. Tarsz slender, 

2M 2 
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typically shorter, or not much longer than the hind toe, which is equal to the middle toe: 

anterior toes very short, the lateral equal. Claws slender, acute, fully curved, the hinder one 

much developed, particularly in old birds. The feeé, in fact, are as much Scansorial as those 

of the Meliphagide, both groups being Scansorial types of their respective circles.*—Sw. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . ° 5 6 Length of bill from rictus . 0 54 Length of middle nail - 0 35 
> of tail me 6 > of tarsus . - O 7 >, of hind toe. . oO 34 

5, of folded wing 4B) 0 5, of middle toe . . 0 4 >» Ofitsnail ., . 0 43 
> Of bill above 0 42 

[81.] 1. CarpuELIs AMERICANA. (Edwards.) American Goldfinch. 

SusB-FaMiLy, Coccothraustine, Swans. Genus, Carduelis, AUCTOR. 

The American Goldfinch (Carduelis Americana). EDWaRDs, pl. 274.+ 
Golden Finch. PENN. A4rct. Zool., ii. p. 371, No. 242. 

New York Siskin. IpEM, p. 372, No. 243. (Male changing his plumage, and the male in his 
winter dress taken for the female.) 

Fringilla tristis (Yellow-bird or Goldfinch). Wut son, i., p. 20, pl. 1, f. 2. Adult male. 
Bonar. Syn., p. 111, No. 181. Orn.,i., p.57, pl. 8, f.4. Female. 

This very gay Goldfinch is one of the tardiest summer visitors of the fur- 

countries ; and it retires southwards in September, after a stay of less than 

three months. Wilson says it frequently assembles in great numbers on the 

same tree to bask and dress in the sun, singing in concert for half an hour 

together, much like the English Goldfinch; which it also resembles in 
becoming very familiar in captivity. Its eggs are very obtuse at one end and 

acute at the other. They are white, surrounded at the thick end with a few spots 

of yellowish-brown and a greater number of very subdued lavender-purple.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, in full breeding plumage, killed 29th June, 1827. 

Cotour.—General colour of the upper and under plumage of the body bright gamboge- 

yellow, the crown forehead, wings and tail being deep black: rump and tail covers above 

and below white. Wing covers dull olive-yellow, the last range black and tipped with white ; 

vreater covers the same. ‘The lesser quill feathers are all edged and tipped more or less with 

* As the true generic distinctions of Linaria have not been rightly understood or, indeed, explained, they are here 

given.—Sw. 
+ We see no reason why Linnzus should have changed the prior name of Americana, given to this species by its 

first describer, for one so peculiarly inappropriate as that of tristis.—Sw. 
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white. Tail black; each feather with a long, white, oval spot on the inner web near the tip. 

Bill and legs ochraceous. 

Form, typical. Bill conical, a little compressed; ridge of the upper mandible more 

inclined to curve than that of the lower; cutting margin of the upper mandible angulated at 

the base, and sinuated. Nostrils concealed by incumbent bristles. Winys long, pointed ; 

first and fourth equal, second and third rather longer. Tail short, deeply forked. Tarsi 

rather short, but longer than the hind toe, which is also much shorter than the middle toe ; 

lateral toes nearly equal. Claws slender, acute, well curved; the hinder claw not much 

longer than the middle one*. 

The female, according to the Prince of Musignano, is brownish-olive above and greenish- 

yellow beneath ; the crown without any black; but the wings and tail, although duller, are 

like those of the male. The young birds of the first year of course resemble the female. 

—Sw. 

Dimensions, 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . 5 0 Length of bill from rictus . 0 5 Length of middle nail - 0 at 
>> of tail ~ HN Ue » of tarsus . q 6 5, of hind toe. o 6) 23 

3 of folded wing » 2 6 >, Of middle toe. o W 5 >» Ofitsnail . 5 @ 24 
55 of bill above 0 42 

[82.] 1. CoccoTHRAUSTES VESPERTINA. (Cooper.) Evening Grosdeat. 

SuB-FAMILY, Coccothraustine, Swans. Genus, Coccothraustes, Briss. Sub-genus, ? 

Fringilla (Coccothraustes) vespertina. Cooper, Ann. Lyc. New York, i., p. 220. 

Bonar. Syn., No. 188. Ornithol., ii., p. 75, pl. 15, f. 1. 
Seesebasquit-pethaysish (Sugar-bird). CrreE INDIANS. 

This gay and very remarkable bird, hitherto but litle known to naturalists, 

is a common inhabitant of the maple groves on the Saskatchewan plains: whence 

its native appellation of ‘* Sugar-bird.” As it arrives with the last of the 

summer visitors, we quitted that district, in the beginning of June, without having 

an opportunity of seeing it; but, subsequently, Mr. Prudens, the Chief Trader at 

Carlton House, kindly sent us specimens. It frequents the borders of Lake 

Superior also, and the eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains, in lat. 56° ; 
but its habits are unknown.—R. 

* We incline at present to the belief that Curduelis is the most aberrant group; that is, the Tenuirostral type of 

this sub-family: yet its remarkably close connexion to Linaria is such as to make us doubt whether two such genera, 

if strictly natural, would not exhibit greater variation. The American genus Tvaris, Sw., undoubtedly leads to the 

Tanagers; but whether, between Tiaris and Linaria, there is not a more strongly marked form than Carduelis, may 

well be questioned. It is curious, however, to remark how much in colour the Goldfinches resemble the Yellow and 

Black Orioles (Orioline), which constitute in the same manner the Tenuirostral sub-family of the MEruLID&.—Sw. 
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We are indebted to Mr. Cooper, one of the most philosophic of the American 

naturalists, for the first account of this elegant and striking bird, the only true 

Coccothraustes hitherto discovered in the New World. It agrees, in every 

essential point of structure, with that form which is spread over the temperate 
latitudes of the Old World, and to which belong the Common Hawfinch of Europe 

and the Fork-tailed Hawfinch of China (C. melanura). With this type we at 

present rank the Common Greenfinch (C. cloris) as an aberrant example. It 

still remains, however, to detect, by analysis, its true station in the genus, or, in 

other words, the higher groups it is intended by Nature to typify. We suspect 
it is not pre-eminently typical. The bill, although particulariy large, betrays a 

decided weakness of structure, by the under mandible being much narrower 

and smaller than the upper; while in the sub-genus Guwiraca both mandibles are 

of equal thickness. This inequality is one of the most striking characters of the 

Tenutrostres, and of nearly all groups and types which represent that tribe. Of 

this the Musophagida, the Ceblepyrine, the Oriolinw, &c., are striking instances. 

The yellow and black plumage of the present species* immediately reminds 

us of an Oriole, an Icterus, and a Goldfinch; which are unquestionably 

Tenuirostral types: it is, therefore, highly probable that this form possesses the 

same relation. There is a concealed, but a very singular analogy between our 

European Coccothraustes and the Bombycilla garrula; and this latter also forms 

part of a group—the Ampelide, which likewise represents the Tenwirostres.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, 1829. 

Cotour.—A line round the base of the bill, continued in a stripe to the eye, the crown, lesser 

coverts, primaries, and tail, with its upper coverts, deep black: inner tips of the two outer 

tail feathers pale. Posterior greater coverts, secondaries, and tertiaries pure white. Front, 

superciliary bands, dorsal and ventral plumage, under tail coverts, and inside of the wings, 

gamboge-yellow. All the head beneath the eye, with the nape, umber-brown, that colour 

gradually blending, on the breast and back, with the’ yellow. ‘Thigh feathers black, edged 

with yellow. Bill greenish-yellow. Legs flesh-coloured. 

Form, with reference to the European Hawfinch, typical ; but the wings and tail are pro- 

portionably longer, and the bill rather smaller: the ends of the lesser quills are not dilated: 

in every other respect the structure of the two species is precisely the same. 

Female.—Head and dorsal plumage hair-brown, edged, particularly on the neck, with 

* Coccothraustes also represents the typical weaving birds of Africa and India (Ploceus, Cuv.), in which black and 
yellow are the predominant colours.—Sw. 
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greenish-yellow. Wings, tail, and its upper coverts black; the posterior greater coverts, 

bases of the posterior primaries, and exterior tips and inner borders of the secondaries and 

tertiaries white, stained with yellow; all the primaries edged with the same. Tips of the 

superior tail coverts, the vent, and whole of the under coverts with the inner tips of the tail 

feathers pure white. Under plumage yellowish-grey: inner wing coverts gamboge yellow.* 

Div enstons 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . 5 . 8 3 Length of bill above . - 0 9 Length of middle toe 5 9 
> of tail A 5 +8} 0 > of billtorictus . O 10 5, of hind toe. o @ 5 

> of wing : ats 4 >> of tarsus . 0 94 5, of their nails . . 0 4 

[83.] 2. CoccotHraustes (Gurraca) Lupoviciana. (Swainson.) Rose- 

breasted Grosbeak. 

Genus, Coccothraustes, Briss. Sub-genus, Guiraca, SwaINns. 

Loxia Ludoviciana. Linn. Syst., p. 306. 

Red-breasted Grosbeak. Penn. Arct. Zool, ii., p. 350, No. 212. 

Red-breasted Finch. IpEm, p. 372, No. 245. Old male. 

Dusky Grosbeak. IDEM, p. 351, No. 216. Female. 
Spotted Grosbeak. IpEm, p. 350, No. 213. Young.7 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak (Lowia rosea vel Ludoviciana, Gen. Ind.). WHLs. ii., p. 135, pl. 17, 
f.1. Male. 

Pyrrhula Ludoviciana. SaBine, Frank. Journ., p. 675. 
Fringilla Ludoviciana. Bonar. Syn., No. 189. Ornithol., ii., p.79, pl. 15, f, 2. Female. 

Coskammahzoo. CREE INDIANS. 

A specimen of this brilliant bird was obtained near the Saskatchewan on Sir 

John Franklin’s first Expedition ; but we had not the good fortune to meet with it 

on the second Journey. The Prince of Musignano is of opinion that it migrates 
extensively, breeding in the north or in the mountains, and retiring southwards 

in winter, or descending to the plains; being, however, by no means numerous 

in any known district. It frequents the deepest recesses of the forest, where, 
during the solemn stillness of the night, it sings in a clear mellow, and har- 

monious tone.—R. 

* The Prince of Musignano says that the female does not differ in plumage from the male. His authority for the 
female plumage, as he never saw living examples, must be the same as ours, viz. the report of those who sent the skins 

from the fur-countries. The specimen we have described above as the female is very nearly equal in dimensions to the 
male. The bill is rather longer, more attenuated, and obscurely notched.—R. 

+ These synonyms are assigned to this species on the authority of Mr. Sabine and the Prince of Musignano; and, 
if they are correct, Dr. Latham has of this one bird, in its different stages of plumage, made four species in two genera, 

viz. Loria Ludoviciana, obscura, and maculata, and Fringilla purpurea of the Index Ornithologicus, which Pennant 
has copied. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of a mature made, from near Philadelphia, in Mr. Swainson’s museum. 

Cotour.—Bill yellowish-white (pure white in the live bird, according to Wilson). 

General colour of the upper plumage, together with the whole of the head and throat, deep 

black. The lesser covers are marked with a conspicuous white spot, which is placed in the 

middle of this part of the wing, and which, consequently, does not form a band: most of the 

greater covers are terminated externally, by an oval white spot, particularly those nearest the 

tertials ; similar spots, but still smaller, are at the ends of the tertials and secondary quills : 

primary quills deep black for rather more than half their length, the basal part being pure 

white. Lower part of the back and rump white, irregularly varied with black. Tail deep 

black, the three outer feathers having a large oval white spot on their inner webs, occupying 

more than half the length of the feathers. Under surface.—Front of the breast with a large 

patch of bright and deep carmine or rose-colour, narrowing into a line down the middle of 

the body ; under wing covers the same: rest of the under plumage white, with a few black 

stripes down the middle of the flank feathers. Legs and feet, according to Wilson, light-blue. 

Eyes hazel. 

Form, typical of the American division of the genus. Bild strong, culmen gently curved, 

profile of the gonyx straight ; under mandible rather thicker and deeper than the upper, with 

an internal tooth at its base ; commissure considerably angulated towards the base, and 

sinuated beyond,—both having a slight and almost obsolete notch at their tips. Nostrils 

round, not concealed. Wings moderate, rather pointed: second and third quills equal and 

longest ; first and fourth equal, the rest considerably shorter: lesser quills with their ends 

abruptly truncated and somewhat emarginate. Tail rather lengthened; all the feathers 

equal *, except the two outer pair, which are slightly graduated. Tarsi obviously longer 

than the hallux. Inner toe shortest; hinder claw broader, stronger, and more curved, but 

not so long as that of the middle toe. 

The reader is referred to Wilson for an elaborate description of the female and young 

male. 
Dimensions, 

Inches. Inches, 

Total length . 5 ° é 9 : a Length of tarsus . . 5 A : 2. 
55 of tail 5 - : a * 3 >, of middle toe andclaw . & 
5 of folded wing : . . - 435 >, of hind toe and claw a5 
of of bill from rictus as 

—Sw. 

* Wilson says ‘‘ forked ;” this must be a mistake: probably he alluded to its being divaricated, that is, the feathers 

on each side forming a sort of fasciculus : this is observed in all birds having the shaft of the middle tail feathers very 
near the outer margin.—Sw. 
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[ 84. ] 1. PyRANGA RUBRA. (Swainson.) Scarlet Black-winged Tanager. 

SuB-FAMILY, Tanagrine, Swarns. Genus, (?) Pyranga, VIEILLOT. Stub-genus, ? 
Scarlet Sparrow. Epwarps, pl. 343. 
Canada Tanager. Prnn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 369, No. 237. Male. 

Olive Tanager. IpEm, No.238. Female and Young. 

Cardinal de Canada. Briss. Orn., iii., p. 348, pl. 2, f. 5. 

Scarlet Tanager. WHUts., ii., p. 42, pl. 11, f.3, male; f.4, female. 

Pyranga Erythropis. W1iEIL. Ency. Méth., p. 799. 

Tanagra rubra. Bonap. Syn., p. 105, No. 160. 

This splendid bird was seen by us on Lake Huron only; and its most northern 

range is probably the forty-ninth parallel. Wilson’s history of its manners, 
wound up as it is with an elegant and tender compliment to his venerable friend 

Mr. Bartram, is one of his happiest efforts, and leaves nothing to be added by 

casual observers.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Penetanguishene, on Lake Huron. 

Cotour of the whole plumage, except the wings and tail, most vivid carmine-red. Wing 

coverts, posterior secondaries, and middle tail feathers, black ; the primaries, adjoining 

secondaries, and lateral tail feathers, brown; insides of the wings and tail beneath grey. 

Bill pale horn-colour. Jrides cream-yellow. Legs bluish-grey.—Form, typical. 

The male, after the autumn moult, is dappled with greenish-yellow. 

The female is green above and yellow below; the wings and tail brownish-black, edged 

with green. 
Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total old 0 Length of bill from rictus . 0 74 Length of middle nail - 0 2s 
> Of tail 3 0 >> Of tarsus . oO) 9 >, Of hind toe. ve 0 3h 

2 of wing 3 8 > of middle toe . - 0 4 >» oOfitsnail . oO 3 
s, of bill above 0 af 
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STURNIDA.—STARLINGS. 

Tue gregarious habits of the Fringilline, which, like the Rasorial order, derive 
their chief sustenance from seeds scattered on the ground, prepare us for entering 

upon this family, distinguished by the same economy, but composed of larger 

and more perfectly constructed birds. The Starlings are readily known by the 

length and conic form of their bills, a structure admirably adapted to their modes 

of life. Like the Crows, they frequent meadows, plains, and newly-ploughed 

land, picking insects from beneath the surface ; while, to preserve their affinity 

with the Finches, they feed also upon hard seeds: the former habit requires 

a lengthened bill, the latter a conic one; and thus, while Nature applies the 

means to the end, she preserves a beautiful affinity between these three con- 
terminous families. 

The forms among the Sturnida, although comparatively few, are yet, in general, 

so definitely graduated, that it is truly surprising the primary divisions should 

ever have been mistaken. The following table will explain the circular succes- 

sion of the whole family.* 

, ] Sub-families. 

Bill more or less conic, both mandibles thickened 

and suddenly angulated at their base; the tip > SturNinz&. 

obtuse and obsoletely notched. 

1. 

Typical group. 

Bill more compressed and thrush-like, the base 

not angulated ; the tip of the upper mandible > Lamprororninz. 

distinctly notched. 
Sub-typical group. 

SCAPHIDURINE. 
3 
ae Bill more or less conic; the tip acute and entire. ¢ Icrerinz. 

Aberrant group. 
AGELAINE. 

The geographic distribution of these divisions is unusually regular. The two 

typical sub-families are restricted to the Old World; while the aberrant forms 

are almost entirely confined to the New. Our present remarks will chiefly regard 
the latter.—The birds which we now arrange under the sub-family of 

* The Sturnide of Mr. Vigors are divided also into sub-families, of which the following are made the typical 

genera :—l. Icterus ; 2. Sturnus ; 3. Lamprotornis ; 4. Pastor; 5. Buphaga.— Zool. Journ., ii., p..398. No birds 

seem to have perplexed ornithologists more than the American Starlings. Since the time of Daudin (1800), our know- 
ledge of them has been progressively retrograding; and the institution of the genus Psarocolius, which has been made 
to comprehend them all, renders the confusion complete.—Sw. 
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AGELAINA, 

are manifestly those among the Sturnide which first meet us upon quitting the 

Fringillide. From the latter they are at once known by the length and size of 

their legs ; while the bill, although sometimes very short, assumes a much more 

lengthened appearance than that which is universally prevalent among the true 
Finches and Buntlings (Fringillinw). The passage between the two groups is 

probably made by the Icterus fringillarius of Spix, a most interesting bird, which 

we have not yet seen: it is probably either a Molothrus, Sw., or belongs to 

the tenuirostral type of the Fringillinw, since another curious bird, from China, 

obligingly communicated to us by Mr. Gray*, seems to be intermediate between 

the American Age/aine and the African Emberizw. But, however doubtful we may 

feel as to the true nature of this form, we can have no hesitation in pointing to the 

Cow Buntling of Wilson as the tenuirostral type of the Agelainw, and as further 

exhibiting one of the strongest and most beautiful analogies, perhaps, in creation. 

The only birds that have yet been discovered to commit their eggs to the incuba- 

tion of others, are the Cuckoos in the Old World and the Cow Buntlings in the 

New: both groups thus mutually represent each other, and both typify the 

Tenuirostres in their own circles. The rigid tail of Dolichonyx oryzivorus, Sw.t, 

would lead us to suspect that bird to be the scansorial type, did we not recollect 

that this character likewise belongs to Chatura, Stev., one of the most typical 

groups of the Fssirostres, which tribe we consider it really represents. We rest 

this belief principally on the fact that the genus Sturnella of M. Vieillot has been 

considered by all writers as forming the passage to the true Starlings: this genus 

would, therefore, stand on the opposite side of the circle to that occupied by Doli- 

chonyx, and, consequently, typify the Rasores, not only in its manners, but in its 

short, rounded wings and variegated plumage. We have thus, by means of the 

Trouprale tacheté (P]. Enl. 448), a perfect union of the three aberrant genera of 

the Agelainw,—namely, Sturnella, Molothrus, and Dolichonyx,—into one circle. 

Let us premise, however, that we have not yet been able to define with sufficient 

precision those distinctions which characterize the two typical forms of this division. 

The little attention that has hitherto been given to the structure of the Ame 

rican Sturnid@ prevents us from elucidating the 

* We are glad of this oppactanity to express our thanks conjointly to this able and indefatigable zoologist. not only 
for the uniform attention he has favoured us with in his official capacity in the British Museum, but for the free use 

of many rare birds from other sources, and for the loan of several foreign and costly publications from his own library. 
—R. and Sw. 

7 Synop. of Mexican Birds, No. 54. 

2N 2 
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ICTERINA 

with that precision they require; we shall, therefore, merely intimate their 
leading distinctions. The only genera hitherto defined, are Cassicus *, Xan- 

thornus, and Icterus. These, and some others possessing peculiar characters, 

are strikingly distinguished from the Agelainw by their short and differently 

constructed feet ; indicating at once an arborial, instead of a terrestrial economy. 

The former are almost always upon the ground; while the true Icterinw, as we 

know from personal observation, are as constantly seen upon trees: they feed 

upon insects, the stamina of flowers, and soft fruits; and the feet, accordingly, 

have a peculiar construction. 

The genus Cassicus, erroneously supposed to be the typical form, is, in fact, 

the Rasorial ; and we are thus prepared to enter upon the 

SCAPHIDURINA, 

or Boat-tailed Grakles, by means of the new genus Scaphidurus +. In the singular 

development of tail which belongs to this sub-family, we have a marked cha- 

racter, which distinctly separates them from the two last divisions. They are 
larger and more powerful birds, having the manners of the Crows, while their 

whole economy clearly points out the mode in which Nature enters among the 

Corvidw. Few species of the Boat-tails have yet been defined,—originating, in 

all probability, more from the imperfect manner in which they have been exa- 
mined, than from a real deficiency of species. They are all of a glossy black 

colour ; but the species are sufficiently distinguished by size, the form of the 

bill, tarsi, &c. We possess seven species, and are acquainted with several 
more; but this number is insufficient to give us very accurate ideas of the 

subordinate forms. Certain, however, it is, that the superb Astrapia gularis of 

M. Vieillot, the Gorget Paradise-bird of Linnzean systematists, belongs to this 

group ; but whether this form is sub-typical or rasorial, must be left to future 

investigation : it possesses the feet and boat-shaped tail of the Scaphidurine 

and the bill of the Lamprotornine, or true Grakles. This union of characters 

sufficiently indicates, in our opinion, the true affinities of this singularly rare and 

magnificent bird. In this group, also, do we place the Rusty Grakle ; since we 

strongly suspect it is one of those links by which Nature has united the Scaphi- 

* Cassiculus, Sw., is a sub-genus, or type of form, subordinate to Cassicus.—Sw. ¢ 
+ Upon erroneous information we proposed this name as a substitute for Quiscalus, Vieil.; but as this latter is not, 

as we then understood, already used in Botany, we now restrict the name of Scaphidurus to that genus of which the 

Oriolus niger is the type.—Sw. 
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during to the Agelainw. There are, nevertheless, too many intermediate grada- 

tions of form still wanting, to allow of an accurate demarcation being traced of 

the aberrant circle of the Sturnidw. 'The sub-typical group formed by the 

LAMPROTORNINA, 

or Grakles, is entirely restricted to the hot latitudes of the Old World. The 
plumage is glossed with the most brilliant metallic colours that can be conceived ; 

and they seem to represent, in their native regions, the pilfering and devastating 

Maize-birds (Agelaine) of America. The form of their bill differs from that of 

all their congeners: it is compressed, slightly curved, destitute of an angle at_ 

the commissure, and, in fact, completely resembles that of a Thrush. The feet 

are very robust, and the tail in general is short. ‘The scansorial type is the 

genus Péilonorhynchus of Kuhl, arranged by methodists with the Crows. The 
true Starlings and Pastors compose the typical sub-family of 

STURNIN A, 

where we have, as usual in every natural group, a beautiful representation of each 

of the five divisions we have now, for the first time, characterised. As none of 

these types, however, occur in the New World, we must reserve their elucidation 

for another opportunity. 

[85.] 1. Motorurus pecoris. (Swainson.) Cowpen or Cuckoo-Bunt. 

SunB-FAMILY, Agelaine. Genus, Molothrus*, Swans. 

Cowpen Finch. Penn. 4ret. Zool., ii, p. 371, No. 241. 

Cow Bunting (Emberiza pecoris). WHLs., ii., p. 145, pl. 18, ff. 1, 2, and 3. 

Fringilla pecoris. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 676. 

Agelaius pecoris. Swarns. Syn., No. 55. 

Icterus pecoris. Bonap. Syn., p. 53, No. 53. 

Wilson’s highly interesting observations satisfactorily prove that this curious 
bird has, in common with the Cuckoo of Kurope, the habit of depositing its eggs 
in the nests of smaller birds, to whom it entrusts the safety of its future offspring. 

It arrives in the fur-countries in May, in company with the Maizebirds and Boat- 
tails, ranges to the sixtieth parallel, departs in September, and collects in large 

flocks in Pennsylvania during the following month, after which it retires to winter 

+ Moroteos, qui non vocatus alienas edes intrat. 
+ Latham has introduced this bird, under different specific names, in three several genera, in his Index Orn. ; viz. 

Sturnus junceti, Oriolus minor, and Fringilla pecoris.—R. 
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in the southern parts of the United States and in Mexico*. It returns to Penn- 
sylvania in March, and entirely disappears again in June, having then gone 

further north. Its food consists of grain, grass, and worms, particularly the 

intestinal ones, which are found among the excrements of the ruminant animals 

in spring: on this account it associates with the cattle, frequently resting fami- 
liarly on their backs like the Common Starling. Its egg is roundish, seven lines 
and a half long, and of a greenish-white colour, with rather small crowded and 

confluent irregular spots of pale liver-brown, intermixed with others of subdued 

purplish-grey.—R. 
DESCRIPTION 

Of an adult male, killed near New York. (In Mr. Swainson’s museum.) 

Cotour.—The whole head, neck, throat, and breast chestnut-brown, inclining in some to 

umber, and in others to yellowish-brown. The rest of the plumage deep blackish-brown, 

— richly glossed on the body with bluish-green, and, adjoining the chestnut-brown of the head, 

with blue-purple: the gloss on the quills and tail is very faint. 

Form, typical. Bild short, conic, Finch-like; the culmen or ridge is convex and very 

slightly arched, the tip not depressed, and both mandibles entire. Wings long, pointed ; 

the first quill generally longest, the second very nearly equal; lesser quills truncate and 

slightly emarginate. Tail slightly forked in the middle; but its sides rounded (as in the 

Ceblepyrine), reaching an inch and a quarter beyond the wings. Tarsi lengthened; claws 

slender; anterior lateral toes equal. 

The Georgian specimens are richer in colour, and the brown of the head and neck fuller. 

The young are at first altogether brown, and the breast is spotted; the black begins to 

appear at the end of the second month, and at three months the plumage is complete. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total. ‘ -7 3. Length of billfrom rictus . 0 83 Lengthofhind toe . -0 53 
ar Olatall c 58 13 5) Obtarsus; % deen 0+ >» Of itsclaw . nO 3% 
5 of wing . 4 3 

—Sw. 

[86.] 1. DoLicHonyx oryzivorus. (Swainson.) Sharp-tailed Rice-bird. 
SuB-FAMILY, Agelaine. Genus, Dolichonyx, Swans. 
Rice-bird. Epwarps, pl. 291. 
Rice-bunting. Prnw. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 360, No. 225. Wut son, ii., p. 48, pl. 12, ff. 1 and 2. 

Icterus agripennis. Bonar. Syn., p. 53, No. 54. 

Dolichonyx oryzivorus. Swains. Syn., No. 54. 

Seecawk-petheesew (Skunk-bird). Cree INDIANS. 

This singular bird, known in the United States by the provincial names of 

* Young and adult specimens, from the Table-land of Mexico, are in our museum.—Sw. 
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** Bob-link,” “ Rice-bird,”’ and ‘‘ Reed-bird,”” is termed by the Cree Indians 
*¢ Skunk-bird,” from the similarity it bears to the quadruped of that name in 

its white markings. It enters Georgia from the southward in May, and reaches 

the fifty-fourth parallel, which appears to be its most northern limit, in the be- 
ginning of June. While on its passage, it frequents moist places and newly- 

ploughed fields, feeding on flies and caterpillars, and also on the early wheat and 

barley in its milky state. As soon as the young are able to fly, they resort to the 

corn-fields of New England, and commit great depredations : in the fur-countries 

they feed on the seeds of the Zizania aquatica, which does not grow to the 

northward of the Saskatchewan. Its eggs are purplish-white, blotched with 

lavender-purple and spotted with umber round the thick end: they are seven 
lines long.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a maie, killed in June, 1827, on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Head and whole under plumage velvet-black. Fore part of the back, the 

shoulders, wings, and tail pitch-black; ends of the quills and tail fading to brown; and 

the greater coverts, exterior quills, tertiaries, tail, and thigh feathers more or less broadly 

edged with brownish-yellow. Middle of the back lead-grey; scapulars, rump, and upper 

tail coverts white. A large patch of ochre-yellow on the nape and back of the neck. 

Bill black. Legs brown. 

Form, typical. Bill short, conic, Finch-like, angulated at the base, and slightly sinuated 

beyond ; culmen convex, nearly straight; tip compressed and entire. Wings long and 

pointed ; the two first quills much longer than the others, which rapidly become shorter : 

lesser quills distinctly emarginate. Tail rounded, scansorial, the outer webs very narrow, 

the inner broad, and the shafts projecting in very fine, lengthened points. Tarsi, toes, and 

claws lengthened and slender; the latter but slightly curved. 

The plumage of the bird above described, and of others killed at the same date, is de- 

prived of all its loose edgings, being so much worn as to be evidently on the point of 

moulting. Wilson says that, in June, the male assumes the dress of the female, which has 

the back streaked with brownish-black.; the whole under parts dull yellow; and the bill 

flesh-coloured. In some of our specimens, killed in June, the front feathers are still slightly 

edged with the yellow of the preceding season. 

D1r1ENSIONS 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total 5 7 9 Length of bill above . - O 7+ Length of middle toe - 0 102 
> of tail x yes 0 > oOfbilltorictus . 0 b+ 5, Ofitsnail . 0 32 

» of wing 4 0 5, of tarsus : sl 6 >» Ofhindtoe . . 0 6 

5, of its nail . 0 43 
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[87.] 1. AGELAIUS PH@NIcEvs. (Vieillot.) Red-winged Maize-bird. 

SuB-rami.y, Agelaine, Swans. Genus, Agelaius, VIEIL. 

Red-winged Oriole. PEnwn. Arct. Zool., ii, p. 255, No. 140. 
Red-winged Starling (Sturnus predatorius). Wuts., iv., p. 30, pl. 30, ff. 1 and 2. 

Agelaius pheniceus. Vieri. Enc. Méth., ii. p. 714. Swains. Syn. No, 56. 

Oriolus pheniceus. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 673. 

Icterus pheeniceus. Bonar. Syn., p. 52, No. 51. 

This shewy, but destructive bird winters in vast numbers in the southern 

districts of the United States, and in Mexico*, frequenting swampy places, and 
roosting at night among the reeds. It begins to enter Pennsylvania towards 

the end of March, but seldom reaches the Saskatchewan before the beginning 

of May, and it does not pass beyond the fifty-seventh parallel. On its first 

arrival in the fur-countries it feeds on grubs; but as soon as the grain sown 

in the vicinity of the trading posts begins to germinate, it associates itself with 
the Saffron-headed Maize-birds and Boat-tails, and is occupied the whole day 

in tearing up and devouring the sprouting plants, returning to the work of 

devastation as often as driven away. It breeds in swampy places, in Penn- 

sylvania, in the beginning of May, and on the Saskatchewan about the 20th 

of June. Its eggs are greenish-white, with a circle of spots and streaks of 

dark liver-brown round the thick end, one or two scattered spots of the same, 
and some faint blotches of purplish-grey.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 3, 1827. 

Cotovr, a rich velvet-black: the scapulars, interscapulars, secondaries, greater wing 

coverts, and upper and under tail coverts faintly edged with yellowish-brown. Lesser wing 

coverts vivid scarlet; the lower row buff-orange, with whitish tips. Bill and legs black. 

Form, typical. Ridge of the bill flattened, as if pared down by a knife, and rather con- 

cave than straight: the tip of the upper mandible depressed. Wings moderate ; the second, 

third, and fourth quills nearly equal; the first shorter than these and longer than the fifth : 

lesser quills truncate, and distinctly notched at the ends. Tail rounded, the three outer 

feathers being graduated. Tarsi long; claws lengthened and slender. 

A female, killed in June, has the plumage much worn, the yellowish-brown edgings which 

exist earlier in the season having mostly dropped off. Dorsal plumage and ear feathers 

liver-brown, the latter bounded by pale orange, which is also the colour of a dotted super- 

ciliary line. Lesser wing coverts reddish-brown, with reddish-orange borders. Under 

* Mr, Swainson has seen several specimens from Mexico. 
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plumage, having throughout central stripes of liver-brown, bordered on the chin, throat, and 

breast with pale tile-red, and on the belly and flanks with greyish-white*. 

A young male of the first year, in Mr. Swainson’s museum.—Upper plumage rich 

blackish-brown, narrowly edged with yellowish-brown. Eye stripe, ear feathers, chin, and 

lateral borders of the quills, tail, and under plumage buff-orange. Scarlet mark on the wing 

very distinct; but its feathers are edged at the tip with black, and it wants the inferior border 

of buff-orange. 

A young female differs in the upper plumage being more broadly edged with a darker 

brown, and in the lesser wing coverts being liver-brown, with yellowish-brown borders, there 

being no vestige of the scarlet mark. 

Dimensions. 

Male. Female. Male. Female. 
Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length total . é : 5) Or 8 6 Length of tarsus . F E > Dol 1 0 
> Of tail : é ° -3 6 3.3 » of middle toe - 0 103 0 9 

> of wing . 5 (0 4 12 » Of middle nail . c -O 4 0 4} 
3, of bill above - 60 113 0 103 » of hind toe 0 6 O 42 

» of bill to rictus 1 0 0 ll » of hind nail 0 5 0 4 

[88.] 2. AGELAIUS XANTHOCEPHALUs. (Swains.) Saffron-headed Maize-bird. 

SuB-FraMILy, Agelaine, Swains. Genus, Agelaius, VIEIL. 
Icterus icterocephalus. Bonap. Orn.,i., p. 27, pl. 3, fig. 1 and 2. 

Icterus (Xanthornus) xanthocephalus. IpEM, Syn., p. 52, No. 52. 

This bird, which is very numerous in the interior of the fur-countries, was first 

added to the American Fauna by the Expedition of Major Long to the Rocky 

Mountains in 1820. I procured specimens in the spring of the same year, and 
despatched them to England along with many other objects of natural history; but 

they were irrecoverably lost after their arrival in London; and were not, therefore, 

described by Mr. Sabine in the narrative of Sir John Franklin’s first Journey. The 

species ranges in summer to about the fifty-eighth parallel, but was not seen by us to 

the eastward of Lake Winipeg, nor has it been found by the American naturalists 

east of the Mississippi. It arrives on the latter river, from the southward, in the 

middle of May, and by the 20th of the same month it reaches the Saskatchewan, 

where it associates with the Redwings, and, being more numerous, commits even 

greater havoc in the corn-fields. The manners of the two species are precisely 

alike. 

* Wilson denies that the female has any traces of the red mark on the wing; but the specimen above described 

agrees with several authenticated females in the collection —R. 

20 
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DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed May 28, 1827, on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Head, nape, sides of the neck, throat, breast, and a few of the vent feathers, 

bright saffron-yellow. Primary and six greater secondary coverts white, tipped with black. 

The orbits, lores, and the remainder of the plumage velvet-black. Bill and legs pitch- 

black.—Some male specimens have the yellow plumage of the top of the head fringed with 

black.—R. 

Form.—Bill rather stouter in proportion than that of A. pheniceus, the base of the 

culmen flattened, but the contour very slightly arched: the tip of the upper mandible 

slightly depressed, and entire. First, second, and third quills nearly equal: some of the 

lesser quills sinuated at the tip of the outer web; and others, towards the tertials, shew a 

tendency to form an obsolete point in the middle. Tail very slightly rounded. Legs very 

long: the farsi proportionally longer than those of A. pheniceus: claws shorter, and but 

slightly curved.— Sw. 

The female is described by the Prince of Musignano* as being eight inches and a quarter 

long. The general colour uniform dark brown, the edges of the feathers somewhat lighter. 

No white on the wing. Frontlet and supra and infraorbital lines, which unite on the ears, 

greyish-ferruginous. Chin and throat whitish. A large rounded patch of vivid-yellow on 

the breast. 
Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. Ipcb. Lin. 
Length total . 9 10 6 Length of bill to rictus - 0 10% Length of middle claw - 0 4 

5, of tail a ~) 14 6 5, of tarsus . eal 45 5, of hind toe. a (WW 7 

5 of wing : . 5 6 55 Of middle toe . 5 0 5, Of hind claw . . 0 43 

5, Of bill above -- 0° 10 

Some males are an inch and a half longer than the preceding: their members in pro- 

portion. 

[89.j} 1. Srurnetia Lupoviciana. (Swainson.) Crescent Starelet. 

Sun-ramiLy, Agelaine, Swains. Genus, Sturnella, VIEIL. 

Crescent Stare. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii. p. 330, No. 192. 

Meadow Lark (Alauda magna). W11S., iii., p. 20, pl. 19, f. 2. 

Sturnella collaris. V1E1L. Gal. des Ois., pl. 90. 
Sturnus Ludovicianus. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 674. Bonar. Syn., p. 50, No. 48. 

Peesteh-atchewusson. CREE INDIANS. 

This beautiful bird arrives about the Ist of May on the Saskatchewan, be- 
yond which it was not seen by us: it is only partially migratory in Pennsylvania. 

* Through some accident, we brought home no female specimens of this bird.—R. 
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In the fur-countries it frequents open plains and meadows, hiding itself in the 
grass. It rises on the approach of a sportsman, flies heavily, though quickly, 
for about two hundred yards, and then alights on the ground, where it will 

generally remain until it is almost trodden upon, before it takes a second flight. 

It often perches on the top of a low bush, and utters a loud, mellow, and plaintive 

whistle, which its Cree appellation is intended to express. The crops of the 

individuals we killed were filled with fragments of coleopterous insects”. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed May 8, 1827, on the plains of the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage liver-brown, bordered with pale-brown, the darker colour 

assuming the form of narrow bars on the posterior part of the back, lesser quills, and middle 

tail feathers. Greater quills greyish-brown, slightly barred externally: edge of the wing 

yellow. Three exterior pairs of tail feathers white, their outer tips and inner borders barred 

and coloured like the three central pairst. Three white stripes on the upper surface of 

the head, the lateral ones changing to bright yellow before the eyes. Sides of the neck, 

breast, flanks, and under tail coverts whitish, with blackish-brown central spots, which are 

rare on the latter. Under plumage rich king’s-yellow: a large pitch-black, horse-shoe 

shaped mark on the breast, its limbs rising on the sides of the neck and cut by a white spot. 

Bill dark-brown above; its sides and under surface bluish-grey. Legs flesh-coloured. 

The female differs merely in the black crescent on the breast being skirted with grey.—R. 

Form, typical. The bill, like that of the Starling, is considerably depressed on its outer 

half, and there is a faintly marked indenture on each side of the upper mandible ; indicating 

the first development of the notched bill by which the true Starlings are known. The lesser 

quills are truncate, but the shaft projects sufficiently to form a mucro or little point.—Sw. 

DImMeEnsIons 

Of a Saskatchewan and a Georgian male specimen. 

Saskatch. Georgian. Saskatch. Georgian. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . : : 7 allio 8 6 Length of tarsus . ° 0 -0 5 1 7% 
> of tail : < : omO 3. (C0 5, Of middle toe . 1 0 1 it 

5 of wing : : a De 4 33 5, of middle nail 6 -O 43 O 4% 

» of billonitsridge . 5 ih 8 iC) *22 >, Ofhindtoe . 5 5 OM & 0 8 
+, of bill to rictus - 1 4 1 33 >, of hind nail 0 5 0 6 

Some of the Saskatchewan male specimens measure only nine inches and a half in length. 

* This species is subject to very considerable variation, not only in its colour, but in its size and in the proportionate 

length of the bill. The northern specimens are larger and much paler than those we possess from Georgia ; while the 

Pennsylvanian ones are intermediate between the two, proving the influence of climate, or the prevalence of parti- 

cular races.—Sw. 

+ In some specimens the white extends to four pairs of feathers. 

202 
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[ 90. ] 1. Icterus Battimore. (Daudin.) Baltimore Hangnest. 

SuB-FAMILY, Icterine, Swains. Genus, Icterus, Briss. 

Baltimore Oriole. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 257, No. 142, pl. 12; right-hand figure. 

Oriolus Baltimorus (Baltimore-bird). WH1s., i., p. 23, pl. 1, f. 3, male; pl. 53, f. 4, female. 
Yphantes Baltimore. V1E1L. Gal. des Ois., pl. 87; very good. 
Oriolus Baltimorus. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 673. 
Icterus Baltimore. Bonap., Cat. No. 49. 

This richly coloured bird visits the United States in great numbers in the 
summer, and ranges through the central districts of the fur-countries, up to the 

fifty-fifth degree of latitude, arriving on the Saskatchewan plains on the 10th of 
May. It affects the vicinity of man, frequenting familiarly the crowded streets 

of cities, and building its ingenious pensile nest in orchards. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, June 27, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head, neck above and below, forepart of the back, scapulars, lesser quills, with 

their coverts, and middle of the tail, brownish-black ; primaries and their coverts umber- 

brown ; all the quills and the greater coverts edged with white. Lesser coverts, posterior 

part of the back, tail coverts, base and tip of the tail, the shoulders, breast, and whole 

under plumage, vivid dutch-orange. Bill and legs bluish-black. Irides brown. 

Form, typical. Bill perfectly conic, entire, and very acute. Nostrils for the most part 

naked. Under mandible thicker at the base than the upper one. Wings moderate ; the 

three first quills nearly equal: lesser quills slightly and obliquely emarginate. Taii rounded, 

the three outer feathers only being graduated, the middle ones forked or slightly divaricated. 

Tarsi moderate, stout ; claws strong, broad, and fully curved. 

A female, killed on the 8th of July.—Upper aspect of the head, neck, and fore part of the 

back brownish or honey-yellow, spotted with black: posterior part of the back gradually 

changing to orange-yellow, without spots; the tail orange, glossed with brown. Orange 

mark on the wing, the chin, and throat, spotted with black. Under plumage orange-yellow. 

DIMENSIONS 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. “Inch. Lin, 

Length, total . : . 8 0 Length of billto rictus . 0 9% Length of lateral toe 0 3h 

55 of tail a: 0 55 Of tarsus 0 OPO 5, Ofhindtoe . 6 5 

~ of wing 5 sonenO 5, of middle toe ee O) 8 5, Of its nail . 0 32 

of bill above 0 8 
3° 

The female is half an inch shorter. 
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[91.] 1. QuiscaLus veRsicoLor. (Vieillot.) Common Purple Boat-tail. 

SuB-FAMILY, Scaphadurine, Swains. Genus, Quiscalus, VIEIL. 

Purple Grakle. PEenn. Arct. Zool., ii. p. 263, No. 153. 

Boat-tailed Grakle. IDEM, p. 264, No. 154. 

Purple Grakle (Gracula quiscala). WHLs, iii., p. 44, pl. 21, f. 4. 

Quiscalus versicolor. Wir1L. Gai. des Ois., pl. 108; male; very inaccurate. 

Icterus quiscala. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 673. 

Quiscalus versicolor. Bonap. Orn.,i., p. 42, pl. 5, f.1. Syn., No. 56. 

The first appearance of this bird on the Saskatchewan plains is very striking. 
It arrives from its winter-quarters in the southern parts of the United States in 

the beginning of May, the males and females in separate flocks of from twenty 
to a hundred, which perch in crowds on the leafless branches of the trees, their 

plumage shining in the sun with metallic splendor*. For some days they fly 

about the plains, making a chuckling noise, and feeding on insects ; but as soon 

as the young blade raises itself above the earth in the corn-fields, which happens 

at Carlton House about the middle of May, they descend, in company with the 

Maize-birds and Cuckoo-bunts, to devour the sprouting seeds. Soon after this 

period the Boat-tails pair, and build their nests, like rooks, several on the same 

tree; and occasionally, both in the fur-countries and United States, they choose 

for their singular building site the loose sticks which form the base of the Osprey’s 

nest, apparently neither dreading nor inconvenienced by the bird of prey, which 

rears its young above them. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 12, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head, neck, and breast, deep violet, with greenish and purplish-red metallic 

reflections. Back, belly, and scapulars bronze-coloured. Wangs reflecting auricula-purple, 

with green and blue tints; the primaries reddish-black. Tail exhibiting various shades of 

imperial-, auricula-, and plum-purples, the central feathers slightly bronzed. The base of the 

plumage is mostly blackish-grey, the metallic lustre being confined to the tips. There is a 

brilliant play of colours as the bird moves in the light. Bill and legs black. Irides bright 

gamboge-yellow.—The female is two inches shorter; but when in full plumage is as brilliant 

as the male. 

Form, typical. Bill lengthened ; upper mandible not so thick as the under one, being 

bent over, and projecting beyond it: the commissure not angulated at the base, but sinuated 

in the middle, where it forms a lengthened festoon: tips entire. Wings moderate, rather 

* These shewy flocks are rendered still more remarkable by many of the individuals having their tails twisted so as 
to bring the edges vertical both when flying and when on the perch.—R. 
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pointed ; the first and fifth quills equal; the third and fourth also equal; and the second 

intermediate between the first and third: lesser quills and tertiaries distinctly emarginate at 

their tips. Tail cuneate, concave; the shafts of the two middle feathers central. Feet very 

strong; claws strong, rather thick, and fully curved ; anterior lateral toes unequal. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . : - 13 0 Length of bill above . - 1 2h Length of middle toe. -t. © 
aoe Offtaller. : . 5 6 » Of billtorictus . 1 5 > Of its nail . . O 43 
> ofwing . aD 8 55 Of tarsus 5 ol 4h >» Ofhindtoe . -0 6 

> Of itsnail . . O 5 

Some males measure an inch more than the above, others two inches less. The female 

is mostly about eleven inches long. 

[92.] 1. ScoLecoPHAGUS FERRUGINEUS. (Swainson.) Rusty Maggot-eater. 
SuB-FAMILY, Scaphadurine. Genus, Scolecophagus*, SwaINns. 

Turdus, No. 22. Forster, Phil. Trans., \xii., p. 400. 

Rusty Grakle (Gracula ferruginea). WH4Ls., iii. p. 41, pl. 21, f. 3. 
Quiscalus ferrugineus. Bonar. Syn., p. 55, No. 57. 

Chuck-chuck-kaioo, or Chuck-chuck-kawthoo. CREE INDIANS. 

This sombre-coloured bird is the most northern of the American Sturnida, its 

summer range reaching to the sixty-eighth parallel, or as high as the woods 

extend. It arrives on the Saskatchewan in the end of April, and at Great Bear 

Lake, lat. 65°, by the 3rd of May, generally in pairs, which for a time frequent 

the sandy beaches of secluded lakes, and feed on coleopterous insects. Later 
in the season it joins the flocks of the Maize-birds, Boat-tails, and Cuckoo-bunts 

in committing depredations in the corn-fields. Mr. Hutchins informs us that, 

in June, when it breeds, its principal food consists of maggots. He says the 

nest is attached to the lower branch of a tree, and is formed of moss and grass. 

The eggs, usually five, are of a dark hue, spotted with black. It winters in the 
southern parts of the United States. 

* Th. cxwank, vermis. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Fort Franklin, lat. 65°, May 15, 1826. 

Co our, deep and uniform black, with greenish and bluish reflections. A few feathers on 

the neck, breast, belly, and the under tail coverts slightly edged with yellowish-brown. Biull 

and fegs black.—The female, killed at the same time, is mostly blackish-brown above ; the 

rump and tail coverts blackish-grey. Plumage of the neck, fore part of the back and wings 

edged narrowly with chestnut-brown. Tail greenish-black. Under plumage blackish-grey, 

edged with dull wood-brown.—R. 

An adult female, in full plumage, in Mr. Swainson’s collection, has the general colour 

of the back, wings, and tail blackish-grey, with a peculiar faint gloss of greenish, hardly 

definable; between the eye and bill is a velvet-like line of black, which shades the under 

eyelid. The whole of the head and neck is rusty or chestnut-brown, unbroken by any other 

colour, darkest above and palest beneath: this colour also forms a pale stripe over the eyes. 

The rusty or chestnut-brown of the head and neck gradually diminishes on the upper part of 

the back, where it merely tips the blackish-grey feathers and the edges of the wing covers 

and tertiary quills. This specimen was from Georgia. 

Form.—Bill slender, pointed, both mandibles equal ; presenting in its general structure 

much similarity to that of the genus Quiscalus ; but the base of the commissure has a distinct 

angle, while the margins beyond, although inflexed, are not at all sinuated. Wings moderate, 

the first and fourth quills equal, and the second longest: lesser quills slightly emarginate. 

Tail moderate, slightly rounded, the feathers broad, and not boat-shaped. Tarsi lengthened; 

claws slender: the feet, claws, &c., being similar to those of Agelaius pheeniceus.—Sw. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . 9 4 Length of bill above . - 0 10 Length of middle toe -O 114 

3 of: tail 4 5. 6 » of billtorictus . O 113 >» Ofitsnail . nO 23 

5 of wing : 4 73 >> of tarsus - a Ul 23 » Ofhindtoe . -0O 5} 
>» Of itsnail . 0 5} 

The female is very little smaller. 
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CORVIDA..—CROWS. 

THERE are some singular and highly interesting peculiarities, exclusively belong- 

ing to groups pre-eminently typical, which demand the deepest attention of the 

philosophic naturalist. One of the most striking of these is the great difference 
between those forms which belong to perfect and natural genera, strictly so 

termed*, We might cite the restricted genera Tanagra, Cashmorhynchus, and 

Coccothraustes as remarkable examples of this fact, and as groups which would well 

repay the most minute analysis. This peculiarity sometimes extends to higher 

groups ; and in the present family, the most pre-eminently typical in the whole 

circle of Ornithology, it is more striking than in any other. It is, perhaps, to this 

circumstance that we must attribute the very imperfect manner in which the internal 

relations of the Corvide have been illustrated, and the artificial distribution that 

has been made of the groups it contains. Our space, indeed, will not permit us 

at present to throw much light upon the subject, further than what may be gained 

by studying the following table of the sub-families :— 

Analogies. 1. Typical group. Sub-families. 

ConriROSTRES. Wings lengthened, obliquely pointed; lateral toes equal. Corvine. 

2. Sub-typical group. 

Denrirostres. Wings shorter, rounded, convex ; lateral toes unequal. Garruline. 

3. Aberrant group. 

SCANSORES. Bill short, entire, light; feet short .0.. -. . .. \ ) Crapsonamet 

TENUIROSTRES, wy % * i te * 2 

FIssIROSTRES, Bill slender, lengthened; feet short . . . . . «J Fregiline. 

A glance at the modern arrangements will show how essentially we differ from 

all ornithologists who, like us, have attempted to elucidate this very intricate 

family. The tests, however, by which every series of animals thought to be 

* A genus, in whatever higher group it may occur, can never, strictly speaking, be pronounced perfect or natural, 

until it has been so demonstrated : or, in other words, until its five sub-genera, representing all the higher groups, 
have been detected. If any one of these types be missing, the genus is imperfect ; and although it may still contain a 

sufficient number to justify us in the belief that it is a natural genus, still this fact can only be demonstrated when the 

circle is completed by the discovery of the missing types. Thus, for instance, the Picide is an imperfect group: since 
every representation of the rasorial sub-family is lost, or at least unknown. But the sub-family of Piciane, or true 

Woodpeckers, when viewed by itself, is penxfect; since it contains its five leading types, symbolical of all the higher 

groups, and these, collectively, describe a circle. The group is thus capable of being demonstrated both perfect and 
natural.—Sw. 
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natural must be tried, will bring to light many remarkable peculiarities which 
belong only to the foregoing arrangement. Yet, however confident we feel on 

the general accuracy of this sketch, we are unprepared either to show in what 

manner the sub-families are connected, or to refer many of the modern genera 

to their natural divisions. The Jays (Garruline) unquestionably represent the 

Bush-Shrikes (Thamnophiline) ; while the genus Crypsirina and the Short-legged 

Glaucopine of M. Temminck form part of a group typifying the Drongo Shrikes. 

The slender bill of the Fregilin@, at the opposite side of the circle, indicates 

the position of the Fissirostral group, corresponding to the Buceridw. But we 

have many doubts on the true nature of the Tenuirostral type, since it must not 

only represent the Hang-nest Starlings (Icterinw), but also the Caterpillar- 

catchers (Ceblepyrine) and the typical Ampelidw or Chatterers. Now it will 

strike every ornithologist who has the means of examining the Gracula calva of 

authors (of which no specimen, we believe, exists in the British collections), that 

notwithstanding its general resemblance to the Chauve of Le Vaillant, (Ois. de 

l Amér., pl. 49,) it is decidedly a Crow; while the latter is considered by Le 

Vaillant as unquestionably belonging to the Ampelidw. We have, therefore, 

good reason to suspect the Gracula calva to be one of the tenuirostral types 

of the Corvide. In all probability it will prove to be the sub-family type, 

representing that tribe, although at present we choose to omit its designation 
in the foregoing table. 

On the situation of such singular or meparently isolated genera as Picathartes, 
Less., Podoces, Fisner, and, more particularly, Barifa, Cuv., we cannot at 

present give any opinion worth recording. We suspect that Nucifraga is the 

Scansorial sub-genus of Corvus; and notwithstanding the confidence with which 

the genus Coracias has been referred, in the natural system, to this family, we 

have not the least hesitation in placing it with the Fisstrostres. It is, indeed, 

almost inconceivable that the strongest prejudice in favour of any theory, pro- 

fessing to follow natural affinities, could so far have blinded the judgment of a 

naturalist as to make him separate Colaris from Coracias, and to violate Nature 

by placing these two forms (so intimately allied that we scarcely know how to 

distinguish them), not only in two distinct families, but actually in two widely 

situated tribes*. Setting aside every other consideration, and looking merely to 
the wide gape, which has been so much insisted upon as a peculiarity of the genus 

* “ Judging, however, even from external characters, we have no hesitation in stating our opinion that these rela- 

tions” (between Colaris and Coracias) ‘ are merely analogical.’’—Linn. Trans., xv., p. 203. 

2P 
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Colaris, we find that this character is incontestably as much developed in Coracias: 

although a superficial observer, deceived by the length of the bill in the latter, 

will be led to think quite differently. Both genera, in fact, would be correctly 

described as having the rictus wide, opening half way beneath the eye.—Sw. 

[ 93. | 1. Corvus corax. (Linn.) The Raven. 
Genus, Corvus, Linn. 

The Raven. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 245, No.134. Wiuts., ix., p. 113, pl. 65, f. 3. 

Corvus corax. Sas. Parry’s’First Voy., Suppl., cxciv. Sas. (J.) Frankl. Journ., p. 671. 

Ricuarps. App. Parry’s Sec. Voy., p. 343. Bonar. Syn., No. 59. 
Kaw-kaw-gew, Cree Inpians. Toolloo-ak, Esauimaux. 

This well-known bird, common to the four quarters of the globe, abounds in 
the fur-countries and visits the remotest islands of the polar seas. It frequents 

the barren grounds even in the most intense winter colds, its movements being 

directed in a great measure by those of the herds of rein-deer, musk-oxen, and 

bison, which it follows, ready to assist in devouring such as are killed by beasts 

of prey or by accident. No sooner has a hunter slaughtered an animal, than 

these birds are seen coming from various quarters to feast on the offal; and 
considerable numbers constantly attend the fishing-stations, where they show 

equal boldness and rapacity. The experienced native, when he sees from afar 

a flock of Ravens wheeling in small circles, knows that a party of his countrymen, 

well provided with venison, are encamped on the spot, or that a band of wolves 
are preying upon the carcass of some of the larger quadrupeds ; and pushes on 
briskly in the certain prospect of having his wants supplied. The thievish habits 

of a tame Raven™* are well known; but it is remarkable that, inhabiting in a 

wild state the most secluded and worst peopled districts of America, it should 

exhibit the same disposition to carry off shining metallic bodies and other articles 

totally unfit either for food or to be used in the construction of its nest. Mr. 

Kendall, in crossing the height of land which divides the waters that flow towards 

Hudson’s Bay from those which fall into the Arctic Sea, saw a Raven flying off 

with something in his claws, pursued by a number of his clamorous companions, 

The bird being fired at, dropped the object of contention, which proved to be 

the lock of a chest !—R. 

* Ravens have been taught to articulate short sentences as distinctly as any Parrot. One belonging to Mr. Henslow, 

of St. Albans, speaks so distinctly that, when we first heard it, we were actually deceived in thinking it was a human 

voice; and there is another, at Chatham, which has made equal proficiency ; for, living in the vicinity of a guard- 
house, it has more than once turned out the guard, who thought they were called by the sentinel on duty.—Sw. 
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DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed at Fort Franklin, in March, 1826. 

Cotour black, with a greenish tint on the upper plumage, and reflecting purple and steel- 

blue: the ventral aspect is less glossy. Bill and feet black. rides dark chestnut-brown. 

Form.—Nasal feathers half the length of the bill. Tail considerably rounded, and about 

two inches longer than the wings. Length, 26 inches; weight, 40 ounces. 

A pied individual was killed on the south branch of the Mackenzie, from a flock of the 

common sort. Its neck, fore part of the back, and part of the wings were grey ; the rest of 

its plumage black. 

[94.] 2. Corvus corone. (Linn.) The Crow. 
GeENus, Corvus, Linn. 

Carrion Crow. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 246, No. 135. 

Crow (Corvus corone). WIULs., iv., p. 79, pl. 35, f. 5. 
Haw-haw-sew. CREE INDIANS. 

This Crow, which resides in considerable numbers in the United States the 

whole year, is seen in the interior of the fur-countries in summer only, and does 

not go beyond the fifty-fifth parallel of latitude, nor approach within five or 
six hundred miles of Hudson’s Bay*. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan plains, 21st June, 1827. 

Cotour black: with violet reflections from the back, neck, shoulders, flanks, breast, outer 

and inner wing coverts, and exterior webs of the quill feathers; tips of the quills, the throat, 

and belly brownish. Bill and legs shining black. rides hazel or dark wood-brown. 

Form.—Bristly feathers incumbent on the bill for one-third of its length. Fourth quill 

the longest, fifth almost equalling it. ail moderately rounded, an inch and a quarter 

longer than the wings. 
Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length total . . 19 OO Length of billtorictus . 2 1 Length of middle nail a De 7) 
3s of tail : ane 7 6 5 Of tarsus = b 1 5, of hind toe. 10) 93 

>» ofwing . = 12: 45,0 55 of middle toe Pools, B32 » ofitsnail . ~ 0% 8 
5 of bill above . pe dl oll 

No difference, either in size or plumage, in the sexes. 

* According to Oedman, it does not go to the northward of Nordcopin, in Sweden, lat. 583°—Penn., Arct. Zool., 

ii., p. 61, Append. 

QE 
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[95.] 3. Corvus pica. (Linn.) The Magpie. 

Genus, Corvus, Linn. 

Corvus pica. Forst. Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 387, No. 11. 

Magpie. Penn. Arct. Zool, ii., p. 247, No.136. Wiuks., iv., p. 75, pl. 35, f. 2. 
Corvus Hudsonius. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 671. 
Corvus pica. Bonar. Syn., p. 57, No. 62. 

Shepecum-mewuck, Maskrcons. Ootaw-kee-askee, CREE INDIANS. 

This bird, so common in Europe, is equally plentiful in the interior prairie 

lands of America ; but it is singular that, though it abounds on the shores of 

Sweden and other maritime parts of the Old World, it is very rare on the Atlantic 

coasts of America or near Hudson’s Bay: only stray individuals passing to the 

eastward of the Mississippi or of Lake Winipeg. Mr. Say informs us that it 

winters on the Missouri, and takes its departure northwards on the 23rd of 

March. It does not entirely quit the banks of the Saskatchewan even in winter ; 

but is much more frequent in the sammer. On comparing its eggs with those 

of the European bird, they are found to be longer and narrower; and though 

the colours are the same, the blotches are larger and more diffused*. The 

manners of the American bird are precisely the same that we are accustomed 

to observe in the English one J. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, killed on the Saskatchewan, 20th May, 1827. 

Corour.—Scapulars, band on the rump, belly, and inner webs of the greater quills pure 

white, the latter partially edged with black. Rest of the plumage velvet-black, with metallic 

reflections on various parts, particularly the forehead and tail, of emerald and duck greens, 

pansy-purple, steel-blue, and gold-yellow. Bill, irides, and legs black. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 20 6 Length of bill to rictus al 9 Length of middleclaw . 0 62 
5, of tail 5 aw ily 3 5, of tarsus 2 >» Ofhindtoe . - 0 6+ 

> of wing A . 8 6 > of middle toe 1 1 » Of itsclaw . a) @ 63 

5, of bill above 3 1 5 

Ten specimens, of both sexes, varied only half an inch in total length, the tail being the 

same in all: the bills of most were somewhat shorter than the above. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

* American eggs, length . . 1 33 Breadth . . O 7 

English eggs, ie eae. LOH 3 Ss WO 
+ We have been able to compare English and Arctic specimens with one from the interior of China, kindly commu- 

nicated by Mr. Gray, and we cannot perceive the slightest difference whereon to build even the character of a variety, 
much less of a species. The tails of the Arctic specimens are very beautiful—Sw. 
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[ 96. ] 1. GarruLus cristatus. (Vieillot.) The Blue Jay. 

Sus-FAMILY, Garruline, Swarns. Genus, Garrulus, Briss. AucT. 

Blue Jay (Corvus cristatus). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., No. 138. Wuts.,i., p. 11, pl. 1, f. 1. 

Garrulus cristatus. ViriL., Ency. Méth., p. 890. Gal. des Ois., pl. 102; good. 

Corvus cristatus. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 672. Bonar. Syn., No. 63. 

Twe-twe-shew. CREE INDIANS. 

This very handsome Jay is common throughout the year in Peénnsylvania, 

frequents the southern States only in winter, and visits the fur-countries, in 

summer, up to the fifty-sixth parallel, but seldom approaches the shores of 

Hudson’s Bay. The Blue Jay exhibits in perfection most of the qualities, good 

or bad, for which its congeners are noted. It is equally noisy and inquisitive, 

alarming the inhabitants of the forest by loud screams when it apprehends 

danger; uttering its low, soft, and somewhat musical notes when in security ; and 

occasionally mocking the surrounding birds with imitations of their various songs. 

Its eggs have a dilute oil-green colour, with scattered spots ofa deeper tint, 
mixed with others of subdued bluish-grey : their length is 133 lines. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed on the Saskatchewan plains, in May, 1827. 

Cortour.—Crown, crest, back, scapulars, and lesser coverts, bluish or campanula-purple. 

Chin, throat, and circumference of the eye tinged with pale lilac. Line on the lores, 

occipital collar, ears, and base of the neck, black. Quills, greater coverts, and tail rich 

indigo-blue, barred with velvet-black : all, except the central pair of tail feathers*, tipped 

with white; bars on the lateral tail feathers obsolete, the white tips more extended ; inner 

webs of the greater quills blackish, with a white mark at the base. Belly, flanks, and thighs 

lavender or greyish-purple: vent and under tail coverts white. Inside of the wings and tail 

beneath bluish-grey. Bull and legs black. Irides wood-brown.—R. 

Form, aberrant. Bill longer+ and more compressed than that of the Garrulus Canadensis, 

and considerably narrower and weaker than that of the European Jay, in comparison with 

which the notch of the upper mandible is less distinct, the lower mandible weaker, and both 

much less compressed. Wings rounded; the fifth and sixth quills nearly equal and longest, 

the third shorter than the sixth: the lesser quills ovately rounded at their tips, which are not 

mucronated. Tail moderately lengthened, and all the feathers graduated.—Sw. 

* There are eleven bars on the central pair of tail feathers. 

+ The length of the bill varies. A specimen of the G. cristatus, killed on Lake Huron, in perfect plumage, had a 

bill a quarter of an inch shorter than the one described above.—R. 
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Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin, Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin, 

Length, total . 0 13 0 Length of billabove . 3 ll 14. Length of middle nail o 0 4} 
» Of tail : [we 0 5, oftarsus . 6. 43 5, of hind toe - O 6 
> of wing 0 25 6 5, Of middle toe . - 0 103 5» Ofitsnail . - 0 6 
5, of bill to rictus 1 44 

[97.] 2. GarruLus STELLERI. (Vieillot.) Steller’s Jay. 

SusB-FramILyY, Garruline, Swatns. Genus, Garrulus, AucT. 
Steller’s Crow (Corvus Stelleri). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 249, No. 139. 
Garrulus Stelleri. ViE1L. Ency. Méth., p. 893. 

Steller’s Jay (Garrulus Stelleri). Bonar. Orn., ii., p. 44, pl. 13, f. 1. 

PuateE Liv. 

This Jay is not uncommon in the summer time on the Pacific coast of America, 

from the mouth of the Colombia to the fifty-sixth parallel. It also frequents the 

Rocky Mountains, where Mr. Drummond procured a specimen. In its manners 
it greatly resembles the Garrulus cristatus*. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed near the sources of the Colombia, October, 1826. 

Cotour.—Top and sides of the head and crest velvet-black ; forehead glossed with verdi- 

ter-blue. Chin and throat grey. Neck above and below, breast, and scapulars pitch-black, 

that gradually changes, on the interscapulars, to flax-flower blue, which is the colour of the 

rest of the back, the primaries, greater wing coverts, tail coverts, and of the whole under 

plumage. Lesser quills, small coverts, and tail azure or china-blue, the upper angle of the 

wing marked with bluish-black, the tertiaries and tail{ barred with the same. Inner webs 

and shafts of the quills, tips of the greater coverts, and shafts of the tail brownish. Insides 

of the wings blackish-grey. Bill and legs pitch-black.—R. 

Form, typical. Bill rather more conic than that of G. cristatus, and the nostril feathers 

much longer and denser; in every other respect the forms of the two are essentially the 

same.—Sw. 

* This is totally distinct from the Mexican Garrulus coronatus, Sw., (Syn. of Mex. Birds, No. 67,) although the 
two birds have been confounded by some ornithologists.—Sw. 
+ There are sixteen imperfect bars on the tail. 
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Dimensions. 

Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length,total . a 14 0 Length of bill to rictus 1 43 Length of inner toe o 74 

eo Or tail . 7 6 3 >, of tarsus Gj otk 8 > Othindtoe . - 0 63 

> of wing 6 5 0 5 Ofmiddletoe . 0O I11 »> Of hind nail 0, 52 
5, of billabove . onl 1 55 Of its nail 0 43 

[98.] 3. GarruLus CanaDENsis. The Whiskey-Jack. 

SuB-FaMILy, Garruline, Swatns. Genus, Garrulus, Briss., ViEiL. Sub-genus, 

Corvus Canadensis. Forster, Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 386, No. 10. 

Cinereous Crow. PrEnwn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 248, No. 137. 

Canada Jay (Corvus Canadensis). WULs. iii., p. 33, pl. 20, f. 1. 
Garrulus fuscus. WrE1L. Ency. Méth., p. 892. 

Corvus Canadensis. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 672. Bonar. Syn., No. 65. 
Quequeshew, ALGonauINs. Whiske-shawneesh, CREEs. 

Cu. Sp. Garrutus CanaDENSIS, super murinus; subter flavescenti-griseus, occipite et nucha nigris, fronte gutture 
lateribusque colli albis. 

Sp. Cu. WauuiskEy-Jacx, brownish-grey above, yellowish-grey beneath; hind head and nape black; forehead, 
throat, and sides of the neck white. 

This inelegant but familiar Jay inhabits the woody districts from latitude 65° 

to Canada, and in the winter time makes its appearance in the northern sections 

of the United States. Scarcely has the winter traveller in the fur-countries chosen 

a suitable place of repose in the forest, cleared away the snow, lighted his fire, 

and prepared his bivouac, when the Whiskey-Jack pays him a visit, and boldly 

descends into the circle to pick up any crumbs of frozen fish or morsels of pem- 

mican that have escaped the mouths of the hungry and weary sledge-dogs. 

This confidence compensates for the want of many of those qualities which endear 

others of the feathered tribes to man. There is nothing pleasing in the voice, 

plumage, form, or attitudes of the Whiskey-Jack ; but it is the only inhabitant of 
those silent and pathless forests which, trusting in the generosity of man, fearlessly 

approaches him; and its visits were, therefore, always hailed by us with satisfac- 

tion. It is a constant attendant at the fur-posts and fishing-stations, and becomes 

so tame in the winter as to eat from the hand; yet it is impatient of confinement, 

and soon pines away if deprived of liberty. It hops actively from branch to 
branch, but, when at rest, sits with its head retracted and the plumage of the body 

very loose. Its voice is plaintive and squeaking; though it occasionally makes 
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a low chattering, especially when agitated by the prospect of a supply of food *. 

It hoards berries, pieces of meat, &c., in hollow trees or between layers of the 

bark of decaying birches, by which it is enabled to pass the winter in comfort, 

and to rear its young before the snow is off the ground, and indeed earlier than 

any other bird in the fur-countries. Its nest is concealed with such care, that none 

of the Indians with whom I spoke on the subject had seen it ; but both Hutchins 

and Hearne inform us, that “it is generally built in a fir-tree, of sticks and 

grass; the eggs are blue; and the young brood, which are quite black, take 
to flight by the middle of May.” 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Forehead, crown, cheeks, and chin, greyish-white ; hind head and nape pitch- 

black; dorsal plumage brownish-grey ; quills and tail dark lead-grey, tipped with white; the 

shafts dark umber. Under plumage yellowish-grey, approaching to broccoli-brown. Bill 

and legs black.—R. 

Form aberrant. Bill, except in its shortness and its rather rounder ridge, greatly 

resembling that of the Blue Jay; the nostrils also are more thickly covered with feathers. 

In this, and particularly in the next species, the shafts of the lesser quills terminate in small, 

but very distinct points.—Sw. 

: Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length,total . : ll 0 Length of bill above . - 0 93 Length of middle nail 0 44 

Se OLatall a oy 9 >, Oftarsus . ue sk 44 >, of hind toe LO) 4 

> of wing C eo, 6 5, of middle toe . . 0 9 » Ofitsnail . - O 43 

>» ofbilltorictus . QO I11¢ 

[99.] 4. GarRruLUs BRACHYRYNCHUsS. (Swainson.) Short-billed Jay. 
SuB-raMILy, Garruline, Swans. Genus, Garrulus, AuctoR. Sub-genus, ? 

Jeeza. Coprrr Inpians and Doc-r1Bs. 

Cu. Sp. GaRRULUS BRACHYRHYNCHUS, plumbeus: capite austeriori, frontula mente orbitis auricularibusque 
nigrescentibus. 

Sp.Cu. Suort-BILLeD Jay, bluish-grey, darker about the head; frontlet, chin, circumference of the orbits and 
ears blackish. 

PLaTE Lv. 

Not having analysed the contents of this sub-family, we know not, with certainty, 

whether this Jay and the Whiskey-Jack are types of a distinct form, or merely 

* The similarity between the manners of this bird and those of the Parus atricapillus has been pointed out by the 

Prince of Musignano, ‘The resemblance extends also to their tints of colour, their attitudes, and their voices—R. 
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aberrant examples of the typical structure. Without such information, and upon 

characters apparently slender, we refrain from naming a group which cannot be 
proved to exist in nature.—Sw. 

The only specimen brought home of the Short-billed Jay was killed on the roof 
of the dwelling-house at Fort Franklin. Its general appearance and manners 

resemble those of the Canada Jay or Whiskey-Jack so strongly, that we did not 

recognise it as a distinct species, and consequently did not ascertain whether it 

completely replaces the Canadian one in high latitudes, or whether both exist in 
the same localities. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed May 26, 1826, lat. 651° N. 

Cotovr, bluish-grey, lightest on the rump and belly ; deepening on the head and wing 

coverts to blackish-grey. Frontlet, orbits, chin, and ears blackish; breast tinged with 

yellowish-grey. Shafts of the quills and tail, and inner webs of the former, pitch-black ; 

tips of the lesser quills and tail pale yellowish-grey, approaching to white. Bill blackish; 

commissure and tip pale. Legs blackish-brown. 

Form.—Bill the same as that of G. Canadensis, except that it is a little shorter, rather 

broader at the base, and slightly narrower on the ridge: the rictal bristles are half its length. 

Plumage looser than that of G. Canadensis, the barbs more widely separated. Wings three 

inches shorter than the tail; greater quills* as in C. Canadensis ; the secondaries propor- 

tionally longer, and all end in slender, but very distinct points, scarcely discernible in the 

Blue Jay, and not nearly so much developed in the Whiskey-Jack. Tail shorter than that 

of the latter, but equally rounded. The tarsus, which is more robust, is protected anteriorly 

with the same number of scutelli (eight) as that of G. Canadensis. 

DIMEnsIOns. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . : 10 0 Length of bill above . - 0 8 Length of middle toe . 0O 9 
>, Of tail : 4 Gl 3 > of billtorictus . O 103 55 Of its nail 0 34 

35 of wing 5 2 >, of tarsus : al 6 >, of hind toe G 0 5 

5, Of hind nail . 0 43 

* The quills of the specimen had recently moulted, ‘and perhaps were not full grown. 

2Q 
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CURTIPEDES. 

Havine now quitted the two typical circles of the insessorial or perching order, 

namely, the Drentirostres and the Conirostres, we proceed to the third, or 

aberrant circle, formed by the Scansores, Tenutrostres, and Fissirostres of 

modern authors. Notwithstanding the diversity of forms which Nature has assem- 
bled in the circle of the Curtirgpss, they are all typically characterized, either by 
their short feet, or by a bill more or less entire. Some, indeed, have this latter 

member serrated; but, with only one exception (the Melliphagida), do we observe 

a development of that distinct indentation at the tip of the mandibles, which in 

the DentirostrEes assumes the appearance of a tooth, and in the ConrrostrEs 

that of a notch, more or less deep. We shall first notice the 

SCANSORES, 

or climbing birds, as being that division which touches the ConirostrEs by means 

of the Ramphastide. The families composing this group are so peculiarly distinct 
in their typical examples, that it would be almost impossible to mistake them. 

Mr. Vigors, and more particularly Mr. Mac Leay, have done much towards demon- 
strating the correctness of the following series, which we believe to be perfectly 

natural. 
1. Typical group. 

Analogies. Families. 

Picipz. 
Bill strong, lengthened, conic, entire; feet formed 

CoONIROSTRES. ; 
for ascending. 

2. Sub-typical group. 

Bill short, arched, generally toothed ; 

PSE TSE formed for clasping. 

feet 
Psi1tTTacipzA. 

3. Aberrant group. 
FIssIROsTRES. RaMPHASTIDZ. 

Tenurrostres. ¢ Bill much weaker, or very light. CucuLipz. 

SCANSORES. CERTHIADE. 

Although we have adopted this disposition of the families, it will be perceived 
that we differ most essentially from Mr. Mac Leay (Linn. Trans., xvi., pp. 45, 46) 

in our views of the true analogies they respectively bear to the leading divisions 

of the Insessores. But as this point demands a longer and more comprehensive 
discussion than our present rapid survey will admit of, we purpose resuming it 

in another place. 
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The manner in which the aberrant group may be closed, by the union of the 

Certhiade and the Ramphastide, can only be conjectured ; since there is 

every reason to suppose that, in the latter family, some of the primary forms 

are either extinct or undiscovered. As most of the scansorial birds brought 
home by the Expeditions belong to the family of 

PICIDA, 

we must content ourselves with offering a general view of the groups which 

belong to it; beautifully perfect in some of its details, and remarkably deficient 
in others. 

1. Typical group. 
Analogies. : Sub-families. 

Bill more or less wedge-shaped, entire ; tail and 
+ 

ConiROSTRES. | | Picianaz. 
feet scansorial. 

2. Sub-typical group. 

Bill strong, with the culmen arched, typically 

toothed ; feet scansorial ; tail feathers soft. Bue CONN. 
DENTIROSTRES. { 

3. Aberrant group. 

SCANSORES. Unknown. Eee hs oe 

TENUIROSTRES. Bill acute, entire; Claws scansorial, or broad, ) Yunxin#. 

FisstROsTRES. compressed, and hooked. OxyRHYNCHINE. 

It may appear, at first, somewhat absurd to suppose that the scansorial type 

of the Picid# is unknown, seeing that the whole family is pre-eminently scansorial. 

But it must be remembered that in every perfect group there is one form which 
is terrestrial, thereby representing either the Grallatores or the Rasores, and con- 

sequently the Tenuirostres or the Scansores. After six years’ reflection upon this 

subject, we can no longer doubt on the natural station of the genus Buphaga*: 

if we therefore said that the rasorial type was deficient, the truth would appear 
more obvious, since we are as yet unacquainted with any walking bird which 

shows the least affinity with the tooth-billed Barbuts and the Parrots; and it 

is precisely at this point that the scansorial type must occur. We cannot, how- 

ever, dwell upon this abstruse point, but must pass to the sub-family of the 

* This is the only bird which, in our opinion, can be suspected of representing one of these tribes; indeed, no 
analogy can be more beautiful than that which Buphaga bears to the Tenuirostres, or suctorial tribe: the latter 

suck by means of the tongue, the former by the bil/. We view it, however, as entering the rasorial division of the 
Certhiade, wherein it probably represents the Tenuirostres.—Sw. 

2Q2 
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PICIAN A, 

or true Woodpeckers, the only perfect assemblage of forms in the whole circle. 

The annexed table will explain the circular succession of the five genera :— 

Analogies. 1. Typical group. Genera. 

Bill perfectl dge-shaped, 1 f tly 
ConIROSTRES. ae Cilaec ate aeons” cee ae Picus, Linn. 

mandible equal; posterior outer toe longest. 

2. Sub-typical group. 

Bill rather depressed, angles of the upper man- 

DENTIROSTRES. dible unequal ; two exterior toes of equal fCurysopritus, Sw. 

length. 
3. Aberrant group. 

. Bill depressed, culmen arched ; anterior fore toe S 
CANSORES, foneentacene Winder MatacoLopuus,Sw. 

Bill compressed, destitute of lateral angles, cul- 
TENUIROSTRES. : CoLaPTEs, Sw. 

men carinated. 

‘ Bill rounded, obsoletely angulated, culmen con- 
FIssIROSTRES. . MELANERPES, Sw. 

vex ; wings lengthened. 

These groups, independent of all peculiarities relating to structure, pre- 
sent us with some curious facts in regard to geographic distribution. The 

typical genus, as is almost universally the case, is spread over all parts of the 

world : but as the continent of America, according to the profound observations 

of Baron Humboldt, is that which above all others abounds in lofty and almost 

interminable forests, the peculiar habitations of this family, so do we find that 

the pre-eminently typical Woodpeckers are almost exclusively found in the New 

World. ‘There is not, in fact, as we shall presently show, one species in Europe, 

and we know but of two or three from the continent of India. The sub-typical 

genus is distributed precisely on the .same principle: the typical species are 

American, and the swb-typical are European. Malacolophus is restricted to the 

tropical latitudes of both hemispheres ; but here again do we find the same 

regularity of distribution. The pre-eminent are chiefly, if not exclusively, con- 

fined to the Brazilian forests ; while all the sub-typical species we have yet seen 

are peculiar to the tropical parts of the Asiatic continent and its islands. Colaptes 

occurs only in the more temperate parts of America and Africa; but the types 

are exclusively American, while Melanerpes appears altogether confined to the 

New World.—As nearly all the species subsequently described belong to the 

typical group, we shall enter into some details of the Genus 
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PICUS. 

1. Typical group. 
Analogies. Sub-genera. Typical Species. 

Bill most perfectly wedge-shaped, 

the angles equal; neck length- 

ened, slender; tarsus mani- 
fostly ishexteemabael he costes Picus, Lin. Picus principalis, L. CoNIROSTRES. 

posterior toe ; occiput with a 

rigid pointed crest. 

2. Sub-typical group. 

shaped, lateral ridges nearest 

Dentrrostres., the culmen; neck less slender ; -Dryotomus, Sw. Picus martius, LZ. 

outer posterior toe shorter than 

the anterior. | 

3. Aberrant group. 

| Bill depressed, imperfectly wedge- 

SCANSORES. | Lateral ridges of the upper man- | Denbrobates, Sw. Picus affinis, Sw. 
dible close to the margin of the | 

bill ; tarsi of equal length with | 
the outer posterior toe. 

TENUIROSTRES, | Apternus, Sw. Picus tridactylus, L. 

Dendrocopus*, Koch. Picus pubescens, L. FIsSIROSTRES. 

On the two typical forms we need not dilate ; but the aberrant group requires 

a more particular explanation. As a whole, it still retains two of the most 

important characters of the genus,—the perfectly acute bill and straight culmen ; 
and secondly, the lengthened posterior outer toe. It is obvious that both these 
are pre-eminently typical distinctions ; since the first implies a greater facility 

in breaking, and the latter a firmer support in climbing, than is found in any 

other group of the true Woodpeckers beyond the circle of this genus. But, on 

the other hand, we detect a considerable diminution of strength in the unequal 

angles of the bill, in the greater length and slenderness of the tarsus, and more 

particularly in the neck, which is not of that peculiar length and compactness so 

conspicuous in the typical structure, and which implies some particular internal 

arrangement of the muscles, belonging almost exclusively to such powerful 

birds as P. principalis, robustus, &c. We need not, therefore, look for further 

distinctions, to detach the typical from the aberrant forms ; but as it is important 
that these latter should be further analyzed, we shall now give their natural 

characters more in detail. 
* Cited by Wagler, Sp. Avium. 
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PICUS. 

3. Aberrant group. 
Analogies. ’ : 2 , Sub-genera. 

Tips of the lesser quills obliquely truncate, but entire ; 

SCANSORES. plumage olive or greenish, banded or spotted be- }Dendrobates. 

neath ; feet four-toed. Inhabits tropical climates. 

Tenurrostres. Plumage black and white ; feet three-toed. Apternus.* 
| Tips of the lesser quills transversely truncate, and emar- 

ginate in the middle; plumage black and white, Dend 
ndrocopus. 

pase BOSEREE: | spotted above, plain beneath. Inhabits temperate 

climates. 

The first of these sub-genera is important, in so far as it opens the only true 

and direct passage to the Golden-shafted Woodpeckers, with olive or green 

plumage, typically represented by the Picus viridis of Europe and the Picus 

Cayennensis of Cayenne. While, therefore, we still perceive in such birds as 

Picus affinis, Sw.}, the peculiar angulated bill and the long hind toe before 

alluded to as prevalent in all the modifications of this genus, we yet see that 

these birds are clothed in a plumage coloured and marked precisely in the same 

manner as is that group to which they immediately lead. The Picus fulviscapus, 

Ill., assumes even the golden-coloured shafts of the typical Chrysoptili, although 

its bill and feet forbid us from placing it beyond the confines of this genus. A 
more refined, but a very important character, drawn from the form of the quill 
feathers, also belongs to this type, and at once distinguishes it from Dendrocopus. 

The second sub-genus has been long since distinguished, but has, unluckily, 

been rendered completely artificial, by the introduction of other three-toed 

Woodpeckers belonging to the neighbouring genera. The disappearance of the 
hind toe, which so often takes place in the wading birds, leaves us in no great 

doubt of the analogy of this form to the Grallatores, and consequently to the 

Tenuirostres—the most feeble-footed birds in the whole circle of Ornithology. 

The third sub-genus comprehends all the smaller black and white-spotted 

Woodpeckers of Europe and America: some few occur in the mountainous parts 

of India; but, with these exceptions, the group, which is very extensive, seems 

to belong more particularly to temperate latitudes: we have not, in fact, seen 

* We have not considered it expedient to adopt the name of Tridactylia, given, in a modern compilation, to all the 

three-toed Woodpeckers indiscriminately, since it would obviously lead to much confusion. Besides, we have long had 
the genus T'ridactylus in Entomology.—Sw. 

+ Zool. Illustrations, first series, ii., pl. 78. 
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one from tropical America, or from the south of the equator. As the genus 

Melanerpes, in point of colour, is distinguished by black and glossy plumage, 
intermixed with white, but destitute of bands, so do we find Dendrocopus, by 

which Picus is joined to Melanerpes, clothed in plumage precisely answering this 

description. Here, in fact, the passage is so incontestable, that every ornitho- 

logist must be filled with admiration when he examines the Picus varius, Linn., 

and the Picus flavifrons, Spix ; the first betraying the evanescent characters of 
Picus, the latter the first development of those belonging to Melanerpes. 

It thus appears that, however closely the sub-genera Dendrobates and Dendro- 

copus may be thought to resemble each other, yet that, as leading in the most 

undeniable manner to two different groups, they cannot be left undistinguished, 

without a total disregard of natural affinities. Their characters, although refined, 
are yet of easy detection ; and, indeed, the very aspect of any one species would 

almost determine its true station: the emarginate quills of Dendrocopus we 

have hitherto found an unerring character, since they only become nearly entire 

in such species as tend to unite the aberrant circle: but the bill sometimes 

assumes the equally angulated, or rather the perfectly wedge-shaped form of the 

typical sub-genus Picus, which next succeeds. In conclusion, we need hardly 

premise, that the aberrant circle is perfect ; since the Picus analis of Java shows 

us in what way Nature transfers the ventral bands of Dendrobates to the back of 

some species of Dendrocopus, which, by losing at the same time all appearance 

of the notch at the extremity of the lesser quills, unites the aberrant forms into 
one circle. 

We may possibly be thought, by some, to have expressed these opinions with 

too much confidence. But as we have, upon every occasion, scrupulously put 

the naturalist in full possession of all our doubts and difficulties, even upon points 
which might appear trivial, so, on the other hand, do we feel no hesitation in 

expressing confidence upon many others; which, were it necessary, we could 

confirm by a mass of evidence as novel as, we venture to think, it would be 

unanswerable. In regard to the Picianw: when we state that our own museum 

contains no less than sixty-three species; that every specimen in the Jardin des 

Plates, the British Museum, and that of the Hon. East India Company, have 

been minutely examined, we trust that the reader will give us credit for not 

wishing to be carried away by theory, or to mislead naturalists by giving 

them the result of hasty conclusions and limited researches.—Sw. 
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[100.] 1. Picus (Dryoromus) PiLEatus. (Swains.) Pileated Woodpecker. 

S uB-FAMILY, Piciane, Swans. Genus, Picus, Linn. Sub-genus, Dryotomus*, Swatns. 

Pileated Woodpecker (Picus pileatus). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 269, No. 157. Wu1s., iv., pl. 29, f. 1. 
Picus pileatus. Bonar. Syn, No. 38. WacueEn, Sp. Av. Picus 2. 

Mohkeeche-cannzshees, CREE Inp1ans. Thedé-dilleh, Co1pPEWYANS. 

This great Woodpecker is resident all the year in the interior of the fur- 

countries, up to the sixty-second or sixty-third parallels, rarely appearing near 

Hudson’s Bay, but frequenting the gloomiest recesses of the forests that skirt 
the Rocky Mountains. The stillness of these primeval shades is often invaded 
by the stroke of its powerful bill, which excels the woodman’s axe in the loudness 
of its sound, and still more in the rapidity with which its blows are urged; nor 

does it fall far short in the quantity of chips it produces. Like other Wood- 

peckers, it is extremely industrious, seemingly never a moment idle, flying from 

tree to tree, and plying its head like a hammer the instant that it alights. A few 
strokes of the bill suffice to indicate the state of the tree ; and if the bird judges 

that it would explore the interior in vain, it instantly quits it for another. 

According to the American naturalists, it inhabits all the United States, and is 
particularly numerous in the Gennessee country.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed in the winter, lat. 57°, near the Rocky Mountains. 

Cotour.—Top of the head, occipital crest, and maxillary stripe, bright scarlet. Line 

bounding the crest laterally from the eye, a band from the nostrils to the side of the nape, 

thence along the neck to the sides of the breast, the concealed bases of all the quill feathers, 

a spot covered by the spurious wing, the chin, throat, and inner wing coverts, pure white. A 

bar across the orbit and ears to the middle of the nape, and the rest of the plumage pitch- 

black, purest on the quills and tail. Some of the ventral feathers are fringed with grey, and 

two or three of the greater quills are tipped exteriorly with brownish-white. Bull blackish- 

grey above, pale horn-colour beneath. Irides golden-yellow. Legs bluish-black.—The female 

has a yellowish-brown forehead, with darker shafts and a blackish maxillary stripe.—R. 

Form, typical of the sub-genus. Bill, in comparison with the typical Woodpeckers, much 

less robust, the culmen being very slightly arched in the middle, and the lateral angle nearer 

to the central ridge than to the commissure ; the base is considerably wider than it is high, 

rendering the bill depressed for more than half its length,—a structure which sufficiently 

* Apvoromos, Qui quercus vel arbores secat. 
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shows an inferiority of strength to that possessed by the typical group. This diminution of 

power is extended in a particular manner to the feet, the anterior outer toe [7. e. middle toe | 

being longer and stronger than the posterior,—a structure the very reverse of that which 

characterises the typical species. Wings obliquely ‘pointed, the third and seventh nearly 

equal, the fifth longest.—Sw. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 5 20 O- Length of bill to rictus 2 6 Length of versatiletoe . 0 10 
>> «oof tail : soe h: 6 >> of tarsus al 3 >» Ofitsnail . » 0 7 

> of wing a at) 6 >> Of middle toe. Real 2 >, of hind toe. s 0 5 

of bill above vee 2 3 59 OL itsinail + 0 Tz 55 Of its nail - 0 44 by) 

The northern specimens vary two inches in their total length, the bill a quarter of an inch. 

As the species approaches the confines of its geographic limits, its size is proportionably less. 

A specimen before us, from Louisiana, for which we are indebted to Mr. Audubon, measures 

only fifteen inches and a half in extreme length.—Sw. 

[101.] 2. Picus (DeNpDRocopus) viLLosus. (Swains.) Hairy Woodpecker. 

Genus, Picus, Linn. Sub-genus, Dendrocopus, Kocu. 
Picus villosus. Forster, Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 388. 

Hairy Woodpecker (Picus villosus). Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., No. 164. Wuts., i. p. 150, pl. 9, f. 3. 
Picus villosus. San. Frankl. Journ., p. 677. WacLeRr, Sp. Av. Picus, 22. Bonar. Syn., No. 42. 

This species exists as far north as the sixty-third parallel, and is said by 

Wilson to extend southwards to the Gulf of Mexico. It remains all the year 

in the fur-countries, and is the most common species up to the fifty-sixth degree 

of latitude, north of which it yields in frequency to the three-toed species.—R. 
We have been much perplexed in reconciling the Arctic specimens with 

several others from New York and Philadelphia, in our possession. The general 
marking and proportions, indeed, are the same; but the latter are all much 

2R 
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smaller than the former. We have another, again, from Georgia, which we 

strongly suspect to be a distinct species, intermediate between the Pennsylvanian 
specimens of villosus and the Picus querula of Wilson, now before us. It is 

obviously a fine, full-plumaged male, perfectly resembling, in its general 
markings and proportions, the smaller specimens of villosus ; but the red occipital 

band is so broadly and decidedly divided by deep black, that it is reduced to the 

appearance of two lateral transverse red spots, the space between which is full 
three-tenths of an inch wide: it is rather smaller than the smallest of our New 

York specimens of villosus: other more minute differences will be perceived by 
reference to the vignette. As yet we have seen but one specimen. Should it 

eventually prove a distinct species, we wish to record it by the name of our 
friend, M. Audubon, whose exquisite Illustrations of the Birds of his native 

country justly entitles him to this tribute of our admiration; and we trust our 

friend will be able to procure a sufficient number of specimens from his native 

province (Louisiana), to establish the Pics Audubonit as a species in his great 
work.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed, March, 1827, on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Eye band extending to the nape, maxillary stripe prolonged down the neck to 

the scapulars, and the ground of the dorsal plumage velvet-black, pure and shining on the 

head. A scarlet occipital band divided in the middle (in some specimens) by black. Supra- 

orbital line terminating in the crest, stripe from the nostrils half way along the neck, the chin, 

and under plumage, broad stripes on the interscapulars and on the inner webs of the scapulars, 

and the tips of the downy rump feathers, white. Winys marked with large roundish spots of 

the same, forming about eight rows: inner coverts spotted with black. Tail coverts and 

two middle pairs of tail feathers quite black ; third pair white at the tip and half way down the 

outer web ; next pair having a black spot at the base, and the outer pair entirely brownish- 

white *. Bill greenish-black, pale at the base beneath. Legs oil-green. 

Form, typical. Third, fourth, fifth, and sixth quills nearly equal ; the fourth or fifth the 

longest ; second mostly shorter than the seventh.—The female wants the red occipital band. 

The white eye stripes, which in some females nearly meet on the occiput, in others are widely 

separated by black.—R. 

Young males of the first year, in our possession, killed near New York, have the red band 

distinctly divided; but the pale brown tips of the intervening feathers prove this to be the 

effect of youth.—Sw. 

* A northern specimen has a black spot on the outer feather of one side ; and in one of Mr. Swainson’s New York 

specimens there are two distinct black spots on the inner web of each of the outer pair of tail feathers. 
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DIMENSIONS 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 5 lil 0 Length of bill to rictus el 8 Length of versatiletoe . 0 8 
a Ofstail : -4 3 53>. Of tarsus) ag OM» ali > Ofitsnail . . 0 5 
> of wing « eee 42 5, of middle toe - 0 74 5, Of hind toe. «) 20 34 

> of bill above 5 6* > of its nail 0 43 > oOfitsnail . o @ 3 

The female is upwards of an inch shorter, and its bill measures a quarter of an inch less. 

1. Picus (Dendrocopus) villosus. Bill of the male. 5. Var.? (Audubonii.) Bill. 
Den ss 55 5 Bill of the female. 62 55 = Section. 

Gb aye 6 0 Section of the bill. To = ee a Greater wing cover. 
Ae Des <8 33 oy Greater wing cover. 

[102.] 3. Prcus (DENDROcOPUS) PUBESCENS. (Sw.) Downy Woodpecker. 

Genus, Picus, Linn. Swb-genus, Dendrocopus, Kocu. 

Downy Woodpecker (Picus pubescens). PEnn. Arct. Zool., ii., p.274, No. 165. 

WILs., i., p- 153, pl. 9, f. 4. 

Picus pubescens. V1EiL. Ovs. de l’Am., ii., p. 65, pl.121? Bonar. Syn. No. 43. 

Paupastuow. CREE INDIANS. 

Cu. Sp. Pricus (Dendrocopus) puBESCENS, albo nigroque varius; subtus albus, pileo nigro, fascia occipitali rubra ; 
remige septimo secundum longé superanti. 

Se.Cu. Downy WooDPECKER, varied with black and white ; beneath white; crown and hind head black, the latter 

margined by a red band: second quill feather much shorter than the seventh. . 

Ozs. Lateral tail feathers broad and obtuse; the shafts broad, terminating in an abrupt point, and not reaching to 
the apex of the extreme barbs+. 

This diminutive but exceedingly industrious Woodpecker is a constant inha- 

* The bill of the male bird here described is remarkably longer than any of my specimens from the United States, 
and would almost lead us to suspect it to be a different species —Sw. 

+ We have no doubt that two, if not three species of these little Woodpeckers, from different parts of North 
America, have been confounded under the common name of pubescens. As their elucidation will be interesting, we 
shall shortly define the two which do not occur in the Arctic collections. We have several specimens of the two 
first in our museum, and they all exhibit the peculiar distinctions by which we now characterise them. When we 

2R2 
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bitant of the fur-countries up to the fifty-eighth parallel. It seeks its food prin- 

cipally on the maple, elm, and ash, and, north of latitude 54°, where these trees 

terminate, on the aspen and birch. Its researches are made mostly, if not wholly, 

on live trees ; and it encircles their trunks by spiral or horizontal rows of small, 

round holes, similar to those drilled by a gimlet, and just penetrating the bark. 

When engaged in this work, its attention is so much occupied, that it may be 
approached very closely. As soon as it does observe any one near it, it utters 

a shrill cry, and flies to another tree, on which it instantly resumes its labour as 

if the cause of its alarm were totally forgotten. It excavates its nest in the limb 

of a tree ; and Wilson informs us that, to avoid betraying its situation, it carries 
the chips to a distance. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan in the spring of 1827. 

Cotour.—Top and sides of the head and the nape velvet-black ; the hind head crossed 

by an arterial blood-red band. Ground of the dorsal plumage, wings, and two middle pairs 

of tail feathers, pitch-black ; scapulars, upper wing coverts, and tail coverts, unspotted. 

Nasal feathers, a broad superciliary stripe, terminating at the red band, a line from the 

rictus, crossing the ears to a large round patch on the sides of the nape, middle of the back 

anteriorly, ends of the downy feathers on the hinder part of the back, a large central spot 

on a few of the intermediate wing coverts, a smaller one on the outer web of each of the 

greater coverts, the extreme tips of most of the quills, a series of marginal spots on both 

recollect that it is only within the last few years that several of the birds of Europe have been discovered to be new 
and peculiar species, overlooked by former writers, and that discoveries of this kind are occurring every year, even in 

our own island, it need not excite any great surprise that the forests of North America are not yet exhausted. 

Cu. Sp. Picus (Dendrocopus) MEDIANUS, albo nigroque varius, vertice nigro occipite rubro ambobus albo macu- 

latis ; remige secundo septimum longe superanti. 

Sp.Cu. Lirrire Miptanp WoopPeEckeER, varied with black and white; crown black, hind head red, both spotted 

with whites; second quill feather much longer than the seventh. 

Oss. Lateral tail feathers narrowed and pointed at the end; the shafts narrow, gradually pointed, and reaching to 
the apex of the feathers. 

Inhabits the middle parts of North America. Not uncommon in New Jersey. Closely resembles the pubescens in 
size and general appearance. The female differs merely in having the upper part of the head entirely black. 

Cu. Sp. Picus (Dendrocopus) MERIDIONALIS, albo nigroque varius, subtus griseus, vertice nigro, occipite laté rubro 
fasciato ; remge secundo et octavo equalibus. 

Sp. Cu. LirrLte GEore1an WoopPEckeER, varied with black and white, beteath grey, crown black, a broad red 
band on the hind head; second quill feather equal to the eighth. 

Oxzs. Smaller than P. pubescens, which it resembles in general appearance, in the structure of the shafts, and rounded 

form of the tail feathers ; the under plumage, however, is hair-brown (as dark, but not so yellow, as that of 

Picus major), instead of white, or whitish, as in P. pubescens: the red band is much broader, and the relative 
lengths of the quills are different. 

Inhabits Georgia. As we have as yet seen but two specimens of this, we consider its specific claims require further 
confirmation.—Sw. 
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their webs, the throat, and under tail coverts, all pure white,—the shafts of the latter black 

near the tip. The rest of the under plumage pale ash-grey (in some specimens almost 

white). Three lateral pairs of tail feathers white; the two outer ones with two interrupted 

black bars near the end; inner web of the third one black to near the tip. Bull bluish- 

black. Legs greenish. 

Form, perfectly typical. Fourth and fifth quill feathers the longest; third and sixth 

nearly equalling them; second just exceeding the eighth, and considerably shorter than the 

seventh. Tail graduated.—In some specimens there are a few white feathers on the frontlet. 

The female wants the scarlet band, and her bill is rather shorter, 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total : 6 6 Length of bill to rictus - 0 10} Length of outer hind toe 6 5} 
ee oftall ° 658 0 5, Oftarsus . oO 7 5, of outer hind nail . 0 3 

> . of wing 3 103 » of middle toe . . 0 5 5, Of inner hind toe 0 2 
» Of bill above 0 8 >> of middle nail 0 3t », Of its nail . 0 2 

Outermost tail feather but one of Dendrocopus pubescens. 

[103.] 4, Picus (DENDROCOPUs) vaARIUs. (Swainson.) YVellow-bellied 

Woodpecker. 

GENUS, Picus, Linn. Sub-genus, Dendrocopus, Kocu. 
Le Pic varié de la Caroline. Burron, P/. Enl. 785; young. 
Yellow-bellied Woodpecker. Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 275, No. 166. Wus,, i., p. 147, pl. 9, f. 2. 
Picus varius. VreEI1. Ois. de l’ Am., ii., p. 63, pl. 118; and young, pl. 119. Sas. Fr. Jowrn., p. 677. 

Bonap. Syn., No. 41: Orn., i, pl. 8, f.1 and 2. WacLer, Sp. Av. Picus 16. 
Meekesew-paupastuow. Cree Inpians. 

This very gay Woodpecker is the only one that visits the fur-countriés in 

flocks ; for though the Colaptes auratus is also migratory, it arrives in a more 

straggling manner, and immediately pairs. We observed the Yellow-bellied 

Woodpecker, in 1825, on the north shore of Lake Huron, on the 14th of April ; 

and, in 1827, it made its first appearance for the season, on the plains of the 
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Saskatchewan, on the 14th of May, in considerable flocks, enlivening by its 

presence the groves of aspen and taccamahac, which were previously almost 

untenanted. Its manners, at that period of the year, were strikingly contrasted 
with those of the resident Woodpeckers ; for, instead of flitting in a solitary 

way from tree to tree, and assiduously boring for insects, it flew about in crowded 

flocks in a restless manner, and kept up a continual chattering*. In the breeding 

season it is more retired. It ranges from the sixty-first parallel of latitude to 

Mexico, from whence Mr. Swainson has received specimens. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 14, 1827. 

Cotour.—Forehead and crown, chin, and throat, arterial blood-red: both patches bor- 

dered by greenish-black, which spreads out on the occiput and also on the lower part of the 

neck and breast. Scapulars and wings black. Nostril feathers, a superciliary stripe, that 

expands and unites with its fellow on the nape, a band from the rictus to the shoulder, a broad 

oblique band from the spurious wing to the fourth greater covert, tips of most of the quills, 

and a series of semicircular spots on both their webs, white (except on the outer webs of the 

tertiaries, which are unspotted). Back also white, more or less tinged with yellow, crossed 

on the tips by oval black spots: the tail coverts want the yellow tinge, and the upper ones 

are blotched exteriorly with black. Tail feathers pitch-black; inner webs of the central pair 

white, spotted with black; outer pair edged exteriorly with white. Beily gamboge-yellow, 

blotched on the flanks with grey and blackish-brown. Bill black. Legs greenish.—R. 

Form, aberrant, connecting the genus Picus with that of Melanerpes, Sw. Bill as in the 

typical examples of this sub-genus: the culmen sharply carinated, and the lateral angles or 

ridges placed very close to the exterior margin. Wings lengthened and obliquely pointed ; 

the first or spurious quill remarkably small, being little more than three-quarters of an inch 

long; the third, fourth, and fifth quills considerably longer than the rest; the two first of 

these are equal, but the fifth is a little shorter; the second and sixth are nearly equal: lesser 

quills with notched tips. Feet very slender; the two exterior toes, as in Melanerpes, are 

equal, and in a slight degree shorter than the tarsus. Wings reaching nearly to the length of 

the tail—Is this the first form in Melanerpes, or the last in Picus ?—Sw. 

The female wants the red on the throat.—A yearling, killed, in August, on the Saskat- 

chewan, has the top of the head liver-brown, without any vestige of the red there or on the 

throat ; neither is there any trace of the black gorget which exists on the breast of the adult. 

The back is blackish-brown, with roundish white spots on the tips and margins of the feathers. 

* How wonderfully in these habits does Nature typify the Swallows! This, in fact, is the osculent form of Den- 
drocopus, passing into the fissirostral group of the Piciane.—Sw. 

+ Brisson says it also inhabits Cayenne. . This, however, is doubtful ; since we know not of a single species of this 
family common to both sides of the equator —Sw. 
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Under plumage yellowish-grey, obscurely barred with blackish-grey. It is nearly an inch 

shorter than the old bird; the members in proportion *. 

Dimensions 

Of the mature male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 9 0 Length of bill to rictus 5 Al 2 Length of outer hind toe tt) 73 
PerOlstall . 5 4 NO 55 Of tarsus ORO aan Obsltsinall aur. . 0 4 

> of wing 4 9 5» of middle toe . 0 8 5, of inner hind toe 0 34 

> of bill above 1 0 > of middle nail 0 4} say Olsts all mee . 0 2 

—R. 

[104.] 5. Picus (AprerNuS) TRIDACTYLUS. (Swainson.) Common Three- 

toed Woodpecker. 

Genus, Picus, Linn. Swub-genus, Apternus}, pl. 56, Swatns. 

Three-toed Woodpecker (Picus Canadensis, digitis tribus). Epwarps, pl. 114. 
Picus tridactylus. Forster, Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 388, No. 14. 

Three-toed Woodpecker. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 275, No. 168. 

Picus hirsutus? Wur1E1u. Ois. de l?Am., ii., pl. 124. 

Cu.Sp. Picus (Apternus) TRIDACTYLUS, albo nigroque varius, sincipite maculato, vertice pallidé croceo, rostro 
maximeé depresso. 

Sp. Ca. Common THREE-TOED WooDPECKER, varied with black and white; forehead spotted; crown pale 

yellow ; bill considerably depressed. 

This bird exists in all the forests of spruce-fir lying between Lake Superior and 

the Arctic Sea, and it is the most common Woodpecker north of Great Slave 
Lake. It much resembles the P. villosus in its habits, except that it seeks its 

food principally on decaying trees of the pine tribe, in which it frequently makes 

holes large enough to bury itself. It does not migrate.—R. 
It would be tedious, and it is perhaps unnecessary, to show in what manner all 

preceding ornithologists have confounded the northern three-toed Woodpeckers ; 

since no two species can be more distinct than those here described and figured. 

It is more than probable that the species described by Brisson, from Cayenne, 

with a red crown, is different from either; while that of Guiana, mentioned by 

Bancroft as having the belly “ bright crimson,” is probably a fourth. The two 

Jatter, however, for the present, must be placed among the ambiguous species, 
since we know not to which of the genera of the Piciane they truly belong.—Sw. 

* The markings on the wings and tail, with the comparative lengths and proportions of the quills and tarsi, and 

the construction of the bill, are indubitable indications of this bird being the young of P. varius, though it differs very 
materially from the beautiful figure given by Prince Charles Bonaparte, as above quoted.—Sw. 
+ Th. 4, priv. et reve, calz. 
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DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed near the sources of the Athabasca River, lat. 57°. f. 

Cotour.—Nostril feathers brown. Crown pale saffron-yellow, with white specks shining 

through ; the rest of the upper surface and sides of the head velvet-black, thickly spotted 

with white on the forehead, round the crown, and on the sides of the throat; also a white 

line from the eye to the nape, where it spreads out, and another from the nostrils under 

the eye, dilating behind the ears. Temples and hind head unspotted. Dorsal plumage and 

wings blackish-brown; interscapulars and downy feathers on the hind part of the back barred 

with white ; tips of most of the quills, and a series of spots* on their margins, also white, 

the spots deficient on the outer webs of the tertiaries and of several adjoining secondaries. 

Two middle pairs of tail feathers brownish-black ; two exterior pairs barred with black at the 

base; and the intermediate pair largely tipped with white. Under plumage :—chin, throat, a 

line down the middle of the belly, and the under tail coverts, white; sides of the belly and 

inner wing coverts barred with black. Bill bluish-grey above, whitish beneath. Legs lead- 

coloured.—In some specimens there are a few white spots on the tips of the greater wing and 

tail coverts.—The female is smaller than the male, and wants the yellow of the crown, the 

top of the head being thickly spotted with white. The bluish and greenish-black on the 

temples and hind head is very glossy.—R. 

Form, typical. Bill perfectly straight, but considerably depressed, the lateral angles so 

near the edge as to appear obsolete. Zarsus longer than the hind toe and its claw, which 

toe is longer than the anterior one. Lateral tail feathers pointed, and not rounded, as in 

Dendrocopus pubescens.—Sw. 

DIMENSIONS. 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total c 9 6 Length of bill to rictus wee 3 Length of middle nail - 0 43 

54) ofitail 5 oo oue6 a5) OL tarsusi te on Ole na 92, 5 Of hind toet 3 O 6 
>, of wing A 4 6 55 Of middle toe . . 0 6 >» oOfitsnail . - 0 4g 

of bill above 1 1 be) 

Yj" 

Outermost tail feather but one. 

* Seven or eight rows on the longer primaries; in P. arcticus only five—R. 
+ This is the versatile toe, the true hind toe being absent.—R. 
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(105. ] 6. Picus (ApreRNUs) arctTicus. (Swainson.) Arctic Three-toed 

Woodpecker. 

Genus, Picus, Linn. Sub-genus, Apternus, Swains. 

Picus tridactylus. Bonar. Orn., i. p. 64, pl. 14, f.2; the male. 

Cu. Sp. Prcus (Apternus) arcTicus, super aterrimus nitidus : remigibus solis maculatis, subtus albus, axillis hypo- 

chondriisque transverse nigro fasciatis, vertice saturaté croceo. 

Sp.Cu. Arctic THREE-TOED WoopPECKER, above glossy black, with white spots on the quills only ; beneath 

white ; sides of the body lineated with black; crown saffron-yellow. 

PLATE LVII. 

This is in every respect a larger species than the preceding : the bill is consi- 

derably longer in proportion, and at the same time not so much depressed ; the 

wings also are more pointed, since the sixth quill, which in the former is nearly 
as long as the third, fourth, and fifth, is in this fully three-tenths of an inch 

shorter. It was observed only on the eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains, 

where the common species was also procured.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed near the sources of the Athabasca River, lat. 57°. 

Cotour.—Dorsal aspect throughout shining velvet-black, with a Prussian-blue reflexion 

from the head, and a greenish one from the back. Crown bright saffron-yellow, approaching 

to Dutch-orange *. Five rows of white spots on the greater quills, nearly obsolete on the 

posterior lesser ones: none of the quills are tipped with white. A stripe from the rictus to 

the side of the neck and the under plumage white, thickly barred with black on the sides of 

the breast and belly. Tail similar to that of P. tridactylus. Colour of the bill and legs 

also as in that species. The female wants the yellow crown, and her bill is rather shorter than 

that of the male—R. 

Form, typical. Bill less wide, and consequently stronger, than in the preceding species. 

The hind toe is completely versatile, since, in one of the specimens, it has been placed 

forward, and is so perfectly on a level with the others, that it would seem incapable of any 

other position. None of the quills are emarginate on their tips.—Sw. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 10 6 Length of bill to rictus 5 dl 6 Length of middle nail - 0 53 
o£ tail : 20) 23 & >  oftarsus . oy (Doh 5, Of hind toe. - O 63 

> of wing 5 5 & 0 >, of middle toe. . 0 64 > ofitsnail . . 0 53 

5, of bill above af 6 

* At the junction of the yellow tips with the black base of the crown feathers there is a white speck, but it is not 
nearly so large and conspicuous as in P. tridactylus. The specks exist in the crests of other Woodpeckers.—R. 

258 
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[106. ] 1. CotaprEes AuRATUS. (Swains.) Golden-shafted Woodpecker. 

Genus, Colaptes, Swatns. Sub-genus, (Typical form,) Swarns. 
Picus auratus. Forster, Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 387, No. 12. 

Golden-wing Woodpecker. Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 270, No. 158. WHts., i., p. 45, 
pl. 13, f.1. Vier. Ois. de I’ Am., ii., pl. 123. 

Picus auratus. Sas., Frankl. Journ., p. 666, Bonar. Syn., No. 36. Waeu. Picus, No. 84. 

Oothee quan-nornow. CREE INDIANs. 

This beautifully marked bird visits the fur-countries only in the summer time, 

advancing as far north as Great Slave Lake, but resorting in the greatest 

numbers to the plains of the Saskatchewan. Instead of hiding itself in the depths 

of the forest, like the other Woodpeckers, it frequents the open downs, and 

employs itself in turning over the ant-hillocks in search of the larvee on which 
it preys. Having made its repast, it often perches on the summit of a dead tree, 
to repose itself, its mode of life by no means requiring the continual toil which 

the Pici of the preceding pages are condemned to. It can, however, use its bill 

very efficiently in excavating a hole for its nest. In the pairing season the male 

frequently makes a loud rapping on the branch of a tree with its bill, which I 

have conjectured to be a signal to its mate, as I did not observe that it drilled 

holes at such times. Though a watchful and, in some respects, a shy bird, I 
have known it to construct its nest in the natural cavity of a solitary tree, 
standing near the door of a trading-post. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 14, 1827. 

CoLour.— Upper plumage hair-brown: nuchal crest tipped with arterial blood-red; the fore 

part of the back, the scapulars, wing coverts, and lesser quills, regularly barred with black 

(this colour extending also to the middles of the lesser quills). G'reater quills umber-brown, 

with small marginal hair-brown spots: the shafts of all the quills, the interior of the wings, 

and the basal half of the tail beneath, bright saffron-yellow. Rump pure white; its sides 

and the tail coverts above and below banded with black and white. Tail pitch-black, obso- 

letely tipped and spotted on the edges with brownish-white. Sides of the head, chin, and 

under plumage, fawn-coloured*, fading to greyish-white towards the vent. Maxillary band, 

a gorget on the breast, and round spots over the whole ventral plumage, velvet black. Bill 

bluish-black. Irides brown. Legs greyish-blue.—The female differs merely in wanting the 

maxillary band.—R. 

Form, typical. cll much compressed ; the culmen sharply ridged, and gently curved in 

its whole length: there is not the least vestige of lateral ridges or angles on the upper man- 
ad 

* Intermediate between yellowish-brown and brownish-purple. (Light cinnamon or fawn-colour.—Wi1s.) 
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dible. Nostrils large, oval, only partially protected by setaceous feathers. Head not 

crested ; neck thick. Wings lengthened, obliquely pointed. ‘Tail feathers not lanceolate, 

as in the other genera, but with the inner shaft broader and suddenly contracting towards the 

tip, so as to form a deep sinus or notch. Feet rather weak; the tarsus rather longer than 

the posterior outer toe and claw, which is shorter than the anterior. Claws slender.—Sw. 

DIMENSIONS 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . : 13 6 Length of bill to rictus val 3 Length of outer hind toe 0 9 
>> «Of tail : 4» 7 2 >» oOftarsus . edi 8 | 13 >» Ofitsnail . - 0 42 

3 of wing 3 . 6 6 5, of middle toe. ed 0 >, of inner hind toe 0 4 

5, of bill above eel 6 > ofmiddlenail . 0O 5¢ > ofitsnail . . 0 3 

f107.]. 2. Cotapres Mexicanus. (Swains.) Red-shafted Woodpecker. 
Genus, Colaptes, Swatns. Sub-genus, (Typical form,) Swatns. 

Colaptes Mexicanus. Swarns. Syn. (Phil. Mag., June, 1827), No. 84.* 

Colaptes collaris. Viaors, Zool. Journ., xv., January, 1829, p. 354. 

This species inhabits Mexico, New California, and the coast of the Pacific for 

some distance to the northward of the Columbia River. A specimen, killed to 
the westward of the Rocky Mountains, was presented by Mr. David Douglas.t 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed by Mr. Douglas on the banks of the Columbia. 

Cotour.—Dorsal plumage a shade darker than that of the preceding species, and, toge- 

ther with the white rump and tail coverts, similarly marked: quill feathers blackish-brown, 

edged at the tip with brownish-white, their shafts, and indeed those of almost the whole 

plumage, as well as the insides of the wings and under surface of the tail, reddish-orange. 

Tail above pitch-black, the exterior pair of feathers minutely tipped with white: shafts of 

the central pair brownish, of the others reddish-orange for two-thirds of their length. 

Maxillary stripe arterial blood-red; the rest of the wnder plumage vinaceous, with a black 

gorget on the breast and round spots elsewhere, as in the C. auratus.—Form of the preceding 

species. 

* It is highly probable that this is the var. A. of Dr. Latham’s Gold-winged Woodpecker (Gen. Syn., ii., p. 599), 

which, upon erroneous information, is described as having been brought from the Cape of Cood Hope. Gmelin copied 

this account, and named the bird Picus Cafer ; which name is transferred into the Index Orn. M. Wagler, without 

having seen the species or knowing its real habitat, changes the name into Picus Lathami (Syst. Avium, Picus 85). 
Previous, however, to the appearance of this latter work, we had already defined the species, and published it under 
the above name. Near two years after this, Mr. Vigors imagined it was new to science, and gave a very good descrip- 

tion of it under the name of collaris, without apparently being aware of its previous scientific history, or of our prior 

denomination.—Sw. 
+ Only one species of this group has yet been found in Africa; it is the Pic Laboureur of Le Vaillant, described by 

Mr. Burchell, in his Travels, under the specific name of terrestris,—a prior designation to that of arator, of which 
M. Cuvier was not aware. Mr. Burchell very judiciously considers it the type of a sub-genus, named by him, in his 
MSS., Geocolaptes—Sw. 

28 2 
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Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 13 6 Length of bill to rictus . 1 8 Length of outer hind toe 0 104 

55 of tail a LOWS 0 5, of tarsus stl 2 55 of its nail 5 . 0 5 

> of wing é ars} 2 5, of middle toe : 1 0 >» Ofinnerhindtoe. 0 43 

> of bill above é 1 63 >, of its nail 0 63 >, of its nail . . 0 4 

hn 

[108.] 1. MELANERPES ERYTHROCEPHALUS. (Sw.) Red-headed Woodpecker. 

Genus, Melanerpes*, Swatns. Sub-genus, (Typical form) Swatns. 

Red-headed Woodpecker. PENN. Arct. Zool. ii., No. 160. Wuts.,i., p. 142, pl. 9, f. 1. 

Picus erythrocephalus. Bonar. Syn., No. 39. Wac ier, Sp. Av. Picus, 14. 

This Woodpecker, so well known in the United States for the havoc it com- 

mits in the orchards, ranges in summer from the northern shores of Lake 

Huron to the Gulf of Mexico. A few individuals remain in Pennsylvania all the 

winter. There isa specimen in the Hudson’s Bay Museum, brought from the 
banks of the Columbia. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Cotour.—Head and neck arterial blood-red. Fore part of the back, scapulars, and wing 

coverts bluish-black ; greater quills, anterior border of the wing above and beneath, and the 

tail, pitch black: the two outer tail feathers edged on the top with brownish-white. Rump, 

tail coverts, lesser quills, and all the under plumage, with the inner wing coverts, pure white : 

shafts of the secondaries black. Bill greenish-blue, its tip blackish-grey. Orbits dark- 

brown. Trides yellowish-brown.—In young birds several of the exterior lesser quills are 

barred and blotched with black.—R. 

Form, typical. Bill stout; ridge slightly arched; lateral angle of the upper mandible 

distant from the commissure, and reaching only half the length of the bill. Middle toe a 

little longer than the versatile or outer posterior one.—Sw. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ; - 9 9 Length of bill to rictus of all 3 Length of outer hind toe 0 84 
son Of tail - 38 6 > Oftarsus . - O 103 >> Of its nail -O 3h 
>, of wing c 5 4} >, of middle toe. - O 9% >, of hind toe 0 4 

> of bill above 1 1 55, Of its mail ©. 0 4 5, of its nail - 0 2 

[109.] 1. TRoGLopyYTEs £DON. (Vieillot.) Howse Wren. 
Famity, Certhiade. Sub-family, Troglodytene, Swains. Genus, Troglodytes, ANTIQ. 

House Wren (Sylvia domestica). Wiuts., i., p. 129, pl. 8, f. 3. 
Troglodytes edon. VreE1L. Ovs. de U Am., p. 52, pl. 107. 

Troglodytes furvus. Bonar. Syn., note 13, p. 439. 

If the House Wren of Wilson, as supposed by Prince C. Bonaparte, is the 

* Th. weras, niger, et toro, repo. 
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same species as the 7’. edon of Vieillot, the figure given by the latter writer is 
particularly faulty. The bill is represented much too long, and the tail as perfectly 

even; neither is the form of the latter mentioned in M. Vieillot’s description. 

The notice of the Sylvia furva by Dr. Latham is so loose, that it may be applied 

to several species now before us, and therefore deserves not to be retained in 

systems. Dr. Latham’s account, in fact, is taken from Brown’s figure (Illustr. 

of Zool., pl. 38, f. 2), from which all authors who mention T. furvus have com- 

piled their descriptions.—Sw. 

The only specimen we have of this Wren was procured by Mr. Drummond 

at the foot of the Rocky Mountains. It was not seen either farther to the east- 

ward or to the northward; but, in our hurried journeys through the country, 
so diminutive a bird might readily escape observation. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed in lat. 55°, near the sources of the Elk River. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage dark hair-brown, crossed by narrow bars of umber, which are 

nearly obsolete on the head and neck, and most distinct on the tail and its coverts, where 

they are shaded off with grey: quill feathers spotted on the edges with brownish-grey. 

Cheeks and under plumage smoke-grey, slightly tinged with brown on the breast and flanks. 

Bill dark umber: the under mandible and legs yellowish-brown.—R. 

Form nearly typical. Size of 7. palustris, which it resembles in the comparative length 

of its tail, and in its general structure; the bill, however, is smaller and not so long, 

and the very faint indication of a notch in the upper mandible of palustris is not seen in 

this. The tarsi are rather longer and the hind claw is hardly more produced than in our 

European Wren: the length of the tail seems to render this the first species which quits 

the typical structure, on the advance of Nature towards the long notch-billed Thryothori. 

—Sw. 
Dmensions. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin Inch. Lin 

Length,total . ; ~ 4 6 Length of bill above . - 0 5% Length of middle toe . - 0 6 
95 Of tail c er 0 » of billtorictus . 0 7k » Of its nail . 0 1} 
> of wing - . 2 13 >, Of tarsus . . 0 4 >» ofhindtoe . . 0 3} 

>, of hind nail . 0 2} 
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[110.] 2. TROGLODYTES HYEMALIS. (Vieillot.) Winter Wren. 

Famity, Certhiade. Sub-family, Troglodytene, Swans. Genus, Troglodytes, ANTIQ. 

Winter Wren (Motacilla troglodytes 2). Wuts.,i., p. 139, pl. 8, f. 6. 
Troglodytes hyemalis. WiE1L. Ency. Méth., ii., p. 470. 
Troglodytes Europeus. Bonar. Syn., p. 93, No. 148. 

In comparing this species with 7. Europeus, the plumage is seen to be of a 

more rufous cast, particularly on the under parts, which have none of that greyish 
tinge observable in the European species. The black and white spots extend 

farther towards the breast ; the latter are more defined, and the former reach to 

the middle of the neck : whereas, in our European Wren, the whole of the neck, 

breast, and anterior part of the body, are greyish-brown and immaculate. The 

tips of both series of the wing covers in this species are marked with a white dot, 

internally bordered by black ; but in the European Wren the dots on the greater 

wing covers are scarcely seen. ‘The bill, in this, is decidedly shorter and less 

curved, while the feet, although the tarsi are nearly of equal length, are mani- 

festly larger in all their details. This difference is very observable in the claws, 

particularly in that of the hallux or hind toe, which is so strong as to give the 

idea of the American Wren being, in structure, a scansorial bird. Its migratory 

habits would likewise lead us to suspect that the wings would be more developed 
than in our species; and we consequently find they are two-tenths of an inch 

longer. M. Vieillot, when speaking of the Troglodytes Europeus, observes— 

“Le Troglodyte @hiver des Etats Unis a de si grands rapports avec le nétre, 
que nous le soupconnons de la méme espéce; mais celui de Canada, dont parle 

M. Charlevoix, n’est ni ce dernier ni celui d'Europe. Il en est de méme des 
Troglodytes de Buenos Ayres et de la Louisiane.”—(Ency. Méth., p. 470.) 

This writer, nevertheless, describes the Winter Wren as distinct, apparently 

guided in this matter by the mere difference in its plumage. A difference, how- 

ever, so slight that, had it not been strengthened by more important consi- 

derations, we should scarcely have been warranted in separating them.—Sw. 

A specimen of this bird was killed on the northern shores of Lake Huron, 

probably on its way to its breeding-places in the mountainous districts between 

that lake and Hudson’s Bay. It is the smallest bird hitherto discovered north 
of the great lakes, with the exception of the T'rochilis colubris. 
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DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen killed at Penetanguishene, on Lake Huron. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage pale chestnut, darker on the head and brighter on the rump : 

all posterior to the neck, including the wing coverts and lesser quills, barred obscurely with 

hair-brown*. Two lower rows of coverts tipped with a dark bar and a spot of greyish-white. 

Primaries banded with yellowish and liver-browns : inner webs of all the quills clove-brown. 

Under surface-—Superciliary line, cheeks, throat, and breast, pale wood-brown, spotted with 

liver-brown ; belly, flanks, and inner wing coverts, barred with the same on a greyish-white 

ground. Under tail coverts banded with white, liver-brown, and ferruginous. Bill dark 

umber, honey-yellow towards the base beneath. 

Foro typical, agreeing perfectly with the European Wren. 

Divenstons. 

Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length,total . : _4 0 Length of bill above . - 0 5 Length of middletoe . 0 6 
3 Of tail 1 4 5» of billtorictus . 0 ai 55 Of its nail 0 21 

> of wing 3 2 0 >> Of tarsus 0 - 0 8 5, of hind toe 5 i O 41 

>> of its nail 0 4 

fell 2 3. TROGLODYTES PALUSTRIS. (Bonap.) Marsh Wren. 

Genus, Troglodytes, ANTIQUORUM. 
Marsh Wren (Certhia palustris). WHuus., ii., p. 58, pl. 12, f. 4. 
Troglodytes palustris. Bonar. Obs., No. 66; Syn., No. 150. 

Thryothorus arundineus. ViEIL. Ors. del’ Am., pl. 108 ? 

The relative value of M. Vieillot’s genus Thryothorus has not yet been deter- 

mined by analysis, nor has he himself attended much to its typical distinctions. 
From what we have ascertained, it appears to us to be a group equivalent to that 
which comprehends our European Wren, from which it differs in having a longer 
and a decidedly toothed bill. The feet also are larger, and are much more in 
unison with the scansorial structure. Its geographic range appears to be restricted 

to America. The Great Carolina Wren of Wilson and our present bird may be 

considered the osculant links between these two groups, but, in their general 

structure, more assimilating to Troglodytes than to Thryothorus. The name of 

Kampylorhynchus, given by Spix to a Brazilian Thryothorus, cannot be retained, 
as M. Vieillot’s name had been published long before.—Sw. 

* The base of the plumage generally is blackish-grey ; and on the rump feathers that colour is separated from the 
brown tips by white specks, 
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Mr. Drummond killed specimens of this Wren on the eastern declivity of the 

Rocky Mountains, in the fifty-fifth parallel. It did not come under the notice 
of the other branches of the Expedition.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed near the southern sources of the Elk River, lat. 55°. 

Cotour.—Top of the head, a triangular space between the shoulders, and the tertiaries, dark 

umber, the latter having pale triangular marginal spots, and the interscapulars being striped 

in the centres with white: rest of the dorsal plumage, the lesser wing coverts, and middle tail 

feathers yellowish-brown*, with ten or twelve obscure bars on the latter: lateral tail feathers 

blackish-brown, edged all round, and irregularly barred with yellowish-brown. Lores, line 

from the eye to the sides of the nape, and the wnder plumage, whitish, the flanks, vent, and 

thighs tinged with brown. Bill above dark umber; under mandible and legs yellowish- 

brown.—R. 

Form aberrant from the typical short-tailed Wrens,—since the tail and bill are more 

lengthened ; but the latter may be described as entire, as the notch is so slight as to be of 

no use to the bird, and can hardly be perceived through a lens. The feeé are larger in all 

respects than those of 7. e@don, and the hind claw is considerably more lengthened and 

slender, even than that of the Great Carolina Wren, which, although thicker and more curved, 

is shorter. The aquatic habits of this species fully explains the reason of its peculiar 

organization. The ¢azls of all these Wrens are rounded.—Sw. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . c - 5 0 Length of bill above . - 0 7 Length of middle toe -O £63 
pp otatall : ee il) .» of billtorictus . 0 8 > Of itsnail . 10, 22 

5 of wing A 47 1 55 of tarsus : - 0 9 >» Ofhindtoe . . 0 3h 
> Of its nail . 0 33 

* The white specks which separate the colours of the base and tip of the rump feathers in 7. edon and hyemalis 
do not exist in this species. 
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TENUIROSTRES. 

Ween alluding to this magnificent tribe, in a former part of our work, we forgot 
that two charming little Humming-birds entered the geographic range prescribed 

to our Northern Zoology, and would therefore require a detailed notice. We 
shall thus be enabled to complete our sketch of the entire order of INsEssorzEs 
and of the natural families composing it, by giving the following table as the 

result of our researches in this tribe. 

1. Typical group. 
Analogies. ; : ‘ Families. 

Bill very soft, the margins entire and mem- 
CoNIROSTRES. TROCHILIDA. 

branaceous. 

2. Sub-typical group. 

Bill soft, obsoletely notched, the margins minutely 
DENTIROSTRES. f : CINNYRID&. 

denticulated, the tip very acute. 

3. Aberrant group. 

Bill hard, the tip not flexible or acutely pointed, 
PaRaDIsID#&. 

the under mandible exposed. 
TENUIROSTRES. 

FissIROSTRES. 

ScANSORES. | | MELIPHAGID&. 

PROMEROPIDE. 

Upon the first column of analogies, which well deserves the attention of 

ornithologists, we cannot at present dwell. But some highly interesting results, 

which have very recently attended our investigation of the theory of analogies, 

induces us to offer the above series to the notice of zoologists with some degree 
of confidence. 

The respective circles of the typical and sub-typical groups are complete, only 

one genus among the Cinnyride remaining to be characterized*, In regard to 

the aberrant group, it is obvious that a form which presents us with the bill ofa 

Promerops and the feet of a Honey-sucker, would be sufficient to render the circle 
not very incomplete. Such a form we actually see in the magnificent Ptiloris 
paradiseus, Swains., the Rifle-bird of the Australian colonists ; some ornitho- 

logists still persist in placing it with the Promeropide, while others consider it as 

belonging to the Meliphagide. Can we have a better proof of its affinity 

to both these families ? 
The genus Nectarinia, into which the sub-genus Dacnis of M. Cuvizr merges, 

is the fissirostral type of the Cimnyridw, and conducts us at once into the 
circle of the 

* Anthreptes, NoBis.—See Appendiz. 
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TROCHILIDA, 

or genuine Humming-birds of the New Continent. The leading divisions of this 

superb family we took occasion to characterize, some years ago, in another work. 

A better acquaintance with the theory of variation, of which at that period, 

indeed, we were totally ignorant, has taken from us all confidence in the accu- 

racy of the minor types which we then ventured to name; we still, however, 

believe that the primary groups succeed each other in the following series :— 

Genera. 

oi Bill harrow and very straight in its entire length ; } Trochiiue Aleem 

Typical group. tail moderate, forked. 

2. Bill slightly curved ; tail lengthened, much longer } Cynanthanse 

Sub-typical group. than the wings, and deeply forked. 

Bill falcated ; tail lengthened, cuneated. Phaéthornis, Sw. 

< Bill considerably depressed, and enlarged at the | Campylopterus, 

; base; nostrils tumid. Sw. 

Bill curved, culmen convex; tail very broad, the 
Aberrant group. 

feathers abruptly truncated. 
Lampornis, Sw. 

The only doubt we are inclined to throw upon this table (which is merely an 
exposition of the typical distinctions of the five genera) relates to Campylopterus, 

a name we originally confined to the broad-shafted Humming-birds. We suspect, 

however, that the typical form is represented by the T'rochilus cyaneus and such 
other species as have a very depressed bill, considerably dilated at its base, where 

it is generally red: in this division the tail is particularly variable. Unluckily, 

from having broken up our own collection of Trochilide, we cannot, at this 

moment, investigate the subject more closely. But the truth is, that the accuracy 

of the above table can only be demonstrated when the circular series of each 

genus has been made out*. Until this is done, we shall merely intimate our 
belief that both the species now to be described belong to the typical genus, 

and that the second is decidedly an aberrant form, representing the scansorial 

Creepers (Certhiadw).—Sw. 

* However deficient we are in this country in materials for such inquiries, the British ornithologist who desires to 
become acquainted with this family has no need of visiting foreign museums. In the unrivalled collection of our 
valued friend, George Loddiges, Esq., he will see an assemblage of these gems ; which, in point of number, perfection, 

and splendour, cannot be equalled, much less surpassed, by those of any museum, public or private, in the world. We 
have long meditated, with the valuable assistance of our enthusiastic friend, a complete revision of this family, and we 

trust that this intention will not be long delayed.—Sw. 
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[112.] 1. Trocuitus coLusris. (Linn.) Northern Humming-bird. 

Genvs, Trochilus, Linn. 
Trochilus colubris. IpEM. 
Red-throated Humming-bird. Epwanps, i. pl. 38. Prnn. Arct. Zool., ii., 176. 
Red-throated Humming-bird. Laru. Syn., ii, p. 769. IpEm, Gen. Hist. iv., p. 344 (omitting varieties). 
Trochilus colubris. IpEM. Jnd, i., p. 312. 

Le Rubis. Vreru. Ors. de l’Am., i., pl. 31 and 32. 
Humming-bird (Trochilus colubris). Wuts., ii, p. 26, pl. 10, f.3 and 4. 
Trochilus colubris. Bonap. Syn., No. 155. 

The migration of birds has in all ages been a matter of pleasing speculation 

to the natural philosopher ; but in no instance does it appear more wonderful 

than when we contemplate it as forming part of the economy of the Humming- 

birds. The vast extent of space traversed by some of the winged tribes in 
their way from their winter retreats to their breeding-places gives us great 

ideas of their unwearied strength of wing and rapidity of flight; but how is 

our admiration of the ways of Providence increased, when we find that one of 

the least of its class, clothed in the most delicate and brilliant plumage, and 

apparently more fitted to flutter about in a conservatory than to brave the fury 

of the blast, should yield to few birds in the extent of its migrations! The 
Northern Humming-bird, which winters to the southward of the United States, 

ranges, in summer, to the fifty-seventh parallel, and perhaps even still farther 

north*. We obtained specimens on the plains of the Saskatchewan, and Mr. 
Drummond found one of its nests near the sources of the Elk River. This 

nest is composed principally of the down of an anemone, bound together with a 
few stalks of moss and bits of lichen, and has an internal diameter of one inch. 

The eggs, two in number, of a reddish-white colour and obtuse at both ends, are 

half an inch long and four lines and a quarter in transverse diameter.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the plains of the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—The whole of the upper plumage shining gilded green. Wings dusky black, 

glossed with violet: lateral tail feathers the same, but considerably darker and glossed more 

with purple, particularly beneath ; the two middle feathers entirely green, the next pair edged 

with green. Under plumage: a black fillet passes from ear to ear and forms a line under the 

* Kotzebue informs us that the Trochilus rufus is found in summer as high as the sixty-first parallel on the Pacific 
coast. The climate of the Pacific coast is considerably milder, however, than that of the country lying to the east- 
ward of the Rocky Mountains.—R. 

27T 2 
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chin; the upper half of the throat is covered by scale-like feathers of a brilliant and change- 

able ruby-red colour, the feathers round which, towards the breast and on the sides of the 

neck, are white, which becomes more obscure on the body, vent, and under tail covers: the 

sides are dusky, but glossed with green. 

Form.—Bill perfectly straight in its entire length. Wings short; the quills narrow, and 

not reaching to the end of the tail ; the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth quills are very deeply 

and obliquely notched at the tip of their outer webs, in such a marked and peculiar manner, 

as to give an idea that the notch was artificial. The ¢ail is rather short, but distinctly forked ; 

the two outer feathers are nearly equal, the rest gradually diminish: they have an obtusely 

pointed form, being narrowed towards their ends ; but those in the middle are broader. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ; 3 6 Length of bill above - O 73% Length of middle toe - 0 2 
> Of tail . Ein | 1 >» Of billtorictus . 0 94 » ofits nail . - O 14 
5, of wing 4 oy | 7 > Of tarsus . 0 13 Depth of fork of tail . + Olen! 

—Sw. 

[113.] 2. TrocurLtus (SELASPHORUS) RUFUS. (Swainson.) Cinnamon, or 

Nootka Humming-bird. 

Genus, Trochilus, Linn.Swains. Suwd-genus, Selasphorus*, Swarns. 
Ruff-necked Humming-bird. Latu. Syn., ii., p. 785, pl. 35. Gen. Hist., iv., p. 350. 
Trochilus rufus. GMEL. Syst., i., p. 497. 

Trochilus collaris. Latu. Ind. Orn., i. p. 318. 

Ruff-necked Honey-sucker. PENN. 4Arct. Zool., ii. p. 177. 
Le Sasin. Vu1EIL. Ois. dor., pl. 61, 62. 

Humming-bird. Coox’s Third Voyage, ii., 297. 

The discovery of this superb species, in the cold and inhospitable regions of 
Nootka Sound, is due to our great navigator, Captain Cook; while to Dr. Latham 

belongs the honour of first making it known to science. By a singular chance, 
we have at this moment before us one of the identical specimens, in perfect 
preservation, collected by the naturalists of that expedition: it was pre- 

sented by the late Sir Joseph Banks to Mr. Bullock, and was purchased by us, 

at a very high price, at the dispersion of that collector’s museum by public 

auction. We are likewise able to vouch for its geographic range, to the south- 

* Th, Scacopooes, splendorem ferens. 
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ward, as far as the table-land of Mexico, near Real del Monte ; specimens from 
that part having been obligingly sent us for examination by our friend, Mr. 
Taylor, and which are now in the magnificent collection of Mr. Loddiges.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a full-plumaged male, in Mr. Swainson’s museum. 

Cotour.—General tint of the upper plumage, rufous or cinnamon*, which covers the 

head, ears, neck, back, rump, upper tail covers, and margins of the tail feathers; the crown 

and the wing covers, however, have a strong coppery-greenish gloss; but which does not 

extend to the ears, the upper line above the eye, or to that between the eye and bill; the 

greater and lesser quills, and the middle of the tail feathers with their tips, are all of a pale 

dusky brown, slightly glossed with violet. Under plumage: the whole of the chin and throat 

is covered by scale-like feathers, of a fire-like colour and lustre, equally brilliant with the 

throat of J. moschitus, but with more of a red and less of an orange gloss; the tints, however, 

change in almost every direction of light, and in all are exquisitely splendid. The middle of 

the breast and vent are nearly pure white ; but all the sides and the under tail covers are of 

the same colour as the back. Legs and feet dark-brown.—The female, as described by Dr. 

Latham, chiefly differs in being green-gold, where the male is cinnamon; the throat being 

merely spotted with the glowing ruby colour of the male. 

Form.—Bill remarkably straight for its entire length, and gibbous both above and beneath 

towards the tip. The wings, in comparison with those of many other forms in this family, 

are short and resemble those of 7’. colubris: the primaries are narrow and pointed, and the 

first is shorter than the second. The fail, although short, is more cuneated than rounded, 

the two middle pairs being longest: all are narrowed and obtusely pointed at their extremities, 

but the two outer pairs are particularly narrow. The feathers on the sides of the throat are 

gradually elongated, as they recede from the ears and seem capable of being raised into two 

tufts. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 5 - 2 10 Length oftailfromvent . 1 0 Length of bill above . - 0 7k 

» ofwing . =f, ol 7 > Oftailbeyond wings 0 33 >» Ofbilltorictus . O 82 

—Sw. 

* Dull reddish-orange—SymeE. 
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FISSIROSTRES. 

Tue last division of the short-footed perching birds, which we have now arrived 

at, comprises many groups, presenting among themselves a great diversity of 

structure, but all conspicuous for the weakness of their feet. In this respect they 

resemble the Tenurrostres. There is, however, a remarkable difference in the 

organization of the two groups, which is accompanied by habits no less dissimilar. 

In the last assemblage of birds, the typical distinction rests upon the nourish- 

ment being taken, or captured, by the tongue ; whereas among the FissirostrEs 

this office is performed only by the d7//. The whole of these birds, in short, 

however different they may appear to a superficial observer, agree in having a 

very wide rictus or gape, always broad at its base; their food, also, is no longer 

vegetable, but is derived entirely from the insect world, and is caught during flight 

in the manner of Swallows,—that family, in short, which stands pre-eminently 
typical of the whole. The distinguishing characters of all these groups may be 

thus stated :— 

1. Typical group. 
Analogies. Families. 

Bill short, triangular ; rictus smooth; feet perfect ; 
ConrIROSTRES. HIrvunDINIDz. 

plumage compact. 

2. Sub-typical group. 

Bill short, triangular; rictus bristled ; feet im- 
DENTIROSTRES. CapPRIMULGIDZ. 

perfect; plumage lax. 

3. Aberrant group. 

Bill stronger and longer; feet short, imperfect, 

and of different constructions. 
Ha.cyonipz&. 

MeEropip2. 

SCANSORES. 

TENUIROSTRES. 

| TROGONIDZ. 

FIsSIROSTRES. 

So little has been published on the natural economy of the Trogons, that 
hitherto our systematists have been left completely in the dark as to their pro- 

bable station in nature. On this point we hope to communicate some interesting 

facts, the result of personal observations on these birds in tropical America, in 

another place. For the present, we shall merely premise that, as fissirostral birds, 
they seize their food during flight; that, as connected to the crepuscular Goat- 

suckers, they feed chiefly during the evening; that, as united to Nyctyornis, Sw., 
and Prionittes, Ill., the bill is either smooth or serrated; that, as allied to the 
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scansorial Ramphastide, the Trogons, like the Toucans, are omnivorous. Finally, 
who that has seen the superb Trogon Pavoninus of MM. Spix and Temminck, 

with its long, gilded, green feathers, is not immediately reminded of a Peacock? 

This analogy, in short, has given rise to its specific name, and has been at once 

perceived, without the least suspicion that the Trogons actually represented the 

Gallinaceous order. 
It now only remains to show in what manner the Curtipedes are united into a 

circle, by the union of the Fisstrostres and Scansores. We have already intimated 
that the Trogons typify the only fissirostral group which is omnivorous ; so also 

are the Toucans and the Motmots (Prionites): the affinity between the two latter 

every writer since the days of Linnzus has perceived ; but the bill of the Mot- 

mots is compressed, while that of nearly all fissirostral birds, as suited to their 

peculiar habit of catching their food in the air, is considerably depressed. To 

prove, therefore, the connexion of Priomtes with the Fissirostres, it was necessary 

that a form should be discovered which resembled Prionites, but had the broad bill 

of a fissirostral bird; or, in other words, provided with such a flattened bill as is 

seen in Galbula grandis. Now it fortunately happens that, although we have 
not yet seen it, Mr. Vigors (who places the Motmots as one of the groups of the 
Hornbills) has actually proved the existence of the very bird we have theoretically 

described, without having the slightest suspicion of the station it occupies in 

the chain of Nature. The very name of Platyrhynchus, which that gentleman has 

judiciously bestowed upon this most extraordinary bird, is sufficient to show how 
widely it differs from all its congeners in the shape, and consequently the functions 

of the bill. We would ask, therefore, as Prionites is connected with Ramphastos 

on one side, into what genus does it merge upon the other? Whatever that 
genus may be, it must have short, weak feet ; the bill may be either serrated or 

entire, but it must be decidedly depressed, since that is the form which Nature 
plainly shows she is about to assume in her new group. We should also expect 

to see, in this succeeding link, a continuation of the same shortness of wing and 

length of tail, which is so conspicuous in Prionites. Now the only bird yet 

discovered, in the whole circle of Ornithology, which realizes this imaginary 
description, is the Galbula grandis of Demerara. Unlike all its congeners, it has 

a broad, depressed bill, but with the margins entire ; it is equal in size to most of 

the Motmots; its feet, like theirs, are weak; it has the same kind of short, 

rounded wings and lengthened tail; and is, moreover, clothed in nearly the 
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very same colours as the Prionites Mart of Spix! Without entering further, 
therefore, into this question, we cannot but consider the union of the Fisszrostres 
and the Scansores as completely established. 

But in what manner, it will be asked, do the aberrant families of the Fiss7- 

rostres describe their own circle? By the publication of the genus Nyctyornis*, 

we have already enabled ornithologists to answer this question. Nyctyornis has 
the compressed, curved bill of a Bee-eater, engrafted, as it were, upon the body 
of a Motmot. M. Temminck refers it unhesitatingly to the genus Merops ; 

while, if the bill is concealed, it is utterly impossible to distinguish the bird from 
a Prionites. 

We must here close our introductory observations on the leading groups of 
the InsEssorEs ; were we to continue them to the remaining orders, our limits, 

restricted to but one volume, would be extended to several. Our remarks upon 

many of the families have been, from necessity brief; and they may possibly 

be thought very imperfect. Of this imperfection no one is more sensible than 

we are ourselves; yet when the vastness of the subject is considered, and when 

it is remembered that what we have written is the result of pure analysis only, 

we trust that those who are best able to judge our labours will, at all events, 

appreciate our desire of discovering Trutu.—Sw. 

[114.] 1. Hirunpo sBicotor. (Vieillot.) Green-blue Swallow. 

Sus-FramI Ly, Hirundine,Swains. Genus, Hirundo, Linn. 
Hirundo bicolor. Vi1Erx. Ois. de l’Am., pl. 315 pessimé. 

Green-blue or White-bellied Swallow (H. viridis). Wuts., v., p. 44, pl. 38, f. 3; optimé. 
Hirundo viridis. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 679. AupDuB. Ann. Lyc. New York, i., p. 166. 

Hirundo bicolor. Bonar. Syn., No. 74. 

This neat and handsome Swallow frequents the woody districts up to the six- 
tieth parallel, making its nest in hollow trees, of dry grass and feathers. Its 

migrations, by the researches of the indefatigable M. Audubon, have been traced 

throughout the year. He saw it, in numbers, every day during the whole winter 

in the neighbourhood of New Orleans. ‘‘ The flocks,” says he, ‘‘ were larger 

the stronger the breeze blew from the sea. Many retired, in the evenings, to 

* Zoological Illustrations, new series, vol. i., pl. 56. 
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holes about the houses ; but the greater numbers resorted to the lakes, and spent 

the night among the branches of the candle-berry myrtle. Their twittering and 

the motion of their wings is heard during the whole night. As soon as day begins 
to dawn, they take wing, flying low over the lakes for some time; then, rising, 

they gradually move off in search of food, separating in different directions.” 

Tn its mode of flight and general appearance it strongly resembles the H. urbica 

of Europe, of which, from imperfect comparisons, it was long considered to be a 
variety. It is, however, as far as we know, peculiar to the New World. It is 

said that it often takes possession of the boxes which the farmers of the United 

States set up for the Purple Martin, and constructs its nest within, of hay, without 

using either mud or clay.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a full-plumaged male, in Mr. Swainson’s museum, killed at New York. 

Cotour.— Upper plumage blue-black, richly glossed with very dark sea-green, the blue 

tint predominating in some lights and the green in others. Wings and tail blackish-brown, 

the tertials, spurious quills, and greater covers having a slight marginal gloss of blue-green. 

The whole under plumage, from the chin downwards, is pure white. ars blue-green. Bill 

black. Feet brown. 

Form typical: the wings are four-tenths of an inch longer than the tail; the first quill is 

the longest, and the lesser ones are deeply emarginate. 

Dimensions. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. ‘Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . : - 5 10 Length of wing é gid! 2 Length of bill to rictus . 0 6 
5, oftailfromvent. 2 6 5» of bill above co 22 Depth of fork of tail sO 5 

—Sw. 

[115.] 2. Hrrunpo Americana. (Wilson.) American or Barn Swallow. 
Genvs, Hirundo, Linn. 
Chimney Swallow. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 429, No. 330. 

Barn Swallow (H. Americana). Wuts., v., p. 34, pl. 38, f. 1 and 2.* 

Hirundo rufa. VuiE1L. Os. del’ Am., pl. 30. Bonap. Syn. No. 72. 

This Swallow is very common in the United States, and builds its nests in 

every barn to which it can find access. In the fur-countries, where the habitations 

* It appears to us very doubtful whether the Hirondelle a ventre roux de Cayenne of Buffon (Ed. Sonn., xix., p. 35), 

of which methodists have made their Hirundo rufa, is really the same as the H. Americana of Wilson. From the 

evidence we at present have, we are disposed to consider them distinct. The only authentic account of the Cayenne 

species is that given by Butfon, which all the compilers have since copied. From this it appears to be only five inches 

2U 
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of man are few and far between, it inhabits caves, particularly in the limestone 
rocks ; and it also frequents the outhouses at the trading-posts. When Fort 

Franklin was erected, on the shores of Great Bear Lake, in the autumn of 1825, 

we found many of its nests in the ruins of a house that had been abandoned for 

more than ten years. ‘Towards the end of the following May, the birds them- 
selves made their appearance, and immediately commenced a survey of the 

different buildings ; but the storehouses having been repaired, without any refer- 

ence to the poor Swallows, they found no entrance; and after lingering about 
their old haunts for a week, they flew off in search of other quarters. At Fort 
Chepewyan, lat. 57°, the Barn Swallows have regularly, about the 15th of May, 

for a number of years, taken possession of their nests of mud and _ straw, con- 

structed within an outhouse, and we observed numbers of them in the same month | 

at Fort Good Hope (in lat. 674°), the most northerly post in America. The eggs 

are marked with spots and minute streaks of yellowish-brown on a white ground. 

After rearing a single brood, they quit these high latitudes early in August, the 

supply of food then becoming precarious ; and about the middle of that month 

they begin to prepare for their departure, even from Pennsylvania, though they 

do not entirely disappear till the middle of September. Their arrival in Penn- 

sylvania being nearly two months earlier than within the Arctic circle, they are 
enabled to rear two broods. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Fort Chepewyan in June, 1827. 

Cotour.—Forehead, throat, and upper part of the breast pale chestnut; rest of the under 

plumage yellowish-brown. Top of the head and neck, dorsal plumage, lesser coverts, and 

sides of the breast, deeply glossed with violet-purple ; the base of the plumage of these parts 

being grey, the middle greyish-white, and pitch-black next the purple tips. Quills, greater 

coverts, and tail blackish-brown, with dark green reflexions : all the tail feathers but the 

central pair having a large white spot on the middle of their inner webs. Bill black. vides 

dark brown. Legs blackish-purple. 

Form typical. Bill rather weaker and more depressed than that of HZ. lunifrons. Tail 

deeply forked ; the lateral pair of feathers prolonged. 

and a half long (French measure ?) ; ours is fully seven: the front is whitish (Je front blanchdtre) ; ours is very deep 
rufous. But the most remarkable difference between the two birds is in the construction of their nests: the Cayenne 
bird building one without mud, and so long as sometimes to measure a foot and a half, with an opening near the bottom— 

the Americana of Wilson, on the contrary, using a good deal of mud; the length is only seven inches, and the 

opening at top, with an external rim, for the parents occasionally to sit upon. (See Wilson, v., p. 40, and Sonnini’s 

Butfon, xix., p. 35.) Until this matter is further investigated, we cannot suppose that individuals of the same species 

would, in different countries, build their nests in such very dissimilar ways.—Sw. 
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The female has the under plumage paler, the purple of the back less vivid, and the exterior 

tail feathers a quarter of an inch shorter. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total owed 3 Length of bill above . . 0 3 Length of middle nail . 0 23 
as) OF tail us bee 6 >, of bill to rictus 0 7k >, of hind toe 0 3 

> oOftailinmiddle .2- 0 > Oftarsus . yO 6 > Ofitsnail . 5 © 24 

sof wing 4 8 5, of middle toe . 0 5 R 

[116.] 3. Hirunpo Lunirrons. (Say.) White-fronted or Cliff Swallow. 

Genus, Hirundo, Linn. 

Cliff Swallow (Hirundo lunifrons). Say, Long's Exp., ii., pp. 235, 349 (Am. Ed., p. 47). 

Hirundo fulva. Bonar. Syn., No. 73; Orn., i. p. 63, pl. 7, f. 12* 

This species was discovered in 1820, by Major Long, near the Rocky Moun- 

tains, where it abounds. In the same year it was seen in great numbers by Sir 

John Franklin’s party, on the journey from Cumberland House to Fort Enterprise, 
and on the banks of Point Lake, in latitude 65°, where its earliest arrival was 

noted, in the following year, to be the 12th of June. Its clustered nests are of 

frequent occurrence on the faces of the rocky cliffs of the Barren Grounds, and 

they are not uncommon throughout the whole course of the Slave and Mackenzie 

Rivers. On the 25th of June, in the year 1825, a number of them made their 

first appearance at Fort Chepewyan, and built their nests under the eaves of the 

dwelling-house, which are about six feet above a balcony, that extends the whole 

length of the building, and is a frequented promenade. They had thus to graze 

the heads of the passengers on entering their nests, and were moreover exposed 
to the curiosity and depredations of the children, to whom they were novelties ; 

yet they preferred the dwelling-house to the more lofty eaves of the storehouses, 

and in the following season returned with augmented numbers to the same spot. 

Fort Chepewyan has existed for many years, and trading-posts, though far distant 

from each other, have been established in the fur-countries for a century and a 

half; yet this, as far as I could learn, is the first instance of this species of 

Swallow placing itself under the protection of man within the widely extended 

* We consider the Hirundo fulva of M. Vieillot (Ois. de ’ Am., pl. 32) as distinct from the lunifrons of M. Say. In 

the first the front is invariably snow-white, while the latter is described as having this part reddish-brown (brun rouge- 
atre), and the breast yellowish ; in both, however, the tail is slightly forked. A third species, our H. melanogaster 

(Syn. of Mex. Birds, No. 5), differs from both, in having the front, and also the throat, deep and bright rufous.—Sw. 

2U 2 
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lands north of the great lakes*. What cause could have thus suddenly called 

into action that confidence in the human race with which the Framer of 

the Universe has endowed this species, in common with others of the Swallow 

tribe? It has been supposed that birds frequenting desert countries, and unac- 

customed to annoyance from man, would approach him fearlessly, or at least 

be less shy than those inhabiting thickly-peopled districts, where they are daily 

exposed to the attacks of the great destroyer of their tribes. But although this 

may be true of some families of birds, it is far from being generally the case. 

On the contrary, the small birds of the fur-countries, which are never objects of 

pursuit, and scarcely even of notice to the Indian hunter, are shy, retiring, and 

distrustful, their habits contrasting strongly with the boldness and familiarity of 

the Sparrows, that are persecuted to death by every idle boy in Europe. Nay, 

some species, which are bold enough during their winter residence in the United 
States, evince great timidity in the northern regions, where the raising their 

progeny occupies their whole time. In like manner, the Redbreast of Europe, 
familiar as it is in winter, sequesters itself with the greatest care in the breeding 
season. The question, however, recurs,—what is the peculiarity of economy 

which leads one species of bird to conceal its nest with the most extraordinary 

care and address, and another to place its offspring in the most exposed situation 
it can select? 

At Fort Chepewyan the young came abroad on the 14th of July, and at the end 

of the month the whole took their departure. The nest is hemispherical, composed 

externally of small pellets of tempered mud, and lined with soft hay and a few 
feathers. When attached to cliffs, the nests are clustered together, and each has an 

irregular tubular entrance at the top, an inch or two long, aptly compared, by Mr. 

James, to the broken neck of a retort. Under the eaves of a house, the nests are 

in a single line, not clustered; their form is adapted to the situation, and the 

tubular entrance is either entirely wanting or reduced toa mere ledge. The nests 
are easily destroyed by rain; and as they generally face the south-west, a gale from 

that quarter, which is of comparatively rare occurrence in the month of July in the 

fur-countries, destroys great numbers of them. The labour of building is per- 

formed chiefly in the morning, and three or four days suffice to complete the 

shell of the dwelling. ' The eggs, usually four, are oblong, of a white colour, with 

* The late Governor De Witt Clinton, has given a very interesting history of the closely resembling species H.’ 
fulva, which about sixteen years ago began to build its nests on the walls of houses in the Western States, and has, 

every succeeding summer, been advancing farther to the eastward.— Vide .4nn. Lyc. New York, i., P +156. 
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dusky spots. The note of this species is a gentle twittering, like that of the 

H. urbica of Europe, which it strongly resembles in its mode of building. When 
the bird is angry or alarmed, it utters a feeble, but harsh and acute scream. It 
preys on mosquitoes and other small winged insects. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, June 26, 1827. 

Cotour.—Region of the bill, lores, and orbits, black. Top of the head, back, and scapu- 

lars also black, glossed with violet-purple. Chin, throat, and sides of the head and nape, 

bright brownish-red: nuchal collar greyish-brown. Rump and vent wood-brown. Wings 

and tail blackish-brown, with a greenish gloss, the lesser quills edged on the tips with grey ; 

tail coverts above and below clove-brown, fringed with brownish-white. Crescentic frontal 

band and belly white. Breast and flanks brownish-grey.— Female like the male. 

For typical. Wings a little longer than the slightly forked tail*. The first quill is the 

longest, the lesser ones, as usual, are deeply emarginated. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. . Inch, Lin Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . : - 6 3 Length of billabove . - 0 4 Length of middle nail - O 2 
>» of tail 2 3 5, of tarsus . 5 6 >> Of hind toe Bo) 24 

> of wing 2 - 4 6 5, of middle toe . . 0 53 55 Of its nail 0 22 
> of billtorictus . 0 62 

—R. 

[117.] 4. Hirunpo riparia. (Linn.) The Sand Martin. 

Genus, Hirundo, Linn. 
Sand Swallow. PrEnn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 430, No. 332. 

Bank Swallow or Sand Martin (H. riparia). WHILs., v., p. 46, pl. 38, f. 4. 

Hirundo riparia. Bonar. Syn., No. 75. 

Shee-shee-wine-pzshoo. CREE INDIANS. 

This species, which is considered to be identical with the European Sand Martin, 

is an inhabitant of the four quarters of the world. It is remarkable for the extent 

of its breeding stations, which embrace the whole continent of North America. 

It arrives in Pennsylvania earlier than the other Swallows, or about the third 

week of March, begins to breed in April, and has commonly two broods in a 
season. Mr. Hutchins states that it breeds later than any other bird which 
frequents Severn River, sometimes not laying its eggs until near the end of July ; 

* We should have thought our species was the same as the Hirundo fulva of the Prince of Musignano, but for the 
following observation,—‘* The most striking characteristic of the Hirwndo fulva (Bon.), is its even tail.’”? (Am. Orn., 

i., p-64.) Ours is slightly, but distinctly forked —Sw. 
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but he observes that it disappears, together with the rest of the Swallow tribe, 

in the middle of August. Hearne remarks that the Martins, though common in 

the southern parts of Hudson’s Bay, seldom go so far north as Churchill. The 

whole history of the migratory birds proves that the main object of their wan- 

derings is the obtaining a supply of proper food for themselves and their young. 

All quarters of the fur-countries abound in the winged insects that Swallows 

delight to feed upon; but, owing to the large bodies of ice which hang upon the 

northern shores of Hudson’s Bay until the beginning of August, every breeze 

from the sea, which sweeps the neighbouring country, produces a depression of 

temperature sufficient to chill the insects and drive them to shelter; the supply 

_of food to the Swallow tribe, consequently, in that district is so precarious as to 

render the rearing of their young difficult and uncertain. In the interior of the 
country, however, the case is different. When the snow is gone, the earth 

speedily becomes heated ; and while the summer lasts, the temperature of the 

atmosphere continues higher than the hottest weather that is ever experienced in 

the insular climate of Britain, fostering incredible multitudes of mosquitoes. We 

observed thousands of these Sand Martins fluttering at the entrance of their 

burrows near the mouth of the Mackenzie, in the sixty-eighth parallel, on the 4th 

of July; and it is probable, from the state of the weather, that they had arrived 

at least a fortnight prior to that date. They are equally numerous in every 

district of the fur-countries wherein banks suitable for burrowing exist ; but 
it is not likely that they ever rear more than one brood anywhere north of Lake 

Superior. The eggs of this species measure 17,2; lines in length.—R. 

DESCRIPTION, 
Copied from Wilson ; no specimen having been brought to England by the Expedition. 

“The Bank Swallow is five inches long and ten inches in extent; upper parts mouse- 

coloured [hair-brown]; lower white, with a band of dusky brownish across the upper part of 

the breast ; tail forked, the exterior feather slightly edged with whitish ; lores and bill black ; 

legs with a few tufts of downy feathers behind; claws fine, pointed, and very sharp; over the 

eye a streak of whitish ; lower sides of the shafts whitish; wings and tail darker than the 

body. The female differs very little from the male.”—The yearling birds have their feathers 

bordered with rust colour. 
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[118.] 5. Hirunpo purpurea. (Linn.) Purple Martin. 

Famity, Hirundinide ; Sub-family, Hirundine, Swains. Genus, Hirundo, Linn. 

Great American Martin. Epwarps, pl. 120; female. 

Purple Swift. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 431, No. 333. 

Purple Martin (H. purpurea). WILs., v., p. 58, pl. 39, f. 1, 2. 

Hirundo cerulea (since H. versicolor). Vu1E1L. Ovs. del’ Am., pl. 26, 27. 

Hirundo purpurea. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 678. Bonar. Syn., No. 71. 

Sashun-peeshew. CREE INDIANS. 

This large-sized, bold, and active Swallow is well known throughout the whole 

of North America. Though it arrives within the Arctic circle earlier than the. 

others of its tribe, and is absent from the United States only for a short period in 

the middle of winter, it migrates far within the tropics. Mr. Swainson observed 

it in numbers round Pernambuco, eight degrees and a half south of the line. 

Mr. Audubon informs us that it arrives at New Orleans from the southward on 

the 28th of January ; and Wilson states that it reaches Georgia late in February, 

and Pennsylvania about the Ist of April. It makes its first appearance at Great 

Bear Lake on the 17th of May, at which time the snow still partially covers the 

ground, and the rivers and lakes are fast bound in ice. In the middle of August 

it retires with its young: brood from the fur-countries ; and within a few days 

after that period it begins also to quit Pennsylvania. In the United States, and 

in many Indian villages, boxes or excavated gourds are hung up for the Purple 

Martin to breed in. It preys chiefly on the larger winged insects, such as wasps, 
bees, and beetles.—R. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Cotour, pure and glossy violet-purple ; quills, greater coverts, and tail pitch-black, faintly 

reflecting purple. ores velvet-black. Bull and legs pitch-black.—A female, killed 25th 

June, on the Saskatchewan, has the upper plumage blackish-brown, merely glossed with 

violet-purple ; forehead hair-brown, with grey edgings; throat and breast clove-brown, 

fringed with greyish-white. Under plumage white, with a few scattered hair-brown spots. 

A few of the interscapulars have the deep violet colour of the male, as if the plumage had 

been in a state of change when the bird was killed*.—R. 

Form aberrant. The Dill is stronger, higher, and the culmen more curved than in the 

typical Swallows ; the commissure also makes a bold curve from the rictus ; and the margins 

of both mandibles are considerably inflexed in the middle, but at the base the upper one is 

dilated, and folds over the lower one much in the same manner as is seen in Colaris. The 

* It corresponds with Edwards’s figure above quoted, which was brought from Severn River by Mr. Isham. 
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first quill is decidedly the longest, and the lesser ones very deeply, but irregularly notched. 

The wings reach just to the end of the tail.—Sw. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total - 9 0 Length of billtorictus . 0 11 Lengthofmiddle nail . 0 3 
55 of tail 3 0 >> of tarsus 6 - 0 q > Ofhindtoe . - 0 5% 

5, of wing . 6 2 5, of middle toe pe ACD) 8 >> Of hind nail o 6 3 
5, of bill above 0 53 

[119.] 1. Caprimuteus vocirerus. (Wilson.) The Whip-poor Wiil. 

Famity, Caprimulgide ; Sub-family, Caprimulgine, Swans. Genus, Caprimulgus, Linn. 

The Whip-poor Will (Caprimulgus vociferus). WHuLxs., v., p. 71, pl. 41, f. 1, 2, 3. 
Caprimulgus vociferus. Bonap. Syn., No. 68. 

We observed this bird on the northern shores of Lake Huron only, the 

fiftieth parallel being probably the limit of its range. It arrives in Penn- 

sylvania about the middle of April, and in a short time becomes so common in 
some districts as to disturb the repose of travellers by its melancholy nocturnal 

ery of “ Whip-podr-will:” it retires during the day to the most secluded shades 
of the forest. The elevated, dry “‘ Barrens of Kentucky ”’ are its favourite resorts, 

and it is very seldom heard in low, marshy tracts of country. Its food consists 

of Phalene and other winged nocturnal insects. Its eggs have a greyish-white 

ground colour, nearly concealed by irregular and confluent blotches of umber, 

mixed with lines and spots of bluish-grey: they are obtuse at both ends, and 
measure one inch one line in length. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Cotour.—Head, nape, scapulars, tertiaries, and rump, broccoli-brown and white, in 

minute dots, with central streaks and blotches of rich velvet-black. Back of the neck and 

interscapulars blackish-brown, dotted with brownish-grey. Wings dark umber, the coverts 

mottled and the quills barred with ferruginous, and the tips of the latter marbled with grey. 

Two central pairs of tail feathers mottled with blackish-brown and brownish-white, and obso- 

letely barred ; the lateral feathers white, their bases black; the exterior one edged near the 

tip with the same. Under plumage :—Sides of the head and the throat greyish-black, barred 

with wood-brown ; a white collar from ear to ear, almost obsolete on the middle of the throat. 

Front of the neck and shoulders dusky-brown, speckled on the tips with white and umber. 
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Belly and flanks tinged with wood-brown, and mottled and barred with umber. Bill blackish. 

Legs flesh-coloured.—The female is described by Wilson as about an inch shorter, with the 

upper plumage much lighter, as if powdered with meal; the ends of the lateral tail feathers 

cream-coloured; the bar on the throat brownish-ochre; the cheeks and region of the eyes 

brighter brownish-orange, which passes also to the neck, and is sprinkled with black and 

specks of white.—R. 

Form typical in the bill, nostrils, and rictus. Wings an inch and a half shorter than the 

tail; the second quill longest; the third nearly equal to it; the first longer than the fourth : 

the second, third, and fourth are strongly notched externally, and the internal margins, for 

about an inch and a half from the tip, are disconnected, similar to what is seen in the Owls. 

The tarsi resemble those of C. Virginianus.—Sw. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 10 3 Length of bill above . =O) 5 Length of middle toe 5 O 8 
Be og tail 0 ee) 0 5 of billtorictus .. I 2 55) Of Ats\mailiys eo 3 
> of wing ; a6 3 >> of tarsus 5 - 0 9 

[120.] 2. CAPRIMULGUS (CHORDEILES) VirGINIANus, (Sw.) The Pish. 

SuB-FAMILY, Caprimulgine, Swains. Genus, Caprimulgus? Auct. Sub-genus, Chordeiles*, Sw. 
Caprimulgus Americanus. WILs.,V., p. 65, pl. 40, f.1,2. Sap. Suppl. Parry's First Voy., p. cxciv. 
Caprimulgus Virginianus. Bonar. Syn., No. 69. 
Peesquaw. CREE INDIANS. 

Few birds are better known in the fur-countries than this, which ranges in 

summer even to the remotest Arctic islands. The very peculiar noise it makes 

is most frequently heard in the eveningy, and often seems to be emitted close 

to the listener, although the bird which produces it is at the time so high in the 
air as to be nearly imperceptible. The sound resembles that produced by the 
vibration of a tense, thick cord in a violent gust of wind. The Pisk bears con- 
siderable resemblance to some of the Falconide in the evolutions it performs 
in the air, whence, and in allusion to its food, it obtains the appellation of Mos- 

quito-Hawk at Hudson’s Bay. It often remains stationary for several seconds, 

* Chorda crespusculi (Th. xogin et 322m): in allusion to the peculiar sound it makes. 
+ In the high latitudes the sun does not set during the stay of this bird, which is not, therefore, so much a night 

bird as the C. vociferus.—R. 

2X 
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fluttering its wings rapidly, and then suddenly shoots off a long way by a gliding 

motion, the loud vibratory noise being heard at that moment. It also traverses 

the air backwards and forwards, quartering the sky as regularly as the Hen- 

Harrier surveys a piece of ground. The female deposits her eggs on the 
ground, without making any nest, generally selecting the border of a cultivated 

field or an open glade in the forest, and during incubation sits so close that she 

may be almost trodden down. When any person approaches her, the male 
sallies from the adjacent thicket and stoops at the intruder, passing within a foot 

or two of his head, then rising again and wheeling round to repeat the same 

manceuvre. In the meanwhile, his mate flutters from the nest along the ground 

as if disabled, and hides herself at a short distance among the grey grass, from 

which she can hardly be distinguished. The Pisk makes its first appearance at 

Great Bear Lake generally about the last day of May, and was observed hatching 

on the Saskatchewan on the 8th of June. According to Wilson, it does not 

winter even in Georgia. Its eggs are narrower than those of Cap. vociferus, 

but of the same colours, rather differently distributed : they measure nearly four- 

teen lines in length.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed on the Saskatchewan, June 10, 1827. 

Cotour.—Ground of the upper plumage, wings, tail, sides of the head, and front of the 

neck, dark liver-brown, with a greenish gloss. The head, neck, and upper rows of lesser 

wing coverts spotted with yellowish-brown ; the back, scapulars, and tertiaries mottled with 

brownish-white and a little wood-brown, the pale colour forming speckled bars on the tail 

and its coverts; mottling on the intermediate wing coverts more copious and of a purer white ; 

the greater coverts present only brown marginal spots. A band on the middle of the quills, 

commencing on the inner web of the first and ending with the fifth*, and a broad sagittate 

mark on the throat, pure white. A white-dotted superciliary band reaching to the nape. 

Under plumage and inner wing coverts marked with regular alternate bars of brownish-white 

and liver-brown. Bill blackish. Legs pale.—Male specimens in Mr, Swainson’s museum 

have a white band on all the lateral tail feathers.—R. 

Form.—Bill as in the typical species, but the rictus is completely destitute of bristles. 

The wings are remarkably long and Swallow-like, the first quill being the longest, the second 

nearly of equal length, but the others diminishing rapidly. None of the quills are emarginate 

on either shaft, nor are the margins formed for a noiseless flight, but are entire, like that 

structure seen in the Swallows. The fail is forked: the feet are represented in the annexed 

vignette. —Sw. 

* The width and completeness of this band varies in different specimens. 
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DIMENSIONS 

Of the female. 

Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . a 10 6 Length of billtorictus .0 11 Length of middle nail - 0 24 
Oh tall : a & 0 spe OfstarcsUSimirs 5 6 >, of hind toe. 5 2 

55 of wing : 58 0 >, Of middle toe - - 0 8 > of hind nail . . O 14 

55 ,of bill above > 3 

SS 

[121.] 1. AtcEDo Aucyon. .(Linn.) Belted Kingfisher. 

Fanity, Halcyonide ; Sub-family, Halcyonine, Swans. Genus, Alcedo, Linn. 

Belted Kingfisher. PENN. Aret. Zool., ii., p. 273, No. 169. 
Alcedo alcyon. Latu. Syn., i., p. 257, sp. 32. 
Belted Kingfisher (Alcedo alcyon). WHU1S,, iii., p. 59, pl. 23, f. 1. 

Alcedo alecyon. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p.677. Bonap. Syn. No. 47. 

Okees-ke-manneshew. CREE INDIANS. 

This King-fisher, the only one that inhabits North America, frequents all the 

large rivers in the fur-countries up to the 67th degree of latitude, bemg more 

common, however, in the interior than near the sea-coast. It is a solitary 

bird, and is generally observed sitting on the stump of a tree that projects over 
the river. On the approach of a canoe, it flits onwards a few hundred yards 

to another perch, and will thus continue to precede a party of voyagers for 

several miles, readily suffering them, however, to come within gunshot before it 

quits its station. It has a harsh, clicking voice. Its food consists of small fishes, 
which it swallows whole, and, after digesting the soft parts, rejects the scales 

by the mouth. About the middle of May, when the rivers in the fifty-fourth 

parallel break up, it appears on the banks of the Saskatchewan, and by the middle 

of June it has attained its utmost northern limits. It departs southwards in 

September, to winter in Georgia, the Floridas, and even in the West India 
2px 
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islands, since Mr. Swainson possesses specimens sent from St. Vincent’s by the 

Rev. Lansdowne Guilding. It breeds in holes dug in the precipitous banks of 
ariver to the depth of several feet, laying five roundish, white eggs, one inch 
three lines in length.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

OF a specimen, killed on the Slave River, lat. 59°. 

Cotour.—Top of the head, crest, back, scapulars, wing coverts, lesser quills, borders 

of the tail feathers, a broad irregular breast band, and blotches on the flanks, pale bluish- 

grey. Central stripes and tips of the crown and crest, the shafts of the dorsal plumage, the 

greater quills, their coverts, the inner webs of the secondaries, and the tail, pitch-black. A 

small spot before the eye, another on the under eyelid, some specks on the tips of the greater 

coverts, the basal halves of the primaries, outer tips and indented inner borders of the second- 

aries, twelve narrow interrupted bars on the tail, and the under plumage, white. The bill is 

bluish-black, its base beneath yellowish.—The female differs in being an inch and a half 

shorter, with a proportionably shorter bill, and in having the colour of her plumage more 

lively, more white on the wing, and the bluish-grey breast band edged with chestnut-brown, 

and some irregular blotches of reddish-orange on the flanks and belly.—R. 

Form, typical of the American division, which is distinguished in all the species we have 

examined by a minute spurious quill at the base of what appears to be the first: the tail is 

also considerably longer than in the Blue Kingfishers of the Old World, and nearly all the 

quill feathers are very distinctly mucronate. The hind toe and claw is much shorter in this 

species than the smallest of the anterior toes. In other respects it does not deviate from the 

European type.—Sw. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . 13 9 Length of bill to rictus . 2 10 Length of middle nail . 0 4 

» of tail ‘ e Sal) »  ofnakedthigh . O 4 > oOfhindtoe . Oe 
« of wing . . 6 6 > of tarsus . - 0 44 >» Of its nail . pO) 3 

5, of bill above 3 2 5 of middle toe 0 8 
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RASORES. 

As nearly all the birds of this group, subsequently described, belong to the family 
of Tetraonide, we shall, in the following table, confine our aitention to the genera 

composing it. We wish, however, to apprize the ornithologist, that this is more 

the result of theory than of that minute analysis upon which our arrangement of 

the Insessorss is entirely founded : the primary laws which appear to regulate 

all the groups of that vast order may be traced in the following table, con- 

structed more with reference to those laws than with a desire to discover the 

connecting links between the genera. 

TETRAONIDA. 

Ue 
Typical group? \ Tarsi naked; hallux perfect .. ait Perorx, Lin. 

2: , : 
: ] feCtyiethe nh. Woh RY : Beret qreup x Tarsi feathered ; hallux perfec Tetrao, Lin 

CryprTonix, Tem. ? 

xi Tarsi naked; hallux minute or obsolete. . . 4 Orrveis, IIl. 
Aberrant group. 

Crvrrrurus, Ill. 

We are not prepared to demonstrate the accuracy of the designations given 
to the two first groups, since the question must be determined by analysing the 
Pavonip#. We wish this point, therefore, to be considered as doubtful. The 

aberrant division is more definite, although some uncertainty hangs upon the 

situation of the Bustards and of Cryptonix, The family, however, is clearly 
of a subordinate rank; or, in other words, is only equivalent in value, in the 

number of its groups, to one of the perfect sub-families of the typical INsEssorss. 
Selecting the Genus 

TETRAO, 

we find a remarkable representation of the insessorial series in the following 

SUB-GENERA. 

Tail broad, the feathers truncate, slightly rounded; 

hinder toe longer than the nail; the anterior >TerrRao, Lin. 
Lie 

Typical group ? 
seagate toes naked, with pectinated margins 

. Tail shorter, nearly even; hinder toe shorter than 

Sub-typical group ? the nail; anterior toes feathered, the margins >Lacopus, Ray. 

not pectinated 
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Tail forked and lyre-shaped . . . . . ~~ CLyrurus, Sw. 

3: Tail cuneated ; wings long, pointed; hind toe 

Aberrant group. very siaalliormOne: eas. scents |Svannapres, a 

Tail cuneated, scansorial ; wings very short. . CrnrRoceERcus, Sw. 

As the typical sub-genus, in perfect groups, always contains species repre- 

senting higher assemblages, we consider the Ruffed Grouse in that light ; while 

the birds composing the genus Plerocles of M. Temminck appear to us no other 

than aberrant species of Syrrhaptes*. 'This latter group obviously represents the 

Quails (Coturnix) (which belong to the true Partridges), and the genus Ortygis, 

Ill., of the sandy deserts of the Old World.—Sw. 

[ 122.] 1. Terrao umBELLus. (Linn.) Ruffed Grouse. 

Genus, Tetrao, Linn. Swains. Typical group, 1, SWAINs. 

Ruffed Heathcock. Epwarps, pl. 248; young or female. 
Tetrao umbellus et togatus. Linn. Syst, Ed.x. Forst. Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 393. 
Ruffed Grous. PENN. Aret. Zool., ii. p. 301, No. 179. Wuks,, vi., p. 45, pl. 49. 
Tetrao umbellus. Sax. Frankl. Journ., p. 679. Bonar. Syn., No. 205. 

Puspusquew, CrEEs. White Flesher and Pheasant, ANGLO-AMERICANS. 

This very handsome Grouse exists as far north as the fifty-sixth parallel, and, 

according to the American naturalists, ranges southwards to the Gulf of Mexicof. 
It is very plentiful on the banks of the Saskatchewan, where it frequents the 

horse-paths and cleared spaces about the forts. In winter, when the ground is 
covered with snow, it perches, in flocks of ten or twelve, on trees; but in summer 

it passes most of its time on the ground. A flock may be approached without 

difficulty; and several birds may be successively shot from the same tree, without 

exciting alarm in the survivors, provided the lowest are marked off first. When 

once disturbed, they fly, like most of the Grouse, with a loud whirring sound, 

* There can be no doubt regarding the analogical relations of Lyrurus tetrix, Sw., (the European Black Cock,) and 

the Centrocercus urophasianus, Sw., subsequently described ; but we feel considerable doubt on the value of these 
types. This uncertainty always attends the investigation of imperfect groups. Syrrhaptes, however, is clearly a 

tenuirostral type; and, therefore, either Lyrwrus and Centrocercus are the fissirostral and scansorial sub-genera, or 

they are the first modifications of form representing those groups in the sub-genus Tetrao. In the latter case, there 
would consequently be two sub-genera undiscovered : a supposition we cannot at present entertain.—Sw. 

+ Mr. Drummond procured specimens on the sources of the Peace River, in the valleys of the Rocky Mountains, 
which do not differ from those killed on the Saskatchewan. Mr. Douglas, however, found a variety at the same place, 

which was a third smaller, had greyer plumage and a shorter ruffle. Further observations, he thinks, may prove it 

to be a distinct species, which he proposes to designate Tetrao umbelloides.—Linn, Trans., xvi., p. 148. 
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very swiftly, and generally to a considerable distance before alighting. The male, 
in spring, makes a very singular, loud noise, resembling the quick roll of a drum, 

which can be heard at a great distance, and is produced by rapid strokes of the 

wings. It is a very pleasant sight, on a fine sunny day, to observe this bird 

strutting about like a Turkey-cock, his wings drooping, tail erected, and ruffs 

displayed, showing off his finery to the females, who lie hid in the neighbourhood. 

The flesh of the Ruffed Grouse is very white and tender, but rather insipid. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed May 4, on the Saskatchewan plains. 

Cotour.—Back, rump, and upper tail coverts chestnut-brown, mottled and finely undu- 

lated with blackish-brown ; the broad tips and a cordiform central mark on each feather pale 

grey. Back of the neck, scapulars, and wing coverts having the same colours, but the grey 

tips very narrow, the blackish-brown in large blotches, and, instead of central marks, stripes 

along the shafts of orange-brown and brownish-white. ‘Top and sides of the head, the 

tertiaries, and outer edges of the secondaries, mottled with the same. Lye stripe from the 

nostrils whitish. Shoulder tufts velvet-black, glossed with dark-green. Quills liver-brown, 

the outer webs barred near the base and mottled towards the tips with cream-yellow. Tail 

grey, finely undulated, and also crossed by about nine narrow bars and a broad subterminal 

one of blackish-brown. Under plumage :—throat and breast yellowish-brown, belly and vent 

brownish-white; all remotely barred, but most broadly on the sides of the belly, with blackish- 

brown, which also forms a band across the upper part of the breast between the ruffs. Inner 

wing coverts and axillaries clove-brown, barred and tipped with white. Bull and nails dark 

horn-colour.—A male, killed at the same time with the preceding, and of equal dimensions, 

shows more of the chestnut or orange-brown in its plumage, and the ground colour of its tail 

is yellowish-brown, the extreme tips and a bar next the broad subterminal dark one being 

grey.—Females have less of the blackish-brown colour; the shoulder tufts are orange-brown 

instead of black ; and the subterminal bar on the tail chestnut-coloured. In the young birds 

the orange-brown is the prevailing tint of colour*. 

Form.—A short crest on the top of the head: a fringed comb over the eye in the male. 

Shoulder tufts consisting of about fifteen fan-shaped feathers. Fourth quill the longest, 

slightly exceeding the third and fifth. Tail fan-shaped, of eighteen feathers, the central pair 

more than half an inch longer than the outer ones: the individual feathers nearly square at 

the end. Tarsus feathered more than half way down anteriorly, and about half an inch 

lower posteriorly. All the toes strongly pectinated. 

* After a careful comparison of the specimens of Mr. Douglas’s Tetrao Sabinii, deposited in the Edinburgh Museum, 

they appeared to me to differ in no respect from the young of Tetrao umbellus ; and the characters by which he distin- 
guishes his bird are equally applicable to the latter :—(R.) 9 

T. Sagrinit, rufus nigro notatus, dorso maculis cordiformibus, nuché alisque lineis ferrugineo-flavis, abdomine albo 

brunneo fasciato, rectricibus fasciatis : fascia sub-apicali laté nigréd.—Douct., Linn. Trans., xvi. p. 137. 
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Dimensions. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ; . 18, 0 Length of bill above . 2.0 74 Length of middle toe. Sl 7 
en Otstallyy. : idl 3 > Of billtorictus.. 1 0 55 Of its nail . 0 6 

BROLIN Gan 6 Sted: 6 >> Of tarsus - 7 8 5, of hind toe . 0 5 
» Of its nail . 0 4 

[123. | 2. Terrao ospscurus. (Say.) Dusky Grouse. 

GeENus, Tetrao, Linn. Swains. Typical group, 1, Swans. 

Tetrao obscurus. Say, Long’s Exped., ii., p. 202, An. 1823; female. 

Tetrao Richardsonii. Douetas, Linn. Trans., xvi. p. 141. Waits. Iilust., pl. xxx., xxxi. 

Dusky Grouse (Tetrao obscurus). Bonar. Orn., iii, pl. 18; Syn. No. 207. 

Pruate crx. Mate. Prare tx. FEMALE. 

This large Grouse inhabits the Rocky Mountains from latitude 40° to 64°, and 

perhaps to a greater extent, for the limits of its range either northward or south- 

ward have not been ascertained. It has been known to the fur-traders for nearly 

thirty years ; but it was first introduced to the scientific world by Mr. Say, who, 

in 1820, accompanied Major Long to the source of the Missouri; and a female 

specimen, deposited by him in the Philadelphian Museum, has lately been figured 

by the Prince of Musignano in his splendid continuation of Wilson’s Ornithology*. 

I had no opportunity of observing the habits of this bird myself, but was informed 

by Mr. Drummond that, in the mornings during pairing time, the usual station 

of the male is on some rocky eminence or large stone, where he sits swelling out 

the sides of his neck, spreading his tail, and repeating the cry of “ Coombe, 

* The description and figure of Mr. Say’s specimen agree so completely with our younger female specimens, that 

there can be no doubt of their specific identity ; but it is proper to observe that there is some discrepancy in the dimen- 
sions. The Prince of Musignano states the total length of the bird to be eighteen inches, that of the wing nine inches 

and a half. The wing of the largest of our males is scarcely so long; while the biggest of our females, measuring 
twenty-one inches in total length, has a wing barely eight inches long. This, perhaps, merely indicates the uncertainty 
of measurements taken from prepared specimens. Mr. Douglas’s specimens in the Edinburgh Museum are of younger 

birds than ours, but evidently the same species.—R. 
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coombe,”’ in a soft, hollow tone. Its food consists of various berries, and its 

flesh is very palatable. Mr. Alexander Stewart, a Chief-factor of the Hudson’s 
Bay Company, who has often crossed the mountains, informs me that the males 

of this species fight each other with such animosity, that a man may take one of 
them up in his hand before it will quit its antagonist. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed by Mr. Drummond on the Rocky Mountains. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage very dark liver- or blackish-brown ; the wings paler ; the top of 

the head glossed with hair-brown ; the back of the neck very minutely undulated with lead- 

grey ; the scapulars, tertiaries, and many of the wing coverts tipped with grey, and, together 

with the rump, finely undulated with yellowish-brown. Quills and borders of the wing above 

and below clove-brown ; the secondaries edged round the tips with grey, and mottled on the 

edges with greyish-brown. Tail deep black. Under plumage :—Sides of the head and front 

of the neck pitch-black, passing to blackish-grey and dark lead-colour on the breast and 

middle of the belly. Lores, cheeks, chin, and upper part of the throat, barred with white. 

Vent brownish-white. Shortest under tail coverts white, intermediate ones barred with black 

and white, the longest black, tipped with white. Flanks blackish-brown, finely undulated 

with yellowish-brown, striped on the shafts and edged on the tips with white. Azillary 

feathers and greater part of the inner wing coverts pure white. On the side of the neck next 

the shoulders the base of the plumage is also pure white*. Tarsal feathers greyish-brown. 

Bill, toes, and nails blackish-brown. Papillated comb over the eye orange-yellow.—The 

yellowish-brown undulated lines on the rump are nearly obsolete in some specimens. 

The female has the grey neck barred with dark-brown, the base of the neck, back, scapu- 

lars, and tertiaries, crossed by narrow bars of brownish-yellow, one or two on each feather, 

the tips finely undulated with brownish-grey ; which tips are much broader on the ramp and 

tail coverts. The wing coverts, fore part of the neck, and the flanks, are barred and mottled 

with a paler colour, approaching to wood-brown. The central pair of tail feathers are crossed 

by five mottled bars and tipped with spotted chestnut, and there are some indistinct indications 

of bars on the lateral feathers. The rest of the plumage as in the male.—Another female 

specimen, of the same dimensions, but probably an older bird, has the upper plumage of a 

paler liver-brown, and the bars and mottlings fewer, more indistinct, and of a greyer hue. 

The bars on the middle tail feathers are replaced by some slight marginal mottling. This 

bird has the upper mandible sinuated.— Vide vignette. 

Form.—Bill narrower than that of J. umbellus. No crest. Fourth quill the longest ; 

secondaries rounded, with a projection of the shaft more conspicuous than in 7. wmbellus, 

where it is confined to some of the posterior secondaries. Tail long and square, composed 

of twenty broad feathers, broadest and truncated at the ends: in the female, the tail feathers 

+ At this part the plumage of the upper and under surfaces of the neck separates and admits of the naked skin 
being puffed out at the pleasure of the bird.—R. 

2% 
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are narrower and not dilated at the tips. Tarsus completely feathered; several feathers also 

springing from the first phalanx of the middle toe. Toes pectinated. 

Dimensions. 

Male. Femule. Male. Female. 
Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 0 . 24 0 19 0 Length of tarsus . : ae G3 1 6 
> Oftail . : . - 8 O 5 6 » of middle toe 5 = does 1G 
> of wing 4 ‘i oP Qh) 10) 8 0 5, of middle nail - 0 6 0 5 

5, of billabove . A 0) 18 0 8 » of hind toe 0 6 0 54 

», of bill to rictus 1 33 1 ko » of hind nail 0 ¢ -O 4 0 4 

Our specimens, both male and female, vary two inches in their total length,—the measure- 

ments being taken from specimens stretched out and not mounted.—R. 

[124.] 3. Tetrao Canavensts. (Linn.) The Spotted Grouse. 

Genus, Tetrao, LINN. SwWAINs. 

Black and Spotted Heathcock (Urogallus maculatus). Epbwanps, pl. 180. 

Brown and Spotted Heathcock (Urogallus minor). IpEm, pl. 71. 

Tetrao Canadensis et canace. Linn. Syst.,i., pp. 274, 275. 
Spotted Grouse. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 307, No. 182. 

Tetrao Canadensis. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 683. Bonar. Orn., iii., pl. 21, f. 15 female. 

Wood-partridge, Spruce-partridge, or Swamp-partridge. ReEsIDENTs aT Hupson’s Bay. 

Mistic-apeetheyoo or Eithinyoo-apeetheyoo, Crees. Day, CHIPEWYANS. 

Meescooteshoo, ALGoNQuINS. Le Perdrix du Savanne, FRENcH CANADIANS. 

Prate uxt. FEmate. 

All the thick and swampy black spruce-forests between Canada and the Arctic 

Sea abound with this bird. According to the Prince of Musignano, it descends, in 
the winter, to Main, Michigan, and the northern parts of New York ; but its migra- 

tions must be partial, as it exists in considerable numbers in the severest seasons 

as high as the sixty-seventh parallel. Mr. Douglas says that, west of the Rocky 
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Mountains, it is replaced by the Tetrao Franklimi. It generally perches on fir- 

trees, in flocks of eight or ten; and is so unsuspicious, or rather stupid, that it 
may be taken by slipping a noose, fastened to the end of a stick, over its head. 

When disturbed, it flies heavily for a short distance, and then settles again among 

the interior branches of a tree. In the winter, I found its crop invariably filled 
with the leaves of the black or white spruce ; and its flesh was then very dark, and 

had a strong resinous taste. I have been informed that, in districts where the 
Pinus Banksiana grows, it prefers the leaves of that tree. In the summer it is 

said to feed on berries, which may render its flesh more palatable. Mr. Hutchins 

states that its eggs are spotted with black, yellow, and white. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage, including the wing and tail coverts, also the flanks and middle 

of the neck beneath, marked with concentric semicircular bars of pitch-black and yellowish- 

brown or brownish-grey,—the paler colour always forming the terminal bar, and being 

broadest and most inclined to grey on the neck above and posterior part of the back; on the 

base of the neck, scapulars, and tertiaries, the black predominates, and the narrower bars are 

yellowish-brown ; and on the lesser wing coverts and flanks the bars of these two colours are 

equal in breadth, but on the latter the colours are brighter and the shafts are striped on the 

tips with long triangular white marks, as are also those of some of the scapulars. Four lateral 

pairs of tail coverts have only a terminal grey bar, but are finely undulated throughout with 

yellowish-brown. Outer edge of the wing, primary coverts, and quills, clove-brown; the 

greater quills mottled exteriorly, and the lesser ones edged and tipped with wood-brown. 

Tail pitch-black, with reddish-orange tips, broadest on the lateral feathers, and finely edged 

with black. Under plumage :—nasal feathers, sides and under surface of the head, with 

part of the throat, the breast, adjoining part of the neck, middle of the belly, and under 

tail coverts, velvet-black; the latter broadly tipped with white; the belly, sides of the 

breast, and a narrow band across it, marked with subterminal bars of the same; also a spot 

behind the nasal feathers, another behind the upper eyelid, the under eyelid, and a line 

bounding the cheeks and throat, barred and mottled with white. Inner wing coverts and 

axillaries clove-brown, the latter and part of the former tipped and striped on the shafts 

with white. Bill and nails blackish. Fringed comb over the eye bright red. 

A female, in full winter plumage, killed at Great Bear Lake, has the feathers on the back 

of the neck, back, and rump broadly tipped with grey and barred with blackish-brown and 

pale brownish-orange. Wings with more of the yellowish-brown than in the male,—the 

white marks on the tips of the scapulars and flanks being much larger, and there being 

similar ones on the tertiaries and many of the wing coverts. Taz/ black, mottled throughout, 

and tipped with reddish-orange, Under plumage broadly barred with white and black, the 

white tipping all the feathers. On the breast there are some bright wood-brown bars.— 

Qavane 
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Younger females have the brownish-orange and yellowish-brown bars more conspicuous over 

the whole plumage above and below, but particularly on the neck, and the black and white 

less pure and in smaller quantity. The tail also more mottled ; the terminal bar narrower. 

Form.—Bill smaller than that of 7. wmbellus. No distinct crest, although the feathers of 

the crown are capable of erection. Third and fourth quills equal and longest. Tail, of 

sixteen feathers, considerably rounded. Tarsus thickly feathered, particularly behind, where 

the feathers are long and hair-like. Some tufts of feathers spring from the short webs that 

connect the anterior toes. oes naked and pectinated. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin, 

Length, total. - 17 0 Length of bill to rictus - 0 11 Length of middle nail 0 6 

> of tail . ce) 6 5, of tarsus. = ol 5 5, of hind toe . 0 44 

> of wing - =| 43 5, of middle toe . A 5 5, of its nail 0 34 
5, Of bill above ae 0) 7 

The old females are of nearly equal dimensions.—R. 

Female from Great Bear Lake. 

[125.] 4. Terrao Franxuinit. (Dougl.) Rocky Mountain Spotted Grouse. 

Tetrao Franklinii. Dovueuas, Linn. Trans., xvi., p. 139, sp. 4. 
Tetrao Canadensis, var. Bonar. Orn., iii., p. 47, pl. 20; male. 

Pruate txt. Mate. 

There is such a close resemblance between this and the common Canadian 
Grouse (T. Canadensis), that the Prince of Musignano considers it only as 

variety ; and this opinion is entertained also by Mr. Drummond, a very acute 

practical observer: the latter had ample opportunities of studying the manners, 
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of both, and he assures us that he is not aware of any difference between them. 

Mr. Douglas, on the other hand, who has also seen these birds in their native 

regions, thinks differently ; and although he observes that in habit it assi- 

milates more with JT’. Canadensis than any other, he considers the “ unusually 

long, square tail,’’ and its colouring, as sufficiently distinctive characters. In 

our specimens the tail is not longer than in Canadensis; and did we look to the 

colouring alone, however strikingly different it is in the two birds, we should be 

disposed to class them as varieties. Buta more accurate.examination will detect 

some essential differences in the structure of the feathers themselves: those of 

Canadensis are more graduated, giving the tail a rounder appearance ; and they 

are all slightly, but distinctly emarginate in the middle, from whence rises a little 

mucro or point, formed by the end of the shafts. Now this emargination is not 

seen in Franklin, nor is there any appearance of the mucro. Again, in the 

latter bird the tail feathers are much broader, fully measuring one inch and a fifth 

across ; whereas those of Canadensis are barely one inch broad. Until, there- 

fore, we become persuaded that distinctions drawn from structure are not to be 

relied upon, we must coincide with Mr. Douglas in considering the present as a 

distinct species.—Sw. 

This bird inhabits the valleys of the Rocky Mountains from the sources of the 

Missouri to those of the Mackenzie, and Mr. Douglas informs us that it is 

sparingly seen on the elevated platforms which skirt the snowy peaks of Mount 

Hood, Mount St. Helen’s, and Mount Baker. He adds, “ It runs over the 

shattered rocks and among the brushwood with amazing speed, and only uses 

its wings as a last effort to escape. It forms its nest on the ground, of dried 

leaves and grass, not unfrequently at the foot of decayed stumps, or by the side 

of fallen timber in the mountainous woods. The eggs are dingy white, and 

somewhat smaller than those of Columba palumbus.”—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed near the sources of the Athabasca, lat. 56°. 

~ Cotour,—Plumage of a mature male Tetrao Canadensis, except that six pairs of upper 

tail coverts are broadly tipped with white, and the tail is a little longer and wants the orange- 

coloured terminal band. The middle pair of tail feathers are narrowly tipped with white, as 

is sometimes the case in 7. Canadensis, particularly the females. The ends of the tail 

feathers are more truncated and their webs broader than in the latter bird. The female 

can scarcely be distinguished from the female 7. Canadensis. 
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Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 0 17 6 Length of bill to rictus - 0 11 Length of middle nail - 0 5 
See oLtall . sey AE 9 >» Oftarsus . 1 43 5, of hind toe 5 44 
> of wing : +h ed » of middle toe . i 4 » Ofitsnail . -0 3 
» of bill above 2480 6 

—R. 

Male. 

[126.] 5. Terrao (Lacopus) mutus. (Leach.) The Ptarmigan. 

Genus, Tetrao, Linn. Swatns. Sub-genus (2), Lagopus, Ray. 

Ptarmigan. PENN. Brit. Zool.,i., p. 359, pl. 57; upper figure. 

Lagopus mutus. Leracu. Brit. Mus. IpEM, Gen. Zool., ii. p. 287; omitting synonymes. 
Tetrao lagopus. Sas. (Capt.) Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p. cxcvii. Sas. (J.) Frankl. Journ, p. 682. 

RicuarDs. App. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 350. 

According to Captain Sabine, this bird inhabits the islands lying on the south- 
west side of Baffin’s Bay, as well as the loftiest mountains in Scotland. I have 

never had the fortune to meet with it myself in the fur-countries ; but a specimen, 

in summer plumage, sent to Sir John Franklin from Churchill River, was iden- 

tified by Joseph Sabine, Esq., with the Scotch Ptarmigan,—thus establishing it 

as an inhabitant of the American continent. I have not been able to trace that 

specimen; and I am informed that the only authentic examples from the New 
World are now in the possession of Lord Stanley, to whom they were presented 

by Mr. Sabine. The Ptarmigan is an inhabitant of high hills, where it keeps 
near the snow line: the Rock Grouse frequents sub-alpine districts and more 

level stony tracks and moors*.—R. 

* Scotch specimens, killed on the 1st of October on the mountains of Cairngorm, and presented to me by Sir George 
Sitwell, Bart., have the whole dorsal plumage, scapulars, tertiaries, neck, breast, and sides under the wings, marked 
with very fine zig-zag lines of pitch-black and brownish-grey ; a few reddish-orange bars appearing on the neck only 
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[127.] 6. Terrao (Lacopus) saticeti. (Swains.) Willow Grouse. 

Genus, Tetrao, Linn. Sub-genus, Lagopus, VIEILLOT. 
The White Partridge (Lagopus). Epwarps, pl. 72; male in spring*. 
Tetrao lagopus. Forst. Phil. Trans., \xii., p. 390. 

White Grous. PEnn. Arct. Zool. ii. p. 308, No. 183. 
Rehusak Grous. IpeEm, p. 316; E. 

Willow Partridge. HEARNE, Journ., p. 411. 
Tetrao saliceti. Trm™., ii., p.471. San. Frankl. Journ., p. 681. RicHarps. Append. 

Parry’s Second Voy., p. 347, No. 7. 

Wawpeetheo, Crees. Kasbah, Curprewyans. Akkai-diggeuck, Esauimaux. 

The Willow Grouse inhabits the fur-countries from the fiftieth to the seventieth 
parallels of latitude, within which limits it is partially migratory; breeding in 

the valleys of the Rocky Mountains, the barren grounds, and Arctic coasts ; 

collecting in flocks on the approach of winter, and retiring southward as the 

severity of the weather increases ; considerable bodies, however, remaining in 

the woody tracts as far north as latitude 67°, even in the coldest winters. It is 

tolerably abundant in the sixty-fifth parallel all the year, and assembles in vast 

flocks on the shores of Hudson’s Bay in the winter time. Mr. Hutchins has 

known ten thousand captured in a single season at Severn River, and Sir Thomas 

Button and other navigators speak of still greater multitudes. In the year 1819, 

its earliest appearance at Cumberland House, lat. 54°, was in the second week 

of November ; and it returned to the northward again before the beginning of 

spring. The species seems to be identical with the Willow Grouse of the 

Old Continent, which inhabits the greater part of Scandinavia, Kamtskatcha, 

Greenland, and Iceland, and also the valleys of the Alps. In America, 

these Grouse shelter themselves in the winter in thickets of willow and 

dwarf-birches, on the banks of marshes and lakes, the tops and buds of the 

shrubs constituting the principal part of their food at that season. Denuded 

of the males, but more generally towards the base of the plumage in the females. The wings (with the exception 
of the tertiaries and deep black quill shafts), the whole belly, posterior flanks, under tail coverts, and legs, are snow- 

white ; and there are also two or three scattered white feathers on the back. The tail consists of sixteen feathers, the 

lateral ones greyish-black, slightly tipped with white, more distinctly as they are nearer the middle. The middle 
pair are inserted a little above the plane of the others, and consequently are somewhat incumbent; they have much 

broader white tips, and in some specimens are otherwise nearly black, in others they are marked like the dorsal 

plumage. The coverts, two pairs of which equal the tail in length, are coloured like the back. Nails black. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin- 

Length, total . $ 16 6 Length of billtorictus . 0 10 Length of middle nail . 0 7 

» of tail , 2! 3 > of tarsus 4 5 al 4 > of hind toe. 5 Ay) 2 

> ofwing . 7 6 55 of middle toe mate 3) | 04 55 of its nail 3 - 0 4 

> of bill above . - 0 VE; —R. 

* As it appears in the beginning of May, lat. 65°, or towards the end of March, lat. 50° N.—R. 
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sandy spots are favourite resorts in the daytime; but they pass the night 

in holes in the snow. When pursued by a sportsman or bird of prey, they 

often terminate their flight by diving precipitately into the loose snow, en- 

deavouring to escape by working their way beneath the surface, which they do 

with considerable celerity. In thick, windy, or snowy weather they are very shy, 

and then often perch on the taller willows, when it requires a sharp eye to 

distinguish them from flakes of snow. In the breeding-season they feed mostly 

on the berries of the empetrum mgrum, vaccinium vitis idea, and arbutus alpina, 

which are exposed by the first thaws, and do not disappear until replaced by the 

new crop. At the commencement of this period they begin to lose their snow- 

white winter dress, the male changing first, his head and neck becoming red, 

and, when viewed from a distance, contrasting so strongly with the white body, 

as to appear as if they were stripped of their feathers and quite raw. The 

beginning of June is the period of incubation, and the female then moults, the 

delay being admirably suited to her habits and well calculated to insure her 

safety. The male puts on his coloured plumage as soon as the rocks and emi- 
nences most exposed to the sun become bare, and ata time when he is accus- 

tomed to stand on a large stone and call in a loud, croaking voice to the females, 

that hide themselves in their white dress among the unmelted snow on the 

more level ground. Like most other birds that summer within the Arctic circle, 

they are more in motion in the milder light of night than in the broad glare 

of day. I had no opportunity of seeing the eggs.. Mr. Hutchins says they are 

whitish; while Temminck states that they are marbled and spotted with marks of 
a dark venous-blood red on a soiled white or pale-reddish ground. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of the winter plumage. Male, killed in December, lat. 61°. 

Cotour, snow-white (when recently killed early in winter beautifully tinged with lake-red) ; 

shafts of six greater quills brownish, and fourteen tail feathers pitch-black, tipped with white, 

more conspicuously on the interior feathers*. Bill black. Small and slightly fringed super- 

ciliary comb scarlet-red. Nails white, with dark bases. 

Form.—Third or fourth quill longest. Tail slightly rounded. Tarsz and feet covered, and 

the latter thickly cushioned beneath with hair-like feathers. Nails thin and scoop-shaped. 

* There are also two pairs of white feathers incumbent on the middle of the tail and of equal length with it, which 
by many ornithologists are reckoned as tail feathers. The middle pair of these have brownish shafts and want the 
internal accessory downy feather, which the adjoining pair, the other tail coverts, and all the plumage of the body, 
have. The language will vary, of course, according to the opinions of naturalists on this point.. We count sixteen 
feathers in the tail of the Willow Grouse, reckoning the middle incumbent pair.—R. 
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Spring plumage.—A male, killed in May, lat. 651° N. Head and neck deep orange- 

brown, changing towards the shoulders to dusky chestnut ; each feather on the crown and 

nape crossed by a subterminal bar of pitch-black, and on the base of the neck many zig-zag 

lines of the same: the scapulars, tertiaries, tail coverts, and several short, scattered feathers 

on the back and rump, coloured like the base of the neck. Nostril feathers, circumference 

of the bill, and the eyelids, with the rest of the plumage of the body, white. Fourteen 

black tail feathers ; the central incumbent pair white. Superciliary comb larger and more 

conspicuously fringed than in winter. 

Summer plumage.—A male, killed in July, lat. 56°, on the Rocky Mountains. Back, 

rump, shorter tail coverts, scapulars, tertiaries, and two lower rows of wing coverts, barred 

alternately with pitch-black and yellowish-brown. Sides of the breast, flanks, and part of 

the under tail coverts, orange-brown, barred with black. Rest of the plumage as in spring. 

The white tips of the tail nearly worn off, and the toes entirely naked beneath and partially 

so above.—A specimen, killed a fortnight later, differed merely in having recently moulted 

its tail feathers; the fourteen black ones of different lengths were rather broadly tipped with 

white; the central incumbent pair young, but growing up white: all the tail coverts coloured. 

In the female the ground colour of the upper plumage is pitch-black, which is barred with 

ferruginous, the black bars being broader than in the male.—Towards the end of autumn the 

Willow Grouse resume their winter livery, the change commencing on the body and finishing 

on the neck. This second change is not by a reproduction of feathers, but by the coloured 

ones becoming white, the process commencing on their tips. The alteration takes place in 

scattered feathers, which at the same time lengthen ; and in a week or ten days the change 

is complete. Spotted specimens undergoing this change may be distinguished from spring 

ones at once, by the worn state of the tarsal feathers. 

DIMEnsIons 

Of the male in winter. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . . 16 6 Length of billtorictus . 0 104 Length of hind toe 5 2 
soe OF tail . Ok) 3 55 of tarsus al 5 5, of hind nail . - 0 5 

55 of wing : ond 9 >» Ofmiddletoe . 1 2 

> of bill above S/O) 8 >> of its nail 0 8 Weight, about 14 lb. 

—R. 

Male. 
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[128.] 7. Terrao (Lacopus) ruprstris. (Leach.) Rock Grouse. 

Genus, Tetrao, Linn. Sud-genus, Lagopus, ViEILLOT. 
Rock Grous. PENN. <rct. Zool., ii., p. 312, No. 184. Laru. Syn. Suppl., p. 217. 
Tetrao rupestris. Laru. Jnd., ii., p. 640, sp. 11. 

Tetrao lagopus. TEmm., ii., p. 468.* 

Tetrao rupestris. Sas. Suppl. Parry's First Voy., p.cxcv. Ricuarps. Append. 
Parry's Second Voy., p. 348, No. 8. 

Lagopus rupestris. Leracu, Gen. Zool., ii., p. 290. 

Uscathacheesh, CREE INDIANS. Kasbah-yazzeh, CHIPEWYANS. 

Pirate txiv. Fematce. 

This bird was first described by Pennant as a distinct species, principally on 

the authority of Mr. Hutchins, and was adopted into the compilations of Latham 

and Gmelin ; but it was reserved for Captain Sabine to point out clearly the 

differences between it and the Tetrao lagopus of the Highlands of Scotland ; the 

principal of which are, the colours and markings of the summer plumage, and 

the size: the Rock Grouse being smaller, having more of the brownish-yellow 

in its summer dress, broader bars of black, and none of the cinereous tint which 

predominates in the Ptarmigan}. If the latter visits the settlements on Hudson’s 

Bay otherwise than accidentally, of which there is much doubt, Hearne and some 

other writers have confounded the two species under the name of Rock Grouse ; 

and, indeed, in their winter dress the only perceptible difference between the two 

seems to be size ; hence we can learn nothing certain from these authors of the 

distribution of the species. Hutchins reports that the Rock Grouse is numerous 

at the two extremities of Hudson’s Bay, but does not appear at the middle 

settlements (York and Severn factories), except in very severe seasons, when 

the Willow Grouse are scarce ; and Captain Sabine informs us that they abound 

on Melville Island, lat. 74° to 75°, in the summer. It arrived there in its snow- 

white winter-dress on the 12th of May, 1820; at the end of that month the 

females began to assume their coloured plumage, which was complete by the 

first week in June, the change at the latter period being only in its commence- 
ment with the males. Some of the males were killed as late as the middle of 

* Captain Sabine says, ‘‘ A specimen recently received from M. Temminck as his European dagopus differs from 

our Tetrao rupestris, from Melville Island, only in its reddish-orange markings being more vivid and predominant.” 

+ Captain Sabine observes that ‘ the distribution of the coloured plumage of the Rock Grouse corresponds both in 
the male and female with the Ptarmigan, the same parts of both species remaining white ; but there is much differ- 

ence in the colour itself; the upper plumage of the Ptarmigan is cinereous, with undulating and narrow black lines 
and minute spots; whereas in the Rock Grouse each feather is black, cut by transverse broad lines or bars of a reddish- 
yellow, which do not reach the shaft, and have spaces of black between them broader than themselves: the feathers 

are tipped, in the male, with a light colour, that approaches to white in the female.” 
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June in their unaltered winter plumage. In this respect the species differs from 

the Willow Grouse, whose males first assume the summer colours. The Rock 

Grouse is found also on Melville Peninsula and the Barren Grounds, seldom 

going farther south in winter than latitude 63° in the interior, but descending 

along the coast of Hudson’s Bay to latitude 58°, and in severe seasons still 

farther to the southward. It also occurs on the Rocky Mountains as far south 

as latitude 55°. It exists in Greenland, is common in Norway, is known in 

Sweden by the name of sno rissa, and is the species most frequent in the museums 

of France and Italy under the name of Tetrao lagopus. It is not a native of 

Scotland. The Rock Grouse in its manners and mode of living resembles the 

Willow Grouse, except that it does not retire so far into the woody country in 

winter. Contrary, however, to what Hearne says, it is frequent in open woods 

on the borders of lakes in that season, particularly in the sixty-fifth parallel of 

latitude, though perhaps the bulk of the species remains on the skirts of the 

Barren Grounds. It hatches in June. The ground colour of the egg is, according 

to Captain Sabine, a pale reddish-brown, and is irregularly blotched and spotted 

with darker brown. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of the winter plumage. Fort Franklin, lat. 654° N. 

Cotour, snow-white; the shafts of six greater quills and fourteen tail feathers pitch-black, 

the latter narrowly tipped with white. Bill black. Nails whitish, dark at the base*.—The 

male has a black eye stripe from the nostrils to the hind head. 

Form.—Bill narrower at the base and more compressed throughout than that of the 

Willow Grouse, also longer and narrower than that of Tetrao lagopus (Scotch specimen). 

Third and fourth quills the longest. Tail very slightly rounded, consisting of sixteen feathers 

(fourteen black ones and two white incumbent ones, which, with a pair of the coverts, are 

rather longer than the rest of the tail)-++. Tarsi and toes feathered as in the Willow Grouse ; 

the nails rather more compressed, but otherwise similar to the latter. 

Summer plumage.—A female, killed on the Rocky Mountains, lat. 55°. Head, neck, back, 

scapulars, tertiaries, part of the intermediate coverts, and the under plumage, barred with 

blackish-brown and brownish yellow, the dark colour predominating above and the yellow 

beneath ; most of the dorsal plumage bordered on the tips with brownish-white. The 

remainder of the wing above, its whole surface beneath, and the axillaries, white ; the quill 

shafts slightly tinged with brown. The vent feathers yellowish-brown, The tail, consisting 

* The length of the nails varies greatly in different specimens and at different seasons. When long they are 
whitish, except at the base; when short, dark coloured throughout.—R. 

+ Captain Sabine states this species to want the incumbent feathers, which exist in 7. lagopus, or to have only 

fourteen tail feathers, of which the middle pair change colour ; but his specimens were killed in summer, when part of 

the tail feathers are frequently wanting. The tail is nearly the same as in T. Jagopus.—R. 

2Z 2 
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of fourteen black feathers, with the white tips worn off, and of two central incumbent 
feathers, which, with the adjoining coverts, are barred like the back. Tarsal feathers very 
short; the toes naked beneath, and partially so above.—No summer specimens of the 
male were brought home; but that sex differs in having the black eye stripe, and in the 
middle of the belly being white. 

DIMEnsions 

Of the summer female. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 
Length, total . - (14 0 Length of bill to rictus a i 0 Length of middle nail - 0 8 

> Of tail . 5 ae! 0 >> Oftarsus . otica | 43 5, Of hind toe. 5 1¢ 
>» Ofwing . = eg 0 >, of middle toe yl 0 >> Of its nail . . 0 4 
3, Of bill above . O 7 

—R. 

SS: ——— 

[129.] 8. Terrao (Lacopus) Leucurus. (Swains.) White-tailed Grouse. 

GENUvs, Tetrao, Linn. Swatns. Sub-genus (2), Lagopus, Ray. 

Cu. Sp. Trrrao (Lagopus) LEucurus hyeme albus: estate variegatus, rectricibus semper albis. 
Sp.Cu. Wuitr-TatLED GRrousg, in winter entirely white ; in summer coloured: the tail white. 

PLATE LXIII. 

Of this undescribed species I have only five specimens, four procured by Mr. 

Drummond on the Rocky Mountains, in the fifty-fourth parallel, and one by 

Mr. Macpherson on the same chain, nine degrees of latitude farther north. Mr. 

Douglas killed several in 1827, but, through the want of means of carriage, was 
obliged to leave them behind. It is said to have the habits of the Ptarmigan, 

and to inhabit the snowy peaks near the mouth of the Columbia as well as the 

lofty ridges of the Rocky Mountains. Its summer dress is intermediate in colour 

between that of T. lagopus and rupestris ; but it differs from both these species 
in its smaller size and in its tail being totally white at all seasons. The sexes 

of my specimens were not noted; but none of them have the black eye stripe ; 
and Mr. Dummond, who killed great numbers, is confident that that mark does 

not exist in either sex. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of a winter specimen, lat. 54°. 

Cotovr, snow-white to the base of the plumage; quill shafts also white. Bill bluish or 

greyish-black. Nails dark horn-colour, their edges pale——Form.—Bill less compressed 

than that of 7. rupestris. Wings proportionally longer; scarcely an inch shorter than 

the tail: third and fourth quills longest. Tail very slightly rounded laterally ; of sixteen 

feathers ; the middle pair incumbent on the others. Yarsi and toes thickly feathered. Nails 

like those of 7. saliceti. 

A specimen, evidently in the act of assuming its winter dress, has the base of the whole 

upper plumage blackish-grey ; also a few straggling feathers on the breast and head, and the 

bases of the tail coverts, partially clove-brown, cut by slender lines of yellowish-brown ; and 

the quill shafts umber-brown towards their tips.—A spring specimen (lat. 54°) has the inner 

webs of the second primaries sprinkled with clove-brown, the whole surface of the bird con- 

tinuing white ; but on spreading aside the plumage of the head and back, a number of young 

feathers are seen bursting from their sheaths, having blackish-brown webs, crossed by several 

bars of deep ochre-yellow, very similar to the markings of 7. rupestris. The feet of this 

specimen are worn partially bare, and the toes are shortly pectinated near the nails, which 

are also very short. 

A summer specimen (lat. 54°), Head and neck shortly barred with blackish-brown and 

pale wood-brown or brownish-white; the front of the neck paler. Dorsal plumage, tail 

coverts, scapulars, tertiaries, and the posterior lesser coverts, blackish-brown, cut about half 

way to the shafts by rather coarse ochraceous bars, intermixed with nearly an equal number 

of feathers ochraceous throughout and thickly undulated with fine black lines. The breast, 

belly, and flanks are mostly pale ochre, broadly blotched and barred with blackish-brown, 

intermixed on the belly with some white feathers, and on the breast with a few of the finely 

undulated ones. The vent, legs, tail (which is only partially grown), the outer border of the 

wing, primaries, secondaries, and greater coverts, are white. The toes partially naked, not 

pectinated: the nails short and much worn. 

A summer specimen, noted as young, has the dorsal plumage consisting mostly of the 

ochraceous finely undulated feathers, fading on the head and neck to grey, and greatly 

resembling the plumage of 7. lagopus (of Scotland). The under plumage is duller and less 

strongly barred, and there is less white on the wing than on the more mature specimen,— 

the spurious wing, primary coverts, third and fourth greater quills, and two of the lesser ones 

being clove-brown, with a slight mottling of yellowish-white. The white tail feathers are only 

bursting from their sheaths, the long coverts being coloured like the back. Feet and claws 

like those of the preceding specimen. The wing of this young bird is a quarter of an inch 

shorter than that of the other four*. 

* I think it probable, from attentive consideration of the different specimens, that neither of the summer ones are 

mature, and that the fine zig-zag markings will prove to be peculiar to the young ; if so, the full summer plumage of 
the old bird will nearly resemble that of 7. rupestris, except that the tail is white—R. 
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Dimensions 

Of the winter specimen. 

Inch. Lin. I neh, Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ° 12 0 Length of bill to rictus - 0 10 Length of middle nail 0 6 
> of tail ° 3s, 4 0 55 Of tarsus 1 4 > Ofhindtoe . - 0 2 

> of wing : 2G. 9 5, of middle toe 1 14 >> Of itsnail . be XW) 4 

5, Of bill above + 30 6 

—R. 

[130.] 9. Terrao (CENTROCERCUS) UROPHASIANUS. (Swainson.) Cock 

of the Plains. 

Genus, Tetrao, Linn. Swb-genus, Centrocercus* (Type 3), SwaINs. 
Cock of the Plains. LEwis & Crark, Journ., p. 473. 

Tetrao urophasianus. Bonar. Zool. Journ., iii. p.212. Dover. Linn, Trans., xvi. p. 133, sp. 1. 

Bonar. Orn., pl. 21, f.1; young male? Whuts., Iilustr., pl. 
Pyamis. Kyuse INDIANS. 

PLATE LVIII. 

This bird, which was first mentioned by Lewis and Clark, has since become 

well known to the fur traders that frequent the banks of the Columbia. Several 
specimens have been sent to England by the agents of the Hudson’s Bay 
Company: a male and female are mounted in their museum ;—and others 

having come into Mr. Leadbeater’s hands, one of them has been figured by the 

Prince of Musignano. Mr. David Douglas also brought home specimens, from 

one of which Mr. Wilson’s figure was taken. It is to Mr. Douglas that we 

owe the following account of the manners of the species, the only one hitherto 
published :— 

“<The flight of these birds is slow, unsteady, and affords but little amusement 

to the sportsman. From the disproportionately small, convex, thin-quilled wing, 

—so thin, that a vacant space half as broad as a quill appears between each,— 

* Th. xevrgov, cuspis, et xegxos, cauda. 
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the flight may be said to be a sort of fluttering, more than anything else: the bird 
giving two or three claps of the wings in quick succession, at the same time 
hurriedly rising ; then shooting or floating, swinging from side to side, gradually 

falling, and thus producing a clapping, whirring sound. When started, the 

voice is ‘ Cuck, cuck, cuck,’ like the common Pheasant. They pair in March 

and April. Small eminences on the banks of streams are the places usually 
selected for celebrating the weddings, the time generally about sunrise. The 

wings of the male are lowered, buzzing on the ground; the tail, spread like a 

fan, somewhat erect ; the bare yellow oesophagus inflated to a prodigious size,— 

fully half as large as his body, and, from its soft, membranous substance, being 

well contrasted with the scale-like feathers below it on the breast, and the flexile, 

silky feathers on the neck, which on these occasions stand erect. In this 
grotesque form he displays, in the presence of his intended mate, a variety 

of attitudes. His love-song is a confused, grating, but not offensively dis- 

agreeable tone,—something that we can imitate, but have a difficulty in ex- 
pressing—‘ Hurr-hurr-hurr-r-r-r-hoo, ending in a deep, hollow tone, not 

unlike the sound produced by blowing into a large reed. Nest on the ground, 

under the shade of Purshia and Artemisia, or near streams, among Phalaris 

arundinacea, carefully constructed of dry grass and slender twigs. Eggs, from 

thirteen to seventeen, about the size of those of a common fowl, of a wood-brown 

colour, with irregular chocolate blotches on the thick end. Period of incubation 

twenty-one to twenty-two days. ‘The young leave the nest a few hours after they 

are hatched.” “ In the summer and autumn months these birds are seen in 

small troops, and in winter and spring in flocks of several hundreds.  Plentiful 

throughout the barren, arid plains of the river Columbia; also in the interior 

of North California. They do not exist on the banks of the river Missouri ; nor 

have they been seen in any place east of the Rocky Mountains.” —R. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, in the Hudson’s Bay Museum*. 

Cotour.—General ground colour of the upper plumage light hair-brown, mottled and 

variegated with dark umber-brown and yellowish-white. Each feather of the back has three 

bands of yellowish-white at equal distances from each other: the lowest is narrow, the middle 

one broad, and the outer one tips the feather and is almost obsolete; between these the 

colour is hair-brown, prettily marked with small, irregular zig-zags of light hair-brown; these 

colours cross the shaft: but on the wing covers and scapulars the shafts are all marked by 

@ narrow, conspicuous line of yellowish-white. There are about eight bands of this colour 

* Since the above was written, presented to the British Museum, 
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on the tail, the lower ones tolerably defined, but those towards the ends obscure: the margins 

are zig-zagged, and bordered by dark umber-brown, with irregular zig-zag lines of the same, 

upon a light hair-brown ground, between each bar. The quills, as is usual in this genus, 

are light and almost unspotted, and the narrowed extremities of the tail are almost black. 

Under plumage, white and unspotted on the breast and part of the body ; but dark umber- 

brown, approaching to black, on the lower half of the body and part of the flanks; the latter 

towards the vent are marked as on the upper plumage. Under tail coverts black, broadly 

tipped with white. Feathers of the thighs and tarsi light hair-brown, mottled with darker 

lines. Throat and region of the head varied with blackish on a white ground, in too inde- 

finite and unequal a manner for description. The shafts of all the feathers on the breast are 

black, rigid, and look like hairs; but those of the scale-like feathers of the sides are white 

and thicker. Bill and toes blackish. 

Form.—Bill thick and strong, but more compressed than in the typical species; the ridge 

of the culmen is advanced to a remarkable extent towards the front, and divides the thickset 

feathers which cover the nostrils by a convex ridge of three-quarters of an inch long. This is 

a very peculiar and important character, since it plainly indicates the analogy of this form 

to Cassicus, Scaphidurus, Buceros, Ramphastos, Rallus, and numerous other rasorial types. 

On each side the breast the present specimen. exhibits two prominent, naked protuberances, 

as in the female bust, perfectly destitute of hairs or feathers; their situation seems to be 

more forward than the analogous naked parts of Tetrao cupido, these latter being in that 

part of the neck which in all birds is more or less bare, but which in the present species is 

covered with thick and fine down, obviously concealed in the living bird by the junction of 

the front and back feathers of the throat. On each side of these protuberances, and higher 

up on the neck, is a tuft of feathers, having their shafts considerably elongated and naked, 

gently curved, and tipped with a pencil of a few black radii; these tufts occur at the same 

part as those of 7. umbellus, to which they are analogous; but as they are placed (in this 

specimen) much behind the naked protuberances, they do not appear intended to cover them 

when not inflated. On the sides of the neck and across the breast, below the protuberances, 

the feathers are particularly short, rigid, and acute, laying over each other with the same 

compactness and regularity as the scales of a fish, excepting that their extremities are not 

rounded, but acutely pointed. Lower down the breast these feathers, however, begin to 

assume more of the ordinary shape; but the shafts still remain very thick and rigid, while 

each is terminated by a slender, naked filament, hornlike, shining, and somewhat flattened 

towards the end, where there are a few obsolete radii. Beyond these the feathers of the rest 

of the body are of the ordinary construction. Wings, in proportion to the size of the bird, 

very short ; the lesser quills ending in a small mucro or point. Tail rather lengthened and 

considerably rounded, each feather lanceolate, and gradually attenuated to a fine point. 

Tarsi somewhat elevated, thickly clothed with feathers to the base of the toes, and over the 

membrane which connects them: the inner toe and claw shorter than that of the external 

one by full three-tenths of an inch; hind toe moderate, double the length of its claw. 

In the female the colours of the whole upper plumage, tail, wing covers, tertiaries, front 

of the neck, and sides of the breast, are dark umber, or blackish-brown and yellowish-white, 
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irregularly barred and mottled in nearly equal quantities; but the dark colour forming larger 

blotches towards the base, and the lighter one bars on the tips and stripes on the shafts. Fore 

part of the belly white, barred with black ; hinder parts black. The plumage of the breast 

and neck is of the ordinary form, there being neither the scale-like feathers nor projecting 

shafts of the male. 
Dimensions 

Of mounted specimens. 

Male.* Female. Male. Female, 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ‘ : 4 oa 8 22h mo: Length of tarsus . 5 . Bd) af 

> of tail : : A Wh = 9y 8 0 5, of middle toe and claw Qe 

> of wing ; c 5 9 10 6 5, Of outer ditto 1 8 

s5 of bill above é 6 Beil wens ee! >> of inner ditto 6 a, URES 

s, of bill to rictus 7 Bas BE yy 3 >, of hind ditto . 4 - 0 83 

—Sw. 

[131.] 10. Terrao (CENTROCERCUS) PHASIANELLUS. (Swains.)  Sharp- 

tailed Grouse. 

Genus, Tetrao, Ltnn. Sub-genus, Centrocercus, SwaINs. 

Long-tailed Grouse ( Urogallus minor). Epwarpbs, iii., pl. 1173 a poor figure. 

Tetrao phasianellus. Linn. Syst., p.160. Forster, Phil. Trans., |xii., pp. 394, 425, 

Sharp-tailed Grous. PrEnw. Arct. Zool.,ii., p. 306, No. 181. Hearne, Journ., p. 408. 
Tetrao phasianellus. Sap. Frankl. Journ., p. 680. Bonar. Orn., iii., p. 37, pl. 19. 
Tetrao urophasianellus. DouGu., Linn. Trans., xvi., p. 136; young.} 

Awkiscow, CREE Inptans. Pheasant, Hupson’s Bay RESIDENTS. 

The northern limit of the range of the Sharp-tailed Grouse is Great Slave 

Lake, in the sixty-first parallel; and its most southern recorded station is in 

latitude 41°, on the Missouri. It abounds on the outskirts of the Saskatchewan 

plains, and is found throughout the woody districts of the fur-countries, haunting 
open glades or low thickets on the borders of lakes, particularly in the neigh- 

bourhood of the trading-posts, where the forests have been partially cleared. 

In winter it perches generally on trees, in summer it is much on the ground ; in 

both seasons assembling in coveys of from ten to sixteen. Early in spring, a 

family of these birds select a level spot, whereon they meet every morning, and 

run round in a circle of fifteen or twenty feet diameter, so that the grass is worn 

quite baref{. When any one approaches the circle, the birds squat close to the 

* This skin, though originally very perfect, has been so much distorted, that it is impossible to ascertain from it the 
true form and size. As far as we can judge, the length of the bird when alive seems to have been 25 inches.—Sw. 

+ On examination, Mr. Douglas’s specimens in the Edinburgh Museum appeared to me to be merely the young of 

the Sharp-tailed Grouse, with ferruginous plumage.—R. 
t These circles resemble the ‘‘ fairy rings”’ of the Scottish moors.—R. 

3A 
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ground, but in a short time stretch out their necks to survey the intruder; and, 

if they are not scared by a nearer advance, soon resume their circular course, 

some running to the right, others to the left, meeting and crossing each other. 

These “ Partridge-dances”” last for a month or more, or until the hens begin 
to hatch. When the Sharp-tailed Grouse are put up, they rise with the usual 

whirring noise, and alight again, at the distance of a few hundred yards, either 
on the ground, or on the upper branches of a tree. Before the cock quits his 
perch, he utters repeatedly the ery of “ Cuck, cuch, cuck.” In winter they roost 

in the snow like the Willow Grouse, and they can make their way through the 

Joose wreaths with ease. They feed on the buds and sprouts of the Betula glandu- 

losa, of various Willows, and of the aspen and larch ; and in autumn on berries. 

Mr. Hutchins says that the hen lays thirteen white eggs, with coloured spots, 

early in June ; the nest being placed on the ground, and formed of grass, lined 
with feathers. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Great Slave Lake, November, 1826. 

Cotour.—Crest, forehead, a line from the rictus under the eye, ear feathers, and cheeks, 

blackish-brown, with pale edgings. Hind head and back of the neck shortly barred with 

brownish-white, yellowish-brown, and blackish-brown. Dorsal plumage, scapulars, tertiaries, 

and most of the wing coverts, yellowish-brown, approaching to ferruginous, broadly but irre- 

gularly barred, and sparingly dotted with blackish-brown; these dark bars having a peculiar 

divergent, tricuspid form on the back and rump. Scapulars, tertiaries, and wing coverts 

tipped with triangular white spots. The quills and the broad upper and anterior borders of 

the wing clove-brown ; the secondaries tipped with white, and crossed by three bars of the 

same ; the greater quills having about eight white bars on their outer webs only. Tail white, 

the shafts blackish-brown ; the middle pair of feathers much striped and barred with blackish- 

brown, and a few blotches of the same on the two adjoining pairs. Under surface :—lores, 

superciliary stripe, both eyelids, chin, and part of the throat, brownish-white, Front of the 

neck white and ferruginous, barred with blackish-brown. Base of the neck beneath, the 

breast, and shoulders, beautifully marked with white arrow-headed spots, bounded by dark 

brown: the plumage fringed with white. Flanks coloured like the back, but with more white. 

Rest of the under plumage, inner wing coverts, and axillaries, pure white; the fore part of 

the belly marked with concealed dark brown lanceolate stripes. ‘Tarsal feathers pale soiled 

brown. Bill umber-brown ; pale horn-colour beneath. Fringed superciliary comb bright 

red. Toes bluish-grey. Nails dark.—Females killed on the Saskatchewan differ in the 

ground colour of the middle tail feathers being brownish-orange, and the forehead and crest 

barred with the same; the ferruginous tint of the plumage brighter and more general, and 

the arrow-headed marks on the breast less acute, and not so handsome or well defined. 

The crests are smaller and the superciliary combs scarcely visible. 
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Form.—Bill stronger than that of any of the preceding Grouse, except T. wrophasianellus : 

margin of the upper mandible sinuated. Crest springing from the forehead and crown 

rather pointed and narrow. Third quill the longest. Tail much graduated, consisting of 

eighteen narrow, strap-shaped feathers, the central pair* an inch longer than the adjoining 

ones and three inches longer than the outer ones. All the feathers, but particularly the more 

exterior ones, are worn in a peculiar manner on the edges, the truncated ends remaining 

broader, rendering their outline somewhat fiddle-shaped. Tarsi and webs at the base of 

the toes feathered. Toes pectinated, with long, slender processes. Nails slightly curved, 

tapering, acute. 

DIMENSIONS. 

Male. Female. Male. Female. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Incb. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total 2 5 . 20 O 16 0 Length of tarsus : 9 iy Ly a 10 
ony Otatailen. : - ta Frees iG BO) 3» of middle toe ol 4 1 63 

-, of wing : , 5 th (5 8 0 5, of middle nail 0 6 0 6 

>, of bill above . 3 re 107848 0 72 >, of hind toe 5 oni) 4 0 64 

>> of bill to rictus . ib By Ne 5, Of hind nail 0 42 OF! 

—R. 

[132.] 1. CoLtumpa (EcropisTes) miGratToria. (Sw.) Passenger Pigeon. 

Genus, Columba, Linn. Sub-genus, Ectopistest, SWAINS. 

Columba migratoria. Forster, Phil. Trans., |xii., p. 398, No. 19. 
Passenger Pigeon. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 322, No. 187. Wits. v., p. 102, pl. 44, f. 1; male. 

Columba migratoria. Sax. Frankl. Journ. p. 679. Bonar. Syn., No. 200. 
Mimewuck. Creer InpD1ans. 

This celebrated bird arrives in the fur-countries in the latter end of May, and 

departs in October. It annually attains the sixty-second degree of latitude in 

the warmer central districts, but reaches the fifty-eighth parallel on the coast of 

Hudson’s Bay in very fine summers only. Mr. Hutchins mentions a flock of 

these pigeons visiting and staying two days at York Factory, in 1775, as a 

remarkable occurrence. A few hordes of Indians, that frequent the low, flooded 

tracts at the south end of Lake Winipeg, subsist principally on the pigeons 

during a period of the summer when the sturgeon-fishery is unproductive, and 

the Zizania aquatica has not yet ripened ; but, farther north, these birds are too 
few in number to furnish a material article of diet. In Canada, throughout the 

* The two central pairs of tail feathers would be more properly, perhaps, termed long coverts ; their barbs are 

softer, and their webs do not wear away on the edges (or at least not so strongly) as the true tail feathers.—R, 

+ Th. exrorigu, peregré abeo. 

ww 3A 
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United States, and round the Gulf of Mexico, the Passenger Pigeon appears at 

uncertain intervals, and for longer or shorter periods, but often in numbers that 

are scarcely credited by those who have not beheld them*. Thus Wilson 
informs us that they repair every morning to certain places in the western forests 

in such countless multitudes, that their dung covers the ground to the depth of 

several inches, all the grass and underwood is destroyed, and the trees them- 

selves killed, over thousands of acres, as completely as if girdled by an axe. 

The object of this locust-like visitation is the beech-mast ; and the devastation 

is not repaired till after a long lapse of years. These spots are termed Pigeon- 

roosts, and are perhaps fifty or sixty miles distant from the breeding-places, 

which are no less remarkable and still more extensive. The author we have 

just quoted describes one which he visited, in Kentucky, as forty miles long and 
several miles wide; every tree loaded with nests, and the ground strewed with 

broken branches, eggs, and young squab Pigeons, which had fallen from above, 

and on which large herds of hogs were fattening. From twenty feet upwards to 
the tops of the trees there was a perpetual tumult and fluttering of crowds of 

Pigeons, their wings roaring like thunder ; while the birds of prey were sailing 

over head in great numbers, and seizing the squabs at pleasuret. ‘There were 

often above a hundred nests on a single tree, each containing one young bird 

only ; and the frequent fall of large branches, broken down by the multitudes 

which clung to them, destroyed numbers of the birds, and rendered it dangerous 

for any one to walk beneath. The Pigeons came to the breeding-place on the 

10th of April, and left it with their young before the 25th of May. It is after 

this period that they resort to the fur-countries to breed; and it is probable that 

several broods are raised in a season at different places.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a young male, killed near Philadelphia, in Mr. Swainson’s museum. 

Cotour.—General colour of the upper plumage light umber-brown, blending into 

yellowish-brown on the scapulars, the outer webs of the tertials, and the margins of the 

primary quills, where this latter colour becomes brighter and more reddish: the head, neck, 

and part of the wing coverts are clove-brown ; the ends of the feathers whitish, forming little 

curved bars or crescents. Outer half of the lesser wing coverts and the lower part of the 

back and rump delicate light lavender purple, changing gradually on the tail and upper 

* Wilson estimates a flock, which continued to fly over his head in an equal stream for the greatest part of a day, 
to have been a mile in breadth and two hundred and forty miles in length,—comprehending, at three pigeons to a 

square yard, upwards of two thousand two hundred and thirty millions. 
+ M. Audubon has recently given equally striking statements. 
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coverts into clove-brown. Under plumage, throat, and breast clove-brown, each feather 

marked with a terminal whitish crescent. Chin, body, flanks, and under tail coverts, dull 

white. Tail feathers, with the middle pair, clove-brown ; the others with a basal spot of 

rufous and a central black band on their inner webs ; the tips nearly white, and the ground 

colour lavender-purple upon all except the outer feather, which is marked upon a pure white 

ground, Bill black. Legs dull red. 

Form, compared with the Wood Pigeon.—Bill of a similar structure, but more slender: 

a slight festoon on the margin of the upper mandible towards the tip. Wings more pointed, 

the first and second quill being of equal length, and longer than the third by four-tenths of 

an inch: all the remainder diminish rapidly, with intervals of from four to five-tenths between 

each: the ends of the lesser quills are obliquely truncated at their outer shafts. Tail 

lengthened, cuneated; all the feathers progressively narrowing towards their extremities, 

which are obtuse. Tarsi moderate, slightly longer than the hind toe and its claw; the upper 

half clothed with feathers, the lower defended in front by transverse scales. Anterior outer 

toes and claws unequal, the exterior being obviously the shortest (in the Wood Pigeon these 

toes are equal) ; middle, hinder, and interior claws of the same size; the exterior smaller.* 

—— Sw. 

* As ornithologists do not appear to be aware of the great difference which exists in the groups of this family, in 

the relative structure of their feet, we shall here draw their attention to the principal groups. In the even-tailed Wood 

Pigeons of Europe, North America, and the Old World, forming the restricted genus Columba, the external and 

internal anterior toes are equal. In the lovely genus Ptilinopus, Swains., confined to the Green Pigeons of the Indian 
and Australian isles, and in that of Vinago, Cuv., formed by the thick-billed species of the same countries, the inner 

toe is much shorter than the outer ; but in the sub-genus (?) Ectopistes, Swains., and the small Turtle Doves, this 
proportion is reversed, the inner toe being the longest. In the beautiful genus Peristera, Swains., which comprises all 
the bronze-winged Pigeons of Australia and the Ground Pigeons of America, the tarsi are more elevated, the hind toe 

shorter, and the inner toe is likewise the longest. We have been for some time engaged in analyzing this family, with 
a view of ascertaining the relative value of all these groups.—Sw. 
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GRALLATORES.—THE WADERS.* 

None of the Waders winter in the fur-countries. They arrive generally between 

the third week of April and middle of May, and depart again early in September, 

part lingering, however, on the flat shores of Hudson’s Bay till the middle of 

October, when the progress of winter drives the last of them to a milder climate. 

[ 133. ] 1. CaLipRis ARENARIA. (Illiger.) The Sanderling. 

GENUS, Calidris, ILLIGER. 

Ruddy Plover. PENN. Arct. Zool. ii., p. 486, No. 404 ; summer. 

Sanderling (Charadrius calidris). IpEm, No. 403. Wits., vii., p. 68, pl. 59, f. 4. 
Ruddy Plover (Charadrius rubidus).~ Wius., 1. c., pl. 63, £. 3. 

Sanderling variable (Calidris arenaria). TEMM., ii., p. 524. 
Tringa (Calidris) arenaria. Bonar. Syn., No. 257. 

Mistehay-chekiskaweseesh. CrrEE INDIANS. 

This bird breeds on the coast of Hudson’s Bay as low as the fifty-fifth parallel. 

Mr. Hutchins informs us that it makes its nest in the marshes, rudely of grass, 

and lays four dusky-coloured eggs, spotted with black,—incubation commencing 
in the middle of June. It feeds chiefly on marine insects. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of the bird in its summer dress.+ 

Cotour.—Dorsal plumage, wing coverts, top of the head, neck, tail coverts, breast, and 

flanks, black in the centres, bordered with ferruginous, and fringed with white; the black 

spots larger, and the ferruginous borders deeper on the scapulars. Four first quills brown 

externally and on the tips ; their inner webs and the bases of the other quills, with the whole 

under plumage, white. Rump grey. Middle pair of tail feathers blackish-brown, slightly 

edged with ferruginous ; the others soiled white. Bill and legs black. Wings equal with 

the tail. Middle tail feathers longest. Toes (three) quite free. Total length 8 inches. 

Extent of wing 14 inches. Weight 31 drachms avoirdupois. 

* For the reason assigned in p. 328, Mr. Swainson has been unable to continue his remarks on the natural groups ; 

and it being desirable that no attempt at a natural arrangement should be offered, unless it has been tried, as in the 

preceding sheets, by the test of strict analysis, we have given the GRaLLATORES in the order in which they occur in 
Temminck’s Manual, as being one of the most generally received of the artificial systems.—R. 

+ From Hutchins’s MSS., there being no specimen in our collection —R. 
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[134.] 1. CHARADRIUS SEMIPALMATUS. (Bonap.) American Ring Plover. 

GeENws, Charadrius, Linn. 

Ring Plover (Tringa hiaticula). WHt1s., vii., p. 65, pl. 59, f. 3. 

Charadrius hiaticula. Saz., Frankl. Journ., p. 684, Ricuarps. Append. Parry’s 

Second Voy., p. 351, No. 11.* 

Charadrius semipalmatus. Bonap. Syn., No. 216. 

Keesquaw-the-napesees, CREE Inpi1ans. No. 26, Hups. Bay Mus. 

This small Plover abounds in Arctic America during the summer, where it 

breeds in similar situations to the Golden Plover. Mr. Hutchins reports that 
its eggs, generally four, are dark coloured, spotted with black ; and the natives 

say that, on the approach of stormy weather, this Plover makes a chirruping 

noise, and claps its wings. After quitting the fur-countries, it halts about a 
month on the shores of New Jersey, and then proceeds farther south. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed, July 26, 1822, on Hayes River, lat. 57° N. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage hair-brown; broad sincipital band, line encircling the base of 

the bill above, crossing the lores, and spreading over the auriculars +, ring round the base of 

the neck, which dilates on the breast, and ends of the quills and tail, black. Forehead, chin, 

throat, ring encircling the neck, tips of the greater coverts, middles of the quill shafts, mar- 

ginal tips and part of the inner webs of the lesser quills, stripes on the outer webs of one or 

two of the posterior secondaries, whole of the exterior tail feather, tips of the three adjoining 

pairs, and all the under plumage, white. Bill orange, tipped with black. Orbits yellow. 

Trides brown. Legs soiled orange. 

Form.—Bill typical. Tip of the tongue thin and rounded. Wings a little shorter than 

the tail, which is slightly rounded. Toes connected bythickish webs, that include two pha- 

langes of the outer toe and one of the inner one: margins of the toes thickened. (In Ch. 

pluvialis and vociferus the first joint only of the outer toe is united by a web to the middle 

one, the inner toe being free.) 

DIMENSIONS. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch, Lin. 

Length, total a7 0 Lengthoftarsus  . - © 11 Length of exterior web - 0 23 

sy Of tall 2 6 » of naked thigh 0 63 5, of inner web = 40 13 

5. of wing 3 . 4 6 5, of middle toe. . 0 7 Extent of wing . : 14 0 
;, of bill above 0 6 5, of middle nail 0 2 

of bill to rictus - 0 64 Weight, 13 02. 
—R. 

* The resemblance which this bird bears to the Greater-ringed Plover of Europe is very great; and following 

Temminck, who quotes Wilson’s figure (pl. 59) as an exact representation of the European bird, I referred it to that 
species in the Appendix to Sir Edward Parry’s Second Voyage. The Prince of Musignano has since pointed out its 
specific characters.—R. 

+ According to the Prince of Musignano, the black colour of the sincipital band and the auriculars is confined to 
the adult. 
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[135.] 2. CHARADRIUS vocIFERUS. (Linn.) Kildeer Plover. 

Genus, Charadrius, Linn. 

Noisy Plover (Charadrius vociferus). PEnn. Arct. Zool. ii. p. 484, No. 400. 

Kildeer Plover (Char. vociferus). WHuus., vii., p. 73, pl. 59, f. 6. 

Charadrius vociferus. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 683, Bonar. Syn., No. 219. Vuicors, 

Birds of Cuba, Zool. Journ., xii., p. 448. 

This Plover arrives on the Saskatchewan plains about the 20th of April; and 
at that season frequents the gardens and cultivated fields of the trading-posts 

with the utmost familiarity, in search of food. It hovers over the head of any 

one who disturbs it, reiterating a loud, shrill ery, which is supposed to resemble 

the word Aideer. It is found within the United States the whole year, keeping 
on the sea-coast during winter. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed on the Saskatchewan, April 20, 1827. 

Corovur.—A band from the rictus, passing over the ears, the upper surface of the head, 

nape, base of the neck above, fore part of the back, scapulars, lesser wing coverts, and 

tertiaries, dark hair-brown, the ragged edges of the plumage showing vestiges of rust-coloured 

borders; posterior part of the back and the tail coverts bright buff-orange. Quills and 

greater coverts pitch-black, tipped with white ; edge of the wing also white, and a band of 

the same crosses the middle of the outer webs and inner borders of the quills, becoming much 

broader on the posterior secondaries. Tail rust-coloured at the base, broadly barred with 

black towards the end ; the two central pairs of feathers tipped with ferruginous, the lateral 

ones with white. A sincipital band, prolonged laterally over the eyes, the chin, the throat, 

and a nuchal ring, the upper part of the breast, and the under plumage, pure white. A 

frontal band between the eyes, a neck collar, and a pectoral belt, black. Bill black. Legs 

ochre-yellow. 

Form.—Bill smaller than that of the Golden Plover. Tail graduated, more than an inch 

longer than the wings. 

In winter the dorsal plumage is mostly edged with brownish-orange. 

DiMEnsIons. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin, Inch. Lin, 

Length, total .. . Il 3 Length of bill above - ©O 10 Length of nakedthigh . 0 6 

5 of tail : +, eed 83 >, Of bill to rictus Sig] 0 5, of middle toe - 0 104 

5, of wing : aw 4 >> of tarsus . 5 1 6 > Of its nail . 2. 4310 2 
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[136. ] 3. CHARADRIUS PLUVIALIS. (Linn.) The Golden Plover. 

Genus, Charadrius, Linn. 

Spotted Plover (Pluvialis viridis ventre nigro). EpDwarpbs, pl. 140. 
Alwargrim Plover (Charadrius apricarius). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 483, No. 398. 

Golden Plover (Charadrius pluvialis). IpEM, No. 399. WHxs,, vii. p. 71, pl. 59, f. 5. 
Pluvier doré (Ch. pluvialis). TEMM., ii. p. 535. 

Charadrius pluvialis (Golden Plover). Sax. (Capt.) Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p. cxcix. 
Sas. (J.) Frankl. Journ., p.683. Bonar. Syn., No. 220. 

Toodleearioo, Esguimaux. Hawk’s Eyes, Hupson’s Bay RESIDENTS. 

The breeding-quarters of this well-known bird are the Barren Grounds and 

the coasts and islands of the Arctic Sea. It hatches early in June, and retires 

southwards in August. Numbers linger on the muddy shores of Hudson’s Bay, 

and on the sandy beaches of rivers and lakes in the interior, until the hard 

frosts of September and October drive them away. At this period they are 

very fat, and are highly prized by the epicures of the fur-countries. They make 

but a short stay in Pennsylvania, and are said to winter beyond the United States. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed in the breeding season, May 29, 1822, lat. 65°. 

Cotour.—A pure white sincipital band, prolonged over the eyes and down the neck to the 

breast. Ground of the upper plumage greenish-black, regularly spotted on the tips and 

margins with lemon-yellow. On the wing coverts the spots are whitish. Greater coverts and 

primaries unspotted ; tips of the former and middles of the shafts of the latter whitish. Tail 

barred with darker and lighter shades of clove-brown; the tips of all the tail feathers, and 

also the lighter bars of the outer ones, being nearly white. Region of the bill, lores, and 

whole under plumage, reddish-black, spotted with yellow on the sides of the breast under the 

wing. Under tail coverts partially white. Insides of the wings and long axillaries yellowish- 

grey. Bill and legs black. 

Form, typical. Tongue pointed, entire. 

In winter the under plumage is white, tinged with yellowish-grey like the wing linings, 

palest on the under tail coverts; neck and breast yellowish-grey and greyish-white in 

alternate spots or bars; region of the bill, forehead, eye stripe, and chin, white, with brown 

spots.—At the commencement and termination of the breeding season many individuals 

are seen with the under plumage varied with black and white*. 

DIMENSIONS 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. 0 Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 10 6 Length of bill above . - 0 10 Length of middle toe -0O Ii 

> of tail F ao 3 >» ofbilltorictus . 1 1 5 Of itsnail . . oO 2¢ 

3 of wing - mil 5 >, of tarsus : ol 8 Extent of wing. ° 22 0 

* According to Temminck, this is the dress of the immature birds. 

3 B 
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[137.] 1. VANELLUS MELANOGASTER. (Bechst.) Grey Lapwing. 

Genus, Vanellus, Briss. 

Tringa helvetica. ForstER, Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 412, No. 43. 
Swiss Sandpiper. PENN. Arct. Zool, ii., p. 478, No. 396. 

Grey Sandpiper (Tringa squatarola). IpEm, p. 477, No. 393. 
Black-bellied Plover (Charadrius apricarius). WHts., vii., p. 41, pl. 57, f. 4.* 

Vanneau Pluvier (Vanellus melanogaster). TEMM.,, ii., p. 547. 

Vanellus melanogaster. San. Frankl. Journ., p. 684. Ricuarps. Append. Parry's Second 

Voy., p. 352, No. 12. 

Charadrius (Squatarola) Helveticus. Bonar. Syn., No. 221. 
Toolee-areeoo or Tooglee-aiah. EsQuiMavux. 

This bird is observed in the fur-countries in similar places to those fire- 
quented by the Golden Plover, though it is not equally common. It breeds in 

open grounds from Pennsylvania to the northern extremity of the continent. Its 

eggs are oil-green, spotted irregularly with different shades of umber-brown : 

the spots crowded and confluent round the obtuse end. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, killed at Hudson’s Bay, lat. 57°, Aug. 14, 1822. 

Cotour.—Whole upper surface of the head, the under eyelid, back of the neck, shoulders, 

vent, thighs, and tail coverts above and below white, the dark base of the plumage partially 

appearing on the neck, and a few brown bars on the tips of the upper tail coverts. Rump 

clove-brown, with whitish tips. Rest of the dorsal plumage, the wing coverts, and tertiaries 

variegated with white and greenish-black, the white generally forming broad bars on the tips 

and sides of the feathers ; bastard wing, greater quills, and their coverts, blackish-brown, the 

latter tipped with white ; middles of the quill shafts and of the outer webs of the sixth and 

succeeding primaries, and the bases and borders of the secondaries, white. Orbits, part of 

the upper eyelid, the lores, chin, and whole under surface of the neck, the breast, belly, and 

long axillary feathers, reddish-black. Inner wing coverts white and pale grey. Tail white, 

banded with eight blackish-brown bars, which are nearly obsolete on the lateral feathers. 

Bill and legs black. 

Form.—Bill longer and stronger than that of Ch. pluvialis. Tail somewhat rounded. 

Inner toe connected to the middle one by a rudimentary web. Outer web equal to the first 

phalanx of the outer toe in depth. Toes margined by a thick fold of skin. Hind toe very 

small, armed with a minute nail. 

Div enstrons. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 
Length, total . 0 12 0 Length of billtorictus . 1 6 Length of middle nail -0 2 

5, of tail : cr. 4 » Of naked thigh ] 0 5, of hind toe and nail 0 13 

5 of wing 3 a 7 4 55 of tarsus . - 1 10 Extentofwing . . 23 0 

5, of bill above ae 2 >> Of middle toe. 1 0 

* All our specimens have the black under plumage, but want the yellow spots represented in Wilson’s figure. 
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[138.] 1. STREPSILAS INTERPRES. (Illiger.) The Turnstone. 

GENUS, Strepsilas, InLIGER. 

The Turnstone (Morinellus Canadensis). Epwarps, pl. 141. 

Hebridal Sandpiper (Tinga interpres). PENN. Arct. Zool. ii., p. 472, No. 382. 
Turnstone (Tringa interpres). WHULs., vii., p. 32, pl. 57, f. 1. 
Tourne-pierre & collier (Strepsilas collaris). TEMM., ii, p. 583. 

Strepsilas collaris. Sap. (Capt.) Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p.cc. Sas. (J.) Frankl. Jowrn., p. 684. 

Ricuarps. Append. Parry’s Second Voy. p. 352. Bonar. Syn., No. 222. 

Talligwee-areeoo or Tellee-goo-aieu, EsguimMaux. Gehaweshew, CREE INDIANS. 

This common bird reaches its breeding-quarters, on the shores of Hudson’s 

Bay and of the Arctic Sea up to the seventy-fifth parallel, in June, and quits 

them again in the beginning of September. It halts in October on the shores 

of the Delaware, but proceeds farther south when the cold weather sets in. Its 

eggs, according to Mr. Hutchins, are olive-green, spotted with blackish-brown. 

DESCRIPTION 

dl Of a specimen, killed, lat. 57°, Hudson’s Bay, in September. 

Cotour.—A large spot on the lores, the upper sincipital band, which is prolonged over the 

eye, borders the ears, and meets its fellow on the nape, the upper half and sides of the neck, 

the rump, longest tail coverts, tips of the greater wing coverts, bases of the quills, base and 

tip of the tail, the chin, belly, under tail coverts, and insides of the wings, white. Crown 

black, with white borders. The base of the neck above, the back, scapulars, tertiaries, and 

middle rows of lesser coverts, chestnut-brown, blotched with black. Upper border of the 

wing, greater coverts, and quills dark clove-brown. Shorter tail coverts, outer half of the tail, 

lower sincipital band, that passes under the eye and spreads over the cheeks, a stripe from 

the rictus along the side of the throat, the fore part of the neck, breast, and shoulders, 

velvet-black. Bill black. Legs orange.—Form typical. 

The female nearly resembles the male. The young are less brilliantly coloured, and their 

markings are less distinct. 

Dimensions. 

Inch, Lin Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin 

Length,total . : 10 6 Length of bill above . - 0 112 Length of middletoe . O 103 
55 Of tail ; = @ 6 » Of billtorictus . 1 13 5914, Of ts nalliens 7 . 0 3 

5 of wing : - 5 103 >> of tarsus 0 ll 02 5, of hind toe and nail 0 33 
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[139.] 1. Grus Americana. (Temm.) Whooping Crane. 

Genus, Grus, PaLuas. 

The Hooping Crane, from Hudson’s Bay. Epwarps, pl. 132. 
Ardea Americana. Forst. Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 409, No. 37. 

Hooping Crane (Ardea Americana). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 442, No. 339; and App, p. 66. 

Whooping Crane (Ardea Americana). WHILs., viii., p. 20, pl. 64, f. 3. 
Grus Americana. TEmmM. Analyse, p.c. Bonar. Syn., No. 224. 

Wapow oocheechawk. CREE INDIANS. 

This stately bird frequents every part of the fur-countries, though not in such 
numbers as the Brown Crane. It migrates in flocks, performing its journeys in 
the night, and at such an altitude, that its passage is known only by the peculiarly 
shrill screams which it utters. A few pass the winter in the southern parts 

_of the United States; but the greater part go still farther south. It rises with 
difficulty from the ground, flying low for a time, and affording a fair mark to 

the sportsman ; but, if not entirely disabled by the shot, fights with great deter- 

mination, and can inflict very severe wounds with its formidable bill. We have 

known instances of the wounded bird putting the fowler to flight, and fairly 
driving him off the field. When fat its flesh is well-tasted, though inferior to 

that of the Brown Crane. Its eggs are nearly as big as those of the Swan, and 

of a bluish-white colour, with patches of brown. ‘The wing-bone of this bird 

is converted by the natives into a kind of flute. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a maie, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 7, 1827. 

Cotour, pure white, except the spurious wing, primaries, and seven primary coverts, 

which are brownish-black: four or five of the secondaries are speckled with brown. Occiput 

and an angular patch beneath the eye clothed with blackish-blue feathers. Bill wax-yellow. 

Irides gamboge-yellow. Legs bluish-black. 

Form.—Bill strong, straight, tapering, slightly compressed, and very acute; edges of both 

mandibles crenated near the points. Top of the head nearly to the occiput, and the posterior 

part of the jaws to beneath the eyes, covered with a dull orange-coloured membrane, clothed 

with black hairs. Circumference of the eye feathered. Third quill feather the longest; first, 

second, and fifth nearly equal to it. Barbs of the tertiaries long, silky, and detached. Thighs 

and legs thick and strong. Outer and middle toes connected at the base by a web: the hind 

toe is short.—The orange-coloured membrane is paler in the female. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ° 48 0 Length of billtorictus . 6 O Length of tarsus . . 12 0 
» Ofwing . - 25 0 >> of bare thigh . . 6 0 Height on its legs (bill and 
», Of bill above . - 6 0 > of feathered thigh 8 0 neck stretched upwards) 62 0 
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[ 140. j 2. Grus Canapensis. (Temm.) Brown Crane. 

Genus, Grus, PaLtas. 
Brown and Ash-coloured Crane. Epwarps, pl. 133. 
Ardea Canadensis. Forst. Phil. Trans., |xii., p. 409, No. 36. 
Brown Crane (Grus Canadensis). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 443, No. 340. 

Grus Canadensis. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 685. Ricuarps. 4ppend. Parry’s Second Voy., 

p: 353, No. 14. Tremm. Analyse, p.c. Bonar. Syn., No. 225. 

Ochee-chak, CREE IND1ans. Tattlee-arusk, EsQuimaux. 

This Crane visits all parts of the fur-countries in summer up to the shores of 

the Arctic Sea. Its eggs are oil-green, irregularly, but rather thickly spotted 

with yellowish-brown and umber; the spots confluent and dark on the thick end. 
Its flesh is good food, resembling that of the Swan (Cygnus buccinator) in flavour. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Great Slave Lake, May 15, 1822. 

Cotour, yellowish-grey ; dorsal plumage glossed with ferruginous; neck above ash- 

coloured; cheeks and throat brownish-white. Greater quills blackish-brown, their shafts 

white. All the upper surface of the head before and between the eyes, and the lores, covered 

with a red skin, pretty thickly clothed with black hairs. Biull blackish-brown. 

Form.—Under mandible perfectly straight beneath; ridge of the upper mandible sloping 

to the point; the commissure curving gently downwards at the tip. Nails considerably 

curved, rounded beneath; middle one deeply and acutely grooved exteriorly. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length,total . ‘ 48 0 Length of bill above . - 4 6 Lengthoftarsus . Aa) 6 
55 Of tail : - 10 0 > Of billtorictus . 4 3 5, Of middle toe . 4.83 3 

» of wing . 22 «#20 » of naked thigh 74 6 » Of its nail . - O 10 

Individuals vary considerably in size, particularly in the length of the bill. 

[141.] 1. ArpEA Heropias. (Linn.) The Great Heron. 

Genus, Ardea, Linn. 
Ash-coloured Heron (Ardea fusca). Enw., pl. 135; (from Hudson’s Bay.) 
Red-shouldered Heron (Ardea Hudsonias). Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 444, No. 342. 

Great Heron (Ardea Herodias). W113., Viii., p. 28, pl. 65, f. 2. 

Ardea Herodias. Bonar. Syn., No. 226. 

This bird is rarely, and I believe only accidentally seen in the fur-countries. 
Edwards’s figure was taken from an individual brought from Hudson’s Bay by 
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Mr. Isham, which we have, on the authority of Temminck*, considered as a 

representative of the young of the Great Heron. We have heard of no other 

specimen having been obtained in that quarter, and can add nothing to Edwards’s 
description. 

[142.] 2. ARDEA LENTIGINOSA. (Montague.) American Bittern. 

Genus, Ardea, Linn. Sub-genus, Butor, TEmM.; Botaurus, Bonar. 
Bittern, from Hudson’s Bay. Epw., pl. 136. 

Botaurus Freti Hudsonis. Briss., v., p. 444, pl. 37, f. 1. 

Ardea Stellaris, varietas. Forst. Phil. Trans., \xii., p. 410, No. 38. 

Bittern. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 451, No. 357. 

Freckled Heron (Ardea lentiginosa). Montac. Suppl. Orn. Dict., ann. 1813. 

American Bittern (Ardea minor). WHULS., viii. p. 35, pl. 65, f. 3, ann. 1814. 

Ardea lentiginosa (American Bittern). Sax. Frankl. Journ., p. 683. 
Ardea (Botaurus) minor. Bownap. Syn., No. 234. 
Mockcohosew. CREE INDIANS. 

This is a common bird in the marshes and willow thickets of the interior of the 
fur-countries up to the fifty-eighth parallel. Its loud booming, exactly resembling 

that of the common Bittern of Europe, may be heard every summer evening, and 

also frequently in the day$. When disturbed, it utters a hollow, croaking cry. 
It lays, according to Mr. Hutchins, four eggs, of a cinereous green colour. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan plains, 8 July, 1827. 

Cotour.—Top of the head dusky reddish-brown. Neck pale yellowish-brown, minutely 

dotted with blackish-brown : a broad black stripe on the side of the neck from behind the ears. 

Dorsal plumage dark umber-brown, barred and spotted with chestnut- and yellowish-browns : 

long feathers on the shoulders broadly edged with brownish-yellow. Wing coverts brownish- 

yellow, spotted and barred with umber. Spurious wing, greater quills, their coverts, and the 

bases of the secondaries, greyish-black ; their tips, the lesser quills, and tail brownish-orange, 

dotted with black. Chin and part of the throat whitish; rest of the under plumage ochre- 

yellow, unspotted on the vent, under tail coverts, and insides of the thighs ; marked on the 

neck, breast, and belly with central stripes of mottled clove-brown; flanks dusky, with light 

irregular bars; inside of the quills tinged with flesh-colour. Bill dark brown above; on 

the sides and beneath yellow. Legs greenish-yellow. Nails dark horn-colour.—Another 

male, killed on the 27th of June, has the dorsal plumage and wing coverts mostly of dusky 

blackish-brown, finely spotted with yellowish-brown, and none of the lively chestnut-brown 

* Manuel, ii., p. 566. 
+ Pennant’s and Wilson’s information on this point is erroneous. (See Append. Arct. Zool., p. 67.) Perhaps its 

bellowing note is heard only in the breeding season. 
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markings. Its under plumage is also more of a dull straw colour than bright ochraceous. 

Its dimensions are equal to the other, but it is probably a younger bird. 

Form.—Bill straight, tapering, compressed, and finely serrated towards the point; very 

acute. Wings broad and rounded ; second and third quills the longest. Tail rounded, of 

ten feathers; also much rounded at the ends*. A short web between the middle and outer 

toes ; inner toe quite free. Claws tapering and very acute, rounded beneath; middle one 

pectinated. 
Diwensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total¢ . : 31 0 Length of billto rictus . 4 0 Length of middle toe. 3 3 
3 of tail : 4 6 5, of whole thigh 5 6 5» ofmiddleclaw . O 103 
> of wing . ll 6 >» Ofnaked part . I 6 5, Ofhindtoe . 1 7 
5, Of bill above 4 4 55 of tarsus 3 9 5, Of itsclaw . 1 33 

[143.] 1. Recurvirostra AmeErRIcANA. (Linn.) American Avoset. 

Genus, Recurvirostra, Linn. 

American Avoset. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 502, No. 421, pl. 21. Wuts., vii. p. 126, pl. 63, f. 2. 
Recurvirostra Americana. Bonar. Syn., No. 280. 

This singular bird abounds on the Saskatchewan plains, where it frequents 
shallow lakes, and feeds on insects and small fresh-water crustacea. The crops 

of those we killed contained fragments of the latter, mixed with gravel. Like the 
birds of the genus fotanus, it is noisy, utters cries of distress, and flies towards 
any one who invades its haunts. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a made, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 7, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head, neck, and breast reddish-orange, approaching to hyacinth-red. Interior 

scapulars and wings black. The back§, outer scapulars, tips of the greater coverts, outer 

margins and inner webs of the secondaries, and all the under plumage posterior to the 

breast, with the circumference of the eye and region of the bill, white; tertiaries and upper 

surface of the tail tinged with grey. Bill pitch-black. Legs greenish-black. 

* Wilson says the American Bittern has invariably twelve tail feathers ; nine of our specimens have no more than 

ten; but two of the under coverts are as long as the tail, and would be reckoned by some ornithologists among the 
vectrices. 

+ Length from the tip of the bill to the breast, the neck stretched out, 194 inches. 
Length of the body, excluding the tail . - . Se ees 

{ The figure in Arctic Zoology is good, except that the bill appears to have been broken. Wilson’s figure, correct 

as to form, differs from our bird in wanting a white space between the scapulars, and in the white band on the outer 

scapulars not being continued over the humeral joint. A figure in Griffith’s translation of Cuvier, said to be intended 
for this species, represents the tip of the bill as turned up, the feet almost completely webbed, and the whole of the 

scapulars black. 

§ There is a concealed tuft of blackish-grey feathers at the base of the long tail coverts. 
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In the females the colour of the head and neck is paler, approaching to buff-orange, and 

the scapulars are browner. ‘Their bills are about a quarter of an inch shorter: other dimen- 

sions the same. 

Form.—Bill long and slender, much depressed, curved upwards, the extreme tip bent 

down. Wings shorter than the even tail ; first and second quills longest. No visible lateral 

scales on the thighs. Tarsi compressed, covered with very delicate scales, the lateral ones 

merely indicated. Anterior toes connected by thick and deeply emarginated webs, which 

include one phalanx of the inner toe and two of the outer one, but are prolonged as a bor- 

dering to the next joint. Nails nearly straight. Hind toe very small, and articulated high up. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . . 18 0 Length of billabove . - 3 103 Length of middle nail o O 3h 
39 Obstarl é - 4 3 > of naked thigh 2 6 >> Of hind toe LO 1 

> of wing ° . 9 0 >> of tarsus . 5 9 > Ofitsnail . a 02 

5, Of bill to rictus 4 1 >, Of middle toe . 1 qk 

[144.] 1. Numenrus Lonerrostris. (Wilson.) Long-dilled Curlew. 

Génus, Numenius, Latu. 

Long-billed Curlew (Numenius longirostra). WH4s., viii., p. 23, pl. 64, f. 4. 

Numenius longirostris. Bonar. Syn., No. 242. 

A specimen of this Curlew exists in the Hudson’s Bay Museum, but the parti- 
cular district of the fur-countries from whence it was procured has not been 

noted. I have reason to believe, however, that it frequents the plains of the 
Saskatchewan and banks of the Columbia. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen (No. 25) in the Hudson’s Bay Museum. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage dark liver-brown, with marginal marks of wood-brown,—these 

colours forming transverse bars on the lesser quills, tail coverts, and tail, Primaries blackish- 

brown, the posterior ones barred with wood-brown, which also forms the ground colour of 

their inner webs; shaft of the outer one white. Under plumage, long axillaries, inner 

wing coverts, and thighs, buff-yellow ; the belly unspotted ; the throat and breast striped in 

the centres with liver-brown. A pale superciliary line, and a dark line on the lores; but 

no medial stripe on the crown, which is coloured like the fore part of the back. Chin 

whitish. Bill blackish-brown ; flesh-coloured at the base beneath. Legs lead-grey. 

Form.—Bill more arched and much longer than that of N. Hudsonicus, being even longer 

than that of N. arquata. Tail rounded. Tarsus scutellated anteriorly with large transverse 

scales*. Nal of the right middle toe deeply crenated or fissured ; of the left one entire. 

* The tarsus of N. arquata is scutellated on its anterior lower half only. 
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‘Web between the middle and outer toes five lines and a half deep in the centre ; the inner 

web measures a line less. 

Dimensions, 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 24 6 Lengthofnakedthigh . 1 9 Length of inner toe se 2923 
3 of tail 2 a vd! 9 55 of tarsus 3 84 aay OL 1tS inal. . 0 2k 
3 of wing . 11 9 5, of middle toe qa i 5, Ofhindtoe . - 0 54 

> of bill above - 6 3 >> Of middle nail 0 43 >» of its nail . 0 2 
>, of bill to rictus . 6 6 

[145.] 2. Numentus Hupsonicus. (Lath.) Hudsonian Curlew. 

Genus, Numenius, Latrn. 
Eskimaux Curlew. Penn. Arect. Zool., ii., p. 461, No. 364; (fide Lath.) 

Hudsonian Curlew. Latu. Syn. Suppl. vii., p. 243, sp. 11. 

Numenius Hudsonicus. Iprem, Jnd., ii, p. 712, sp. 7. 
Esquimaux Curlew (Scolopax borealis). WHs., vii., p. 22, pl 56, f. 1.* 

Numenius Hudsonicus. Bonap. Syn., No. 243. 

Waw-kaw-cuttaysew. CrEE INDIANS. 

This Curlew breeds in the interior of the fur-countries, visiting the marshy 

shores of Hudson’s Bay in the spring and fall. Hearne reports that it resorts 

in great numbers, on the ebbing of the tide, to low-water mark, to feed on marine 

insects, retiring to dry ridges at high-water. “It flies,” he says, ‘‘ as steady 

as a Woodcock, answers to a whistle that resembles its note, is a most excellent 

shot, and when fat proves to be delicious eating.” Mr. Hutchins describes its 

eggs as being of a tapering form, and of a light bluish-grey colour, with black 

spots. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed on the Saskatchewan plains, May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage (including the rump and a stripe on the lores) dull liver-brown, 

with pale brownish-grey marginal spots, that become bars on the lesser quills and tail coverts ; 

crown of the head darker + ; five greater quills blackish-brown, and unspotted; shaft of the 

first one white. Tail clove-brown, with nine blackish-brown bars, one of them terminal. 

Superciliary stripe, sides of the head, the neck, and breast, dull yellowish-grey, with narrow 

stripes of liver-brown ; sides of the breast blotched with the same. Chin, belly, and under 

tail coverts white, the latter slightly tinged with buff. Flanks, long axillaries, and under 

* Wilson’s figure represents a bird in brighter plumage than our specimen, with more white on the rump and 
livelier colours on the tail. His quotation from Pennant relates to Numenius borealis, that author having misapplied 

Mr. Hutchins’s notes. 
+ When the plumage is arranged smoothly, there is no pale medial crown stripe in our specimen ; but the concealed 

borders of some of the feathers are brownish-grey. 

3 C 
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wing coverts reddish-buff (much fainter than in N. borealis), barred with clove-brown. Bill 

brownish-black. Legs blackish-grey. 

Form.—Bill much stouter, longer, and more curved than that of N. borealis, and greatly 

resembling that of NV. pheopus. Wings nearly equal to the square tail. Toes, particularly 

the hind one, longer than those of NV. borealis. Middle nail crenated. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total. . 18 6 Length of bill above . 3 3 Length of middle toe . 1 3 
55 without bill - 16 6 5, of bill to rictus 3 6 5, of middle nail - 0 34 
>, of tail : 4 0 >, _ of naked thigh peal 0 :, of hind toe > 6 

> ofwing . - 9 3 5» of tarsus 6. 4 2 >, of its nail 0 22 

[146.] 3. NuMENIUs BOREALIS. (Lath.) Esquimaux Curlew. 

Genus, Numenius, LatH. 

Scolopax borealis (Eskimaux Curlew). Forst. Phil. Trans., \xii., pp. 411, 431. 

Numenius borealis. Lara. Jnd.,ii., p. 712, sp. 9*. Bonar. Syn., No. 244. 

Weekee-meneesew. CreEE INDIANS. 

Puate vxv. 

This Curlew frequents the barren lands within the Arctic circle in summer, 
where it feeds on grubs, fresh-water insects, and the fruit of Empetrum nigrum. 

Its eggs, three or four in number, have a pyriform shape and a siskin-green 

colour, clouded with a few large irregular spots of bright umber-brown. ‘The 

Copper Indians believe that this bird and some others betray the approach of 

strangers to the Esquimaux ; and it is very probable that that persecuted people, 

always in dread of the treacherous attacks of their enemies, and accustomed to 

observe the few animals that visit their country with great attention, will be on 

the alert when they perceive a bird flying anxiously backwards and forwards over 

a particular spot. On the 13th of June, 1822, I discovered one of these Curlews 
hatching on three eggs on the shore of Point Lake. When I approached the 

nest, she ran a short distance, crouching close to the ground, and then stopped 

to observe the fate of the object of her cares. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed on the Rocky Mountains. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage blackish-brown, with many yellowish-brown marginal spots ; 

these colours forming handsome bars on the lesser quills and tail coverts. All the primaries 

* Many of the synonymes quoted by Latham belong to the preceding species. 
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and their coverts are unspotted, the posterior ones edged at the tip with white: shaft of the 

first quill white. Tail broccoli-brown, with nine blackish-brown bars. Chin and both eyelids 

brownish-white. Under plumage wood-brown, the neck and sides of the head thickly striped 

with liver-brown; breast and flanks marked with arrow-headed spots of the same, which 

exist on the belly also, though smaller and more scattered. Inner wing coverts pale reddish- 

orange, irregularly barred with liver-brown. Bill brownish-black ; flesh-red at the base 

beneath. Legs dark bluish-grey. 

Form.—Bill comparatively short and very slender, slightly arched ; nasal groove extending 

two-thirds its length. Wings much pointed, equal to the square tai/. Toes short and stout, 

connected by shorter webs than those of Numenius Hudsonicus. Middle nail entire. Hind 

toe short; its nail curved inwards. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . - 14 0 Length of bill above g. 4 3 Length of middle nail . 0 33 
>» excluding bill . 12 0 5, of bill to rictus 2 7% 5, Ofhindtoe . . 0 33 
> of tail . aS 9 5, of tarsus 9 7 = 10 >> Of hind nail Ae) 12 
> of wing 7 ug 9 >> of middle toe 1 0 Extent of wing ‘ . 28 0 

[147.] 1. Trrnca Dove asi. (Swainson.) Douglas's Sandpiper. 

GENus, Tringa, Briss. 

Cu. Sp. Trinea Dovetastt, pedibus semipalmatis, rostro tarsisque elongatis, cauda leviter trifurcillata ; rectri- 
cibus mediis ferrugineo fasciatis, awricularibus castaneis, wropygio albo nigro fasciato. 

Sp.Cu. Dovuctas’s SANDPIPER, fore toes connected by short webs; bill and tarsi long, the former dilated at the 

point; tail slightly doubly-notched ; ear feathers chestnut-coloured ; rump banded with black and white, 
and the middle tail feathers with ferruginous. 

PLATE LXVI. 

This species is not uncommon in the fur-countries up to the sixtieth parallel, 

and perhaps still farther north. It has the usual habits of the genus, frequents 

the interior in the breeding season, and resorts to the flat shores of Hudson’s 

Bay in the autumn, previous to taking its departure for the south. We have 

not had an opportunity of comparing it with an authenticated example of the 

Tr. himantopus of the Prince of Musignano; but the latter is described as a 

smaller bird, with rather longer thighs and legs, an even grey tail, the central 

pair of feathers alone longer than the others and not banded with ferruginous ; 
no mention is made of the colour of the ear feathers. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed on the Saskatchewan, in June, 1827. 

CoLour.—Top of the head, the scapulars, interscapulars, and tertiaries, blackish-brown, 

3C 2 
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edged round the tips with brownish-white and ferruginous. Wing coverts and lesser quills 

hair-brown ; the latter, together with their greater coverts, slightly edged with white. Greater 

quills blackish-brown ; shafts of the first one and of the secondaries brownish-white. Neck, 

rump, tail coverts, and whole under plumage, brownish-white ; the chin, sides of the head 

and neck marked with central spots or streaks of liver-brown, largest on the back of the neck ; 

the rump, tail coverts, and under plumage of the body barred with the same, most strongly 

on the flanks, and most imperfectly on the middle of the belly, which has also less of the 

brown tinge. Chestnut-coloured bands on the lores, above the eye, and on the ears. Central 

pair of tail feathers blackish-brown, striped, tipped, and barred with ferruginous ; lateral tail 

feathers broccoli-brown, striped on the shafts and inner webs with white. Bill black. 

Form.— Bill rather long, slender, moderately high at the base, very slightly arched towards 

the point, which is depressed, conspicuously dilated, and minutely pitted when dry. Tuil as 

long as the wings, very slightly doubly-forked, and consisting of twelve feathers. Legs and 

toes slender. Fore toes connected by webs; the inner web, which is smallest, is half the 

length of the first phalanx of the inner toe. _ 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total. : 10 3 Length of bill to rictus sel 4 Length of middle nail - 0 2 
> of tail ° see 6 55 of tarsus sf Faull 2 >> of inner web EO 2 

5 of wing : . 5 $ >» Ofnaked thigh . 1 1 55 Of outer web . - 0 33 

5, Of bill above Aa al 74 5, Of middle toe . 0 10 >> Of hind toe and nail 0 3} 

[148.] 2. TrincaA HiImanTopus. (Bonap.?) Slender-shanks Sandpiper. 

Genus, Tringa, Briss. 
Tringa (Hemipalama) himantopus. Bonar. Ann. Lyc. New York, ii. p.157? Syn., No, 245 ? 

In 1822 we killed several specimens of a Sandpiper, on the flats at the 

mouth of Hayes River, from which, when recent, the subjoined description was 

taken. Specimens were brought home in spirits ; but, probably from being 

too much injured, were not noticed by Mr. Sabine with the other birds, in the 

Appendix to Sir John Franklin’s narrative of his first Journey. It differs from 

Tr. Douglas in the length of its legs, and in the tail-coverts and under- 
plumage not being barred with liver-brown, nor the central tail-feathers barred 

and striped with ferruginous. The Prince of Musignano does not describe the 
under-plumage of Tr. himantopus, but his short characters agree well with our 

bird, excepting the tail coverts. A comparison of specimens, however, is 

required to ascertain the identity of our bird with Tr. himantopus, also to 

establish Tr. Douglasu as a distinct species. 
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DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen killed at Hudson’s Bay, lat. 57°, July 29, 1822. 

Cotour.—Top of the head, dorsal plumage, and lesser wing-coverts black edged with 

reddish-brown and brownish-white. Neck, grey. Quills and central tail-feathers, clove- 

brown ; lateral tail-feathers, light hair-brown; shafts of the primaries, edges of the second- 

aries, and of the lateral tail-feathers, and stripes on the shafts of the latter, whitish. Tail- 

coverts, greyish-white, with a few brown spots. Breast, brownish-grey ; belly, brownish- 

white. Inner wing coverts, smoke-grey and white. Bill blackish; Legs wax-yellow. 

Form.—Bill much compressed at the base; its ridge rounded for two-thirds of its length, 

when it is depressed or flattened, its width being slightly increased close to the point. 

Nasal grooves two-thirds of the length of the bill. The ends of both mandibles, when recent, 

are closely studded with minute, smooth, soft, flattened tubercles, like polished shagreen. 

Central tail feathers exceeding the others a little in length. Lateral toes equal. Middle 

toe connected to the lateral ones by webs which include its first phalanx ; little difference 

in the size of the outer and inner webs. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total : 9 6 Length of hind toe and nail 0 4 Length of thigh, tarsus, and 
> of bill ° a il 8 Extent of wing . A 7 0 toes * 2 c 5 6 

[149. | 3. TRINGA SEMIPALMATA. (Wilson.) Semipalmated Sandpiper. 

Genus, Tringa, Briss. 
Semipalmated Sandpiper (Tringa semipalmata), Wi1xson, vii., p. 131, pl. 63, f. 4. 
Tringa semipalmata. Bonar. Syn., No. 246. 

Chekis-coo-awscesh, CREE INDIANS. 

This bird was first published to the world by Wilson; but in Mr. Hutchins’s 

MSS. I find an accurate description of it, written about the year 1770. He 
says, it arrives at Severn river about the middle of May in large flocks, builds 
a nest early in June of withered grass, and lays four or five black and white 

spotted eggs. ‘Towards the autumn it has a chirruping note, and in September 

it retires to the southward. 

DESCRIPTION 

From Mr. Hutchins’s MSS. 

‘« Forehead, a streak over the eyes, and the sides of the neck grey ; ears russet coloured ; 

lores dusky. Top of the head and scapulars black, with pale edges and tips; back of the 

neck iron-grey ; rump and tail coverts black. Wings dark-brown, the greater coverts tipped 

with white, and some of the quills edged externally with the same. Middle tail feathers 

* These parts in 7’. Douglasti measure fully an inch less. 
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dark ; lateral ones pale. Under plumage white; breast and front of the neck streaked with 

black. Bill and legs black. Wings and tail of the same length. The web between the 

outer and middle toe reaches to the joint; that which connects the middle and inner toes 

does not come so far. Total length, 54 inches; extent of wing, 10 inches; weight, 14 

drachms avoird. ; length of bill 3 of an inch *.” 

[150.] 4. Trinca MARITIMA. (Brunnich.) Purple Sandpiper. 

Genus, Tringa, Briss. 

Beccasseau violet (Tringa maritima), TEMM. ii., p. 619. 

Tringa maritima (Purple Sandpiper), Sas. Greenl. Birds, p. 5382; Suppl. Parry's First Voy., p. cci. 

Ricuarpson, Parry’s Second Voy., p. 354. Bonap., Syn., No. 252. 

Siggee-aree-areeoo, EsQUIMAUX. 

This bird breeds abundantly on Melville Peninsula and the shores of Hudson’s 

Bay. Its eggs are pyriform, 164 lines long, and an inch across at their greatest 

breadth. Their colour is yellowish-grey, interspersed with small irregular spots 
of pale hair-brown, crowded at the obtuse end, and rare at the other. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a made, killed before moulting, July 29, 1822, at Hudson’s Bay, 

Cotour.— Upper plumage mostly purplish black, bordered with ferruginous on the top of 

the head and scapulars ; the latter tipped with brownish-white; lateral tail feathers pale, 

brownish-grey ; their shafts, narrow edgings, and the broad borders of the lateral pair of 

tail coverts, white. Wings clove-brown; the coverts fringed with grey; the quills, after the 

fifth, more and more broadly edged with white, the posterior lesser ones being almost entirely 

white, as are also all the quill shafts. Neck, above and below, greyish; belly and under 

tail coverts white, all more or less broadly striped in the centres with blackish-brown. 

Breast and flanks blackish-brown, broadly barred on the tips with greyish-white. Bill 

blackish, tinged with yellow at the base. Legs yellowish.—Young birds have the dorsal 

plumage edged with white, which changes, as the season advances, to reddish. 

Form.—Bill longer than the head ; ridge straight, narrow, and slightly wider at the tip; 

outline of the lower mandible sinuated near the point, giving a slight appearance of curvature 

to the bill. Wings as long as the moderately rounded tail. Thighs feathered low down. 

Tarsi stout; toes bordered by a thick fold of skin. 

* Wilson states his bird to be six inches long and twelve in extent of wing, with a bill an inch long, and very 
slightly bent ; but he adds, that individuals varied greatly in size, some being scarcely five inches and a half in length, 

while others measured seven, and had bills upwards of an inch long. 

) 
| 
) 
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Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total A : 8 0 Length of billtorictus . 1 14 Length of middle nail . On 
5 Of tail st2! tS oo) Obtarsus we) i. tl 2, 10lh TO », of hind toe and nail 0 iZ 
s7 Gh wing,; . ; 4 9 >» Ofmiddletoe . 0 103 Extentofwing . . 17 0 
s, of bill, above 1 2 

The female is a little larger, and her bill, on an average, measures a quarter of an inch 

more than that of the male. 

[151] 5. TRINGA ALPINA. (Pennant.) The American Duniin. 

Genus, Tringa. Briss. 
Dunlin (Tringa alpina), PENN., Arct. Zood., ii., p. 476, No. 391. Summer. 
Purre (Tringa cinclus), IDEM, p. 475, No. 390. Winter. 
Red-backed Sandpiper ( Tringa alpina), Wiuson, vii. p. 25, pl. 56, f. 2. 

The Purre (Tringa cinclus), IDEM, pl. 57, f. 3. 

Becasseau brunnette ow variable (Tringa variabilis), TEMM., ii., p. 612 ? 

Tringa variabilis (Dunlin), San., Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p. cc. Sas. (J.), Frankl. Journ., p. 686. 

Ricwuarpson, Append. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 353. 

Tringa alpina, Bonap., Cat., No. 248 
Seekee-araksioo. EsQurmMavUx. 

This bird, which breeds plentifully on the Arctic coasts of America, was 

killed by us on the Saskatchewan plain in its passage northwards, and in autumn 

on the shores of Hudson’s Bay. Its eggs are oil-green, marked with irregular 

spots of liver-brown, of different sizes and shades, confluent at the obtuse end. 

They are 15} lines long, and 113 across where broadest, the ends differing 
greatly in size. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen killed on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Ground of the upper plumage, front of the neck and sides of the breast dark 

liver-brown, with narrow lateral borders of greyish-brown on the head and neck; broader 

tips and lateral blotches of yellowish-brown and ferruginous on the scapulars and back ; and 

broad grey borders on the lower part of the neck and sides of the breast. Rump and tail 

coverts pitch black, very slightly fringed with ferruginous. Central pair of tail feathers 

blackish-brown ; lateral ones pale broccoli-brown or brownish-grey, all with narrow whitish 

edgings. Wings hair-brown; centres of the lesser coverts, the greater coverts, and quills, 

blackish-brown ; lesser quills and greater coverts narrowly tipped with white ; greater quills 

fringed towards the base with the same, and the shaft of the outer primary, and of several 

of the posterior ones, white. Belly, flanks, under tail coverts, inner wing coverts, and thigh 

feathers, pure white. Bill and legs black. 
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Form.—Size, greater than the English Dunlin. Bill, when compared with that of 

the latter, considerably shorter, more nearly straight, less deep at the base, and altogether 

weaker; the under mandible in particular being considerably more slender. The ridge of 

the upper mandible, close to the tip, is likewise more rounded, and not appearing as if 

pared down. The lateral tail feathers are broader than those of the English bird; the form 

of the tail, however, is the same in both, namely, very slightly doubly emarginate, inde- 

pendent of the central pair of feathers, which are acute, and two lines longer than any of 

the others. Wings a little shorter than the tail. Toes quite free; hind one articulated 

near the sole, Nails slender, acute, and considerably curved; hind one turning inwards. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 
Length, total . . . 8 3 Length of billtorictus . 0 11 Length of middle nail . 0 23 

>> of tail 2 43 5, of naked thigh 0 6 >» Ofinner toe. . O 63 

5 of wing 4 -4 9 991 Of tarsus 9 -0O iti >> Of inner nail . - 0 2 
5, of bill above 0 dll 5, Of middle toe 0 8 5, Of hind toe and nail 0 3 

[ 152.] 6. Trinca Scuinzu. (Brehm.) Shinz’s Sandpiper. 

Genus, Tringa, Briss. 

Pelidna cinclus, var. Say, Long’s Exped.,i., p. 337. 

Tringa Schinzii, Bonar. Syn., No. 249. 

This species is not unfrequent on the shores of the small lakes which skirt 

the Saskatchewan plains. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, June, 1827. 

Cotour.—Centres of the upper plumage blackish-brown;, edges rust-coloured on the 

shoulders and scapulars; grey on the neck, posterior part of the back, and rump: the pale 

edges of the neck broadest. Lateral tail coverts white, marked. near the tip with clove- 

brown ; central-pair blackish-brown, tipped with white. Tatl-feathers broccoli-brown, edged 

all round with white, the central pair blackish-brown with narrower edgings. Wings 

blackish-brown ; margins of the lesser coverts paler; outer borders of the quills, middles of 

their shafts, and tips of the secondaries and greater coverts white. Region of the bill, a 

streak on the lores, and the ear feathers, brownish. Under plumage white ; the sides of the 

head, throat, breast, and flanks spotted with blackish-brown. Bili dark-brown ; paler at 

the base beneath. Legs brown. 

Form.—Bill shorter than the head, straight, the tip depressed and slightly drooping, 

grooved to near the point, which is obsoletely pitted when dry. Tail doubly emarginate ; 

outer feather and that next the central pair equal in length; all the feathers nearly of the 
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same breadth; central pair rather acute, and longer than the others, which are rounded. 

A very slight rudiment of a web between the middle and outer toes. Hind-toe short and 

slender, with a very small nail. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total : : 7 6 Length of bill to rictus . O 111 Length of middletoe . 0 7 

of tail . ~ 2 6 >> of tarsus : - 0 103 55 Of its nail c . 0 21 

of wing 4 6 55 Of nakedthigh . 0 7 >, of hind toe and tail 0 22 

> of bill above - 0 103 

h153:] 7. TRinGa minuTa. (Leisler.) Pigmy Sandpiper. 

Genus, Tringa, Briss. 

“ Tringa minuta.. Leister, Nachtr. Zu. Bechst. Naturg. Deut. Heft., i., p. 74.” 

Beccasseau échasses (Tringa minuta). TEMM., ii., p. 624. 
Tringa minuta. Sag. Frankl. Journ., p. 686. Bonar. Syn., No. 254. 

This species was seen abundantly in the autumn, feeding, during the recess 

of the tide, on the extensive flats at the mouth of Nelson’s and Hayes rivers. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen from. Hudson’s Bay, in the British Museum. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage dull hair-brown, blackish on the shafts. Quills of the wings, 

rump, tail coverts, and middle pair of tail feathers, blackish-brown ; lateral tail feathers 

broccoli-brown, their shafts, those of the greater quills, the tip edgings of the lesser quills, 

the two lateral tail coverts, and the under plumage, white. Superciliary stripe, front of the 

neck and breast, greyish-white ; the cheeks and sides of the breast striped on the shafts with 

brown. Bill and legs brownish-black. 

Form.—Bill straight, shorter than the head. Wings equal to the tail, which is very 

slightly doubly-forked. Outer and middle toes connected by a very short web. 

A specimen, killed, on the 21st of July, at the mouth of Hayes River, had the upper 

plumage in general brownish-black, narrowly bordered with reddish-brown, in some places 

almost white. The secondaries and their coverts slightly tipped with white ; the lateral tail 

feathers edged with the same ; and the fore part of the neck striped on the shafts with dark 

brown. Legs wax-yellow. 

Dimensions 

Of a specimen in the British Museum. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ; - 6 0 Length of bill . 5 . 0 84 Length of middle toe . - 0 7 
of tail “ ao JE AU seOtstarstisy) > ee OO) sp Oteitsinaller. - O 13 

5, of wing : 4 0 >, of naked thigh . 0 43 5, Of hind toe and nail 0 1k 

3 D 
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f154.] 8. TrinGa pusitLa. (Wilson.) Diminutive Sandpiper. 

GeENus, Tringa, Briss. 

Little Sandpiper (T'ringa pusilla). WHuus., v., p. 32, pl. 37, f. 4. 
Tringa pusilla) Bonap. Syn, No. 255. 

This little bird breeds within the Arctic circle, arriving as soon as the snow 

melts. It was observed, on the 21st of May, on the swampy borders of small 

lakes in latitude 66°. It is rather shy, has a sudden, desultory flight, and a 

single low, shrill note. The crops of those we killed were filled with a soft 
blackish earth, and some small white worms. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Great Bear Lake, May 24, 1826. 

Cotour.—Top of the head, base of the neck, scapulars, interscapulars, tertiaries, and 

lower rows of wing coverts, dark liver-brown, bordered with chestnut and pale yellowish- 

brown. Neck soiled brown, with central dark spots. Posterior part of the back, middle tail 

coverts, and central pair of tail feathers, blackish-brown, the latter edged with wood-brown. 

Sides of the rump tipped with white ; lateral tail coverts white, blotched with black ; lateral 

tail feathers very pale broccoli-brown, faintly fringed near the tip with white. Wings clove- 

brown; the primary coverts, posterior primaries, and secondaries tipped and edged with 

white, particularly the latter ; shafts of the second and third quills pale umber-brown, of the 

others brownish-white. A dark line on the lores; chin and superciliary streak white, with 

dots. Middle of the breast, the belly, flanks, under tail coverts, inner wing coverts, and 

thighs, pure white: sides of the breast clouded with dark broccoli-brown. Bill blackish. 

Legs dark-brown. 

Form.—Bill short, straight, the tip depressed; nasal grooves terminating two lines from 

the tip. Wings nearly equal to the tail. Exterior fail feathers a quarter of an inch shorter 

than the central pair, lateral ones nearly even, three central pairs graduated. Toes free. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total. 5 Pee 6 Length of bill above . - O 7& Length ofmiddletoe . 0 74 

eee rOtitall : : 1 9 > of billtorictus . 0 7 5, of middle nail . 0 2 

5 ofwing . ; 3 5 >> of tarsus 5 . 0 8 >, of hind toe and nail 0 2 
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[155. | 9. TRINGA CINEREA. (Linn.) The Knot. 

The Knot (Avis canuti). Epw., pl. 276; winter. 
Tringa canuta, islandica, cinerea, australis, nevia, grisea. GMEL. Syst. 
Red Sandpiper (Tringa islandica). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 476, No. 392. 

Ash-coloured Sandpiper (Tringa cinerea). IpEm, No. 386. WH1s., vii., p. 36, pl. 57, f. 2.* 

Red-breasted Sandpiper (Tringa rufa). Wuts., vii., p. 43, pl. 57, f. 5. 
Becasseau canut ou Maubeche (7'ringa cinerea). TEMM., ii., p. 627. 

Tringa cinerea. Sas. Greenl. Birds, p.533; Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p.cci. Ricuarps. Append. 

Parry's Second Voy., p. 355. 
Tringa islandica. Bonap. Syn., No. 256. 

The Knot breeds on Melville Peninsula and in other parts of Arctic America, 

and also in Hudson’s Bay, down to the fifty-fifth parallel. It lays four eggs on 

a tuft of withered grass. they are, according to Mr. Hutchins, of a dun colour, 

fully marked with reddish spots. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, killed on Melville Peninsula, in July, 1821. 

Cotour.—Head and neck above and scapulars blackish-brown, edged on the tips with 

greyish-white, and blotched laterally with reddish-orange. Rump clove-brown, edged with 

grey. Tail coverts banded with greyish-white and blackish-brown. Greater quills blackish- 

brown ; rest of the wings and tail broccoli-brown ; lesser coverts fringed with greyish-white, 

their shafts blackish} ; borders of the middle pair of tail feathers darker, their extreme edges, 

like those of the lateral feathers, fringed with grey: all the shafts of the quills and tail white. 

Superciliary stripe and under plumage reddish-orange, the sides of the neck and breast having 

blackish-brown centres; vent and tail coverts brownish-white, with a few scattered blackish 

marks. 

Form.—Bill somewhat longer than the head, straight, rather stout ; its ridge depressed or 

flattened before the nostrils, and its width very slightly increased. Taz equal to the wings, 

square, or having a tendency to be doubly notched. Toes quite free. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . o9) 6 Length of bill above Sie tl 3 Length of middle toe - 0 10 
> of tail 5 tae 0 5, of bill to rictus spell 44 > ofmiddlenail . 0 2 

> of wing J a6 6 S OLetaTSuSmEEe 5 Ul ?4 5, Of hind toe and nail. 0 2 

* M. Temminck quotes this figure as ‘‘ ne différant en rien des jeunes Maubeches tués en Europe ;” but the form of 

its bill is very different from that of the Red-breasted Sandpiper on the same plate, also referred to by him as a repre- 

sentation of the same bird in its summer dress. The bill of the Red-breasted Sandpiper is dilated at the point, thus 

agreeing with one of the specific characters of 7’. cinerea, Temm. The Southern Sandpiper (7. australis), which 

Latham, in his Synopsis and Supplement, states to be found in Cayenne and Hudson’s Bay, is quoted by authors as a 

synonyme of Tr. cinerea, but evidently improperly. The description of the plumage is so general, that it will apply to 
several species ; but the dimensions of the Cayenne bird (eleven inches total length) are much greater than those of 
Tringa cinerea. 

+ One or two of the intermediate coverts in this specimen are coloured with reddish-orange blotches like the sca- 

pulars, showing that the bird was moulting when killed. 
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[156.] 1. Toranus semipatMatus. (Temm.) Semipalmated Tatler. 

Genus, Totanus, BEcusT. 

Semipalmated Snipe. PENN. Aret. Zool., ii., No. 380, pl. 20, f. 2. WHuLs., vii., pl. 56, f. 3. 
Chevalier semi-palmé (Totanus semipalmatus.) TEMmM., ii., p. 637. 

Totanus (Cataptrophorus) semipalmatus. Bonar. Syn., No. 259. 

PLATE LXVII. 

This bird, which breeds abundantly in the United States, was observed by us 

in considerable numbers on the shores of some small saline lakes near the 

Saskatchewan. It does not, perhaps, range farther north in summer than the 

fifty-sixth parallel. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed, 21st June, on the Saskatchewan plains. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage brownish-grey, approaching to broccoli-brown, striped faintly 

on the neck, more conspicuously marked on the head and between the shoulders, and irregu- 

larly barred on the scapulars, tertiaries, and their coverts, with blackish-brown. Tail coverts 

white. Tail whitish, thickly mottled with pale greyish-brown, that colour forming the ground 

of the central feathers. Spurious wing, primary coverts, outer halves of the primaries, the 

axillary feathers, and under wing coverts, blackish-brown: basal halves of all the primaries 

and the upper row of under wing coverts white, the posterior primaries tipped with the same ; 

secondaries and the outer webs of their greater coverts white, marbled with brown. A spotted 

liver-brown streak on the lores, bounded above by a spotted white one. Eyelids, chin, belly, 

and vent, white; rest of the under plumage brownish-white, streaked on the throat and trans- 

versely barred on the breast, shoulders, flanks, and under tail coverts, with clove-brown ; the 

bars pointed in the middle.—Female coloured like the male. 

Form.—Bill strong, straight, nearly cylindrical from the nostrils; tip of the upper man- 

dible bent down. Nasal groove deep, abrupt, half the length of the bill. Wings rather 

longer than the square tail. Toes moderately long and rather stout, the anterior ones 

connected by webs, of which the outer one is longest.—The female is an inch longer, but 

resembles the male in its plumage. 

DIMENSIONS. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : - 15 6 Length of bill to rictus 2 64 Length of middle nail 0) 3 
Soe wOtatallere é . 4 0 5, Of tarsus 2 7 5, of hind toe. a 6@ 4 

Se OLaWAN | re 0 a 5, of naked thigh 1 3 > Of its nail - - 0 1k 

> of bill above 2 5 >, of middle toe 1 3 
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[157.] 2. Toranus vocirerus. (Sabine.) The Tell-tale. 

GeENnvs, Totanus, BEcustT. 
Scolopax totanus. Forsr. Phil. Trans., \xii., p. 410, No. 39. 

Spotted Snipe. PENN. Arct. Zool, ii., p. 467, No. 374.* 

Tell-tale Godwit or Snipe (Scolopax vociferus). WH4Ls., vii., p. 57, pl. 58, f. 5. 

Totanus vociferus. Sas, Frankl. Jowrn., p. 687. 

Totanus melanoleucus. Bonap. Syn., No. 260. 

Sasashew. CreEE INDIANS. 

This Tatler is larger than the Yeilow-shanks, and has a much stronger bill ; 

but very closely resembles it both in appearance and mannerst. It is very 

plentiful on the Saskatchewan plains. According to Mr. Hutchins, “ it lays 

four eggs, of a dark colour, spotted with black, which are large for the size of 

the bird.” 
DESCRIPTION 

Of the maie, killed on the Saskatchewan, May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage dark liver-brown, bordered with greyish-white on the head, 

neck, rump, and two upper rows of lesser wing coverts ; the fore part of the back, scapulars, 

lesser quills, intermediate and greater coverts, being marked with rather large marginal 

whitish spots. Greater quills and their coverts blackish ; shaft of the first quill white. Tail 

barred alternately with broccoli-brown and white, the former predominating on the middle 

feathers, the white on the lateral ones. Upper and under tail coverts, sides of the rump, and 

under plumage, white; the neck streaked with liver-brown ; flanks, under wing and tail 

coverts, barred with the same; the bars on the latter nearly obsolete in some specimens. 

Bill pitch-black. Legs wax-yellow. 

Form, in almost every respect, the same with that of Tot. flavipes, allowance being made 

for its greater size. Nasal grooves not reaching half the length of the bill. Bill equal to the 

tarsus in length. 
DIMENSIONS 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 5 14 0 Length of bill above oy Ae 2 Length of middle toe sail! 5 

>> of tail ee! 0 5, of bill to rictus a V4 6 55 Of itsnail . oO 25 

> of wing : oid 6 > oftarsus . a 8 > ofhindtoe . - 0 4 

>> of its nail i) 14 

* Wilson quotes the Stone Curlew, PENnN., No. 376 (Scolopax melanoleuca, Gmel. and Lath.), as a synonyme of 

the Tell-tale ; but the description in Arctic Zoology is too general for identification. On the other hand, the descrip- 
tion of the Spotted Snipe in that work agrees with our 7. vociferus ; and its locality and Indian name of Sasashew 

are further proofs of the correctness of our reference. Temminck, indeed, is of a different opinion, and considers 

Pennant’s Spotted Snipe to be the young of his 7. fuscus. No specimen of the latter bird, however, has, as far as our 
knowledge extends, ever been found in the fur-countries ; nor does it enter into the Prince of Musignano’s list of the 

birds of the United States. 

+ They are styled the Greater and Lesser Tell-tales in the United States, and Greater and Lesser Yellow-shanks 
by the Indians. 
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[ 158. ] 3. Toranus FLAvires. (Vieillot.) Yellow-shanks Tatler. 

Genus, Totanus, BECHSTEIN. 

Yellow-shanks Snipe. PENN., Arct. Zool., ii., p. 468, No. 378. WHuLson, vii. p. 55, pl. 58, f. 4. 

Totanus flavipes (Yellow-legged Godwit), San. Frank. Journ. p. 688. Bonar. Syn., No. 261. 

Sassasees, CREE InpDIawns. Lesser Tell-tale, UNITED STATES. 

This is a very common bird in the fur-countries, and is seen either solitary 

or in pairs on the banks of every river, lake, and marsh, up to the northern 

extremity of the continent. It is very impatient of any intrusion on its haunts, 

and often betrays the approach of the sportsman to the less vigilant of the 

feathered tribes, by flying round his head, its legs hanging down, and wings 

drooping, and uttering its incessant though plaintive cries. Previous to its 

retreating southwards, on the approach of winter, it collects in small flocks, and 

halts for a time on the shores of Hudson’s Bay. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a made killed at Fort Franklin, May 16, 1826. 

Corour.—Top of the head and neck blackish-brown, edged with greyish-white. Fore 

part of the back, scapulars, greater coverts, and tertiaries, blotched and barred with blackish- 

brown, and marked with marginal triangular spots of brownish-white. Posterior part of the 

back, lesser coverts, and secondaries, clove-brown, narrowly edged round with white. 

Greater quills blackish-brown ; the shaft of the first one white. Two central pairs of tail 

feathers broccoli-brown ; the lateral ones and the coverts white, all barred with blackish- 

brown ; less distinctly on the coverts. Eye stripe, chin, and under plumage, white, streaked 

on the neck and barred on the sides of the breast and belly with blackish-brown, Bill black. 

Legs yellow. 

Form.—Bill moderately long, straight; upper mandible grooved half its length, its acute 

tip turning down. Wings a little longer than the tail. Tarsus longer than the bill. Fore 

toes connected by small webs ; the inner web half the size of the exterior one. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length, total 5 F 9 8 Length of billtorictus . 1 5 Length of middle nail a0) 2 
so ofitail : ry 2, 9 55 Of tarsus 2 ae 0 >> of hind toe nO) 3h 

>, of wing : Aw | aT 5, ofmiddletoe . 1 ii > Ofitsnail . . 0 1 

5> of bill above Bey 4 

The female is larger in all its dimensions, being 14 inch longer. The plumage is alike in 

both sexes. 
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|159.] 4. Toranus cautripris. (Bechstein.) The Redshank or Gambet. 

Genus, Totanus, BEcusTEIN. 

Chevalier Gambette (Totanus calidris). TEMM., ii., p. 643. 

A specimen of this bird, from Hudson’s Bay, exists in the British Museum *. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Cotour.—Top of the head, top and sides of the neck, fore part of the back, sides of the 

breast, the wing coverts, and tertiaries, dark hair-brown, the shafts blackish. Posterior part 

of the back, the rump, tail coverts, tail, secondaries, and the under plumage, white. The upper 

tail coverts, tail, and greater wing coverts, barred with blackish-brown ; bases of the second- 

aries mottled with the same; and the shafts of the neck, breast, and flanks, also dark. 

Greater quills pitch-black ; shaft of the first one white, and the ends of some of the posterior 

ones mottled with white. 

Form.—Bill straight ; nasal grooves exactly half its length. Wings rather shorter than 

the rounded tail. Thighs naked for an inch. A short web between the inner and middle 

toes. Outer web rather more than a quarter of an inch deep. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length, total . : 1] 0 Length of bill above . - | ¢ Length of middle toe. 1 02 
35 of tail 5 cal 3 +» of bill to rictus 1 +t 55 of middle nail . O 12 

ee OL Wing! : 6 4 peOl tarsus) = 5 4 0 > of hind toeandtail 0 3 

[160. ] 5. Toranus Barrramius. (Temm.) Bartram’s Tatler. 

GeENvs, Totanus, BEcusT. 

“ Tringa longicauda. Brecust. Voy. Nachtr.” Fide Temm. 
Bartram’s Sandpiper (Tringa Bartramii). WHus., vii., p. 63, pl. 59, f. 2. 

Chevalier a longue queue (Totanus Bartramius). TEMM., ii., p. 650. 
Totanus Bartramius. Bonar. Cat., No. 256. 

This bird was seen by us only on the plains of the Saskatchewan. It feeds 
on coleopterous insects. 

* The “* White Redshank” (Totanus candidus, Briss.), from Hudson’s Bay, figured by EDwarps, pl. 139, is 

considered by him to be an albino variety of 7. calidris. The dimensions of its bill and wings are, however, greater 

than those of the latter, and do not accord with those of any of the other Totani described in this work : whilst its 

semipalmated feet rank it with Z. semipalmatus, which is a larger bird. The following is Edwards’s description : 

‘* The bill is above two inches long; the wing, when closed, near seven inches. The bill is black at the point, all the 
rest of it being orange-coloured. The plumage is all white, except a little transverse mixture of pale brown or dirty white 
on the back, wings, and tail; the greater quills are of a darker shade of white than the other wing feathers; the inner 

coverts have some faint spots; the legs and feet are of a bright reddish-orange colour; the legs are bare above the 
knees; the three forward toes seem to be all webbed together as far as the first joint.” He goes on to say: “* From 
its shape, size, proportions, and its faint marks, I am confident it can be no other than our Poolsnipe or Redshank.”’ 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May, 1827. 

Cortour.—Upper plumage mostly blackish-brown and wood-brown, the latter being mar- 

ginal. On the head and fore part of the back the wood-brown edgings are narrower ; but on 

the nape and wing coverts that colour predominates, the dark brown forming bars on the 

latter, and also on the tertiaries, scapulars, and lateral tail coverts. The spurious wings, 

greater quills, and their coverts, are blackish-brown: the shaft of the first primary white ; 

two or three of the posterior primaries and the secondaries are tipped with white, and the 

latter are spotted on their borders with the same. Posterior part of the back and most of 

the tail coverts pitch-black. Tail feathers buff-orange, tipped with white; the outer ones 

more broadly and distinctly barred with black: the orange is replaced on the outer web of 

the exterior feather by white, and on the central pair by broccoli-brown. Chin and belly 

white ; under tail coverts slightly tinged with brown. Neck beneath and breast soiled wood- 

brown, the former streaked, the latter crossed by arrow-headed marks of blackish-brown, 

and the flanks and insides of the wings regularly barred with the same. Bill blackish 

above, yellow on the sides and below. Jvrides dusky. Legs wax-yellow. 

Form.—Bill straight, short. Nasal grooves reaching nearly to the point, which is hard 

and curves down. Wings two inches shorter than the long, graduated tail. Legs rather 

stout; the thumb longer, and articulated lower than in the other Totant. Inner toe free. 

Web connecting the outer and middle toes short and thick. 

DivEnsions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ; 13 0 Length of bill to rictus ol 6 Length of middle nail . 0 34 
>» of tail : - 3 6 5 ofnakedthigh . 1 0 >> of hind toe en) 4 

5 of wing : . 6 7 5 of tarsus é a4 0 5, oOfhind nail , 710 2 

5, of bill above , ] 4 5, Of middle toe 1 0 

The female is a little longer, has a longer wing, and a proportionally shorter tarsus. 

@ 

[161.] G. Toranus ocHropus. (Temm.) White-tailed Tatler. 

Genus, Totanus, BEcustT. 

Green Sandpiper. Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 475, No. 389 ? 

Chevalier Cul-blanc ( Totanus ochropus). TEMM.,ii., p. 651. 

An individual of this species exists among a collection of birds from the fur- 

countries, sent to the British Museum by the Hudson’s Bay Company. Pennant 

says he also observed it among the birds collected by Mr. Kuckan in North 

America. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, from Hudson’s Bay, in the British Museum. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage dark hair-brown, with green reflections, dotted on the edges of 

the scapulars, tertiaries, and a few of the lesser coverts with whitish triangular specks, each 

speck having a dark margin. Quills blackish-brown*. Tail and its coverts white; three 

broad black bars towards the ends of the central tail feathers, fewer on the more exterior 

ones, and merely a spot or two on the two outer pairs. Superciliary line and cheeks 

whitish, with dusky streaks: a dark stripe on the lores. Front of the neck, breast, and 

flanks broccoli-brown, with dark central stripes: rest of the under plumage pure white. 

Form.—Bill straight ; nasal grooves extending more than half its length. Wings rather 

longer than the tail. Tail square, the middle pair of feathers alone slightly longer than the 

others. Web connecting the outer and middle toes two lines deep. Inner toe almost quite 

free. 
Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 6 at 9 Length of bill above rin) al 4 Length of middle toe. au 0 

> of tail : 5 #3 6 5, Of bill to rictus 5 5 » Of middlenail . 0O 2 

> of wing 5 6 ssrOlcarsusume, e 1 3 >, of hind toe and nail 4 0 

—R. 

(162.] 7. Toranus cuHLoropyetus. (Vieillot.) Green-rump Tatler. 

Genus, Totanus, Becu. 

Solitary Sandpiper (Tringa solitaria). WIHULS., vii., p. 53, pl. 58, f. 3. 

Totanus chloropygius. Bonar. Syn., No. 263. 

Attickew-shesheshew. CREE INDIANS. 

This bird has an extensive range, having been found breeding on the high 

grounds of Pennsylvania, and on the northern extremity of the continent, as 

well as in most of the intermediate districts. It frequents the gravelly banks 

of rivers singly or in pairs, and runs swiftly before the traveller, seldom taking 

wing until hard pressed. Its motions bear considerable resemblance to those 

of the common motacilla. Its eggs are deposited on the beach, no nest being 

formed. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed at Great Bear Lake, lat. 641° N., May 14, 1826. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage, including the central pair of tail feathers, dark hair-brown, 

slightly glossed with green, and interspersed with small marginal, triangular, white spots; 

* Neither greater nor lesser quills are bordered or marked with white—R. 

3 E 
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the lateral tail feathers and their coverts regularly barred with black and white, the white 

bars being broadest on the former: rump feathers merely edged with white. Wings 

unspotted, except on the margins of the tertiaries ; lesser quills and their coverts edged with 

white at the tips; primaries, their coverts, and anterior border of the wing, blackish-brown ; 

shaft of the first quill a little paler. The short eye stripes and under plumage white; sides of 

the head, front of the neck, and breast, streaked with clove-brown; inside of the wings 

barred with blackish-brown and white. ill brown. Legs blackish-green. 

Form typical. Bill moderate; nasal grooves extending two-thirds of its length. Tail 

somewhat rounded laterally, with a slight approach to double emargination ; the middle pair 

of feathers rather the longest. Web between the inner and middle toes merely rudimentary. 

The sexes are alike in plumage. The more southern specimens are generally an inch 

longer, and have the lesser quills and many of the wing coverts spotted on the margins like 

the dorsal plumage, and white spots on the edges of the middle tail feathers *. 

Dimensions 

Of the female. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 5 3) 6 Length of bill to rictus evo 33 Length of middle nail 210 2 
See Ofatall : He 3 eee Ottarsusamee one vl 3 5, Of hind toe 5 3 

> of wing : a 4 5 of naked thigh . 0 7 >, ot hind nail . . 0 2 

. of bill above 1 2 > of middle toe peng os 5, of web : nO) 23 

—R. 

* Temminck remarks, “ Tringa solitaria de Wilson différe de notre Tringa glareola, seulement par les deux pennes 

du milieu de la queue, qui dans sodtaria ont la couleur brune du dos, et sont rangées par bandes alternes brunes et 

blanches dans Glareola.”’—Man., p. 655. 

Toranus Macutarius. (Temm.) Spotted Tatler. 

Spotted Tringa (Tringa maculata). Epw., pl. 277 ; lower figure. 

Spotted Sandpiper. PENN. Arct. Zool. ii., p. 473, No. 385. Wrxs., vii., p. 60, pl. 59, f. 1. 
Totanus macularius. TEmMm., ii., p. 656. Bonar. Syn., No. 264. 

Chechiskawsees. Creer Inp1Ians. 

This species, which is very common in the United States, is stated, by Pennant and Latham, on the authority of 

Mr. Hutchins, to be an inhabitant of Hudson’s Bay. We did not meet with it either in the interior or on the sea- 

coast.—R. 
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[163.] 1. Limosa FEDoA. (Vieillot.) Great Marbled Godwit. 

GENUS, Limosa, Briss. 

The greater American Godwit. Epwanrps, pl. 137. 
Great Godwit, Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p.465, No. 371. 

Marbled Godwit, Ipbem, Suppl., p. 68, No. 471 *. 

Great Marbled Godwit (Scolopax fedoa). Wutson, vii., p. 30, pl. 56, f. 4, female. 

Limosa fedoa (American Godwit). Sas., Frank. Journ., p.689. Bonapr., Syn., No. 266. 

Wasawuck apeshew, CrEE InpIans. Curlew, ResIDENTs at Hupson’s Bay. 

This bird abounds in the interior of the fur countries, and is particularly 

plentiful on the Saskatchewan plains, where it frequents marshy places, walking 

on the surface of the sphagna, and thrusting its bill among them up to the 

nostrils; the stomachs of those which we killed, when so engaged, were filled 

with fragments of leeches. It is merely a bird of passage in the United States, 

wintering further to the southward. Males killed on the 2lst of June were 

beginning to moult; the plumage of the females, at the same period, appearing 
much worn, but shewing no new feathers. 

DESCRIPTION 

= Of a female killed on the Saskatchewan plains, May 6, 1827. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage liver-brown, each feather spotted or barred with different tints 

of wood-brown. On the top of the head the dark colour is but narrowly edged with the paler, 

and on the neck it is confined to central stripes. On the fore part of the back, the scapulars, 

tertiaries, and middle coverts, the wood-brown forms transverse spots or bars; on the rump, 

tail, and its coverts, the pale bars are broader than the dark ones. The two upper rows of 

wing coverts are merely fringed with wood-brown. our greater quills blackish-brown, edged 

with buff; their inner webs, the remaining quills, the secondaries, and part of the greater 

coverts, buff-orange sprinkled with black; shaft of the first quill brownish white. Streak 

from the nostrils to the upper eye-lid and the chin white; cheeks the same, streaked with 

black. Under plumage bright wood-brown, with small liver-brown spots on the neck ; breast 

and flanks barred with the same. The whole inside of the wings and under surface of the 

tail reddish-orange. Bill above and at the tip blackish-brown ; on the sides and beneath, 

flesh-coloured. Legs greenish-black. 

The sexes are alike in plumage, but the female is a third larger. The colours vary with 

the season, the wood-brown approaching at first to buff-orange, but towards the June moult, 

* Edwards figured an individual which was brought from Hudson's Bay by Mr. Tsham in 1745; but Latham, on 

obtaining specimens from the same quarter by Mr. Hutchins, introduced a nominal species (Marbled Godwit, Swppl. 

Syn., p. 245), retaining, at the same time, Edwards’s species, and also, through a misapprehension of Mr. Hutchins’s 

notes, erroneously enumerating the common European Godwit among the birds of Hudson’s Bay. He confounds the 
limosa rufa and melanura of modern ornithologists under the name of Common Godwit, quoting as a synonym of the 

latter, Mr. Hutchins’s manuscript name of Wasawuck apeshew, which belongs exclusively to Limosa fedoa—R. 

3 E 2 
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changing, particularly about the head and fore part of the back, to white. In some speci- 

mens the inner wing coverts and under tail coverts are barred with liver-brown. 

Form typical. Bill very slightly curved upwards. There is a rudimentary web between 

the middle and inner toes; the outer web reaches the first joint of the outer toe. Middle 

nail of our two female specimens and of one male distinctly notched; of another male spe- 

cimen, entire. 

Dimensions. 

Male. Female. Male. Female. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . : 19 0 21. 0 Length of tarsus. ‘ 5. AiG 3 0 
>, excluding bill : a ow 16 6 5, of middle toe oo & 1eaG: 
=a) Olstail 5 . F 3 9 4 0 >> Of its nail é o 0 3h 0 3% 

5 of wing : s 99 0) 9 9 >, ofhindtoe . . . 0 5$ 0 6 

5 of bill above A : 3. 9 4 10 > Ofitsnail . a 0 13 0 i! 

>, of bill to rictus Bye) 5. (0 

—R. 

[164. } 2. Limosa Hupsonica. (Swains.) Hudsonian Godwit. 

Grnus, Limosa, Briss. 

Redbreasted Godwit. Epwarps, pl. 138. 

Hudsvnian Godwit. Larn., Syn. Suppl.,i., p. 246. PEenN., Arct. Zool., Suppl., ii. p. 68. 
Scolopax Hudsonica. Laru., Ind., ii., p. 720, sp. 20. 
Limosa egocephala. Bownap., Syn., No. 265 ? 
Che-chish-ka-waine. SauLTrEeuR InpDIaANs. 

Cu. Se. Limosa Hupsonica, rostro levissime recurvo, caudd trifurcillata nigré: basi et apice albis, axillaribus 

nigris. 

Sp. Cu. Hupsonian Gopwit, bill very slightly recurved ; tail slightly doubly forked, black, with a. white base and 
tip ; axillary feathers black. 

A specimen of this bird, brought from Hudson’s Bay by Mr. Isham, was 

figured by Edwards, and another was presented by Mr. Hutchins to Dr. 

Latham, whose description Pennant has copied. It does not appear to have 

attracted the attention of recent ornithologists (or has been confounded by them 

with Limosa melanura)*. It breeds abundantly in the barren grounds near the 

Arctic Sea, and feeds on insects and shelly molluscee, which it obtains in the 

small sphagnous lakes. Its manners are similar to those of the Limosa fedoa. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male killed May 25, 1826, at Fort Franklin, lat. 652° N. 

Cotour.—Top of the head liver-brown, with pale edgings ; forehead glossed with yellowish- 

brown. A spotted whitish eye-stripe. Sides of the head, and the neck above and below, 

wood-brown with dark streaks. Scapulars, interscapulars, and tertiaries, dark liver-brown, 

* In L. melanura the inner wing covers and the sub-axillary feathers, in every stage of plumage, are white ; but in 
Hudsonica they are as invariably deep black; those farthest from the joints being alone slightly margined with 
white—Sw. 
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tinged with green, the narrow tips and roundish marginal spots dilute wood-brown. Middle 

and hind part of the back dark clove-brown, with pale edgings. Broad transverse band on 

the rump, the base and tip of the tail white; middle of the tail and ends of its longer coverts 

black ; central pair of tail-feathers tipped with broccoli-brown. Two middle rows of wing- 

coverts liver-brown with pale edgings, the others clove-brown. Primary coverts and quills 

blackish-brown ; the latter, except the first four, white at the base under the coverts, and 

tipped, particularly the posterior ones, with white. Shafts of all the primaries white to near 

the tips. Under plumage posterior to the neck, deep chestnut-brown; the breast marked 

with roundish black spots, the beliy with undulated bars, which become much broader pos- 

teriorly and on the tail coverts; the posterior under plumage is also tipped with white, and 

the two longest under tail coverts are white, with two black marks. Under wing coverts 

blackish-brown tipped with white ; long axillaries, and the lesser coverts surrounding them, 

unspotted pitch-black. Bili dark umber above and at the point; flesh-red elsewhere. 

Legs black. 

Form, typical.—Bill slightly pitted near the point when dry, and rather more curved 

upwards than that of L. fedoa. Wings equal to the tail, which is forked to the depth 

of a quarter of an inch, the central pair of feathers being, however, as long as the outer 

pair, thus producing a double emargination*. The margins of the toes not so tumid as 

in the latter bird. 

The males are a little smaller than the females, and moult earlier in the season. The 

females have the chestnut colour of the under plumage less pure, more tipped with white 

and barred with black, and the nails of their middle toes are more frequently dentated ; there 

is, however, much variety in this latter respect, some birds having three or four notches in the 

claw, while in others there are none at all. In one of our female specimens there are three 

distinct notches on the middle claw of one foot, and only one on the corresponding claw of 

the other foot. 

A female, killed at Fort William, Lake Superior, now in the collection of the Zoological 

Society, appears to be in the autumnal plumage. Upper surface dark broccoli-brown, 

the neck above and below, and part of the wing coverts, paler; the scapulars and tertiaries 

edged on the tips with soiled yellowish-brown, and crossed by ill-defined sub-terminal bars 

of greenish clove brown. Breast and flanks yellowish-grey; belly, under tail-coverts, and 

thighs, white. Posterior part of the back, rump, tail, and rest of the plumage, as described 

above. 

Dimensions. 

Male. Female. Male. Female. 
Inch, Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length, total . : : o lh 18 0 Length of naked thigh . : el). aie | ns) 
5, of tail A 3 5 fOr <a) ay 5 of tarsus . Ses 83 2 48 

> of wing iy 8 6 3 of middle toe he) at33 1 3 

>, of bill above poke a) Sree 7 » of middle nail . One 0 3 

3, Of bill to rictus By wl 3 74 » of hind toe and nail 0 52 0 53 

—R. 
* This double forking is constant in all the specimens. 
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[165.| 1. Scotopax Novoporacensis. (Wilson.) New York Godwit. 

GENvS, Limosa, Briss. 

Red-breasted Snipe, PENN., Arct. Zool., ii., p. 464, No. 368. Autumnal plumage. 

Brown snipe. IpEm, No. 369. Winter. 

Red-breasted Snipe (Scolopax Novoboracensis). Wu1.LsoON, vii., pl. 58, f. 1. 
Macroramphus griseus. Lracu, Cat. Brit. Mus. 

Bécassine ponctuee (Scolopax grisea). TEMM., ii., p. 679 *. 

Totanus Novoboracensis (Redbreasted Snipe). Sax., Frank. Journ., p. 687. Autumnal plumage. 
Scolopax (Macroramphus) grisea. Bonar., Syn., No. 267. 

This bird is well known in the fur countries, and has an extensive breeding 

range from the borders of Lake Superior to the Arctic Sea. In the breeding 

season, the whole under plumage is buff coloured, approaching to ferruginous, 

in which state it has not hitherto been described. Individuals killed on the 

Saskatchewan plains had their crops filled with leeches and fragments of cole- 

optera. The Scolopax Novoboracensis forms a link between the snipes and 

Godwits, having the bill of the former and the feet of the latter. 

* M. Temminck introduces this snipe into the list of European birds, on the strength of one individual having 

been killed in England, and another in Sweden. The English specimen is represented in the Supplement to Mon- 

tagu’s Ornithological Dictionary by a figure, which Temminck terms ‘ ¢rés donne,” but which differs from our bird in 
the legs being more slender and longer, the tarsus equalling the bill in length, which is also more slender at its base. 

It does not appear to be from actual comparison of specimens, but solely from a correspondence in description, that the 

Swedish bird, named by M. Nilson ‘‘ Scolopaw Paykullii,” has been referred to this species.—R. 

Limosa Epwarpsu. The White Godwit. 

GeENus, Limosa, Briss. 

The White Godwit from Hudson’s Bay (Fedoa Canadensis rostvo sursum recurvo). EDWARDs, pl. 139. ; y 
Posterior figure. 

We have thought it right to mention in a note, and designate by a specific name, a bird brought from Hudson’s Bay 
by Mr. Isham in 1745, and figured by Edwards. It was considered by this author to be the Common Godwit (Limosa 
rufa, Briss.), changed to white by the coldness of the weather. The Limosa rufa is not known to inhabit America ; 

and Edwards’s bird differs from the other Godwits described in this work, in the great curvature of its bill. Ihave 
obtained no further information respecting this bird than that which is contained in Edwards’s short description, 
which is as follows :— 

** This bird is of the size of the Redbreasted Godwit (Zimosa Hudsonica), and its measures agree pretty nearly 
therewith, except the Bill, which is rather longer, and turns upwards towards its point, like that of Avocedta (recurvi- 

rostra). The ded? is of an orange colour, but black at the point; it bends gradually upwards, like a scythe, and is 

justly represented in the figure. The plumage of this bird is white all over, excepting the tail, the greater quills, and 

the small feathers on the ridge of the wing, which are of a dirty or yellowish-white ; the covert feathers within side of 
the wings are light brown ; the legs are bare above the knees; the outer is joined to the middle toe; the legs, feet, 

and claws, are all of a dark brown colour.’’ In the figure there is a web represented between the bases of the inner 

and middle toes, probably through the inadvertence of the engraver, as it is not noticed in the text.—R. 
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DESCRIPTION 
Of a female killed at Great Bear Lake, May 25, 1826. 

Cotour.—Top of the head, back of the neck, scapulars, tertiaries, and some of the inter- 

mediate coverts, striped and spotted on the margins with ferruginous, that colour forming 

transverse bars on the longer scapulars and tertiaries. Wing coverts and secondaries clove- 

brown; the former narrowly edged with white, the latter striped on the borders and shafts 

with the same. Greater quills blackish-brown, shaft of the first one white. Middle and hind 

parts of the back white, the ramp marked with round spots of blackish-brown, which, on the 

tail coverts, change to transverse bars. Tail crossed by nine blackish-brown bars, alternating 

with white ones, that are tinged on the central pair of feathers with ferruginous. Super- 

ciliary stripe, and whole under plumage, bufl-orange. Sides of the head minutely spotted 

with dark-brown, crowded into a stripe on the lores. Front of the neck, sides of the breast, 

flanks, and tail coverts, marked with scattered round spots of the same, larger, and forming 

bars under the wings. Inner wing coverts barred with white and clove-brown. Bill and 

legs wax-yellow ; the tip of the former blackish. 

Form.—Bill straight, compressed at the base, with a rounded ridge ; grooved to near the 

tip, which is depressed and dilated like the bill of a Snipe, and is minutely pitted, when dry, 

with a central furrow in both mandibles ; tip of the upper one rather acute, projecting beyond 

the lower one, but not bent down. The epidermis of the base of the bill above is transversely 

wrinkled. Wings equal to the even fail. The central pair of tail feathers are occasionally 

slightly longer than the rest. Middle and outer toes connected to the first joint by a web. 

The sezes are alike in plumage ; the dimensions of the females being greater. Specimens 

killed towards the end of July, on the shores of Hudson’s Bay, have the posterior part of the 

belly and the under tail coverts white ; the latter barred with black. None were seen in the 

winter dress described by Temminck. <A male, killed on the 26th of July, at Hudson’s Bay, 

and consequently after its summer moult, had the upper plumage, breast, and inner wing 

coverts, as described above; the belly, vent, thigh feathers, and under tail coverts, white ; the 

black spots as above. This specimen, when recent, was nine inches and a half long. 

Dimensions 

Of the female. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length,total . 3 11 6 Length of bill to rictus 2 4 Length of hind toe . 0 3 
55 of tail 2 6 so) cOlstarsusier. Bk ees 5F >> of hind nail . ce) 2 

of wing 5 & >, of middle toe . oy Ole ae otawebn Zs : 0 3d 

of bill above 2 6 5, of middle nail 0 24 ,, of naked thigh . 1 0 
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[ 166. ] 2. Scoropax Drummonpi. (Swains.) Drummond's Snipe. 
GENUS, Scolopax, Linn. 

Peethapacasew. CREE INDIANS. 

Cu. Sp. Scoropax Drummonptl, rectricibus sedecim, paribus duobus exterioribus paulo angustioribus nigro et albo 
distinctis ; ceteris ferrugineo laté fasciatis. 

Sr. Cu. Drummonn’s Snipe, tail of sixteen feathers; the two outer pairs somewhat narrowed, varied with black 

and white; the rest banded with ferruginous. 

This Snipe is common in the fur-countries up to latitude 65°, and is also 

found in the recesses of the Rocky Mountains. Its manners are in all respects 

similar to those of the European Snipes. It is intermediate in size between 
the Sc. major and gallinago ; it has a much longer bill than the latter, and 

two more tail feathers. Its head is divided by a pale central stripe, as in 

Sc. gallinula and major: its dorsal plumage more distinctly striped than that 

of the latter ; and the outer tail feather is a quarter of an inch shorter than that 
of S. Douglasii. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, killed on the Rocky Mountains. 

Cotour.—Dorsal plumage and wings mostly brownish-black ; the top of the head, sca- 

pulars, interscapulars, intermediate coverts, posterior greater ones, and tertiaries, reflecting 

green and mottled, or barred with yellowish-brown ; this colour also forming stripes from the 

forehead to the nape, over the eyes to the sides of the neck, and more broadly on the exterior 

edges of the scapulars and interscapulars. Middle dorsal plumage and first quill fringed 

with white, and most of the wing coverts and lesser quills tipped with the same. Shafts of 

the primaries deep brown; an inch of the first, near its point, whitish. Rump and tail coverts 

yellowish-brown, barred with clove-brown. Tail, of sixteen feathers ; the three central pairs 

rich greenish-black, with reddish-orange or ferruginous ends, crossed by a blackish sub- 

terminal line, and tipped with white; the three exterior pairs barred alternately with clove- 

brown and brownish-white,—the white tips broader; the two intermediate pairs coloured 

nearly like the middle ones, but partly barred and tipped with white. Under plumage :—A 

Note.—A specimen of a Snipe, killed by Mr. Douglas on the banks of the Columbia, sold by the Horticultural 

Society, and now in Mr. Swainson’s museum, is, probably, a distinct species, though at present the following specific 
characters rest upon the authority of only a single specimen. Its characters are, 

ScoLtopax Dovetasit (Swains.), rectricibus sedecim latitudine equalibus omnibus ferrugineo late fasciatis preter 
extimos qui albescent. 

Dovetas’s SNIPE ; tail of sixteen feathers, not narrowed, all banded with ferruginous, except the outer pair, which 

are paler. 

Total length, 114 inch.; of wing, 5 inch.; of tarsus, 1 inch 33 lines; middle toe, 1 inch 2 lines; its nail, 33 lines. 

The following, killed in Equinoctial Brazil by Mr. Swainson, is unquestionably distinct. It is the only Snipe 
hitherto found in South America, where it is very common. 
ScoLopax BraziILiEnsis (Swains.), rectricibus sedecim ; medus ferrugineo late fasciatis; tribus exterioribus gracil- 

limes albis quinques nigro interrupte fasciatis. 

BraZILian SNIPE; tail of sixteen feathers; the middle ones banded with ferruginous ; the three outer ones very nar- 

row, white, with five interrupted black bands. 
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dark brown stripe on the lores, another under the ear. Sides of the head, front of the neck, 

and breast, pale wood-brown, with central spots of dark umber; the flanks, insides of the 

wings, and under tail coverts, barred with black and white, which on the latter is tinged with 

brown. Belly white. Bull blackish towards its tip, dark wood-brown at the base. 

Form typical. One small fold of the epidermis at the upper base of the bill. Tail rather 

long, graduated, the feathers decreasing a little in breadth as they are more exterior. 

Dimensions. 

: Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . : ll 6 Length of billtorictus . 2 64 Length of middle nail - 0 3 
Son EOF tail 5 ; 2 10 5», Ofnakedthigh . 0 5 5, Ofinnertoe. . O I1 

>, of wing 6 - 5 3 55 of tarsus ol 3 >» Ofhindtoe . -O 4 

>, of bill above o & 7 5, of middle toe 1 3k >, of hind nail o 1 

—R. 

[167.] 3. Scotopax Witsonir. (Temm.) Wilson’s Snipe. 

GeEnvs, Scolopax, Linn. 
Snipe (Scolopax gallinago). WHtLs., vi., p. 18, pl. 47, f. 2. 

Scolopax Wilsonii. Bonar. Syn., No. 268; and p. 445. No. 306, d. Brit. Mus. 

A specimen of a Snipe from Hudson’s Bay, in the British Museum, possesses 

all the distinctive characters ascribed by the Prince of Musignano to his Sc. 
Wilson, of which we have seen no authenticated examples. It differs from 

S. Drummond in its shorter tail, the outer feathers of which are more attenuated. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, in the British Museum, from Hudson’s Bay. 

Cotour.—Plumage of Sc. Drummondit. Tail, of sixteen feathers; six middle pairs 

reddish-black at the bases, brownish-orange* on their distal halves, slightly tipped with white, 

and crossed by a narrow subterminal pitch-black bar; two outer pairs brownish-white, with 

three narrow, equidistant, blackish bars.—In Form the tail is rounded laterally ; the middle 

pair of feathers rather narrower and shorter than the three succeeding pairs, which are equal 

in length, and about four lines and a half wide; the four exterior pairs become shorter and 

narrower in succession, the outer pair being only two lines wide, or not quite half the breadth 

of the middle ones. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin, 

Length, total . iy 6 Length of bill : a 6 Length of middle toe a Wl 13 
> of tail ° 32) 3 5, ofnakedthigh . 0 5 5, of middle nail . - 0 + 
5 ofwing . ci 5 4 > OURS o a o I 2 >, Of hind toe and nail 0 5 

—R. 

* The orange is much deeper on the four central pairs of feathers than on the two adjoining pairs.—R. 

3 F 
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[168.] 1. Rattus Novoporacensis. (Bonap.) Yellow-breasted Rail. 
Genus, Rallus, Linn. 

Yellow-breasted Gallinule. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 491, No. 410. 

Perdix Hudsonica. Larn. Ind., ii., p. 655, sp. 41. 

Gallinula Novoboracensis. IpEM, ii. p. 771, sp. 16. 

Rallus ruficollis.5 Wirtz. Gal., 266. 

Rallus Novoboracensis. Bonap. Syn., p. 273. 

Pawpakapeteésees. Cree INDIANS. 

We did not obtain specimens of this bird, nor did we learn any particulars 
respecting the extent of its migrations. Pennant and Latham merely described 

examples that were in the Blackburnian Museum, without giving any account 
of its habits; and as it is not noticed by Wilson, a history of it is still a deside- 

ratum. It is to be hoped that this will be supplied by the Prince of Musignano, 
in the forthcoming volume of American Ornithology. In the meantime, Mr. 

Hutchins’s manuscript notice, written about the year 1777, may be interesting 
to ornithologists :— 

“ This elegant bird is an inhabitant of the marshes* from the middle of May 

to the end of September. It never flies above sixty yards at a time, but runs 

with great rapidity among the long grass near the shores. In the morning and 
evening it utters a note, which resembles the striking of a flint and steel; at 

other times it makes a shrieking noise. It builds no nest, but lays from ten to 

sixteen perfectly white eggs among the grass.” 

DESCRIPTION. 

‘The upper mandible is black throughout; the lower one resembles the horn of lanterns, 

with a black nib. Jrides dark brown. The forehead is dark brown; the posterior part of 

the neck is speckled with white; the scapulars and coverts of the wings are black, each 

feather edged with yellowish-brown, and neatly barred with white across the middle and near 

the end; the quill feathers are light blue, the external web of the first white; some of the 

secondaries are white, shaded with blue. Tail very short, dark coloured, crossed by white, 

and gently edged with light brown: the coverts of the tail are void of edging. Throat white ; 

breast light brown; belly white, with brown partitions; thighs black, barred with white. 

Legs of a faint lead colour. Toes long and slender; the outer and middle one connected a 

little way by a membrane.—The young ones are quite black.” 

* On the coast of Hudson’s Bay, near the efflux of Severn River, where Mr. Hutchins resided —R. 
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[169.] 2. Ratuius Carouinus. (Bonap.) Carolina Rail. 

Genus, Rallus, Linn.* 

Little American Water-hen (Gallinula minor). Epw., pl. 144. 

Soree gallinule. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 491, No. 409. 
Gallinula Carolina. Latu. Ind, ii., p. 771, sp. 17. 

Rail (Rallus Virginianus). WHts., vi., p. 27, pl. 48, f.1. Ral. Carolinus, Gen. Ind. 

Gallinula Carolina (Soree gallinule). Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 690. 

Rallus Carolinus. Bonar. Syn., No. 272. 

Pawpawkaw-peteesew. CREE INDIANS. 

This bird is common in the summer season throughout the fur-countries up to 

the sixty-second parallel, and is particularly abundant on the banks of the small 

lakes that skirt the Saskatchewan plains. It is scarce in the summer within 

the United States, though a few breed there ; but arrives in great numbers on the 

Delaware in August, retiring farther southwards in October. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan plains, May, 1827. 

Cotour.— Upper plumage between hair-brown and oil-green, with brownish-black central 

marks, that do not exist, however, on the upper part of the neck and wing coverts. The 

scapulars, interscapulars, tertiaries, shoulders, and the inner webs of the central tail feathers, 

are longitudinally striped near their margins with white; the wing edged and greater coverts 

sparingly spotted with the same. Crown, forehead, lores, chin, and a medial stripe on the 

throat, black. A line between the eyes, orbits, cheeks, sides of the throat, and breast, bluish- 

grey. Flanks, sides of the rump, and thighs barred with white, blackish-brown, and _hair- 

brown. Vent buff-orange, barred and edged with black. Belly and under tail coverts white, 

the latter tipped with buff. Bill bright yellow. Legs greenish-yellow. 

Form.—Bill short, straight, much compressed; its depth at the base equal to half its 

length. Upper mandible obsoletely notched at the tip. Wings short and rounded ; second 

quill, which is the longest, slightly exceeding the third; first equal to the fifth. Hind toe 

equal in length to the first phalanx of the outer toe. Nails much compressed, slightly 

curved, and acute like those of the Merulide. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : a & 3 Length of bill to rictus - 0 103 Length of inner toe eal 05 

5, of tail 2 1 5, of tarsus 0 Ba | 34 5 Of its nail 0 33 
3 of wing : a4 42 5, of middle toe 1 +. 55 Ofhindtoe . - 0 5 

> of bill above 0 104 5, of middle nail . 0 4 > Of its nail . 0 2¢ 

* We concur with M. Temminck and the Prince of Musignano in not adopting, even as types of form, the genera 

named Crex, Ortygometra, and Zapornia ; while very many of the modern species of the GALLINULA are true Radi. 

—Svw. 
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(170. ] 1. Futica Americana. (Gmelin.) American Coot. 

Genus, Fulica, Linn. 
Common Coot (Fulica atra). Wuts., ix., p. 61, pl. 73, f. 1. 

Fulica Americana. (GmEL.) Sas. Frankl. Journ., p.690. Bonar. Cat., No. 270. 
Whiskeychawn-weesheep. CREE INDIANS. 

The small grassy lakes that skirt the Saskatchewan plains are much frequented 

by this Coot, which in its manners exactly resembles the closely allied European 

species*. It was not seen by us near Hudson’s Bay, nor higher than the fifty- 

fifth parallel. Mr. Swainson has obtained specimens from the Table-land of 

Mexico. It is observed to arrive in the fur-countries always in the night-time. 

The crops of those we killed were filled with fine sand. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 13, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head and neck velvet-black. Fore part of the back, scapulars, and wing 

coverts blackish-grey ; tertiaries, tips of the scapulars, rump, and tail coverts, clove-brown, 

with a greenish-tinge. Quills, tail, and vent pitch-black ; tips of the secondaries and under 

tail coverts white. Under plumage lead-grey. Bill pale horn colour, with a chestnut’ ring 

near its tip; frontal callus dead white, terminating superiorly in a rhomboidal chestnut- 

coloured spot. Legs dull bluish-green. 

Form typical. Wings as long as the rounded or graduated tail, which consists of fourteen 

feathers +. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . 16 6 Length of bill to rictus . 1 5 Length of middle nail . 0 7 

au On tall ou ee 0 5, Of naked thigh 0 9 > Ofhindtoe . -O 211 

>> of wing 6 Vf 6 5, Oftarsus . Bb 24 ] > Ofitsnail . nO) 4 

5, Of bill and callus 2 0 5, Of middle toe. 2 dil 

Other males are upwards of an inch shorter than the preceding, and they vary in the 

extent and depth of the blackish-grey of the dorsal aspect.—R. 

* Mr. Sabine gives in detail the specific differences between the two, in the work above cited. 

+ Cuvier says that the tail contains sixteen feathers ; but in a considerable number of specimens which I examined 
I found but fourteen, and in some instances only ten or twelve—R. 

9 
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[171.4 1. PHataropus Wixsonu. (Sabine.) Wilson's Phalarope. 

Genus, Phalaropus, Briss. 

Phalaropus Wilsonii (American Phalarope). San. Frankl. Journ., p. 691. 

‘* Phalaropus lobatus. Orb, Wils. Orn., Ed. nov.” Fide Bonar.* 

Phalaropus frenatus. Vre1L. Gal., pl. 271. 

Phalarope lissére (Ph. fimbriatus). TEmm. Col. Pl. 370+. 

Phalaropus (Holopodius) Wilsonii. Bonap. Lyc. N. York, ii., p. 159; Syn., No. 279. 

Lobipes incanus. Jarp. & SELBY, Jil. of Orn.; young. 

PLate Lxtx. 

This elegant Phalerope breeds on the Saskatchewan ; but was not seen by us 

beyond the fifty-fifth parallel, nor on the coast of Hudson’s Bay. It is not 

uncommon on the borders of the lakes adjoining the city of Mexico, from whence 

Mr. Swainson has received both young and adult specimens. It lays two or 

three eggs among the grass on the margins of small lakes: they are very obtuse 

at one end, taper much at the other, and have a colour intermediate between 

yellowish-grey and cream-yellow, interspersed with small roundish spots and a 

few larger blotches of umber-brown, more crowded at the obtuse end. The eggs 

measure sixteen lines and a half in length and eleven across. This bird ap- 

proaches nearest to Phalaropus hyperboreus in the form of its bill. Its legs and 

toes, however, are longer; and the latter are more narrowly bordered and con- 

nected by shorter webs ; the hind toe, likewise, is longer; and all the nails are 

longer and more pointed ;—peculiarities of structure which seem to fit it more 

for walking on the surface of marshes filled with sphagna, than for exercising 

the full powers of natation possessed by the Ph. hyperboreus and platyrhyn- 

chus. It has, how ver, the compact and thick under plumage of these Phale- 

ropes, which distinguishes them so readily from the Tringe. We, unfortunately . 

had no opportunity of studying the habits of this interesting species, and of 
contrasting them with those of its congeners. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a female, killed on the Saskatchewan, 21 June, 1827. 

Cotour.—Crown of the head and lores pearl-grey ; medial stripe on the neck greyish- 

white. Dorsal plumage, wings, and tail broccoli-brown; shaft of the primaries umber- 

brown, the first one nearly white; lesser quills and their coverts slightly edged with white. 

Sides of the neck rich chestnut-brown, which is continued in a stripe over the shoulders, 

* The Prince of Musignano refers also to the Ph. lobatus of Ord (W1Its., first ed., pl. 73, f. 2), as a representation of 

this bird ; but surely such an erroneous and imperfect account, confessedly compiled from partially obliterated notes 

and an unfinished sketch, does not deserve to be quoted,—notwithstanding that the specimen from which they were 

taken proves on examination to be this species.—R. 

+ We know not for what reason M. Temminck has changed the name of this species, long before consecrated to the 

memory of the great American ornithologist. The figure in the PJ. Col. is very incorrect: the bill is represented as 
much arched, and the regularity of the lateral rufous bands cannot be traced.—Sw. 
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down the outside of the interscapulars ; there is a similar stripe on the outer border of the 

scapulars, and a tinge of the same colour on the throat. A spot before the eye, the sides of 

the rump, tips of the lateral tail feathers, also stripes on their shafts and mottling on their 

inner webs, the borders of the upper tail coverts, the chin, and under plumage, pure white. 

A velvet-black band commences on the lores, includes the eye, and runs half way down the 

neck, becoming broader after passing the ears. Bill and legs brownish-black. 

Form.—Bill much resembling that of a Tatler (Totanus chloropygius), but rather more 

slender, the height at the base less, and ridge depressed throughout ; it is quite straight, and 

nearly of equal breadth to the tip of the upper mandible, which is bent down. Nasal grooves 

nearly obsolete, and close to the commissure. Head narrow; forehead lengthened. Eyes 

near the crown. Neck rather long. Wings equal to the tail, which consists of twelve fea- 

thers, and has a double but very shallow emargination; the exterior and middle feathers 

equal. Tarsus rather stout ; compressed and two-edged as in the Sea-ducks ; fore toes 

bordered by narrow membranes, that are very slightly or not at all contracted at the joints ; 

and connected by short webs: the outer web, which is the longest, including only one joint 

of the outer toe. Nails moderately curved, acute, and excavated beneath. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 10 6 Length of billtorictus . 1 43 Length of middlenail . 0 2 
55. of tail 6 an 84 6 >, Of naked thigh 0 Z >» oOfhindtoe . . 0 4 

> of wing g - 5 4 >, Of tarsus . <I ML 5 » of hind nail a 1 

5, of bill above sal 4 5, of middle toe. 1 0 >> of outer web . 0 3 

Other specimens are nearly an inch shorter than the above.—R. 

[172. | 2. PHALAROPUS HYPERBOREUS. (Lath.) Hyperborean Phalarope. 

Grwnus, Phalaropus, Latu. 

Coot-footed Tringa. Epw., pl. 143; and pl. 46, young. 

Phalaropus hyperboreus et fuscus. Latn. Ind., ii., pp. 774, 7753 sp. 1 and 4. 

Phalarope a hausse-col (Lobipes hyperboreus). Cuv. Reg. An., i., p. 533. 
Phalarope hyperboré (Phalaropus hyperboreus). TEMM., ii., p. 709. 

Phalaropus hyperboreus (Red Phalerope). Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 690. 

Accummee-sheeshick. CREE INDIANS. 

This Phalerope breeds on all the Arctic coasts of America, and resorts to the 

shores of Hudson’s Bay in the autumn. It was first made known by Edwards, 

who figured specimens from thence. It frequents shady ponds, in which it swims 

with ease and elegance, its attitudes much resembling those of the common 

Teal ; and, like that bird, it is continually dipping its bill into the water, picking 

up the small insects which constitute its food. Its eggs, two or three in number, 

have an olive-yellow colour, and are closely spotted with blackish-brown. 
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DESCRIPTION 
Of a female, killed at Great Bear Lake, June 7, 1826. 

Cotour.—Sides and front of the neck bright brownish-orange ; medial stripe on the latter, 

the sides of the breast, top and sides of the head, the nape, and fore part of the back, greyish- 

black; rest of the upper plumage blackish-brown, the scapulars and interscapulars striped 

exteriorly with yellowish-brown ; the lateral tail feathers clove-brown ; their shafts and edges, 

several bars on their lateral coverts, a band on the ends of the greater wing coverts and edges 

of the tertiaries, the shafts of the greater quills, fringe of the intermediate coverts, the chin, 

throat, and rest of the wnder plumage, pure white, blotched with black beneath the wings. 

Bill black. Legs blackish-green.—A specimen, killed at Hudson’s Bay, on the 28th August, 

and therefore after its swnmer moulé, has the throat and lores brownish-white; the breast 

blackish, mottled with white ; the anterior dorsal plumage, scapulars, and tertiaries, broadly 

bordered with wax-yellow ; the tail tinged with rust colour, and the belly clouded with a pale 

brown tint. 

Form.—Bill shorter than that of Ph. Wilsonii, and rather more awl-shaped, but otherwise 

very similar. Its ridge is somewhat less depressed, and the nasal grooves consequently 

wider. Inside of the upper mandible smooth. Tail, of twelve feathers moderately graduated, 

as long as the wings. Tarsus shorter than the bill. Webs including two joints of the outer 

toe and one of the inner one ; the remaining phalanges of the fore toes broadly bordered with 

deeply scalloped membranes. Hind toe free, its inner edge attenuated. Nazis very small. 

Dimensions 

Of the female. 

Inch. Lin, Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . . 77 6 Length of billtorictus . 1 0 Length of middle nail - 0 02 
>> Of tail 5 2 3 » of naked thigh 0 6 5, of hind toe - oO 2 

> of wing C ~4 3 55 Oftarsus . ~! (0 OF >> Of outer web . - 0 5 

> of bill above . - 0 113 >, of middle toe . 0 94 Extentof wing . oi) 12 6 

—R. 

[173.] 3. PHataropus FuLIcARIUS. (Bonap.) Flat-billed Phalerope. 

Genus, Phalaropus, Briss. 

The Red Coot-footed Tringa (Tringa rufa). Epw., pl. 142*. 

Red Phalerope (Tringa fulicaria). PENN. drect. Zool., ii., p. 494, No. 413. 

Red Phalerope (Phalaropus hyperboreus). WHILS., ix, p. 75, pl. 73, f. 4. 

Phalaropus platyrhynchus. Sas. Greenl. Birds, p. 536; Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p. cci. 

Ricuarps. Append. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 335. 

Phalaropus fulicarius. Bonar. New York Lyc., ii., p. 159; Syn., No. 277. 

This neat little bird abounds in high northern latitudes, breeds on the North 

Georgian Islands and Melville Peninsula, and was often seen swimming on the 

* Unless the variations in the length of the bill and in the total size of this bird are greater than usual even among 
the Grallatores, two species of Flat-billed Phaleropes have been confounded together by authors. Plates 142 and 308 of 
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sea far from land, by the Northern Expeditions. Its eggs, generally four, are 

oil-green, varied by crowded irregular spots of dark umber-brown, which become 
confluent towards the obtuse end. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen killed on the Columbia River. 

Cotour.—Sides of the crown, circumference of the eyes, the ears, hind head, and a stripe 

along the back of the neck, blackish-brown; rest of the dorsal plumage ash-grey, with 

blackish bases. Forehead, middle of the crown, superciliary bands, chin, sides and front of 

the neck, sides of the rump, and the whole under plumage, pure white; the dorsal plumage 

and part of the lesser wing coverts are also slightly fringed with white; and the ends of the 

scapulars, the secondaries, and the lateral tail feathers, more broadly edged with the same. 

Two or three of the posterior secondaries are almost entirely white, and the quill shafts are 

brownish white. Bull brown. Feet oil-green *. 

Form.—Bill straight, depressed, much stouter and wider than the bills of the two pre- 

ceding phaleropes ; of equal breadth (14 line) from base to the point, which is shortly accu- 

minated, but not very acute ; tip of the upper mandible turning down. Nasal grooves reaching 

to the narrowed tip. Head compressed as in the other phaleropes. Wings considerably 

longer than the tail, which is rather long and graduated; the outer feather three-quarters of 

an inch longer than the middle ones. Structure of the feet, extent of the webs, &c., as in 

Ph. hyperboreus ; the proportional length of the toes to the tarsus being, however, rather 

greater. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . é & 7 0 Length of bill above . - 0 10 Length of middletoe . 0 9 
55> of tail ; sah ae 43 » of billtorictus . O I1 55 Of its nail 9 - 0 1; 

> of wing . 4 9 >> of tarsus f -O 10 5, of hind toe and nail 0 3 
—R. 

Edwards represent birds having very different sized bills ; and the known accuracy of that author in all cases where he 
took the original sketches himself, lead us to conclude that the difference existed in the specimens from which he drew. 
This opinion is strengthened by the examination of a Phalerope killed in the Orkneys, and now in the British Museum, 
agreeing in size and colour with Edwards’s bird, pl. 142, but larger in all its dimensions than the specimens of 

the Flat-billed Phalerope in the grey winter dress, existing in the same Museum. We have not sufficient materials 

for entering more fully into the subject; but if further researches detect two distinct species, both, we have no 

doubt, will be found to exist in the fur-countries. Edwards’s bird, pl. 142, corresponds with summer specimens killed 
by Sir Edward Parry on Melville Peninsula; while the specimen from the Columbia, described in the .text, seems 
to agree in all respects with the winter dress of the Ph. platyrhynchus of Temminck.—R. 

* Specimens killed in summer on Melville Peninsula have the blackish-brown dorsal plumage broadly bordered with 
brownish-orange : the whole wnder plumage is of this latter colour; and the rump is white, striped with black. Super- 

ciliary bands brownish. Wings nearly as described above. We regret that, these specimens being deposited in the 
Edinburgh Museum, we have not been able to compare them with the Columbia one, so as to ascertain whether they 
are of the same or of a different species.—R. 
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Pennant describes under the name of Plain Phalarope*, a bird which was 

taken to the north of Behring’s Straits, near Icy Cape, in the beginning of 
August or end of July on Captain Cooke’s last voyage. This is considered by 

recent authors to have been merely an example of Ph. hyperboreus in a state of 
moult, in which the scolloped membranes of the toes had folded in, as they do 

when dry. Setting aside the injustice of supposing that a naturalist of Pen- 

nant’s habits of industry would expressly mention this as a specific mark of 

distinction, without having examined it, the form of the bill, which he states to be 

dilated at the end, presents another characteristic difference ; and I think that the 

Plain Phalarope ought not to be erased from our lists merely because a second 

example has not hitherto been detected. I have, however, other grounds for 

believing that a very handsome Phalarope, answering, in some particulars, to the 

Plain Phalarope, and unknown to the naturalists of the present day, exists in 

America. In September 1819, while at York Factory, Hudson’s Bay, a small bird 

was brought to me, which had a depressed bill, rounded at the end, with the feet 

more than half palmated, and the toes evenly bordered to the nails. Its plumage, 
as far as my recollection goes, was mostly white. The natives said that it was 

the only bird of the kind they had ever seen. From the pressure of other affairs, 

I could neither prepare the skin of the specimen nor take a description, but I 

put the bird into spirits, and sent it, along with a considerable number of other 

specimens, to England by a ship which was then on the point of sailing. They 

reached London, but I never could trace what became of any of them afterwards. 
I think, from the rarity of this bird at Hudson’s Bay, that it most probably 

frequents the western side of the Rocky Mountains, and hope that it may one 
day be found in New Caledonia.—R. 

* PHALAROPUS GLACIALIS (Lath.) Plain Phalarope (Penn.) 

Tringa glacialis. GMEL. 

** Ph. with a slender bill, dilated at the end. Crown dusky and dull yellow ; across each eye a black line; cheeks 

and fore-part of the neck clay coloured; breast and belly white; back and tertials dusky, edged with dull yellow. 

Coverts, primaries, and tail cinereous ; the last edged like the tertials. Legs yellowish. Tves bordered with a plain 
or unscolloped membrane. Taken in the Frozen Sea, lat. 694° N., long. 1914° E.”—Aret. Zool., ii.,p. 495. 
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[174.] 1. Popicers cristatus. (Lath.) Crested Grebe. 

GENus, Podiceps, Latn. 

The Greater Dobchick (Colymbus major). EpDwarDs, pl. 360. 
Grebe huppé (Podiceps cristatus), TEMM. ii., p. 717. 

Podiceps cristatus, Bonar., Syn., No. 364. 

The Gredbes are to be found in all the secluded lakes of the mountainous and 

woody districts of the fur countries, swimming and diving with such dexterity, 

that they have obtained the appellation of “ water-witches.” They have no 

tails, and their legs being placed at the extremity of the body, they necessarily 

assume an erect position on land. They walk badly, and rise from the ground 

with difficulty. Their nests, formed of a large quantity of grass, placed among 

reeds and carices, rise and fall with the water. They feed on small fish, frogs, 

and insects. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Upper surface of the head, occipital crest, and ends of the lateral ruffs, greyish- 

black. Bases of the latter and sides of the nape, brownish-red. Back of the neck, dorsal 

plumage, and wings, blackish-brown. Upper border of the wing, tertiaries, and all the 

secondaries, except three or four long posterior ones, a spot before the eye, the chin, sides 

of the head, and under plumage of the neck and body white. The vent and sides under the 

wing clouded with blackish-grey. Bases of the lateral ruffs brownish-orange. Bill yellowish, - 

the ridge of the upper mandible and gonys of the lower one reddish-brown ; tips of both 

white. 

Form.—Bill, about the length of the head, strong, and tapering from the base, much 

compressed towards the point; mandibles sloping equally to the tip; commissure straight. 

Ruff conspicuous, but not large, situated on the sides and front of the throat. A short crest 

on each side of the occiput. Neck long and slender. Posterior edge of the tarsus moderately 

rough. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . é 23 0 Lengthofbilltorictus . 2 7 Length of middle toe 2 54 

5 of wing A Any! 0 s from nostrils to tip 1 5 > Ofitsnail . 2 20 43 

>, Of bill above . 4 0 5, Of tarsus : 57 8 55 Of outer toe 2 8 

>> of its nail 0 4 
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[175.] 2. Popiceps rupricoLuis. (Temm.) Red-necked Grebe. 

GeENus, Podiceps, Larn. 

Grebe Jou-gris (Podiceps rubricollis), TEMM., ii., p. 720. 

Podiceps rubricollis (Red-necked Grebe). San., Frankl. Journ., p. 692. Bonap., Syn., No. 365. 

No specimen of this bird being obtained on the last expedition, the following 

description is taken from Mr. Sabine’s account, above quoted, of one killed at 

Great Slave Lake in 1822. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a mature individual, killed at Great Slave Lake, May, 1822. 

Cotour.—Upper surface of the head and nape shining black; medial line of the neck 

above and dorsal plumage dark-brown. Secondaries and belly white. Chin and throat 

drab coloured ; sides and front of the neck and breast ferruginous. Bill black above, horn- 

coloured below ; as long as the head. 

Length, to ends of toes stretched out, 28} inches. Bill from rictus 2} inches ; from front 

14 inch. 

[176.] 3. Popicers cornutus. (Lath.) Horned Grebe. 

GeENvs, Podiceps, Latu. 

Eared or Horned Dobchick. Epw., pl. 145 ; Hudson’s Bay specimen *, 
Black and White Dobchick. IpEm, pl. 96, anterior figure. Young Engl. spec. 

Horned Grebe. PENN., Arct. Zool. ii, p.497, No. 417. Dusky Grebe, No. 420. Young. 

Grebe cornu ow Esclavon (Podiceps cornutus). TEMM., ii. p. 721. 

Podiceps cornutus (Horned Grebe). San., Frankl. Journ., p. 693. Bownar., Syn., No. 366. 

Seekeep, CreE Inpians. Shinkepees, SAuULTEUR INDIANS, 

Is very common in the fur countries, frequenting every lake with grassy 

borders. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen killed at Great Slave Lake. 

Cotour.—Head, nape, and throat, greenish-black; a broad buff-orange eye band is red- 

dish before the eye and on the side of the nape. Back of the neck, dorsal plumage, and 

wings, blackish-brown ; the secondaries white. Under surface and sides of the neck, sides 

of the breast, the flanks and thighs, reddish-orange ; vent greyish ; rest of the under plumage 

shining yellowish-white. Orbits and rictus lake-red. Bill bluish-black ; its tip white. rides 

red. Legs brownish ; paler interiorly. : 

Form.—Bill short, compressed throughout, both mandibles sloping to a point, commissure 

* EpwarDs’s coloured figure represents our bird very exactly. 

3G 2 
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straight *. Plumage of the sides of the head and nape lengthened, forming a lateral ruff, 

and giving a square form to the head. The coloured eye-band forms the upper margin of 

the ruff. Scales on the posterior margin of the tarsus slightly rough. Nail of the middle 

toe finely pectinated. The young want the horned eyeband and reddish-orange plumage, 

having the throat and sides of the head below the eye, and a spot on the lores white ; fore- 

part of the neck ash-coloured. 
Dimensions. 

Tnch. Lin, Inch. . Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . : 15 6 Length from nostrilsto tip 0 7 ~Length of middle nail - 0 4 

> of wing 4 - 5 4 > Oftarsus . ad | & 5, Of outer toe ow A 0 

» of billabove . napll 0 >» of middle toe . - J] 10 >» Ofitsnail . - 0 3 
, of billtorictus . 1 4 —R. 

[177.] 4, Popicers Caro.uinensis. (Lath.) Pied-dill Grebe. 

Colymbus Podiceps. Lin., Syst. 223. 

Pied-bill Grebe. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 497, No. 418. 

Podiceps Carolinensis ( Pied-bill Grebe). Sas., Frankl. Journ., p. 692. Bonae., Syn., No. 367. 
Peesheesheet-seekeep. CREE INDIANS. 

Mr. Sabine’s description of a specimen obtained on Sir John Franklin’s first 

expedition is given below, no specimens of this bird having been got on the last 
expedition. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen killed at Great Slave Lake, May, 1822. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage dark-brown; the secondaries tipped with white. A conspi- 

cuous black patch on the chin. Throat and cheeks light-brown; a patch on the breast 

dotted with black and white; the belly mottled with light-brown and white. Bill with a 

broad black band round its middle. It is short, strong, and much compressed towards the 

point; upper mandible curved at the tip. Length, including the legs and feet, seventeen 

inches. Length of bill above 9 lines. 

[178.] 1. STERNA HIRUNDO. (Linn.) Greater Tern. 

GENus, Sterna, Linn. 

Great Tern. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 524, No. 448. 

Sterna hirundo. Latu. Jnd., ii., p. 807, sp. 15. 
Great Tern (Sterna hirundo). W41s., vii., p. 76, pl. 60, f. 1. 

Hirondelle-de-mer Pierre garin (Sterna hirundo). 'TEMM, ii, p. 740. 

Sterna hirundo. Bonar. Syn., No. 286. 

This bird breeds in the marshes from Pennsylvania up to the 57th parallel of 

* In Podiceps auritus, the upper mandible is straight, and the gonys of the lower one slopes upwards to the point.—R. 
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latitude. Its eggs, two, or sometimes three, are deposited on a tuft of dry 
grass, upon sand, or among stones, and are hatched principally by the heat of 

the sun, the bird sitting upon them only during the night, or in cold weather. 

It is very clamorous when any one approaches the spot, and flies towards him, 

plunging close to his head, and rising again with great velocity. In these evo- 

lutions its forked tail is sometimes spread out, but more generally closed, so as 

to appear pointed. It feeds principally on small fish, which it picks up from 

shallow water, on the wing. The length of its wings and tail, and the shortness 

of its legs, render progression on the ground inconvenient, and it is seldom 

observed to alight. It passes the winter to the south of the United States. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male killed on the banks of the Saskatchewan, July 18, 1827. 

Cotour.—Upper surface of the head and the nape pitch-black. Back of the neck, back, 

wing coverts, and secondaries, pearl-grey, inclining to blue, the tips of the latter fading to white. 

The exterior web of the first primary a stripe on its inner web next the shaft, and the tips 

and inner margins of the others blackish-grey ; this colour, glossed with shining ash-grey, on 

the remainder of the quills. All the quill-shafts, the ramp, under eyelid, inferior plumage, 

and insides of the wings, white; the breast, belly, and flanks, slightly tinged with grey. 

Tail and its coverts pearl-grey ; outer feather white exteriorly ; dark-grey near its point 

interiorly. Bill orange-coloured, tipped with blackish-brown. Legs scarlet. 

Form, typical— Wings much pointed, equalling the tail in length. Tail deeply forked, 

the exterior feathers being four inches longer than the central pair, and tapering almost to a 

point. Thighs naked for seven lines. Scales of the tarsi delicate; their divisions not very 

perceptible. Middle toe, excluding its nail, shorter than the tarsus. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . 3 16 3 Length of billtorictus . 2 2 Lengthofinnertoe . . 0 64 

5, of tail ; . 6 9 5, of tarsus - oO Al +, of hind toe 5 2} 

> ofwing . - 10 6 55 of middle toe . - 0 9 55 Of itsinaill 0 13 
of bill above . 5 6 55 of middle nail 0 44 —R. 

39 

Note—English specimens of Sterna hirundo differ from the above in the outer web of the exterior tail-feather 

being blackish-grey ; the inner webs of all the tail feathers, and the whole of their coverts, white. The blackish grey 
of the quills is moreextended. The tarsus is more slender and two lines shorter than in the American bird. Further 
observation must determine whether these differences are constant. They exist in several specimens from both 
countries, which I have examined ; and the peculiarities of the Hudson’s Bay bird attracted the attention of Forster.—R. 
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(179.] 2. STERNA ARcTIcA. (Temm.) Arctic Tern. 

Grnus, Sterna, Linn. 

Hirondelle de mer Arctique (Sterna arctica), TEMM., ii., p. 742. 

Sterna arctica. Sax. (Capt.), Suppl. Parry's First Voy., p.ccii. Sas. (J.), Frankl. Jowrn., p. 694. 

Ricuarps., 4ppend. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 356, No. 20. Bonar. Syn., No. 287? 

Eeemeet-koteillak. Esquimaux. 

This species of Tern breeds very abundantly on the shores of Melville 

Peninsula, and on the islands and beaches of the Arctic Sea. The eggs are 

very obtuse at one end, and taper much at the other. They vary in colour from 

light yellowish-brown to bluish-grey, and are marked with many irregular brown 

spots of different degrees of intensity. They are deposited on a gravelly beach 

or upon sand, and the parent birds shew as much anxiety for their safety and 
boldness in defending them as the Si. Airundo. The Sterna arctica is most 

readily distinguished from the species just named by its shorter bill and much 

smaller legs and feet. The comparative lengths of the ¢arst and middle toes 

and the colours of the tail feathers, will also assist in discriminating them. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male killed at Great Bear Lake, June 7, 1826. 

CoLour.—Upper plumage as in Sé. hirundo, except that the grey does not extend so 

far back, but terminates at the ramp which, with the tail and its coverts, is white, the outer 

webs alone of the two exterior pairs of tail feathers being blackish grey. Quills as in the 

St. hirundo *. Throat, breast, and belly, pearl-grey. Under eyelid, cheeks, chin, vent, under 

tail-coverts, and insides of the wings, pure white. Long axillary feathers greyish-white. 

Bill and feet scarlet, drying blood-red. In some specimens the bill is tipped with brown. 

Form.—Bill shorter than that of Sé. hirundo. Wings a quarter of an inch shorter than 

the tail. Tail deeply forked, the exterior feather 34 inches longer than the central pair. 

Legs and feet very small. Thighs bare nearly a quarter of an inch. The middle toe without 

its nail is exactly equal in length to the tarsus. 

The bird of the first year is described as follows by Captain Sabine, from two specimens 

killed on the 8th of July in lat. 74°, from among a flock of full plumaged birds :—“ Bill 

black, lower mandible tinged reddish ; forehead, throat, neck, and inferior plumage, white, 

slightly tinged on the breast and belly with faint ash-colour. The cap mottled black and 

white ; the upper plumage ash-colour, the wing coverts indistinctly mottled with brown ; the 

outer web of the first quill velvet-black at the base, shading into ash-colour; the outer 

feathers of the tail exceed the middle ones in length three inches; the scapulars and 

secondaries tipped with white; the colour of the legs in process of change from black to red.” 

* The Sterna arctica of Bonaparte has the outer web of the first primary black. 
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Dimensions 

Of the mature bird. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 15 0 Length of billto rictus . 1 9 Length ofinner toe . 0 43 
emoitail | ; 6 10 >, of tarsus » 7 5 Oofhindtoe . . 0 13 
ae Owing. . 10 6 5, of middle toe . 0 7 >, of hind nail - 0 02 

sw ofbilliabove . 3) 71: 2 >» ofmiddle nail . 0 3} —R. 

[180.] 3. STERNA NIGRA. (Linn.) Black Tern. 

GENUs, Sterna, Linn. 

Black Tern. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 525, No. 450. 

Hirondelle de mer épouvantail (Sterna nigra). TEMM., ii., p. 749. 

Sterna nigra (Black Tern). Sas., Frankl. Journ., p.695. Bonar. Syn., No. 289. 

This Tern is common in the interior of the fur countries on the borders of the 

lakes. It breeds in the swamps, and feeds chiefly on winged insects. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, June 17, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head and nape velvet-black. Neck and whole under plumage to the vent 

black. Back blackish-grey, passing on the rump, tail, and wings, to pale bluish-grey. 

Outer web of the first quill and inner webs of the others blackish-grey ; their shafts brownish- 

white, Outer tail feather narrowly edged exteriorly with white. Vent and under tail coverts 

pure white. Bull pitch black. Feet blackish-brown. 

Form.—Bill smaller than that of the Arctic Tern, but similar in shape. Wings an inch 

and a half longer than the tail. Jail short, comparatively slightly forked; outer feathers 

three-quarters of an inch longer than the central pair. Thighs bare for four lines. Tarsi 

shorter in proportion than those of Sé. arctica. The webs are abbreviated in their middles, 

the outer one being only 43 lines deep, and the inner one 34 lines *. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total : ae oh 0 Length of billtorictus . 1 4} Length of inner toe . nO) 5 
Pe Oftally : . od 4 5, of tarsus . : 0 7 >, of hind tue f 0 25 

» ofwing . : i 8 » of middle toe 5 O 7 >, of hind nail . an) 12 
of bill above o il 3 5, Of middle nail 0 7 —R. 39 

* A specimen in mature plumage, killed in Lincolnshire, differs merely in the black being less deep on the under 

plumage, and rather less extended on the upper. Form and dimensions the same.——Wilson’s Sterna plumbea (pl. 60, 

f. 3) corresponds in description with the yearling birds of S¢. nigra, though the figure is not well coloured. It is sin- 
gular that the thirty specimens which that author killed should all have been young birds.—R. 
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[181. ] 1. Larus Guaucus. (Brunnich.) Burgomaster Gull. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Larus glaucus (Glavcous gull). Sas. Greenl. Birds, p.543, Suppl. Parry's Furst Voy., p. cciii. 

Goeland burgermeister (Larus glaucus). TEMM.., ii., p. 757. 

Larus glacialis (Greenland Gull). M‘Giiiivray, Wern. Trans., v., p. 270. 

Larus glaucus (Glawcous gull). Ricuarpson, Append. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 358. 

Bonar. Syn., No. 302. 

This large and powerful gull inhabits Greenland, the Polar Seas, Baffin’s Bay, 

and the adjoining straits and coasts, in considerable numbers during the summer. 

Its winter resorts in America have not been mentioned by authors; and the 

Prince of Musignano informs us, that it is exceedingly rare in the United States. 

It is notoriously greedy and voracious, preying not only on fish and small birds, 

but on carrion of every kind. One specimen killed on Captain Ross’s expe- 

dition, disgorged an auk when it was struck, and proved on dissection to have 

another in its stomach. Unless when impelled to exertion by hunger, it is rather 

a shy and inactive bird, and has little of the clamorousness of others of the genus. 

There is a considerable variety in the size of individuals. Captain Sabine found 

most of his specimens smaller than the L. marinus ; but the largest individual 

of either species which he met with, was a male L. glaucus killed in Barrow’s 

Strait. Its length was thirty-two inches ; extent of wing sixty-five inches ; 

weight four pounds and a quarter. Its tarsus was three inches and a half long, 

and its bill, which was prodigiously strong and arched, measured upwards of 

four inches. The eggs of this gull are pale purplish-grey, with scattered spots 

of umber-brown and subdued lavender purple. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a mature bird in summer plumage, killed on Sir E. Parry’s second voyage. 

Cotour.—Mantle French-grey. The edge of the wing, the ends of the first primaries, 

and the shafts and tips of the others with all the rest of the plumage white. Bill wine- 

yellow, marked near the tip of the lower mandible with orpiment-orange. rides straw- 

yellow. Legs and feet livid flesh-colour. 

Form.—Bill strong with an evident angular projection near the point beneath. 

In winter the head and neck are streaked and mottled with dull and very pale wood- 

brown. The young are streaked longitudinally on the neck with pale-brown, and the upper 

plumage is barred transversely with ash-grey and greyish-yellow ; the tail irregularly spotted. 

The shafts of the primaries are white, and the spots on the webs are much paler than in the 

young of L. marinus and argentatus. The bill is horn-coloured at the base, and brownish- 

black at the tip. Feet flesh-coloured. 
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DiMENSIONS 

OF the old bird. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total ; “ame 29 0 Length of bill to rictus 4 0 Length of middle nail - 0 63 
5) o£ tail : - 10 0 5, from nostrils to tip 1 3 >, Of hind toe andnail 0 53 

5 ofwing . C 19 0 SOL taATsus@s ' 3 0 Extent of wing : 5 HY 0 

3, of bill above i} 0 55 of middle toe 2 G4 Height of billat the gonys 0 103 

—R. 

[182.] 2. Larus arcGenratorpEs. (Bonap.*) Arctic Silvery Gull. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Larus argentatus. Ricnarps. Append. Parry's Second Voy., p. 358, No. 22. 

Larus argentatoides. Bonar. Syn., No. 299. 

Nooya. Esquimavux. 

The Prince of Musignano has distinguished this Gull from Larus argentatus, 

with which it had been confounded by most other writers. It is impossible, 

therefore, to separate its history, or to cite the descriptions of other authors 

correctly. It was found breeding on Melville Peninsula. The eggs that were 

brought home have an oil-green colour, marked with spots and blotches of 

blackish-brown and subdued purplish-grey. It preys much on fish, and is 

noted at Hudson’s Bay for robbing the nets set in the fresh-water lakes. I have 

seen no specimens from Arctic America which I can unequivocally refer to the 

Larus argentatus as characterized by the Prince of Musignano. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, in the Ed. Mus., killed on Melville Peninsula, June 29, 1822. 

Cotour.—Mantle pearl-grey. Six outer quills crossed by a brownish-black band, which 

takes m nearly the whole of the first one, but, becoming rapidly narrower on the others, 

terminates in a spot near the tip of the sixth. The first quill has a white tip an inch and a 

half long, marked interiorly with a brown spot; the second has a round white spot on its 

inner web, and, together with the rest of the quill feathers, is tipped with white. Head, neck, 

rump, tail, and all the under plumage, pure white. Bill wine-yellow, with an orange-coloured 

spot near the tip of the under mandible. Jrides primrose-yellow. Legs flesh-coloured. 

Form.—Bill moderately strong, compressed ; upper mandible arched from the nostrils. 

Nostrils oblong-oval. Wings about an inch longer than the tail. Thighs naked for three- 

quarters of an inch. Hind toe articulated rather high. 

The young have the upper plumage hair-brown, with reddish-brown borders; the head 

and under plumage grey, thickly spotted with pale-brown ; the tail mostly brown, tipped 

with white. 

* The Prince of Musignano doubts whether his bird be the same with Brehm’s L. argentatoides, and we have no 

means of deciding the point.—R. 

3 H 
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Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . ; 23 0 Length from nostrils to tip. 0 11 Length of inner toe 5 tl 6 
> Of tail : et 7 3 >» Of nostrils . 0 43 >> Of inner nail . 0 4 

> of wing S 16 6 >> of tarsus vee 43 >, Of hind toe a) UO 3 
>> of bill above a! iQ 0 >> of middle toe 2 1 >> Of hind nail 0 2h 

5, of bill to rictus . 3 0 5, of middle nail 0 5 

Six individuals, killed on Melville Peninsula, in June, J uly, and September, varied in total 

length from 23 to 25 inches, and in the length of their tarsi from 27 to 31 lines.—R. 

[183.] 3. Larus Leucoprervus. (Faber.) White-winged Silvery Gull. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Larus argentatus. Sas. Birds of Greenl., p. 546. 

Larus arcticus. MacciLtivray, Wern. Trans., v., p. 268. 
“ Larus glaucoides. TEM™M.” 
Larus leucopterus. Bonar. Syn., No. 301. 

During Captain Ross’s and Sir Edward Parry’s first voyages, many specimens 

of this Gull were obtained in Davis’s Straits, Baffin’s Bay, and at Melville 

Island. Temminck, to whom they were communicated, considered it at first to 

be merely an Arctic variety of L. argentatus; and, in deference to his authority, 

it was described as such by Captain Sabine. Both he and other ornithologists 

have, however, since that time, published it as a distinct species under different 

appellations, the one which we have selected having the priority. The plumage 

of L. leucopterus differs little from that of L. glawcus ; but the great superiority 

of the latter bird in point of size is sufficient to distinguish the species.—R. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Cotour.—Mantle pearl-grey ; quills fading to white, their shafts pure white, as well as 

the rest of the plumage. Bill wine-yellow, with an orange-coloured spot near the tip of the 

lower mandible. Feet flesh-coloured. 

Form.—Bill compressed, deep ; upper mandible considerably longer than the under one. 

Nostrils narrowly pyriform. Wings equal to the even tail*. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length, total . é 26 0 Length of tarsus. SareTy4 6 Length of middlenail . 90 5 

5, of bill above 5 B 6 5, of middle toe a 44 1 Extent of wing 2 - 650 0 

* This description is compiled from Mr. Macgillivray’s account, above quoted,—no specimens having been obtained 
on Sir John Franklin’s Expeditions, and Sir E. Parry's not being at hand.—R. 
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[ 184. | 4. Larus epurNEvs. (Linn.) Ivory Gull. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Ivory Gull. PrEwn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 529, No. 457. 

Larus eburneus. (Ivory Gull). Sas. Greenl. Birds, p. 548, No. 21; Suppl. Parry's First 

Voy., p. cciv., No. 18. 

Mouette blanche ov senateur (L. eburneus). TEMM., ii., p. 769. 
Larus eburneus. Bonar. Syn., No. 297. 

This beautiful Gull frequents Davis’s Straits, Baffin’s Bay, and various parts 
of the northern shores of the American continent. We observed it breeding in 

great numbers on the high perforated cliffs which form the extremity of Cape 

Parry, in latitude 70°. It attends the whale fishery to prey on blubber”. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Cotour of the mature bird pure white. Bill wax-yellow at the base, ochre-yellow towards 

the point. Orbits red. Irides brown. Legs and feet black. 

Form.—Bill rather stout, the gonys forming a distinct angle beneath ; commissure curved 

only near the point. Wings an inch and a half longer than the even tail; first quill longest, 

second almost equal to it. Naked part of the thigh very short (less than half an inch 

above the centre of the joint). Webs rather short. Hind toe and nail stout, short ; inner 

toe short. 

An immature bird, killed at Hudson’s Bay, has the region of the bill, lores, and chin, 

blackish-grey ; a few scattered spots of blackish-brown on the wing coverts and scapulars, 

with bars of the same on the end of the tail and tips of the quills. The bil blackish, tipped 

with horn colour. Legs black. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . 18 0 Length from nostrils to tip. 0 74 Length of inner toe - O 103 
55 of tail = a6 0 95 Ol tarsus = a. dl 63 5, of its nail 0 4 

5 Owing . : 13 0 » Of middletoe . 1 4 5, of hind toe » O 13 
> Of bill above . 2051 3 55 of middle nail 0) 5 55 of hind nail 0 2 
> ofbilltorictus . 2 2 

* Mr. Hutchins describes a pure white Gull, which breeds on the Albany River, as larger than our Ivory Gull, 

being twenty-seven inches and a half in length, five feet from tip to tip of the wings, and weighing two pounds. Its 
bill and legs are flesh-coloured. It lays four white eggs on the ground; and the young, which are blackish, do not 

attain their full plumage until they are three years old. It feeds on fish— Although the Ivory Gull, in common with 

others of the genus, varies considerably in size, I have met with none which attain the magnitude of Mr. Hutchins’s 
bird, which, if it prove on examination to be distinct, deserves the name of Larus Hutchinsii. The Gull described by 
Capt. Sabine in his Memoir on the Greenland Birds, p. 545, was probably an example of Mr. Hutchins’s species —R. 
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[185. ] 5. Larus canus. (Linn.) Mew, or Common Guill. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Mouette a pieds bleus (Larus canus). TEMM., ii, p. 771. 

Cu. Sp. Larus canus, rostro valdé compresso abbreviato, tarso bi-unciali, alis caudam superantibus ; remigibus 

cum rachidibus apicem versus nigrescentibus « spatio albo duorum exteriorum magno. 

Sp. Cu. Mew GUutLt, with a short, considerably compressed bill; tarsus two inches long ; wings longer than the tail ; 
the quills and their shafts blackish towards the ends ; a large white space on the two first. 

This Gull breeds in Arctic America, and retires to the southward when the 

winter sets in. Our specimen, in full breeding plumage, agrees in colour with 

a mature British L. canus; but its size is rather greater, and the bill somewhat 

longer and more decidedly arched at the point. These differences are, probably, 

to be attributed to its greater age, and can scarcely be considered as denoting a 

specific distinction. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Great Bear Lake, June 7, 1826. 

Cotour.—Mantle and wings pearl-grey; the first six quills pitch-black towards their ends; 

that colour extending to the base of the first, but forming merely a narrow bar on the sixth : 

the first and second have a long white space (more than an inch and a half in length) near 

their tips; the others, the lesser quills, and scapulars, are conspicuously terminated with 

white. Shafts of the two or three exterior quills pitch-black. Head, neck, shoulders, rump, 

tail, and whole under plumage, white. Bill wax-yellow, tipped with gamboge. Legs 

blackish-grey, blotched with yellow on the webs. 

Form.—Bill considerably compressed. Wings two inches longer than the tail. Thighs 

an inch bare. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . 19 0 Length of billtorictus . 2 2% Length of middle nail ~+Q 4 

5, of tail 0 oi) 9 >, from nostrils to tip. 0 9 5, Of inner toe wy) 2 

5 ofwing . Cay LW’ 0 >, of tarsus oe 1 5 Ofhindtoe . . 0 2 

5 Of bill above . AN 43 » ofmiddletoe . 1 ves >, Of hind nail a  W 13 

—R. 

* Our bird does not correspond with the character given by the Prince of Musignano of his Larus canus (Syn., No. 

296), “quills black at the point,” though it agrees in the length of the tarsus and other marks.—R. 
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[186.] 6. Larus zonoruHyncuHus. (Richards.) Ring-billed Mew-Gull. 

GeENus, Larus, Linn. 

Cu. Sp. Larus ZONORHYNCHUS, tarso 23 uncias longo rictum rostri robusti torquati vix equante, dorso alisque 

elongatis perlaceo-griseis, remigibus apicem versus cum rachidibus nigrescentibus ; spatio albo duorum exte- 

riorum abbreviato. 

Cu. Sp. Rinc-BILnLED MEw-GuLL, commissure of the stout, ringed bill rather longer than the tarsus, which mea- 

sures 24 inches; mantle pearl-grey ; ends of the quills and their shafts blackish ; a short white space on the 
two exterior ones. 

This Gull, which breeds in considerable numbers in swampy places on the 

banks of the Saskatchewan, bears a close resemblance to our L. canus. Its 

plumage is precisely the same, except that the white spaces near the ends of 

the first and second quill feathers are one-half shorter, and in some specimens 

there is none at all on the second*. It differs, however, remarkably in the size 

of the ://, which approaches that of L. argentatoides, being much wider at the 

base, more rounded on the ridge, and stronger every way than that of L. canus - 

it has a conspicuous salient angle beneath, and is of a dutch-orange colour, with a 

blackish ring near its tip. The wings are two inches longer than the tail. It isa 

smaller species than Larus argentatoides of Bonaparte, and its nostrils are 

shaped like those of L. canus. 

DIMENSIONS 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, June 7, 1627. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 22 0 Length from nostrils to tip . 0 93 Length of middle nail 0 44 

a eorstail : oekG 0 » Ofnaked thigh . 1 3 5, of inner toe 1 34 

> of wing A 15 3 5 of tarsus 7 mee 5 5, Of hind toe od) 2 
:, of bill above i ] g 5 of middle toe : 1 9 5, of hind nail 0 2 

>, of bill to rictus 2 7 

Another male is an inch shorter, and has a tarsus only two inches two lines long; a third 

is of intermediate dimensions. —R. 

* Asin L. canus, all the quills have their extreme tips white, that of the first being a mere speck; but of the 
others, larger as they are more posterior. One specimen has, in addition, two small white spots near the tip of the 
second quill feather. The markings on the quills of the Gulls vary with age, and can scarcely be used as specific 
distinctions ; but they serve to assist in the diagnosis when taken in conjunction with the size and forms of the bill 

and other members,—R. 
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[187.] 7. Larus pracHyruyncuHus, (Richards.) Short-billed Mew-Gull. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Cu. Sp. Larus BRACHYRHYNCHUS, rostro abbreviato crassiusculo, tarso vix bi-unciali, remigibus apice concoloribus ; 
spatio albo duorum exteriorum abbreviato: rachidibus nigrescentibus. 

Se. Cu. SHORT-BILLED MEw-GUuLL, with a short, thickish bill; a tarsus scarcely two inches long; quills not 

tipped with white ; a short white space on the two exterior ones, and blackish-shafts. 

Our specimen of this Gull is a female, killed on the 23rd of May, 1826, at 

Great Bear Lake. Some brown markings on the tertiaries, primary coverts, 

and bastard wing, with an imperfect sub-terminal bar on the tail, point it out 

as a young bird, most probably commencing its second spring. ‘The rest of its 

plumage corresponds with that of L. zonorhynchus, except that it wants the 
extreme white tips of the quill feathers, which on the third and following ones are 

very conspicuous in L. zonorhynchus. It differs, however, remarkably in its bill 

being shorter, though considerably stouter than that of our L. canus, and, like it, 

it is wax-yellow, with a bright yellow rictus and point. Its tarsus is nearly one- 

third shorter than that of L. zonorhynchus.—Many may be disposed to consider 

this and the two preceding Gulls as merely local varieties of L. canus; and it 

might be urged, in support of this opinion, that there are considerable differ- 

ences in the length and thickness of the bills of individuals of the common and 

winter Gulls killed on the English coasts, which are all usually referred to L. 
canus. We have judged it advisable, however, to call the attention of ornitho- 

logists to these American birds, by giving them specific names, leaving it to 
future observation to determine whether they ought to retain the rank of species 

or be considered as mere varieties. 

Dimensions. 

Of a female, killed in lat. 65°, May 23. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lia. 

Length, total . é 19 0 Length of bill to rictus . 2 0 Length of inner toe . cal 2 

3 of tail A aD 9 55 Of tarsus ly eal 5, oOfhindtoe . - 0 2 

>> of wing 6 13 6 >, of middle toe 4 1 54 35 Jofits nail’. 6 2 

5, Of bill above 5 ul 3 5, Of middle nail 0 4 
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(188. | 8. Larus TRipactyLus. (Lath.) The Kittiwake. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Kittiwake. PENN., drct. Zool., ii., p. 529, No. 456; Suppl., p. 70, winter. 
Larus rissa. IpEm, Supp/., p. 70. 

Tarrock (Larus tridactylus). IpEm, p. 533, D. 

Mouette tridactyle (Larus tridactylus). Trmm™., p. 774. 

Larus tridactylus (Kittiwake-Gull). San. Greenl. Birds, p. 549, No. 22; Suppl. Parry’s 

First Voy., p. cev., No.19. Sax.(J.) Frankl. Journ., p. 695. Ricwarps. App. 
Parry’s Second Voy., p. 359. 

The Kittiwake abounds in the interior of the fur-countries, on the coasts of the 

Pacific, and also on the shores of the Arctic Seas, where it breeds. The young 

appear in considerable numbers in the autumn, on the muddy coasts of Hudson’s 

Bay, after which they retire to the southward. Its food consists of small fish and 

marine and fresh-water insects. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a mature specimen, killed on Melville Peninsula, in July. 

Cotour.—Mantle bluish-grey ; ends of the five exterior quills and outer web of the 

first black; the fourth and fifth have small white tips. Head, neck, rump, tail, and whole 

under plumage, white. Bull yellowish. Orbits and inside of the mouth orange-coloured. 

Legs blackish. 

Form.—Tail two inches longer than the wings. The hind toe replaced by a minute pro- 

jection, covered with warty scales like those on the posterior part of the tarsus, and destitute 

ofanail. All the toes slender.—R. 

“In winter the hind head and neck are french-grey, and the plumage between the eye 

and bill is finely streaked with black.”—* The young have the above winter dress, with 

additional differences : the bill is black instead of yellow; at the back of the neck the feathers 

are tipped with black, forming a narrow crescentic patch; a black band crosses the tips of 

the wing coverts; primary quills black, with more or less of the inner webs in different speci- 

mens white ; tail tipped for half an inch with black, except the outer feather on each side, 

having only a spot on the inner web.”—Capt. Sabine. 

Dimensions 

Of the mature specimen. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : =. | 15 6 Length of bill torictus . 2 3 Length of middle toe . all 5 
Bg)  eOLtall 5. < 5 4 >, from nostrils to tip. 0 8 5 ofits nail . a) 43 

of wing . 5 Re 0 » ofnakedthigh . 0 5 5,  ofinnertoe . gid ox 

of bill above . 4 44 >> Of tarsus A 4 1 4 s5) OF itsimaill & 3 

—R. 
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[189.] 9. Larus Franxuinit. (Nobis.) Franklin's Rosy Gull. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Larus atricilla (Laughing Gull). Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 695* ; detailed description. 

Cru. Se. Larus Frank init, vostro pedibusque miniatis, dorso alisque perlaceo-cinereis, remigibus quinque exterioribus 

nigro late fasciatis: apice remigis prioris unciali albo, tarso viginti lineas longo ;—cucullo estate nigro. 

Sp. Cu. Franxvry’s Rosy Gut, with vermilion bill and feet; mantle pearl-grey ; five exterior quills broadly 

barred with black, the first one tipped with white for an inch; tarsus twenty lines long ;—hood black in 
summer. 

PLATE LXxxI. 

This is a very common Gull in the interior of the fur-countries, where it 

frequents the shores of the larger lakes. It is generally seen in flocks, and is 

very noisy. It breeds in marshy places. Ord’s description of his Black-headed 

Gull (Wits., ix., p. 89) corresponds with our specimens, except that the conspi- 

cuous white end of the first quill is not noticed: the figure (pl. 74, f. 4) differs in 

the primaries being entirely black t. The Prince of Musignano gives the totally 

black primaries, and a tarsus nearly two inches long, as part of the specific 

character of his L. atricilla, to which he refers Wilson’s bird; though, in his 

Observations, he states that the adult specimens have the primaries, with the 

exception of the first and second, tipped with white. L. Franklin cannot be 

referred either to the L. atricilla or L. melanocephalus of M. Temminck : the first 

has a lead-coloured hood and deep black quill feathers, untipped by white ; and 

the black hood of the second does not descend lower on the throat than on the 

nape; its quill feathers are also differently marked, and its tarsus is longer. 

His L. ridibundus and capistratus have brown heads, and the interior of the wings 

grey ; the latter has also a much smaller bill than our L. Franklinu.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed, June 6, 1827, on the Saskatchewan. 

Corour.—Both eyelids, the neck, rump, tail, and whole under plumage, white, the latter 

and interior of the wings deeply tinged with peach-blossom-red. Black hood covering three- 

quarters of an inch of the nape, and extending as much lower on the throat. Mantle and 

wings bluish-grey. The outer web of the first quill feather is black to near the tip, and a 

broad band of the same crosses the ends of the five outer primaries: all the quill feathers are 

terminated with white, that on the first primary and of all the secondaries being upwards of 

* Mr. Sabine observes that this is the L. atricilla of Linneus, but not of Temminck.—R. 

+ Four American specimens of L. atricilla are now before me. It is a larger and a totally different species. The 

three outer quills are wholly black ; the fourth tipped for about an inch, and the fifth for half an inch, with black : 
the extreme white spot at the puvint of the five first quills is very small in some, and not seen in adult specimens, 
having these feathers worn.—Sw. 
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an inch long*: all the shafts whitish. Bill and legs vermilion, the former obscurely barred 

near the tip. 

Form.—Bill rather stout, curved from the nostrils, with the gonys forming an evident 

salient angle: its depth equal to twice its breadth. Wings an inch and a half longer than 

the perfectly even tail. Thighs an inch bare. 

A female and another male, killed at the same place six weeks later in the season, cor- 

respond minutely with the above. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length, total . . 17 0 Length of billtorictus . 1 11 Length ofinner toe . 5 Il 0 
On tail . es 6 55 Of tarsus a al 8 >, of hind toe ee 3 

> of wing : ll 0 35 Of middle toe a al 3 >> Of hind nail . - 0 2 

;, of billabove . me! 5 5 Ofitsnail . 0 4t 
—R. 

[190. | 10. Larus Bonapartit. (Nobis.) Bonapartian Gull. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Akesey-keask. CREE INDIANS. 

PLATE LXXII. 

Cu.Sp. Larus BonapartTit, rostro gracili nigro intus pedibusque puniceis, palliolo perlaceo-cinereo, alis anticé 
laté albo marginatis, remigibus sex nigro terminatis apiculis albis; remige primo eaxtus toto nigro, tarso 

sub sesquiunciali—cucullo estate nigro. 

Sp.Cu. BoNApPARTIAN GULL, with a black bill; the mouth and feet carmine-red; wings bordered with white 

anteriorly: posteriorly, together with the back, pearl-grey ; six exterior quills black at the end, slightly 
tipped with white: the first quill entirely black exteriorly; tarsus scarcely an inch and a half long.—Head 

greyish-black in summer. 

This handsome small gull is common in all parts of the fur countries, where 

it associates with the Terns, and is distinguished by its peculiar shrill and plain- 

tive cry. The L. capistratus of the Prince of Musignano (Syn., No. 293) differs, 
according to his description, in the first quill being white exteriorly, pale-ash 

interiorly, in the light-brown colour of its hood, and in its tail being slightly 

emarginated, while the tail of L. Bonapartuz is even more inclined to be rounded 

laterally than notched in the middle. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Great Slave Lake, May 26, 1826. 
Corour.—Neck, tail coverts, tail, whole under plumage and interior of the wings pure 

white. Hood greyish-black, extending half an inch over the nape, and as much lower on 

the throat. Mantle pearl-grey, this colour extending to the tips of the tertiaries, secondaries, 

and two posterior primaries. The anterior border of the wing is white from its shoulder 

* The extent of black on the second quill is greatest, measuring two inches; it diminishes gradually on the three 
succeeding ones, and all these have small white tips.—R. 

3 1 
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for the breadth of four greater primary coverts. The exterior web of the outer primary, and 

the ends of the first six are deep black *, most of them slightly tipped with white, the seventh 

and eighth are merely blotched with black on their tips. The inner web of the first primary, 

and the outer webs of the three following ones, with their shafts, are pure white. Bill 

shining black. Inside of the mouth and legs bright carmine-red. Jvrides dark brown. 

Form.—Bill slender and nearly straight, conspicuously notched at the tip. It is much 

compressed at the point, but its breadth at the base exceeds its depth. Wings two inches 

longer than the tail, which is very slightly rounded laterally. 

The female is a little smaller. A number of specimens killed between the 20th of May 

and 5th of July, agree exactly with the preceding. One killed on the 20th of May has 

the exterior web of its second quill broadly edged with black for half its length. A young 

male, and also a female (one year old?), killed June 4, have clove-brown markings on the 

bastard wing, middle rows of the coverts, and tips of the secondaries and tertiaries ; the 

white exterior border of the wing and the black markings on the quills are the same as in 

the old bird, The head is white with the bases of the feathers deeply tinged greyish-black ; 

the end of the tail brown. Bill black. Legs flesh-coloured. 

A young bird in its first plumage, killed in the end of August, has the crown of the head, 

back of the neck, scapulars and interscapulars, greyish-brown with paler tips. Middle of 

the wing and tertiaries blackish-brown, the tips lighter ; bastard wing and primary coverts 

blotched with the same. Throat and upper part of the breast faintly tinged with buff. Rest 

of the plumage nearly as in the bird of one year. Bill brownish ; pale at the base beneath. 

Legs clay-coloured. 

Dimensions. 

Mature Bird. Oneyr.old? Yearling. Mature Bird. One yr. old? Yearling. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total : : 15 6 15 3 15 0 Length of middle toe. 1 23 1 13 1 13 

> Of tail 4 5 Age3 4 0 4 6 a Ofeits malls. > O83 0 23 O 22 

>» ofwing . : 10 0 10 0 9 0 >, Of inner toe 0 113 011 0 11 

5, of bill above GF adie ss) be 1 5, Of hind toe . - 0 2 0 23 0 2! 

, of bill to rictus . 1 10 1 83 1 8 5, of its nail 0 1 01 0 1 

SsOftarsus) 4. ope le toe 1 42 1 43 
—R. 

[191.] 11. Larus minutus. (Pallas.) Little Gull. 
Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Mouette Pygmée (Larus minutus). TEMM.., ii., p. 787. 

Larus minutus (Little gull). Sax. Frankl. Journ., p. 696. 

A specimen obtained on Sir John Franklin’s first expedition, was determined 

by Mr. Sabine to be a young bird of the first year of this species, exactly accord- 

ing with M. Temminck’s description. We have not that specimen to describe, 

and none was procured on the second expedition. 

* The extent of black on the ends increases gradually from the first to the fourth, on which it measures above an 

inch, diminishing again in the following ones.—R. 
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[ 192. | 12. Larus Rossi. (Richardson.) Cuneate-tailed Gull. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Larus Rossii (Cuneate-tailed Guill). Ricuarnps., App. Parry’s Sec. Voy., p. 359, An. 1825. 

Ross, Parry’s Third Voy., p.195, An. 1828. 

Larus roseus*. JARDINE and SetBy, Orn. Illust., p. i. pl. xiv., An. 1828. 
Larus Rossii. Wuison, Ii/ustr.of Zool., i., pl. viii. 

Cu. Sp. Larus Rosstr, dorso alisque caudam cuneatam superantibus perlaceo-griseis, remige primo extus nigrescenti, 
rostro gracili nigro, tarsis uncialibus pedibusque miniatis. 

Sp. Cu. CUNEATE-TAILED GULL, with a pearl-grey mantle. Wings longer than the cuneiform tail. The outer 

web of the first quill feather blackish ; a slender black bill; tarsi an inch long, and, as well as the feet, ver- 
nilion-red. 

Two specimens of this gull were killed on the coast of Melville Peninsula, on 
Sir Edward Parry’s second voyage, one of which is preserved in the Museum 

of the University of Edinburgh, and the other was presented to Joseph Sabine, 

Esg. No other examples are known to exist in collections ; but Commander 

Ross, in his Zoological Appendix to Sir Edward Parry’s narrative of his most 
adventurous boat voyage towards the Pole, relates that several were seen during 

the journey over the ice north of Spitzbergen, and that Lieutenant Forster also 

found the species in Waygate Straits, which is probably one of its breeding-places. 

It is to Commander Ross, who kiiled the first specimen which was obtained, 

that the species is dedicated, as a tribute for his unwearied exertions in the 

promotion of natural history on the late Arctic voyages, in all of which he bore 
a part. Of the peculiar habits or winter retreat of the species nothing is known. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed, June 1823, at Alagnak, Melville Peninsula, lat. 694 N. 

Cotour.—Scapulars, interscapulars, and both surfaces of the wings clear pearl-grey ; 

outer web of the first quill blackish-brown to its tip, which is grey; tips of the scapulars and 

lesser quills whitish. Some small feathers near the eye and a collar round the middle of the 

* The multiplication of synonymous names for the objects of natural history has been often deservedly reprobated 

as creating a barrier to the advancement of the science, and it may be considered as peculiarly unfortunate that a bird 
of which only two examples have reached Europe, should already have been figured under two distinct appellations. 

With the view of relieving myself from the charge of having been accessory to this error, and still more from a wish 

that the species should continue to bear the name of the meritorious officer and naturalist who first discovered it, I 
have ventured to trouble the reader with the following brief detail.—The specimens of Zoology obtained on Sir Edward 
Parry’s second voyage, being placed by that officer in my hands, I drew up, at his request, a paper on the subject for 
the Appendix to his Narrative. In that paper, which was read before the Wernerian Society in January 1824, the 

name of Larus Rossii was given to this gull, the specimen being at the same time exhibited, and afterwards deposited, 
by the directions of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, in the Edinburgh University Museum. The Appen- 

dix was published in 1825 during my absence in America. Mr. M‘Gillivray, Assistant Keeper of the Museum, in a 
paper on the genus Larus, read before the Wernerian Society in February 1824, and afterwards published in the 

Transactions of that body, having occasion to allude to the cuneate form of the tai) of this gull, designates it, “ pro 

tempore,” by the name of L. roseus. This name of roseus has been adopted in the Ornithological Illustrations of 

Jardine and Selby, wherein Mr. M‘Gillivray is cited as the first describer of the bird; but his description is not 
quoted, nor have I been abie to learn in what work it appeared.—R. 

a 2 
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neck pitch-black. Rest of the plumage white, the neck above and the whole wnder plumage 

deeply tinged with peach-blossom red in recent specimens. Bill black; its rictus and the 

edges of the eyelids reddish-orange. Legs and feet vermilion red; nails blackish. 

Form.—Bill slender, weak, with a scarcely perceptible salient angle beneath; the upper 

mandible slightly arched and compressed towards the point; the commissure slightly curved 

at the tip. Wings an inch longer than the decidedly cuneiform tail *. Tarsi rather stout; 

the thumb very distinct, armed with a nail as large as that of the outer toe. 

The other specimen killed by Mr. Sherer a few days later, differs only in the first primary 

coverts having the same dark colour with the outer web of the first primary itself. 

Dimenstons 

Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length,total . : 14 0 Length of bill above - © 9 Length of tarsus . Bl 1 
5, Of tail 5 eo) 6 >, Of bill to rictus Gel! 3 5, Of middle toe . - 0 4103 

> of wing é 10 6 » from nostrils totip 0 43 5, of middle nail - 0 3 

—R. 

[193.] 13. Larus Sapiniut. (J. Sabine.) Fork-tailed Gull. 

Genus, Larus, Linn. 

Larus Sabinii. San. (J.), Linn. Trans., xii., p. 520, pl. 29. Sap. (Capt.), Greeni. Birds, p. 551, No. 23. 
RicwarDs. App. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 360, No. 25. 

Xema Sabinii. Lreacu. Ross, Voy., App., p.\vii. 
Erkeet-yuggee-arioo. EsQuiMAvUx. 

This interesting species of gull was discovered by Captain Edward Sabine. 
It was first seen on the 25th of July at its breeding station on some low rocky 

islands, lying off the west coast of Greenland, associated in considerable numbers 

with the Arctic Tern, the nests of both birds beg intermingled. It is analogous 

to the Tern not only in its forked tail, and in its choice of a breeding place, 

but also in the boldness which it displays in the protection of its young. The 
parent birds flew with impetuosity towards persons approaching their nests, and 

when one was killed its mate, though frequently fired at, continued on the wing 

close to the spot. They were observed to get their food on the sea-beach, 
standing near the water’s edge, and picking up the marine insects which were 
cast on shore. A solitary individual was seen in Prince Regent’s Inlet, on Sir 
Edward Parry’s first voyage, and many specimens were procured in the course 

of the second voyage on Melville Peninsula. Captain Sabine also killed a pair 

at Spitzbergen, so that it is a pretty general summer visiter to the Arctic Seas, 

* The central tail feathers are an inch longer than the outer ones.—R. 
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and is entitled to be enumerated amongst the European as well as the American 

birds. It arrives in the high northern latitudes in June, and retires to the 

southward in August. Specimens procured in June and July corresponded 

exactly with the one described below. When newly killed they had all a delicate 
pink blush on their under plumage. The eggs, two in number, are deposited 

on the bare ground, and are hatched in the last week of July. They are an 

inch and a half in length, and have an olive colour with many brown blotches. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Cotour.—Head and upper part of the throat blackish-grey, bounded by a velvet-black 

collar. Mantle bluish-grey. The anterior border of the wing, primary coverts, and first five 

primaries pitch-black, the latter broadly bordered anteriorly with white nearly to their tips. 

The rest of the primaries *, the greater part of the secondary coverts, the ends of the second- 

aries, tips of the tertiaries and scapulars, with the neck, tail, and whole under plumage, pure 

white. Bill black, with a yellow tip. Inside of the mouth and edges of the eyelids vermilion- 

red. TIrides black. Legs and feet black. 

Form.—Bill with the upper mandible a little curved at the point, and a conspicuous salient 

angle on the lower one. It is much smaller than the bills of L. ridibundus and L. tridac- 

tylus, but twice as stout as that of L. Rossii, The wings are an inch longer than the tail, 

which is forked about an inch deep. The nail of the hind toe is very small. 

The winter plumage, and that of the young are still unknown. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Tnch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length, total . : 13. 6 Length ofnakedthigh . 0 9 Length of inner nail . 0 2 
PeOfstail , 6.6 6 0 > Of tarsus 1 4 >> of hind toe a | © 13 

> of wing , 11 0 » Ofmiddletoe . 1 03 55 of its nail 0 02 
5, of bill above 6 iW 0 55 Of middle nail - 0 2 Depth of fork of tail 1 0 

> of billtorictus . 1 6 55 of inner toe 0 93 Weight F 7 oz. 

—n 

{ 194. ] 1. Lestris poMARINA. (Temm.) Pomarine Jager. 

Genus, Lestris, Inuie. 

Stercoraire pomarine (Lestris pomarina), TEMM., ii., p. 793. 
Lestris pomarina (Pomarine lestris). Sap. Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p. ccvi., p. 22. 

Ricuarps. Append. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 361, No. 26. 

Esquimaux Keask. Hupbson’s Bay RESIDENTS. 

The Pomarine Jager or Gull-hunter is not uncommon in the Arctic seas and 

northern outlets of Hudson’s Bay, where it subsists on putrid fish and other 

* The sixth primary varies, its whole outer web being black’ in some birds; in others merely brownish at its 

bese.—R. 
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animal substances thrown up by the sea, and also on the matters which the Gulls 

disgorge when pursued by it. It retires from the north in the winter, and makes 

its first appearance at Hudson’s Bay in May, coming in from seaward. The 

Indians abhor it, considering it to be a companion of the Esquimaux, and to 

partake of their evil qualities. 
F DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed in the Welcome, lat. 66°, in June. 

Cotour.—Head, neck, under eyelid, a patch at the corner of the mouth, back, wings, and 

tail, brownish-black; flanks and sides of the breast blotched with the same. Shafts of the 

quill and tail feathers white, except at their tips. Neck straw-yellow. Auriculars, chin, 

throat, breast, and belly, white. Vent and under tail coverts blackish-brown. Bill dark- 

brown, tipped with black. Legs black. 

Form.—Plumage of the nape long, tapering, and acute. Tail slightly rounded, inde- 

pendent of the middle pair of feathers, which project three inches, These latter retain their 

breadth throughout, are rounded at the tip, and are twisted so that their vanes incline 

obliquely towards each other. Tarsus covered posteriorly by rough, angular scales, resem- 

bling those of some pine-cones ; anteriorly, the lower two-thirds are acute, and are covered 

by strong keeled scales, very different from those of L. parasitica, in which the anterior scales 

resemble those of a Gull. 

Dimensions 

Of the mature male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . . 21 0 Length of wing 3 15 0 Length of middle toe ad 7 

» excluding central 5, Of bill above 1 7 5 of middle nail 0 5 
tail feathers . 18 0 + of bill to rictus ol) 5, of inner toe 1 04 

5, Of central tail fea- 5 of naked thigh 0 10 > Ofhindtoe . 70 Ps 

thers. ag 6 5» of tarsus sree 04 >> of hind nail 0 31 

[195. } 2. Lesrris parasitica. (Temm.?) Arctic Jager. 

Genus, Lestris, Intie. 

The Arctic Bird. Epw., pl. 148* ? 
Lestris parasitica. SaB., Greenl. Birds, p. 551, No. 24; Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p. ccvi., No. 21. 

Sap. (J.) Frankl. Journ., p. 697. Ricuarps. App. Parry's Second Voy., p. 361, No. 27. 

Lestris parasitica. TEmm™., p. 796? 

Lestris Buffonii. Bonar. Syn., No. 306? (Vide p. 433 of this work.) 
Issunak. EsQuiMavux. 

Cu. Sp. L. parasitica, fulignea, collo pectoreque stramineis, apicibus rectricum mediorum gracillimis elongatis acutis, 

tarsis sesquiuncialibus subasperis flavescentibus. 

Spe. Cu. Arctic JacER, blackish-brown; neck and breast straw-yellow ; middle tail feathers terminating in long, 

slender, sub-linear, acute points; farsi an inch and a half long, slightly rough, yellowish. 

This Jager inhabits the Arctic sea-coasts of America and Europe in the 

* In the colour of the plumage and legs, and most of the dimensions, our bird agrees with Kdwards’s figure, the 
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summer, migrating to the more temperate parts.in winter. Numerous specimens 
were brought home by the late Expeditions from Melville Peninsula, the North 

Georgian Islands, Baffin’s Bay, and Spitzbergen. It resembles the Lestris 
pomarina in its manners. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a made, killed on Melville Peninsula, June 17, 1822, and now in the Ed. Mus. 

Corour.—Crown, nape, quills, and tail, pitch-black; back, scapulars, and lesser wing 

coverts, blackish-brown, with a tinge of grey ; shafts of the tail and quills whitish, except on 

their tips. Head beneath the level of the eye, neck above and below, and breast, straw- 

yellow. Anterior part of the belly whitish; posterior part, flanks, and under tail coverts, 

brownish-grey: interior of the wing blackish-grey. Bill livid; its tip, the knee joints, and 

feet, blackish. ars largely blotched with yellow. 

Form.—Bill having a straight commissure to past the nostrils, when it is curved in both 

mandibles ; edges of the upper mandible obsoletely notched. Wings longer than the lateral 

tail feathers. Tail rounded, exclusive of the middle pair of feathers, which are nearly an inch 

wide at the base, and taper gradually to within three inches of their tip; thence they are 

narrowly linear or slightly tapering, the extreme tip becoming suddenly acute; they project 

half a foot beyond the others. Tarsus slender, protected anteriorly by crescentic scutelli ; 

reticulated behind with minute conical and rather acute scales. 

The female has precisely similar plumage.—A nestling, from Melville Peninsula, having 

the head and neck still clothed with blackish-grey down, has the rest of the plumage blackish- 

brown, margined on the back with light yellowish-brown, and transversely barred on the belly 

with dull white. The wings and tail are brownish-black, without spots. The legs, posterior 

parts of the webs, and toes, dull yellow. The tail is rounded, th ecentral feathers not pro- 

jecting. 

A specimen, from Hudson’s Bay, in the British Museum, is exactly similar to the old male 

described above; while another specimen, in the same museum, brought from Baffin’s Bay 

by Captain Ross, corresponding nearly in dimensions and in the colour of its plumage (ex- 

cept that there is some white on the under tail coverts, as is usual in the younger birds), 

differs in the bill being less curved, the curve of the commissure commencing considerably 

before the nostrils, and in the posterior scales of the tarsus being considerably smoother. 

The middle tail feathers are a quarter of an inch wider at the base, and the narrow ends 

shorter,—probably the less mature state of the plumage. 

A British specimen, also in the same museum, similar to the Melville Peninsula one in 

plumage and colour of the bill and legs, differs in being of rather smaller dimensions, and in 

only difference being the greater length—of ‘‘ near two inches,’”—which he assigns to the tarsus in the text, and its 
much greater roughness. Notwithstanding this discrepancy, however, the general resemblance of his figure to the 
specimen from the same locality in the British Museum, leads us to suspect that it may be intended for a representation 

of the same species, the different examples of which exhibit considerable variations in the roughness of the tarsus. 

None of the specimens we have described in the text have a bill equal in length, from the front, to that of L. Buffonit, 
as characterized by the Prince of Musignano, by two lines ; but the rest of the characters correspond with his descrip- 
tion of that bird.—R. 
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having a slightly shorter and somewhat stouter bill, more curved at the point, the curve com- 

mencing under the middle of the nostrils. ‘The posterior scales of the tarsus have a degree 

of roughness intermediate between the one from Melville Peninsula and that from Baffin’s 

Bay: the form of the middle tail feathers as in the former.—The differences here detailed 

are slight; but we have thought it proper to notice them, as we have not seen authenticated 

specimens of L. Buffonii or parasitica of Boié, nor any which have the precise characters 

ascribed to these species by the Prince of Musignano*. 

Divemsions. 

Malefrom Spec.from English Male from Spec. from English 
Melv.Pen. Baffin’s Bay. Specim. Melv.Pen, Baffin’s Bay. Specim. 
Inch.Lin, Inch.Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . fs on 2006 18 6 20 0 Length of middle toe Se: 83 iB} 

», excluding central tail 5, of middle nail . 0 31 0 4 
feathers. 15 0 14 6 14 0 5, Of inner toe - 0103 — — 

»  Ofcentral pair . 12 3 9 0 ll 0 5, Of hind toe . 0 2 0 2 0 2 

5, of wing 12 0 12 3 ll 6 5, of hind nail - 0 2 0 2 0 2 
5, of bill above yd 132 1 0 Transverse diameter of the 

5, of bill to rictus 1 8 110 1 7% bill at the front. 0 42 0 4 0 4 

of tarsus . 1 63 1 6 ee 7 

—R. 

* The following is the description of a Jager, that frequents Hecla Bay, Spitzbergen, of which there are two speci- 

mens in the British Museum, brought home by Sir Edward Parry: it is, probably, the Z. parasitica of the Prince of 
Musignano. 

STERCORARIUS CEPpHUS. (LEacH, Cat. Mus.) Hecla Bay, Spitzb., 1827. 

Cotour.—Head above and before the eye, and whole dorsal plumage, wings, and tail, nearly uniform blackish- 

grey ; the quills and end of the tail nearly black, their shafts white. Neck above and below, and the throat, straw- 

yellow. Breast, a patch under the wings, and under tail coverts, dark greenish-grey. Belly and sides white. Budi 
horn-colour above ; its tip, the legs, and feet, black. Form.—Bill straight, broad at the base; its commissure 
curved only at the tip, and more slightly than that of Z. parasitica (Nob.); its transverse diameter at the front is seven 

lines. The middle tail feathers are an inch and a quarter wide at the base, carrying most of their breadth until they 

pass the rest of the tail feathers, whence they taper suddenly, but evenly, to an acute point, that projects three inches 

Tarsus stout, smooth posteriorly : the scales somewhat elevated, though not pointed, beyond the adjoining feathers. 

and larger and farther apart than in our L. parasitica. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . : 19 0 Length of wing 0 13 0 Length of middle toe. aol 3 
>» excluding central tail 5, of bill above wey 2 >» ofmiddlenail . 0 4 

feathers . . 16 0 5, of bill to rictus a 24 0 > Of hindtoe . . 0 2 

of central tail feath. 9 0 33) “OLitarsus!) 7. 6, val 8 > of hind nail 0 2 

The most striking difference betwixt this species and that of our L. parasitica is in the much greater breadth of the 

bill at the base, its larger gape, and the smoother and stouter tarsus. L. parasitica of the Prince of Musignano corre- 
sponds, according to his description, with the Stercorarius cepphus of Leach in the broad bill, which is, however, four 
lines longer ; while the tarsus is a quarter of an inch shorter. We subjoin the characters he assigns to it :— 
“LESTRIS PARASITICA (Boié).—Bill 14 inch long, straight, broad at the base, entire; middle tail feathers very 

long, still wide 1} inch from the tip, abruptly narrowing, slender and acute at the point; tarsus 13 inch long, protu- 
berances obsolete.—Adult blackish-brown; neck and beneath white, the former tinged with yellow.— Young wholly 
brownish.”” 

“ Arctic Gull, LatH. Die Polméne, LEPECH., Reise Th., iii., S. 224, t.xi. Bownap. Syn., No. —R. 
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[196.] 3. Lesrris Ricuarpsonu. (Swains.) Richardson’s Jager. 

Genus, Lestris, ILuie. 

Cu. Sp. Lestris Rrcuarpsontit, sub-concolor, rectricibus mediis abrupté acuminatis, tarsis nigris posticé asperis 

viginti-duas lineas longis. 

Sp.Cu. RicHarpson’s JaGER, whole plumage brown, two middle tail feathers abruptly acuminated, tarsi black, 
twenty-two lines long. 

PLATE LXXIII. 

This specimen appears to us to be in full and mature plumage ; we cannot, 

therefore, view it as the young or even as the female of the Lestris Buffoni of 
Boié, which we only know from the characters assigned to it by the Prince of 

Musignano*. According to this account, the L. Bujfonw has the bill an inch and 

a quarter long from the front ; ours is only an inch: the tarsi are described as 

almost smooth ; whereas in ours they are particularly rough. The adult, as 
figured in plate 762 of the Pl. Enl., has the chin, throat, and sides of the neck 
quite white ; but in our bird these parts are of the same pure and decided tint 

as that of the body, except that the ear feathers, and a few lower down the neck, 

have a slight tinge of ochre. The tarsi also, in both the plates cited by the 
Prince, are coloured yellow. These differences, with the more important one 
exhibited in the feet, will not permit us to join these birds under one name. 

Another distinction, which must not be overlooked, is in the colour of the feet. 

Edwards expressly says of his “ Arctic Bird,” (pl. 149) (which much more 

resembles ours than that figured on the plate immediately preceding,) that ‘the 
legs and toes are all yellow ;” whereas in our bird these members are of a deep 

and shining black; while the hinder parts of the tarsi, toes, and connecting 
membrane, are particularly rough.—Sw. 

This Jager breeds in considerable numbers in the Barren Grounds at a distance 

from the coast. It feeds on shelly mollusca, which are plentiful in the small 

lakes of the fur-countries; and it harasses the Gulls in the same way with others 

of the genus. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen killed at Fort Franklin, lat. 651° N. 

Cotour.—Upper plumage deep blackish-brown, back of the neck paler; quills and tail 

pitch-black ; the shafts of the primaries and of the central tail feathers white to near the tips. 

« “ Lestris Burronii (Boié). Bill one inch and a quarter from the front, straight, notched ; middle tail fea- 

thers gradually tapering, narrow for several inches, ending in a point ; tarsus one inch and a half long, almost smooth. 

—Adult brown; neck and beneath white, the former tinged with yellow.—Young wholly brownish.” 
“ Arctic Bird, Epw., pl. 148; Burr. Pl. Enl, 762. Lestris crepidata, BREHM.”—Bownap. Syn., No. 306. 

3K 
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Under plumage hair-brown, mixed on the ears and sides of the neck with yellowish-brown ; 

under tail coverts darker; axillaries and inner wing coverts pitch-black. Interior of the 

quills greyish-brown, paler than any other part of the plumage. Bill greenish-black. Legs 

and feet shining velvet-black. 

Form, typical.— Bull, towards the base, nearly cylindrical, being very slightly higher than 

broad ; culmen rounded ; upper mandible, towards the end, rather hooked, and destitute of 

a distinct notch ; the cutting margins at that part being slightly inflexed, so as to produce 

the appearance of an obsolete notch, although the margins are actually entire. (This forma- 

tion is frequently seen in the Pigeon family —Sw.) Wings an inch longer than the lateral tail 

feathers ; primaries acute, secondaries truncated. Tail of twelve feathers ; the central pair, 

three inches longer than the adjoining ones, much acuminated ; the others are more or 

less truncated and emarginate, the tip of the shaft projecting into a short acuminated 

mucro or point; the tail is graduated, the exterior feathers being eight lines shorter than 

the pair next the middle. Thighs bare for eight lines. Tarsi protected anteriorly by 

strong falciform or crescentic scutellc; reticulated behind, as well as the knee and tarsal 

joints; the soles of the feet and sides of the toes and membranes are covered with small 

thick scales, which have each a raised central ridge, or a sharp point. 

DIMENSIONS. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . : 22 8 Length of bill above cae el 1 Length of middle nail . 0 43 

5, excluding central tail > of bill to rictus 1 10 5,  Ofinner toe . 0 1 

feathers . go he) 6 5, of tarsus 1 10 >, of hind toe 0 2 

55 of central pair .9 0 5, Of middle toe 1 5 > Of hind nail . a) 1 

» of wing 3 13 6 

Po ee 
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ANATIDZ. 

Tue birds of this family are of great importance in the fur-countries, as they 
furnish at certain seasons in the year, in many extensive districts, almost the only 

article of food that can be procured. The arrival of the water-fowl marks the 

commencement of spring, and diffuses as much joy among the wandering hunters 

of the Arctic regions as the harvest or vintage excites in more genial climes. 

The period of their migration southwards again, in large flocks at the close of 

summer, is another season of plenty, bountifully granted to the natives and fitting 

them for encountering the rigour and privations of a northern winter. The Ana- 

TID® have, therefore, very naturally, been observed more attentively than any 

other family of birds, both by the Indians and white residents of the fur-countries ; 

and as they form the bulk of the specimens that have been transmitted to England, 
they are also better known to ornithologists. The various genera presenting 

only shades of difference in their habits, and crowding almost promiscuously 

to the same places of resort, we have, with the view of saving space, thrown the 
little we have to say on these subjects into a tabular form, instead of repeating 
nearly the same account under each species.—R. 

The numerous forms comprised in this family, and the variety of species dis- 

tributed in the seas of Europe, have more especially drawn the attention of British 

Ornithologists to the natural arrangement of the ANatip=. Accordingly two 

well known writers of our own days, Drs. Leach and Fleming, have named and 

characterised nearly all the northern groups, and two circular dispositions of the 

family have been given by Mr. Vigors. In the first (Linn. Tr., xiv. 499), the 

Mergansers are made to go between the Anatinw, Sw. and the Fuliguline, Sw., 

and these latter are stated to lead immediately to the Geese. In the second 

(Zool. Journ., ii. 404), the Swans are separated as a distinct sub-family, and the 

Mergansers are thrown into the same division with the Fuliguline, Sw. We 

scarcely know which of these circular arrangements is most objectionable, as 

Jeast borne out by analysis, or by the general opinion of all other ornithologists. 
They are plainly the result of theory, and of a theory misapplied. The correct- 

ness of this our opinion has been anatomically demonstrated by Mr. Yarrell, in 
his highly valuable paper on the Trachez of Birds (Linn. Trans., xv. p. 378), to 

which we must refer the reader. The circumstances now alluded to are, however, 

too important to be thus dismissed, since they afford one of the most singular 

proofs in support of the circular succession of affinities, as developed by Mr. 

Mac Leay, at the same time shewing how easily the theory may be applied to any 

3 K 2 
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given group, whether large or small, provided we neglect analysis. It is a most 

extraordinary thing that one naturalist, rejecting all theory, and confining himself 

to facts, should actually have marked out, so far as the British species are con- 

cerned, their circular succession, totally unconscious of having done so, while 

another, following theory and overlooking facts, should have produced two com- 

plete quinarian circles, both of which, if there be any truth in Mr. Yarrell’s 

inferences (from internal structure), or our own researches (directed only to 

external form and habits), are entirely artificial —Sw. 

ANATINA. Swans. 

Gen. Anas, Dendronessa, Mareca. 

The Anatinw feed on soft substances, such as fresh-water insects and tender 

aquatic plants, which they procure near the surface, or, aided by the length of 

their necks, at the bottom, in shallow muddy places; and worms and slugs, 

which they search for among the grass. By day they resort to small lakes and 

rivers, and in the night retire to the fields. They are strong and swift on the 

wing, and are watchful birds, that seldom dive to escape pursuit, unless when 

moulting ; but when disturbed fly away, making at the outset a circle in the air 

to survey the cause of their alarm. 
Distrigution.—Anas clypeata and A. (Dafila) acuta frequent chiefly the clear 

lakes of the northern districts, and breed in the Barren Grounds, being found 

in numbers in the more southern woody districts in spring and autumn only.— 

A. (Boschas) domestica, A. (Chauliodus) strepera, and Mareca Americana, breed in 

the woody districts up to their most northern limits, in latitude 68° —A. (Boschas) 

crecca is abundant to the extremity of the continent, both in the woody and 

barren districts.—-A. (Boschas) discors, though very plentiful on the Saskatchewan, 

was not observed farther north than the fifty-eighth parallel ; while Dendronessa 

sponsa seldom goes to the northward of the fifty-fourth degree of latitude, and 

is rare even to the southward of that parallel. 

* Through the kindness of the Rev. Mr. Booth, of Friskney, in Lincolnshire, I procured the following interesting 
information respecting some of the Anatide from an intelligent keeper of a decoy in his neighbourhood :— 

‘* Skelton is unacquainted with the habits of the Gadwall; but he tells me that the Widgeon and Pintail do not 

willingly dive. Of course, if driven to it, they can, but they do not dive for their food, and though in play they some- 

times splash under water, they never remain beneath the surface like the Pochard.—With respect to food: the Mal- 

lard, Pintail, and Teal frequent rich flooded lands, ‘ swettering with their nebs in the soil, and sucking out tts strength ;’ 

but the Widgeon feeds quite differently, being ‘ an amazing fowl to graze, a strange eater of grass.’ It is especially 

fond of ‘ fluttergrass ’ Glyceria aquatica vel fiuitans 2), which it crops on the surface, but it likewise eats many other 

herbs. When the decoy has been so full of Widgeons that they have devoured every blade on the landings, Skelton 
has taken advantage of their absence in the night, when they resort to the green salt marshes on the sea-coast, and 

laid down sods pared from the fields, on which they readily graze. In common, however, with the Mallard, Teal, and 

Pintail, they are fond of willow-weed seeds (Epilodiwm 2), with which he feeds all the fow] in the decoy, as they preter 

it to oats and every other kind of grain.”—R. 
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FULIGULINZA. Swans. 

GEN. Somateria, Oidemia, Fuligula, Clangula, Harelda. 

The birds of this sub-family frequent the sea and deep parts of fresh-water 

lakes and rivers. They walk with difficulty, but dive well, and take their prey, 

which consists chiefly of insects, mollusca, and small fry, from some depth. Most 

of them endeavour to escape from danger by swimming away or diving, instead 

of taking wing. 

Distrigution.—Somateria spectabilis and mollissima are peculiarly Sea-ducks, 

and are never, I believe, seen in fresh-water. Their food consists mostly of the 

soft mollusca so abundant in the Arctic Sea. They are only partially migratory, 

the older birds seldom moving farther southwards in winter than to permanent 

open water. Some Hider Ducks winter on the coast of New Jersey ; but the 

King Ducks have not been seen to the southward of the fifty-ninth parallel. 

Oidemia perspicillata, fusca, and nigra seek their food principally in the sea, 

and their flesh is high-flavoured and oily. The two former breed on the Arctic 

coasts, migrate southwards in company with Clangula glacialis, halting both on 

the shores of Hudson’s Bay and on the lakes of the interior as long as they 

remain open, and feeding then on tender shelly mollusca.—The O. nigra fre- 

quents the shores of Hudson’s Bay, breeding between the fiftieth and sixtieth 
parallels. It was not seen by us in the interior. 

Fuligula valisneria, ferina, marila, and rufitorques, breed in all parts of the 

fur-countries, from the fiftieth parallel to their most northern limits, and associate 

much on the water with the Anatine.—F. rubida frequents the small lakes of 

the interior up to the fifty-eighth parallel. It is very unwilling to take wing, and 

dives remarkably well. In swimming, it carries its tail erect, and, from the 

shortness of its neck, nearly as high as its head, which at a little distance causes 

it to appear as if it had two heads, 

Clangula vulgaris and albeola frequent the rivers and fresh-water lakes through- 

out the fur-countries in great numbers. They are by no means shy, allowing 

the sportsman to approach sufficiently near ; but dive so dexterously at the flash 

of the gun or the twanging of a bow, and are consequently so difficult to kill, 

that the natives say they are endowed with some supernatural power. Hence 

their appellation of “ Conjuring” or “ Spirit Dacks.”—C. Barrovii has hitherto 

been found only in the valleys of the Rocky Mountains. Its manners do not 

differ from those of the common Golden-eye.—C. histrionica haunts eddies under 

cascades, and rapid streams. It takes wing at once when disturbed, and is very 

vigilant. We never saw it associating with any other Duck, and it is a rare bird. 

Harelda glacialis is abundant on the Arctic Sea. It associates with the 
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Oidemiw, remaining in the north as long as it can find open water, and assembling 

in very large flocks previous to migrating. It halts, during its progress south- 

wards, both on the shores of Hudson’s Bay and in the inland lakes, and is one 

of the last of the birds of passage which quits the fur-countries. In the latter 

end of August, when a thin crust of ice forms during the night on the Arctic Sea, 
the female may be often seen breaking a way with her wings for her young brood. 

This bird, the “ Caccawee”’ of the Canadians, is the most noisy of all the Ducks. 

MERGANINA. Swains. 
Genus, Mergus. 

The Mergansers feed on fish and fresh-water crustaceee. They pass most 

of their time in the water, swim quickly with the body immersed, withdraw 

their head under the surface immediately on the appearance of danger, and dive 
for along time. They also fly long and quickly, but walk badly. 

Disrrisution.—Mergus merganser, serrator, and cucullatus frequent the lakes 

and rivers in all parts of the fur-countries. They make their nests of withered 

grass and feathers, in unfrequented places ; and are amongst the latest of the 
Anatide that migrate southwards.—Note. The Mergus albellus did not come 
under our notice. 

ANSERINA. Swatns. 

GEN. Cygnus, Anser. 

The Swans frequent fresh-waters, on which they swim with great swiftness and 

much elegance, aiding themselves by raising their wings when going before the 

wind. If attacked when swimming, they strike severely with their wings. They 

walk badly ; but fly high, and seldom alight except in the water. They feed on 

the roots of aquatic plants, frogs, and small fry. Their nest is generally placed 

on a small island, and is constructed of any loose materials that happen to be in 

the immediate vicinity, heaped together until they form a large mound. They 

are shy birds, and so difficult of approach, that the Indians generally kill them 

at a long shot with ball. 

Distripution.—Cygnus buccinator arrives in the spring some days before the 

Geese, and remains later in the season. It breeds in the interior, between the 

sixtieth and sixty-eighth parallels—Cygnus Bewickw arrives after the Geese, 

and breeds on the small lakes of the coasts and islands of the Arctic Sea. 

Some flocks of it cross the interior in their migrations ; but greater numbers 

follow the coast line of Hudson’s Bay. 

The Geese feed on vegetable substances, pasturing during the day, and retiring 

in the night to repose on the water. They swim well, but dive only when 
moulting and unable to fly; if pursued at such times, they leave the water and 
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try to hide themselves on shore. They fly high and swiftly, in flocks, arranged 
in two lines meeting in an acute angle: they alight on the ground, seldom on 

the water. 
Distaisution.—Anser albifrons and hyperboreus feed chiefly on berries, and are 

seldom seen on the water, except in the night or when moulting. They frequent 
the sandy shores of rivers and lakes in flocks, one of their number generally 

performing the duty of a sentinel. Both species breed in great numbers in Arctic 
America and on the islands of the Polar Sea.—A. albifrons is rare on the coast of 

Hudson’s Bay. It migrates over the interior, and chooses its breeding-places 

in the vicinity of woody tracts.—A. hyperboreus visits both the interior and the 

coast in its migrations ; but resorts to the Barren Grounds to breed.—A. Cana- 

densis is abundant in pairs throughout the fur-countries up to a high latitude. 

It associates in flocks only on its first arrival. It feeds on grass and on all kinds 
of berries. Early in the spring I have found its crop filled with the farinaceous, 

astringent fruit of the Eleagnus argentea.—A. bernicla and Hutchins breed in 

considerable numbers on the shores and islands of the Arctic Sea; but keep near 

the sea-coast in their migrations, and are seldom seen in the interior. They feed 

gon marine plants and on the mollusca which adhere to them, as well as on grass 

and berries*.—R. rn 

[197.] 1. ANAs cLypEATA. (Linn.) The Shoveller. 

Sub-fam. Anatine,Sw. GeEnus, Anas, Linn., Swainson}. Sub-genus, Typical form. 

Auas clypeata.. Linn. Ed. 1767, i, p. 200. 

Shoveller-duck. Prwn. Arct. Zool., ii. p.557, No. 485. Wuts., viii. p. 65, pl. 67, f. 7. 
Canard suchet (Anas clypeata). TEMM.,, il. p. 842. 

Anas (Rhynchaspis) clypeata. Bownap., Syn., No. 322. 

Mimenick. Cree Inp1ans. 

a 
DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Fort Franklin, May, 1826. 

Cotour.—Head, adjoining half of the neck, medial stripe to the interscapulars, the whole 

* The Prince of Musignano enumerates A. segetum and leucopsis in his list of American Geese; but they did not 
come under our notice in the fur-countries. Hutchins and Hearne speak of the Canada Goose under the name of 
‘** Common Grey Goose ;” what they term ‘‘ Canada Goose”’ being our A. Hutchinsi.—R. 

+ Want of space compels us to omit a very long dissertation on the natural groups of this family, which would 

explain our reasons for rejecting the name of Rhynchaspis, and for considering the Gadwall as a sub-genus. We trust 

that the establishment of a liberal and enlightened Ministry, now happily effected, will remove the odium which has 
long been cast on our government for its apathy to all scientific pursuits ; that it will now continue to patronise, like 

every other nation in Enrope, works of this nature; and that we may have the opportunity of publishing, not only our 

researches upon this family, but those upon very many others, here but slightly noticed —Sw. 
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back, interior scapulars, and primaries, umber-brown ; sides of the head, the neck, and crest, 

glossed with duck-green: rump and tail coverts, above and below*, with blackish-green. 

Lower half of the neck, the breast, shoulders, shorter scapulars, ends of the greater coverts, and 

sides of the rump, white ; longer scapulars, striped with berlin-blue, white and blackish-brown. 

Lesser coverts berlin-blue. Speculum brilliant grass-green, broadly bordered above and 

narrowly edged below with white; bounded interiorly with greenish-black. Belly and flanks 

deep orange-brown, the latter undulated posteriorly with black. Bill black. Legs orange. 

Form.— Bill a little higher than wide at the base, much depressed, dilated and rounded at 

the end. Mandibles furnished with long slender crowded laminz, the upper ones acute 

and projecting, forming an apparatus admirably fitted for sifting small insects from the 

water. Surface of the upper mandible pitted near its oblong unguis. Wings scarcely 

an inch shorter than the tail, which is graduated, moderately acute, and consists of fourteen 

acute feathers. Tarsus scarcely compressed. Hind toe not lobed, and the outer toe shorter 

than the middle one, as in the rest of the Anatine. 

The female is liver-brown above, with broad borders of pale wood-brown; underneath pale 

wood-brown with obscure liver-brown marks. She wants the dark-brown and green colours 

of the head, rump, and tail coverts, the white of the neck, breast, sides of the rump, and 

scapulars, and also the orange-brown of the belly. The lesser coverts are slightly glossed 

with berlin-blue, and the speculum is less vivid than in the male. 

: or) olf H 

Dimensions. gia iat 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . 21 6 Lengthofbillabove. .2 4% Lengthofmiddletoe . 1 9 
ase Okstallen . 24 0 >, Of billto rictus . ZO » Ofitsnail.. ». O 44 

s> Of folded wing . 9 6 5, of tarsus ; vol 5 R 

[198.] 2. Anas (CHAULIODUS) STREPERA. (Swains.) The Gadwall. 

Genus, Anas, Linn. Swatns. Sub-genus Chauliodus-+, SwaINson. 

The Gadwall (Anas strepera). Wuts., viii., p. 120, pl. 61, f. 1. 
Canard chipeau ou Ridenne (Anas strepera). TEMM.,ii., p. 837. 

Anas strepera. Bonap. Syn., No. 324. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 22, 1827. 

Cotour.—Top of the head and nape liver-brown edged with grey; head beneath and neck 

grey with small brown specks. Base of the neck above and below, anterior part of the back, 

exterior scapulars, flanks, and sides of the vent, clove-brown, marked with concentric horse- 

shoe shaped white lines. Interior scapulars, lesser coverts, primaries, tertiaries, and tail, hair- 

brown ; intermediate coverts, chestnut-brown ; greater coverts, rump, and upper and under 

* The vent and part or whole of the under tail coverts in all the American species of the genera Anus and Mareca 
are black.—R. 

| + Th. Xavaiddous, exsertos dentes habens. 
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tail coverts, bluish-black ; speculum white, its anterior border black. Lower part of the 

breast, middle of the belly, and under surface of the wings white. Bill brownish-black, pale 

beneath. Legs orange coloured. 

Form.—Bill as long as the head, of equal breadth and height at the rictus ; depressed but 

not widening anteriorly. Laminz of the mandibles rather stronger and much shorter than 

those of the Shoveller, but finer and more numerous than those of any other northern species. 

The upper ones project a full tenth of an inch beyond the margin. Wings nearly equal 

to the tail ; first and second quills equal and largest. Tail consisting of sixteen feathers, 

the lateral ones graduated. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ¢ 23 0 Length of bill above 5 il 7 Length of middletoe . 1 ih 
> of tail 0 5 |e 6 >» of billtorictus . 2 0 >» Ofitsnail . . 0 4 

55 of wing é 10 6 >> oOftarsus . 5 l 6 

[199.] 3. Anas (DaFILA) cAuDAcuTA. (Leach.) Pintail Duck. 

Genus, Anas, Linn. Sub-genus, Dafila, LEacn, MSS. 

Pintail duck. PENN., Arct. Zool., ii., p. 566, No. 500. Wuts., viii., p. 72, pl. 68, f. 3. 
Canard 4 longue queue ou pilet (Anas acuta). TEMM., ii. p. 838. 
Anas acuta. Bownap., Cat., p. 31, No. 315. 

Keeneego yaway-sheep. CHIPPEWAYS. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head and adjoining part of the neck anteriorly umber-brown, with paler edges ; 

neck above blackish-brown ; the whole of the back, shorter scapulars, sides of the breast, and 

flanks marked with fine waved transverse lines of brownish white and black, most regular and 

broadest on the long feathers lying over the thighs ; long scapulars and tertiaries black, the 

borders of the former and outer webs of the latter white ; wing coverts and primaries hair- 

brown ; the primary shafts white, and the interior coverts mottled with the same; spe- 

culum dark green, with purple reflexions, bounded above by a ferruginous bar and interiorly 

and below by white. Jil, and most of its upper coverts, dark brown with pale borders. 

Two long central upper coverts, vent, and under coverts, black; the latter bordered with 

white. A lateral streak on the upper part of the neck, the sides and front of its lower part, 

the breast, and belly white. The posterior part of the abdomen minutely marked with grey. 

Bill black; sides of the upper mandible bluish-grey. Feet blackish-grey. 

Form.—Bill much lengthened, fully as long as the head, considerably higher than wide 

at the base; the upper mandible of equal breadth to the point; the /amine not projecting 

beyond the margin. Wangs two inches shorter than the tail. Scapulars, tertiaries, tail 

3 L 
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feathers, and their coverts tapering and acute; the middle pair of tail coverts having long 

slender points that project two inches and a half beyond the tail. Tail graduated. Tracheal 

dilatation a small osseous sac, the size of a hazel nut. 

The female is smaller than the male. Upper plumage brownish black, with a spot on each 

side of the shaft, and borders of reddish-white. The middle coverts are not prolonged beyond 

the tail, the barred feathers of the flanks are wanting, and the mirror is destitute of the green 

gloss. Its total length is 21 inches ; extent of its wings 29 inches. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total* . : 26 6 Length of wing 6 10 9 Length of tarsus . - 1 7 
55 Of tail 3 A 8 0 5 of bill above Se 4 0 >, of middle toe 5  B 0 

5, Oflongcoverts . 7 6 >, of bill to rictus . 2 3 5, of middle nail . 0 43 

[ 200. ] 4. ANAS (BoscHAS) DomEsTIcA. (Linn.) The Mallard. 

Genus, Anas, Linn. Swatns. Sub-genus, Boschas. ANT1IQ. SWAINs. 

Boschas major. Ray, Syn., A.1, 150, 1. 

Anas boschas. Forster, Phil. Trans., |xii., p. 419, No. 53. 

The Mallard. Penn. Arct. Zool.,ii., p. 563, No. 494. W4U1s., vili., p. 112, pl. 60, f. 7. 

Canard sauvage (Anas boschas). TEMML,, ii., p. 835. 

Anas boschas. Bonap., Syn., No. 323. 

Ethin-neesew sheesheep. Cree Inptans. Stock-duck. Hupson’s Bay RESIDENTS. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 7, 1827. 

Cotour.— Head and adjoining half of the neck deep emerald-green: below which a white 

collar; rest of the neck and breast dark chestnut. Anterior part of the back, wing coverts, 

primaries, and tail, hair-brown of different tints, the tail feathers bordered with white, and the 

anterior part of the back finely waved with grey; rump and upper tail coverts blackish-green : 

under tail coverts greenish-black. Shoulders, scapulars, sides of the rump, flanks, and 

abdomen, grey, finely undulated with clove-brown: some of the exterior scapulars chestnut, 

with darker lines. Speculum imperial purple, reflecting green, bounded above and below with 

velvet-black and white, and interiorly with reddish-brown. Sides of the rump partly, and 

interior of the wings entirely, white. Bill wax yellow. Jrides reddish-brown. Legs orange. 

Form.—Bill rather longer than the head; its breadth and height at the rictus equal ; 

depressed, but scarcely dilated, towards the point. Lamine strong, the upper ones not 

projecting below the margin of the mandible}. Plumage of the nape and back of the neck 

somewhat lengthened. Wings an inch and a half shorter than the tail, which consists of 

sixteen feathers ; the two central pairs of upper tail coverts curl upwards. 

* To end of long tail coverts ; some specimens measure two inches more.—R. 

7 A Mallard, in full plumage, killed in Lincolnshire in the winter, has the wpper lamine projecting fully a line 
below the margin of the mandible.—R. 
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The female resembles the male only in the wings. The upper plumage and tail are mostly 

liver-brown with pale brown margins and horse-shoe shaped bars; the upper parts of the 

head darker; sides of the head and neck more finely marked. Under plumage yellowish- 

grey obscurely spotted with brown ; the breast tinged with chestnut. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 5 6 Length of bill above 6. 24 2 Length ofmiddletoe . 2 0 
5 of tail 0 . 3 3 » Of billtorictus . 2 7 >> of middle nail a. 4} 
So OL wing. 6 well 3  (OMEIE 6 Gell 9 

—R. 

[201.] 5. Anas (Boscuas) crecca, var. (Forst.) American Teal. 

Genus, Anas. Sub-genus, Boschas, ANTIQ. SWAINS. 

Anas crecca, varietas. Forst. Phil. Trans., \xii., p.419, No. 51. 

American Teal. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 569, No. 504. 

Green-winged Teal (Anas erecca). WHILS., vili., p. 101, pl. 60, f. 4. 

Anas crecca. Bonar. Syn., No. 330. 

Apeesteh-sheep. Cree Inp1ians. 

This beautiful though very common Teal was considered to be a distinct 

species from the European A, crecca by Pennant; but the two are so similar 

in their general plumage, and in the forms and dimensions of all their parts, that 
we agree with Forster in describing the American bird as merely a variety. 

The only permanent difference that we have been able to detect, after comparing 

a number of specimens, is, that the English Teal has a white longitudinal band 

on the scapulars, which the other wants. All the specimens brought home by 

the Expedition have a broad transverse white bar on the shoulder, which does not 

exist in the English one; but there is a specimen in the Hudson’s Bay Museum, 

from the fur-countries, which has neither that bar nor the scapular stripe. This 

Duck feeds much on fresh-water insects, and when fat is very delicate food.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed, May 25, 1826, at Fort Franklin. 

Co.tour.—Head and adjoining half of the neck chestnut-brown ; chin, region of the bill, 

and forehead, brownish-black ; behind the eye a broad duck-green band, narrowly edged with 

white; nuchal crest tipped with deep indigo-blue. A collar, base of the neck above, inter- 

scapulars, part of the scapulars, the flanks, and vent, finely undulated with brownish-black 

and white. Outer border of the scapulars black; the interior and longer scapulars, wing 

coverts, primaries, posterior part of the back and tail, hair-brown ; tail coverts velvet-black 

8L2 
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and green, with whitish edges. Speculum half velvet-black, half vivid grass-green, bordered 

above and below with brownish-white, and posteriorly on the tertiaries and scapulars with 

black. Breast wood-brown, with round black spots; a crescentic band on the shoulder; 

belly and lateral under tail coverts white, middle ones black. Bill bluish-black. rides 

yellow. Feet bluish-grey, mixed with red. 

Form.—Bill scarcely as long as the head, narrower, but otherwise nearly of the same form 

with that of A. Boschas; the lamine of the lower mandible differ, however, in being very 

fine, little raised, and twice as numerous as the upper ones. Plumage of the nape and back 

of the neck still more lengthened than in the Mallard. Wings about an inch shorter than 

the tail, which consists of sixteen feathers. Tracheal dilatation an osseous capsule, capable 

of holding a pea. 

The female wants the crest, the chestnut and green colours of the head, the velvet-black 

stripes on the scapulars, the black under tail coverts, the round spots on the breast, and all 

the fine undulated markings on the base of the neck, flanks, &c. The wings are nearly as 

in the male; the speculum, however, is less vivid, with the black more inclined to brown. 

The upper plumage, breast, and flanks, liver-brown, with pale margins. Head and neck the 

same, in smaller specks. Chin and belly white, the latter obscurely marked with brown. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ° 15 0 Length of bill above Stilt 5 ‘Length ofmiddletoe . 1 4 
5 Of tail C a A 6 >, Of bill to rictus 1 8 >» Ofitsnail . . 0 3 

5, of folded wing oe 0 >> of tarsus 1 2  Envergure . d . 24 0 

—R. 

[202.| 6. Anas (BoscHas) piscors. (Swains.) Blue-winged Teal. 

Genus, Anas. Sub-genus, Boschas, ANTIQ. SWAINS. 

White-faced Teal. Prnn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 568, No. 503. 

Blue-winged Teal (Anas discors). Wuts., viii., p. 74, pl. 68, f. 4. 

Anas discors. San. Frankl. Journ, p.701. Bonap. Syn., No. 329. 

Cheesteh-qua-nan-weeshep (Shoe-string Duck.) CREE INDIANS. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, June, 1827. 

Cotour.—Upper surface of the head and under tail coverts brownish-black ; a broad white 

crescent from the forehead to the chin, bordered all round with black ; sides of the head and 

adjoining half of the neck bright lavender-purple ; base of the neck above, back, tertiaries, 

and tail coverts, brownish and blackish-green, the fore parts, including the shorter scapulars, 

margined and marked with semi-ovate pale brown bars; longer scapulars longitudinally 

striped with blackish-green, berlin-blue, and pale brown. Lesser wing coverts pure berlin- 

blue; greater coverts white, their bases brown; speculum dark green; primaries, their 
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coverts, and the tail, liver-brown. Sides of the rump, longer under wing coverts, and axillary 

feathers, pure white. The under plumage pale reddish-orange, glossed with chestnut on the 

breast, and thickly marked throughout with round blackish spots, which on the breast and 

tips of the long flank feathers change to bars. Bull bluish-black. Feet yellow. 

Form.—Bill larger and wider than that of A. crecca; lamine like those of the Mallard ; 

but the upper ones stronger and distinctly projecting beyond the margin: (a character which 

belongs to no other species here enumerated, except the Gadwall and the Shoveller.—Sw.) 

Wings an inch anda half shorter than the tail, which consists of fourteen feathers. The 

nuchal plumage not lengthened as in the two preceding species. 

The female wants the white patches on the sides of the rump, the crescent before the eye, 

and the rich purple tint on the head and neck. Its upper plumage is browner, and the pale 

bars are less distinct and handsome. The under plumage is white and brown, with irregular 

blotches of a darker colour, instead of neat round spots. The wings as in the male-—The 

young birds want the green speculum, and in other respects are like the female. 

DiMEnsIons 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin, 

Length,total . 2 18 0O Length of bill above . - 1 4 Length of middle toe. 6 il 5 
BOL tall 2 YP 6 > of bill from rictus 2 0 5, of middle nail . 0 4 
5 of folded wing as of 3 5)  Oftarsus' . eel 2 

[203. | 1. Mareca Americana. (Stephens.) American Widgeon. 

SuB-FAMILY, Anatine, Swains. Genus, Mareca, STEPH. 

American Widgeon. Penn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 567, No. 502. WIits., viii., p, 86, pl. 69, f. 4. 

Anas Americana. Sas. Frank. Journ., p. 700. Bonar. Syn., No. 326. 

Mareca Americana. STEPH. Gen. Zool., xii. p. 135. 

Atheekemow-weeshep. CREE INDIANS. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May, 1827. 

Cotour.—A white band from the forehead to the nape, bounded behind the eye by a 

broad dark green patch, which ends in the nuchal crest. Upper part and sides of the breast 

brownish-red, glossed with grey. Base of the neck above, interscapulars, scapulars, and 

flanks, minutely undulated with brownish-red and black; hind part of the back undulated 

in a similar manner with clove-brown and white, the latter colour prevailing on the tail 

coverts. Lesser wing coverts, primaries, and tail, clove-brown; intermediate and greater 

coverts, sides of the rump, breast, and belly, pure white. Speculum velvet-black below, 

duck-green above, bounded superiorly with black and posteriorly with white. Exterior webs 

of the tertiaries and lateral and inferior tail coverts greenish-black, the first bordered with 

white. Bill bluish-grey, bordered and tipped with black. 
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Form.—Bill particularly short, being not so long as the head, armed with lamine resem- 

bling those of the Mallard. Plumage of the nape somewhat lengthened. Wings above 

an inch shorter than the acutely-pointed tail, which consists of fourteen feathers. 

The female has the upper plumage dark liver-brown, edged and remotely barred with pale 

brown and white. The intermediate wing coverts are merely edged with white, and there is 

no green on the head. Tail shorter and not so tapering. Total length about two inches 

less than the male. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 6 23 0 Length of bill above ol 5 Length ofmiddletoe . 1 10 
>, Of tail ¢ dip 6 55 of bill to rictus val 9 5, of middle nail . 0 43 
5, of folded wing 10 3 SSM nOLitaLsus! wie op eel 6 R 

[204. | 1. DenpRONESSA sponsa. (Nobis.) Summer Duck. 

SuB-FaMILY, Anatine,Swains. Genus, Dendronessa, RicHarpDs. SWAINS. 

Summer Duck. Epw., pl. 101. Penn. Arct. Zool., ii. p. 562, No. 493. WULs., viii., p. 97, pl. 60, f. 3. 

Anas sponsa. Sas. Frankl. Journ. p. 702. Bonar. Syn, No. 328. 

Ansee-awmo. CHIPPEWAYS. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Cumberland House, lat. 54°, June, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head above and space between the eye and bill glossy dark-green; cheeks and 

a large patch on the sides of the throat purple, with blue reflexions ; pendant occipital crest 

of green and auricula-purple, marked with two narrow white lines, one of them terminating 

behind the eye, the other extending over the eye to the bill; sides of the neck purplish-red, , 

changing on the front of the neck and sides of the breast to brown, and there spotted with 

white. Scapulars, wings, and tail, exhibiting a play of duck-green, purple, blue, and velvet- 

black colours ; interscapulars, posterior part of the back, rump, and upper tail coverts, 

blackish-green and purple; several of the lateral coverts reddish-orange ; a hair-like, splendent, 

reddish-purple tuft on each side of the rump; the under coverts brown. Chin, throat, a 

collar round the neck, a crescentic bar on the ears, the middle of the breast, and whole 

of the abdomen, white. Flanks yellowish-grey, finely undulated with black; the tips of the 

long feathers, and also of those on the shoulder, broadly barred with white and black. Inner 

wing coverts white, barred with brown. Almost all the coloured plumage shows a play of 

colours with metallic lustre. Bill red; a space between the nostrils, its tip, margins, and 

lower mandible, black. Legs orange-coloured. 

Form.—Bill shorter than the head; considerably narrowed towards the tip, like that of 

the Eider; its height at the rictus greater than its width; its frontal angles prolonged. 

Mandibles strongly toothed. Unguis strong, arched or hooked. Nostrils large, pervious, 
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lateral. Forehead sloping. Occipital crest long and pendant. Wings shorter than the 

tail, which consists of sixteen wide, rounded feathers. 

The female wants the fine lines on the flanks and the hair-like tufts on the sides of the 

rump. She has a shorter crest; and the plumage is less vivid, particularly about the head, 

where it is mostly brown. 

Diwensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . . 21 0 Length of bill above v all 44 Length of tarsus. il 6 
5, of tail : ao ee! 6 55 of bill to lateral angle 2 0 >, of middle toe & claw 2 0 

5 of folded wing - 9 0 53) of bill torrictus; <1 10. 

[ 205. ] 1. SoMATERIA specTABILIS. (Leach.) King Duck. 

SuB-FAMILY, Fuliguline, Swans. Genus, Somateria, LEacu. 

Grey-headed Duck. Enpw., pl. 154. 
King Duck. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 554, No. 481. 
Anas spectabilis (King Duck). Sax. Greenl. Birds, p. 552, No. 26. 

Canard a téte grise (Anas spectabilis). TEMM., il., p. 851. 

Anas spectabilis (King Duck). Sas. Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p. cevii., No. 28. RrcHarps. 
Append. Parry's Second Voy., p. 371, No. 32. 

Fuligula (Somateria) spectabilis. Bonap. Syn., No. 332. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed, 2nd June, 1822, on Melville Peninsula. 

CoLour.—Frontlet, circumference of the frontal plates, under eyelid, edge of the upper 

one, and two converging bands on the threat, meeting on the chin, rich velvet-black. Top of 

the head and nape bluish-grey. Cheeks pistachio-green. Superciliary line, reaching to the 

nape, and the breast, ochre-yellow. Neck, fore part of the back, most of the lesser wing 

coverts, and the sides of the rump, white. Scapulars, greater coverts, lesser quills, curved 

tertiaries, rump, tail coverts, and under plumage, ink-black. Borders of the wings, greater 

quills and tail, blackish-brown. Bill vermilion-red, its unguts flesh-coloured ; frontal plates* 

and base of the lower mandible dutch-orange. Legs ochre-yellow. 

Form, typical. Frontlet, rising immediately behind the nostrils, nearly perpendicularly to’ 

the bill, compressed and bounded laterally by two broad, flat, rounded fleshy plates. Unguis 

strong and vaulted. Nostrils pervious. Wings two inches shorter than the tail. Hind toe 

lobed ; smaller than that of the Hider. 

The female exactly resembles the female Eider, except that the frontal plates of the upper 

mandible, instead of being almost horizontal, are more nearly vertical. The bill is also 

shorter than that of the Eider.—The young male has the head and neck dusky yellowish-grey, 

* These plates, Captain Lyon informs us, exactly resemble in colour the rind of a fine orange, but change to a 
dingy brown after death—R. 
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crowded with blackish spots. The upper plumage mostly pitch-black, with yellowish-brown 

edgings. Breast and flanks yellowish-brown, spotted and barred with black. Belly the same 

colours intimately mixed. Bill as in the female. 

Div enstons 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . . 24 6 Length of bill to rictus - 2 7 Length of hind toe 0 Tk 
> of tail c 5! 3 >> Oftarsus . - 1 108 > of its nail . - O 23 
5 of wing . ll 6 5, of middle toe . a? 5 Height of frontal plates 1 6 

of billto front . 1 2 55 of middle nail - 0 5 Breadth of ditto 1 0 bh) 

| 206. | 2. SOMATERIA MOLLIssSIMA. (Leach.) The Eider. 

Sus-ramiLy, Fuliguline, Swatns. Genus, Somateria, LEACH. 

Great black and white duck. Epwanrps, pl. 98. 

Eider duck. PENN., Arct. Zool, ii., p.553, No. 480. Wuts., viii., p. 122, pl. 71, f. 2 and 3. 

Canard eider (Anas mollissima). TEMM., ii., p. 848. 
Anas mollissima. Sap., Greenl. Birds, p. 554, No.27. RicuarDs., App. Parry’s Second 

Voy., p. 370, No. 31*. 

Fuligula (Somateria) mollissima. Bonap. Syn., No. 331. 

Mittek, Esaurimaux. Dunter duck. Hupson’s Bay RESIDENTS. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed June 14, 1822, at Winter Island, lat. 66° 113’ N. 

Cotour.—Circumference of the frontal plates, forehead, crown, and under eyelid, deep 

scotch-blue ; hind head, nape, and temples, siskin-green. Stripe on the top of the head, 

cheeks, chin, neck, breast, back, scapulars, lesser coverts, curved tertiaries, sides of the ramp, 

and under wing coverts, white; the tertiaries tinged with greenish-yellow, and the breast 

with buff. Greater coverts, quills, rump, tail and its coverts, and the under plumage, pitch- 

black; the ends of the quills and tail fading to brown. Bill oil-green. Legs greenish- 

yellow. 

Form typical. Bill prolonged on the lengthened depressed forehead into two narrow flat 

plates that are separated by an angular projection of the frontal plumage. Nostrils not 

pervious. Neck short and thick. Wings nearly three inches shorter than the tail. Hind toe 

attenuated posteriorly into a broad lobe. 

The female is yellowish-brown, barred with black; the wing coverts black, edged with fer- 

ruginous ; greater coverts and secondaries narrowly tipped with white; head and upper part 

of the neck marked with dusky stripes. Under plumage clove brown, with obscure darker 

blotches. The young male resembles the female, and is said not to attain its full plumage 

till the fourth year. 

* The eggs of the Eider measure three inches in length, and twoin breadth. They vary much in the obtuseness of 
their ends.—R. 
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Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 25 6 Length of bill to rictus . 2 10 Lengthofmiddlenail . 0 5} 
sy Oh tail é Bre 6 3) sof tarsus |< ‘ 2 1 >» ofhindtoe . - 0 9 
> of wing é 12 9 55 of middle toe . -2 8 >» oOfitsnail . et) 4 
5, Of bill'to front) 3 12 1 

—R. 

[207.] 1, OIDEMIA PERSPICILLATA. (Stephens.) Surf Duck. 

SuB-FAMILY, Fuliguline, Swartns. Genus, Oidemia, FLEMING. 

Great black duck from Hudson’s Bay. Epwarps, pl. 155. 
Anas perspicillata. Forster, Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 417, No. 49. 

Black duck (Anas perspicillata). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 556, No. 483. WHus., viii., p. 49, pl. 67, f. 1, male. 

Canard marchand (Anas perspicillata). TEMM., ii., p. 853. 
Oidemia perspicillata. Stepu. Gen. Zool., xii., 2, p. 219. 

Fuligula perspicillata. Bonar. Syn., No. 333. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed at Fort Franklin. 

Cotour, velvet-black, with a reddish reflexion. Throat brownish. A broad white band 

between the eyes, and a triangular patch of the same on the nape. Bill reddish-orange, the 

unguis paler; a square black spot on the lateral protuberance. Legs orange; webs brown. 

Form.—Bill much like that of Oidemia fusca, but the lateral protuberances are naked and 

horny, and the central one is feathered farther down. The lamine are distant, and the lower 

ones particularly prominent, with cutting edges. As in the other Oidemie, the bill and fore- 

head are inflated, causing the head to appear lengthened and the crown depressed. The 

nostrils are rather large, and nearer to the point than to the rictus. 

Female browner ; under plumage, in particular, paler; back and wing-coverts narrowly 

edged with grey; breast, flanks, and ears, with some whitish edgings. Bill black; its base 

not so much inflated, and the nostrils smaller than in the male. 

Dimensions. 

Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total : ; 24 0 Length of bill above . ol 44 Length of middletoe . 2 4 
5, of tail é hale 83 9 » of billtorictus . 2 7 5 Ofits mail | . 0 43 
> of wing 6 . 9 6 >> of tarsus ; 6 1 3 >, of outer toe Gin) 2 

—R. 

[208. ] 2. Oipemia Fusca. (Fleming.) Velvet Duck. 
SuB-FAMILY, Fuliguline, Swains. Genus, Oidemia, FLEMING. 
Velvet duck (Anas fusca). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii. p. 555, No. 482. Wits., viii. p. 137, pl. 72, f. 3. 

Fuligula (Oidemia) fusca. Bonar. Syn., No. 335, p. 390. 
Mookataw-sheep. CHIPPEWAYS. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Fort Franklin. 

Cotour pitch-black, deepening to raven-black on the crown, nape, and rump ; frontal fea- 
* 

; 3 M 
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thers edged with pale brown; under eyelid and speculum, which extends to all the secondaries 

and the tips of their coverts, white ; inside of the primaries and their inner coverts yellowish- 

grey. Bull orpiment orange ; protuberance between the nostrils, the margins, and posterior 

part of the under mandible, black. Ivrides greenish-white. Legs scarlet, with black webs. 

Form, typical.— Bill very short and broad, narrowed towards the end, where it has a large 

unguis. Nostrils large, oval, pervious, opening into a protuberance, which forms part of the 

forehead, that is, it is feathered posteriorly. oes long; the outer one exactly equal to the 

middle one, including the nails*; the inner one three-quarters of an inch shorter. 

The Female resembles the male, but is smaller, and the plumage browner. Scapulars very 

narrowly edged with broccoli-brown. No white mark beneath the eye, but the speculum 

like that of the male. Bill black, slightly inflated at the base; the unguis bluish. 

Dimensions. 

Of the male. 

inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, inch. Lin, 

Length, total . es 6 Length of bill above reel 7 Length of middle toe . 3 10 
5, of tail 3 A 4 0 > of billtorictus . 2 8 > of its nail ; 0 43 

5 of wing , . 10 9 >» Of tarsus. é 1 103 > Of outer toe . .- 3 Ie 
Extent of wings . ¢ 36 inches. 

—R. 

[209. ] 3. OrpemIA AMERICANA. (Swainson.) American Scoter. 
SuB-FAMILY, Fuliguline, Swans. Genus, Oidemia, FLeminc. 

Scoter duck (Anas nigra). PEnn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 556, No. 484 ? 
Fuligula (Oidemia) nigra. Bonar. Syn., p. 390, No. 334. 

Cuscusitatum. CreeEInpians. Whistling duck. Hupson’s Bay REsIDENTs. 

Cu. Sp. OrpEMiIa AMERICANA, tota fulignea, rostro nigro pone apicem contracto ; gibbositate mawille basali toté 
aurantiaca, naribus rubescentibus. 

Sp.Cu. AmERican Scorer, entirely sooty black ; bill contracted just before the tip, black, except the basal pro- 

tuberance of the upper mandible, which is entirely orange ; nostrils red. 

Whether this new species be extremely local, or whether it has merely been 
confounded with the European O. nigra, are questions we cannot at present 

answer. That it is, however, not only perfectly distinct as a species, but even of 

a different type to that of O. migra, is manifest in the shape of the bill. In this, 

the sides of the nail at the end of the upper mandible are suddenly narrowed— 

thus showing a very close affinity to O. fusca, which leads, by means of O. perspi- 

cillata, to the genus Somateria; whereas in the European O. nigra the margin at 

this part of the bill presents no such sinuosity or contraction, but assumes 

the curved and more dilated form of the typical Fuligule ; and we have thus 

the two typical sub-generic forms of the genus. This accords, in fact, with 

* The outer nail being shorter than the middle one, the outer toe is consequently, when the nails are excluded, the 
longest.—R. 
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the whole theory which we have elsewhere intimated on the natural arrangement 

of the family. It is clear, from an inspection of Wilson’s plate, that the true 
O. nigra is also found in America, since the colouring he has given to the bill 

perfectly accords with the English specimens in the British Museum. In O. nigra 

the sides of the protuberance and a line in the middle are black, while the orange 
spreads far beyond the nostrils towards the tip. In our new species, the whole 

of the protuberance, on the contrary, is orange, and this colour does not extend 

beyond the nostrils. 
DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed at Hudson’s Bay, lat. 57°, agreeing with others in the British Museum sent from Hudson’s Bay. 

Cotour and size closely resembling O. niyra, except in the bill, which has already been 

described. et in the dead bird entirely black. 

Form, typical. Bili contracted on the sides of the nail. Nostrils opening half way 

between the base and tip of the upper mandible*. 

Dimensions. 

Inch, Lin. Inch, Lin. 

Length, total . : 3 3 - (19 0 Length of tail from the base : é 5 8 3h 
oH of bill from rictus : 6 ° 2 0 >> Of tarsus ; : : q ll 24 

», from rictus to end of nostril . «yal 1} >, of middle toe : Q : . 3 0 
cc ofwing . . : . : 8 6 5 of hind toe rs 5 ; - 0 10 

—Sw. 

[210.] 1. FuLIGULA VALISNERIA. (Bonap.) Canvas-bach. 

SuB-raMILy, Fuliguline, Swains. Genus, Fuligula, Ray. 
Canvas-back Duck (Anus valisneria). WILsS., viii., p. 103, pl. 70, f. 3. 

Anas valisneriana (Canvas-back Duck). Sas. Frank. Journ., p. 699. 
Fuligula valisneria. Bonar. Syn. p. 392, No. 338. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 3, 1827. 

Cotour.—Region of the bill, top of the head, chin, base of the neck, and adjoining parts of 

the breast and back, rump, upper and under tail coverts, pitch-black ; sides of the head and 

the neck reddish-orange ; middle of the back, scapulars, wing coverts, tips of the secondaries, 

tertiaries, flanks, posterior part of the belly, and thighs, greyish-white, finely undulated with 

hair-brown ; primaries and their coverts hair-brown, their tips darkest ; secondaries ash-grey, 

tipped with white ; the two adjoining tertiaries edged with black, Belly white, faintly undu- 

lated on the medial line. In some specimens, the white parts are glossed with ferruginous. 

Bill and legs blackish-brown. 

Form.—Bill lengthened, the depressed frontal angle longer, the nostrils farther from the 

front, and the unguis differently shaped and smaller than in F. ferina; the upper lamine 

flat, cuneate, not prominent, and confined within the margin of the mandible. The bill and 

* In O. nigra the aperture of the nostrils is placed at one-third the length of the bill. 

= 3M 2 
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head of the Canvas-back approach somewhat to the form of the Pintail Duck, being much 

lengthened, and of equal breadth throughout. rst quill the longest. 

Female-—Ground colour of the upper plumage and flanks liver-brown; sides of the head, 

neck, and breast, ferruginous ; shoulders, shorter scapulars, and under plumage, edged with 

the same. Middle of the back and wing coverts clove-brown, finely undulated with greyish- 

white. There are no undulated markings on the tertiaries and secondaries, and only a few 

on the tips of the scapulars. Bill as in the male ; the neck more slender. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total. ; 24 6 Length of bill above . 3 7 4 Length of tarsus . ow 5, lO 
> of tail é a ei} 9 » of billtofrontal angle2 10 5, of middle toe . -2 103 
5, of wing , - 9 6 > Of billtorictus . 2 8 5, of outer toe ES 0 

—R. 

[211.] 2. FuLicuLA FERINA. (Stephens.) The Pochard. 

SuB-FaMILyY, Fuliguline, Swarns. Genus, Fuligula, Ray. 
Pochard Duck. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 560, No. 491. 

Red-headed Duck (Anas ferina2). Wuts., viii., p. 110, pl. 70, f. 6. 

Canard milouin (Anas ferina). TEM, ii., p. 868. 

Fuligula ferina. Bonar. Syn., p. 31, No. 339. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Cotour.—Head and neck brilliant reddish-orange; base of the neck, breast, fore part of 

the back, rump, and upper and under tail coverts, pitch-black; scapulars, interscapulars, 

flanks, thighs, and vent, finely undulated with white and clove-brown; belly whitish, with 

faint lines ; posterior part of the back blackish-brown, partially undulated with fine grey lines. 

Wings hair-brown; the secondaries bluish-grey, narrowly tipped with white, and the two 

adjoining tertiaries edged with black: axillary feathers and under coverts pure white. Bull: 

upper mandible light blue; its tip, a narrow belt round its base, and the under mandible, 

black. Legs black. 

Form.—JBill rather longer than the head, but considerably shorter, in proportion, than 

that of the last; the upper /amine lying entirely within the edges of the mandible; epidermis, 

when dry, wrinkled near the unguis. Tail very short, and, like that of the rest of the 

American Fuligule, consisting of fourteen feathers; the lateral ones graduated. First quill 

feather the longest. ; 

Female, liver-brown above, with pale edgings ; forehead, base of the neck, sides of the 

breast, and flanks, chestnut, edged with yellowish-brown. Chin, throat, and fore part of the 

belly, greyish-white. Wings, bill, and legs as in the male. 

Dimensions 

Of the male, ; 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . c 22 0 Length of bill above . - 1 11 Length of tarsus . a I z 

>» of tail 6 sm ate 8Q) » of billtofrontalangle2 4 >» ofmiddletoe . 2 42 
» of wing . - 9 0 5, Of bill'torictus’ 2 2 3 5, of outer toe : 2 5 
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1 02. 3. FULIGULA MaRILA. (Bonap.) The Scaup Duch. 

SuB-FAMILY, Fuliguline, Swans. Genus, Fuligula, Ray. 

Anas marila. Forst. Phil. Trans., Ixii., p.413, No. 29. 

Scaup Duck (Anas marila). PENN., Arct. Zool., ii., p. 565, No. 498. 
WILs,., viii., p. 84, pl. 79, f. 3. 

Fuligula marila. Bonar. Syn., p. 392, No. 340. 

Tawquawgew-’sheep. CRrEEs and SauLTEUR INDIANS. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Head and upper part of the neck black, reflecting deep violet and green ; lower 

part of the neck, posterior part of the back, the breast, and under tail coverts, pitch-black ; 

scapulars and interscapulars greyish-white, rather coarsely undulated with black. Wings 

hair-brown, the primaries paler in the middle; the secondaries white, with brown tips; the 

tertiaries glossed with green ; and the lesser coverts and inner tertiaries finely dotted or undu- 

lated with white. Belly greyish-white, mixed with greyish-brown posteriorly ; flanks pure 

white, the tips slightly undulated. Bill greyish-blue. Jvides yellow. Legs blackish-brown. 

Form, typical.—Bill rather shorter than the head, wide, much depressed and obviously 

broadest before the nostrils; pitted near the point; the unguis small and distinct, as in the 

two last species. Lamine strong, cutting: upper ones entirely within the margin of the 

mandible. Head rather large. Wings an inch and a quarter shorter than the tail; first 

quill the longest. 

Our specimens are smaller than English ones killed in the winter, the head, bill, wings, 

and legs, in particular, being proportionally smaller, and the bill less high at the base.—A 

variety, nearly corresponding with the English one in size, is also found in the fur-countries, 

where it is distinguished by the epithet of ‘ Keetchee (bigger) tawquawgew-’sheep ;” but 

an attentive examination of a number of specimens disclosed no peculiarities which could 

characterise it as a distinct species, except its size*. ‘The undulated markings on the back 

and wings are darker and less extended than in the English specimens. 

Dimensions. 

Small var. Large var. English. Smallvar. Largevar. English. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 
Length, total 5 . 18 0 21 0 20 0 Length of tarsus 14 eG, 1 6 

potatail: < : 5 eh 3 0 A 3 5, of middle toe ial 2 5s 2 41 
> ofwing . , a & 10 8 10 5, of middle nail 0 4 0 4 04 

5 of bill above . 5 ll (ee 1 10 1 93 5, of hind toe °. 0 6 0 74 OF 
>, of billtofrontal angle 1 9 2 13 Pa 55 Of hind nail 0 12 0 12 ONne 

53» Of bill toizictus, 85 2 1 2 6 2 42 = 

* One of these varieties (if such they be) is common upon the lakes of Mexico.—Sw. 
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[213.] 4. FurieuLa ruriroraueEs. (Bonap.) Ring-necked Duck. 

SuB-FAMILY, Fuliguline, Swarns. Genus, Fuligula, Ray. 

Tufted Duck (Anas fuligula). Wuts., viii., p. 60, pl. 67, f.5; male*, 
Fuligula rufitorques. Bonar. Syn., p. 393, No. 341. 

Cuskeetaw-sheep. CreEE InpIANs and CHIPPEWaYs. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May 7, 1827. 

Corour.—Head and greater part of the neck greenish-black, reflecting deep violet-purple ; 

beneath which a dark chestnut-brown collar. Base of the neck, whole dorsal plumage, 

tertiaries, greater coverts, breast, vent, and under tail coverts, greenish-black ; lesser coverts, 

primaries, and tail, blackish-brown; secondaries pearl-grey, narrowly tipped with white. 

Belly white, from which a crescentic curve to the shoulder ; flanks and posterior part of the 

belly finely undulated with blackish-brown, Bill black; rictus, line round the base, and 

belt near the tip of the upper mandible, light blue. Jrides deep yellow. Legs blackish- 

brown. 

Form.—Bill formed on the model of the English A. marila, but rather smaller and not 

so wide; larger than that of the smaller variety of the American Scaup Duck. Upper 

lamine flat, rather broad, and not cutting, their points acute and slightly curved backwards. 

Plumage of the crown and hind-head thick, and somewhat lengthened. Wings three inches 

shorter than the tail. aid short; its feathers narrow, the lateral ones graduated. 

Female.—Upper plumage dark-brown, edged on the top of the head, shoulders, scapulars, 

and breast, with chestnut: sides of the breast and flanks unmixed dark chestnut. Wings 

mostly hair-brown: speculum as in the male. Region of the bill, throat, and belly, greyish- 

white, speckled with brown ; posterior part of the belly liver-brown. The band near the 

point of the bill fainter than in the male, and the line round the base scarcely perceptible. 

The greater extent of the flattened triangular part of the bill next the front serves to dis- 

tinguish the female of this species from that of the Scaup Duck.—In the young male a 

year old, the belly is more clouded, the upper plumage wants the chestnut tints, and has a 

darker colour than in the female, and the brown collar is not formed. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total. : 19 0 Length of bill above . - 1 10 Length of tarsus. of, bal 4 
ee kofatarl : BY 6 >> Of bill to upper angle 2 0 5, of middle toe . 3 # 13 

>, of wing 0 o of 3 » Of billtorictus . 2 0 >> of outer web une 2 

* The Fuligula rufitorques has no distinct crest like the European tufted duck (F. crustata, Bonar.) which Wilson 
could never have seen, otherwise he would not have confounded it with the American bird. Indeed the latter bears 

more resemblance to /". marila, the females of the two species being with difficulty distinguished—R. 
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[214.] 5. Futiguta rupipa. (Bonap.) Ruddy Duck*. 

SuB-FAMILY, Fuliguline, Swatns. Genus, Fuligula, Ray. 

Ruddy Duck (Anas rubida). Wuts., viii. p. 125, pl. 71, f. 5, male; f. 6, young. 

Anas rubida (Ruddy Duck). Sas., Frankl. Journ., p. 700. 
Fuligula (Oxyura) rubida. Bonar. Syn., p. 390, No. 336. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, June, 1827. 

Cotour.—Upper surface of the head and the nape velvet-black ; middle of the back and the 

tail brownish-black. Throat, neck, fore part of the back, rump, scapulars, and flanks, pure 

brownish-orange ; sides of the head and the chin white. Wings unspotted hair-brown, the 

secondaries tipped with white. Base of the under plumage clove-brown, its tips shining white. 

Bill shining light blue. Legs brown. 

Female.—Ground colour of the top of the head, and the parts which are reddish-orange in 

the male, blackish-brown ; the crown tipped with chestnut, mottled with brown. Sides of 

the head brown, with an imperfect white patch. Neck clove-brown, mixed with chestnut. 

Under plumage and wings nearly as in the male ; the lesser coverts sparingly sprinkled with 

grey specks. 

Form.—Bill about equal in length to the small head, much depressed, and considerably 

dilated towards the point. Unguis very small, hooked, and minutely pectinated on its margin. 

Upper lamine strong, and truncated like those of the Mareca Americana, but not projecting 

below the margin of the mandible; lower ones fine and crowded like those of the Anas 

(Boschas) crecca. Nostrils in the middle of the bill and near each other, situated in the 

anterior part of a large oval membrane. Wings very short andconcave. Tail similar in form 

to that of a Cormorant, composed of sixteen narrow feathers; the tail coverts wanting or very 

short, and not to be distinguished from the adjoining plumage. Vent at the extremity of the 

body when the tail is raised. Under plumage very close; its tips of a peculiarly bristly texture. 

Dimensions 

Of the male and female. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 3 19 0 Length of bill above . o il 64 Length of middle toe . 2 4 

>, of tail ¢ > a 6 > Of billtorictus . 2 0 5, of its nail . a0 4} 

> of wing 5 A) 6 5, of tarsus 5 ll 4 >> of outer toe 5 4k 

—R. 

* We suspect that this bird, and one or two others of similar form found by us in Tropical Brazil, will constitute a 

sub-genus, in which light it has been already viewed by the Prince of Musignano. We do not at present follow this 

talented ornithologist, because Oxywrus had been applied the previous year (1827) to a sub-genus of Creepers, and be- 
cause we have not yet investigated the subordinate forms in the typical genus F'uligula with reference to those of 
Anas. The two groups, however, so beautifully represent each other, that some writers have taken this analogy for 

an affinity, by describing the Ruddy Duck as a true Shoveller.—Sw. 
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[215.] 1. Craneuia vuuearis. (Leach.) The Common Golden Eye. 

Sus-FaMILy, Fuliguline, Swatns. Genus, Clangula, Borr, LEacu. 

Anas clangula. Forster. Phil. Trans., lxii., p.417. No. 48. 

Morillon (.4nas glaucion). PENN. Arct. Zooé., ii, p.573. F. Young. 

Golden Eye (Anas clangula). IpEM, p. 557, No. 486. WHLs., viii., p. 62, pl. 67, f.6, male. 
Canard garrot (Anas clangula). TEMM., ii., p. 870. 

Fuligula clangula. Bonar. Syn., p. 393, No. 342. 
Meesheh-pesqua-pewew. CREE INDIANS. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Head and two inches of the neck brilliant duck-green; fore-head and chin 

blackish-brown. Back, long scapulars, coverts bordering the wing, primaries, four outer 

secondaries, and the tertiaries pitch-black. A round patch beneath the lores, lower part of 

the neck, shoulders, outer scapulars, intermediate and greater coverts, seven posterior 

secondaries, and the whole under plumage, pure white, except the deep black edges of the 

long flank feathers, and the spaces round the thighs, which, with the tail, are broccoli- 

brown. Bill black. Feet orange. rides golden yellow. 

Form.— Bill high at the base, narrowed towards the point ; the lamine resembling those of 

Fuligula valisneria. Nostrils nearer tothe tip than to the base. Head large; forehead high ; 

occipital plumage lengthened. Wings moderately long, acute, two inches and a half shorter 

than the tail. First and second quills sub-equal and longest. Tail long (among the Anatide) 

graduated, the shafts slightly projecting. Toes long. 

The female resembles that of the following species, differing only in the form of the bill. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total : - 22 G6 Length of bill above oye 64 Length of tarsus . =) eae 62 
awe Olatallem : 4 6 5, of bill to upper angle 2 0 5, Of middle toe . 2 6 

» ofwing . go lf 0 5 of bill torictus . 2 4 35 Of outer tue 0 Oe R 7 

[216.] 2. CLANGULA BARROVII. (Nobis.) Rocky Mountain Garrot. 

PLaTE Lxx. 

Genus, Clangula. 

Cu. Sp. Craneuta Barrovit, capite colloque superiori violaceis ; pone rostrum utrinque crescenti alba, speculo 
et fascia transversa ale albis fascia nigra separatis. 

Sp. Cu. Rocky Mountain Garrot. Head and upper part of the neck pansy-purple, with a large crescentic 

white mark before each eye. White speculum separated from the band on the coverts by a black stripe. 

PLATE LXVII. 

Notwithstanding the general similarity in the form and markings of this bird 
and the Common Golden Eye, the difference in their bills evidently points them 
out to be distinct species. Exclusive of the specific characters, above noted, a 
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the Rocky Mountain Garrot is distinguished by the purer colour of its dorsal 
plumage, and the smaller portion of white on its wings and scapulars. Its long 

flank feathers are also much more broadly bordered all round with black. The 

bases of the greater coverts in the Golden Eye are black ; but they are concealed 
and do not form the black band so conspicuous in Anas Barrovii. The specific 
appellation is intended as a tribute to Mr. Barrow’s varied talents, and his un- 

wearied exertions for the promotion of science *.—R. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Rocky Mountains. 

Cotour.—Head and two inches of the neck bright pansy-purple, with a greenish reflexion 

on the ears; forehead and chin brownish-black. Dorsal plumage, wings, and broad tips of 

the long flank feathers, mostly velvet-black. Crescentic patch from the rictus to the sides of 

the forehead, lower part of the neck, shoulders, tips of the outer scapulars, lower row of 

lesser coverts, tips of the greater coverts, six secondaries, and the under plumage, pure white ; 

space round the thighs, the tail, and its lateral under coverts, broccoli-brown. Bzli blackish. 

Legs orange ; webs black. 

Form.—Bill shorter and narrower towards the point than that of the Golden Eye, and the 

feathers of the forehead, instead of running to a point on the ridge of the bill as in the latter, 

terminate with a semicircular outline. The plumage also of the occiput and nape is longer, 

forming a more decided crest than in that species. Wings two inches and a half shorter than 

the tail. 

Female——Head and adjoining part of the neck umber-brown, without a white mark. 

Dorsal plumage pitch-black ; its anterior part, particularly the shoulders and the base of 

the neck all round, edged with ash-grey. A white collar round the middle of the neck. 

Flanks clove-brown, edged with white. Intermediate coverts blotched with white and black ; 

greater coverts white tipped with black. Secondaries as in the male. Both mandibles 

orange at the point, their tips and posterior parts black. Feet like the male. 

Dimensions 
Of the male. 

Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 22 6 Length of bill above . ol 4 Length of tarsus c eel 7 

>> of tail ae 74 3 >, of bill to upper angle 1 7 5, of middle toe 5 6 

>» of wing ° - 9 6 >» Ofbilltorictus . 2 13 >, Of outertoe . 5 Y 6 

—R. 
* The custom of honouring naturalists by affixing their names to new species, was introduced by Linnzus, and exer- 

cised by him with scrupulousness and judgment. His disciples must also be praised for the same discretion. Wildenow 

(Prin. of Bot., p. 213) justly remarks, that ‘¢ no monument of marble or brass is so lasting as this. It is the only way 
of perpetuating the memories of true Zoologists, or of those who have benefited the science.” Latterly, however, the 

custom among us has been so much abused, that it may be questioned whether it expresses anything more than a 

mere compliment from the nomenclator. To bestow the same honour upon a mere collector, which is given to a Wilson, 

a Cuvier, or a Bonaparte, is’at best injudicious ; but to call all the new species in the museum of a learned society after 

the council and office-bearers of the current year, merely because they are ex officio promoters of Ornithology, is not 
only ludicrous, but, as we conceive, a total perversion of scientific justice. A great and pious divine, a skilful and emi- 

nent physician, or accomplished diplomatic character, can receive neither honour nor pleasure from such flattery. 

It behoves every true naturalist to set his face against such practices, and we shall, upon all occasions, pass over every 
name so misapplied. For ourselves, we have studiously sought to bestow this ‘¢ honour ” only where it was due. The 

name of Barrow, it is true, will not be solely indebted to us for its imperishable record. It will be associated by the 
future historian with the history and discoveries of Arctic America, Southern Africa, and China; with high benefits 

conferred upon the State; and with the possession and encouragement of zoglogical knowledge.—Sw. 

3 N 
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[217.] 3. CLANGULA ALBEOLA. (Leach.) Spirit Duck. 

SuB-FAMILY, Fuliguline, Sw. Genus, Clangula, Leacu. 

The little black and white duck. Epwarpbs, pl. 100, male. 

Anasalbeola. Forster, Phil. Trans., |xii., p. 416, No. 47. 

Spirit duck (Anas albeola). PENN., Arct. Zool., ii., p. 558, No. 487. 
Buffel duck (Anas bucephala). IpEmM, p. 559, No. 489. 

Buffel-headed duck (Anas albeola). Wuson, viii., p. 51, pl.67, f. 2, male; f. 3, female. 

Fuligula albeola. Bowap., Syn., p. 394, No. 343. 

Wakaishee-weesheep, Waw-haisheep, Wappano-’sheep. CrEE INDIANS and CHIPPEWayYs. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan, May, 1827. 

Cotour.—Forehead, region of the bill, nuchal crest, and upper sides of the neck rich 

duck-green, blending with the resplendent auricula-purple of the top of the head and throat. 

Broad band from the eye to the tip of the occipital crest, lower half of the neck, the shoulders, 

exterior scapulars, intermediate and greater coverts, outer webs of five or six secondaries, 

flanks, and under plumage to the vent, pure white. Back, long scapulars, and tertiaries, 

velvet-black; lesser coverts bordering the wing the same edged with white; primaries and 

their coverts brownish-black. Tail coverts blackish-grey ; tail broccoli-brown. Vent and 

under tail coverts greyish. Bill bluish-black. Legs yellowish In many spring specimens, 

the under plumage is ash-grey. 

Form.—Bill smaller, in proportion, than that of the common Garrot, and the nostrils 

nearer the base ; but otherwise similar. Head large, with the upper part of the neck clothed 

in velvety plumage, rising into a short thick crest. Wings 21 inches shorter than the tail. 

Tail: lateral feathers graduated, three middle pairs even. 

Female (killed same place, July 18) considerably smaller. Head and dorsal plumage 

dark blackish-brown ; the fore part of the back, scapulars, and tertiaries, edged with yellowish- 

brown. Fore part of the neck, sides of the breast, flanks, and vent feathers, blackish-grey ; 

breast and belly white, glossed with brownish-orange. White band on the ears and occiput 

much narrower than in the male. The white speculum is less perfect, and the whole of the 

lesser coverts and scapulars are unspotted blackish-brown. Biull and feet brownish. Total 

length 14} inches ; of wing 6 inches; of tarsus 14 lines; and middle toe (excluding nail) 

20 lines. 

The young males resemble the females. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total 4 - 16 0 Length of bill above onl 1 Lengthofmiddletoe . 2 0 
a Wofitailws a 74 9 > Of billtorictus . 1 6 oy OF its nail . cee 34 

37 LOlewing ° 6 8 > Oftarsus . oy i 4 >> Of outertoe . me 13 

Individuals differ considerably in size, the length of the folded wing varying nearly an inch. 

The above is medium sized. —R. 
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[218.] 4, CLANGULA HIsTRIONICA. (Leach.) Harlequin Duck. 

SuB-FAMILY, Fuliguline, Sw. Genus, Clangula, LEacu. 
Dusky and spotted duck. Epwarps, pl. 99, female. 
Anas histrionica (Harlequin duck). Forster, Phil. Trans., Ixii., p. 419, No. 52. 

Harlequin duck (Anas histrionica). PENN., Arct. Zool., ii., No. 490. WHLs., viii., pl. 72, f. 4. 

SowERBy, Brit. Misc., pl. 6. 
Canard a collier ou Histrion (Anas histrionica). TEMM., ii., p. 878. 

Fuligula histrionica. Bonap. Syn., p. 394, No. 345. 

Painted Duck, also Mountain Duck. Hunson’s Bay REstpents. Lord. NEwFOUNDLANDERS. 

Pawawistick-weesheep (Cascade duck). CrEE InpDIaNs. Pawawistic-quess. CHIPPEWAYS. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male killed on the eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains. 

Cotour.—Medial band from bill to hind-head, posterior part of the back, the rump and tail 

coverts, velvet-black ; the head-band bounded behind the eye with ferruginous. Middle of 

the back, the wings, tail, and belly, mostly liver-brown. Nape and sides of the throat rich 

lavender-purple ; fore part of the back and the breast glossed with the same, which also tinges 

the brown wing coverts. Large semicircular patch before the eye, round spot on the ears, 

lateral neck-stripe, collar lower down, broad crescent-shaped shoulder band, longitudinal 

stripes on the scapulars and tertiaries, one or two spots on the greater coverts, and a small 

spot on the lateral tail coverts, pure white, all bordered more or less broadly with velvet-black. 

Speculum black, glossed with indigo-blue. Flanks pure orange-brown. Vent brownish- 

black. Bill bluish-black. Legs blackish-brown. 

Form.—Bill rather narrower and longer than that of Harelda glacialis ; margins of the 

upper mandible straight, not hooked at the tip; wnguis large, broadly oval ; a small flap of 

naked skin at the rictus. Wings an inch and a half shorter than the tapering, pointed tail, 

which is long, as in the rest of the Garrots. Tail coverts very short. Toes not longer than 

those of Cl. albeola, though this is a much smaller bird. Webs extending to the points of the 

nails, which are small and rounded. 

The female is dark liver-brown above ; the quills and tail blackish-brown; the rump and 

the flank feathers that hang down over the thigh, a paler umber. A spot behind the 

ears, a smaller one on each side of the forehead, and some mottling under the eye, white. 

Upper part of the breast and the sides under the wings yellowish-brown, edged with brownish- 

grey. Rest of the under plumage greyish-white, broadly barred across the middle of each 

feather with clove-brown. She is much inferior in size to the male. 

® Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . c 20 0 Lengthofbillabove. . 1 1 Length of middle toe . 2 0 
3 of tail A ; 4 4 5, of bill to rictus o 1 8 Ot tS aller 5 3 

> of wing A a St 0 5p) weOttarsus) a 6 

Ss) Z w 
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[219.] 1. Hare“pa GuacraLis. (Leach.) Long-tailed Duck. 
Sus-Fam1ty, Fuliguline, Swarns. Genus, Harelda, Leacu. 

Long-tailed Duck. Epw., pl. 156. May plumage, male, pl. 280. 

Anas glacialis et hyemalis. Forst. Phil. Trans., )xii., p. 418, No. 50. 

Long-tailed Duck (Anas hyemalis et glacialis). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii. p. 566, No. 501. Wu1s., viii. p. 93, 
pl. 70, f. 1, male, winter ; f. 2, female. 

Canard de miclon (Anas glacialis). TEMM.,, ii., p. 860. 

Anas glacialis (Long-tailed Duck). Sas. Greenl. Birds, p. 555, No. 28. Ricwarps. Append. Parry’s 
Second Voy., p. 373, No. 33. 

Fuligula glacialis. Bonar. Syn., p. 395, No. 346. 

Caccawee, CanaDIAN VoyaGEuRS. South-southerly, Unrirep STaTEs. 

Old Wives, and Swallow-tailed Ducks, Hupson’s Bay Resrpents. Aldiggee-areeoo, EsQUIMAUX. 

The peculiar cry of this Duck is celebrated, in the songs of the Canadian 

voyageurs, by the epithet of “ Caccawee,” which is expressed by “ South- 
southerly’ in the United States, and ‘“‘ Hahhaway”’ among the Crees. The 

long tail of the male gives to its flight the resemblance of that of a Swallow. 

The eggs of the Duck are pale greenish-grey, with both ends rather obtuse ; 

they are twenty-six lines long and eighteen wide. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, kiled, May 1, 1826, on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—The whole upper plumage, the two central pairs of tail feathers, and the under 

plumage to the fore part of the belly, brownish-black ; the lesser quills paler. A triangular 

patch of feathers between the shoulders, and the scapulars, broadly bordered with orange- 

brown. Sides of the head from the bill to the ears ash-grey ; eye stripe and posterior under 

plumage pure white. Flanks, sides of the rump, and lateral tail feathers, white, stained with 

brown ; axillaries and inner wing coverts clove-brown. Bill black, with an orange belt before 

the nostrils, Legs dark brown. 

Form.—Bill very short, high at the base; unguis strong and arched ; lamine distant, 

prominent, and cutting; the upper ones projecting considerably below the margin of the 

mandible, the lower ones, which are nearly as prominent as the upper ones, divided into two 

nearly equal rows by a horizontal fissure*. Nostrils large, situated nearer to the front than 

to the tip of the bill. Forehead high. Neck thickish. Wings an inch and a half shorter 

than the outer tail feathers, and nine inches and a half shorter than the central ones. Tail 

very long, of fourteen feathers ; middle pair slender and tapering, six inches longer than 

the adjoining ones. Toes short, as in the Harlequin Duck; the nails rather longer than 

those of that bird. 

Specimens killed a fortnight or three weeks later in the season, at Bear Lake, on their way 

to the breeding-places, differ in having a large white patch on the hind head and occiput, 

with scattered white feathers on the neck and among the scapulars; the sides under the 

wings pure pearl-grey, and the sides of the rump unstained white. Captain Sabine describes 

* In the Anatine and Fuliguling, in general, the Jamine of the under mandible are crowned by a narrow, and 
often more prominent, row of more crowded laminz ; but in the Harlequin Duck this upper row approaches nearer to the 
size and furm of the lower one; and in the Long-tailed Duck the two rows scarcely differ in magnitude.—R. 
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this state as the pure breeding plumage; but individuals, coloured like the one killed on the 

Saskatchewan are often seen at the breeding stations*, 

Winter plumage of the male.—Head, neck, and scapulars, white ; cheeks and chin ash- 

coloured ; lateral neck stripe chestnut-brown. Legs yellowish. In other respects like the 

above. 

Mature female, killed May 25, lat. 654°.—Upper plumage and sides of the breast pale 

liver-brown, with dark centres; the wing coverts, scapulars, and hinder parts, mostly edged 

with white. Top of the head blackish-brown ; its sides anteriorly broccoli-brown: ears and 

base of the neck below clove-brown. A spot at the base of the bill and a stripe behind the 

eye white. Throat and collar ash-grey. Tail feathers brownish-grey, edged with white, 

short, and worn. 

Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch, Lin Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . - 26 OO Length of bill torictus . 1 7 Length of middle nail . 0 33 
3 of tail c - 210 0 5, Oftarsus . ° 1 3 >, Of outertoe . 2 0 

3 of wing : . 8 6 >» of middle toe »- 1 » ofits nail . - 0 24 
>» of billabove . 1 0 

—R. 

” 

[220.] 1. MerGus MERGANSER. (Linn.) The Goosander. 

Sus-ramity, Merganine,Swains. Genus, Mergus, Linn. 

Goosander (Mergus merganser). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 537, No. 465. 

WILs., viii., p. 68, pl. 68, f. 1 and 2. 
Grand Harle (Mergus merganser). TEMM., ii., p. 881. 
Mergus merganser. Bonar. Syn., p. 397, No. 347. 
Seek, CrrEE INDIANS. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Head and adjoining half of the neck deep blackish-green ; rest of the neck, all 

the lesser coverts but the humeral ones, the distal halves of the greater coverts, the lesser 

quills, exterior scapulars, and whole under plumage, rich buff-orange (which fades to white 

after the specimen has heen exposed for a few months to the light). Fore part of the back, 

longer scapulars, humeral wing coverts, bastard wing, bases of the greater coverts, narrow 

borders of the tertiaries, and fourteen exterior quill feathers, velvet-black (changing to brown 

before moulting). Hinder part of the back, tail coverts, and tail, bluish-grey, deepening 

* Mr. Edwards, surgeon of the Fury on Sir Edward Parry’s second voyage, describes the Long-tailed Ducks killed 

on Melville Peninsula, between the lst and 25th June, as follows :—‘‘ They had all a dark, silky, chestnut-brown 

patch on the side of the neck ; a mixture of white in the black stripe from the bill to the crown ; the crown and nape 

either entirely white, or mixed with black ; scapulars and upper tail coverts edged with white; a broad white collar 
round the lower part of the neck, in some individuals tipped with black or brown ; occasionally a white band on the 
breast. The colour of the belt on the bill varied from rose-red to violet.”—R. 
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towards the shafts of the tail and its coverts to clove-brown. Sides of the rump white, undu- 

lated with blackish-brown. Bill vermilion-red on the sides, black above and below. Legs 

vermilion. 

Form.—Bill armed with acute conical teeth pointing backwards: two acute serrated 

ridges on the palate. Nuchal crest short, not pendant, resembling the surrounding plumage. 

Wings three inches shorter than the tail. 

Female.—Top of the head and crest of long slender feathers, mostly occipital, liver-brown ; 

sides of the head and upper half of the neck ferruginous. Upper plumage clove-brown, with 

greyish edges. No white on the scapulars or lesser coverts ; but the speculum nearly as in 

the male. Under plumage white ; the fore part of the neck and flanks yellowish-grey, edged 

with white. 

Dmensrons, 

Male. Femule. Male. Female. 
Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . é 0 «ol 0 25 0 Length of bill to rictus : Sow) 2 3. (0 
2 of tail 3 : 0 6 0 B83 5, from nostrils to tip . eG) 1 6 
5 of wing % : se 9 0 >> of tarsus é 4 20) 1:9 

> of bill above : A Qe Pace ng 55 of middle toe 0 5 2 6 2) 2 
5, of bill to frontal angles . 2 10 ———= > of middle nail f O 43 R 34 

The males vary four inches and more in length. 

[221.] 2. Mercus serrator. (Linn.) Red-breasted Merganser. 

SuzB-raMIiLy, Merganine, Sw. Genus, Mergus, Linn. 

Red-breasted Goosander. Enpw., pl. 95. 
Red-breasted Merganser (Mergus serrator). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 537, No. 466. 

Wits,, viii., p. 91, pl. 69, f. 2, male. 
Mergus serrator. Sas., Frankl. Journ., p. 702. Bonar. Syn., p. 497, No. 348. 

Kanwan-seek. SauLTEUR INDIANS. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Head, crest, adjoining half of the neck, medial line above to the back, fore part 

of the back, the shoulders, scapulars, lesser coverts bordering the wing, twelve exterior quills, 

tertiary coverts, posterior tertiaries, basal halves of the secondaries and of their coverts, 

with the narrow borders of the tertiaries, black; the sides of the head and the nape deeply 

glossed with duck-green. A broad neck collar, the wide centres of a tuft of black feathers on 

the shoulders, exterior scapular coverts, intermediate wing coverts, distal halves of the greater 

coverts and of the secondaries, the tertiaries, and the under plumage, pure white. Rump 

and tail coverts blackish-brown, minutely undulated with white; flanks more regularly and 

distinctly undulated with the same. Tail broccoli-brown. Breast and sides of the neck 

posteriorly brown, approaching to buff, striped on the margins and fringed on the tips with 

black. Bill orange on the sides and beneath: dark above. Feet brownish-orange. 

— 
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Form.—Bill toothed, as in M. merganser ; ridges on the palate less prominent. A crest 

of long and very slender feathers springing from the crown and occiput. Upper mandible less 

deep at the base than in the preceding species; its junction with the feathers of the forehead 

less indented. 

Female under two feet long, scarcely to be distinguished from the female of the preceding 

species, except by the form of the line of junction of the plumage of the forehead with the 

bill, and the black bar crossing the speculum on the bases of the secondaries and extreme tips 

of the greater coverts. 

Dimensions. 

Male. Female. Male. Female. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length,total . e : - 25 6 21 0 Length of bill to rictus 3 1 A Fy 
eo of tail. : é 9 4 0 3.66 5, from nostrils to tip . ] Ps 1 6 

> of wing. : : a OG 8 3 55 Oftarsus . ag . 1 10 Lay 
+ of bill above : . 2 42 2 0 5, of middle toe . 2 3 20 
, of bill to frontal angles 2 5 9 Of its nail 0 4 0 4 

—R. 

[222.] 3. Mereus cucuutuatus. (Linn.) Hooded Merganser. 

SuB-FaMILy, Merganine, Swatns. Genus, Mergus, Linn. 
The Round-crested Duck. Epw., pl. 360. 
Hooded Merganser (Mergus cucullatus). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 538, No. 467. 

WixLs., Viii., p. 79, pl. 69, f. 1, male. 
Mergus cucullatus. Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 703. Bonar. Syn., p. 397, No. 349. 

Keeneeconais-sheep, ALGonauins. Omiska-sheep, CREES. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male, killed on the Saskatchewan. 

Cotour.—Top of the head, dorsal plumage, upper lesser coverts, quills, and tail, blackish- 

brown. Sides of the head, neck, bars on the shoulders, scapulars, tertiaries, and bases of the 

secondaries and greater coverts, greenish-black. Broad bar from behind the eye through 

the middle of the crest, alternate bars on the shoulder, tips of the greater coverts, exterior 

borders of the secondaries, central stripes on the tertiaries, and under plumage, white. Flanks 

finely undulated with yellowish-brown and black. 

Foru.—Teeth oblique, sharp edged, not conical. Rows of transverse furrows on the 

palate, but no acute ridges. Cvest on the crown and nape long. Wings two inches and a 

half shorter than the tail. 

Young.—Upper plumage browner; the white speculum and stripes on the tertiaries less 

perfect than in the adult. No black and white bars on the shoulder, nor white band behind 

the eye. The head, neck, and upper parts of the breast, soiled pale brown, with white 

edgings on the latter. Chin whitish. Bill black, orange beneath. There is scarcely any 

crest. 
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Dimensions 

Of the male. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . - 20 O Length of bill above oe 8 Length of middletoe . 2 0 
> oOftail . : 4 0 5, Of bill to rictus . 2 0 >» Ofitsnail . 5 tl) 4 
» of wing : B// 6 5 Oftarsus . ed 3 

[223.] 1. Cye@nus BuccinaTor. (Richardson.) Trumpeter* Swan. 

SusB-FamILy, Anserine, Swatns. Genus, Cygnus, AuctT. 
Keetchee wapeeshew, CREE INDIANS. 

Cu. Sp. CyGnus BUCCINATOR, albus; rostro toto nigro etuberculato, rectricibus 24, pedibus nigris. 

Sp. Cu. TRUMPETER Swan, white; head glossed above with chestnut; bill entirely black, without a tubercle; tail 
feathers 24 ; feet black. 

This is the most common Swan in the interior of the fur-countries. It breeds 

as far south as lat. 61°, but principally within the Arctic circle, and in its migra- 
tions generally precedes the Geese a few days. A fold of its windpipe enters 

a protuberance on the dorsal or interior aspect of the sternum at its upper 

part, which is wanting both in the Cygnus ferus and Bewichi ; in other respects, 

the windpipe is distributed through the sternum nearly as in the latter of these 
species t. It is to the Trumpeter that the bulk of the Swan-skins imported by 
the Hudson’s Bay Company belong. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Hudson’s Bay, and now in the H. B. Museum. 

Cotour white, the forehead alone tinged with reddish-orange. Bill, cere, and legs en- 

tirely black. 

Form.—Bill nearly resembling that of C’. ferus in form, though longer and rather more 

depressed. Wings: third quill the longest. Tail consisting of twenty-four feathers.— 

A specimen, in the Zoological Museum, has the crown and cheeks bright chestnut. 

DIMEnsIONs. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : - 70 0 Length from nostrils to tip 2 7 ~~ Length of tarsus 5 nd, 6 

s/, Of taili;) 7 . 9 6 » of bill to rictus . 4 9 >» of middle toe . 5 9 
> of wing 0 - 26 0 5, Of bill to eye . 6 0 5, of middle nail cal Oi 
» Ofbillabove . 4 I1 —R. 

* Lawson observes that there are two sorts of Swan in Carolina, the larger of which is called, from its note, the 
Trumpeter ; and Hearne adds, “I have heard them, in serene evenings after sunset, make a noise not very unlike 

that of a French-horn, but entirely divested of every note that constituted melody, and have often been sorry that it 
did not forebode their death.” 

+ Mr. Yarrell, whom I have consulted with respect to this species, intends to publish a more detailed description of 
the course of its windpipe through the sternum.—R. 

+ Dimensions of Cygnus ferus, from Mr. Yarrell. 
Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 6 - 60 0 Length of bill above oo 44 Length of tarsus  . o 0 
>» ofwing . g) (OF 6 » Ofbilltoeye . 5 3 >, Of midd. toe and nail 6 6 
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[224] 2. Cygnus Bewicxiu. (Yarrell.) Bewich’s Swan. 

SuB-FAMILY, Anserine, Swatns. Genus, Cygnus, AUCTOR. 

Cygnus Bewickii. Yarrreti. Linn. Trans., xvi., p. 445, Jan. 1830. SELBY, Illustr. of Orn., vi. pl. 95*. 

Cu.Se. Cyenus Bewicktt, albus, rostro nigro pone nares aurantiaco, rectricibus 18, pedibus nigris. 

Se. Cu. Brwick’s Swan, white, bill yellow at the base posterior to the nostrils, 18 tail feathers, feet black. 

This Swan breeds on the sea coast within the Arctic circle, and is seen in the 

interior of the fur countries on its passage only. It makes its appearance amongst 

the latest of the migratory birds in the spring, while the Trumpeter Swans are, 

with the exception of the Eagles, the earliest. It winters, according to Lewis 

and Clarke, near the mouth of the Columbia. Captain Lyon describes its nest 

as built of moss-peat, nearly six feet long and four and three-quarters wide, 

and two feet high exteriorly; the cavity a foot and a half in diameter. The 
eggs were brownish-white, slightly clouded with a darker tint. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Igloolik, lat. 66°, June 19, 1823. 

Cotour, pure white, except the crown, nape, and superior parts of the neck, which 

are deeply tinged with reddish-orange, and the belly, which is slightly glossed with the same. 

Bill black; cere orange (that colour entirely behind the nostrils). rides also orange. Feet 

black—Old birds entirely white, and young ones grey. 

Form.—Second and third quills equal and longest. Tail cuneiform, of eighteen feathers. 

Dimensions}. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Feet. Inch. 
Length, total . 5 59 0 Length of bill above my ES 6 Extent of wing Z - 6 1 

5 of wing ; - 20 6 > Ofitarsus . A 3 9 Weight . . .. . 133 Ibs. 
3» ofbilltoeye . 4 44 >, Of middle toe and nail 5 3 

—R. 

* We know not whether we should attribute the first designation of this Swan to our friend Mr. Yarrell, or (as 
mentioned by our friends Sir W. Jardine and Mr. Selby) to Mr. Richard Wingate, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. We have 

not, in fact, perused the whole of the statements on both sides; but as these will come before the public, the question 
may be decided by others.—Sw. 

+ ‘* The Swans are of two kinds—the large and small. The large Swan is the same with the one common in the 
Atlantic States. The small differs from the large only in size and note; it is about one-fourth less, and its note is 

entirely different. These birds were first found below the Great Narrows of the Columbia, near the Chilluckittequaw 
nation. They are very abundant in this neighbourhood, and remained with the party all winter, and in number they 

exceed those of the larger species in the proportion of five to one.’—LEwis and CLARKE, Journ., &c 
t From Mr. Yarrell’s Paper. 
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[225.] 1. ANsER ALBIFRONS. (Bechst.) Laughing Goose. 

Sun-FAMILyY, Anserine, Swatns. Genus, Anser, AucT.* 

The laughing goose. Epwarps, pl. 153. 

White fronted goose. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 548, No. 476. 

Oie rieuse ou a front blanc (Anas albifrons). TEMM., ii., p. 821. 

Anser albifrons. Bonar. Syn., p. 376, No. 316. 

Sasassque-pethesew. Cree INDIANS. 

This Goose passes, at the same time ora little later than the Snow Goose, 

through the interior of the fur countries in large flocks to its breeding places, 

which are in the woody districts skirting the Mackenzie to the north of the 

sixty-seventh parallel, and also the islands of the Arctic Sea. It is not common 

on the coast of Hudson’s Bay. The Indians imitate its call by patting the 

mouth with their hand, while they repeat the syllable wah. The resemblance of 

this note to the laugh of a man has given the trivial name to the species. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Cotour.—Head and neck pale greyish-brown. Dorsal plumage clove-brown, with paler 

edges ; secondaries tipped with white; primaries greyish-black, with white shafts. Front, 

region of the bill, eyelids, tail-coverts, and all the under plumage white, the belly blotched 

with deep black. Bill and feet orange; tip of the former flesh-coloured—A specimen 

killed on the 17th of May at Fort Enterprise, had all the belly light wood-brown blotched 

with black. 

Form.—Bill as long as the head, its depth at the base two thirds of its length ; commissure 

curved and gaping, permitting the teeth to appear in the middle. Five or six rows of teeth 

on the palate. Wings: third quill the longest. 

Divensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 5 27 0 Length of billabove . 2 4 lLengthofmiddletoe . 2 2 

5, Of tail ; Senna) 0 >> of bill to rictus 2 42 > of its nail 0 5 

5 Ofwing . a 16 0 5, Of tarsus . A 2 % Extent of wing : 3) pod 0 

* As we have not yet analysed and determined the sub-genera or types of form, we shall make no attempt to desig- 

nate them from theory alone—Sw. 
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[226.] 2. ANSER HYPERBOREUS. (Bonap.) Snow Goose. 

SuB-FAMILY, Anserine, Swains. Genus, Anser, AuCT. 

The Blue-winged Goose. Epwarps, pl. 152. Young. 
Anas nivalis (Snow goose). Forster, Phil. Trans., \xii., p. 413, No. 45. 

Snow goose. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 549, No. 477. 

Snow goose (Anas hyperborea). Wu1s., viii. p. 76, pl. 68, f. 3, male, and p. 89, pl.69, f. 5, young. 

White Brant. Lewis & Crark, iii., p.58. 

Anas hyperborea. Ricuanrps. Append. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 365, No. 28. 

Anser hyperboreus. Bonar. Syn., No. 315. 

Wewe-oo or wapow-weoo. Cree Inpians. Cathcatew-wewexoo. The Young. 

Wavey. Hupson’sBay Rresipents. Kangokh (plur. kang-oot). Es@uimaux. 

The Snow Goose breeds in the barren grounds of Arctic America, in great 

numbers. The eggs, of a yellowish-white colour, and regularly ovate form, are 

a little larger than those of the Eider Duck, their length being three inches and 

their greatest breadth two. The young fly in the end of August, and by the 

middle of September all have departed to the southward. The Snow Goose 

feeds on rushes, insects, and in autumn on berries, particularly those of the 

empetrum nigrum. When well fed it is a very excellent bird, far superior to the 

Canada Goose in juiciness and flavour. It is said that the young do not attain 

the full plumage of the old bird before their fourth year, and until that period 

they appear to keep in separate flocks. They are numerous at Albany Fort, 

in the southern part of Hudson’s Bay, where the old birds are rarely seen ; and, 

on the other hand, the old birds in their migrations visit York Factory in great 

abundance, but are seldom accompanied by the young. The Snow Geese make 

their appearance in spring a few days later than the Canada Geese, and pass in 

large flocks both through the interior and on the coast. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a male killed at Fort Enterprise, lat. 65°, June 1, 1821. 

Cotour, white. Quills pitch-black; their shafts white towards the base. Head glossed 

with ferruginous. Jrides dark hair-brown. Biull, feet, and orbits, aurora-red ; uwngues of 

both mandibles livid.—The ferruginous tint occupies different portions of the head in different 

individuals, and in some extends to the neck and middle of the belly. 

An immature bird has a few feathers on the crown and nape, the fore part of the back, 

ends of the scapulars, and some of their coverts, and the outer webs of the tail feathers 

greyish-brown, all tipped, and more or less edged, with white. Tertiaries and rest of the 

plumage as in the old bird, Some individuals deviate from the full plumage merely in the 

bastard wing and primary coverts retaining their grey colour; while in very young birds, 

part of the under plumage is also greyish-brown. 

Form.—Bill shaped much like that of A. albifrons. 
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Dimensions 

Of a male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin 

Length, total. : 32 0 Length of bill to frontal angle 2 7 Length of middle nail . 0 53 
55 of tail é 6 0 » Of billtorictus . 2 3 » Of hind toe . - O 5 

> of wing . : 16 9 55 of tarsus 5 583 0 5, Of hind nail : 0 33 
5, Of billabove . 6 ey 3 5, Of middle toe 2 4 

—R. 

| 227.] 3. ANSER CanapeEnsis. (Bonap.) Canada Goose. 

SuB-raMILy, Anserine, Swans. Genus, Anser, AuCT. 

The Canada Goose. Epwarps, pl. 151. 

Canada Goose. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii, p. 544, No.471. WHLs., viii. p. 53, pl. 67, f. 4. 

Anser Canadensis. Bownap., Syn., p. 377, No. 318. 

Neescah or mistehay-neescah. Cres InD1IANns. 

L’Outarde. FrencH Canapians. Bustard. Hupson’s Bay SETTLERS. 

The arrival of this well-known bird in the fur countries is anxiously looked 

for and hailed with great joy by the natives of the woody and swampy districts, 

who depend principally upon it for subsistence during the summer. It makes 

its first appearance in flocks of twenty or thirty, which are readily decoyed within 

gun-shot by the hunters, who set up stales and imitate its call. Two or three 

or more are so frequently killed at a shot, that the usual price of a goose is a 

single charge of ammunition. One goose, which, when fat, weighs about nine 

pounds, is the daily ration for one of the Company’s servants during the season, 

and is reckoned equivalent to two snow geese, or three ducks, or eight pounds 

of buffalo and moose meat, or two pounds of pemmican, or a pint of maize and 

four ounces of suet. About three weeks after their first appearance, the Canada 

geese disperse in pairs throughout the country, between the 50th and 67th 

parallels, to breed, retiring at the same time from the shores of Hudson’s Bay. 

They are seldom or never seen on the coasts of the Arctic Sea. In July, after 

the young birds are hatched, the parents moult, and vast numbers are killed in 

the rivers and small lakes when they are unable to fly. When chased by a 

canoe and obliged to dive frequently, they soon become fatigued and make for 

Note.—Hearne describes a goose under the name of Horned Wavey, which does not appear to be noticed by any 

other writer. His words are :—‘* This delicate and diminutive species of Goose is not much larger than the Mallard 

Duck. Its plumage is delicately white, except the quill feathers, which are black. The bill is not more than an inch 
long, and is studded at the base with little knobs about the size of peas, but more remarkably so in the males. The 

bill and feet are of the same colour with those of the Snow Goose. This species is very scarce at Churchill, and I be- 
lieve is never found at any of the southern settlements; but about three hundred miles to the N.W. of Churchill, I 
have seen it in as large flocks as the Snow goose. The flesh of this bird is delicate ; but it is so small, that I ate two 

one night for supper.’ —HEARNE, Journ., p. 442. Lewis and Clark also give descriptions of several small Geese that 

frequent the coast of the Pacific, which we cannot reconcile with any of our species.—R. 
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the shore with the intention of hiding themselves, but as they are not fleet, they 
fall an easy prey to their pursuers. In the autumn they again assemble in flocks 

on the shores of Hudson’s Bay for three weeks or a month previous to their 

departure southwards. It has been observed that in their migrations the Geese 

annually resort to certain passes and resting places, some of which are fre- 

quented both in the spring and autumn, and others only in the spring. The 

Canada Goose generally builds its nest on the ground, but some pairs occa- 

sionally breed on the banks of the Saskatchewan in trees, depositing their eggs 

in the deserted nests of ravens or fishing eagles. Its call is imitated by a pro- 
longed nasal pronunciation of the syllable woos frequently repeated. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Cotour.—Head, two thirds of the neck*, greater quills, rump, and tail, pitch-black. 

Back and wings broccoli-brown, edged with wood-brown. Base of the neck before and the 

under plumage yellowish-grey with paler edges; flanks and base of the plumage generally 

brownish-grey. A few feathers about the eye, a large kidney-shaped patch on the throat, 

the sides of the rump, and upper and under tail coverts, pure white. Bill_and feet black. 

Form.—Bill shaped more like that of the Barnacle than that of the two preceding geese. 

Neck long and slender. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ° 41 0 Length of bill above 5 2 Length ofmiddle toe . Zell 

a Of tall ee!) 0 > Of billtorictus . 2 6 3» Ofitsnail . 70 63 

» of wing . : 19 6 55 Of tarsus >» : Gey} 

Individuals differ considerably in dimensions: one having the same length of wing with 

the preceding, has a tarsus four inches long; middle toe 33 inches, its nail 74 lines.—R. 

[228.] 4. ANSER BERNICLA. (Bonap.) Brent Goose. 

SuB-FAMILY, Anserine, Swains. (Genus, Anser, AUCT. 

Brent Goose. PENN. Arct. Zool. ii., p. 551, No. 478. 

Oie cravant (Anas bernicla), TEMM., ii., p. 824. 

The Brant (Anas bernicla). Wi41Bs., viii. p. 131, pl. 72, f. 1. 

Anas bernicla (Brent Goose). Ricnarps. App. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 367, No. 29. 
Anser bernicla. Bonap. Syn., p. 378, No. 320. 

Weetha-wewe. CreE Inpians. Neerlook. Esquimaux. 

The Brent breeds in numbers on the coasts and islands of Hudson’s Bay and 

the Arctic Sea, and is rarely seen in the interior. It feeds much on the wlva 

* The black part of the neck measures 11 inches from the occiput. 
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lactuca, and other marine plants thrown up by the tide, by which its flesh 

acquires a strong taste. It leaves its breeding quarters in September, and 

lingers on the shores of New Jersey until December, when it goes further to 

the southward. 
DESCRIPTION 

Of a female killed 21st June, on Melville Peninsula. 

Cotour.—Head, neck, shoulders, and swell of the breast, greyish-black ; quills, ter- 

tiaries, rump, and tail, greenish-black ; back, scapulars, and outer and inner wing coverts, 

clove-brown, margined with yellowish-grey. A mottled spot on the side of the neck, tail 

coverts above and below, sides of the rump, and vent, white. Belly yellowish-grey. Flanks 

transversely barred with bluish-grey and white. Bill and feet black. 

Form.—Jill small, shorter than the head. Tail coverts as long as the tail, which is much 

rounded. 
Dimensions 

Of the female. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin, 

Length, total . : 24 6 Length of bill torictus . 1 51 Length of outer toe . 5 i 9 
>, of tail ‘ .4 6 > from tip to nostrils. 0 9 >> of outer nail 0 3g 

So Of wingan. els. 3 55, Of tarsus! a Peas 2 5, ofhindtoe . . 0 43 

5, of bill to front ral 3h >, Of middle toe. 1 10 >> of hind nail 0 4 

5, Of billto frontal angle 1 6 >> Of middle nail 0 43 

[229.] 5. AnsErR Hurcuinsii. (Richards.) Hutchins’s Barnacle Goose. 
SuB-raMiLy, Anserine, Swans. Genus, Anser, AUCT. 

Canada Goose. Hrarne, Journ., p. 439. 

Anas bernicla, 8. Ricuarps. Append. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 368. 

Apisteeskeesh. CrrEE INDIANS. 

Cu. Sp. Awnser Hutcuinsit vostro nigro sub-sesquiunciali, fascia gulari reniformi alba, dimidio colli nigro, pectore 
albo. 

Sp. Cu. Hurcutins’s Goose, with a black bill, less than an inch and a half in length; a white kidney-shaped patch 

on the throat ; upper half of the neck black ; the breast white. 

On Captain Parry’s second voyage, several flocks of Geese were seen on 

Melville Peninsula, which were thought by the officers of the Expedition to be 

the Anser lewcopsis or Barnacle, but which the Esquimaux said were the males 

of the Anser bernicla, that, during the breeding-season, separate themselves 

from the females. A number of specimens were secured, all of which proved 

to be males, and, in the Appendix above quoted, I described them merely as a 

variety of the Brent; but I have since obtained information, which leads me 

to believe that they actually belong to a distinct species, hitherto confounded 

with the A. Canadensis. They are well known in Hudson’s Bay by the Cree 

name of Apistiskeesh, and are generally thought by the residents to be merely 
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a small kind of the Canada Goose, as they have the white kidney-shaped patch 

on the throat, which is deemed peculiar to that species*. Their habits, however, 

are dissimilar; the Canada Geese frequenting the fresh-water lakes and rivers 
of the interior, and feeding chiefly on herbage ; while the Apistiskeesh are always 

found on the sea coast, feeding on the marine plants and the mollusce which 

adhere to them, whence their flesh derives a strong fishy taste. In form, size, 

and general colours of the plumage, the new species more nearly resembles the 

Brent, than the Canada Goose. It differs, however, from the former in having 

the white kidney-shaped patch on the throat and cheeks, in wanting the spotted 

white mark on the side of the neck, in the black colour terminating four inches 

higher, instead of including the swell of the upper parts of the back and breast, 

and in the white of the vent being more extended: it is totally unlike A. leucopsis 

in plumage, and has a larger bill. We have designated the Apistiskeesh by the 

name of Hutchinsii, in honour of a gentleman from whom Pennant and Latham 

derived most of their information respecting the Hudson’s Bay birds. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed, June 19, 1822, on Melville Peninsula, and now in the Edinburgh Museum, 

Cotour.—Head, neck, rump, and tail pitch-black; back and both surfaces of the wings 

clove-brown, the edges of the feathers yellowish-grey and worn. A speck before the eye, the 

under eyelid a kidney-shaped patch on the throat similar to that of A. Canadensis, terminating 

acutely on each side of the hind head, a band passing over the upper tail coverts and forwards 

by the sides of the rump, breast, vent, and under tail coverts, all white; abdomen yellowish-grey, 

edged with white ; flanks transversely barred with bluish-grey and white. Bill and feet black. 

Foru.—Bill higher than wide at the front, shaped much like that of A. bernicla, but wider, 

the commissure straighter, and the teeth of the upper mandible not appearing externally. 

Feathers of the front joining the bill in a semicircular line. Wings: first and third quills 

nearly equal to the second, which is the longest; the spur at the angle of the wing nearly as 

much developed as in A. bernicla, but less than in A. Canadensis and A. leucopsis. Tail, of 

fourteen feathers, rounded laterally ; the middle pair shorter than the adjoining ones and 

scarcely exceeding the outer ones. 
Dimensions 

Of the male. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . : 25 0 Length of billtofront . 1 81 Length of middle nail 0 4 

Sst tall : gs 6 » of billtofrontalangle 1 9 55 Of outer toe 1 9 

5 of wing : 14 0 > of bill to rictus ou 5 >, of outer nail 0) 44 
>> of neck C 0 & 6 3 of tarsus . aD, 6 55 of hind toe 0 43 

55  Ofbody . 5 1 0 » ofmiddletoe . 1 11 5, of hind nail 0 4 

* Some mistake occurs in Forster’s account of the Canada Goose (Phil. Trans., Ixii.) ; the habits of 4. Hutchinsii 
(Small Grey Goose of Graham) being ascribed to the 4. Canadensis ; while the Large Grey Goose, mentioned in the 

same passage, is undoubtedly the Canada Goose, which we know to be the only species that breeds abundantly about 

Severn River.—R. 
+ The black extends six inches from the occiput down the neck.—R. 
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[ 230. ] 1. PeLecanus onocrorTatus. (Linn.) White Pelecan. 

Genus, Pelecanus, Linn. 

Pelecanus onocrotalus, var. Forst. Phil. Trans., |xii. 

Great Pelecan. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii. p. 578, No. 505. 

Pelecanus onocrotalus. Bonar. Syn., p. 400, No. 351. 

Pelecans are numerous in the interior of the fur-countries up to the sixty-first 

parallel; but they seldom come within two hundred miles of Hudson’s Bay. 

They deposit their eggs usually on small rocky islands, on the brink of cascades, 

where they can scarcely be approached ; but they are otherwise by no means 

shy birds. ‘They fly low and heavily, usually in flocks of from six to fourteen, 

sometimes abreast, at other times in an oblique line; and they often pass close 

over a building, or within a few yards of a party of men, without exhibiting any 

signs of fear. They haunt eddies under waterfalls, and devour great quantities 

of carp and other fish. When gorged with food, they doze on the water, and may 

be easily captured, as they have great difficulty in taking wing at such times, 

particularly if their pouches be loaded with fish. Though they can perch on 

trees, they are most generally seen either on the wing or swimming. Some 

specimens, apparently in mature plumage, have the bill quite smooth above ; 

but individuals have a long thin bony process, about two inches high, springing 

from the ridge of the upper mandible. Similar processes existed in the specimens 

commented upon by Pennant and Forster, which were brought from Hudson’s 

Bay ; but no such appearances have been described as occurring on the bills of 

the White Pelecans of the Old Continent. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed on the Missinippi, lat. 56°. 

Cotour, white, tinged with peach-blossom-red ; breast yellowish; bastard wing and quills 

black. Bill bluish, the margins and wnguis reddish. Naked skin round the eye and base 

of the upper mandible, and the feet, flesh-coloured ; sub-maxillary pouch yellow. 

Form.—The hind head is crested; the sub-maxillary pouch is large, and is distended 

when the mouth is opened by the elasticity of the rami of the os hyoides. Neck covered 

with down. Second quill the longest; first considerably longer than the fifth. Moddle nail 

entire. Total length six feet. —— hy 
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[231.] 2. Pevecanus (Caro) pitopuus. (Sw.) Double-crested Corvorant. 

Famity, Pelecanide, Swans. Genus, Pelecanus, Linn. Sub-genus,(?) Carbo, MEyER, Trem™. 

Cu. Sp. Rectricibus duodecem, rostro 3} uncias longo, crist&é post oculum utrumque. 

Sp. Cu. Tail of twelve feathers ; bill three inches and a half long ; a crested tuft of feathers behind each eye. 

We cannot reconcile this bird with any of those described by Professor Tem- 

minck or the Prince of Musignano, the only two ornithologists who have 

accurately discriminated the northern species of this neglected group. By 

having twelve instead of fourteen feathers in the tail, it is at once distinguished 

from Carbo cormoranus, Temm.: the shortness of its tail separates it again from 

C. graculus, Temm. Its crest, which is not “ élevé sur le milieu du crane, entre 

la distance des yeux*,’ prevents it from being confounded with C. cristatus : this 

crest, moreover, is double. This latter circumstance, and its superior size, 

distinguish it at once from C. pygmwus; while the account of the Pelecanus 

Africanus, Linn., introduced by the Prince of Musignano into his Synopsis 

(p. 404), is too vague and general to be applied to our species. We shall 

not again attempt to unravel the synonymes of compilers, but merely add, that 

our specimen is of an adult bird, in fine and matured plumage.—Sw. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen, killed on the Saskatchewan, May, 1827. 

Form, typical. Middle toe strongly pectinated. The naked space on the sides of the 

head is small; it extends from the bill to the eye, which it hardly encircles; it occupies a 

narrow margin at the rictus, and then makes a curve downwards under the chin, which it 

crosses, leaving a naked space three inches and a quarter in length, when measured to the 

base of the gonys of the under mandible. Immediately behind the eye is a conspicuous 

crest or tuft of narrow slender feathers, many of which are one inch and a quarter long. 

The tail is moderate, of twelve feathers, each of which is graduated: lesser quills slightly 

mucronated. 

Cotour.—Bill blackish-brown. Orbits and naked skin round the chin yellow. Over the 

eye isa line of white dots. General plumage, both above and below, deep bluish-black, glossed 

with obscure green: this colour, as usual, is confined to the margins only of the feathers on 

the upper part of the back, the lesser wing coverts, and the tertials, the middle of which are 

light hair-brown ; quills much darker. Tail and feet (in the dried specimen) black. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch, Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total, about . 33 0 Length of wing “ 12 0 Length of tarsus . . 2 3h 
3, Of bill from angle of 5 of middle tail feather 6 6 5, of long toe and nail 4 1 

the mouth . 6 a 6 5, Of outerfeather . 4 9 », Of hind toe and nail 1 7 

5, of bill from the front 2 1 

—Sw. 
+ Temmincx, Manuel, Second Edit., ii., p. 900. 
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[232. ] 1. Cotymsus GuacrALis, (Linn.) Great Northern Diver. 
° 

Genus, Colymbus, Linw. 

Colymbus glacialis. Forst. Phil. Trans., lxii., p. 420, No. 55. 

Northern Diver. PEnNn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 518, No. 439, mature ; and Imber, No. 440, young. 

Colymbus glacialis (Great Northern Diver). WHULs., ix., p. 84, pl. 74, f. 3. 

Plongeon Imbrim (Colymbus glacialis). TEMM., ii., p. 910. 

Colymbus glacialis. Sas. Frankl. Journ. p. 703. Ricuarps. Append. Parry's Second Voy., p. 375, No. 34. 

Bonar. Sun., p. 420, No. 368. 

Eithinnew-Moqua, CREE Inpians. Talkyeh, CurpEwyawns. 
Kagloolek, Es@utmaux. Inland Loon, Hupson’s Bay ResIDENTS. 

Though this handsome bird is generally described as an inhabitant of the 

ocean, we seldom observed it either in the Arctic Sea or Hudson’s Bay; but it 

abounds in all the interior lakes, where it destroys vast quantities of fish. It is 

rarely seen on land, its limbs being ill fitted for walking, though admirably adapted 

to its aquatic habits. It can swim with great swiftness and to a very considerable 

distance under the water ; and when it comes to the surface, it seldom exposes 

more than the neck. It takes wing with difficulty, flies heavily, though swiftly, 

and frequently in a circle round those who intrude on its haunts. Its loud and 

very melancholy cry, like the howling of a wolf, and at times like the distant 

scream of a man in distress, is said to portend rain. Its flesh is dark, tough, 

and unpalatable. We caught several of these birds in the fishing-nets, in which 

they had entangled themselves in the pursuit of fish. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed on Great Bear Lake. 

Cotour.—Head, neck, and upper tail coverts, glossed with deep purplish-green, on a 

black ground. A short transverse bar on the throat, a collar on the middle of the neck, 

interrupted above and below, and the shoulders white, broadly striped on the shafts with 

black. Whole upper plumage, wings, sides of the breast, flanks, and under tail coverts, 

black, all, except the quills and tail, marked with a pair of white spots near the tip of each 

feather: the spots form rows, and are large and quadrangular on the scapulars and inter- 

scapulars, round and smaller elsewhere, smallest on the rump. Under plumage and inner 

wing coverts white, the axillaries striped down their middles with black. Bill and legs 

black. rides brown. 

Form.—Bill compressed, strong, tapering; its rictus quite straight; its contour very 

slightly arched above ; lower mandible channelled beneath, appearing deepest in the middle; 

its gonys sloping upwards to the point; margins of both mandibles, but particularly of 

the lower one, inflected. Jnner wing coverts very long. Tail, of twenty feathers, much 

rounded. 
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Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin Inch. Lin Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . . 36 0 Length from nostrils to tip. 2 3. Length of outer nail 5 @ 5 
ae Oh tall < Gad! 0 > Of tarsus 3 & 5» Ofhindtoe . 5 @ 9 

a Ofnwint a. y ) Ue 3 > of middle toe 4 4 5 Of hind nail 6 3 

5, Of bill above . 0 8 1 >, of middle nail . 0 7 (Extentof wing . - 48 0 
ssn Of bill(toirictusiis.m (4 6 > Of outer toe 4 8 

Specimens in mature plumage vary considerably in total length, upwards of an inch in the 

length of wing, and more than half an inch in the length of the tarsus. IR, 

[233. ] 2. Cotymsus arcticus. (Linn.) Black-throated Diver. 

GeEnus, Colymbus, Linn. 

The Speckled Diver or Loon. Epw., pl. 146; mature Hudson’s Bay specimen. 

Black-throated Diver. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 520, No. 444. 

Plongeon lumme, ou 4 gorge noire (Colymbus arcticus). TEMM., ii, p. 913. 

Colymbus arcticus (Black-throated Diver). RicuarDs. App. Parry's Second Voy., p. 376. 

Bonap. Syn., p. 420, No. 369. 

Moqua, CreEE Inpians. Loon, Hupson’s Bay RESIDENTS. 

A specimen of this bird, brought from Hudson’s Bay by Mr. Isham, is well 

figured by Edwards; and several specimens were recently brought home by Sir 

Edward Parry from the coast of Melville Peninsula, which agreed in all respects 

with others from the north of Europe. The Black-throated Diver is common on 

the shores of Hudson’s Bay, but is rarely seen in the interior. The skins of this 

and the other species of Diver, being tough and impervious to wet, are used by 
the Indians and Esquimaux as an article of dress. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen killed, June 28, 1822, on Melville Peninsula. 

Cotour.—Forehead, back, wings, tail, flanks, and thigh feathers, black; the scapulars and 

shoulders marked with transverse white marks, and the wing coverts with round dots. Hind 

head and back of the neck ash-coloured; sides of the latter and of the breast white, streaked 

with black; fore part of the neck black, reflecting purple and green; the under tail coverts 

barred with black; rest of the under plumage white. Length, total, 26 inches; of wing, 

11 inches ; of bill, 34 inches. Weight, 5 pounds. 

The young closely resemble those of C. glacialis, but may be distinguished by their 

inferior size, a slight curvature of the upper mandible, and the want of a groove on the under 

one, which is not thickened in the middle. —R. 

3 P 2 
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[234.] 3. CoLymBuUs SEPTENTRIONALIS. (Linn.) Red-throated Diver. 

Genus, Colymbus, Linn. 

Red-throated Ducker or Loon. Enpw., pl.97. PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 550, No. 443. 

Plongeon cat-marin, ou a gorge rouge (Col. septentrionalis). TeEmmM.,, ii., p. 916. 

Colymbus septentrionalis (Red-throated Diver). Sas. Frankl. Journ., p. 703. RicHarps. 

Append. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 337, No. 36. Bonar. Syn., p. 421, No. 370. 

The Red-throated Diver frequents the shores of Hudson’s Bay up to the extre- 

mity of Melville Peninsula, and is also abundant on the interior lakes. It lays 

two eggs, on a little down, by the margin of the water: those brought home by 

Sir Edward Parry are 35 lines long, 21 wide, and have a pale oil-green colour. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, killed at Hudson’s Bay, lat. 57°. 

Cotour.—Head, chin, and sides of the neck, lead-coloured ; centres of the plumage on 

the top of the head blackish. Front of the neck occupied by a stripe that widens downwards, 

of rich cochineal or purplish-red. Hind head, back of the neck, shoulders, and sides of the 

breast, greenish-black, striped on the margins with white. Dorsal plumage and wings pitch- 

black ; narrow space under the wings and under tail coverts also black, with whitish borders. 

Under plumage and inner wing coverts white, the axillaries striped on the shafts with 

blackish-brown. Bill black. Legs blackish-green. 

Younger individuals have the dorsal plumage interspersed with minute marginal spots, a 

pair near the tip of each feather. 

Form.—Bill having the commissure quite straight ; but, the upper mandible being consi- 

derably depressed at the front, the ascending gonys of the lower one causes the bill, when 

closed, to appear very slightly recurved; margins of both mandibles greatly incurved. Tail 

of twenty feathers. Hind toe having a smaller lobe, and connected with the inner one by 

a larger web than in C. glacialis. The nails more slender. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. — Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total ‘ - 29 0 Length from nostrils to tip 1 6 Length of outer toe 5 8 3 

> of tail < 5 3} 0 >» oftarsus . oe Bee: 0 >> of outer nail . 0 41 

> of wing |. neat 3 5, of middle toe 3 0 > oOfhindtoe . . 0 55 

5, of bill above Bui 2 5, of middle nail 0 5 >> of hind nail 0 3 

of bill to rictus - 3 1 

Individuals, apparently in mature plumage, vary considerably in length, some being four 

inches shorter than the above. —R. 
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[235.] 1. Urta Troe. (Lath.) Foolish Guillemot. 

Genus, Uria, Brisson. 

Foolish guillemot. Epwarps, pl. 359, f.1. PEwwn., Arct. Zool., ii., p. 516, No. 436. 

Lesser guillemot. IpEm, Supp/., p.69. Bonar. Syn., 424, No. 373. 

Guillemot 4 capuchon (Uria trove). TEmM™M. ii, p. 921. 

This bird, according to the Prince of Musignano, is common on the coasts of 
the United States in winter. The only American specimens which we have 

seen, were brought from Hudson’s Bay. They do not differ from Spitzbergen 
ones. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen killed at York Factory, Hudson’s Bay. 

Cotour.—Head and front of the neck rich pitch-black. Dorsal plumage and wings 

greyish-black. Tips of the secondaries and under plumage white; that colour forming a 

rounded projection into the black of the neck. Bill and legs black. Margins of the eye- 

lids and.a suture from behind the eye white. In another specimen from the same locality, 

the eyelids and suture ar> black, as in U. Brunnichit, 

Form.—Bill longer than the head, considerably compressed ; commissure nearly straight ; 

mandible acutely notched at the tip. 

In winter the under parts of the head and throat are white, and the black of the dorsal 

plumage loses its brownish tinge. 

Dmensions. 

Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . ° 18 0 Length of bill é - 1 10 Length of tarsus . 6 3 

55 of tail fe oe ee 0 35 of bill to rictus aces Lil >» Ofmiddle toe . 1 8 

> of wing : 7 7 +, of gonys ] 3 >» Of middle nail . 0 5 

—R. 

[236.] 2. Urta Brunnicui. (Sabine.) Brunnich’s Guillemot. 

Genus, Uria, Brisson. 

* Uria troile. Bruwnwn., No. 109.” 

Uria Brunnichii. Sax. Greenl. Birds, p. 538, No. 14; Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p. ccix., 

No. 30. Ricuarps. App. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 377, No. 37. 

Guillemot a gros bec (Uria Brunnichii). TEMM., ii. p. 924. Bonar. Syn., p. 424, No. 374. 

Brunnich’s Guillemot frequents the most remote Arctic American seas that 

have been visited, Greenland, and Hudson’s Bay, and, according to the Prince 

of Musignano, it retires to the United States in winter. 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed on Tern Island, Melville Peninsula, in August. 

Cotour.—Top of the head and upper plumage reddish-black. Head, beneath the level 
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of the eye, and the front of the neck, pitch-black. Tips of the secondaries and the under 

plumage white ; the white indenting the black of the base of the neck in an acute angular 

form. Bill bluish-black, paler at the base. Rictus bright yellow. 

Form.—Bill wider at the base, shorter, and less compressed than in U. trotle. Under 

mandible higher, with a much shorter and more prominent gonys ; commissure more curved. 

A suture on the plumage behind the eye, as in U. froile. 

There is no difference of plumage in the sexes. On the approach of win‘er a change of colour 

takes place similar to that which Uria grylle undergoes, and continues until the following 

June. Specimens killed in the beginning of that month, on Melville Island, have the throat 

and neck white, but early in July, the summer plumage above described is complete. Some 

individuals change later than others, a few having still a sprinkling of white on the throat 

in August. In the young the bill is more slender, and though shorter bears more resem- 

blance to that of U. troile. The bills of the American specimens, which we have seen, are 

straighter and less stout than those of Spitzbergen birds, probably owing to their inferior age. 

Dimensions. 

Inch, Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 18 0 Length of bill above 3 if 2 Length of tarsus : gi 4 
53) oftail 3 eu 4 9 5, Of bill to rictus - 4 0 >, of middle toe . oad 7 

5 of wing . 8 3 5, of its gonys 8 O 103 > > of its nail . . O 5 

—R. 

[237.] 38. Urta Gryuue. (Lath.) Black Guiilemot. 

GeENus, Uria, Brisson. 

Black Greenland Dove. Epwarps, pl. 50, small figure. 

Spotted Greenland Dove. IpEM, front figure. 

Black Guillemot. PEwnwn. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 516, No. 437. 

Guillemot 4 miroir blanc (Uria grylle). TEMM., ii., p. 928. 

Uria grylle (Black Guillemot). Sas. Greenl. Birds, p. 540, No. 15; Suppl. Parry’s First 

Voy., p. ccix., No. 31. Ricnarps. Append. Parry’s Second Voy., p. 377, No. 38. 

Bonap. Syn., No. 371. 

Sesekésewuck. Cree InDIans. 

This, like the other Guillemots, is entirely a sea bird, never going inland, and 

seldom on shore for any other purpose than incubation, which is performed in 

holes of the rocks, from whence it can easily throw itself into the water. It 

abounds in the Arctic seas and straits, from Melville Island down to Hudson’s 

Bay, and remains, though in diminished numbers, all the winter in the pools of 

open water, which occur, even in high latitudes, among the floes of ice. Small 

flocks extend their migrations, in that season, as far south as the United 

States. 
DESCRIPTION 

Of a male, killed, July 22, 1822, off Tern Island. 

Cotour.—Greenish-black abvve, reddish-black beneath ; border of the wing and quills 
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pitch-black. Middle and greater coverts, inner bases of the quill-feathers, and all the under 

wing coverts, white. Bill black; inside of the mouth and the feet bright scarlet. 

Form.—Bill compressed; its culmen rounded; extreme tip of the upper mandible 

slightly drooping, not notched; that of the lower mandible excavated or sloping; commissure 

straight. Nostrils short, narrow, basal slits near the commissure. Outer and middle toes of 

equal length; inner one considerably shorter. No hind toe. 

Winter plumage.—Head, neck, whole under plumage, scapulars, rump, mirror of the 

wings, and tips of the dorsal plumage, white. A crescentic patch before the eye, the border 

of the wing, the primary coverts, all the quills, the tail, and tips of the scapulars, black. 

When the dorsal plumage is ruffled, the black bases of the plumage appear. Some birds 

killed in March showed a few black edgings on the belly. In the spring and beginning of 

the summer the plumage is variously mottled, the summer dress being complete at different 

periods in different individuals, but rarely before the beginning of July. A female killed on 

the 28th of that month had still a number of white feathers scattered over the back and 

belly. 

Dimensions, 

Inch. Lin Inch. Lin Inch. Lin. 

Length, total . 5 5 ile} 0 Length of bill above . - 1 14 Length of middle nail - O 4 

>  totipofthenails 15 6 >, of bill to rictus 1 8 >, of inner toe ° 0 di 

“5 Omen co e 2 0 55 of tarsus : 5. 2 ao Ostitsinailler. nO 34 

> Ofwing . - 6 4 5, of middle toe 1 31 

—R. 

[ 238. ] 4. Urta atte. (Temm.) Little Guillemot. 

Genus, Uria, Brisson. 

Small black and white Diver. Epwanps, pl. 91. 

Little Auk (lca alle). PENN. Arct. Zool., ii., p. 512, No. 429. Wits., ix., p. 94, pl. 74, f. 5. 
Alca alle (Little Auk). Sax. Greenl. Birds, p. 537, No. 13. 
Guillemot nain (Uria alle). TEmm.,, ii., p. 928. 

Uria alle (Little Auk). Sas. Suppl. Parry’s First Voy., p. ccx., No. 32. 

Uria (Mergulus) alle. Bonar. Syn., No. 375, 

This neat little Guillemot, termed by the seamen “ Greenland Dove,” is an 

inhabitant of the Arctic Seas in summer, and migrates in winter to the coasts 

of the United States. 

DESCRIPTION 
Of a specimen killed in August, near Melville Island, lat. 75°. 

Cotour.—Top of the head, dorsal plumage, tail, wings, and the sides under them, velvet- 

black. Under surface of the head, throat, upper part of the breast, and thighs, pitch-black ; 

rest of the under plumage, the tips of the secondaries, and lateral edges of the scapulars, 

white ; that colour joining the black of the breast in an even line. Bill black. Legs 

brownish. In winter the front of the neck is whitish, the change taking place towards the 

end of September. 
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Form.—Bill short, convex, conical, both mandibles notched at the tip; the upper one 

grooved. Commissure curved towards the tip. Nostrils basal, semicircular. Wings shorter 

than the tail; first and second quills sub-equal. Outer and middle toes equal in length. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin, Inch. Lin. Inch. Lin, 
Length, total. j 9 6 Length of bill above Bo 6 Length of middle and outer 

5, of tail a Ac eal 9 >> of bill to rictus -0O 211 toes . 6 : Oa 
> of wing 3 5 0 >» Oftarsus . - O 9 >> of nails - 0 3 

—R. 

ics 



APPENDIX, No. I. 

CHARACTERS OF GENERA AND SUB-GENERA HITHERTO UNDEFINED*. 

By WILLIAM SWAINSON, Esa. 

Family, LANIADE. 
Sub-family, LANIAN/G, Nob. 

Rostrum breve, compressum. Digiti late- 

rales equales : ungues graciles, acuti. 

Bill short, compressed. Lateral toes equal: 

claws slender, acute. 

1. Genus, TELOPHORUS. 

Rostrum sub-elongatum, sed capite brevius ; 

culmine gradatim arcuato; vibrisse masta- 

Pedes validi ; tarsi 

elevati; digiti laterales equales ; ungues gra- 

Cauda 

cales pauce, debiles. 

ciles, acutissimi. Ale rotundate. 

gradata. Colores vividi. 

Type.—Telophorus collaris, Swa1ns. 

Bill somewhat lengthened, but shorter than 

the head ; culmen gradually arched ; rictus 

furnished with a few weak bristles. Feet 

strong; tarsi elevated ; outer and inner toes 

equal; claws slender and very acute. Wings 

Tail graduated. Colours bright. rounded. 

La Backbakiri, LE Var1Lu. Ois. de ?Afr., ii., pl. 67. 

2. Sub-genus (?), LANIELLUS. 

Rostrum breve, debiliusculum; maxilla pone 

apicem emarginata nec dentata ; mandibula 

inferior integerrima ; vibrissee mastacales va- 

lide ; nares magne, nude, membrand semi- 

clause, foramine laterali, ovali. Pedes validi; 

tarsi elongati, caligati (i. e. scutulis indis- 

tinctis involuti) ; digiti laterales caequales ; 

ungues minusculi. Ale rotundate, brevis- 

sime. Cauda elongata, cuneata, rectricibus 

angustissimis. Colores obscuri. 

Bill short, rather weak ; tooth of the upper 

mandible very small, and reduced to a notch; 

under mandible entire; rictus strongly bris- 

tled ; nostrils large, covered by a membrane, 

the aperture lateral, oblong. eet strong ; 

tarst elevated, the scales entire; outer and 

inner toes equal; claws rather small. Wings 

rounded, very short. Tail lengthened, cu- 

neated; the feathers very narrow. 

dull. 

Colours 

Type.—Lanius leucogrammicus, REINWARDT. 

Oxzs.—lI suspect this may prove to be the rasorial type of the restricted genus Lanius ; the nostrils, in fact, are quite 
those of a rasorial bird. 

* The characters of other genera or sub-genera, which we have defined in zoological periodicals, will be found collected 
in the ornithological portion of the “ Encyclopedia of Zoology,’’ now almost ready for the press. 

3 Q 
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Sub- family, THAMNOPHILIN/G, Nob. 

Rostrum elongatum, compressum, aduncum. 

Digiti laterales inequaies, internus brevior ; 

ungues lati, obtusiuscult. 

Bill lengthened, compressed, abruptly 

hooked. Lateral toes unequal, the inner 

shortest ; claws broad and somewhat obtuse. 

3. Genus, PLATYLOPHUS. 

Rostrum robustum, ad basin vibrissis lon- 

gissimis rigidis, et plumis capistri antrorsum 

producti rigidis recumbentibus tectum. Vertex 

cristatus. Pedes validi; digitus medius ab- 

breviatus, halluce paulo brevior ; digiti late- 

rales sub-equales, externus ad basin dis- 

tinctus; ungues validi, acuti. Ale et rec- 

trices rotundate, he setd brevi desinentes. 

Bill robust, the base defended by very long 

stiff bristles ; frontal feathers rigid and ad- 

vancing. Crown crested. Feet strong; mid- 

dle toe abbreviated, rather shorter than the 

hind toe; lateral toes nearly equal; first joint 

of the outer toe free. Claws strong and 

acute. Wings and tail feathers rounded, the 

latter terminating in setiform points. 

Type.—Garrulus galericulatus, VIEILL. (Vanga, Cuv.) 

Sub-family, EDOLIANA, Nob. 

Rostrum bast dilatatum ; lateribus com- 

pressis ; culmine gradatim arcuato. Vi- 

brissee mastacales valida. Ale large. 

Pedes breves, debiles ; hallux tarsum fere 

equans. 

Bill considerably widened at the base, the 

sides compressed ; culmen gradually arched. 

Rictus strongly bristled. Wings ample. Feet 

short, weak; hinder toe nearly as long as the 

tarsus, 

Genera.—Fdolius, Cuv. Vanga,(?) Cuv. Ocypterus, Cuv. 

4, Genus, TEPHRODORNIS. 

Rostrum validum, abrupté aduncum ; 

plume capistri rigide recumbentes et nares 

abscondentes. Pedes debiles, graciles ; tarsus 

halluce longior ; digiti laterales inequales ; 

ungues parvi. Ale mediocres late, obliqué 

rotundate. Cauda mediocris, e@qualis vel 

levissime bifurca. 

Bill strong, abruptly hooked; frontal fea- 

thers rigid, recurved over, and concealing the 

nostrils. Feet weak, slender; tarsus longer 

than the hind toe; lateral toes unequal ; 

claws small. Wings moderate, broad, ob- 

liquely rounded. Tail moderate, even, or 

very slightly forked. 

Type.— Lanius virgatus, Temm. Pl. Col., 256. 

d. Genus (?), ANALCIPUS. 

Rostrum elongato-conicum, culmine gra- 

datim arcuato. Rictus levis. Nares nude, 

basales, foramine rotundato. Ale elongate 

caudam fere equantes j remige primd spurid ; 

Bull lengthened, conic; culmen gradually 

arched. ictus smooth. Nostrils naked, 

basal, the aperture round. Wings lengthened, 

nearly as long as the tail ; the first quill spu- 

Se eet 
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secundd multd breviori tertid, quartd, et quintd 

que a@quales, longissime. Cauda brevis 

@qualis. Pedes breves, debiles ; digiti late- 

rales inequales ; hallux tarso brevior ; ungues 

acutt. 

Types.— Ocypterus sanguinolentus, TEMM. 
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rious, the second much shorter than the third, 

fourth, or fifth, which are equal and longest. 

Tail short, even, Feet short, weak; lateral 

toes unequal; hinder toe shorter than the 

tarsus ; claws acute. 

Lanius bicolor, AuCY. 

Sub-family, CEBLEPYRIN/, Nob. 

Rostrum breve, feré totum dilatatum, late- 

ribus vix compressis. Rictus sepius levis. 

Nares plumis densis, brevibus tecte. Tarsi 

breves validi. Plume dorsi rigide. 

Genera.—Ceblepyris, Cuv. 

Bill short, considerably widened nearly its 

entire length, the sides scarcely compressed. 

Rictus in general smooth. Nostrils concealed 

by short dense feathers. 

Feathers of the back rigid. 

Tarsi short, strong. 

Phenicornis, Swatns. (Zool. Iil., N.S., pl. 57.) Oxynotus, Swans. 

6. Sub-genus (?), ERUCIVORA. 

Rostrum longiusculum, medio compressum. 

Rictus Ale mediocres, remigibus 

quartis et quintis longissimis. 

levis. 

Cauda medio- 

cris, gradata. Plume dorsi non rigide. Tarsi 

graciles, longiusculi ; digitus externus et in- 

ternus sub-cequales. 

Bill rather lengthened, compressed in the 

middle. Rictus smooth. Wings moderate ; 

the fourth and fifth quills longest. Tail mo- 

Feathers of the back not 

Tarsus slender, somewhat lengthened ; 

derate, graduated. 

rigid. 

the outer and inner toe nearly equal. 

Type.— Turdus orientalis, Aucr. (Saxicola orientalis, Cuv. Mus. Paris.) 

Oxs.—I have many doubts both as to the value of this group, and its precise situation among the Cedlepyrine. It is 

distinguished from all others I have yet seen, by its more lengthened and compressed bill ; by the greater elevation of 
its tarsi, and by the softness or flexibility of its rump feathers. Judging theoretically, as these characters are the most 

aberrant I have yet seen, they might be supposed to indicate that genus which represented the tenuirostral type, parti- 

cularly as the following is manifestly the representation of Prionops, VIEILL., Dasycephala, Swains., &c. 

7. Genus, OXYNOTUS. 

Rostrum validum, basi latum; culmine 

elevato, arcuato ; apice non parum aduncd. 

Mandibule utreque emarginate. Plume ca- 

pistri recumbentes, divergentes. Vibrissee 

mastacales rigide. Plume capitis setis cre- 

bris interstincte. Ale et cauda rotundate. 

Plume dorsi rigidissime. 

ungues magni valde curvati. 

Tarsi validi ; 

Bill strong, the base broad; the culmen 

elevated and arched, the tip considerably 

hooked; both mandibles notched; defended 

in front by rigid diverging feathers ; réctus 

armed with stiff bristles. Feathers of the head 

thickly intermixed with setaceous hairs. Wings 

and tail rounded. Feathers on the back very 

rigid. Tarsi strong; the claws large, and 

much curved. 

Type.—Lanius rufiventer, Mus. Panis. 

Oxs.—There is a general resemblance between this very singular bird and the genus Sphecotheres, VIEILL., in the 
bill and tarsi; but the two forms are clearly analogical. We originally proposed the name of Acanthinotus for this 
genus, but the word has been already employed in Entomology. 

3. Q 2 
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Sub-family, TYRANNIN/A, Nob. 

Rostrum breve, totum depressum, nec cul- 

mine arcuato, sed apice aduncd. Nares et 

Ricti setis obtecti. Pedes breves, graciles ; 

digiti laterales equales vel sub-equales ; un- 

gues longi, graciles, acutissimt. 

Genera.—Ptiliogonys, Swatns. (Zool. Illust., N.S., 62). 
Milvulus, Swans. SwalIns. 

Bill short, depressed its whole length, the 

culmen not arched, the tip abruptly hooked. 

Nostrils and rictus defended by bristles. Feet 

short, slender ; lateral toes equal, or very 

nearly so; claws long, slender, very acute. 

Tyrannula, Swatns. Tyrannus, Cuv. Saurophagus, 

8. Genus, SAUROPHAGUS. 

Rostrum rectum, caput equans ; latertbus 

compressis, apice aduncd. Ale rotundate, 

remige primd et secundd sub-gradatis, inte- 

gerrimis. Cauda mediocris rotundata. Pedes 

validiusculi ; digiti laterales equales ; ungues 

acutt, parum curvatt. 

Bill straight, as long as the head, com- 

pressed on the sides, abruptly hooked at its 

tip. 

quills slightly graduated, immarginate. 

Wings rounded; the first and second 

Tail 

moderate, rounded. Feet rather strong; lateral 

toes equal ; claws acute, slightly curved. 

Type.—Lanius sulphuratus, AuctT. 

9. Genus, TYRANNUS, Brisson. 

Rostrum depressum. Ale elongate ; re- 

miyes primarie abrupte sinuate aut apice 

emarginate ; remiges tertia ef quarte longis- 

sime, primas et secundas paulo superantes. 

Cauda lata, c@qualis vel sub-emarginata, 

Ungues magnt, acut?, valdé curvati. 

Bill depressed. Wings lengthened; the 

primary quills abruptly sinuated or emarginate 

at their tips; the first and second quills rather 

shorter than the third and fourth, which are 

the longest. Tail broad, even, or slightly 

forked. Claws large, acute, much curved. 

Typical.—T. intrepidus, VIEILL., crudelis, Sw., crassirostris, Sw., griseus, VIEILI.., leucotis, Sw., borealis, Sw. 

Aberrant.— 7. audax, Sw., crinitus, Sw., magnirostris, Sw. (Lanius pitangua, Linn.) See Sw. Monograph. 

10. Genus, TYRANNULA. 

Statura parva. Rostrum depressum. Ale 

mediocres ; remiges prime et secund@é se- 

quentibus paulo breviores, apicibus nec sinua- 

tis nec emarginatis. Cauda lata, equalis. 

Ungues magni, acuti, valdé curvati ; posticus 

validissimus. Scutule antice tarsum invol- 

ventes ut postice contique fiunt. 

Types.— Muscicapa nunciola, 

Size small. Bill depressed. Wings mode- 

rate ; the first and second quills rather shorter 

than the following, the tips neither sinuated 

nor emarginate. Tail broad, even. Claws 

large, acute, much curved ; hinder claw very 

strong. Anterior scales enveloping the tarsus, 

and meeting behind. 

rapax, querula, WILSON, <c. 
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Family, MERULIDZ. 

Sub-family, BRACHYPODIN/:, Nob. 

ll. Genus, BRACHYPUS. 

Rostrum capite brevius, basi latum, late- 

ribus compressis ; culmine elevato, et e bast 

arcuato. Rictus sepius vibrissis longis ar- 

Tarsi cali- 

Ale 

matus. Pedes brevissimi, valid. 

gati. Ungues valde curvati, acuti. 

caudaque rotundate. Hab. orb. antiq. 

Synopsis Sub-generorum. 

Rostrum breve ; vibrisse mastacales 

valide. Pedes parvi, debiles : aed BRACHYPUS, |smat, 

laterales c@quales. Hallux tarsum 

equans. 

Bill shorter than the head; the base broad, 

sides compressed, culmen elevated, and curved 

from the base. ictus generally furnished 

with long bristles. eet very short, strong; 

scalesofthetarsusentire. Claws muchcurved, 

acute. Wings and tail rounded, Jnhabits 

the old world. 

Synopsis of the Sub-genera, 

Bill short ; rictus bristled. Feet 

weak : lateral toes equal. 

Swarns. ie toe as long as the tarsus. 

Type.—Brachypus dispar, Sw. (Turdus dispar, Horsr.) 

Rostrum longiusculum, apice adun- 

cd; emarginatione in denticulo abeunte. 

Rictus levis. 

laterales ineequales. Hallux tarso 

paulo brevius. 

ae | OR | 
Pedes parvi: tr no se 

Bill more lengthened ; the tip much 

hooked; the notch forming a small 

distinct tooth. Rictus smooth. Feet 

small ; lateral toes unequal ; the hinder 

toe rather shorter than the tarsus. 

See JARDINE & SELBY’S IIlustrations of Ornithology, vol. ii. 

Rostrum caput longitudine feré 

Rictus 

Tarsi longiusculi ;- scutulee 

equans, elongato-conicum. 

levis. 

antice divise. Cauda equalis. 

IORA, Horsr. 

Bill nearly as long as the head ; 

lengthened conic. ictus smooth. 

Tarsi somewhat lengthened ; the ante- 

rior scales divided. Tail even. 

Type.—Jora scapularis, Horsr. Linn. Trans., xiii, p. 151. 

Rostrum breve ; mandibuld supe- 

rior. apicem versus serratd. 

collo imposite. 

Bill short ; the upper mandible ser- 

Sete -ANDROPADUS*,. pated near the tip. Neck with seta- 
SwaIns. 

ceous hairs. 

Type.—L’importan, LE VAILL., iii., p. 41, pl. 106, f. 2. 

Rostrum breve: vibrisse masta- 

cales. Digiti laterales inequales. Hal- 

lux turso brevior. 

Types.—1. Chrysorrhoéus, Lx Vatu. iii.46. 2. Turdus hemorrhous, Auct. 

HAMATORNIS, 

SwalIns. 

Bill short ; rictus bristled. 

ral toes unequal. 

Late- 

Hinder toe shorter 

than the tarsus. 

3. T.bimaculatus, Horse. 

4. Erythrotis, Sw. (L. jocosus, Linn.) &c. 

* Th. avze vir, et oxud0s comes, adsectator. 
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12. Genus, MICROPUS. 

Rostrum caput longitudine equans, rectum, 

sub-conicum; gonys ascendens. Rictus et 

nares vibrissis debilibus, divergentibus cir- 

Digiti 

Hallux tarsum equans. 

cumeincti. Tarsi brevissimi, caligatt. 

laterales inequales. 

Ale mediocres. Cauda equalis. 

Type.—T. chalcocephalus, Temm., pl. col. 483. Turdus bicolor, GRAY ; and three other species. 

Bill as long as the head, straight, some- 

Rictus and 

nostrils surrounded with weak diverging bris- 

what conic, the gonys ascending. 

tles. Tarsi very short ; the scales undivided ; 

lateral toes unequal ; hinder toe as long as the 

tarsus. JV ings moderate, rounded ; ¢ail even. 

India. 

13. Genus, PHYLLASTREPHUS. 

Rostrum caput longitudine equans, vali- 

dum, apice arcuatd. Vibrisse mastacales 

valide. Plume capistri parve, dense, re- 

cumbentes. Ala caudaque mediocres, rotun- 

date. Pedes breves, validi, robustt ; scutulee 

tarsi antice distincte. Digiti laterales ir@- 

quales. Hallux tarso brevior, digitum me- 

dium equans. Ungues magni, lati, uncinatt, 

acutt. 

Bill as long as the head, strong, the tip ra- 

ther hooked ; rictus strongly bristled ; frontal 

feathers small, compact, directed forward. 

Feet 

short, strong, robust. Anterior tarsal scales 

divided. Finder toe 

shorter than the tarsus, but as long as the 

Wings and tail moderate, rounded. 

Lateral toes unequal. 

middle toe. Claws large, broad, hooked, 

acute. 

Type.—Le Jaboteur, Le Vatu, pl. 112, f.1. Five species, all from Africa. 

Sub-family, MYOTHERIN &. 

14. Genus, DASYCEPHALA. 

Rostrum caput longitudine equans, basi 

latum, medio cylindricum, apice aduncum ; 

gonyde ascendente. Nares et capistrum plumis 

rigidis setisque tecte. Vibrissee mastacales 

valide. Tarsi elongati, graciles : squamis la- 

Digiti 

Digitus internus brevis ; 

teralibus pluribus, parvis, ovalibus. 

et ungues graciles. 

externus medio connexus. Unguis posticus 

permagnus. Alz caudaque rotundate. 

Types.—Ty. rufescens, Sw. Rufiventer, ViEILL., &c. 

Bill as long as the head, straight, the tip 

abruptly hooked, the base wide; cylindrical 

beyond. Gonys ascending. Nostrils and 

front of the head defended by rigid feathers 

and bristles. ictus strongly bristled. Tarsi 

lengthened, slender; lateral scales numerous, 

small, oval. Toes and claws slender; inner 

toe short ; outer toe connected to the middle ; 

hind claw verylarge. Wings and tail rounded. 

Five species from Brazil ; one Africa. 

Sub-family, MERULINA. 

15. Genus, CHAETOPS. 

Rostrum mediocre, rostri merule instar, 

emarginatum ; nares basales, magne, nude, 

Bill moderate, thrush-like, notched ; nostrils 

basal, large, naked, membranaceous ; the aper- 
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Plu- 

mz capistri rigide, rhachidibus  setacets ; 

membrancee, foramine laterali, lineari. 

quibus plumee menti simillime sed debiliores. 

Vibrissze mastacales. Ale brevissime, rotun- 

date. 

lis, rectricibus intermedits equalibus ; paribus 

Cauda longiuscula, lata, convexa, mol- 

duobus lateralibus gradatis. Tarsi longissimt, 

validi; scutule antice distincte ; digitilate- 

rales inequales ; ungues parvi, obtust, parum 

curvati; tres anteriores equales. 

Typus.—Ch. Burchelli, supra fuligneus, striis grisevs, 

sublus uropygioque rufescens, remigibus spuriis et fascia 

terminali rectricum exticarum albis. 
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ture lateral, linear Frontal feathers rigid, 

the shafts composed of bristles ; chin feathers 

the same, but weaker. Rictus bristled. Wings 

very short, rounded. Tail rather lengthened, 

broad, convex, soft, the middle feathers even, 

the two lateral pairs graduated. Tarsi very 

long, strong; anterior scales divided ; lateral 

toes unequal. Claws small, obtuse, and 

slightly curved; the three anterior of equal 

size. 

Type—Ch. Burchell, above blackish-brown striped 

with grey ; rump and under plumage rufous. Spurious 

quills and terminal band on the lateral tail feathers white. 

Oxs.—I have given the full characters of this and the next genus on account of their extreme rarity. Chaeétops was 

discovered by Mr. Burchell in southern Africa. 

Sub-family, CRATEROPODIN A. 

16. Genus, PELLORNEUM*. 

Rostrum mediocre, rectum, subconicum, 

apice emarginatum. Gonys ascendens. Plume 

capistri parve, rigide, recumbentes. Vibrissze 

mastacales. Ale brevissime, valde rotun- 

date. 

digitusque medius e@quales : digiti laterales 

Cauda mediocris, gradata. ‘Tarsus 

multd breviores, eguales. Ungues antici 

minimi, parum curvatt. Hallux digito medio 

brevior. Scutule antice vie distincte. 

Typus.—Pellorneum ruficeps, supra brunneum ; subtus 

Sulvescenti-album, striis brunneis, mento albo ummaculato, 

fronte verticeque rufis. Hab.in India. Mus. Nost. 

Bill moderate, straight, somewhat conic ; 

the tip notched. Gonys ascending. Frontal 

feathers small, rigid, directed forward. Rictus 

bristled. 

Tail moderate, graduated. Tarsus and middle 

Wings very short, much rounded. 

toe of equal length ; lateral toes much shorter, 

equal. Anterior claws very small, and but 

slightly curved. Hinder toe shorter than the 

middle.. Anterior scales scarcely divided. 

Type.—Pellorneum ruficeps, above brown, beneath ful- 

vous white, striped with brown; chin white immaculate ; 

front and crown rufous. Inhabits India. Mus. Nosr. 

Oxzs.—This genus represents, or rather passes into Phyilastrephus ; thus connecting the Crateropodine and the 

Brachypoding. From the former it is distinguished by its more slender thrush-like feet, its small slightly curved 

claws, &c. 

thrush, but resembling a Timalia. 

The general appearance of the only species I have yet seen, and which is from India, is that of a small 

By the two last genera, the true passage is marked from the genus Orpheus to that 
of Crateropus. A belief that this form existed, although it was then entirely unknown to me, gave rise to the opinion 

expressed at p. 153, that the genus [cteria was not the type which united the Brachypodine to the Crateropodine. 

17. Genus, CRATEROPUS. 

Rostrum caput equans, valde compressum, Bill as long as the head, much compressed ; 

* Th. ciarros fuscus, et opveav avis. 
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obsoleté emarginatum.  Vibrissze mastacales 

breves. Plume capistri rigide. Ale breves, 

rotundate. Cauda magna, lata, mollis, rotun- 

Tarsi elon- 

Hallux 

magnus digitum medium longitudine feré 

data. Pedes magni, validissimi. 

gati. Digiti laterales feré equales. 

equans. Plume lar@, molles. 

APPENDIX. 

obsoletely notched. ictus bristled. Frontal 

feathers rigid. Wings short, rounded. Tail 

large, broad, soft, rounded. Feet large ; very 

strong. Tarsilengthened. Lateral toes nearly 

equal; hind toe large, nearly as long as the 

middle toe. Plumage lax, soft. 

Type.—Crateropus Reinwardtii. Sw. Zool. Iil., N.S., pl. 30. 

Oxvs.—The sub-genera appear to be Pomatorrhinus, Grallina, Cinclosoma, and the following one, which latter is 
clearly the type of Cinclus. The characters of the three former are greatly in want of revision. 

18. Sub-genus, AIPUNEMIA*. 

Rostrum rostro Cincli simile, integerrimum. 

rectum, basi altum ; gonys ascendens. Nares 

magne, nude, cornea, foramine parvo, lineari, 

laterali. 

date. 

anticee ef laterales distincte ; digitus internus 

brevis. 

Ale caudaque brevissime, rotun- 

Tarsi longissimi, graciles; squame 

Ungues parvi, graciles, non multum 

curvati. 

Hab. in India. Spec. 3, indescripte. 

Bill, resembling that of Cinclus, entire, very 

straight; the base high; gonys ascending ; 

nostrils large, naked, corneous, aperture small, 

linear, lateral. Wings and tail very short, 

rounded. Legs very long, slender; the ante- 

rior and lateral scales divided ; inner toe short. 

Claws small, slender, not much curved. 

Inhabits India. Three species, not described. One of 
these is in the British Museum, the others are at Paris. 

Family, SYLVIADZ. 

19. Genus, ERYTHACA. 

Rostrum basi depressum, lateribus valde 

Vibrissee 

mastacales, longe, debiles, divergentes. Tarsi 

compressis ; gonys subascendens. 

elongati, graciles caligati (i.e. squamis indi- 

stinctis) ; digiti laterales, equales. Cauda 

divaricata, rectricibus mucronatis. 

Bill depressed at the base; sides much 

compressed ; gonys slightly ascending. ictus 

Tarst 

lengthened, slender, the scales undivided ; 

with long, weak, diverging bristles. 

lateral toes equal. Tail divaricated, the tips 

of the feathers pointed. 

Type.—Sylvia rubecula, Auct. 

Oxss.—I am not, at present, prepared to offer any opinion on the extent of this genus, which seems to be the Fissi- 

rostral group of the Saaicoline. Stalia and Petroica are probably two of the sub-genera, the first distinguished by 

the structure of the wing, the other by that of the foct. 
genus Sazicola. 

Sylvia rubecola may possibly constitute the passage to the 

* Th. asus altus, et xvnun tibia. 
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20. Genus, PHOENICURA. 

Rostrum obsoleté emarginatum, gracillimum, 

rectum, lateribus compressis, medits in naribus 

abrupté gibbum. Rictus brevis. Alze medio- 

cres, remex prima spuria, 3, 4, et 5 equales 

longissimeque. Pedes graciles. ‘Tarsi cali- 

gati; digitus internus externo paulo brevior. 

Cauda cqualis, rectricibus obtusis sepius 

rufis. 

Bill obsoletely notched, very slender, 

straight, the sides compressed ; culmen sud- 

denly gibbous between the nostrils. ictus 

smooth. Wangs moderate, the first quill spu- 

rious, the 3d, 4th, and oth equal and longest. 

Legs slender. Tarsus with entire scales. 

Inner toe rather shorter than the outer. Tail 

even ; the feathers obtuse and generally rufous. 

Type.—P. muraria, Sw. (Motacilla phenicura, AUCT.) 

21. Sub-genus, THAMNOBIA. 

Rostrum integerrimum, lateribus compressis, 

inflexis ; culmen e basi arcuatum, sed ad 

nares non gibbum. Ale 

breves, rotundate ; remiges primarieé vix se- 

Rictus angulatus. 

cundarias superantes, remex quarta, quinta, et 

sexta equales, longissimeque. Tarsi sqguamis 

distinctis. Cauda rotundata, rectricibus ob- 

tusissimis, sepiusque nigris. 

(Generis Phcenicure ?) 

Bill entire, the sides compressed and in- 

flexed, culmen curved from the base, but not 

gibbous at the nostrils. Rictus angulated. 

Wings short, much rounded, the greater 

quills scarcely longer than the lesser ; the 4th, 

Oth, and 6th equal and longest. Tarsi: with 

divided scales. Tal rounded; the feathers 

very obtuse, and generally black. 

Type.—Th. rufiventer, Sw. (Le traquet a queue striée, LE VaILL., pl. 188). Six species, Africa and India. 

Oxzs.—I cannot state, from analysis, whether Le Vaillant is correct in placing this form with the Savicoline, or 

whether it is not a subgenus of Phenicura. 

position. 

There are reasons, however, which lead me to adopt the latter sup- 

The type clearly corresponds to Linaria, Brachypus, Parisoma, &c. &c. 

22. Sub-genus, DUMECOLA. (Generis Sylvicole.) 

Rostrum basi latum, lateribus compressis, 

apice aduncum et emarginatum, vibrissis di- 

vergentibus basi cinctum. Ale mediocres ; 

remex prima, secunda, et tertia leviter gra- 

date. Cauda divaricata, rectricibus acumine 

tenui desinentibus. Ungues validi valde cur- 

vati ; unguis pusticus magnus medium longi- 

tudine equans. Digiti laterales inequales. 

Typus.—D. RUFICAUDA, supra olivacea, subtus fulva; 

capite, cervice guloque in mare cinereis; caudd et tegmi- 

nibus ejus superioribus fulvo tinctis. 

Bill wide at the base, the sides compressed, 

the tip abruptly hooked and notched, the 

base surrounded with diverging bristles. 

Wings moderate, the first, second, and third 

quills slightly graduated. Tazl divaricated, end- 

ing in fine points. Hinder toe and claw large, 

as long as the middle; lateral toes unequal. 

Claws strong, much hooked. 

Type.—D. ruficauda, above olive, beneath fulvous; 

head, neck, and throat, in the male, cinereous; tail and 

upper covers tinged with fulvous. 

Oxs.—Having seen but one species of this form, Iventure to characterize it with much doubt, since I suspect that the 

true fissirostral type of Sylvicolais the Muscicapa Dyops of Temminck, Pl. col. 144,f. 1. Dumecolaruficauda closely resem- 

bles a very small T'yrannula, except in its feet, which agree with this genus in being long,—the tarsus measuring, from the 
knee to the sole, nine-tenths of aninch. I have recently received from Mexico a bird, which seems more intermediate be- 

tween Zosterops and Sylvicola, than either Dumecola or the Sylvia mitrata of Wilson. This latter, from its close resem- 

blance, in a young state, to Mniotilta pinus, might lead us to suspect it entered in the same circle. When such minute 

analysis is gone into, we feel it necessary to express all our doubts ; nor can these be dispelled until the genus Seto- 

phaga has been carefully studied, and its different forms defined. 

3 R 
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23. Sub-genus, PARISOMA. (Generis Pari.) 

Rostrum breve, bast latum, lateribus valde 

compressis, culmine @ basi arcuato, apice 

emarginaté. Nares magne, feré nude. Vi- 

Ale breves, rotundate. 

Digiti late- 

brisse mastacales. 

Cauda gradata, Tarsi elongati. 

rales equales; hallux validus, digito medio 

brevior. 

Bill short, the base wide, the sides much 

compressed, culmen arched from the base, 

the tip notched. Nostrils large, nearly naked. 

Rictus bristled. Wings short, rounded. Tail 

graduated. Tarsi lengthened. Laterai toes 

equal; hinder toe strong, shorter than the 
middle toe. 

Type.—Le Grignet, LE Vatuu., Ois. d’ Afr., iii., pl. 126, f. 1. 

24. Genus, LESSONIA. 

Rostrum breve, depressum, triangulare, Bill short, depressed, triangular, the tip 

Rictus 

bristled. Wings long, pointed; the first four 

apice aduncd, culmine recto. Vibrissee mas- abruptly hooked, culmen straight. 

tacales. Ale longe, acuminate, remigibus 

Tail even. 

The lateral toes 

Claws very slightly curved ; hind 

claw very long. 

quatuor prioribus equalibus. Cauda equalis. quills of nearly equal length. 

Tarsi longissimi, graciles. Digiti laterales Tarst very long, slender. 

equales. Ungues vix curvati, posticus lon- equal. 

gissimus. 

Type. —Anthus sordidus, Lesson. Chili. Mus. Nost. 

Ozs.—I may be allowed to mention the discovery of this highly interesting bird as a singular corruboration of the 
opinions expressed at p. 203 and 230. It is unquestionably the fissirostral type of the Motacilline, and seems to render the 
rank of Seiurus, as a sub-genus of Accentor, no longer doubtful. By the kindness of M. Lesson, I am possessed of a 

specimen from the coast of Chili ; and as I see no reason why botanists only should be commemorated by genericnames, 

I trust I may be allowed to designate this new genus after the enterprising Zoologist by whom it was discovered. 

Family, AMPELID&. 
Sub-family, LELOTRICHAN. Nob.»* 

Feet large, strong, syndactyle. Tarsi ele- 

vated. Hinder toe longer than the outer. 

Tarsi 

Hallux digito externo longior. Un- 

gues valde curvatt. 

Pedes magni, validi, syndactyli. 

elevatt. 

Claws much curved. 

25. Genus, LEIOTHRIX. 

Rostrum breve, valdé compressum, culmine 

gradatim arcuato, Nares 

magne, membranacee, foramine lineari, late- 

ralt. Ale breves, maximé rotundate. Cauda 

mediocris, forficata. 

emarginatum. 

Type.—Parus furcatus, Tem, Pl. Col. 

Bill short, much compressed, the culmen 

gradually curved, notched. Nostrils large, 

membranaceous ; aperture linear, lateral. 

Wings short, much rounded. Tail moderate, 

deeply forked. 

India. 
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26. Genus, PTERUTHIUS*. 

Rostrum breve, compressum, crassum; apice 

lanii forme, curvatd altéque emarginatd ; cul- 

men valde arcuatum ; gonys ascendens. Nares 

basales, foramine ovato rotundatove. Rictus al- 

tus, vibrissis paucis. Ale brevissime, rotun- 

date. Cauda brevis, lata, rotundata, apicibus 

rectricum obtusissimis. ‘Tarsi leves, pallidi. 

Billshort, compressed, thick ; the tip shrike- 

like, hooked and deeply notched ; culmen con- 

siderably arched; gonys ascending. Nostrils 

basal, the aperture ovate or round. Rictus 

slightly bristled, wide. Wings very short, 

Tail short, broad, rounded; the 

tips very obtuse. 

rounded. 

Tarst smooth, pale. 

Type—Lanius erythropterus, GouLD’s Century. Nepaul. 

Sub-family, PIPRINAG. 

27. Sub-genus, CALYPTURA+. (Generis Pipre.) 

Rostrum Pardaloti. Ale rotundate, remi- 

gibus duobus prioribus sub-gradatis. 

brevissima, divaricata, feré occulta. Tarsi 

elongati, gracillimi. Pedes syndactyli. 

Cauda 

Bill as in Pardalotus. Wings rounded, 

the first and second quills slightly graduated. 

Tail very short, divaricated, almost concealed. 

Tarsi long, very slender. Feet syndactyle. 

Type.—Pardalotus cristatus, VIEILL. 

28. Sub-genus, METOPIA‘¢. (Generis Pipre.) 

Rostrum Pipre ; plume capistri antrorsum 

extensi recumbentes. Ale mediocres rotun- 

date ; remigibus tribus prioribus gradatis. 

Cauda elongata, lata, rotundata. Pedes syn- 

dactyli, validiusculi. Scutule antice dis- 

tincte, tarsum circumcingentes. 

Bill as in Pipra ; frontal feathers advanc- 

ing, and directed forwards. Wings moderate, 

rounded; the three first quills graduated. 

Tail lengthened, rounded, broad. Feet syn- 

dactyle, rather strong. Anterior scales di- 

vided, enveloping the tarsus. 

Type—FPipra galeata, Licu. Brazil. 

29. Genus, PHCENICIRCUS. 

Rostrum Pipre. Ale brevissime, con- 

vere ; remiges primarie, rigide, anguste ; 

tres priores equales, quarta brevis, difformis. 

Cauda lata, equalis, rectricibus truncatis. 

Pedes syndactyli ; tarsis intus plumatis. 

Bill as in Pipra. Wings very short, con- 

vex; the primary quills stiff, narrow, the 

three first equal, the fourth short and distorted. 

Feet 

syndactyle; the tarsus feathered on the inner 

side, 

Tail broad, even, the feathers truncate. 

Types.—1. P. carnifer.(Ampelis carnifer, Linn.) 2. P. nigricollis, Sw. (Amp. carnifex, Sp1x.) 3. P. militaris(?), 
Sw. (Cotinga rouge, LE VaILt., pl. 25.) 

* Th. ¢h:eo ala, et zgubimw sum ruber. + Th. xaarvzw velo, et ove cauda. 

t Th, perwrius, fronto (beetle-browed). 

3 R 2 
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Sub-family, AMPELINA. Nob. 

Pedes 

Mandibula inferior debilisstma. 

breves, validi ;. digiti distincti. Feet short, strong; foes free. Under man- 

dible very weak. 

Genera.—Rupicola, Ampelis, Cashmorhynchus, Calyptomina, Chrysopteryz. 

30. Genus, CHRYSOPTERYX. 

Rostrum capite brevius, sed longiusculum, 

é basi compressum, lateribus inflexis, culmine 

elevato arcuato. Nares subplumate. Rictus 

altissimus. Ale longe ; remiges due priores 

gradate. Cauda longiuscula, equalis. Digiti 

laterales inequales. 

Typus.—C. ERYTHRORHYNCHUS. Cu. Sp. Masniger, 

remigibus basi extus flavis ; rostroaurantiaco. Foeminatota 

olivaceo-viridis. 

Bill shorter than the head, but rather 

lengthened, strong, compressed from the base, 

the sides inflexed; culmen elevated and 

arched. Nostrils partly feathered. Rictus 

very wide. Wings long; the two first quills 

graduated. Tail rather lengthened, even. 

Lateral toes unequal. 

Type.—C. erythrorhynchus. Sp. Cu. The male black, 

the quills yellow at the base externally ; bill orange-red. 
The female entirely olive-green. 

Inhabits the interior of Brazil—Mus. Nosr. 

Sub-family, PACHYCEPHALINA. 

31. Genus, LANIISOMA. 

Rostrum Pachycephale, sed longius ; ca- 

pistro, naribus et ricto, vibrissis divergentibus 

bene tectis. Ale longa, remige tertid longis- 

smd. Cauda _ breviuscula, sub-rotundata, 

rectricibus mucronatis. Tarsi mediocres, hal- 

luce longiores. Pedes sub-syndactyli ; digiti 

laterales feré e@quales ; digitus medius halluce 

brevior. Ungues graciles, elongati, probe 

curvatt. 

Bill as in Pachycephala, but longer; the 

front, nostrils, and rictus strongly defended by 

diverging bristles. Wings long, the third 

Tail rather short, slightly 

rounded, the feathers mucronate. Tarst 

moderate, longer than the hind toe. Toes 

sub-syndactyle; /ateral toes nearly equal; 

middle toe shorter than the hallux. Claws 

slender, lengthened, fully curved. 

quill longest. 

Type.—L. arcuatum (Lanius arcuatus, Mus. Par.) 

Oxs.—It is easy to perceive that this singular bird represents Dasycephala in its own group, and leads immediately 

to Pachycephala by means of the following sub-genus. It inhabits Brazil, and is very rare. Besides the specimen 

in the Parisian, there is another in the Manchester Museum. 

32. Sub-genus, EOPSALTRIA *. (Generis Pachycephale, Sw.) 

Rostrum Pachycephale sed majus elonga- 

ium, rectum; apice aduncd, gonyde recta ; 

bast vibrissis paucis cinctum. 

cule, remigibus tribus prioribus gradatis. 

Ale longius- 

Bill as in Pachycephala, but more length- 

ened ; straight; the tip abruptly hooked ; 

gonyx straight ; the base surrounded with a 

few bristles. Wings rather lengthened; the 

* Th. ews Aurora, et Parrga cantatrix. 
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Pedes graciles. Tarsi elevati. Ungues longi. 

Digiti laterales valde inequales ; duo exte- 

Hallux elongatus sed 

Cauda Jongiuscula, 

riores bast connext. 

digito medio brevior. 

equalis. 
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first, second, and third quills graduated. Legs 

Tarsi elevated. 

teral toes very unequal, the two outer united 

at the base. Hallux long, but rather shorter 

than the middle toe. Tail somewhat length- 

ened, even. 

slender. Claws long. La- 

Type.— Yellow-breasted Thrush. LErwin, Birds of N.S. W., pl. 23. (Muscicapa Australis, Auct.) 

Family, FRINGILLIDZ. 

33. Genus, FRINGILLA (Typical form). 

Rostrum exacté elongato-conicum, mandi- 

bulis ambobus crassitudine equalibus ; max- 

Alz elongate, acuminate, 

Cauda 

mediocris bifurca, rectricibus lateralibus lon- 

illd emarginatd. 

remex prima quintd semper longior. 

Tarsi mediocres. gioribus. Pedes graciles. 

Digiti laterales equales, medius longissimus. 

Type.—fringilla celebs, montifringilla, nivalis, &c. 

Bill forming a perfect lengthened cone ; 

both mandibles of equal thickness, the upper 

mandible notched. Wings lengthened, pointed ; 

the first quill always longer than the fifth. 

Tail moderate, forked ; the lateral feathers 

the longest. Legs slender. Tarsi moderate. 

Lateral toes equal ; middle toe very long. 

European form. 

34, Sub-genus, ZONOTRICHIA. 

Rostrum Fringille. Ala breviuscule ; re- 

mex prima quatuor proximis fere equalibus 

Cauda sub-elongata, divaricatula, 

Digiti la- 
longior. 

rectricibus lateralibus abbreviatis. 

terales inequales. 

Types.—Z. leucophrys, Pennsylvanica, melodia, &c. 

Bill as in Fringilla. Wings rather short ; 

the first quill shorter than the four next, which 

are nearly equal. Tail rather lengthened, 

slightly divaricated; the lateral feathers short- 

ened. Lateral toes unequal. 

American form. 

Ons.—The sub-genus Chondestes, Sw., may perhaps be only an aberrant example of this form. 

35. Genus, LINARIA. Auct. 

Rostrum breviter crasseque conicum, apice 

integerrimd, nec culmine arcuato.. Alse elon- 

gate, acuminate ; remex prima longa. 

Cauda bifurca. Tarsi breves. 

cillumi ; posticus elongatus. 

Ungues gra- 

Bill forming a short thick cone ; the tip en- 

tire; culmen not arched. Wings lengthened, 

pointed; the first quill long. Tal forked. 

Tarsi short. Claws very slender; hinder 

claw lengthened. 

36. Sub-genus, LEUCOSTICTE. 

Rostrum conicum, validum latum, lateri- 

bus tumidis; tomiis rité curvatis, nec tamen 

Bill conic, strong, broad ; the sides tumid ; 

the commissure regularly curved, but not an- 
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angulatis vel sinuatis. Rictus 4-5 plumis 

elongatis, setaceis, tectus. Ale longe, acu- 

minate, remex quarta tribus prioribus multo 

brevior. Tarsi elevati, graciles, halluce lon- 

giores. Digitilaterales equales ; digitus me- 

dius halluce longior. 

gulated or sinuated. Rictus defended by 4-5 

lengthened setaceous feathers. Wings long, 

pointed ; the fourth quill much shorter than 

the first, second, and third. Tars7 elevated, 

slender, longer than the hind toe. Lateral 

toes equal ; middle toe longer than the hallux. 
Type.— Leucosticte tephrocotis —N op. 

Oxss.—There can be no doubt that this is the fissirostral type by which the genera Linariaand Carduelis are united ; 

this junction being still further explained by the Carduelis totta (Mus. Caru., pl. 14). A rigid analysis of the 

genus has now convinced me that it comprises not only the British Linnets, but the purple Finches of America, the 
Pyrrhula frontatis, Bon., and the Green Finch or Linnet of Britain. 

Family, STURNIDA. 

37. Genus, SCAPHIDURUS. 

Rostrum capite longius, crassum, validisst- 

mum, basi dilatatum et in capistrum exten- 

sum, tomiis inflexis sinuatisque ; culmine 

arcuato ; apice obtusd. Ale longe@, acumi- 

nate. Cauda graduta, scaphe forme. Tarsi 

mediocres, halluce longiores. Digiti laterales 

equales. Ungues acuti, bene curvati. 

Bill longer than the head, thick, very strong, 

the base dilated, and advancing on the fore- 

head, the margins inflexed and sinuated ; cul- 

men arched, tip obtuse. Wings long, pointed. 

Tail graduated, boat-shaped. Tarst mode- 

rate, longer than the hind toe. Lateral toes 

equal. Claws acute, much curved. 
Type.—Oriolus niger. AUCT. 

38. Genus, SCOLECOPHAGUS. 

Rostrum capite brevius, rectum, gracile, 

tomits inflexis, haud sinuatis. Ale mediocres, 

acuminate. Cauda feré e@qualis, plana. 

Tarsi longi, graciles. Digitilaterales equales. 

Ungues graciles, acutt, parum curvati. 

Bill shorter than the head, straight, slender, 

the margins inflexed, but not sinuated. Wings 

moderate, pointed. Tail nearly even, flat. 

Tarsi long, slender. Lateral toes equal. 

Claws slender, acute, and but slightly curved. 

Type.—Scolecophagus ferrugineus.—Nos. 

39. Genus, MOLOTHRUS. 

Rostrum brevissimum, crassum, conicum, 

rostro Fringille simile, integerrimum, culmine 

levissime arcuato. Ale acuminate, remigi- 

bus tribus prioribus longioribus. Cauda feré 

equalis, Pedes magni, validi. Tarsi elevati. 

Digitus internus ewterno brevior. 

Bill very short, thick, conic, finch-like, en- 

tire, compressed, culmen very slightly arched. 

Wings pointed ; the three first quills longest. 

Tail nearly even. Feet large, strong. Tarsi 

elevated. Inner toe shorter than the outer. 

Type.—Molothrus pecoris—NoB. 
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Family, CORVIDZ. 

40. Genus, DYSORNITHIA*. 

Rostrum brevissimum, conicum, basi latum, 

lateribus compressis ; apice leviter arcuatd, 

emarginatd. Vibrisse mastacales medium 

rostri attingentes. Nares plumis recumbenti- 

bus occulte. Cauda mediocris, gradata. Tarsi 

Un- 

Plume dorsi 

mediocres ; digitus internus brevissimus. 

guis posticus parum curvatus. 

longissime mollesque. 

Bill very short, conic, the base wide, the 

sides compressed, the tip slightly bent and 

notched. Gonys ascending. ictus with stiff 

bristles, half the length of the bill. Nostrils 

concealed by incumbent feathers. Tail mo- 

Tarsi moderate. Inner 

Claw of the hinder toe but 

Feathers of the back very 

derate, graduated. 

toe shortest. 

slightly curved. 

long and soft. 

Types.—Garrulus Canadensis, brachyrhynchus, infaustus. 

Oxzs.—On attentively considering the sub-family Garruline, with reference to the acute observations of : Prince 
Charles Bonaparte, I am led to believe that these birds constitute the scansorial type, representing the Pariane or 

Scansorial Warblers. The short, broad bill, and the slender slightly curved toe, are thus explained, as also the unusual 

familiarity of its manners. The union of this group with the Crypsirine is effected by an undescribed Australian 

bird, sent to our museum by that acute botanist, Allen Cunningham, Esq. 

41. Genus, CYANURUS. 

Rostrum mediocre corvi ; culmine plus quam 

gonyde arcuato ; apice feré integerrimad ; 

tomiis curvatis. Pedes magni, validissimi ; 

digiti laterales fere equales. 

Bill moderate, crow-like ; the culmenmore 

curved than the gonys ; the tip nearly entire ; 

Feet 

strong ; lateral toes nearly equal. 

the commissure curved. large, very 

Examples.—1. C. cristatus. 2. Stedleri. 

(Pl. col. 169). 7. pileatus (Il. 58). 
(P2. col. 193), &e. 

3. sordidus,Sw. 4. Floridanus,Bon. 5; coronatus, Sw. Syn. 

8. azureus (Il. 168). 9. formosus (Pica formosa, Sw. Syn.) 

6. cyanopogon 

10. cristatellus 

Oxs—This group is distinguished from the European and North Asiatic Jays by the upper mandible not being 

abruptly bent at the tip, or very distinctly notched, by the under being weaker, and by the powerful structure of the 

feet. The two outer toes also are almost equal. The three first species are aberrant, connecting this and the last 
group. The typical species are found only in the tropics of America and India. 

Family, CINNYRID. 

42. Genus, ANTHREPTES. 

Bill slender, attenuated, minutely crenated ; 

the base of the under mandible strong, and not 

Rostrum gracile, attenuatum, minute crena- 

tum; mandibula inferior basi valida ejusque 

* Avis infausta, Th. dus et ogus. 
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tomium nonillo maxille occultum. Ale rotun- 

date. Digitus internus ex- 

terno brevior. 

Cauda equalis. 

Type.—Cynniris Javanica. 

APPENDIX. 

having the margin hid by that of the upper 

mandible. 

ner toe shorter than the external toe. 

Wingsrounded. Taileven. In- 

Zoot. InuusrrR., iii. pl. 121. 

Family, TROCHILID&. 

43, Sub-genus, SELASPHORUS. 

Statura parva. Rostrum subulatum, rec- 

tissimum. Plume colli elongate. Ale breves, 

debiles, remigibus angustatis aliquandoque 

acutis. Cauda mediocris, gradata, rectricibus 

apicem versus attenuatis, mucronatis. 

Types—1. S. rufus, Nos. 2. T.chalybeus, TemMM. 3. T. ornatus, AUCT. 

Stature small. Bill subulate and very 

straight. Feathers of the neck elongated. 

Wings short, feeble, the quills narrowed and 

sometimes pointed. Tail moderate, gradu- 

ated, the feathers attenuated towards the end, 

their tips mucronate. 

4. T. platycercus, Sw. (Syn. 95), &e. 

Family, CAPRIMULGID &. 

44, Sub-genus, CHORDEILES. (Generis Caprimulgi.) 

Rostrum Caprimulgi. Rictus levis. 

Cauda forficata. 

brevior. Unguis medius serratus. 

Alee 

caudam equantes ; remiges omnes integerrime. 

Digitus externus interno 

Rictus smooth. 

Wings as long as the tail, all the quill feathers 

Tail forked. Outer toe shorter than 

the inner; the middle claw serrated. 

Bill as in Caprimulgus. 

entire. 

Type.—Chordeiles Virginianus (Caprimulgus Americanus, W1Ls.) 

Family, TETRAONID. 

45. Sub-genus, CENTROCERCUS. (Generis Tetraonis. ) 

Rostrum compressum, culmine verticem ver- 

Ale prolonged towards the crown of the head and sus prolongato capistrum intersecante. 

brevissime ; remigibus minoribus mucronatis. 

Bill compressed, the base of the culmen 

dividing the frontal feathers. Wings very 
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Cauda rotundata, rectricibus lanceolatis, acu- 

minatis. Digitilaterales inequales ; posticus 

mediocris ungue ejus longior. 
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short ; lesser quills mucronated at their tips. 

Tail rounded, the feathers lanceolate and 

pointed. Lateral toes unequal; hind-toe 

moderate, longer than the claw, 

Type.—Centrocercus urophasianus, Nos. p. 359. 

46. Sub-genus, LYRURUS. 

Cauda lyre forme, h.e. altius hifurca, rec- 

tricibus lateralibus extus curvatis. 

lucide. 

Plume 

Alze mediocres, remige tertid longis- 

simd. Digiti nudi ; laterales equales. 

Tail lyrate, 7. e. considerably forked, the 

exterior feathers curved outwards. Plumage 

glossy. Wings moderate, the third quill 

longest. Toes naked ; the lateral ones equal. 

Type.—Lyrurus teiriz, Sw. (Tetrao tetrix, AUCT.) 

Family, ANATIDZ. 

47, Genus, DENDRONESSA. 

Caput cristatum. Rostrum basi eque altum 

ac latum, apicem versus angustatum contrac- 

tumque. Nares sub-medie. Parapterum pul- 

chré coloratum. Pedes Anatidis. 

Head crested. Bill as high at the base as 

it is broad; towards the tip narrow and con- 

tracted. Nostrils placed towards the middle 

of the bill. Tertial feathers ornamented. 

Feet as in Anas. 

Type.—D. galericulata (Chinese Teal, EDwaRDs, pl. 102.) 

Oxs.—This is obviously the rasorial type of the Anatine. The D. sponsa, by the lateral advancement of the bill 

towards the eye, isa more aberrant species, and shows the connection of the group to Somateria. The fissirostral type 

inhabits India, and isin our Museum. As we have lately illustrated the genus Anas *, it seems unnecessary to repeat 

its characters in this place.—Sw. 

* © On the Typical Perfection of the Family of Anatide.’’—Journal of the Royal Institution, No. 4. 
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By Mr. SWAINSON. 

Family, LANIADA. 
By the analogy which exists between the Ceblepyrine and the Grrallatores, the singular 

fleshy lobes on the bill of C’.. lobatus and of other species is at once illustrated. We find 

appendages precisely similar in the Spur-winged Plovers of New Holland and India. Nay, 

so beautifully and regularly has Nature preserved these relations, that if the Charadriade 

really form the Tenuirostral division of the Grallatores, then the Ceblepyring, occupying pre- 

cisely the same relative station in the circle of the Laniade, actually represent the Chara- 

driade ; in other words, both these groups, being the farthest removed from their respective 

types, become parallel to each other, and mutually represent the Tenuirostres. These lobated 

Caterpillar-catchers constitute, according to our views, the sub-typical genus, which requires 

to be defined and named ; but we have not, at present, sufficient space to give the necessary 

reasons for this projected arrangement. 

TYRANNINA. 

That these obscurely known Tyrant Fly-catchers, so difficult to define by descriptions, may 

be better understood by figures, we here add the woodcuts of their heads, accurately drawn 

the size of life. The size of the bill in 

TYRANNUS BOREALIS, 

and the strongly defined notch of the upper mandible, will bring this species within the limits 

of the typical group ; although, from the greater quills not being distinctly notched on their 

inner margin, it bears a very close affinity to Tyrannula Saya. In 
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TYRANNULA PUSILLA, 

the breadth of the bill and the relative proportions in the length of the quill feathers deserve 

attention. Mr. Audubon has figured, as new species, two or three small Fly-catchers, closely 

resembling those of Wilson’s and the two here characterized; but as they are not described 

with the requisite precision, it is impossible to determine what are their distinguishing cha- 

racters. In 

TYRANNULA RICHARDSONII 

the bill is obviously longer, and the whole bird much larger. 

Family, SYLVIADZ. 

In reference to our remarks on the genus E'rythaca, we feel persuaded that both Sialia 

and Petroica*, Sw., are types of form or sub-genera; Stalia being the Fissirostral type, the 

great length of its wings, the emarginated lesser quills, its glossy plumage, and its migratory 

habits, all confirming this view of its natural relations. The union of the Sazicoline with 

the Pariane, by means of the sub-genus Petroica, is so complete by the recent acquisition 

of another new species, sent us from Van Diemen’s Land, that we can scarcely determine to 

which genus it truly belongs. 

Our suspicions regarding the situation of Hyliota have proved correct: it does not belong 

to this family. By a singular chance, we detected among our friend Mr. Burchell’s African 

birds the Tenuirostral type of the Sylviane, perfectly corresponding with the same type in 

the circle of the Meruline, This latter, we believe, only exists in the Paris Museum. 

* Zool. Illust., Second Series, pl. 36. 
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Family, AMPELIDA. 

The discovery of the genus Péeruthius, for a knowledge of which we are indebted to 

Mr. Gould, the Animal Preserver to the Zoological Society, has enabled us to confirm all 

we venture to express on the aberrant divisions of this family. The chain of affinity between 

the Bombycilline and the Piprine is now rendered unquestionable by the intervention of 

the Pachycephaline and the Leiotrichane. The strong Shrike-like bill of the genus Pteru- 

thius, which has induced Mr. Vigors to call it a Lanius, is at once explained by the sup- 

position of this being a Dentirostral type. An examination of its syndactyle feet, perfectly 

similar to those of Leiothriz, proves that this singular bird has not the most remote affinity 

to the genus wherein it has been placed. The intervening types of the aberrant division, 

few in the number of their species, but highly interesting in reference to their analogical 

relations, are named and characterized in Appendix No. I. 

Family, CORVID. 

The analysis of the Ampelide, which is the Tenuirostral family of the Dentirostres, has 

thrown considerable light, as might be expected, upon the nature of the corresponding group 

in the Corvide. We feel persuaded that the Coracin#, comprehending the genera Coracina, 

Vieill., Cephalopterus, Geoff., and one or two others, truly belong to this family, and not 

to the Ampelide, as supposed by Le Vaillant. They represent, in fact, the Fruit-eaters 

among the Crows. 

The five leading divisions are now, as it were, perfect, since they represent all the tribes, 

families, and genera of the order Insessores. The long, conic, compressed, corvine bill of 

the Coracine, setting aside their large size and gregarious habits, offers a marked distinction 

between them and the genuine Ampelide. 

The marked liberality of the zoologists attached to the British Museum, who have thrown 

open, without reserve or jealousy, the whole of the national collection to our unrestrained use, 

has enabled us to add the following new species to the Fauna of Northern America; speci- 

mens, authenticated as coming from Hudson’s Bay, existing in that valuable repository of 

selence. 
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ScoLopax LEvucuRUS. (Swainson.) White-tailed Snipe. 

GENUvs, Scolopax. 

Cu. Sp. ScoLopax LEucuRUS, rectricibus sedecem: lateralibus albis basi extus bis terve nigro fasciatis ; abdomine 

transverse fasciato. é 

Sp. Cu. WHITE-TAILED SNIPE, tail of sixteen feathers: the three lateral ones pure white, with 2—3 basal black 

bands on the outer web; belly transversely banded. 

A single specimen of this bird, in fine and perfect plumage, exists in the 
British Museum. It is readily distinguished from all those which we have here 

described, by the great proportion of white in the tail feathers, and by having 

the middle of the body distinctly crossed by dusky black lines. —Sw. 
q 

DESCRIPTION 

Of a specimen, from Hudson’s Bay, in the British Museum. 

Cotour.—Plumage of Sc. Drummondii and Wilsonii, except that the belly is barred with 

blackish-grey, two or three bars on each feather. Tail: three or four outer pairs of feathers 

white, with one or two irregular blackish bars near the bases of the outer webs; three central 

pairs black, with a broad ferruginous bar near the end, separated from the narrow white tip 

by a blackline. Bill and legs brownish (in the dried specimen). 

Form.— Bill much like that of Sc. Drummondit, but scarcely so much dilated at the point, 

and stouter at the base. Second quill equal with the first. Tail, of sixteen feathers, consi- 

derably rounded ; the three outer pairs of feathers diminishing successively in breadth, but 

not much; the outer ones having about three-fourths of the breadth of the middle ones. 

Tarsus longer than in the two species just mentioned. 

Dimensions. 

Inch. Lin Inch. Lin Inch. Lin 

Length, total . : - 10 6 Length of bill above . - 2 5 Length of middle claw -0 3 
> excluding bill 5 6 » of billtorictus . 2 43 5, Of hind toe . 0 42 
uOtitall . ~ : 2 2 >> Of tarsus b bull 44 5, of hind claw cn!) 23 

>» ofwing . eo. 4 5, of middle toe 1 4} 
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[The references to groups or species, whose characters or descriptions are given, are in SMALL CAPITALS, if in Latin. 

Synonymes, and groups or species accidentally referred to, are in Italics. | 

A. 

Page 

Aberrant division . ° Ix 

» - tmsessorial circles « 298 

Acadian owl ° . Go 

Acanthonotus . : 168 

Accentor, 203, 204, 206, 223, 224, 228, 

230, 490 
» aquatic > 229 

»  golden-crowned ere 

Accipiter C 4 - 39,44 

Accreiter (AstTuR) PaLuMBARIUS 39 

Accipiter ( Astur) palumharius, Xxii, Xxxiv, 

XXXV, Xxxix, 68 

Accipiter Cooperit ‘ - 66 

»  JSringillordes . 44, 45 

9 Mexicanus » 45 

»  paludarius : 56 

AcciIpIrER, PENNSYLVANICUS, XXii, XXXV, 

44 

Accummee-sheeshick : - 406 

African Dronnos . . 134 

3»  emberize 275 

»  thrushes . C 191 

AGELAINE 275 

Agelaine, 274, 275, 278, 280, 281, 282 
> American 275 

Agelaius c 280, 281 

5)  pecoris . 7 277 

AGELaIUS PH@NICEUS 280 

Agelaius pheniceus, xxvi, xxxvi, 280, 282, 

287 

AGELAIUS XANTHOCEPHALUS 281 

Agelaius xanthocephalus XXvl 

AIPUNEMIA 488 

Ahkeseykaask 425 

Akhauliggaeuck A Sol 

Alauda . 203, 244, 245 

»  a’pestris 245, 249 

calandra XXIV, xxxix, 244 

»  cornuta XXIV, XXxvi, Xxxix, 245 

3) magna 7 282 

»  Pennsylvanca  . « 231 

9. TUufa Cc 231 

Alaudine 243, 244, 245, 246 
Alea alle Xxxvili, 479 

Alca arctica XXXviil 

»> impennis ‘ A XXXVil1 

» torda XXXVIl, Xxxviil, xl 

Alcade 4 XXXV 

Alcedo : ‘ - 339 

ALCEDO ALCYON . : 339 

Alcedo alcyon XXVill, xxxvii, 339 

Aldiygeeareeoo C 460 

Alwagrim plover 369 

Ambulatory flycatchers 200 

American ant-ihrushes . - 160 

9 avoset fe 375 

American bittern A - 374 

American biltern, 374, 375 

5 buzzard c - 50 

American coot 2 . 404 

Fy dipper . 173 

9% dunlin . ‘ 383 

American flycatchers E 130, 131 

5) Suligule . - 452 

” godwit . . 395 

American goldfinch : . 266 

American goshawk 40 

American grey shrike 115 

45 hawk-owl 92 

e, hen harrier. a | Oe) 

American mocking. bird 150, 165 

" phalarope 405 

American ring-plover 367 

Fs scoter 450 

55 sparrow-owl . a SYS 

American sparrow-hawk . 31 

5 starlings C a eye) 

. sturnde 236 

American swallow 328 

steal 443 

i widgeon 445 

Ammisk-oho 72 

AMPELIDZ 232 

Ampelid@, XXiv, XXXVi, XxXvil, xxxix, 103, 

104, 170, 197, 199, 270, 289, 490, 500 
typical 289, 500 

AMPELINE ° . . 492 

Ampeline . C - 232, 235 

Ampelis 233, 492 

» Americana 239 

Ampels carnifex 491 

» garrulus ‘ 237 

9 pompadoura : LS 

ANALCIPUS ¢ c 482 

Analcipus 2 : 128, 130 

Anas, 436, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443, 444, 

455, 497 
3 acuta é 44] 

» albeola . A 458 

3) Americana 445 

yy anser XXXVIii 

3 bernicla C e 469 

” » &#B : . 470 
3, boschas XXxvili, 442, 444 

Anas (BoscHAs) CRECCA - 443 

Anas (Boschas) crecea . ~~ XXXil, XXXvi 

Anas (Boscuas) piscors - 444 

Anas (Boschas) discors, xxxii, xxxvii, 436 

Anas (Boscnis) DoMESTICA - 442 

Anas ( Boschas) domestica, xxx, xxxvi, 436° 

» bucephala . é - 458 

» Canadensis. 70, 471 

Anas (CuauLiopus) sTREPERA 440 

Anas (Chaulodus) strepera, xxx, XXxvi, 

xl, 436, 410 
sy clangula xxxviii, 456 

ANAS CLYPEATA 439 

Anas clypeata, XX, xxxvi, xl, 436, 439 

3 ereccu 445 

5 snare 443 

» cygnus A : XXXVIli 

Anas (Daria) caupacura 441 

Anas (Dafila) caudacuta, Xxx, Xxxvi, xl, 

436 

3, discors xxxvii, 444 

yy ferina 452 

» Jusca . 450 

» glaciahs , xxxvili, 211, 460 

5) glaucion 456 

» fastrionica xxxvill, 459 

» Ayemalis xxxvill, 460 

», Ayperborea . . xl, 467 

» Labradora . c XXXVI1 

9 marila . . 453 

» mollissima xxxvill, 448 

» nigra 450 



504 

Anas nvalis 467 

3 obscura XXXVili 

» persprellata . c 449 

»» (Rhynchaspis) clypeata 439 

» rubida G 455 

sy spectabilis Xxxvili, 447 

5) Ssponsa é 9 446 

3 vallisnertana 451 

ANATIDE . : 435 

Anatide XX1, XXX, Xxxv, 497 

ANATINEZ . : 436 

Anuatinae, 435,437,439, 440, 445, 446, 460, 
497 

ANDROPADUS Fs : « 485 

Annoochkeenepeequeshew 55 

Anseeawmo C . 446 

Anser . 466, 467, 468, 469, 470 

ANSER ALBIFRONS 

Anser albifrons . 

ANSER BERNICLA ‘ - 

xxxii, xl, 466 

xxxil, 439, 466, 467 

469 

Anser bernicla; xxxii, XXxvi, xxxviil, xl, 

439, 469, 470 
ANSER CANADENSIS 468 

Anser Canadensis, xxxil, xxxvi, 439, 468 

AnsER Hurcuinsi1 ; - 470 

Anser Hutchinsit xxxii, 439 

ANSER HYBERBOREUS 467 

Anser hyperboreus xxxll, 439, 467 

439, 470, 471 

439 

ANSERINE 438 

Anserine, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469 

5  leucopsis 

9  segetum 

Ant thrushes - 124, 160, 161, 164 

iF American 160 

Anthi, short-clawed . 203 

ANTHREPTES . 495 

Anthreptes 321 

Anthus 203, 231, 243 

ANTHUS AQUATICUS 231 

Anthus aquaticus XXIV, XXXVi, XXX1x 

Anthus spinoletta 231 

»  sordidus 490 

Antient auk 231 

Apeestakaoo . 23, 25 

Apeestehsheep . ‘ 443 

Apisteeskeesh 470 

Appisk-meeheeshew ee eile) 

Apternus . 301, 302, 311, 313 

Aquatic accentor C 229 

Aquila albicilla cS ’ 18 

AQUILA CHRYSAETA : 12 

Aquila chrysaéta «XX, XXXIx 

Aquiua (HaLi#ETUs) LEUCOCEPHALA 15 

Aquila ( Halieétus) leucocephala,xxii, xxxix 

» Aaheétus . 0 oa 20) 

Aquita (PANDION) HALIZETA 20 

Aquila (Pandion) hali@éta, xxxvi, xxxix 

Arctic bird 430, 433 

Arctic blue-bird ‘ . 209 

»  ground-finch 260 

5» *jager 430 

» owl ° 86 

INDEX. 

Arctic silvery gull 417 

» tern 414 

Arche three-toed woodpecker . 313 

Ardea 6 373, 374 

Ardea (Botaurus) minor 374 

3, Canadensis . . 373 

» fusca C . 373 

ARDEA HERODIAS . 373 

Ardea herodias Xxviil, xxxvil, 373 

»  Hudscnias 6 . 373 

ARDEA LENTIGINOSA a 374 

Ardea lentiginosa . xxXviil, xxxvii, 374 

3  Stellaris, var. : 374 

Ash-coloured buzzard. 27, 30, 47 

53 hawk 39 

% heron 373 

x9 sandpiper 387 

Astrapia gularis 276 

Astur palumbarius 48 

Atheekeemow-weeshep 445 

Atheeneetoo-omeesew . 77 

Attickew-shesheshew . « 393 

Auk, ancient 5 f xvi 

» crested : 2 xvi 

» dusky. . : . xvi 

» eittle s ? 479 

9) perroquet : “xvi 

5 pigmy ° ° xvi 

», tufted . xvi 

Austrahan honey-suckers » « ) L96 

3 pigeons - « 363 

eS vang@ . 171 

» warblers » 224 

5 plovers 500 

Autour a bec sineux . A 44 

Avicula lutea vertice rubro 215 

Avis canuti 387 

Avocetta recurvirostra 7 398 

Avoset, American 0 - 375 

Avoset, American 375 

Awkiscow c . - 361 

B. 

Backbakiri, le 481 

Bald eagle 15 

Bald eagle ° 15, 21 

3 head 4 é 5 4 

Baltimore bird : ‘ 284 

Baltimore hangnest a . 284 

Baltimore oriole 234 

Bank swallow. ° - 333 

Barita 289 

Barn swallow 328 

Barnacle . 470 

5 goose, Hutchins’s 470 

Barred owl ° 81 

Bartram’s greenlet 235 

Bartram’s sandpiper . 391 

Bartram’s tatler 5 » 6391 

Bay falcon . 55 

» white-rumped 55 

Bay-winged finch 254 

Bay-winged bunting 254 

Beaver owl 72 

Beccasseau brunnette . 383 

6) canut , 387 

” €chasses 385 

Beccasseau maubeche 387 

m9 ponctuée 398 

p variable . 383 

ip violet 382 

Bee-eater 328 

Belted king-fisher - +339 

Belted king-fisher xvi, 216 

» warbler 216 

Bentivi 133, 134 

Bering goose Xv 

Bewich’s swan : 465 

Big-headed mocking-bird 165 

Bird, winter 27 

Bittern . f 374 

Bittern, American 374 

Bittern, European . 374 

»  Hudson’s Bay : 374 

Black and spotted heath-cock 346 

Black and white dobchick : 411 

Black and white spotted woodpeckers 302 

Black-bellied plover . 370 

Black bird 149, 176 

» bunting 259 

Black-capped hawk 39 

Black-cap titmouse 226 

Black-capped titmouse 226 

»» -cheeked eagle ,. 66 

» cock, European 342 

» crowned bunting Xvi 

5 + Shrike. 119 

» duck : 449 

9 eagle ° 15, 66 

Black finch . 259 

Black Greenland dove 478 

Black guillemot 478 

Black guillemot 478 

» headed warbler 223 

Black-poll warbler 218 

Black-poll warbler 218 

49 «Snipe Xvi 

Black tern . 415 

Black tern 415 

Black-throated diver 475 

Black-throated diver 475 

Black vulture ; a 6 

Black vulture 4,5 

Boatswain 22 

Boat-tail, common purple 285 

Boat-tail grakles 2 276 

Boat-tails 276, 277, 280, 286 

Bob-link 5 , 0 279 

Bohemian wax-wing . 237 

Bombycilla lx, 233, 237, 239 

BomsycituaA AMERICANA 239 

Bombycilla Americana XXIV, XXXVI 

3 Bohemica 237 

6 Carolinensis . 239 



BomMByYCILLA GARRULA - 237 

Bombycilla garruda, XXiv, XXXvii, xxxix, 

Bombycilline 

Bombycivora garrula 

Bonaparte’s gnat-catcher 

Bonapartean gull 

Boschas : 

> major . 

Botaurus 

Botaurus Freti Hudsonis . 

BracuyPoDIn= 

Brachypodine, 152, 157, 158, 159, 163, 

239, 240, 270 
232, 237, 500 

237 
225 
425 

442, 443, 444 
442 

? 374 
. 374 

152 

166, 167, 193, 195, 196, 198, 199, 208, 

485, 487 

Bracuypus p : 485 

Brachypus . 152, 153, 157, 193, 195 
3 dispar. - 153, 485 

39 malabaricus 195 

Brant 469, 471 

Brazil snipe ° 400 

Brent goose - 469 

Brent goose 469 

British linnets  . : 5 HIG} 

Broad-billed fly-catchers . 241 

Broad-shafted humming-birds . 

Bronze-winged pigeons 

Brown and ash-coloured crane 

Brown and spotted heath-cock 

Brown crane C 

Brown crane 6 

» lark 

+ Snipe 

» thrush . 

Brunnich’s guillemot 

Bruno . 

Bucconineé . 

Buceride 

Buceros : 

Buffel duck 

: headed duck 

Bullfinch, greatest 

Bullfinch, pine 

Bullfinches 

Bunting, Lapland , 

” rusty 

Unalaskka . 

white-crowned 

3) 

» 

»  bay-winged 

cf black 

Buntling, clay-coloured 

Bunthng cow 

Buntling, Lapland 

Buntling larks 

Buntling, painted 

Pr snow 

of tree 

Buntlings 

Buphaga 

Burgomaster gull 

Busard-bariole 

Buse gantée 

322 
: 363 

373 
346 
373 

372, 373 
. 231 

ml 7, 

299 

. 241, 242, 289 
360 

458 

458 

250 
246 
252 

243, 275 
274, 299 

. 416 
58 
52 

INDEX. 

Bush-shrikes . 124, 149, 168, 289 

Bustard r $ . 468 

Bustards 6 0 34] 

x, Norton Sound xvi 

Buteo Americanus , : 55 

Bureo BOREALIS A a al) 

Buteo borealis » xxil, xxxv, 40, 48 

3 cinereus 9 A 27, 

Burro (Circus) cyaneus 55 

Buteo ( Cire.) cyaneus, xxii, Xxxvi, xxxix,70 

ButTEO HYEMALIS o -» GB 

Buteo hyemalis G 66 

Burro Lacopus 0 cay 

Buteo lagopus « XXil, XXXvi, xxxix, 9, 52 

»  pterocles , 6 5 (OY 

» Sancti Johannis 66 

Burro Sancti Jowannis - 66 

9) VULGARIS 0 . 47 

Buteo vulyaris Xxil, Xxxix, 9, 47, 66 

Butor C . . 374 

Buzzard ; . 0 1 

35 American 3 50 

»  ash-coloured 27, 30, 47 

Buzzard, common 47 

Buzzard falcon b 66 

3 ~~ moor 52 

Buzzard, red-tailed . eo0 

Buzzardet 66 

Buzzards 6)» 8B) 

C. 

Caccawee . . - 438, 460 

Calandra - ° » 244 

>  ¢ark 3 244 

Calendre lark . ° - 244 

Cahidris 366 

CaLipRIs ARENARIA . - 366 

Calidris arenaria, XXVill, XXXVi, XXXviii, xl, 

366 

Californian vulture 0 : 1 

Californian vulture , 5 

Calyptomina A 7 - 492 

CaLypTuRA : . 491 

Culumet eagle. . 5 

Campy lopterus 322 

Canada goose. 6 « 468 

Canada goose . 439, 467, 468, 470, 471 

» jay 295, 297 

.  tanager 273 

Canadian jay. - = xvii, 226 

Canard a collier 459 

»  &@ léte grise : . 447 

»  4@ longue queue . 441 

3  Chipeau 440 

5, de micton 460 

9» garrot 456 

op (aMLaR 448 

»  marchand . 449 

3 ‘milouin : - 452 

» sauvage . : 442 

93 Suchet . : 439 

Canvas-back duck 

Canvas-back duck 

D05 

451 

451 

Caprimulgida@, xxviii, Xxxvii, xxxviii, 326, 

Caprimulgine ° 

Caprimulgqus 

326, 496 
336,337 

336, 337, 496 
Caprimulqus Americanus, XXxV11,357, 496 

Caprimutaus (Cuorpeites) Vir- 

GINIANUS . 9 337 

Caprimulgus (Chordeiles) Virgin. xxviii, 

XXXvli 

ep Virginianus - 337 

sp vociferus 336, 337 

CapRIMULGUS VOCIFERUS 336 

Caprimulgus vociferus XXViil, XXXVii 

Carbo 473 

9) cormoranus 473 

» cristatus 473 

» graculus . 473 

os «pygmaeus 473 

Cardinal de Canada . 273 

Carduelis . 266, 269,494 

Carpurris AMERICANA 266 

Carduelis Americana XXiv, xxvi, 266 

a totta 494 

Carolina rail =. 403 

Carolina wren 207 

Carrion crow 291 

Carrion crow 6 

Cascade duck 4 459 

Cashmorhynchus - 233, 288, 492 

Cassiculus 276 

Cassicus - 360 

Cataptrophorus 388 

Cat-bird 192 

Cat-bird 192 

» flycatcher . 192 

Caterpillar-catchers . 130 

Caterpillar-catchers 136, 164, 289 

CaTHARTES ATRATUS 6 

Cathartes atratus XXlL 

CaTHARTES AURA 4 

Cathartes aura . XXil, XXXVI 

x Californianus 1 

os vulturinus A 9 1 

Cathcatew-weweoo . 467 

CEBLEPYRINE . 108, 128, 136, 483 

Ceblepyrine 128,130, 134, 149, 164, 168, 

171, 197, 199, 270, 289, 483, 498 

Ceblepyris » 

Cedar bird 

CENTROCERCUS 

Centrocercus 

5) urophasianus 

Cephalopterus 

Cerorhinca occidentalis 

108, 128, 129, 483 
239 
496 

342, 358, 361 
342, 497 

500 
9 5 fail 

Certhiad@, Xxvi, xxxvi, xxxvil, 207, 208, 
298, 299, 316, 318, 322 

Chechiscooawseesh 

Chechiskaseesh 

CHAETOPRS 

Chaétops 

381 

394 

486 

° . * Ix 



506 

Chaetops Burchelli . . 487 

Chetura . ( o 200 

Chameza 151, 160, 172 

Charadriade xvi, 498 

Charadrius 367, 368, 369 

6 apricarius 369, 370 

5 calidris ° 366 

65 hiaticula - XxXxvil, 367 

CHARADRIUS PLUVIALIS 3 369 

Charadrius pluvialis, xxviii, XXXVi, XXXViii, 

xli, 369, 370 

5 rubidus. : 366 

CHARADRIUS SEMIPALMATUS - 367 

Charadrius semipalmatus xxviii, Xxxvii, 

Xxxviii, 367 

Charadrius (Squatarola) Helveticus 370 

CHARADRIUS VOCIFERUS 3 368 

Charadrius vociferus xxviii, XXXV, XXxvi, 

368 

Chatterer, European : . 237 

Chatterer of Carolina és 239 

Chatterer, typical : . 289 

Chauliodus . . t 440 

Chauve : : - 289 

Chechiskewaine 3 : 396 

Cheechuppeesew : 245, 248 

Cheepai peethees . 2 94 

Cheestehquanan weesheep  . - 444 
Chevalier cul blanc 5 4 392 

ep gambette ; - 39] 

#y a longue queue , 391 

semipalmé 4 ce ieiste: 

Chimney swallow : j 328 

Chinese teal ' - 3497, 

Chloropsides . 195 

Cuxoropsis c : - 485 

Chloropsis 153, 196, 198, 208 

Chioropsis Malabaricus : 195 

Choccolate-coloured falcon » 952 

% falcon a 52, 66 

Chondestes . a ij 493 

CHoRDEILES H - 496 

Chordeiles . 6 A 337 

. Virginianus - 496 

Curysopreryx . : 492 

Chrysopteryx . . 492 

# erythrorhynchus - 492 

Chrysoptili . . - 300 

Chrysoptilus . 302 

Chrysorrhéeus « : - 485 

Chuckchuckaioo 3 : 286 

Chuckchuckawthoo 0 - 286 
Cincle ; 5 é 173 
Cinclosoma A 168, 488 
Cinclus xxii, 151, 161, 168, 169, 170, 

171, 172, 173, 488 
Cincius AMERICANUS 3 173 
Cinclus Americanus . 2b 169 

»  Asiaticus c : 173 
» agquaticus 0 pelo 
»  Mexicanus > : 173 
»  Pallasii 5 - ix, 173 

INDEX. 

Cinereous crow ’ : 295 

eagle . : pay LY) 

» finch . e xvi 

Cinereous owl, great ° or OY 

Cinercous owl ° ° 77 

4 shrike . : seo 

Cinnamon humming-bird é 324 

Cinnyride 2 195, 204, 321, 495 

Cinnyris « ‘ . 195,196 

Cinnyris Javanica ; . 496 

»  Senegalensis : 196 

Circus cineraceus . : 57, 59, 60 

» —gallinarius . 0 60 

9  Aistrionicus c Sp Bis) 

Citron warbler ‘ C 211 

Clangula 437, 456, 457,459 

CLANGULA ALBEOLA é de ANS) 

Clangula albeola © xxxii, xxxvi, 437, 459 

CxiancuLa Barrovi 6 456 

Clangula Barrovit XXXxil, 437 

a glacialis ‘ - 437 

CLANGULA HISTRIONICA . . 459 

Clangula histrionica . Xxxli, 437 

CLANGULA VULGARIS 2 456 

Clangula vulgaris — xxxii, xxxvi, xl, 437 

Clay-coloured buntling : 251 
Cliff swallow : . > doll 

Cliff swallow ‘ 6 331 

Cobadecootch : : - 92 

Coccothraustes 243, 269, 270, 271, 288 

ri Europeus < 270 

Coccoruraustes (Gurraca) Lupo- 

VICIANA : 6 a el 

Coccothraustes (Guir.) Ludov. Xxvl 

Coccothraustes melanura a e270 

CoccorTHRaUSTES VESPERTINA 269 

Coccothraustes vespertina xxvi, lx 

Coccothraustine 242, 244, 265, 266, 269 

Cock of the plains : - 358 

Cock of the pluins—- . 358 

Colaptes 300, 314, 315 

CoLapPTEs AURATUS ‘ « 314 

Colaptes auratus _-xxvi, xxxv, 309, 315 

5  collaris : : 315 

Corartes Mexicanus . - 35 

Colaptes Mexicanus -  xxvi, 315 

Colaris A : 242, 289, 290 

Colius . : . . 242 

Collared falcon m 5 27 

Colluricincla ° 4 oel27, 

Collurisoma : 110, 171 

Columba 6 F . 363 

Conumsa (EcTorisTEs) MIGRATORIA 363 

Columba (Ectop.) migratoria.  xxxvii 

yy ‘migratoria xxi, xxviii, 363 

9 _palumbus 3 « 349 

Columbide . : XXVili, XXXVIi 

Colymbus . 474, 475, 476 

CoLyMBUs ARCTICUS .» . 475 

Colymbus arcticus . XXxil, xl 
CoLyMBUS GLACIALIS : 474 

Colymbus glacialis xxxii, xxXxvi, XXxXviii, xl, 

474, 475, 476 

Colymbus podiceps . - 412 

CoLyMBUs sEPTENTRIONALIS - 476 

Colymbus septentrionalis XXXli, XXXVi, 

XXxviil, xl, 476 
Common brown fishing-eagle . 20 

oj coot A . 404 

sp bitlern é . 374 

Common blue-bird . . 210 

Common buzzard A a cY/ 

Common buzzard : 0 69 

op European godwit 6 ith) 

Common golden eye . ° 456 

55 gull. 3 - 420 

Common greenfinch . 5 70 

5 hawfinch . - 270 

x pheasant 3 : 359 

Common purple boat-tail . 285 

Common startling 184,278 

Common three-toed woodpecker 311 

Conirostral circle g . 243 

ConrrosTRES A 24) 

Conirostres 136, 163, 167, 198, 202, 203, 

205, 242, 288, 298, 299, 300, 301, 

321, 326 

Conjuring duck . : - 437 

Conophaga . a : 151 

Coot, American . , - 404 

Coot, common : : 404 

Coot-footed Tringa : « 406 

Coracias é 4 3 289 

Coracina  . q - 500 

Coracine : : 500 

Corvips ; . . 288 

Corvide XXVi, Xxxiv, XXXV, XXXVIIl, XXXix, 

241, 242, 276, 289, 495, 500 

Corvine : ; . 288 

Corvine family R é 149 

Corvorant, double-crested . 473 

Corvus : 282, 292, 290, 291 

» Canadensis 111, 295 

Corvus corax 6 2 290 

( Xl, XXVl, XXXIV, XXXV, 

XXXVill, xxxix, 290 

Corvus CORONE 0 a POI 

Corvus corax 

Corvus corone : XXVl, Xxxix, 291 

yy  eristatus : 6 293 

»  Hudsonias . - 292 

Corvus PIcA . . : 292 

Corvus pica XXV1, XXXIV, Xxxix, 292 

»  Stellert . 5 . 292 

Corythax . ‘ c 242 

Corythus 0 0 . 242 

Cossypha sg . . 151 
Cotinga cinerea . c > 19 

» rouge 5 3 491 

Coturnia 5 ts . 342 

Cowbunting . 0 5 277 

Cowbuntling . : Be Zules 

Cowpen finch ; . 277 

Cowpen bunt . . . 277 

Crane, brown 0 0 373 

Crane, brown . é 372, 373 

a il a ts 



Crane, brown and ash 373 

»  Aooping .« ° Oe 

» whooping ‘ . 372 

Crane, whooping : - 372 

CRaATEROPODINE 156 

Isii, 152, 157, 163, 166, Crateropodine 

167, 191, 195, 197, 198, 199, 208, 487 

CraTEROPUS é - 487 

Crateropus 157, 487 

5 Reinwardtii . - 488 

Creepers 455 

ff. scansorial 159, 208, 322 

Crescent stare : 282 

Crescent starelet 6 282 

Crested auk . 5 6 Xvi 

Crested grebe_. 7 . 410 

» purple finch . 3 264 

Crer ig 6 c - 403 

Crithagra . . . 243 

Crossbill grosbeak 4 » 263 

Crossbill, white-winged 2 263 
Crosshill, white-winged 263 

Crow . : C - 291 

Crow | ° - 289, 291 

carrion . 5 - 291 

3 «cimereous 5 . 295 

» Steller’s 294 

Crowberry . 5 248 

Crows . 6 . 288 

Crows 149, 274, 276, 278, 500 

Crypsirina : : 289 

Crypsirine . ; : 288 

Cryptonix ° . - 341 

Crypturus. . . 341 

Crustacea 375 

Cuckoo : . 155 

3, of Europe 277 

Cuckoos c . 129, 275 

Cuckoo-bunt ‘ 4 Se PUY 

Cuckoo-bunts 286 

Cucculide 208, 298 

Culicwora . 201, 207, 208 

Cuneate-tailed gull 427 

Cuneate-tailed gull. ° 427 

Curlew, Esquimaux 378 

Curlew, Esquimauxr 377 

5,  Hudsonian é ~ 3/7 

Curlew, long-billed . e 376 

Curlew, long-billed 376 

op stone 389 

Curruca E20 

CuRTiPEDES 298 

Curtipedes c é 327 

Cuscusitatum 450 

Cuskeetawsheep 454 

Cussawhawtawseesh 255 

CYANURUS . 495 

Cyanurus azureus 495 

oa coronatus 495 

ss cristatellus 495 

3 cristatus 495 

a eyanopogon 495 

INDEX. 

Cyanurus floridanus . 2490 

fy Jormosus . ° 495 

9) pileatus . - 495 

& sordidus . . 495 

3 Stelleri 0 » A495 

Cyclaris ° : o LiOl) 

Cygnus . 109, 438, 464, 465 

Cyenus Bewicxnu . -« 465 

Cygnus Bewichit xxxil, xl, 438, 465 

CyGnus BUCCINATOR A 464 

Cygnus buccinator xxxll, 373, 438 
SSB ACTUS AM te . 464 

Cynanthus . . . 322 

Cypselus pelasgius 6 XXVi, XXXvi 

D. 

Dacnis 5 204, 321 

Dafila 0 ‘ 0 441 

Dasiornis 0 . aa ilay/ 

DasycePHaLa 0 5 486 

Dasycephala 131,159, 161, 169, 170, 171, 

483, 492 
Dasycephale . ° - 17 

Deathiird  . . 94 

Dendrobates : 301, 302, 303 

Dendrocopus 301, 302, 303, 305, 307, 309 

pubescens 311 

DENDRONESSA 5 . 497 

Dendronessa c - 436, 446 

op galericulata . - 497 

DENDRONESSA SPONSA : 446 

Dendronessa sponsa xxii, xxxvii, 436, 497 

Dentirostral type . 500 

DENTIROSTRES 7 - 102 

Dentirostres, 2, 125, 136, 149, 163, 167, 

198, 199, 202, 203, 205, 232, 241, 

242, 288, 298, 299, 300, 301, 321, 

326 

Diceum . . - 205 

»  choronotus 205 

Diminutive Sandpiper « 386 

Diomedea fuliginosa . . xvi 

Dipper . ° | las} 

Dipper, American, . 173 

Dipper, Pallas’ . . lS 

Diver, black-throated . 475 

Diver, black-throated 475 

Diver, great northern . 474 

Diver, northern . A 474 

Diver, red-throated . c 476 

Diver, red-throated 476 

» small black and white . 479 

» speckled . : 475 

Division, aberrant A r Ix 

Dobchick, black and white 411 

53 eared c -- 411 

ss greater ' . 410 

% horned on Sud 

Dolichonyx . . 275, 278 

DoricHonyx ORYZIVORUS . 278 

Dolichonyx oryzivorus, XXV1, Xxxvil, 275, 

278 
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Donocobius . . 157 

Double-crested corvorant 473 
Douglas’s sandpiper 379 

05 snipe 400 

Downy woodpecker 307 

Downy woodpecker 307 

Drongo moustache . 5 dlby") 

»  shrikes 150, 166, 289 

Drongos, African c a 14 

Drummond’s snipe. S 400 

Drymophila 5 125, 160, 172 

Dryotomus A 301, 304 

Dubious falcon 0 . 37, 66 

Duc de Virginie ° 82 

Duck, black 6 0 - 449 

»  buffel-headed . o 458 

Duck, canvas-back , qo atl 

Duck, canvas-back 451 

» cascade . : - 459 

» conjuring 9 : 437 

3) dunter 4 : - 448 

», dusky and spotted 459 

9  erder ‘ : - 437 

» great black : . 449 

» great black and while 448 

» grey-headed . 447 

Duck, harlequin 459 

Duck, harlequin 459 

3» hawk é 6 A oH! 

Duck, king : 447 

Duck, hing . ° - 447 

» ttle black and whit 458 

Duck, long-tailed - 460 

Duck, long-tailed 24, 460 

9 mountain . é » 459 

» painted 459 

Duck, pintail . 6 - 441 

Duck, pintail 441, 459 

»  pochard . 0 - 452 

»  red-headed 452 

Duck, ring-necked 454 

Duck, round-crested 463 

Duck, ruddy 455 

Duck, ruddy 455 

Duck, scaup . a « 453 

Duck, scaup 453 

9) scoter . - 450 

» shoestring 444 

»  shoveller 439 

Duck, spirit . 458 

Duck, spirit : - 458 

Duck, summer 446 

Duck, summer 446 

Duck, surf 449 

Duck, tufted 454 

Duck, velvet 450 

Duck, velvet 450 

> western XVi 

» whistling . 450 

Ducker, red-throated . 476 

Ducks . : - 27 

» king . 437 

ie) il w 
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Ducks, long-tailed 6 p .» 461 

a Sea. 5 ‘ 5 437 

5) Sporit : q . 437 

Dulus d 5 154, 168 

Dumeco1a 6 5 . 489 

Dumecola 204, 205, 206, 489 

ip ruficauda 205, 489 

Dunlin 5 a 7 383 

Dunlin, American s - 383 

Dunlin, English 4 A 384 

Dunter duck d é -. 448 

Dusky and spotted duck 5 459 

5 awk é . ev 

5, faleon 27, 66 

»  grosbeak . . erp 

Dusky grouse : 344 

Dusky grouse . . ° - 344 

» warbler A A 216 

DysorNITHIA ° - 495 

E. 

Eagle, Bald é : a tle) 

Eagle, bald 15, 21 

5 black . 15, 66 

»  black-cheeked . . 66 

»  calumet 2 7 12 

5) cinereous » fs oly) 

Eagle, golden a ; 12 

Eagle, golden 15, 18, 66 

»  ring-tail 6 3 12 

3 80a. < . 15, 66 

>» white 12, 13, 66 

Eagle, white-headed ¢ a 1163 

Lagle-owl, Virginian . A 82 

Eagles 0 t : 465 

5 fishing . 3 - 469 

Eared dobchick : é 411 

Ectopistes p . ap i083 

Epon 128, 482 

Edohane, 105, 106, 108, 127, 133, 134, 

136, 149, 150, 151, 164, 166, 171 
Eponius : . 106, 107 

Edohus 128, 151, 154, 482 

Eemeet-koteitlak 5 . 414 

Eethinneesew b . 20 

Egyptian vulture 0 fi 5 

Eider 9 é : 448 

Ender. . a . 447 

», duck 447, 467 

» ducks 2 6 . 437 

Lithinneesew : : 20 

5 sheesheep . - 442 

Eithinnew-moqua. : 474 

Eiithinyoo-apeetheyoo ° . 346 

Eleagnus argentea . s 439 

Emberiza, 243, 244, 246, 248, 250, 251, 

252, 253 

ss African ar 252, 275 

3 American 5 252 

” calcarata ; 5 ENS} 

EMBERIZA CANADENSIS ° 252 

INDEX. 

Emberizu Canadensis XXIV, XKXVi 

¥ cristata» f° 243 

is Lapponica, xxi, 246, 248, 251 

oy leucophrys 255 

3 melodia 0 q PP 

*p nivalis, xxi, xxxviii, 246, 251 

EmBeriza PALLIDA 0 > 251 

Emberiza pallida. c XXiv 

» palustris ° - 251 

Emperiza (PLecrropHanes) Lap- 

PONICA . . 248 

Emberiza(Plectrophanes) Lapponica, 

XXIV, XXXIV, XXXV, XXXIX 

Emperiza (PLECTROPHANES) PICcTA 250 

Emberiza (Plectrophanes) picta . XxXiv 

EmBeriza (PLECTROPHANES) NIVALIS 246 

Emberiza (Plectrophanes) nivalis, xxiv, 

XXKIV, XXKV, XXXIX 

" pecoris. ° 277 

3 picta : . 249 

3 pusilla 4 ° 251 

schanicla 6 = 252 

_ socialis . : 251 

Emu-bird F é 5207 

English dunlin Te : 384 

»  goldfinch : . 266 
»  redbreast  . A 210 

Eopsatrria 0 c . 492 

Erkeet-yuggee-arioo « 428 

Ermine owl : 0 -, 88 

Erucivora : . 483 

Erucivora é : mig) 

EryrHaca . . c 488 

Erythaca < 202, 209, 210, 499 

Eryruaca (Sratsa) AarcTIcA . 209 

Erythaca (Sialia) arctica. XXiv 

Eryruaca (SraLia) Winsoni 210 

Erythaca (Sialia) Wilsonti xxiv, XXxvi 

Erythaca Wilsonu é - 209 

Esclave c c C 154 

Esclavon 0 3 » 411 

Eskimaux curlew 377, 378 

Esquimaux curlew é 5 alte) 

Esquimaux keask . . é 429 

European black-cock d - 342 

European chatterer : 237 

European chatterers 5 . 233 

" coccothraustes : 270 

sj cuckoo é . 277 

7 goshawk . 5 40 

6 hawfinch : . 270 

ry , , 293 

5 peregrine faicon . 24 

. redstart . A 224 

35 robin : . 202 

” snipes . . 400 

5p thrush 177, 190 

i) wren 0 0 319 

Eurylaimus . 5 . 241 

Evening grosheak 6 - 269 

Even-tailed wood-pigeons . 365 

F. 

Falco . ‘ 23,27, 31, 35,37 

FaLco SALON . . A aie 

Falco asalon . xii, xxxix, 31, 37, 66 

» albicilla  . .  xxxvill, 13 

5, albus . : ‘ 13 

3, Americanus 0 . 5 

3, (Astur) velox . 44 

» atricapillus 39, 40 

» borealis ° 50, 67 

>> Outeo,B . :| Fa OL 

» candidus . 12, 13, 67 

5» chrysaétos : qo 

9 €meraceus « - 56, 59, 60 

FaLco coLuMBARIUS 7 Qu 0) 

Falco columbarius xxl, 35, 67 

» Coopera . 2 5) 4 ok) 

yy cyaneus 52, 55 

06 mo 18 & : 55, 67 
9 Cygneus ° . 13 

» dubius : a «N67, 

» fulvus 12, 67 

x Jurcatus 66, 67 

»» fuscus 27, 67 

» gents . é 39, 67 

» gyrfalco 27, 40 

» haheetus 6 6. Vs 

” ” y 0 0 20 

35 Ayemals . : on OY/ 

FAaLco IsLanpicus . 27 
Falco islandicus, xxii, xxxvili, xxxix, 27, 

40, 47, 66, 67 
+ lagopus 4 0 52, 67 

0 py 186 ° oi 

3 leucocephalus . . 13, 15, 67 

» leucogaster : 5. Y/ 

» Leverianus . 9 50, 67 

» dineatus . a 5 a 

>» melanectus . ° 15, 67 

5, melanopterus . . 66 

» Noveterre . . 67 

3) obscurus  . 27,67 

5 obsoletus 6 4 67 

» ossifragus . ° ao OY 

5) palumbarius 39, 67 

3, Pennsylvanicus - 66 

Faico PEREGRINUS 5 23 

Falco peregrinus . XXil, XXXV1, XXXvill, 

xxxix, 23, 67 

5 plumbeus . ; - ‘66 

» pygargus ¢ : 56 

» Trusticolus 27, 67 

PMESCCE?: 27, 30, 67 

» Sancti Johannis  . xxxvii, 52, 67 

3, sub-buteo 3 0 24 

9, Sclavonicus 3 0 52 

» spadiceus B Op BS (OY 

Fatco spaRVERIUS . oa) wl 

Falco sparverius, XXXii, xxxv, 31, 32, 37, 

55, 67, 90 

» tinnunculus C xxxvili, 32 

EE 



Falco uliginosus . 55, 56, 57, 64, 67 

» variegatus 3 . 67 

Falcon, bay 2 2 a OH) 

»  blue-backed . 6 24 

>, buzzard . : - 66 

» chocolate ; sO25306 

op 5, coloured 52 

3 collared ‘ ; 27 

» dubious 37, 66 

» dusky 27, 66 
Falcon, gentil 39 

Falcon, gentil 66 

» Iceland 27 

3  Leverian 50, 66 

» ~ Uattle 5 31, 66 

Falcon, little rusty-crowned el 

Falcon, marsh : 0 66 

3, Newfoundland 66 

» peregrine 66 

3 piyeon 66 

3)  placentia 52 

» plain 47, 66 

3  red-shouldered 66 

3  red-taled 50, 66 

ring-tal 66 

Falcon, rough-legged SOB 

Falcon, rough-legged “ 52, 66 

3 Saint John's 5 

SEESaCT.S 27, 66 

3, streaked 66 

5  swallow-tailed 66 

»  white-rump bay. OD 

» winter : : 66 

FaLconip& : 7 4 8 

Falconide XIX, XX, XX1l, XXXIV, XXxXvV, 

XXXVi, XXXVili, xxxix, lvili, 337 

Falcons, red-tailed 9 5 ay 

Falcunculus . 134 

if Srontalis 109 

Family, Tenuirostral 500 

Fan-tailed warblers . 5 224 

Fauvette tacheté e 229 

Ferruginous finch xvi, 257 

cf thrush . 187 

Ficedula Pennsylvanica 213 

Fieldfare ‘ : 149 

Figuer de Canada : 5 PAU 

3 dela Caroline 211 

Finch, bay-winged : 5 aye! 

s black 259 

Finch, cinereous xvi 

Finch, crested purple 264 

Finch, ferruginous Xvl, 257 

Finch, fox-coloured . 257 

Finch, golden 266 

» grass 254 

» Lapland 248 

» Norton xvi 

Finch, purple 264 

»  white-crowned ; 255 

»  White-throated 256 

Finch, white-throuted 256 

INDEX. 

Finches 243, 274 

»  plain-coloured 0 . 243 

»  sparrow-like . 244 

» terrestrial ; - 243 

aye enue 275 

Fish-hawk 16, 17, 20 

Fishing eagle S 469 

Fissirostral group 289, 310, 327, 488 

» sub-genera 342 

” type lii, lx, 1xi, 203, 206, 241, 

321, 489, 490, 494, 197 

FIsSIROSTRES e 326 

Fissirostres, 136, 137, 163, 167, 170, 198, 

199, 202, 203, 205, 207, 208, 224, 

243, 275, 288, 289, 298, 299, 300, 

301, 302, 321, 326, 327, 328 

Flammiceps : 228 

Flat-billed Eialerare) d - 407 

Flat-billed phalaropes 407 

Fluvicola : é - 104 

Flycatcher . 205, 225 

%y Catan. 192 

H olive-coloured 237 

° red-eyed 3 - 233 

3 Say’s 142 

9) tyrant 137 

” yellow-rumped 213 

1p yellow-tailed . 223 

Flycatchers 125, 145, 170, 201, 232 

3 ambulatory. « + 201 

es American 131 

BA broad-hilled 241 

s) genuine . 3 206 

: of the old world 131, 132 

5 olive-coloured 234 

ee true . 200 

my) tyrant 131,171 

Foolish guillemot 477 

Foolish guillemot 4 477 

Fork-tailed gull . . - 428 

Fork-tailed hawfinch . 270 

Fork-tail petrel Xvi 

a tyrants 134 

Formicivora - 125, 127, 172 

Fox-coloured finch 257 

Fox-coloured thrush 189 

Fox-coloured mockbird 189 

Fox-coloured sparrow 257 

Franklin’s rosy gull 424 

Freckled heron 374 

Fregiline 288, 289 

French mocking-bird 189 

FRInGILLA 493 

Fringilla, 243, 254, 255, 256, 257, 259 

264 

oe arctica xvi 

on Canadensis 253 

3 cardinals XXXVil 

y caudacuta XXXVil 

of) (coccothraustes) vespertina, 269 

5) coelebs 257, 493 

7 Serruginea 257 
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Fringilla graminea xxiv, 254 

grammica é 258 

5) Hudsonias 4 259 

FRINGILLA HYEMALIS z 259 

Fringilla hyemalis, xxiv, XXXvi, Xxxvii, 

259 

op tliaca XXIV, XXXvi, 257 

op Lapponica 248 

. leucophrys xiv, ¥Xxvi, 255 

% Ludoviciana 271 

x maritima XXXVil 

$5 melodia XXXvil, 252 

montana . 5 252 

i montifringilla . 493 

_ nivalis 493 

» -~pecoris 277 

” pinus Xx 

pe Pennsylvanica, xxiv, 255, 256, 

258 

FRINGILLA PURPUREA 264 

Fringilla purpurea, xxiv, XXxvi, 243, 271 

” pusilla XXXVIi 

» rufa . ; 257 
tp socialis xxxvul, 252 

5 tristis ° 266 

” ena 260 

F RINGILLA (Zononmesay GRAMINEA, 254 

Fringilla (Zonotr.) graminea XXXV 

Frineiiia (Zonorre.) 1L1Aca 257 
LEUCOPHRYS 255 ” bP) 

»  PrEnNSYLVANICA, 256 

Fringilla (Zonotr.) Pennsylv. 

FRINGILLIDE 

XXKV 

493 

Fringillide, xvi, XXiv, XXXIV, XXXV, XXXVi, 

XXXVIll, xxxix, 241, 242, 243, 275, 493 

Fringilline, 243, 244, 254, 257, 260, 274, 

Wi /) 

Frontal shrike 134 

Fruit-eaters 500 

Funica AMERICANA . 404 

Fulica Americana XXX, xxxvii, 404 

Fuligula | 437, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455 

»  albeola 458 

»  clangula 456 

» eristata 454 

Furiguta FERINA . - 452 

Fuligula ferina, Xxxil, XXxvi, xl, 437, 452 
» glacialis 9 . 460 

»  Aistrionica 459 

FULIGULA MARILA 453 

Fuligula marila, xxii, xxxvi, xl, 437, 453, 

454 

9  (Ordemia) fusca 450 

1) Fp nigra . 450 

»  (Oxyura) rubida 455 

» perspicillata 449 

FuLiguLa RUBIDA . 455 

Fuligula rubida XXXil, xxxvi, 437 

FuLiGuLa RUFITORQUES i 454 

Fuligula rufitorques, XXXil, xxxxvii, 437, 

454 

Fuligula (Somateria) mollissima 448 
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Fuligula (Somateria) spectabilis 447 

Fuxicura VALLISNERIA f 451 

FuligulaVallisneria, xxxii, xxxvi, 437, 451 

Fulhgule, American 452 

FULIGULINE é 437 

Fuliguline, 435, 447,448, 449, 450, 451, 
453, 454, 455, 456, 458, 459, 460 

G. 

Gadwall . 440 

Gadwall 440, 445 

Galbula grandis. . 327 

Gallinaceous birds 169 

. order 327 

Gallnula 403 

sy manor 403 

5) Novoboracensis 402 

Gallinule, yellow-breasted 403 

iF soree 403 

Gambet 391 

5  sandpiper . ; xvi 

Gannet . 2 9 5) Saal 

Garrot, Rocky Mountain 456 

Garrots . 459 

Garruline, 288, 289, 293, 294, 295, 296 

293, 294, 295, 296 Garrulus 

GARRULUS BRACHY RHYNCHUS 296 

Garrulus brachyrhynchus XXvi, XXXIV 

GarruLus CANADENSIS 295 

Garrulus Canadensis xxvi, XXXIV, XXXV, 

293, 297 

3 coronatus a - 294 

GARRULUS CRISTATUS 293 

Garrulus cristatus —_ xxvi, xxxv, 293, 294 

Aan en /LESCUS are 295 

»  gatericulatus 124, 482 

»  platylophus 124 

GaRRULUs STELLERI 294 

Garrulus Stellert xxvi, 294 

Geai longup : 124 

Geese 27,435, 438 

Gehaweshoo , : 371 

Gentil falcon : : a oh) 

Gentil falcon : : 66 

Genuine flycatchers 206 

» - muscicapine: 206 

Geocolaptes . 315 

Grant petrel . : eEXV 

Glaucopine, short-legged 259 

Glaucous gull 5 416 

Gnat-catcher, Bonaparte’s 225 

9 yellow-tailed 223 
Goat-suckers 242 

Godwit, American 395 

» common European 395 

Bo GRRE 395 

Godwit, great marbled 395 
Godwit, great marbled 395 

» greater American 395 

Godwit, Hudsonian 396 

Godwiu, Hudsonian 396 

. marbled . 395 

INDEX. 

Godwit, New York . 

Godwit, red-breasted 

5 telltale : 

Godwit, white. 

Godwit, white 

Goeland burgermeister 

Gold-crested warblers 

g wren 

Golden-crowned accentor 

Golden-crowned flycatcher « 

PY) thrush 

Golden-crowned warbler . 

Golden-crowned warbler 

Golden eagle 

Golden eagle 

Golden eye 

« 

398 

396 

389 

398 

398 

416 

207, 218 
125 

227 

216 

227 

216 

216 

12 

. 15, 18, 66 
437, 456, 457 

Golden eye, common 456 

Golden finch - 266 

Golden plover 369 

Golden plover 367, 368, 369 

Golden-shafted woodpecker - 34 

Golden-shafted woodpeckers 302 

Golden-wing woodpecker 314, 315 

Goldfinch , 266 

Goldfinch, American 266 

Goldfinch, American . 266 

cf English 266 

Goldfinches . C 269 

Goosander : - 461 

Goosander 461 

os red-breasted 462 

Goose, Bering’s xv1 

5,  blue-winged 467 

Goose, Brent 469 

Goose, Brent 469 

Goose, Canada . 468 

Goose, Canada 468 

Goose, Hutchins’s barnacle - 470 

» laughing 466 

Goose, laughing 456 

3» small grey 471 

Goose, snow - 467 

Goose, white-fronted . 466 

Goshawk 5 + 39 

Goshawk 39, 50, 66, 68, 69 

i American : oe 't40 

» European 40 

Gracula calvu 289 

»  ferruginea 286 

9»  gquscala 285 

ape Senate 157 

Grakle, purple - 285 

» > rusty 286 

Grakles a ke) 

»  boat-tailed 276 

Grakles, true 276 

Grallaria ° 160 

GRALLATORES 366 

Grallatores, Xvi, XiX, XX, XXV1, XXXV, XXXVI, 

XXXVil, xxxvill, xl, Ix, 163, 167, 169, 

302, 407, 498 

Grallina re b 168, 488 

Grand Jascur * 

Grassfinch . . 

Grasset warbler 

Great American godwit 

Great-American martin 

Great American shrike 

» black and white duck 

», black duck 

» Carohna wren 

Great cinereous owl 

Great-footed hawk 

Great godwit 

Great -heron 

Great heron . 

y horned owl 

Great marbled godwit 

Great marbled godwit 

Great northern diver 

Great pelecan 

» Shrike . 

Great snowy owl 

Great tern 

3,5 white owl . 

Greater dobchick 

» American godwit . 

Greater northern shrike 

Greater ringed plover 

» telltale ° 

Greater tern 

Greater yellowshanks . 

Greatest bullfinch 

Grebe cornu 

Grebe, crested 

» horned 

Grebe, horned. 

»  Auppe 
yy gougris « 6 

Grebe, pied-bill 

Grebe, pied-bill 

Grebe, red-necked 

Grebe, red-necked 

Grebes ° 

Greenfinch 

x common 

Greenland dove, black 

os spotted 

Greenland gull . 

Greenlet, Bartram’s . 

9 long-billed 

By red-eyed 

Green linnet 

Green-rump tatler 

Green sandpiper . 

Green-winged teal 

Grey-breastcd tyrant 

Grey-crowned linnet . 

Grey-headed duck 

Grey lapwing 

Grey owl . 

pye of Brazil 

», sandpiper . 

9 Shrike . 

” 

319, 320 

216 

395 

335 

111,116 
448 

449 

77 

23 



Grignet, le ; : » 490 

Grimpereau de T Isle de Bourbon 205 

Grive de la Guyanne . . 153 

Grive du Canada $ e176 

Grosbeak, dusky . 3 271 

Grosbeak, evening . » 269 

Grosbeak, crosshill 263 

» pine 262 
oF red-breasted 271 

Grosbeak, rose-breasted 271 

Grosbeak, spotted 271 

Ground buntlings 243 

», mocking-bird . 189 

Ground-finch, arctic 260 

Ground pigeon 363 

Group, aberrant xlix 

» _Jisstrostral 327 

»  sub-typical . xlix 

> typical xlix 

Groups, grallatorial . ; li 

»  tenutrostral 5 eee Lit 

Grous, Rehusak 351 

» rock 354 

» ruffed 342 

»  sharp-tailed 361 

Grouse, dusky 344 

Grouse, long-tailed “Te ro.oll 

Grouse, Rocky Mountain spotted 349 
» ruffed 342 

Sexock< : : 354 

»,  sharp-tailed z - 361 

» Spotted . : 346 

» white-tailed . - 356 

» willow : 351 

Grus 372, 373 

Grus AMERICANA 372 

Grus Americana XXViil, XXXVii 

Grus CANADENSIS e 373 

Grus Canadensis XXVill, xxxvii, 373 

Guillemot @ capuchin 477 

» a gros bec 477 

>»  @miror blanc 478 

Guillemot, black 478 

Guillemot, black 478 

Guillemot, Brunnich’s 477 

BS foolish 477 

Guillemot, foolish 477 

Guillemot, little 479 

Guillemot, lesser 477 

5 marbled . xvi 

is nain . 5 » 479 

Guiraca . 243, 270, 271 

Gull, Arctic silvery 417 

» Bonapartian 425 

;, burgomaster 416 

,», cuneate-tailed . 427 
Gull, cuneate-tailed 427 

Gull, common 420 

» YFranklin’s rosy 424 

» fork-tailed 428 

Gull, glaucovs 461 

Gull, ivory - 419 

INDEX. 

Gull, wory 2 . « 419 

3 kittiwake : 2 423 

Gull, white-winged silvery - 418 

Gyrfalcon . : 6 27 

H. 

Hematopus ostralegus XXXVii 
H#MATORNIS) . 0 » 485 

Hematornis chrysorrheiis . 485 
” erythrotus . - 485 

Haggard. Q ° 24 

Hahhaway : . - 460 

Hairy woodpecker ©. . 305 

Hairy woodpecker 5 - 305 

Halcyonide XXVill, xxxvii, 326, 339 

Haleyonine . . - 339 

Hang-nest, Baltimore . 284 

Hang-nest starlings . 289 

Harelda . 3 - 437, 460 

HARELDA GLACIALIS : - 460 

Harelda glaciahs, xxxii, xxxvi, xl, 437, 

459 

Harlequin duck cC 459 

Harlequin duck 459, 460 

Hawfinch, common 270 

. European 5 270 

3 Sork-tailed 270 

Hawhawsew 291 

Hawk, American sparrow . 31 

Hawk, ash-coloured Gk) 

»  black-capped : 39 

»  great-footed 23 

» marsh . 5 55 

yy owe ° : 5 MY 

Hawk, pigeon : : 35 

Hawk, pigeon. 5 -- 35 

»  red-tailed : 50 

»  ring-tated § 5) 

Hawk, slate-coloured 9 44 

Hawk, slate-coloured . 44 

3 speckled partridge. 27 

» spotted . . 23 

»  white-breasted : 50 

Heathcock, black and spotted 346 

5) brown and spotted 346 

. ruffed 342 

Hebridal sandpiper . 371 

Hen harrier 5 : AY 

Hen harrier, American : 55 

Hen harriers 0 5 - 260 

Hermit thrush 184 

Hermit thrush 184 

Heron, ash-coloured 373 

Heron, great 373 

Heron, great 373 

»  red-shouldered 373 

Merofalco candicans 27 

Hirondelle a ventre roux de Cayenne 328 

6) de mer arctique 414 

) »  €pouvantarl 5 i) 

ip 9 -prerre garin 412 

Hirundine . S . 335 

511 

Mirundinide, xxi, xxvi, xxxvi, xxxviii, xl, 

326, 335 
Hirundo . — 136, 328, 331, 333, 335 
Hirunpo AMERICANA 328 

Hirundo Americana, xxvi, Xxxvi, 328, 329 

Hirunpo BicoLor 328 

Mirundo bicolor XXV1, XXXVi 

»  c@erulea 335 

»  fulva ‘ 331, 332, 333 

HiruNpDO LUNIFRONS A 331 

Hirundo lunifrons »  xxvi, 330, 331 

» melanogaster . 331 

Hirunpo PuRPUREA 335 

Hirundo purpurea XXV1, xxxvi, 335 

Hiirunpo RIParIa 333 

Mirundo riparia XXvl, xxxvi, xl, 333 

» rufa 328 

»  urbica 333 

9) versicolor 335 

Ehstrion 9 C 459 

Hobby ° - 24 

Honeysucker 155, 321 

Honeysucker, Australian 196 

Hooded merganser 463 

Hooded merganser . . 463 

Hooping crane 372 

Hornbills 199, 242, 327 

Horned dobchick 411 

Horned grebe . 411 

Horned grebe 411 

Horned lark 9 - 245 

Horned owl .« 82 

pe great : ote 

Horned Virginian owl ‘ 82 

Horned wavey . : - 468 

House-wren . 316 

House-sparrow xix 

Humming -bird 323 

Humming-bird, cinnamon - 324 

. Nootka 324 

Hy red-throated 323 

Humming-birds 3 321 

55 broad-shafted 322 

Hudsonian curlew 377 

Hudsonian godwit 396 

Hudson’s Bay ringtarl : 55 

Hutchins’s barnacle goose 470 

Hyperborean phalerope 406 

Hyliota . 201, 207, 208, 499 

I. 

Iceland falcon . 6 ge 

Icteria : 153, 157, 487 

»  polyglotta 157 

IcrERINE . 3 : 276 

Icterine 197, 274, 284, 289 

Sommmmens2ze : : 276 

Icterus é - 205, 270, 274, 284 

9 agripennis : 278 

Icrerus BaLtimore 5 284 

Icterus Baltimore XXVl, xxxvi, 284 

»  Sringillarius . » 275 
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Icterus icterocephalus 281 

5)  pecoris . 277 

>)  phoniceus . 280 

»  quiscala Zs . 285 

»  (Xanthornus) xanthocephalus 281 

Importan 153, 485 

Inland loon 474 

Insectivorous shrikes 136 

INsSESSORES 100 

Insessores, 157, 163, 167, 168, 169, 196, 

198, 200, 201, 321, 328 
5) typical 341 

Insessorial circles, aberrant 298 

” typical . 298 

Tora 485 

Tora e 153, 155 

» scapularis 9 485 

Iota : . : 6 

Irena. ‘5 - 164, 172 

» puella 154 

Ivory gull 419 

Ivory gull 419 

1z0s: ae. 7 . . (157 

J. 

Jaboteur 258, 486 

Jager, Arctic 430 

» Pomarine 429 

. Richardson’s 433 

Jay, blue 293 

Jay, blue : 293 

», Canada . Xvii, 295, 297 

5, European : 293 

Jay, short-billed : . 296 

Jay, short-billed : : xvi 

Jay, Steller’s 4 5 - 294 

Jays 289, 495 

Jeeza 296 

Jerfaloon . 27 

K. 

Keoo . 2 : mpL2 

Kaglooleek . 474 

Kampylorhynchus 319 

Kangokh 467 

Kanwanseek 462 

Casbah 351 

5 | (yazzeh 354 

Kaw-kawgew 290 

Keask, Esquimaux 429 

Keeneecoonaisheep 463 

Keeneego-yawaisheep 441 

Keesquaw-thenasseshees 367 

Kernecooktaraiah c - 248 

Keetcheh tawquawgew'sheep . 453 

9%) wapeeshew : 464 

Kildeer . 0 . 368 

Kildeer plover. 368 

Kildeer plover ° 368 

King-bird C 137 

King-bird . a 137 

King-duck . 2 . 447 

INDEX. 

cing-duck .« 4 . 447 

King-ducks 9 C 5 ABY/ 

»» fisher . a 137 

King-fisher, belted 339 

King-fisher, belted 339 

oy) blue . 339 

King-fishers 242 

Kitta . 160 

Kittiwake . : 423 

Kittiwake i) ° 423 

p gull 423 

Knot : é Bp ehey/ 

Knot A A . 387 

Koppeno-acca-oo . 246 

L. 

Lagopus 341,350, 350, 351, 354, 356 

5  mutus 350 

» , rupestris . 354 

Lamporns . 6 322 

Lamp rorTornin& A - 278 

Lamprotornine 274, 276 

Lamprotornis . ; . 274 

Laniapm . ‘ 105, 108 

Laniade@, xxii, Xxxiv, xxxv, xxxvi, li, 103, 

104, 111, 129, 133, 149, 152, 158, 
164, 166, 170, 171, 199, 200, 206, 

241,481, 498 
Lanuanz i 108, 109, 481 

Laniane 105, 111, 134,136, 164, 171 

Lanie.ius 481 

Laniellus 5 125, 127 

Lanusoma S 5 492 

Lanisoma arcuatum . 492 

Lanius . 106, 107, 108 
Lanius 104, 127, 128, 133, 481, 500 

»  arcuatus 233, 492 

5)  ardosiaceus 113, 116, 117 

Lantus BorEALIS 111, 112 

Lanius borealis, xxii, xxxiv, xxxv, 111, 

117, 116, 123 

»  Capensis . . 109 

»  Carolinensis, 116, 117, 164, 165 

»  collurio 166 

9 ~~ Corvinus 110 

Lantus ELEGANS 122, 123 

Lanius elegans Xxil, Xxxiv 

»  erythropterus : 491 

Lanius EXCUBITOR 117 

Lanius excubitor 111, 112, 113,114, 117, 

119, 123 

LanIus EXCUBITORIDES 115, 117 

Lanius excubitorides Xxli, xxxiv, 123 

»  Jocosus ; 485 

»  leucogrammicus 109, 481 

5, .Ludovicianus 116, 119, 120, 123 

»  nengeta ° : 119 

3, Nootka . 123 

»  pitangua : - 133,484 

»  rufiventer . - 483 

»  septentrionalis S 112, 123 

Lanius sulphuratus . - 484 

»  tyrannus . 5 137 

»  virgatus 127, 482 

Lupland bunting 245 

Lapland buntling 245 

Lapland finch 248 

>  ongspur j 248 

Lapwing, grey d . 370 
Large hooting owl 82 
Laride 0 Xxi 
Lark, calendre 244 
Lark, calendra 244 
Lark, horned j . 245 

Lark, little, (from Pennsylvania) 231 
3 warblers 243 

Larus, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 421, 422, 
423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 498 

9) areticus 418 
Larus ARGENTATOIDES 6 417 

Larus argentatoides, xxx, Xxxvi, xxxviii, 

xli, 417, 421 

»  argentatus 406, 417, 418 
»  atricilla 424 

Larus Bonaparti 425 

Larus Bonapartii ei ok 
Larus BRACHYRHYNCHUS 422 
Larus brachyrhynchus XXX 

Larus canus . 420 

Larus canus, XXX, xxxvi, xl, 420, 421 

»  capistratus 424, 425 

Larus EBURNEUS 419 

Larus eburneus XXX, XXXviil, xl, 419 

Larus Franxriini 424 

Larus Franktini c xk 

»  glacialis 416 

»  glaucoides 418 

Larus GLAucus . 416 

Larus glaucus, XXX, XXxvil, xxxviii, xl, 

416, 418 

»  Hutchinsii 419 
Larus LEUCOPTERUS 418 

Larus leucopterus, XxX, XXXVi, xxxviii, xl, 

418 
9» marinus xxxviii, 416 

» melanocephalus 424 

9) minutus xxx, xl, 426 

»  ridibundus 424, 429 

9 7issa 423 

3 TOSCUS o 427 

Larus Rossir xxx, xl, 427 

Larus Rossii 427, 429 
Larus SaBinir 428 

Larus Sabinit XXX, xxxvili, xl, 428 

Larus TRIDACTYLUS. - 423 

Larus tridactylus, xxx, xxxvili, xl, 423, 

429 
Larus ZONORHYNCHUS 421 

Larus zonorhynchus - 422 

Laughing goose . ¢ 466 

Laughing goose : . 466 

Lerorurix . 490 

Leiothrix . 233, 500 



LEIOTRICHANE : 490 

Lewotrichane 232, 500 

Lesser guillemot 477 

» tell-tale 389, 390 

»  yellow-shanks 389 

LEssonIA. C - 490 

Lestris 429, 430, 433 

»  Buffonii 430, 431, 432, 433 

3  crepidata 433 

yy parasiticus 229 

LEstris PARASITICA 430 

Lestris parasitica, XXX, xxxvili, xl, 430, 

432 

LEsTRIs POMARINA 429 

Lestris pomarina, XXX, XXxvili, xl, 429 

Lestris Pomarine . * 429 

Lesrais RICHARDSONII 433 

Lestris Richardsonii KXX 

LEvcosTicTE 493 

Leucosticte 265 

+ téphrocotis 494 

Leverian falcon 50, 66 

Limosa C 395, 396, 398 

»  @egocephala 396 

Luorosa Epwarpsi1 : 398 

3) FEDOA 395 

Limosa fedoa, Xxx, xxxvi, 395, 396, 397 

Limosa Hupsonica 396 

Limosa Hudsonica XXX, Xxxvi, 398 

3  melanura 395, 396 

» rufa 395, 398 

Linaria 5 - 493 

Linaria lx, 243, 244, 266, 265, 494 

LinariA MINOR a PAIY/ 

Linaria minor 

Liyaria (LeucosticTe) repHRocoTIS 265 

XXi, XXIV, XXXV, XXXIX 

Linaria (Leuc.) tephrocotis XXIV 

Linnet, grey-crowned 265 

Linnet-like birds 243 

Linnets 243 

Little Am. soaterhen 403 

3 auk : 479 

5, black and white duck - 458 

SI) ALCO. 31, 66 

Little Georgian roceetkes - 308 
» guillemot 479 

Little hawk owl 92 

» lark from Pennsylvania 231 

Little midland Na 808 

Little owl 97 
Little tyrant Av eatchier. 144 

», Tusty-crowned falcon @ | oil 

Little sandpiper 386 

Little tawny thrush. 179 

Little thrush 179, 180 

Lobipes hyperboreus 406 

»  mcanus 405 

Loggerhead shrike 116 

Long-billed curlew 376 

Long-billed curlew , 376 

Long-billed greenlet 237 

INDEX. 

Long-legged thrushes 156 

Long-legged thrushes . al63 

Longspur, Lapland 248 

Long-tailed duck 460 

Long-tailed duck 460 

5 ducks. 20, 461 

99 grouse 361 

Long-eared owl 72 
Long-eared owl 72 

Loon . 475 

3, red-throated 476 

LD’ outarde ° 468 

Loxia 5 0 - 263 

3 Americana . 264 

3 chloris . 4 bd Ix 

yy curvirostra XXxXVil, 264 

» enucleator 262 

» falcirostra . ° 263 

Loxia LEUCOPTERA 263 

Loxia leucoptera XXIV, XXXiv, xxxv, 263 

5, Ludoviciana 271 

» maculata 271 

3) obscura 271 

Lyrvurus 5 ‘ » 497 

Lyrurus 342 

»  tetrix 342,497 

M. 

Macroramphus 398 

s griseus 398 

Madagascar shrikes 128, 133 
) vang@e 171 

Maggot-eater, rusty 286 

Magpie 292 

Magpie 292 

Maize-bird, ederinged 280 

3 saffron-headed 281 

Maize-birds 277, 278, 236 

ss saffron-headed 280 

Matlacolophus : - 300 

Malaconoti 124 

Malaconotus 124, 171 

Mallard : 442 

Mallard 436, 442, 444, 446 

Maluri 157 

Malurus 125, 201, 207, 208 

Marbled godwit . 395 

sn guillemot ex 

Mareca 436, 445 

Mareca AMERICANA 445 

Mareca Americana, xxxii,xxxvi, 436, 445 

Marsh falcon : 66 

» hawk : 0 66 

Marsh-wren . 319 

Marsh-wren 319 

Martin, great American 335 

» purple 335 

Martin, purple 335 

Martin, sand 333 

Martin, sand 333 

Maubeche 0 ° 387 

Meadow lark . - 282 

Megalotis . 243 

Megalurus . : - 157 

Mecheeseesh . 2 15 

Meeckheesew .« . eels 

a paupastuow 346 

Meesheh pesquaw pewew 456 

»  wappisk ’keechawn 111 

Megalurus 104 

Melaner pes 300, 303, 310 

MELANERPES ERYTHROCEPHALUS 316 

Melanerpes erythrocephalus  XXV1, XXXV 

Meleagris gallopavo ° XXXVil 

Meliphaga 155, 197, 208 

»  fulvifrons 197 

Meliphagide, 195, 196, 199, 266, 298, 321 
Mercanin® 9 . 438 

Merganine 0 461, 462, 463 

Merganser, hooded 463 

Merganser, hooded 463 

Merganser, red-breasted . - 462 
Merganser, red-breasted 6 462 

Mergansers 5 435, 436 

Mergus 438, 461, 462, 463 

»  albellus Xxxvil, 438 

Merrcus cucunLatus : 463 

Mergus cucullatus xxxli, 438, 463 

MERGUS MERGANSER 461 

Mergus merganser, XXXii, XXXV1, XXXviil, 

xl, 461, 463 
MERGUS SERRATOR 462 

Mergus serrator, XXXil, XXXVi, Xxxviil, xl, 

438, 462 

Merle 151 

» du Sénégal . 151 

Merlin 2 . a oY 

Merlin 67, 68 

Meropide 326 

Merops 328 

Merula, 151, 162, 176, 179, 182, 184, 

187, 191 

MERULA MIGRATORIA 176 

Merula migratoria xxi, xxxvi, 176, 188 

MEeErRvLA MINOR 179 

Merula minor 6 xxil, 183, 185 

MervLaA SILENS 186 

Merula silens 183, 185, 186 

MERULA SOLITARIA 184 

Merula solitaria xxii, xxxvi, 183, 186 

Mervura Witsoni 5 . 182 

Merula Wilsonir Xxii, xxxvi, 185, 186 

Merule 0 126, 187, 196 

Merutipz . 149, 195 

Merulide, xxii, xxxv, xxxvi, 103,104, 157, 

164, 166, 170, 172, 195, 198, 200, 

201, 206, 207, 208, 269, 403, 485 

MErRvULIN= 162 

Meruline \i, \xii, 152 163, 167,195, 499 

Mesange 6 226 

Mesange a téte noire de Canada 226 

Mero 1a ' 491 

3 U 
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Mewgull . : . 420 

5 Ying-billed : 421 

»  Short-billed . . 422 

Microrus : C 486 

Micropus 153, 159 

Milvulus 134, 135, 484 

Mimenck . " . 439 

Mimeta : c 155 

Mimewuck . : no05 

Mistic apetheyoo . é 346 

Mistehay chechiskawascesh . 366 

50 neescah ‘ . 468 
Mittek . : : 448 

Mniotilta 204, 205 

on pinus 205, 489 

4) varia A . 205 

Mock-bird . 165, 166 

Mock-bird, fox-coloured . . 189 

- thrush-like ¢ 187 

Mockhing-bird 4 = OM 

- American 150, 165 

o big-headed é 165 

as of Mexico . 5 

5 real . 9 ‘190 

Mocking-birds 162, 187 

Mockohosew 4 . 374 

Mohkeechaé hannéshees - 304 

Moineau de Pennsylvame : 256 

Mollusca. ; . 439 

Mo.ornurus : : 494 

Molothrus : ci 275, 277 

Mo.orurus PECORIS i 277 

Molothrus pecoris Xxvi, xxxvi, 494 

Monarcha 110,160 

Mookawtawsheep . : 450 

Moor buzzard B : 52, 55 

Moqua : : 475 

Morillon : : - 456 

Morinellus Canadensis 3 ByAll 

Mormon arctica , 5 xl 

3 errkatus : a 

»  fratercula . XXXvli 

»  glaciahs - : xvi 

Mosquito hawk  . : 337 

Motaclla . : - 202 

- pheenicura 5 489 

3) sialis : = 210 

Moraciruinz 2 ; 203 

Motacilline, 1xi, 200,201, 202, 230, 231, 

393, 490 

Motmot . . 

Mouetle a pieds bleus . - 420 

5) blanche . 5 419 

op sénateur . . 419 

ro tridactyle . B 423 

Mountain bunting 3 E2AG 

us duck é é 459 

eH sparrow c ZO 

Muscicapa 0 : 131 

- acadica 144, 147 

a albicapilla 4 130 

INDEX. 

Muscicapa altiloqua 233, 236 
” ara : ° 144 

_ atricapilla . =» 31 

3 australis 9 - 493 

Bonaparti ‘ 225 

a Canadensis . «. 2209 

Fy Carolinensis 144, 192 

» cauda lutea é 223 

7 cinerea é res hays) 

dyops 204, 489 

' fusca 143, 144, 147 

53 hirundinacea . 127 

»-  labrosa , . 128 

5 Lathami . : 201 

ie Zongipes ; « 203 

FS melodia. : 235 

as nunciola . . 144, 484 

es obscura - : 144 

9 olwacea : 233, 234 

3) phebe : 144 

o querula 144, 146, 147, 484 

A rapax .. . 144, 484 

e ruticlla . ¢ 223 

is) Saya «) 142 

op (Setsura) volitans . 131 

stellata . - 203 

o sub fusco-viridis c 237 

ve tyrannus : 5 lsyé 

Op uropygeo luteo : 213 

cF) ViITeNns 144 

130, 132, 225 Muscicape 

¥ of the old world c 132 

Muscicapide 5 - 241 

Muscicapine : - 200 

' genuine : 206 

Musophaga .« : . 242 

Musophagide 197, 241, 242, 270 

Myophoni, Aberrant. sail Ol 

Myophonus 161, 169, 170, 171 

$1 metallicus : 169 

Myothera, 126, 151, 159, 160, 161, 169, 
170, 171, 172, 234 

o colma . : 172 

Myothere 124, 125 

Myornerin li, 158, 168 

Myotherine, 125,131, 152, 161, 163, 167, 

169, 170, 171, 173, 195, 206 

Myrafra . i HENS 

N. 

Nashville warbler : 7220 

Nashville worm-eater ‘ 220 

Natatores, Xvi, XXX, XXXIl, XXXVI, XXXVI, 

xxxvili, xl, lx, 137, 167, 169, 224, 410 

Natkhu shrike 9 oH eli2e 

Nectarinia ° 3 205, 321 

Nectarinide ° 5 lth) 

Neerlook 0 dj 469 

Neescah 3 G . 468 

Nengetus 4 : 104 

Netowcky omeesew e - 82 

Newfoundland falcon . 66 

New Holland orioles . ») WSD 

New York godwit . 0 398 

% sishin - - 266 

a warbler. 0 229 

Nightingale 0 5 - 150 

ty true , 5 209 

5 warblers 6 . 126 

Nightingales Q A 201 

Milaus Q c 109, 124 

Noble birds of prey .« . 23 

Noisy plover . ° - 368 

Nooya g 5 . 417 

Northern diver . d - 474 

Northern humming-bird 323, 324 

Northern shrike : 5 112 

x three-toed woodpeckers 311 

Northern tyrant 0 . 141 

Norton finch : C xvi 

» sound bustard 0 oeeXUL 

Nucifraga . : : 289 

Numenius 376, 377, 378 

5 arquala . ¢ 376 

NuMENIUS BOREALIS 2 5 aye! 

Numenius borealis, xxviii, XXXvii, Xxxviil, 

377, 378 

Numenius Hupsonicus . - O77 

Numenius Hudsonicus, xxviii, xxxvii, 376, 

377, 379 

NuMENIUs LONGIROSTRIS . 376 

Numenius longirostris, xxviii, xxxvii, 376 

Nyetyornis 326, 328 

Nyssa sylvatica d : 176 

O. 

Ocheechawk : 5 373 

Ocypteri 6 6 lett) 

Ocyprrrus 4 : 108 

Ocypterus 128, 136, 482 

; sanguinolentus . 483 

Oenanthe siahs . 9 - 210 

Oidemia 437, 449, 450 

Owemra AMERICANA 0 - 450 

Oidemia Americana XXXIi, XXXVI 

OWEMIA FUSCA a . 450 

Oidemia fusca, Xxxii, xxxvi, xl, 437, 449 

ns nigra . . 450 

OweEMIA PERSPICILLATA - 449 

Oidemia perspicillata, Xxxii, xxxvi, 437, 

449 

Oidemie 6 437, 449 

Ove cravant 2 , 469 

Ove rieuse a front blanc . . 466 

Okeeskemanneshew é 339 

Okive-coloured fly -catcher Oo ais 

Jly-catchers . 233 
Olive tanager, g - 273 

3, warbler ¢ ¢ 211 

Omiskasheep - 463 

Oodnotiheoot < 0 92 

Ooskammaheoo 3 + 271 



Oosowow peethees 211 

Ootaw heeashee 292 

Ootaytapaysew . 245 

Ootheequannornow 314 

Order, Rasorial 274 

Oriental pitte . r . 160 

OrioLIN= 153 

Orioline, 152, 155, 156, 163, 167, 168, 
172, 195, 197, 199, 269, 270 

Oriole a . 153, 270 

+ Baltimore 284 

« thrush . 154 

Orioles 154, 157, 164, 197 

3, New Holland 155 

»  red-winged 280 

»  short-legged 155 

> typical . . . 154 

Oriolus 151, 164 

,,  Baltimorus 284 

»  galbula 154 

+) manor 277 

» niger 276 

33  pheeniceus 6 . 208 

Orpheus, 162, 166, 187, 189, 191, 192, 

193, 487 

3 longrrostris 19%, 193 

ORPHEUS FELIVOX : el OZ 

Orpheus felivox Xxiv, xxxxi, 108 

ORPHEUS MERULOIDES 187 

Orpheus meruloides xxiv, 191 

ORPHEUS RUFUS 189 

Orpheus rufus . xxiv, xxxvi, 162, 191 

Orthotomus 208 

Ortygometra - 403 

Ortygis 341, 342 

Osprey - - 5 HAl) 

Osprey 16, 20, 66, 285 

Otowuck-oho : 9 5 ey 

Owl, Acadian 5 ais 97 

Owl, American hawk 7 5 oY 

5 x sparrow E O71 

Owl, barred : . 5 hil 

x beaver ; 3 72 

+ cinereous . jae 5 oe 

ss ermine : 3 88 

Owl, great cinereous : 5 dd 
3 snowy . é 88 

Owl, great while . . 88 

5 uae © : 5 81 

» hawk 3 ; 77, 92 

3 horned : : 82 

op » great 5 eS 2 

Owl, horned Virginian 5 82 
Owl, large hooting é a tee 

¢, HIE 6 3 : 97, 

4 on ~—Cawk ; =) 92 

Owl, long-eared i : 72 

Owl, long-eared ; 5 Oe 

sy GD : C 94 

Owl, short-eared : s (75) 

Owl, short-eared C 4 75 

snow é é a (Lehe 

INDEX. 

Owl, snowy 27, 77, 88 

y sooty ° ° 77 

Owl, spotted 99 
Owl, very small species Bee 

» Virginian eagle 82 

» Wapacuthu 86, 87 

» white 86 

Oxyglossus : 205 

Oxynotus 483 

Oxynotus 9 130, 168, 483 

Oxyrhinchine 299 

Oxyrhinchus cristatus « 228 

Oxyurus 455 

1e% 

Pachycephala ; 233, 492 

Pachycephaline 492, 500 

Painted buntling 250 

Painted duck 459 

Pallas’ dipper 173 

Palmiste de Cayenne 153 

Palm thrush . 153, 154 

Paradise bird, gorget - 276 

. birds 196, 197 

- oriole 197 

Paradisea 197 

., aurea : 197 

Paradiseade 196, 198, 199 

Paradiside 321 

Paraguay, Tyrants of 134 

Pardalotus cristatus - 491 

Part, typical 226 

Parianz 203 

Pariane, 200, 201, 202, 206,211, 213, 
215, 216, 218, 223, 225, 226, 228, 233, 

499 

Parisoma 49.0) 

Parrot 155 

Partridge dances - 361 

5 white 351 

7 willow 351 

Parus 202, 203, 205, 206, 490 

PAaRUS ATRICAPILLUS 226 

Parus atricapillus, XXi, XXiV, XXXIV, XXXV, 

xxxix, 226 

3, bicolor XXXVI1 

»  furcatus 233, 490 

»  Indicus : 233 

» palustris 226 

Passenger pigeon 363 

Passenger pigeon - 363 

£ pigeons XX 

Passer gutture albo 256 

Pastor 274 

Pastors 278 

Paupastuow 307 

Pavonide xxxvii, 341 

Pawkaw-choweeseesh 259 

Pawpakapeteesees 402 

Pawpakapeteesew 403 

Pawpawtheecasew qt 

Pawawistic weesheep a 459 

Peechch keeshashees 226 

Peepecooseesh . 5 3: 

Peepeechew c : NAY 

Peepeequaisces ; : 44 

Peepeesheesees . ° 5A iL 

Peepooneeshew : é 27 

Peesheesheet seeheep 412 

Peesteh-atchuwusson 282 

Peesquaw 5 : 337 

Peethapacasew 400 

Peewee 142 

Pelecan, great 472, 

Pelecan, white . ° 472 

Pelecanide . 473 

Pelecanus 472, 473 

55 Africanus 473 

Fp bassanus XXXVIli 

‘3 carbo XXXVill 

PrLEcanus (Cargo) piopuus 473 

Pelecanus (Carbo) dilophus XXII 

. x graculus XXXVIli 

PELECANUS ONOCROTALUS 472 

Pelecanus onocrotalus XX1, xxxii, 472 

Pelidna cinclus, vay. 384 

PELLORNEUM 487 

Pellorneum ruficeps 487 

Pemmookoocheshees 203 

Pennsylvanian lark 0 - 231 

Perchers . 168 

Percnopteres 5 : ¢ 6 

Perdix 3 341 

», du savanne j - 346 
»  Hudsonwa  . 0 402 

»  Firginiana XXXVIi 

Peregrine falcon ; 5 23 

Peregrine falcon 23, 66 

Peristera 365 

Perroqnet auk xVi 

Petalocera a 193 

Petrel, fork-tal . - Xvi 

» grant 2 XV1 

Petrocincla 151, 162, 191 

Petroica ; 202, 206, 488, 499 

»  Lathami 201 

» multicolor 6 201 

Peewit, short-legged . 146 

Phaethornis : - 322 

Phalacrocorax carbo XXXV1i 

5 cristatus XXXVil 

n graculus XXXVil 

Phalarope, American 405 

1» @ hausse col 406 

Phalarope, flat-billed 407 

Phalarope hyperboré 406 

Phalarope, hyperborean 406 

Phalarope liseré 405 

Phalarope, plain 409 

Phalarope, plan 409 

" red : - 406 

Phalarope, Wilson's : 405 

Phalaropus 405, 406, 407 

PHALAROPUS FULICARIUS . 407 

3 U0 2 
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Phalaropus fulicarius, xxx, XXxviii, xl, 407 

es Jimbriatus 5 405 

xp Srenatus . - 405 

5 Suscus 406 

PHALAROPUS GLACIALIS - 409 

Phalaropus (Helopodius) Wilsontt 405 

PHALAROPUS HYPERBOREUS - 406 

Phalaropus hyperboreus XXX, XXXVil, 

xyxvili, xl, 405, 406, 407, 409 

is lobatus 405 

3 platyrhynchus . xxxvili, 405, 

407, 408 

Puatarorus Wirsonit : 405 

Phalaropus Wilsonii, xxx, xxxvii, 405, 407 

Phaleris cristatella A Xvi 

Pheasant - 39, 342, 361 

3 common 6 ° 359 

Phibalura ‘ 233 

Philomela : C 201, 202 

PHILOMELINE 209 

Philomeline Ji, 126, 200, 201, 202, 224 
PHa@NIcIRCUS : 49] 

Phencircus carnifex 6 491 

% migricollis 49] 

es militaris 491 

Phoenicornis ; 129, 130, 483 

PuHa@nicura 4 489 

Phenicura 192, 201, 224, 489 

in muraria 489 

Phosphodes 157 

PuyYLLASTREPHUS 486 

Phyllastrephus 153, 159, 258, 487 

Phytotoma 4 ‘ . 242 

Pic laboureur 315 

3, varé de la Caroline me oU9 

Pica formosa 495 

Picathartes 289 

Pici 314 

Piciane . 288, 299, 303, 304, 310, 
Picina é 

311 

299 
Picide, Xxvi, xxxiv, xxxv, xl, xlviii, 208, 

228, 288, 298 
Picus, 300, 301, 303, 304, 305, 307, 309, 

310, 311, 313 

301, 302 

303 

313 

. XXvi, XXXiv 

31] 

Picus (Apternius) tridactylus, xxvi, xxxiv, 

» affinis 

35 anals . ° ° 

Picus (Aprernivs) arcricus 

Picus (Apternius) arcticus 

Picus (Aprernivs) TRIDACTYLUS 

xl 

3 arator 315 

» arclicus ’ 311 

3 auratus > 3i4 

5, Adudubonit 305, 306 

» cafer 315 

» Canadensis digitis tribus 311 

» Cayennensis : - 302 

» erythrocephalus 316 

Picus (Denpr.) mepIanus 308 
bs ~ MERIDIONALIS 308 
> of PUBESCENS « 307 

INDEX. 

Picus (Dendr.) pubescens, XXV1, XX1V, XXXV 

Picus (DENpR.) VARIUS 309 

Picus (Dendr.) varius XXV, XXXV 

Picus (DenpR.) viLLosus 305 

Picus (Dendr.) villosus, XXVi, XXXiV, XXXV 

Picus (Dryor.) piEatus 304 

Picus (Dryot.) pileatus XXVi, XXXV 

», fulviscapus 302 

5 fursutus . 4 - 3dil 

5, Lathami : 5 315 

9 major 308 

39 martius 0 301 

9 principals 301 

3) pubescens 301, 307 

» querula 305 

» robustus ¢ 0 301 

3 terrestris 315 

» tridactylus 301, 311, 313 

yy «varius . 303, 309, 311 

3, villosus : - 305, 311 

4 viridis 302 

Pre-grieche grise 117 

Pied-bill grebe 412 

Pied-lill grebe 412 

Pigeon falcon 66 

» family C 434 

Pigeon hawk. : eh) 

Pigeon hawk 35, 37 

Pigeon, passenger . - 363 

Pigeon, passenger . 363 

Pigeons, Australian 363 

»  bronze-winged 363 

» ground 363 

Pigmy auk . " xvl 

Pigmy sandpiper . « 385 

Pileated woodpecker 304 

Pileated woodpecker : - 304 

Pine bullfinch 262 

Pine grosbeak 262, 265 

», warbler : ‘ 205 

Pintail : “ - 436 

Pintail duck 44] 

Pintail duck ‘ ’ 441, 451 

Pipilo 243, 258, 260 

Pipilo erythrophthalma 261 

» maculata A - 260, 261 

Pipra albifrons 125, 159, 169 

3) galeata 491 

Piprine 232, 500 

Pisk 6 ' : 337 

Pitta, 151, 160, 169, 170, 171, 172, 196 

» -coloured birds 153 

» eyanura 196 

Pitta glaucina : 161 

Pitta 124, 172, 195 

oy OTtentalin wy. i: - 160 

Pitangus . : 133 

Placentia falcon a 47, 52, 66 

Plain phalarope 409 

Plain phalarope . - 409 

Plains, cock of the 358 

Plains, cock of the ‘ 358 

PLaTyLopyus 5 P 482 

Platylophus 6 0 127,177 

Platyrhynchus 145, 327 

Plectrophanes 243, 246, 248, 250 

7 calcarata 248 

7 Lapponica 245, 248 

Ploceus 243, 270 

Plongeon & gorge nire . oe 475) 

1 » rouge . 476 

»  cat-marin 476 

3)  tmbrim 0 : 474 

»  lumme - 475 

Plover a ; 27 

»  Alwayrim 6 . 369 

Plover, American ring 367 

Plover, black-bellied 370 

Plover, golden 369 

Plover, golden 367, 368 

»  greater-ringed 367 

Plover, kildeer 0 368 

Plover, hildeer 368 

» ruddy 366 

» Spotted . 3869 

Plovers, spur-winged . 458 

Pluviats viridis 369 

Pluvier doré 369 

Pochard 452 

Pochard “ 436 

» duck a 452 

Podiceps 410, 411, 412 

»  auritus 412 

Popicrers CaroLInEensis 412 

Podiceps Carolinensis XXX, Xxxvi, 412 

PopicEPs CORNUTUS C 411 

Podiceps cornutus Xxx, xxxvi, xl, 41] 

PopIcEPS CRISTATUS - 410 

Podweps cristatus ° xxx, xl, 410 

PopicEPs RUBRICOLLIS 411 

Podiceps rubricoltis . xxx, xl, 411 

Podoces 289 

Pomarine Jager . 429 

Pomarine lestris 9 - 429 

Pomatorrhinus 157, 162, 191, 488 

Pool-snipe “ 391 

Prinea 201, 207, 208 

Prionites 326, 327 

Prionites Marti . ; 328 

Prionops 125, 127, 149, 171, 483 

Procellarie xvi, xl 

Procellaria glacialis XXXVII 

puffinus XXXVili 

Procnias C - 233 

Promeropide 196, 197, 199, 321 

Promerops 197, 321 

Psarocolinus : . 274 

Psittacide P 208, 242, 298 

Ptarmigan 5 - 350 

Ptarmigan : 27, 89, 350, 354 

xD Scotch 350 

Pterocles . 342 

PreRuTHIUS 491 

Pteruthius .» 4 500 



Ptilinopus ° ° 362 

Ptiliogonys . - 130, 132, 484 

of cinereus Q 130 

Ptilonorhynchus 160, 278 

Ptiloris paradiseus 0 197, 321 

Purple finch 264 

» — jinches . 264 

9 grakle . . 285 

Purple martin : oC 335 

Purple martin . : 335 

Purple sandpiper . : 381 

Purple sandpiper 381 

Se sweye 5 335 

Purre. a 383 

Puspusquew 342 

Pyamis : 0 358 

Pygargus accipiler . 5 55 

Pygmy shrikes . . Syeli25 

Pyranga_ . . 273 

3,  erythropis 273 

PyYRANGA RUBRA 273 

Pyranga rubra XXVi, XXXvi 

Pyrgita 4 243, 260 

Pyreira (PIPILO) ARCTICA 260 

Pyrgita (Pipilo) arctica XXIV 

Pyrrhula 6 3 243, 262 

Pyrruuia (Cor.) ENUCLEATOR 262 

Pyrrhula (Cor.) enucleator, xxiv, xxx, 

XXXIV, XXXiX 

Pyrrhula frontalis 243, 265, 494 
sp Ludoviciana 271 

Pyrrhuline 243, 262, 263 

Q. 

Quequeshew 295 

Quails 342 

Quiscalus 276, 285, 287 

»  ferrugineus 286 

QUISCALUS VERSICOLOR 285 

Quiscalus versicolor XXVi, XXXV 

R. 

Rail, Carolina 403 

» yellow-breasted 402 

Rall : . 403 

Rallus 360, 402, 403 

Raxius Caronimus 403 

Rallus Carolinus XXX, xxxvil, 403 

3 ruficollis 492 

»  Novoboracensis xxx, xxxviii, 402 

Rattus NovoBoRAcENsIS” ss 402 

Ramphastide 208, 298, 299 

9 Scansorial 4 327 

Ramphastos : : 360 

RapToRES ° “ 1 

Raptores xlviii, 163, 167, 169 

Rasores . B . 341 

Rasores \x, 163, 166, 167, 169, 199, 275 
Rasorial order . 974 

> subfamily 288 

co type Ixii, 207, 276, 481 

» types lu, 360 

INDEX. 

Raven 0 

Raven . 

Ravens 

Recollect 

Recurvirostra 

RecurvizostrA AMERICANA 

290 

xvi 

290, 469 
239 

375 

375 

Recurvirostra Americana, XXvili, Xxxvii, 

Red-backed shrike 0 

5 bird 

Red-breast, blue ° 

blue-backed 

63 English 

Red-breasted godwit 

sn goosander 

o grosbeak 

Red-breasted merganser 

Red-breasted merganser 

of sandpiper 

65) snipe 

Red-breasted thrush 

Red-breasted thrush 

» covt-footed tringa 

sy eyed flycatcher 

Red-eyed greenlet 

Red-headed duck 

9 warbler . 

Red-headed woodpecker . 

Red-headed woodpecker 

> lark ° 

Red-necked grebe . 

Red-necked grebe 

Redpoll, yellow 

5, phalarope 

y» Sandpiper é 

Red-shafted woodpecker 

Red-shank . ° 

Red-shouldered falcon 

9 heron 

3, start, small American 

» 9» Of Hurope 

Red-tailed buzzard . 

Red-tailed falcon 

1 hawk 

0 rock-thrushes . 

Red-throated diver 

Red-throated ducker 

5p humming-bird 

ey loon 

Red-winged maize-bird 

Red-wing ed oriole 

w starling 

Red-wings ‘ 

Reddish-brown titlark 

Regulus calendula 

»  eristalus 

Reed bird . 

Rehusak grous 

Rhinchops nigra 

Rhipidura 

Rhynchaspis 

Ricebird 

375 

165 

176 

210 

210 

210 

396 

462 

271 

462 

462 

383, 387 

- 398 

176 

emliG 

407 

233 

233 

452 

215 

316 

316 

23) 

4 

411 

215 

406, 407 

387 

315 

391 

66 

373 

223 

224 

50 

50 

50 

191 

476 

476 

323 

476 

280 

280 

283 

281 

231 

XXXVil 

XXXVI 

279 

351 

XXXVI1 

131; 206 

5 Bh) 

278, 279 

Ricebird, sharp-tailed 

Rice-bunting 

Richardson’s Jager . 

Ridenne 

Rifle-bird 0 

Ring-billed mew-gull 

Ring-plover 

Ring-necked duck 

Ring-tail 

» eagle 

» falcon 

s hawk 

» Hudson's Bay 

Robin 

», uropean 

Rock-grous 

Rock-grouse 

Rock-thrushes 

P, red-tarled 

Rocky Mountain garrot . 

17 

% spotted grouse 

Rose-breasted grosbeak 

Rough-legged falcon 

Rough-legged falcon 

Round-crested duck 

Rubecula dorso ceeruleo 

Rubis . 

Ruddy duck 

Ruddy duck 

>> plover 

Ruffed grouse 

Ruffed grous 

5,  heathcock 

Rufous tyrants 

Rupicola 0 

Rusty grakle . 

Rusty maggot-eater 

Rusty bunting 

Ruticilla minor 

Sacre falcon 

Saffron-headed maize-bird 

Saffron-headed maize-bird 

Saint John’s falcon 

Sand martin 

Sand martin 

Sand swallow 

Sandpiper, Bartram’s 

Sandpiper, diminutive 

rh Douglas’ 

Sandpiper, gambet 

. green 

” grey 
3 Hebridal 

» little 
Sandpiper, pigmy 

oy} purple 

Sandpiper, purple 

5 red 5 

=) red-backed 

55 red-breasted 

52, 

27 

517 

278 
278 
433 
440 
321 
421 
367 
454 
55 
12 
66 
55 
55 

6, 201 
202 
354 
354 
161 
191 
456 
348 
271 
52 

66, 69 
463 
210 
323 
455 
455 
366 
342 
342 
342 
131 
492 

6, 286 
286 
257 
223 

27, 66 
281 
280 
66 

333 
333 
333 
391 



518 

Sandpiper, Schinz’s . 384 
5 semipalmated 381 

Sandpiper, spotted 394 

ay Swiss 370 

Sanderling 366 

Sanderling . 366 

a variable 366 

SarcoraMpHus CALIFORNIANUS 1 

Sarcoramphus Californianus Xx 

Sashem peehew 335 

Sassasees 390 

Sassasshew 389 

Sassassque peethesew 466 

SauROPHAGUS . 484 

Saurophagus 133, 149 484 

Saxicola 202, 488 

» Ortentalis . 483 

9 —-Stalis 210 

SaxicoLinz& : A 202 

Saxicoline 199,200,201,202, 203,206,488 

Say’s tyrant flycatcher 142 
Say’s tyrant flycatcher 142 

ScaNnsoRES 298 

Scansores, 134, 136, 163, 166, 167, 198, 

199, 202, 203, 205, 207, 208, 228, 242, 

243, 288, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 321, 
326, 327, 328 

Scansorial creepers, 159, 205, 208, 322 

a Rhamphastide “aeo2/, 

Py sub-genera cb 342 

p sub-genus 289 

Pr type 275, 278, 495 

5) types e hi, 228, 266 

ScCAPHIDURIN”E 276 

Scaphidurine - 274, 285, 286 

ScapHmurus . 494 

Scaphidurus 5 360 

Scarlet black-winged tanager “273 

Scarlet sparrow 273 

»  tanager 5 . 273 

Scaup duck 453 

Scaup duck 453 

ScoLEcoPHAGus 494 

Scolecophagus . : . 286 

ScOLECOPHAGUS FERRUGINEUS 286 

Scolecophagus ferrugineus xxvi, xxxvi,494 

Scolopax . 398, 300, 401 

» borealis 378 

Scotopax BrasI.iensis 400 

es Doverasir : 400 

Scolopax Douglasii Fs - 400 

Scoropax Drummonpu 400 

Scolopax Drummondii xxx, 401, 501 
» gallinago xxxvili, 400, 401 

es gallinula 400 

» grisea 398 

m Hudsonica 396 

9 Lapponica e XXXVili 

ScoLoPpax LEUCURUS . 501 

Scolopax (Macroramphus) grisea 398 

» major é 0 400 

Scoropax Novoporacensis 398 

INDEX. 

Scolopax Novoboracensis, XxX, XXXvii, x], 

398 

Ri Paykullt 398 

of totanus : - 389 

Scotopax Wisoniz : 401 

Scolopax Wilsoniti x: +t, xxxvi, 401, 501 

Scotch ptarmigan 350 

Scoter, American - 450 

Scoter duck 450 

Sea-ducks c ; - 437 

Sea-eagle . . 15, 66 

Seecuwk-peethesew ¢ . 278 

Seek 461 

Seehee araksioo 383 

Seekeep 411 

Seekesewuck 478 

Seesebasquit-peethaysees 269 

Seiurus  .« 203, 227, 230 

SEIURUS AQUATICUS 229 

Seiurus aquaticus, XXiv, xxxvil, 203, 228 

SEIURUS AUROCAPILLUS 2227 

Seiurus aurocapillus . xxiv, xxxvi, 203, 

223, 230 

»  tenwrostris 229 

SELASPHORUS 496 

Selasphorus rufus 3 - 496 

Semipalmated sandpiper 381 

Semipalmated snipe : . 388 

%5 tatler . 388 

Sericulus : 155, 157 

6 chrysocephalus ° 155 

SETOPHAGA - - 206 

Setophaga, 203, 206, 207, 218, 219, 223, 

224, 225, 489 

218, 225 

- typical. li, 206, 225 

SeropHaca (ERYTHROsOMA) miniaTA 201 

Setophage 

Setophaga (Erythrosoma) picia . 201 

SrropuHaca Bonapartit . 225 

Setophaga Bonaparti XXlv, XXXvil 
5 mitrata 225 

s rubra 204 

SETOPHAGA RUTICILLA . 223 

Setophaga ruticilla Xxiv, xxxvi, 201 

Sharp-tailed grouse 361 

a rice-bird 6 Ae PY hs) 

Sheegun peethees 246 

Sheesheewine peeshoo . 333 

Sheepecun memewuck 292 

Shinkee ’ pees 411 

Shinz’s sandpiper : 384 
Shipomosish . A ego’ 

Shoestring duck ° 444 

Shore lark 0 : - 245 

Shore lark 245 

Shore larks 249 

Short-billed jay xvii, 296 
95 mew-gull 422 

Short-eared owl 75 

Short-eared owl . 6 off) 

3, footed perching birds 326 

» legged glaucopne 289 

Short-legged orioles ° - 155 

Short-legged peewit . 146 

Short-legged thrushes 164 

Short-tailed thrushes ‘ 124 

Shoveller - 439 

Shoveller 5 440, 445 

Shoveller duck : . 439 

iy true ° 445 

Shrike c . 166 

Shrike, American grey 5 115 

Shrike, black-crowned. a ike) 

5) . einereous 165 

» frontal - 134 

yy . great American 111, 116 

Shrike, greater northern 111 

Shrike, grey 119 

» loggerhead - 116 

35 northern 112 

3  red-backed - 165 

Shrike, white-winged 122 

Shrikes 31, 149, 150, 168, 199 

» bush - 124, 149 

»  drongo . 150, 166, 289 

yy imsectivorous 136 

» of Madagascar - 128 

» pygmy 125 
Shrikes, thrush-billed 151 

Shrikes, true. 124, 130, 149, 164 

» tyrant 6 : 132 

Stalia 209, 210, 488, 499 

» arctica . 202,210 

3, Mexicana . 202 

9 Wilsonii r 202, 210 

Siggeeareearioo . 382 
Silent thrush 186 

Siskin, New York - 266 

Sitta Carolinensis o XXXVIi 

Skunk bird 278, 279 

Slate-coloured hawk 5 44 

Slate-coloured hawk 44 

Small American redstart 223 

», black and white diver . 479 

» grey goose . 471 

» North American thrushes 180 

» yellow bird 211 

Snake hunter 55 

Snipe ° : 401 
» black xvi 

Snipe, Brazil 400 
Snipe, brown . 398 

Snipe, Douglas’s 400 

» Drummond’s : - 400 

Snipe, red-breasted 398 

3,  semipalmated - 388 

» spotted 389 

» tell-tale . 389 

»  yellow-shanks 5 390 
Snipe, white-tailed . 501 

» | Wilson’s - 401 

Snipes, European . . 400 

Sno rissa ° : . 355 

Snow bird . . 259 



Snow bunting . . 246 

Snow-buntling . : 246 

3 «goose . On! - 467 

Snow goose : - 466, 467 

3 owe q . 2eeESs 

Snowy owl ° 2 27, 77, 88 

Solitary sandpiper : 393 

Somateria 437, 447, 448, 497 

SoMATERIA MOLLISSIMA F 448 

Somateria mollissima . xxxii, xxxiv, 437 

SomaTERIA SPEOTABILIS 447 

Somateria spectabilis , xxxii, xxxiv, 437 

Song thrush 0 150 

Song thrushes 162 

Sooty owl 77 

Sparactes ° 128 

Sparrow, fox-coloured 275 

Sp house xix 

5 -like finches 244 

> mountain 252 

55 scarlet 273 
5) tree 252 

5 white-throated » 256 

Sparrows . xx, 243 

By true. 260 

Speckled diver 475 

3 partridge hawk 27 

Sphenura 5 9 157 

Sphecotheres 130, 151, 168, 483 

Spirit duck 458 

Spirit duck 2 0 458 

3, ducks 437 

Spotted Greenland dove 478 

»  grosbeak 271 

Spotted grouse 346 

Spotted grouse . 2 346 

3 hawk 5 23 

Spotted owl 0 99 

Spotted plover . . 3869 

3)  sandpiper 394 

> snipe 389 

»  tatler : 394 

» thrush . 187 

»  tringa ° 394 

Spruce partridge 344 

Spur-winged plovers 498 

Starelet, crescent C 282 

Starling 283 

3 «common 184, 278 

»  red-winged 280 

Starlings 274 

Starlings, American 274 

és hang-nest - 289 

» true # 275, 278, 283 
Steller's crow xvi, 294 

5 ALY . cs 294 

Steller’s jay 294 
Stercoraire pomarine 429 

STERCORARIUS CEPPHUS 432 
Sterna 412, 414, 415 

STERNA ARCTICA 414 

Sterna arctica , XXX, XXXVvi, xxxvili, 414 

INDEX. 

STERNA HIRUNDO 412 

Sterna hirindo, xxx, xxxvii, xxxviil, x1, 

412, 413, 414 

> minuta XXXVIL 

STERNA NIGRA . - 415 

Sterna ngra XXX, XXXvi, xl 

»  plumbea 6 Be CNG) 

Stone chat 199 

» curlew ' - 389 

Streaked falcon 66 

Strepsilas . a oxi lh 

55 collaris . XXxviil, 371 

STREPSILAS INTERPRES 371 

Strepsilas interpres, XXVill, XXXVil, XXXVIli 

STRIGIDE 71 

Strigid@, XXii, XXX1V, XXXV, XXXVi, XXXvil, 

XXXVlil, XXxix 

Srrix Acapica ; 97 

Strix Acadica XXli, Xxxiv, 95, 97 

» Acadiensis . 3 of 

» arctica 4. Sal 

oy OSD XXxvii, 99 

SrrIx BRACHYOTA 75 

Strix brachyota, xxii, XXXV1, XXxix, 78, 82 

5, brachyotos “/) 

Srrix (Buso) arctica 86 

Strix (Bubo) arctica XXII, XXXIV 

Srrix (Buso) Vrrernrana 78, 82 

Stria (Bubo) Virginiuna, xxii, xxiv, XXxv 

» candida 2 88 

STRIX CINEREA : 77 

Strix cinerea XXxii, XXXiv, 77 

yy  euniculuria 99 

» dasypus 94 

» flammea 75x99 

» fuliginosa 77 

STRIX FUNEREA 92 

Strix funerea, XXii, Xxxiv, XXXv, Xxxix, 

94, 95 

» Mageilanica 82 

STRIX NEBULOSA J . 81 

Strix nebulosa, XXil, XXXIV, XXXV, Xxxix,81 

5, (Noctua) Acadica 97 

STRIX NYCTEA 88 

XXli, XXXIV, XXXV, XXXVIli, 

xxxix, 27, 82, 86, 88 

Strix nyctea . 

Srrix orus : 72 

Strix otus . xxii, Xxxiv, xxxv, xxxix, 82 
3) passerina 94, 95, 97 

5 Scandiaca 86 

Srrix TENGMALMI 94 

Slrix Tengmalmi, xxii, XXXiv, Xxxix, 94, 

97, 98 

5, Virginiana 86, 94 

Struthionide 199 

Sturnella 275, 282 

© ©6collaris| 6 282 

SrurNELLA LupovicIANA 282 

Sturnella Ludoviciana XXV1, XXKV 

SrurNIDz 274 

Sturnide . XXi, XXVi, XXXV, XXXVI, XXXVil, 

241, 242, 274, 275, 278, 494 

Sturnide American 

STuRNINE 

Sturnine 

Sturnus 

” 

” 

3” 

Ludovicianus 

junceli 

predatorius 

Suiriris 

Summer duck 

Summer duck 

Surf duck 

Swallow, American 

Swallow, bank 

Swallow, barn 

Swallow, barn 

” chimney 

Swallow, cliff 

Swallow, cliff . 

” 

Swallow, white-fronted 

sand 

-tailed ducks 

ay «paccon 

» tyrants 

Swallows 

Swamp partridge 

Swan, Bewick’s 

a” trumpeter 

Swans 

Swift, purple 

Swiss sandpiper 

Sylvia 

a@stiva 

aurocapilla 

autumnalis 

azurea 

bicolor 

Blackburnie 

Canadensis 

castanea 

chrysoptera 

cincta 

coronata 

Surva 

hippolars 

ecteracephala 

Javanica 

magnolia 

maculosa 

maritima 

melodia 

milrata 

Noveboracensis 

olivacea 

palmarum 

pardahina 

pensilis 

peregrina 

petechia 

pinguis 

rubecula 

rubricapilla 

ruficapilla 

201, 202, 207, 208 

xx, 310, 326, 

465 
464 

435, 438 
335 
370 

211, 213 

227 

XXXVil 

XXXVI 

221 

XXXVii 

XXxvii 

XXXVIi 

XXXVI 

216 

216 

317 

201 

XXXV1i 

205 

213, 

xxxvil, 489 

xxxvil, 229 

234 

XXXVii 

XXXvli, 225 

XXXVI 

221 

215 

216 

483 

220 

220 



520 

Sylvia solitaria 0 

»  Ssphagnosa . 

» striata 

»  trichas 

5,  turdoides 

»  umbria 2 

9 - vermivora 

» -virens 

» Wilsonit 

SyLVIADzE 

xxxvil, 218 

XXXV11 

218 

XXXVll 

126 

216 

XXXV1l1 

XXXV11 

XXxvil 

200 

Sylviad@, Xvi, XXIV, XXXiV, Xxxv, xxxvi, 

XXxvil, xxxix, 103, 104, 126, 158, 160, 

170, 199, 200, 208, 243, 488, 499 

a true 

Sylviane 

ra typical 

201 

200, 202, 206, 207, 499 
201 

Sylvicola, 201, 203, 204, 205, 206, 211, 

213, 215, 216, 218, 219, 220, 221, 225 

SYLVICOLA @STIVA 

Sylvicola estiva 

Sylvicola coronata 

SyYLVICOLA MACULOSA 

Sylvicola maculosa 

cf peregrina 

SYLVICOLA PETECHIA 

Sylvicola petechia 

SYLVICOLA STRIATA 

Sylvicola striata 

211 

XXiv, xxxvi, 217 

xxiv, 218, 219 

213 

XXIV, XXXvVii 

222 

215 

XXIV, XXXvi 

218 

XXIV 

Syivicoia (VERMIVORA) PEREGRINA 221 

Sylvicola (Vermiv.) peregrina XXIV 

Synvicora (VERMIV.) RUBRICAPILLA 220 

Syloicola (Vermiv.) rubricapilla . XXIV 

Sylvicole 204, 205, 206, 213, 218, 489 

» typical 

Synallaxis 

Syrrhaptes 7 

T. 

Talhyeh . 

Talhgweetirioo 

Tanager, black-winged scarlet 
Tanager, Canada 

y olive . 

op scarlet 

Tanagers ° 

Tanagra . 

5 esclave 

He) Ol 6 

Tanagrine 

Tarrock : 

Tatleetiriok . 

Tatler 

Tatler, Bartram’s 

»  green-rump 

»  Semipalmated 

s Spotted 

3, white-tailed 

»  yellow-shanks 

Tawny bunting . 

5, thrush 

Tawquawgewsheep 

Teal 6 . 

li 

474 

371 

273 

273 

273 

273 

153, 243, 269 

242, 260, 273 

288 

154 

274 

423 

373 

206, 389 
391 

393 

388 

394 

392 

390 

246 

182 

453 

436 

INDEX. 

Teal, American 5 . 443 
Teal, American : 443 

Teal, blue-winged ° 444 

Teal, green-winged z - 443 

», white-faced . 444 

Telleegoo-aicu 371 

Telltale . 389 

Tell-tale godwit 389 

» greater and Jesser 3 389 

9 lesser , - 390 

Be STIPE , : 389 

TrLopHorus 0 481 

Telophorus collaris 481 

Tengmalm’s owl 5 5 94 

Tennessee warbler 221 

Tennessee worm-eater 6 221 

Tenuirostral family : 500 

sp sub-family 269 

type, lii, 222, 269, 275, 289, 

342, 483 

TENUIROSTRES : 321 

Tenuirostres, 136, 163,167, 170, 195, 197, 

198, 199, 202, 203, 205, 243, 270, 275, 

288, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 321, 326, 

498 

TEPHRODORNIS 482 

Tephrodornis 127, 133 

Tercel 5 . 24 

Tern, Arctic 0 414 

3, black 5 C 415 

Tern, black 6 : 415 

9 great . . 412 

Tern, greater 412 

Terrestrial finches 243 

Tetrao, 341, 342, 344, 346, 348, 350, 351, 
354, 356, 358, 361, 496 

»  canace 346 

Terrao CaNnaDENsIS 346 

Tetrao Canadensis, xxviii, xxxiv, 346, 348, 

349 

" var. 5 348 

Terrao (Cenrr.) puastangettus 3361 

Tetrao (Centr.) phasianellus, XXVill, XXXiv 

Terrao (CENTR.) UROPHASIANUS - 358 

Tetrao ( Centr.) urophasianus, xxviii, Xxxiv 

4  cuprdo 360 

: 348 

Tetrao Franklinit, xxviii, xxxiv, 347, 348 

» lagopus, xxxvill, 350, 354, 356, 

357 

Tretrsao (Lacorus) LEUCURUS, xxxviii, 

356 

. XXVili, Xxxiv 

Tetrao FrRaNKLINII 

Tetrao (Lagopus) leucurus 

Trrrao (Lacorus) murus . 350 

Tetrao (Lagopus) mutus XXVili 

Trrrao (Lacorus) RUPESTRIS 354 

Tetrao (Lagopus) rupestris, Xxvill, XXXiv, 
Xxxviii, xl 

Trerrao (Lacopus) sALICETI « 351 

Tetrao (Lagopus) saliceti, xxviii, xxiv, xl 
344 

XXVili, xxxiv, 344 
TeTrao OBSCURUS 

Tetrao obscurus 

Tetrao phasianellus . A 361 

3  Richardsonit . 344 

9 rupestris 354, 356, 357 

»,  umbelloides ° 342 

TETRAO UMBELLUS 9 342 

Tetrao umbellus, xxviii, xxxiv, 342, 345, 

348, 360 

9)  wrophasianellus 361 

» Uurophasianus 358 

9) Sabine 2 343 

»  saliceti 351, 357 

»  tetria 497 

»  togatus 342 

TETRAONIDE 341 

Tetraonidé . XXi, xxviii, Xxxiv, xxxvii, 

Xxxvili, xl, 496 

THAMNOBIA ° 489 

Thamnobia 201 

35 rufiventer 489 

Thamnophile, plain lineated 130 

THAMNOPHILINE 124, 482 

Thamnophiline li, 105, 106, 108, 136, 

164, 168, 170, 171, 206, 289 
THAMNOPHILUS 106, 107, 108 

Thamnophilus, 119, 124, 126, 127, 128, 

154, 171 
Theechazza 0 : 92 

Thededilleh . 304 

Thothoscauseu 0 c 75 

Thrasher . ° 189 

Throstle . 0 : 162 

Three-toed woodpecker 31] 

Thrush é : 278 

» billed shrikes ° 151 

5,  Luropean 177 

»  ferruginous 189 

»  fox-coloured 189 

5»  golden-crowned 227 

Thrush, hermit 184 

Thrush, hermit . 184 

»  ethe mock-bird 187 

» “ttle 179 
Thrush, little tawny > 179 

Thrush, oriole > fe 154 

» palm 153, 154 

Thrush, red-breasted 3 176 

Thrush, red-breasted 176 

Thrush, silent 186 

Thrush, song . 5 150 

» tawny 0 182 

»  yellow-breasted 493 

»,  Unalaschka Xvi 

Thrushes . 150,153, 168, 191, 200 

» African 191 

x »  white-crowned 101 

» ant 124, 160, 161, 164 

»  uropean 162 

3  long-legged 162 

p  waee 161 

», small North American 180,181 

»  short-legged 164 

»  short-taled 0 - 124 



Thrushes,song - . 162 

» true 162, 187, 196 

»)  white-crowned 191 

Thryothorus 319 

5 arundineus 319 

Tiaris : 243, 269 

Tiercelet 5 24 

” Fimalia 104, 151, 157, 487 
»  pileata 31 

Titlark, reddish-brown 231 

Titmice, true 6 201 

Titmouse, black-capped 226 

Titmouse, black-capped e 226 

Todide 103, 104, 170, 241 

Todies . : ° 125, 170 

Todus 103, 241, 242 

3 obscurus 147 

» viridis 241 

Toodleetrioo 369 

Toogleetiiah 0 370 

Toollootik 290 

Toolleetirioo 370 

Totani > a 391 

Totanus 375, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 
393, 394 

Toranus BarTRamius . 391 

Totanus Bartramius xxx, xxxvii, xl, 391 

ToTANUs CALIDRIS o. axl 

Totanus calidris xxx, xl, 391 
»  candidus 391 

x (Cataptrophorus) semipalmatus 

388 

ToraNus CHLOROPYGIUS 5 393 

Totanus chloropygius, XXX, xxxvii, 393,406 

ToTaNus FLAVIPES 390 

Totanus flavipes XXvlll, xxxvii, 390 

»  fuscus é . 389 

»  macularius xl, 394 

3  melanoleucus 389 

»  Novoboracensis 398 

ToTaNUs OCHROPUS 392 

Totanus ochropus xxx, xl, 392 

ToTraNnus SEMIPALMATUS 388 

Totanus semipalmatus, xxviii, xxxvii, xl, 

388, 391 

ToTaNvs VOCIFERUS 389 

Totanus vociferus EXViil, XXxvii, 389 

Toucans 199, 327 

Tourne pierre a collier 371 

Towhé bunting 261 

Traquet a queue striée 489 

Tree buntling 252 

Tree sparrow 252 

Trichas 203, 206 

Trichophori, typical 159 

Trichophorus 151, 152, 153, 158, 159 

Tridactylia : 4 302 

Tridactylus - : 302 

Tringa, 379, 380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 

386 

TRINGA ALPINA y 383 

Tringa dpina, XXVili, XXxVil, XXxViii, xl, 

383 

INDEX, 

Tringa australis : . 387 
» Bartramii 391 

» (Calidris) arenaria 366 

») canuta . 4 387 

» einclus 387 

TRINGA CINEREA 387 

Tringa cinerea, xviii, xxxvii, xxxvili, xl, 

387 
»  coot-footed 406 

Trinea Doverasn . 379 

Tringa Douglasit, xxviii, xxxvii, 380, 381 

»  glacialis . 409 

»  glareola 393 

» grisea ' 387 

», Helvetica 4 : 370 

»  (Hemipalama) himantopus 380 

»  hiaticula c 367 

TRINGA HIMANTOPUS 380 

Tringa himantopus . xxviii, xxxvil, 379, 

380 

»  interpres KXXvili, 371 

5  twslandica 387 

»  longicauda : 5) Sel 

3 maculata 394 

TRINGA MARITIMA . 381 

Tringa maritima, xxviii, xxxvii, xxxviii, 

xl, 382 

TRINGA MINUTA 4 385 

Tringa minuta XXVili, XXxvil, 385 
9» «nevia 387 

9 pectoralis + XXXVii 

TRINGA PUSILLA . 386 

Tringa pusilla XXVill, xxxvil, 386 

» red coot-footed 407 

| rua 407 

Trinea Scuinzu ‘ 384 

Tringa Schinz , xxvill, xxxvii, xl, 384 

TRINGA SEMIPALMATA 381 

Tringa semipalmata . xxviii, xxxvil, 381 

»  soltaria 393, 394 

» spotted 394 

»  squatarola a ~) 370 

»  varrabilis XXXVill, 383 

TrocHILipz 322 

Trochiide xxvi, 195, 321, 496 

Trochilus 322, 323 

TrocuHILUS COLUBRIS 323 

Trochilus colubris, xxvi, xxxvi, 318, 323, 

325 
os chalybeus 496 

Fp cyaneus 322 

5; ornatus 496 

BS platycercus 496 

95 rufus 323 

Trocuitus (SELasPHORUS) RUFUS 324 

Trochilus (Selasphorus) rufus, xxvi, 324 

Troglodyte d’hiver 5 318 

Troglodytene 6 316, 318 

Troglodytes, 207, 208, 228, 316, 318, 319 

TROGLODYTES DON o 316 

Troglodytes edon, xxvi, xxxvi, 316, 317, 

320 

Troglodytes European 318 
Bp Survus 316, 319 

TROGLODYTES HYEMALIS 318 

Troglodytes hyemalis XXV1, xxxvi, 318 

TROGLODYTES PALUSTRIS 319 

Troglodytes palustris, xxvi, xxxvi, 317,319 

Trogon pavoninus 327 

Trogonide ( 326 

Trogons 326, 327 

Tropidorhynchus 110 

Troupiale tacheté 275 

True falcons 23 

» finches ; 275 

» Jfly-catchers 200 

9 grakles 276 

» larks 6 243 

» mightingale 209 

x shoveller " - 435 

»  shrikes 124, 130, 149, 164 

» Sparrow 6 . 260 

» starlings 0 275, 278, 283 

» sylviade 7 . 201 

» thrushes, 149,160, 162, 176,187,196 

9 titmice 201 

» woodpeckers 288 

Trumpeter 464 

Trumpeter swan - 464 

Trumpeter swans 465 

Turdi 152 

Turdoides 6 : 152 

Turdus 126, 152, 176, 179, 182, 184, 

286 

»»  aquaticus 229 

»  arundinaceus 126 

»  aurocapillus . 227 

» bicolor 486 

»  bimaculatus 485 

»  chalcocephatus. . 486 

»  coronatus . . 22 

» eyaneus 184 

» dispar : 485 

»  felivox 192 

9)  fuscus 18] 

»  gularis 3 153 

»  haemorrhous 485 

»  iwacus 179 

»  érvrdus 192 
»  melodus 18) 

» - magratorius 3 176 

5 manor 179, 180, 181, 184 

»  motacilla 229 

9 ~~ musicus 190 

9  mustedinus 180, 181, 182 

»  ne@vius 187 
» orientalis - 483 

>  palmarum 153, 154 

» ~~ parvus 179 
»  polyglottus . 190 

»  Solrtaraus 180, 181, 184 

» rufus 189 

5 Wrilsonie 182 

Tufted auk . xvi 

3 X 



522 

Tufted duck é 454 

Turtle doves, small > . 363 

Turnstone : 3 371 

Turnstone . 5 . 371 

Twetweshew : : 293 

Turkey-buzzard : 7, 

» cock 5 f 343 

Turkey-vulture : f 4 

Type, Dentirostral 3 500 

» Fissirostral, 1x, \xi, 206, 489, 490, 

494, 497 

5 of Cinclus 488 

5, Rasorial xii, 207, 260, 276, 481 

» Scansorial 266, 275, 278, 495 

», Tenuirostral, 222, 269, 275, 289, 

342, 483 

Types, Fissirostral . hi 

» _ Rasorial : - 360 

»  Scansorial . : lii, 228 

5,  Lenuirostral : 5 ii 

Typical ampelide : . 289 

»  Chatterers . 2 289 

»  mmsessores ‘ - 341 

yy msessorral circles : 298 

> omioles  . x 154 

sy pare A - 226 

»  setophage ‘ 206, 225 

» sylviane c - 200 

yy sylvicol@..”~. ‘ 206 

»  trichophori A LSS) 

5, weaving birds : 270 

5, woodpeckers 300, 301 

TYRANNINE 130, 484 

Tyrannine, 108, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 

136, 137, 143, 149, 151, 164, 170, 

171, 498 

TYRANNULA 3 - 484 

Tyrannula : 142, 484, 489 

aA Acadica s - 146 

- barbirostris 132, 147 

5 musica : - 132 

sp NigriCans « : 132 

, nunciola 130, 146, 147, 148 

A pallida. : 142 

TYRANNULA PUSILLA ° saa 

Tyrannula pusilla xxli, 499 

- querula 132, 145, 146 

5 rapa « é - 146 

Tyrannua RICHARDSONII c 146 

Tyrannula Richardsonii xxii, 499 

TyrannuLa Saya. : 142 

Tyrannula Saya xxii, 130, 132, 498 

Tyrannule . ‘4 x alley 

TyRAnNus < 484 

Tyrannus. 108, 132, 137, 484 

- audax é - 132 

'TYRANNUS BOREALIS f 141 

Tyrannus audax 7 - 484 

i borealis xxii, 484 

5 calcaratus C 132 

on crassirostris 130, 132, 484 

4y crinitus 132, 137, 484 

INDEX. 

Tyrannus crudelis, 130, 131,132, 137, 484 

A Serox : 2182 

$0 griseus . ‘ 484 

TYXRANNUS INTREPIDUS . GC NeY/ 

Tyrannus intrepidus, xxii, xxxvi, 130, 131, 

132, 137, 141, 143, 484 

F, Zeucotis ¢ - 484 

Bp magnirostris . 484 

¥ ppt. . 7 37, 

” rufescens . . 486 

Ny rufiventer 3 . 486 

2 Savanna . : 132 

As sulphuratus 6 oe JUG} 

s9 Viellotu . ° 138 

¥ vociferans ° ~ Isl 

Tyrant flycatcher. . 137 

Tyrant flycatcher, little . . 144 

7 5 Say’s ; 142 

Tyrant flycatchers 131, 159, 171 

»  grey-breasted . ey UlBY/ 

Tyrant, northern. . 141 

Tyrant shrikes c . 132 

Tyrants, fork-tail : 134, 135 

p of Paraguay : 134 

a rufous . ars! 

a swallow-tailed ‘4 132 

U. 

Unalaschka bunting : xvi 

5 thrush : oy XVE 

3 oriole . c XV 

Upupa Capensis 3 alo? 

Uria ; q 477, 478, 479 

URIA ALLE . ; . 479 

Uria alle —- xxii, xxxvi, xxxvili, xl, 479 

Urta Brunnicun . by YM 

Uria Brunnichit, XXxii,XXXiV,XXXV,XXXVIil, 

xl, 477 

URIA GRYLLE : . 478 

Uria grylle  Xxxii, xxxv, xxxviii, xl, 478 

s) marmorata . . - Xvi 

5 (Mergulus) alle . 479 

URIA TROILE ° 5 UWE 

Uria troile, xxxil, xxxiv, xxxv, xl, 477,478 

Urogallus minor o 7 SO 

Urotomi 0 : 125 

Urotomus . é loll 

Urubu C A 6 

Uscathacheesh : . 354 

V. 

Vanga 0 128, 482 

>) aestructor, . ‘i 128 

Vange Q e 5 leil 

5  4ustralan . c 171 

», Madagascar ( e Mei 

Vanellus 0 9g 370 

VANELLUS MELANOGASTER . 370 

Fanellus melanogaster, XXViil, XXXV, XXXVI, 

xl, 370 

Vanneau pluvier . : 370 

Varied thrush 3 5 USy/ 

Velvet duck - . 450 

Verdin icterocephale . 5 LE 

Vermivora 204, 205, 220, 221, 222 

op rubricapilla . 2 222 

35 solitaria . 205 

Vermivore 5 204, 205, 222 

Vinago 6 : 363 

Vireo 4 : 233, 235, 237 

Vireo Bartram : . 235 

Vireo Bartramii . 0 xxiv, 234 

Vireo gilva . 5 - 235 

“4, gilvus : o 235 

VIREO LONGIROSIRIS . - 1237 

Vireo longirostris . C 236 

VIREO OLIVACEUS 5 « 233 

Pireo olivaceus, xxiv, xxxvi, 233, 234, 235 

236, 237 
Virginian eagle-owl S82 

Virginian horned-owl : 82 

Fultur atratus 6 

» aura 3 4 

5,  Calfornanus . . 1 

Fulture, black : é 6 

Vulture, Californian. c 1 

Vulture, Californian 5 

»  Lgyptian 6 5 

Vulturide : xxii, xxxvi, 1 

W. 

Waders. x - 366 
Weweoo : Q 467 

Wagtails . d » 203 

Wannah kaoo 0 6 4 

Wapacuthu owl fe oo hd, OY) 

Wape-ohoo Q - 86,86 

Wapow keethoo . A oi teks) 

»  oocheechawk : 372 

3 Weoo Ree Y/ 

3  whiskejanneesh : 1li 

Wappono-sheep. 4 458 

Wap’ -ustiquan meekeeshew qi ilk) 

Warbler ; c 225 

y belted : - 216 

3,  black-headed E 223 

Warbler, black poll : aes 

Warbler, black poll . z 218 

Warbler, citron . : oe call 

Warbler, dusky 2 . 216 
»  grasset : . 216 

Warbler, golden-crowned 216 

Warbler, golden-crowned . . 216 

» Nashville : 220 
i New York . . 229 

x Tennessee . ; 221 

a5 olive 9 a Aalst 

#4 yellow-eyed . 211 

a yellow-poll 5 - 200 

Warbler, yellow red-poll . . 215 
Warbler, yellow red-poll a 215 

Warbler, yellow-rump : 213 

Warbler, yellow-rump 3 213, 216 
5 yellow-taled : 223 



Warblers 

fan-tailed . 

gold-crested 

nightingale 

of Australia 

white-rii.ged 

33 worm-eating 

Water colly 

crake 

hen, little American 
ry) 

» 

owzel 

» witches 

Wavey 

» horned 

Wawhaisheep 

Wawkaishee weesheep 

Wawkaw cuttaysew 

Wawpeetheoo . 

Wawsawuck apeshew 

Wazen chatterer 

Weaving birds, typical 

Weetha wewe 

Western duck 

Whip-poor-will 
Whip-poor-will 

» tomkelly 

Whiskeychawn weesheep 

Whiskeshawneesh 

Whiskey-jack 

Whiskey jack 

Whistling-duck 

White-breasted hawk 

5, crowned bunting 

White-crowned finch 

White-crowned thrushes . 

» eagle 

3, faced teal 

»  Jlesher . 

5, fronted goose 

os » swallow . 

White- fronted swallow 

»  godwit 

Whate godwit 

3 grouse 

White-headed eagle 

s horned-owl 

White owl 

» partridge 

White pelecan 
White pelecan 

3 ringed warblers 

» rumped bay falcon . 

White-tailed grouse . 

200, 205, 223, 232 
224 

207, 218 

126 

224 

205 

204 

173 

173 

403 

173 

410 

467 

468 

458 

458 

SVT 

351 

396 

237 

270 

469 

Xvl 

336 

336 

237 

404 

295 

295 

296, 297 

450 

50 

255 

255 

191 

12, 13, 66 

444 

342 

466 

331 

331 

398 

INDEX. 

White-tailed snipe 501 
s tatler 0 392 

5 throated finch . A 256 

White-throated finch 255, 256 

W hite-winged crossbill 263 

White-winged crossbill 263 

White-winged shrike 122 

es a silvery gull 418 

White whiskey-john 111 

Whooping-crane 372 

Whooping-crane 372 

Widgeon 436 

Widgeon, American 445 

Widgeon, American 445 

Willow-grouse 351 

Willow-grouse 89, 354,355 

» partridge 351 

Wilson’s phalarope . 405 
9 snipe 401 

$5 thrush 182 

Winter bird . 27 

SIE ALCON 66 

Winter wren 318 

Winter wren 207 

Winterer . ‘ 27 

Woodlarks . 173 

Wood-partridge 346 

Woodpecker . 155 

Woodpecker, Arctic three-toed 313 

5p common three-toed 311 

% downy s 307 

Woodpecker, downy 307 

Woodpecker, golden-shafted 314 

Woodpecker, golden-wing 314 

Woodpecker, hairy 305 

Woodpecker, harry : 305 

Woodpecker, little Georgian 308 

ug little Midland 308 

. pileated 304 

Woodpecker, pileated 304 

Woodpecker, red-shafted . 315 

Woodpecker, red-headed 316 

Woodpecker, red-headed 316 

2p three-toed 311 

oF) yellow-bellied . 309 

Woodpecker, yellow-hellied 309 > 

Woodpeckers, golden-shafted 302 

. black and white-spotted 302 

ce true . 288 

os typical 300, 301 

Wood pigeons, even-tailed 365 

Woodwren . : 237 

Worm-eater, Nashville 220 

THE END. 

Worm-eater, Tennessee . 22) 

‘orm-eating warblers 204 

Wren, European 309 

»  gold-crested . 125 

» great Carolina 319 

Wren, house 316 

Wren, house 316 

» marsh 319 

Wren, marsh 319 

»» . winter 318 

Wrens . 228 

Wuskuneethow 262 

axe: 

Xanthornus . 276 

Xema Sabinii 428 

Y. 

Yellow and black orioles 269 

Yellow-bellied woodpecker 309 

Yellow-bellied woodpecker 309 

Yellow bird . 266 

op 5 small . C 211 

» breasted chat iy 

sh »  gallinule 402 

Yellow-breasted rail 402 

Yellow-breasted thrush 493 

» legged godwit 390 

» poll warbler 211 

»  red-poll 215 

Yellow red-poll warbler 215 

Yellow red-poll warbler 215 

3  rumped flycatcher 213 

Yellow-rump warbler . 213 

Yellow-rump warbler 213, 216 

Yellow-shanks, greater and lesser 389 
5 snipe 390 

Yellow-shanks tatler 390 

,», tailed gnatcatcher 223 

Yellow-tailed flycutcher 223 

5p warbler 223 

» warbler, blue-eyed 211 

Yunxine 299 

Z. 

Zapornia . . 403 

ZONOTRICHIA : : 493 

Zonotrichia 243, 252, 254, 255, 256, 257 

i leucophrys 493 

. melodia 493 

in Pennsylvanica 493 

Zosierops 204, 205, 222, 489 

Javanica . 222 
2» 



ERRATA, 

WHICH THE READER IS REQUESTED TO CORRECT WITH A PEN. 

Page 

86, line 9, for ‘* PLATE xxxIl.,”’ read ‘‘ PLATE Xxx.” 

108, line 13, for ‘* Ceblepyrus,” read ** Ceblepyris.” 

130, line 8, for ‘* Ceblepyrini,” read ‘+ Ceblepyrine.” 

131, line 2 from the bottom of note, for “‘ Ripidura,” read ‘* Rhipidura.” 

136, line 11, for ‘‘ Edoline,” read “ Edoliane.” 

142, in the middle of the page, for ‘* Flycatcher,” read ‘* Tyrant Flycatcher.” 
142, insert above line 4 from the bottom of text, reference to ‘‘ PLATE xiv.” 

144, insert below line 7, reference to ‘* PLATE XLVI.” 

144, line 14, for ‘‘ phebe,’’ read ‘* phebe.” 

144, line 15, for ‘‘ obscurus,” read ‘* obscura.” 

146, insert below line 19, reference to “‘ PLATE XLVI.” 

153, line 7, for ‘* Phillastrephus,’’ read ‘* Phyllastrephus.” 

159, line 5 from the bottom of note, for ‘* Tricophorus,’”’ read ‘* Trichophorus.”’ 

169, line 19, for ‘‘ Pipa,” read ‘‘ Pipra.” 

171, line 14, for ** Colurtsoma,” read ‘* Collurisoma.” 

179, insert above line 9 from the bottom, reference to ‘* PLATE xxxvi.” 

204, lowest line of text, for ‘* Diops,”’ read ‘‘ Dyops.” 

220, line 14, for ‘‘ No. 140,” read ‘¢ No. 141.” 

233, line 13, for “* Parus Indicus,” read ‘* Parus furcatus.’ 

233, line 8 from the bottom, for ‘‘ Lep,” read ‘* Sep.’’ 

233, line 4 from the bottom, for ‘“* FLycaTcHER,” read *“* GREENLET.” 

235, line 10, for ‘¢ FLycaTCHER,” read ‘“* GREENLET.” 
236, line 2, for ‘* olivacea,”’ read “‘ olivaceus.” 

236, line 2 from the bottom, for ‘‘ Lep,’’ read ‘* Sep.” 

252, lines 13 and 17, for “* Scheniclus,” read ‘* Schenicla.” 

265, line 4 from the bottom, for ‘* Fincu,” read ‘* LInNnET.” 

269, above line 8 from the bottom of text, insert reference to ‘‘ PLATE LXxVIII.” 

270, line 7, for ‘* Cloris,” read ‘* Chloris.” 

301, line 17, for ‘* Denbrobates,’ read ‘* Dendrobates.”’ 

303, line 4 from the bottom, for ‘* Plates,’ read “* Plantes.” 

311, after line 19, insert reference to ‘‘ PLATE LVI.” 

363, line 1, for “ wrophasianellus,” read ‘* wrophasianus.”’ 
398, line 2, for “‘ Limosa, Briss.” read ** Scolopax, Linn.” 

398, on note, for ‘‘ Limosa Epwarpsit,” read ‘‘ Limosa CANDIDA, (Briss.)’”— 

When this note was written, I did not advert to the bird having been previ- 

ously named by Brisson, and also by Latham, who terms it “ Recurvirostra 
alba.” —Ind. Orn., ii., p. 787. 

436, line 19, for “ acuta,’’ read * caudacuta.” 

454, line 3, from the bottom of note, for ‘ crustata,” read “ cristata.’ 

London: Printed by W. Clowes, Stamford-street. 
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